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FOREWORD

From time immemorial, Tirumala, the Holy Abode of Lord Venkateswara has been venerated as one of the most hallowed places. The Vedas, ancient Tamil works of the Sangam period, the pasurams of Alwars and the sankirtanas of Tallapaka poets proclaim that the Lord of Seven Hills is the most blissful Archa form of Sriramanarayana. Many great dynasties of the South, especially the Pallavas, the Cholas, the Pandyas, and the Vijayanagar emperors, liberally patronised the Tirumala temple and the inscriptions found on the walls in the temples at Tirumala and Tirupati give more or less a vivid picture of the Temple and its administration from ninth century to eighteenth century.

Sri T. K. T. Viraraghavacharya’s ‘History of Tirupati’ which was first published in 1953 deals with the history of the temple, its layout and general administration. After closely studying the available source materials like the inscriptions, ancient records and literary works, late Sri Viraraghavacharya has meticulously brought out a comprehensive account of the temples of Tirumala and Tirupati. The author who was basically an engineer by profession combines his scientific spirit of enquiry with his traditional theistic approach to present a lucid and fairly accurate History of Tirumala Temple.

It is also our endeavour to bring out many more books on sanatana dharma, agamas, temple art and architecture, scriptural texts, besides illustrated books for our young readers. Much emphasis is also laid on reprinting some of the popular publications which were not available for several years.

EXECUTIVE OFFICER
Tirumala Tirupati Devasthanams
Tirupati
INTRODUCTION.

The History of Tirupati by the late Dr. S. Krishnaswami Ayyangar, published by the Tirumala-Tirupati Devasthanams Committee, dealt with the setting in which the sacred Temple of Sri Venkateswara existed under the administration of Hindu, Muslim and British rulers. Such mention as was possible was made, therein, of the various costly endowments and gifts to the Temple. In the present work, the author deals, in addition, with the religious, social and economic aspects of the Temple, the evolution of the norm of worship and its effect on the worshippers.

The author traces the changes that have occurred in the norm of worship pari passu with the development of the metaphysical and philosophical ideas of the Upanishads as expounded by Sri Ramanuja. He also traces how the Tamil Prabandhams came to find a place in the ritual, even though worship in all Vaishnavite temples were exclusively governed by the appropriate Agamas. In separate chapters, he deals with how food-offerings came into existence as part of ritual, how endowments for the purpose were made, abused and attempted to be set right; the structural development from a one-room Koyil-Alwar to a huge Temple. The form of the Murti and the authorities therefor; and, when and how other idols were installed there. The temples of Sri Govindaraja and Sri
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Ramaswami and other shrines at Tirupati have been presented to the reader in detail together with the manner and reasons for their affiliation with the main Temple of Sri Venkateswara.

A separate chapter is devoted to a retrospect of the Temple administration from ancient times setting out lucidly and cogently the manner in which the Temple was managed originally by the Srikaryakarta appointed by the Pallava Kings; then by the Sabhaiyar constituted by the village assembly of Tiruchanur during the period of the later Pallava and Chola Kings; thereafter, by the Sthanattar appointed by the Yadavarayas; and how after the Yadavarayas, the Sthanattar divided themselves into two units, one for the secular and the other for the religious administration of the Temple until it passed into the hands of the Nawab of Arcot.

The author has devoted four separate chapters to the development and zenith of the Temple, the increase of food offerings and festivals and consolidation of the religious community during the Vijayanagar reign i.e., from the time of Saluva Narasimha to Sadasivaraya and the Aravidu Kings.

Separate chapters have also been devoted for the Agamas and the Alwars and Acharyas. The author's presentation of the several forgotten portions of the Agamas is original and will dispel the general impression that temple worship is merely pantheistic.

The work is very original and the author's deep study, of not only the inscriptions but also of the
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various sacred texts has resulted in giving a rational explanation of the various, and even minute, details of worship and endowment, the interconnections of which have been forgotten or rendered oblivious through the dim vista of distant centuries. I trust this will be the first in the line of such thought—provoking works in respect of religious institutions and hope that managements of other such institutions will have all their historic records collected and presented by competent persons to the worshippers.

The author is eminently fitted to have undertaken this work and he has done it in a way worthy of the great traditions of his family and of his personality. It is his life mission and he has placed the world under great gratitude. At this age that he should have attempted this task and finished so well speaks volumes of his sincerity and devotion to this task.

MADRAS, 2–2–1953

(Sd.) K. Venkataswami Naidu
PREFACE.

At an age past seventy, while I was compiling a table of latitudes and longitudes for various places in India, the Will of God slowly instilled into me the idea of writing this book on the famous temple of Tirupati or Tiruvengadam. While I was attempting to find out from ancient inscriptions the chronological methods of recording the dates and the changes in such methods from time to time, I referred to the Tirumalai-Tirupati Devasthanam Inscriptions published in six volumes. Going through the first of the volumes, the polished language and the deep piety in which some of them were couched evoked my interest in the higher aspect of the subject matter of the same. Particularly, the imprecation in Inscription No. 8 in Vol. I. caught my imagination. The devout Princess Samavai, in making endowments to the Silver Murti of Bhoga Srinivasa installed by her in 966 A.D., says "Both the feet of those who protect this Dharman shall for ever be adornments to my head" and appeals to Sri Vaishnavas in particular to protect the charity. This is very inspiring relief to the other inscriptions relating to later foundations of charity in referring to which the donors invoked curses on those who disturb them saying "Those who disturb this charity shall be incurring the sin of having slaughtered a hundred cows in Kasi." The inspiration produced by the love of mankind, the piety and humility of no less than a Princess of the time can only be felt. Such was the height of culture of our mothers and fathers in ancient India much of which has been lost but which, I dare say, could still be revived.

Thus inspired, in my quest I could not find any work dealing with the structural, religious, ritualistic, economic, administrative and social developments of the temple. I have, therefore, in my humble way traced in this book how from probably an open wooden structure as might be inferred from Kulasekhara Alwar's songs, the temple has developed by stages of a single-room stone structure which was thereafter reinforced by a wall outside into its present size and magnificence, how Samavai installed the silver Murti
of Bhoga Srinivasa with the resultant increase of worshippers; how the Vaikhanasa Agamic form of worship yielded itself to the present form from the time of Ramanuja; how social equality was put into practice and achieved to a great extent by the adoption of Nammalwar’s Tiruvoimooli, during religious gatherings and festivals, inculcating the Bhakti form of worship; how the taxation policy of the state was framed from time to time with a view to developing the temple and the cult it stood for with particular reference to the taxes that existed; how food offerings were introduced tackling successfully socio-economic problems; how endowments were conceived, founded and administered by various classes of people at various stages of development with various objects; how the administration passed by stages from state control to popular control, from the Madaptyadar appointed by the King to the Sabhaiyar or committee chosen by the King and later to the Sthanattar chosen by persons interested in the institution and the shape things took up to the present day through the Muslim and British rule.

In order to set forth the structural and ritualistic significance of the temple, I had to study the Agamas in their original as there is no work dealing with the subject in any of the popular languages. I have endeavoured to present in English, with as much detail as possible, the significance of the Agamic forms in a separate chapter. Likewise, I have devoted separate chapters for the Alwars and Acharyas and their influence on the Temple and on the spread of Srivaishnavism. In separate chapters, I have dealt with the historical connection of the various rulers of the land with this Temple.

I am grateful to the Lord who enabled me to complete a work which, from its nature and volume, would have been too formidable to attempt at any age, with decaying health and an eye-sight which has almost failed. In writing this work, the one thing I tangibly felt is that, if He wills nothing is impossible. He gave me the steadfastness, energy, eye-sight and the willing and affectionate co-operation of eminent men and good friends who never felt tired to give me suggestions and some of whom sat for hours with me doing tiresome work. I shall be failing in my duty if I do not specially
thank Dr. B. S. Baliga, the Curator, and Sri M. C. Subramanya Iyer, the Assistant Curator, Madras Record Office, for the advice and suggestions they gave me from the time I began this work. I have also to thank the Hon'ble Justice Sri P. V. Rajamannar, the Hon'ble Justice P. Rajagopalan and Sri V. K. Narasimhan of The Hindu for reading through the first draft of the book and giving me encouraging advice. I feel highly grateful to Sri C. Rajagopalachariar, the Chief Minister of Madras, and Sri K. Venkataswami Naidu Garu, the Minister for Endowments, to the former for the Foreword and the latter for the Introduction to this book. The Members of the T. T. Devasthanam Committee with Sri Venkataswami Naidu Garu as the President have encouraged me by taking it as a Devasthanam publication. The present Board of Trustees and their Chairman, Sri V. S. Thyagaraja Mudaliar, have evinced keen interest in getting the work completed. Sri C. Anna Rao Garu, the very energetic and talented Executive Officer of the Devasthanams, has been continuously taking deep interest in the publication without which it could not have been completed so early. My thanks are also due to Sri Parthasarathy Bhattacharya for reading through the chapter on Temples and Agamas and giving useful suggestions. Sri D. T. Tatacharya, M.O.L., has not only been going through the proofs carefully and giving valuable advice but also has been seeing to my properly interpreting the Siddhantha aspect of temple worship. Sri T. R. Narasimhan, B.A the Superintendent of the T.T.D. Press has been largely responsible for having the work executed in the Press and for getting the blocks of the drawings and pictures carefully prepared. Sri P. Chenchuramiah, the Devasthanam Draftsman, prepared the important drawings and the tracings for making the blocks. My sincere thanks are due to them. Lastly, I have to say that no thanks can adequately express my deep debt to Sri M. Narasimhachariar, Assistant Public Prosecutor, Chittoor, for sparing continuously a portion of his valuable time for correcting my manuscripts, giving instructive suggestions and, in short, for dealing with this work as his own.
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(The Tirumala, Tirupati Temples)

CHAPTER I

TIRUMALA, TIRUPATI AND TIRUCHANUR.

Geography, Topography and Topology.

TIRUMALA has always been known by its ancient name Vengadam (Tiruvengadam); and the Hill on which the Temple stands was known as the Vengadam Hills. Tirupati owes its importance to having been, from the date of its founding, a necessary adjunct to Tirumala. Sri Ramanuja is said to have done this about the beginning of the twelfth century A.D. But the precise date cannot now be ascertained directly with any degree of accuracy. There was obviously a very petty village with a small shrine of Sri Parthasarathy Swami even before Sri Ramanuja's advent. There is, however, neither insessional evidence nor tradition about this. Tiruchanur, known in ancient days as Tiruchchokinur and Tiruchchukanur, is more ancient than Tirupati, although it cannot claim the same antiquity as Vengadam. Chandragiri is another place about 7 miles West of Tirupati and about 5 miles South of the Hill; and the road from Chandragiri affords a second access to the Tirumala Temple.

A glance at the map usually attached to the 1 M. & S.M. Railway guide will show that a Metre gauge chord line from Katpadi junction to Renigunta junction and thence to the Gudur junction connects Tirupati with the Broad gauge S.W., N.W. and N.E. lines of that railway system, all converging towards Madras. To follow the modern practice of locating places, we may state that

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Lat.</th>
<th>Long.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tirumala</td>
<td>13°-41' N</td>
<td>79°-21' E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tirupati</td>
<td>13°-38' N</td>
<td>79°-25' E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiruchchukanur</td>
<td>13°-36½'</td>
<td>79°-27' E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chandragiri</td>
<td>13°-35½'</td>
<td>79°-19½' E.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Now it is called Southern Railway and there is Broad gauge from Renigunta to Tirupati.
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Tirupati is served by a railway station which is located at almost the south-east end of the town. Tiruchanur has a railway station about two miles away from the village. Chandragiri Railway Station is practically between the Tirumala Hill and the village of Chandragiri. To reach Tirupati pilgrims have to change from the Broad gauge to the metre gauge at Katpadi, Renigunta or Gudur.¹

The traditional ascent to the Hill has been from Tirupati, crossing a series of seven hills or ridges by a pathway paved mostly with rough sandstone boulders, although in later years cut-stone steps were introduced where steep ascents and descents have to be negotiated. Even this ascent has now become antiquated owing to the construction of a metalled motor road within the past ten years. While the ascent by foot along the old route would take 2½ to 3 hours, the travel in a motor vehicle does not take more than an hour. The Government of Madras² are now running daily a regular bus service for pilgrims from Madras to Tirupati and back. The old route is still being used by people who are too poor to pay the motor fare or who have taken a vow to ascend on foot. The foot path route is provided with electric lighting.

The old route entails more physical exertion and subjects pilgrims who are unable to walk the entire distance to the vexatious behaviour of the dholiwallahs who are engaged to carry them. But it has the distinct advantage that the pilgrim has ample opportunity to admire the beautiful landscape presented to his view from various points during the ascent. "³The remarkable and highly picturesque scenery is due to the great mural quartzite scarp into which the massive quartzite beds have been worn. The quartzites are generally very massive and semivitreous in texture and occur in thick beds, which often show but little lamination. The prevalent colours of the quartzites are pale greys and drabs,

¹ Now there are direct express trains from Madras, Vijayawada, Hyderabad, and Puri.
² Now Buses are operated both by the Governments of Andhra Pradesh, Tamilnad and Karnataka from various places.
³ Taken from the North Arcot District Manual
all weathering to shades of buff or pale orange. The principal lines of scarp face the south. In places we find bare walls standing vertically." After the steep and arduous ascent of the first hill, the pilgrim approaches the big tower (Gopuram) known as the Gali Gopuram—which however came into existence only in 1628 as the gift of Matla Anantaraya. If from here the pilgrim turns back facing south, he sees laid out before him a fine landscape with the railway line and the river Swarnamukhi traversing the plains, with a number of tanks dotted all over the road, winding its way through, and the towers of the temples in Tirupati and Tiruchanur raising their heads above the houses. To his left is the huge mass of quartzite blocks rising vertically.

Walking further along, he has an easy ascent with here and there level country to break the monotony. On either side there is rich vegetation. At the Avâchâri Kôna (or Ammayâr Kânçu) he meets with a sharp descent into a ravine followed by a difficult ascent on the other side known as the ‘Knee Breaker’* hill. This ravine is one of the loveliest sights and the pilgrim rarely fails to halt for 15 to 30 minutes to enjoy the scenery and to refresh himself. Nearing the top of this ascent there is a small mantapam and shrine of Sri Ramanuja called Bhashyakar Sannadhi, which has a tradition connected with it. The tradition is that it was at this mantapam that Sri Ramanuja daily studied under his uncle Tirumala Nambi the various esoteric meanings of the Ramayana. It was also at this place that Sri Ramanuja was received by his uncle Tirumala Nambi with all Temple honours when he visited Tirumala after he was given the distinctive titles of Emberumânâr, etc. There are a number of mantapams all along the route. There is also a deep step well, the Muggu Bâvi. A little further to the left and away from the track is a structure called the Ghanta Mantapam, where tradition tells us there used to hang a bell which would be struck as soon as Naivêdyam for Tiruvêngađamudayân was performed each noon. It was only after the hearing of this gong at Chandragiri that Sri Ranganatha Yâdavarâya took his day’s meal. Close to the Avâchâri Kôna there is the elephant path from the Chandragiri side for elephants to go to Tirumala.

* உலக குடியார் உலக குடியார்; முதல்
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Within the last half a century many coffee hotels have sprung up along this ancient path to Tirumala. The disadvantage is that the pilgrim has to pass endless rows of professional beggars all along the route. Some fan you for a pie, some sing your praise for a like amount. There are men exposing to view their ugly sores, some real and but many more faked. There are fakirs resting their body on pikes fixed into a plank of wood. Here are beggars of all types and all ages. If one has the patience one may make an interesting study of common ways in which the human mind works and the depths to which poverty can sink a human being. Just before the Brahmotsavam, a regular caravan of these men gather on the hills. The poor house feeding has been an additional attraction.

The pilgrim who goes in a motor vehicle misses not only much of the beautiful natural scenery but also this study of human nature and its ways. The old route is all exhilarating, while the new motor route is all excitement, excitement caused by the too many hairpin bends and sharp curves. At every turn one's attention is riveted on one's safety and stability rather than on the scenery even if he can see it.

Long before Tirupati had its birth, Tiruchchukuranur (the modern Tiruchanur) was a village of importance during the centuries of Pallava and Chola rule. It had a village council of Sabha, which managed the affairs of the Tirumala Temple also. It is about 2 miles south of Tirupati and on the banks of the Swarnamukhi River. The numerous spring channels excavated from time to time along its bed served to keep up wet cultivation in this area. It was practically the last point, on the old highway (Vadakkuvathi), connecting the Tamil country of Tondaimandalam with the region to the north of the Hills known as the land of the Vadugars. But circumstances made it imperative that Tirupati should be made more important by artificial means, such as making it obligatory for anyone having any dealings with the Tirumala Temple to keep a house in Tirupati.

Chandragiri is the next village to demand notice. It came into existence, at any rate into notice, from the time of Saluva

1. A Second Ghut Road also was constructed and opened to traffic in August 1974.
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Mangî Deva, the great grandfather of Sâluva Narasîmha and one of the Generals who served under the command of Virakumâra-Kempânna during the campaign launched to shatter the Sultanate of Madura. This was in the second quarter of the fourteenth century. It grew into a big town with its fortifications and Mahals as the fortified town of the Sâluvas and the Vijayanâgar Kings. It has since shrunk in size and importance. Where extensive mansions once stood there are green fields to-day. The old fortifications, the moat and the Mahals are today only relics of their ancient glory. The Railway station is about a mile to the north of the village. The stories connected with the place will be referred to later.

From the point of view of the Temple, it is the Tirumala Hill that should receive our attention in a larger measure. The temple and the small village surrounding it are so situated that there are four recognised pathways leading thereto. We have already referred to those from Tirupâti and Chandragiri. There is a third from Bâlupalli on the east (Mâmandur Hill Road) from near the Mâmandur Railway station. The fourth is from Nagapatla side on the west. There are other footpaths also such as the one from Karakambîdi, which played their part in the 18th century and the forest path connecting Talakôna on the extreme west of the Hill to the Tirumala Hill. These can best be seen by a reference to the annexed map of the Hill.

The Hill is but a part of the mountain range designated as the Eastern Ghats. It may be taken to start from the Anamâlus in the extreme south of the Madras state and to traverse the Coimbatore District, the eastern frontier of Mysore territory, through the Salem and the present North Arcot Districts, before entering the Chittoor District at Palamaner. It takes a direction somewhat east of North upto the Talakona Water Falls, where there is a deflection towards the east till it reaches Tirumala. To the east of Tirumala it ends in a gap through which the M & S M Railway Broad gauge (N W) is laid. The length of this bit of the Eastern Ghats may be taken to be about 12 miles between Talakona and Tirumala, as the crow flies. The actual forest path along the
crest of the Hill may be about 20 miles. This portion seems to have been considered very holy from time immemorial. As evidence of this we see even today that the Kōna (water course) commencing from the Talakōna Falls on the extreme west is called the Pāpavinasam Kona. The water course on the eastern end is also called the Papavinasam Kona. This bit of the Hill, in spite of indiscriminate felling, is thickly wooded and contains valuable red sanders wood and other varieties used for building purposes. There are said to be rare herbs of medicinal value all over the hill and particularly in the ravines. The highest peak of the hill on the Talakōna side is 3,583 ft. above Mean Sea level. Nārāyanagiri Peak which is south-west of the Tirumala Temple is 3,622 ft. high.

The Talakona Falls and the Vāgu seem to be the natural result of the wrench which the Hill was subjected to by the sharp turn from north to east. The level of the hill on the north is about 3,583 ft, east and south about 3,800 ft. The waterfall itself is at 2,650 ft. with a drop of 80 ft. The level country to the west of the hill, through which the Ry. line from Pākāla to Dharmavaram passes, is about 1,800 to 2,000 ft. above sea level. The hill has a sharp slope towards the plains. There is a Siddheswara temple on the plains and close to the hill on the west. This waterfall, being the first one on the hill, is known as the Talakōna Falls.

Intimately associated with the Temple of Tiruvengadamudayān are two kōnas on the Hill. One is called the Pāpavinasam (obviously the eastern one) and the other the Avāchāri vanka. The former drains the part of the Hill which may be said to be to the north of the Temple and the latter the part to the south, rather south-east, of it. Both are important on account of the many sacred Tirthams thereon.

THE PAPAVINASAM VANKA:—This Vanka has many rivulets as its feeders, draining the northern and the southern slopes. The annexed map will make this clear. Even otherwise the latitude, longitude and the height above M.S.L. shown hereunder will give an intelligent understanding of the course of the Vanka and the places where the sacred waters (Tirthams) are met with. Many of these are rarely visited by the ordinary pilgrim.
### GEOGRAPHY—THE PAPAVINASAM VANKA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tirtham</th>
<th>Lat. N.</th>
<th>Long. E.</th>
<th>Height.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flowing from N.W.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pasupu Tirtham</td>
<td>13°–43’–30&quot;</td>
<td>79°–19’–30&quot;</td>
<td>2950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kumāra Dhāra</td>
<td>13°–43’–45&quot;</td>
<td>79°–19’–40&quot;</td>
<td>2700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rāmakṛṣṇa Tirtham</td>
<td>13°–44’–15&quot;</td>
<td>79°–20’–45&quot;</td>
<td>2250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumburu Kona</td>
<td>13°–44’–30&quot;</td>
<td>79°–21’–20&quot;</td>
<td>2250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flowing from S.W.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jābāli Tirtham</td>
<td>13°–41’–40&quot;</td>
<td>79°–20’–15&quot;</td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ākāsa Ganga</td>
<td>13°–42’–50&quot;</td>
<td>79°–20’–30&quot;</td>
<td>2700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pāpavināsam</td>
<td>13°–42’–55&quot;</td>
<td>79°–20’–30&quot;</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanaka Sanandana</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tirtham</td>
<td>13°–43’–40&quot;</td>
<td>79°–20’–25&quot;</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Note:—The seconds given in Lat and Long are only meant to show the relative position of the Tirthams).

The Hill here slopes from 3200 ft. to 2000 ft.
The most noteworthy ones are Tumburu Kōna, Ākāsa Ganga and Papavināsam.

**Tumburukona** is a very interesting water-fall in the east, more easily approached from Māmandur Railway Station. "Here is a canyon into which the water precipitates itself and then flows along a smooth granite bed, with some extraordinarily deep circular pools at intervals, full of fish. The vegetation near the mouth of the entrance to the canyon is very dense and the scenery charming."¹ The tradition is that many Rishis used to live there. It is now a favourite haunt for tigers and other wild beasts. At one spot there is a cave which is supposed to lead to a secret passage to the temple. But what is more worthy of notice is the tradition that when the idol of Sri Ranganātha was finally conveyed to Tirumala to avoid desecration by the iconoclastic Muslims during their invasion of the South in the early part of the 14th century, the idol is said to have been dropped down a deep ravine along

---

¹ Taken from the N. A. District Manual
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with the bearer and to have been worshipped there for some time. There is said to be a small mantapam in the middle of the water-course which may have been the place referred to in the tradition.

The Papanasam is a waterfall and pool about 3 miles from the temple. A bath there is supposed to cleanse one of all sins. The ensuring water is supposed to get discoloured in proportion to the intensity of the sins committed. Tradition has it that Sriman Tirumala Nambi used to fetch water from this place for the daily Tirumanjanam and worship of the God, until one day God tested the intensity of his devotion by appearing as a hunter and asking for some water to quench his thirst. When it was refused, he thrust an arrow and drank off all the water. The unsuspecting Tirumala Nambi found the pot empty when he reached the temple. But he found that the God had also received his Abhisheka. When next he went to fetch water the hunter told the old gentleman that there was an equally pure water source much nearer and shot an arrow which touched the spot, whence the Akasaganga began to flow. Since then water is said to be brought from this nearer source. Tradition connects both Akāsa Ganga and Pāpavināsam. So pilgrims go invariably to bathe in both these places.

The Pāpavināsam Vēnka crosses the M. & S. M. Railway line at about a mile south of Bālupalli and 3 miles north of Māmandur Railway Station.

AVACHARI VANKA: This Vanka, at any rate, the southern confluence, takes its source from near the place where the old foot-path and also the present motor road to Tirumala cross it. It runs practically eastwards and crosses the M & S. M. Rly line (Broad gauge) after traversing Karakambadipālayam. It receives the waters from the Gogarbhgam and the Vaikuntha Tīrtham and the north and from the Sesha Tīrtham and Sitamma on the south.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tīrtham</th>
<th>Lat. N.</th>
<th>Long. E.</th>
<th>Height.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gogarbhgam</td>
<td>13°41'05&quot;</td>
<td>79°21'20&quot;</td>
<td>2500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaikuntha Tīrtham</td>
<td>13°40'40&quot;</td>
<td>79°22'0&quot;</td>
<td>2200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sesha Tīrtham</td>
<td>13°41'25&quot;</td>
<td>79°23'20&quot;</td>
<td>1950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sitamma Tīrtham</td>
<td>13°41'55'</td>
<td>79°23'30&quot;</td>
<td>2500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Bhima Tirtham and Alvar Tirtham are two distinct waterfalls on the Tirupati side of the Hill.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tirtham</th>
<th>Lat N</th>
<th>Long E</th>
<th>Height</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bhima Tirtham</td>
<td>13°-39°-20</td>
<td>29°-23°-0</td>
<td>2100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alvar Tirtham</td>
<td>13°-39°-20</td>
<td>79°-25°-15</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These are the principal sacred waters on the Hill. It will be observed from the map that as in the case of Talakona Falls, even here the waterfalls have been caused by the contortions to which the Hill has been subjected by the twist towards N E on the Venkatagiri side. The Tirthams are more numerous at the eastern end of the Hill. But at both the west and the east ends the sacred waters go under the name “Papavinàsam”. This lends support to the traditional meaning attached to the term Vengadam as applied to this portion of the Hill, viz., that it burns away all sins (Pāpam). There are many legends which the purānas have concocted for the edification of the pious and credulous pilgrim.

Before we take leave of the sacred Tirthams, we may as well notice a parallel in the case of the Ahobilam Hill Temple. The hill there by some sudden twist sheared into two branches at a place very near to what is now known as “Jwala Nrisimham. As in the case of the Pāpavinàsam canyon in Tirumala, there is a grand canyon there also whence the mountain rivulet known as “Bhavanàsami” emerges, whose source it is extremely difficult to approach. The hill on either side has a deep vertical cut of several hundred feet depth. The scenery is one of great beauty with ferns hanging in wreaths of long length. On one side of this cliff there is a narrow foot path leading up to the small shrine called Jwâla Nrisimham (already referred to) and there is a very cool trough of water close by. Ascending to the top we have what is called “Ukku Sthambham” (Iron Pillar) set up by some unknown hand, which some women and men also perambulate to beget children. It is considered a very sacred region. There may be many more places like these all along the Eastern Ghats wherever the hill has been at some remote time in the past subjected to violent convulsions.
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The Tirumala Hill has had several other names given to it. These are Sesha Saila (or Seshâchalam), Garudâchala, Venkatâdri, Nârâyanaâdri, Vrishabâdri, Vrishâdri, and Anjanâdri. Each of these names is associated with some fable or other which in these days of enlightened views on religion need not be dwelt on at length. Some of these will however be referred to while dealing with old traditions relating to the sanctity of the Hill. In the inscriptions the hill is referred to only as Vengadam of Tiruvengadam down to the 15th century A.D.

Topography of the Tirumalai Temple.

The earliest notion of the topography of the place where the Mula Murti or Dhruva Beram was found standing (for He was not installed by any human hand), was that He was on the summit of the Hill or Ucchi. This has to be inferred from the words used in Silapadhikaram:—

"' நாம் முகலா சிந்தனை தயாரிக்கும் உடல்பாடு வாட்டாள் காணிக்காமா ""

It must have been due to this notion that He was also named “Uchchiyilnirân” (He who stands on the summit). The rice measure for food offerings was also for several centuries known as the “Uchchiyilnirân-kâl” (the Kâl or kalam of Uchchiyil Ninran). This notion appears to have persisted, or was adopted as the legacy of tradition till about the middle of the 13th Century A.D. Owing to a better knowledge of the topography of the hills surrounding the temple, the realisation that the temple was actually on a much lower level than its surroundings became more general in later days. For we find in the middle of the 14th century that the processional deity had been styled “Malai kuniya Ninran” standing where the hill bowed low and the grain measure was also renamed Malai Kuniya Ninrân-Kâl. We have no means of knowing whether the capacity of the new measure was any different from that of the old. The Hill Temple measure was however always different from that used in the Tirupati Temple which was once called Arumolidevan and subsequently Châlukya Nârâyanânan-kâl. Although the term “Malaikuniya Ninran”
appears in the inscriptions only from 1354 A.D. we have every reason to believe that the real low level of the temple floor was known at least two centuries earlier. This assertion is made from the fact that one of Periya Nambi's disciples had the surname "Malai Kunya Ninran" which must have then been one of the appellatories of the God in Tirumala. Periya Nambi himself was one of Sri Alavandār's disciples and his birth is taken to be in 937 A.D. Malakunya Ninran's birth would have been some time in 980—90. It is not unlikely that he took part in the construction of the skeleton temple, when it must have been felt that the level was lower than the surroundings and that effective drainage arrangements were necessary. That may account for the surname he got

To the north of the Temple the hills rise to 3426 ft. where there is a trigonometrical station. A little further near the Jabali Tirtham the level is 3177 ft., to the east the hills rise from about 2250 to 2750 ft., to the south to 2920 ft. and in the south west the Nārāyanagiri rises to 3620 ft. These figures will give an idea of the hollow in which the temple is situated. No wonder that the place has been malarial. For water supply the small village around the temple depends on the pond called Alvār Tirtham, which receives its supply from the surrounding country and the subsoil springs. A tank called 'Murtināyakan Cheruvu' on the hill to the north-west has so porous a bed that it retains very little water. The construction of a reservoir by damming up a part of the Papavinasam Kōna and conveying water therefrom by conduits has now been undertaken.

The drainage of this low lying village of Tirumala (the Temple in particular) is an urgent problem, not less than that of fresh water supply
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TOPOLOGY.

This short account of the topography will be incomplete without its complement topology. It is therefore being dealt with in brief. As a matter of fact, topology has been in no small measure responsible for the immunity which this temple enjoyed, while almost all the others in South India were desecrated by the merciless hand of the Muslim invader. So long as the fate of the country depended on the rivalry and mutual jealousy of the Hindu rulers, there was no question of the interests of the temple being affected adversely, whoever became the ruler. We shall see from the inscriptions that each successful invader contributed his own share to the prosperity of the temple. The manner in which the topography of the country and the Hills made invasions by men of alien religious faith affect the fortunes of this temple will have to be briefly reviewed here. The success in this direction was also in no small measure attributable to the sagacity and ready wit of the people of Tirupati and those in the direct management of the temple. The quickness with which they comprehended the psychology of the alien invaders and the readiness with which they dangled before them a recurring revenue from the temple made the invaders realise that it was better not to cut the udder that yields an unfailing supply of milk.

It is worth repeating here that the Eastern Ghats enter the Kangundi Zamindari in the south-west of the district, and passing northwards gradually bend towards the east as far as the Tirupati Hills. Here the range is broken by a long valley which passes northwards into the Cuddapah district by the villages of Karakambadī and Māmanḍūr. The M. & S. M. Railway (N.W. line) passes through this gap. East of the Māmandur valley, the Ghats once more rise, and follow a north-easterly course until they enter the Nellore district from the Kālahasti Zamindari. This range of the hills separates the Bālaghāṭ or Mysore plateau from the Pāyan Ghat or the low country.

Numerous passes lead from the lowlands to those above the ghats. The three more important ones are the Kallūr, the Mogilī and the Saiyana Gunṭa passes. The Karakambadī pass on the
eastern end is the fourth which assumed historical importance in the 18th century. There is also the Nāgapatla ghat road leading to Bhākarāpet which has some importance. All these can be seen on the annexed map of the Hills. These passes afforded facilities for invaders. The fortunes of the temple were not affected adversely until the Dāmalcheruvu Pass and the Karakambādi Pass gave opportunities for the invaders to gain access to Chandragiri and Tirupati.

The Kallūr pass in the Chandragiri Taluk runs along the Dāmalcheruvu valley and through Kallūrpālayam to the Pilēr Taluk. The Trunk road from Madras to Cuddapah runs along this route.

The Mogili Pass is in the Chittoor Taluk and through it passes the road from Madras to Bangalore. The rise of the ghat is gradual. The Saiyanaagunta Pass leads from Gudiyāttam to Palamanēr, where it joins the road from Mogili. The ascent is steep. The old route to Bangalore via Nāyakkanēri Ghat on the western borders of Gudiyāttam taluk is too steep.

Malik Kāfur’s invasion of Southern India in 1310 A.D., although it carried fire and sword as far as south Rāmēswaram, did not in the least affect the Tirumala Hills and the surrounding country. Nor did the changing fortunes of the Chōlas, Pāṇḍyas, the Hoysālas and the Vijayanagar Kings make any difference to the prosperity of Tirumala. Things however took a disastrous turn after the overthrow of the Vijayanagar Kingdom in the battle of Talikota in 1565 A. D. As the result of a treaty between Shah Jehan (the Emperor of Delhi) and the Bijapur Sultan, Vellore passed into the hands of Bijapur and Chandragiri was acquired by Golkonda in 1636 A.D. The next adventurer to these parts was Sivāji, who as the result of an arrangement with the Sultan of Gōlkonda, made an expedition into the Carnatic to recover from his brother Venkāji the possession he got from their late father Shahji. He entered the Carnatic by the Kallūr Pass in 1676 A.D. and captured Vellore, Arni and even Gingee. But he had to retrace his steps on an urgent call from his ally, the Gōlkonda Sultan. Sivāji proclaimed himself king in 1674 A.D. In 1684
A.D., we find an envoy of his turning up in Tirumala as a devotee, and offering not cash, but a gold ‘kanthi’ for an endowment. Sivaji died soon after and Gingee was also retaken by Aurangazib’s General, Zulfikar Khan in 1694 A.D.

Passing over the intervening period of history, we find Raghoji Bhonsle advancing in 1740 to the head of the Ghats and ready to descend along the Kallur Pass. Dost Ali opposed him at a spot in Dāmalcheruvu where the hills close in and an embankment across was got repaired for effecting the defence. Raghoji defeated the Muslim and slew his son. Raghoji is said to have retired from the Carnatic with a crore of rupees, representing one year’s revenue. We know that Raghoji endowed Srinivasa with some very costly jewels which are still in existence. The turmoil in the Carnatic had as one of its results the assignment of the revenues of the Tirumala Temple to the British Government in Madras. In 1753 an audacious adventurer by name Muhammad Kamal marched to Tirupati from Nellore (where he was engaged in pillaging and plundering) and the British got alarmed at the prospect of their losing the revenues from Tirupati. He was, however, captured and executed after a fight on the plains of Tirupati. Muhammad Kamal must have come by the Karakambadi Pass.

In 1757 the Maharatta General, Balavant Rao crossed the plateau of Mysore, and camped at Kaḍapanattam, at the head of the Kallapulla ghat in Palamanēr Taluk. He did not however turn his army against Tirupati, but scoured Vaniyambādi, Āmbur and Vellore. In the same year a party of Maharatta horsemen under the command of Gopal Rao came down the Kallūr Pass to Dāmalcheruvu and demanded of the British two lakhs of rupees as compensation on some grounds. When this was refused he is stated to have diverted his attention to Tirumala to plunder the Temple. This however is hard to believe. He might have paid his obeisance and made some presents also. What was more likely is that the British who had called for his help would not reimburse him for his waiting when they found his help unnecessary. He would naturally have gone up to the Sthānattēr, narrated the perfidy and secured from their hands, willingly perhaps, one year’s revenue which was due to the British. Subsequently when the
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revenue was demanded they might have told the British that Gopal Rao plundered the temple. The true history of this temple can be written only after a careful study of the old records.

In August 1757 one Nazibulla visited the fort of Salava and threatened to take away the offerings made by pilgrims during the next Brahmotsavam. As the revenues of Tirupati were assigned to the British, they sent a detachment of the army to Tirupati to make sure of their revenue. But Nazibulla turned back as many pilgrims as he can, after perhaps divesting them of their belongings. In 1758 another brother of the Nabob, Abdul Wahab, made another bid for the wealth of the Temple. But the English were careful enough to foil this attempt. He however took possession of the fort of Chandragiri and waited for an opportunity. Bussy on his way back from Hyderabad halted at Tirupati and wrested from the lessee of the temple the year’s revenue, while Nazibulla from Neilore and Abdul Wahab from Chandragiri helped him in this (October 1758).

The Maharatta Chieftain Gopal Rao who had been called back urgently by Balaji Rao left behind his Captain Narayana Sastri, who stayed at Karakambadi. In July 1759 with the help of the Palegar, he ascended the Tirumala Hill and reoccupied the temple. The English sent 300 sepoys and 15 Europeans. But it was found that only about 80 sepoys belonged to the castes which are permitted to ascend the hills. These went up and “there was hard fighting before the temple and many lost their lives on both sides.” A second reinforcement was sent. But even this contained mostly men who cannot ascend the hill so the English Commander Major Calliand attacked Karakambadi village instead and consigned it to the flames. Narayana Sastri had to retreat. The reenter of the temple was reinstated by the English. The reenter during these years under the Nawab of Arcot, the French and the English successively was one Dorai Srinivasachari who considered it a sacred duty to outbid muslim competitors with the main object of preventing a muslim from having an opportunity to ascend the Hill.
When the Second Mysore War broke out in 1779, and Hyder drew a belt of destruction from Pulicat in the North to Pondicherry in the south and another belt of about a dozen miles radius round Vellore, sacked and burnt everything inside these limits (Hyder Kalābham). Colonel Barrie was asked to hasten from Guntur via Kalahasti and Tirupati. The Colonel considered this route dangerous and went by a route nearer to the coast. Thus Tirupati and Tirumala were saved from fire and sword.

After the battle of Sholinghur in 1781 and prior to the siege of Vellore in 1780-81, Hyder was in person at the Kallūr Ghat to intercept supplies of grain going to the English at Vellore and was helped by the Zamindars of Kālahasti and Karvetnagar in this. The Poligars also were in league with him. So Tirumala and Tirupati were left undisturbed. Muhammad Ali’s brother handed over Chandragiri to Hyder. During the whole of 1781, although Sir Eyre Coote was within easy marching distance of Chandragiri he never did so. It was in the possession of Ābdul Wahab. Coote does not appear to have been aware of its importance. In 1782 Hyder redeemed the fort of Chandragiri and sent Abdul Wahab as prisoner to Seringapatam. Hyder died at Narasingarāyanpet near Chittoor, where his tomb remains to this day. It is indeed strange that he never allowed his men to ascend the Tirumala Hill or to plunder the temple.

In 1791 Lord Cornwallis (Governor General) himself took command of the army in the Third Mysore War against Tippoo and feigning to ascend the Mysore plateau by the Nayakaneri Ghat, diverted his march at the last moment and passed through the Mogili Ghat.

On 31st July 1801, the whole of the Carnatic passed into the hands of the English. But the poligars of the Chittoor District continued to give trouble. These were driven into the jungle, but they continued to harass and plunder pilgrims going to Tirupati. The roads leading to Tirupati had to be regularly patrolled by a body of sepoys. Even martial law had to be proclaimed against the insurgent poligars.
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The Tirumala temple passed into the hands of the English for direct management in 1801. The Moyne Jāpta of that period will show to what meagre rations the daily food offerings to Sri Venka-
tesa had been reduced at the time.

All these incidents are mentioned in a sketchy manner to show that the sanctity of the Temple and the Vengadam Hill was fully respected by the Muslims and the English alike in spite of the fact that the topography of the Hills was such that military operations were carried on time after time, within a few hours’ march of the temple and right at the foot of the Hill itself. This topology of Vengadam looks like a fairy tale and adds considerably to the topolatry of everything connected with the Hill and the Temple. History tells us more than all the fables depicted in the numerous Puranas. What impression of sanctity this unique immunity from desecration would have created in the whole of South India, and even in the Deccan South of the Vindhayas, can best be imagined.

There is, however, another side to this picture which we cannot afford to ignore. The traditional sanctity of the Hill and the Deity thereon had perforce to be preserved by payment of an annual subsidy of about two lakhs of rupees every year. The old system of management of the temple seems to have gone out of use and a renter was appointed by the Nawab of Arcot to collect the revenues of the temple. The last we hear of the existence of Sthānattār was in an inscription dated 19th March 1684 in Telugu language and script, when Raja Sri Sivarāja Ramachandra Yādamātara Dabirsa and Timmanayyangar made an endowment by payment of a gold kanthi and not cash. From another inscription dated 15–6–1638 we find that Sri Rangaraja Maharaya (with all the old Prāsatis of the Vijayanagar Kings) was considered the ruling sovereign. These inscriptions are in Telugu which is the language of the country. We also find from the history of South India that as the result of a treaty between Shah Jahan and the Sultan of Bijapur in 1636, Bijapur and Golkonda became more independent and that by the year 1656 Vellore passed into the hands of Bijapur, while Golkonda secured Chandragiri. In the inscription
dated 16–3–1684 the Sthānattār do not mention any one as the ruler of the country, which only means that they did not choose to recognise the Sultan of Golkonda.

When Asaf Jah set himself up as the Nizam of Hyderabad effectively in 1724, Daud Khan was appointed by him as Nawab of the Carnatic. The Tīrūmala temple would in consequence have come under his sway. It must have been from about this date (1724 A.D.) that an arrangement was made by which the Tīrūmala Temple had to pay every year two lakhs of rupees to the Nawab as subsidy. There was no molestation of the temple as a result. We find mention of this source of revenue when in 1753 Muhammad Kamal marched to Tīrūpati to plunder the temple and the British had to send a detachment to ward off the attack, since the revenues of the temple were assigned to the English under some arrangement between them and the Nawab.

How was this amount to be made up every year? The renter had to devise a scheme for realising the amount and earn some more for his services. A levy was made on pilgrims who resorted to the temple. Before bathing in the waters of the Ajvār Tīrtham and the Swami Pushkarani, every pilgrim had, according to custom to recite certain verses in Sanskrit which a Brahmin purohit would do. This right to dictate the mantras was leased out and the lessee levied a fee per head. So also when according to custom a pilgrim wanted to have his head shaved in Tīrūmala. When camphor had to be lighted a fee of one rupee was levied. For attending Archana a fee of seven rupees and so on for every item of worship. When an ornament or cloth was presented to the deity for perpetual wear, an amount equal to the value of the article had to be paid. This is called Vartana. When a food offering was made by a pilgrim, an amount equal in value to the offering had to be deposited in addition to the cost of the food offering. Through all the centuries down to about 1750, we hear in the inscriptions no other sacred waters on the Hills excepting Ākasaganga and Pāpavināsam. Several new ones were made sacred and legends extolling the sanctity of each had to be manufactured.
Near the Gōgarbham Tīrtham there is a round stone known as "Kshētra Pāla" about which there is no mention in any of the inscriptions. It was made a place of great sanctity for settling disputes. Oath was administered at this place before lighted camphor to swear to truth and a fee (heavy enough) had to be paid to the temple to be allowed to do this. An iniquitous system for which there is neither traditional, sastraic nor moral sanction, was sedulously cultivated, which benefited the renter, the Nawab and perhaps a few of the temple functionaries. When in 1801 the temple passed entirely into the hands of the Court of Directors in England, this system was continued in its entirety. The renter system was abolished and direct management stepped in. The system which the English inherited from the Nawābs is told in full in an article published in the Asiatic journal for 1831 which is given as an appendix. The Gazetteer published in 1847 (Pharoah & Co., Madras) states: "The Brahmans maintain that the Hindu Princes allowed the revenues from this source to be entirely expended on the spot in religious ceremonies and that the Mussalmans first appropriated the produce to their own use. During the early wars between the English and the French nations in India, this source of revenue was one of the first fruits of British conquest." How much revenue the English Government derived from 1804 to 1843 when in the latter year they had reluctantly to pass on the administration to a still more hungry Mahant, we have never been told. When the Mahants were cleared out and the T. T. Devasthanams Committee stepped in, the iniquitous system was continued as before, nay the rates were revised to bring in more revenue. The concomitant evils of subordinates influencing pilgrims in all manner still continues. Is it not time that this enforced levy of fees for worshipping God is removed and voluntary contributions are made the rule? There will then be less of corruption and more freedom of worship for the penniless man and the multi millionaire alike. We may scan the published inscriptions from end to end and fail to find even a scrap of evidence, direct or inferential, to show that at any time before the temple passed into the hands of Muslims there was any levy of fees for offering worship in the manner a pilgrim desired to do.
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The instructions issued by Lord Clive in 1800 A.D. to the Nawab of Arcot in connection with the arrangements to be made for affording conveniences to Rajah Raghottama Rao, one of the principal ministers of H. H. the Nawab Nizam-ul-Doulah Asafjah Bahadur of Hyderabad, during his pilgrimage to Tirumala are worth repeating in this connection. They will clearly show that pilgrims were subjected to compulsory levies and were harassed. Raja Sri Mysore Tirumal Rao was deputed on behalf of the British Government to perform the duties of hospitality as if Lord Clive himself was present. The temple was then under the full control of the Nawab of Arcot.

“(1) All offerings of dresses or jewels which may be made by the said Raja to the Deity must be preserved in the wardrobe of the Pagoda dedicated to Balaji; and no person must prevent the Deity from being arrayed and decorated with the said dresses and jewels.

(2) You must not appropriate any part of the offerings which may be made by the Raja to the Deity.

(3) The said Raja must not experience any kind of molestation or interruption in his devotional visits or in the festival ceremonies in compliment to the Deity.

(4) You must select and allot a commodious and suitable habitation for the said Raja and his followers.”

“It is likewise ordered that you do not demand any duty or custom either from the Raja or any of his followers but consider them totally exempted from the same and treat them with utmost politeness.” Lord Clive agreed with the Nawab of Arcot that he would himself bear the customs duties etc.

After his pilgrimage Raja Raghottam wrote on 29–9–1800 to Lord Clive thanking him for all the kindness shown and added “Raja Sri Tirumal Rao will communicate with you on the subject of pilgrims, and if you should be so good as to arrange the business, it would be beneficial to the Sarkar and the pilgrims.” This extract delicately gives us a picture of the difficulties which pilgrims had to undergo in offering worship. All the factors which contributed to the growth of such difficulties still exist.
CHAPTER II.

The Sanctity of the Vengadam Hills and the antiquity of Tiruvengadamudayan.

In the last chapter, it was discussed how the sanctity of the Vengadam Hills and of the Deity presiding was preserved by those charged with that task during the period of the Muslim incursions and thereafter. We have now to enquire how and when this sanctity came into existence. Many are the legends connected with this and not one of these has any historical basis. We have known the well tried and familiar method which our ancient Rishis pursued in making the aspirant realise the “Absolute Truth or Brahman.” It consisted in a graded process of ‘Neti’ or elimination of what it is not. We have similarly to examine the legends to realise that they do not present the truth. Then something more appealing to the intellect and the heart has to be sought for.

Sanctity of the Hill—Legends.

Legends dealing with the sanctity of the Hill are distinct from those which deal with the sojourn of Vishnu from Srivai- kunatham (His heavenly abode) to this Hill. We will first refer to those relating to this Hill.

(1) It appears that in the last Krita Yuga, there lived on the Hill a Rakshasa by name Vrishabhāsura who did great penance near the Tumburu Kōna waters on the Hill. When Sri Vishnu appeared to him and wanted to know his desires, he said that he did not care to receive any boon from Hari, but that he wished to have a direct fight to see who was more powerful. In the end, the Asura had to be killed only by making use of the “Sudarsana Chakram.” Since then, the Hill came to be known as Vrishabhāchalam. Brahmāṇḍapurāṇam is said to be the authority for this.
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(2) In the Tretāyuga, there lived a lady by name Anjanādevi in the country round Pampā Saras (in the present Hampi of the Bellary District). Being childless, she did great penance on this Hill and the God of winds, Vayu appeared to her and blessed her with a child who was Hanumān or Anjānēya. So the Hill got the name Anjanāchalam or Anjanādri.

(3) In the Dwāpara Yuga, when Sri Vishnu was with Sri Lakshmi and not-at-home to any one, the wind-God Vayu tried to enter the room which Sesha (Adi Sesha, the serpent who is His constant attendant) was guarding. The Wind-God was prevented from entering. This resulted in a commotion and Sri Vishnu himself was not able to settle the quarrel. They wanted to test who was the more powerful. Adi Sesha wound himself round Mount Meru and covered the mountain with his thousand-headed hood. Vayu began to blow fiercely with the result that the inhabitants of the three worlds felt considerably distressed. So they approached Ādi Sesha and represented to him that the immediate reaction of their power test was disastrous to all others. To mitigate this, they requested Ādi Sesha, as the more amiable of the two, to just lift one of his thousand heads for a second. He did this and lo! a portion of Mount Meru was blown away. And that bit alighted on the earth as our Tirumala Hill. So it came to be known as "Seshāchalam" since then. If this were true, the legends of the Krita and Treta yugas would be chronologically impossible.

(4) In the Kali yuga, our own age, there lived in Kālahasti, a very pious and learned Brahmin by name Purandara Sōmayājī, who after doing penance was blessed with a son, named Mādhava who although as learned as the father, was lustful. He took a fancy for a Chandāla woman who was addicted to all conceivable vices and was to boot a whore. This Madhava gave up all rules of caste and lived with her happily for twelve years on the banks of the Krishna. When she died, he became, crazy, roamed about and followed a party of kings who were on their pilgrimage to Tirumala. When he went up the Hill and stood along with the others in front of the temple (or God, we are not sure), a horrible stench arose from his body and all the Devas came there to find
out why. All of a sudden, there shot up a fire enveloping his body and his sins were all burnt away. So the Hill came to be known as Venkatāchalam (the Hill which burns away all sins). But great Sanskrit scholars have not even to this day been able to derive this meaning etymologically for the word Venkata. It was prophesied or blessed that this Madhava would be reborn as the illegitimate son of a Chola King and would rule over Tondai Mandalam. Vāmana Purāṇa seems to be responsible for this story.

To make all these legends improbabilities, there is another legend which says that Sri Venkateswara made this Hill his habitation on a day 28 Mahāyugas before the present one of which Kali is the last Yuga. One Mahā Yuga (according to the Purāṇas) is equivalent to 43,20,000 Mānava years and 28 such Mahā Yugas have passed since Sri Vishnu came over to Tirumala, i.e., 7,77,60,000 Mānava years. This is said to be mentioned in the Varāha, Vāmana, Bhavishyottara, Brahma, Brahmānda and Padma Purānas.

Legend as to why Sri Vishnu came over here.

It appears that Bhrigu Maharshi who wanted to see how each of the Trimūrtis was performing His duties, came over, after testing Brahma and Siva, to Sri Vishnu. He found the Lord in a posture of repose sporting with his consort. The Rishi could not bear the sight of the Deity, whose duty it was to protect His creation by keeping constant watch, sporting with his consort. So he gave a kick on His chest and that part of the chest happened to be the portion which was Sri Lakshmi’s resort. Sri Vishnu enquired of His Bhakta whether on account of the kick, the Rishi’s feet had received any injury or pain. Lakshmi got infuriated with her Lord for not punishing the Rishi for his misdemeanour, but trying to pacify him. So She left Sri Vishnu, who in turn left Sṛ Vaikutam and came over to Tirumala as the best spot on earth where He could spend his time. One day He chanced to sight a fair lady sitting on, or born of the flower Lotus, (Padmam, Padma) and wished to marry her. She was the foster-daughter of the petty-ruler of Nārayanavanam, Akasa Raja (in Puttur Taluk -of this District). Being penniless, he had to borrow a large sum of money
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for marriage expenses and dowry, form Kubera, the God of Wealth. He has been to this day repaying it in annual instalments to the rulers of the land till the British Government left the management of the Temple in the hands of the Mahants of Tirupati.

Then there is the story that the first Temple of Sri Venkateswara was built by one Tondaiman Chakravarthi who was the ruler of this part of the country in the early years of the Kali Yuga. The surmise of historical research workers is that the first Chola King of Tanjore, Karikāla, had an extra-marital connection with a Nāga Princess; and the offspring was one Āḍondai, who founded Tondaimandalam and was known as Tondaiman Chakravarthi. Before he built the temple, the Deity was covered over by an ant-hill and crows used to go to the top of the ant-hill and automatically empty the milk from the udder. It was only when this phenomenon was noticed that the ant-hill was opened out and the discovery made. So according to this story of the Brahmanda Purāṇa, Tiruvēngaduṇḍaiyān’s existence was discovered only in Chola Karikāla’s time, somewhere about the first century A.D. As against this, there is the statement in the North Arcot District Gazette (1894) that there was a record preserved in the temple of the benefactions of various Kings of the past. The earliest entry showed that the second (inner) enclosure wall (Prakaram) was built by Parikshit Maharajah, and the outer enclosure wall (outer prakara) by his son Janamējaya. Vikramarka Maharaja made several improvements six centuries later. But according to the other legend the temple itself is said to have been built later on by Tondaiman Chakravarthi, son of Karikala.

There is also another book of fables called Venkatachala Mahatmyam, which came into being on palm leaves in 1491 A.D., and the author of which was one Pasindi Venkatatturaivar (a Brahmin Brahmachari doing service in the temple). It was allowed to be read in the temple with arulappādu (divine permission). Later it used to be read off and on at the request of donors. But after the middle of the 16th century, it seems to have gone out of use. We have nothing to show what really were the stories of fables included in that compilation. It is common knowledge how the readings in the Puranas used to get corrupted from time to
time and from place to place. To the writer’s knowledge, an important palm-leaf work dealing with Yatidharmam (the rules of Sanyāsam), kept in the Fort St. George about 60 years ago was tampered with by some eminent pandits. There is a common saying applicable to all Puranic stories which runs thus in Tamil “Indappoy Kandattilumillai” (இங்கிலங்கற வீட்டுரையும் மீண்டும் தொன்றும்)-“This lie is not even in Skanda Puranam.”

Taking up the thread where we left off saying that the Mahants stepped into the shoes of the East India Company as the lawful heirs of Kubera to collect dues from the God of Tiruvenganadam, we find further developments in the legend. The Mahants were not the rulers of the land. Also the God stood only as the debtor discharging his debts in instalments. There must be more substantial ground to stand upon. The legend was coined that Sri Venkateswara played at dice with a great bhakta by name Hattirām Bhāvāji, who is presumed to have come to the Hill some time about 1500 A.D. Sri Venkateswara was pleased to lose the game every time. He first placed the temple itself as bet and lost. Lastly being at a loss to find anything else, He played His own Self as bet and losing the game became the servant of Sri Hattirām Bhāvāji. That was adduced as the reason why in 1843, the East India Company had to hand over the God, the Temple and all that it contained to one of Hattiramji’s disciples, Sevadasji. So the position of creditor and debtor was changed to one of master and servant. God has always been the most obedient servant of His Bhaktas. This fable was started probably in the first edition of the Venkatachala Mahatmyam in print. To make this fable go about the country, several editions were prepared, Sanskrit text in Telugu script (1884), Sanskrit Text and Devanagari script (1887), Telugu Text (1896),Devanagari Script published in Bombay (1904),lastly Devanagari Script Sanskrit Text and Hindi Translation (1930). The last one contained pictures, the front page one being Sri Venkateswara playing at dice with Hattirām Bhāvāji. To this last edition and its illustrations, an eminent Sanskrit scholar lent his name.

Regarding the unreliability of palm leaf and other works claiming antiquity and therefore truth, there are two which come
to our notice. One is mentioned in the North Arcot Gazetteer (P. 325), "an old palm leaf book in the possession of one of the village-officers of Chandragiri" which stated that the Chandragiri Fort was originally built by one Immaḍi Narasinga Yāḍavarāyulu, one of the Kings of Nārāyanaṇavānām in this district (999 A.D.). He (Immaḍi Narasinga) "proceeded to Tirupati in order to visit the God and after accomplishing his object set about building palaces on the hills parallel to Seshchalaparvatam in sight of which he always wished to dwell." Mr. Cox, the compiler of the Gazetteer then goes on to say that the ruins of the buildings upon the Aḍḍakonda Hill including a small fort are still in existence. Then Mr. Cox recites a story that a kite carried off the Rajas red turban mistaking it for a piece of flesh and dropped it on the Chandragiri Hill. Finding this to be a very good spot and a good omen, he built a fort and founded the city. Part of the story is correct according to the inscriptions in Tirumala. It was Sriranganātha Yāḍavarāya who after the troublous period of Muslim invasion of the South by Malik Kāfur and Muhammad Tughlak, finally wanted to rest his war-weary frame in Tirumala and built a palace thereon about the year 1359 A.D. But the founding of Chandragiri and the first building of the Fort has been recognized as the act of Sāluva Narasinga Dēva Uḍaiyar and not Immaḍi Narasinga Rayalu of Narayanavanam. Saluva's grand-father, Mangideva, may have shifted his capital from Kalyānapuram to Nārāyanaṇavānām sometime about 1370 A.D. Saluva Narasinga Dēva only built the fort circa 1450 A.D.

The palm leaf goes on to say that ten of the Yāḍavarāyas ruled for 314 years after Immaḍi Narasinga and then the Vijayanagar dynasty took their place. The story told is that one Venkaṭapatī Naidu who was left to guard the gate surrendered to Krishna Devarayalu, on a demand made by him through a messenger. So it was in (999 plus 314) 1313 A.D. that Krishnadevaraya should have occupied the Chandragiri Fort, whereas according to history, he ascended the Vijayanagar throne only in 1509 A.D. In a further portion of the story Venkatapatideva Maharayar is stated to have died in Chandragiri on the new moon day of Bhādrapada in the year Nandana. This must be equivalent to 1592 A.D. in which year must have commenced his reign.
The other book of some facts and more fables and untruths is the Itihāsa Māla on which Dr. S. Krishnaswami Ayyangar based some reliance, but soon found that it defied facts and historical dates. This book relates mainly to the activities of Sri Ramanuja. Palm leaf books have been more successfully tampered with than would be possible with printed books.

The criticism levelled against legends does not however give an answer to the enquiry how and when the Hill came to be considered sacred. Silappadhikāram (756 A.D. according to Dr. Swamikannu) does not tell us that the Hill was sacred, nor does it say when the God manifested himself there. It was only the Āḷwārs that have sung the glory of the Hill and the God. The Hill has been considered in still later periods as the body of Adisesha and therefore called Śeshāchalam. The earliest of the Āḷwārs may have lived not earlier than the 5th or 6th century A.D. As will be pointed out later, when faced with the spread of Buddhism and Jainism, they were put to the necessity of postulating a God and a religion which was neither rank Saivism nor rank Vaishnavism. Tiruvengaṭamudaiyan was thus represented as the only True God who combines in Himself all the Murtis, rather the Para-Vāśu deva of the Pancharatnas and the Ādi Mūrti of the Vaikhānasās. Who then can fix the date of his Birth? The Hill came to be depicted as Ādi Śesha who is ever attendant on Him. Being so sacred many of the Āḷwārs, according to later tradition, abstained from ascending the Hill to worship Him and Sri Ramanujā has been credited with having ascended the Hill on his knees may be all a fable. None of the Āḷwārs has stated that the Hill represents the body of Ādi Śesha. The later day tradition seems to have been coined to explain the omission of the image of Śesha in Sanctum. We find Nammāḷwar’s shrine at the Āḷwār Tirtham where the pilgrim takes his purificatory bath, and Periyalwar shrine is stationed at the place where the pilgrim commences his ascent of the Hill. These seem to have been started with a mystic or esoteric significance. The sanctity however consists entirely in the Murti being a Deity acceptable to all sects although the worship has always been according to the Vaikhānasa Agama,
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deprieved of some of its offensive sectarian aspects, and not the Pancharatra which Ramanuja followed and which he introduced in almost all the other Vishnu temples in South India. So even the Vaikhanasas felt satisfied. Neither Sri Alavandar, nor Sri Ramanuja did instil any of the Vaishnavaite Alvars or Acharyas inside the Tirumala Temple. It was only to Sri Ramanuja that a shrine was allotted by common consent. No further innovation was ever attempted. Therein lies the superior sanctity of the Hill and its temple over all the other and older temples in South India.

The reason assigned for this manifestation of Archavataram (form for idol worship) in the daily rituals is that He is Mayavi. His ways are inscrutable.

He left His Vaikuntam and came down to settle on the bank of the Swami Pushkarini, on this Hill. Nothing more is said.

The above sloka (verse) forms a part of the daily ritual called mantrapushpam. Seeing that the latter contains a verse wishing prosperity to Sri Nammalvar also, it may reasonably be presumed that the slokas were composed when the present form of worship was formulated soon after the installation of the silver Murti now known as Bhoga Srinivasa in 966 A.D. But it might reasonably be asked whether the bare statement contained in it, that the Supreme Being left Vaikuntam and took His abode in Tirumala without any reason being assigned can be accepted as truth when there are different stories in the Puranas implicitly believed by the public which assign different reasons for His manifestation here. The earliest reliable historical records are the devotional songs of the Alvars and the description given in the Silappadhikaram, and all these are in Tamil. Among these it is only Nammalvar

1. More will be said about this later
2. Mayavi Paramanandam iyakta Vaikuntam uttamaam Svamipuskaraa; tiré ramaya saha modate. Bhoigiraja girima gatva svamipuskarami tate ramate ramani känte ramaniye Srijahpathih
3. Srinagaryam mahapuriyām Tambraparnyutteri tate Tantrini mūla dhāmme Sri Satagopaya mangalam
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who speaks of the sanctity of the Tiruvengadam Hill and explains the reason for the Supreme Being Paran (Ṇāra) transferring His abode from the Heavens to this Hill. His mystic vision made him affirm that his statement (which obviously was also the current belief) embodies the Truth (Ova). The etymological meaning of the word Vengadam (Gaṇḍu - burn, and Śalṭu the fruits of past acts) is burning away the effect of all past Karmas. This Hill, he affirms, possesses that great virtue. So God selected this spot for His stay on earth. His decision to reside in Vengadam is according to Sri Nammālvar for the sole purpose of affording facilities to earthly beings to worship Him in the same manner as and along with the Heavenly Beings headed by Brahma who are said to be doing here daily what they have been doing in Vaikunṭam. Here in Vengadam, after His sojourn to the place, the same Heavenly Beings share with us on equal terms the privilege of doing all manner of service which his bhaktas desire to do. Nammālvar assigns a naïve reason for the sojourn of the Supreme Being by citing two typical instances. When dumb cattle who live to serve human beings with their milk were threatened with destruction by the fury of pelting rain and biting cold He as Sri Krishna lifted up a hill and held it over them to afford shelter. Again when one of the most highly evolved of human beings, Mahā Bali, who was ideally just, truthful and charitable was very nearly losing his soul by his failure to conquer the self although he had conquered the worlds, the Lord out of his overflowing Love came unsolicited to save him by showing him that all his conquests and achievements fell far short of the small gift he was asked to make to the Lord. We in this Kali age stand between these two extreme instances. We are gifted with certain limited powers and with a desire to serve Him in the same manner as we are told that the Heavenly Beings (Gaṇḍaṇḍaṇi) do in Heaven. As we cannot go there and serve Him with this material body the Supreme Being has for our special benefit come over to Vengadam saying good-bye to Heaven. Vengadam is Heaven, the Kaliyuga Vaikunṭam. All this is attributed to the infinite and unaccountable love of God (his Pāsam, Ṇīvai). Let us therefore go to Vengadam where our Karmas will be destroyed and where we can do service to him such as
brining water for abhishekam, flowers for worship and dhupam (incense) and deepam (light) etc.

Nammāḷvār does not refer to any Puranic story to account either for the sanctity of the Hill or for the manifestation of the Supreme Being on earth. His explanation is purely devotional mysticism.

Nammāḷvār's mysticism has been largely responsible for the form of worship which has been developed in the temple ever since Bhōga Srinivasa was installed. It was after listening to the exposition made by Sri Alavandār of the ten verses (of the 3rd ten of the 3rd centum) in Tiruvaimozhī that his grandson Sri Tirumala-Nambi just past his teens, made a solemn resolve, took his grandsire's blessings and repaired to Vēngāḷam where he dedicated his whole life to the daily service of Lord Vēṅkatēśvara in the manner recommended by Nammāḷvār in his songs. The same verses when explained by Sri Ramanuja made Sri Anandāḷvār repair to the Tirumala Hill to keep company with Tirumala Nambi in doing service to the Lord. (These verses are given at the end of this Chapter).

There is also a story in Chapter V of Mausala Parva of Sri Mahābhārata which may be taken to have some connection or throw some light on the manifestations of the Supreme Being on earth to give a start to a new form of worship known as Archāvatāra. This form of worship supercedes the older ones, viz., Para, Vyūha, Vibhava and Antaryami and has been recommended by God Himself as the one best suited for us in the Kali Yuga. Sri Krishna while departing his human body in the manner described in the Mahābhārata, exhibited to Brahma and the other Devas as well as Rishis, etc. His real form with four hands, and Sri Devi seated on his right breast. Without going into details it may be stated here that Brahma and the others addressed him as the one bearing the bow, obviously referring to his avatār as Sri Rama who killed Vāli with the bow and who therefore paid for that act with his life as Krishna at the hand of Jara the hunter. The Divine Spirit ascended to the Heavens piercing the Solar Orb. There the spirit appeared to Brahma and the others as a stone
image and simultaneously a voice from the Heavens proclaimed that He would appear on earth in that shape, which while appearing to be stony and lifeless would possess considerable (spiritual) power, that He would remain on earth thereafter and that Brahma and the Devas should continue their worship there. This incident happened at the end of the Dvāpara Yuga. At the commencement of the Kali Yuga His manifestation in Vēṅgaṇām seems to have taken place. The Image has Sri Devi on the right chest. It shows scars on both shoulders extending to the arm pit as if they were due to the constant wear of the bow-string and the sling of the arrow pouch. There are no other weapons, not even the Sankham and the Chakram. What is known as Brahmārādhanam (worship by Brahma) accordingly takes place every night and that Tērtham is served to worshippers the first thing in the morning during Visvarūpa sēva.1 The Deity was also invested with the bow during the days when Silappadhikaram was written.

The Poetic ecstasy of Nammalwar about Tiruvengadamudayan

Tiruvaimozhi 3 pattu.

(1) Without (availing) a moment’s rest, in intimate (close), contact and without any wavering we should do service to that Jyoti of Sublime Beauty who is on (the) Tiruvēṅgaṇām (Hill) where the (Hill) streams flow making a deafening noise to Him who is the great father of my sires and grandsires.2

(2) He is the progenitor of our forebears [father’s fathers’ fathers fathers Sires’] (the creator of all things). In all His endless glory He is the Lord of Tiruvengadam (Hill) where the Heavenly

1. Now it is called Viswarupa Sarva Darsanam.

2. நிலவன காரணியப்புற நிலைப்படுத்திய்காரணம் தோன்றியதால் இவ்விந்த நூற்றாண்டு நாள்களே நூற்றாண்டில் நின்றிய செய்திகள் தெரிகிறது
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Beings headed by their King Brahma worship with abundance of flowers.¹

(3) He is Lordly. He is Māyan (possesses inscrutable and wonderful wits): His eyes are like the petal of the red lotus, His lips and mouth of red colour like that of ripe fruit; His colour is that of the dark clouds. He is the Lord of the glorious Heavenly Beings and He stands in Tīruvengadam wherefrom flow sparkling waters.²

(4) He is extolled as the Lord of the Heavenly Beings (Vānavarkku ṭsan). But is that really any glory to Him? He stands on the Tīruvengadam Hill in all His unsurpassable and effulgent Jyoti (Param sudar jyoti, ṛṣṭardār jyoti) and has extended his infinite love and compassion (ṭīmmār Pāsam) even to me, a mean creature (Neechan) who has nothing good to boast of. (His greatness therefore lies in extending His love to sinners like me).³

(5) This Lord of Tīruvēngadam (ṭīmmār keppaḷḷ) is everything good and nothing bad. He is the nectar (ṭīmmār) of all the Vedas so highly valued by greatmen versed therein. Will it be considered a full description if it is stated that He is the

1. ⁴
2. ⁵
3. ⁶
Ādi Mūrti (the Primeval Being) who is worshipped in all the worlds as a jyoti? (No)¹

(6) Let all those who groan under a load of past Karmas, (संकाम कुशीकवित्ति)(क) only say Nama (Nama) to Vēngaḍat-turaivar (He who lives on the Vēngaḍam Hill) and all their past Karmas and what they may happen to commit in this life will be completely burnt (संकाम =burnt, संकामकाल =accumulation of past sins; संकामकालित =sins which may be committed in this life). This is Satyam (Satyam). By so doing they will only be acquiring good to themselves.²

(7) This spacious Tiruvengadam Hill will ensure for us (Vidu) Moksham on equal terms with the Heavenly Beings who headed by their King Brahma, carry on their head loads of flowers, water, dhūpam and deepam for his worship if we emulate them and say Nama to Him as they do.³

(8) He lifted a Hill to protect (the dumb cattle) from biting cold and pelting rain. He in days of yore measured the worlds with his Feet (to save the Soul of Maha Bah). This Paran (Para Brahma) left (His Heavenly abode) and has settled on the great

1.  இஸ்தா திரிதி காவுக்குரு குடும்பம் கேழு காத்து இந்தியா காங்கை காவுக்குரு பருப்பு கட்டு காங்கை பார்வையில் பருப்பு கட்டு காங்கை பார்வையில் பருப்பு கட்டு காங்கை பார்வையில் பருப்பு கட்டு காங்கை பார்வையில்

2.  கோன்னளத்தை பொருளேயால் திருமலன் பதிவு காங்கை குட்டு காங்கை பார்வையில் பருப்பு கட்டு காங்கை பார்வையில் பருப்பு கட்டு காங்கை பார்வையில் பருப்பு கட்டு காங்கை பார்வையில்

3.  கட்டுக்கை குட்டு காங்கை பார்வையில் பருப்பு கட்டு காங்கை பார்வைযில் பருப்பு கட்டு காங்கை பார்வையில் பருப்பு கட்டு காங்கை பார்வையில் பருப்பு கட்டு காங்கை பார்வையில்
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Tiruvengadham mountain. By worshipping that hill alone all our sins will vanish (நீர் குளம்).\textsuperscript{1}

(9) Those (Bhaktas) who in word and thought worship the lotus Feet of this Shepherd of Tiruvengadham will be freed from the enfeebling effects of old age, birth, and disease.\textsuperscript{2}

(10) (Therefore) Before the appointed end of our life is approached and before age and weakness set in, let us repair to the flower gardens and groves on the slopes of Tiruvengadam (நீர் குளம்) Hill which is the seat of the Lord.\textsuperscript{3}

\textsuperscript{1} குளத்திக் தீர்த்தமுள்ளர் கருளாம் அன்னை பொறுக்கும் பெரும் பெண் குழு பத்திரிகைவு காலங்கள் பாத்திரிகையும்.

\textsuperscript{2} குளம்புப் பெண்பாலைப்புப் பெண் பொறுக்கும் தில்லியல் கருளார் குழு புரோஹிதம் அருகிக் கமலா பொறுமைக்கு குழு வாணாக குளாம்புக்கு குழு வாணாக குளாம்புக்கு.

\textsuperscript{3} அருகிக்கு குழு வாணாக குளாம்புக்கு குழு வாணாக குளாம்புக்கு குழு வாணாக குளாம்புக்கு குழு வாணாக குளாம்புக்கு.
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CHAPTER III.

How the temple became popular and famous.

An attempt was made in the last chapter to show that neither the so-called Puranic accounts nor other legends can be trusted to explain when and why the God of Tiruvengadam manifested Himself on the Hill, and why the Hill itself came to be credited with the virtue of burning away all sins. It cannot, however, be doubted that the Hill was considered sacred and the Deity thereon more so. The fact that neither the Hill nor the Deity thereon is mentioned by name in the Itihāsas, the Vishnu Purana, Sri Bhāgavatam and the Bhāratam does not militate against it. It was, however, rarely resorted to by pilgrims in ancient times.

So was and still is Ahōbilam, to which among the Āḻvārs only Sri Tirumangai Āḻvār seems to have paid a visit. It was so inaccessible. It came into prominence during the period of the Sangama Dynasty of the Vijayanagar Kings and after the battle of Talikota again relapsed into obscurity. The writer knew personally the conditions that prevailed there about 35 years ago. There was no regular daily worship although the Temple is said to have been consecrated according to the Pāñcharātra Agama by the Ahōbila Mutt Jiyars. There was a Niyogi Brahmin of the Cuddapah District doing puja voluntarily although he knew nothing of the Agama form of worship. He would make 108 pradakshinams after bath with his wet clothes on; then enter the temple, trim the lamp left burning overnight, ring the bell and offer to the Deity the water, flowers and Tulasi which he brought with him. He used to cook a small quantity of rice which he would first offer to God and then partake of it himself. This was for the Tiruvilankoyil God in the plains. Five miles away on the Hill is the real Ugra Narasimhaswamy partly in a rock-cut cave. There was no daily puja for Him. Once a week on Saturday the same Niyogi gentleman would go to the Hill, do abhisheka and offer the puja in the only simple style known to him. Outside the temple, and even
inside the Gopuram, animal sacrifice used to be made by the villagers making the waters of the Bhavanāsini stream (on whose banks the temple is situated) run red with blood. In spite of all these deficiencies, Sri Vaishnavas and all other Hindus too, consider the place sacred. The Brahmosavam is attended by tens of thousands of pilgrims.

Tiruvengadham might have been in similar state in the earlier stages. Except for the Āḻvārs singing its glory, there was nothing historically great about it. Epigraphical researches disclose that some Vishnu temples existed from unknown times and more were built from time to time and endowed by the Pallava Kings. What are known as the Chārudevi plates go to show that among other things land-grant was made to Narayana of Kulimahātāraka temple at Dālārū (in Nellore District). There is also the Uravapalli grant in the eleventh year of the reign of Simhavarma (486 A.D.) to God Vishnuhara in Kandukuru (Nellore District). There is the Mahēndravadi inscription (600-630 A.D.) showing that a cave temple called Mahendra Vishnu Simha temple was cut during the reign of Mahēndravarma I, probably in Mahēndravādi. During the same period, there is the Manḍagappaṭṭu inscription mentioning the erection of a temple for Brahma, Vishnu and Iswara without the use of bricks, timber, metals and mortar. An inscription of the Pallavaram cave temple is of the same period. In Kānchipuram so many temples were built during Mahendravarma's and his successors' time. During the eighth and ninth centuries A.D. also grants were made very near to Tirupati for the Siva and Vishnu temples as may be seen from inscriptions in Guḍimallam in Chittoor District, Tiruvallam (North Arcot District) and Tirumukkūdal (Venkatesa's temple). These are not repeated here in extenso as we are not much concerned with the details. Among the donors are the Bāna Kings (Māvali Vāna Rāyas) one of whom Vijayāditya Bānarāya is a donor for the Tiruchukanur Tiruvilankoyil about the closing years of the ninth century A.D. The absence of any inscription showing grant of land or relating to the construction of a temple on Tirumala cannot therefore be accounted for only by a simple statement that inscriptions were rare in those days as Dr. S. Krishnaswami Ayyangar would have
us believe. It can be accounted for only by assuming that the Tirumala temple, although considered sacred, was not considered important. That must also have been the reason for having a Tiruvilankoyil in Tiruchukanur or a Venkatesa’s Temple in Tirumukkudal in those early days.

But the necessity for a proper temple in Tirumala soon came to be realised and became an accomplished fact in the early years of the tenth century A.D.

The developments in temple worship, both Saivite and Vaishnavite, which led to this will now be considered. The period we are going to consider is anterior to the birth and growth of the philosophical sects known as the Advaita and the Visishtadvaita schools adumbrated by Sankara and Ramanuja and the Dvaita school of Madhva. The former lived, for all we know, in the first half of the ninth century A.D. and the latter, Ramanuja, in the eleventh and the first half of the twelfth century A.D. and Madhva lived much later. We have to deal with the period when Appar, Sundarar, Mānikkavāsagar and Tirugnānasambandhar were the great saints of the Siva cult and the Vaishnavite Āḷvars (twelve in number) stood for the new Vaishnava-cult, because we really have no means of knowing what definite form Vishnu worship took in anterior days. For one thing it does not appear to have been of the Bhakti type which the Āḷvars, and particularly, Namāḷvar enunciated. There may have been the Vaikhanasa form of worship or some form of Pāncharātra. But Pāncharātra itself was presumably based on a rational and acceptable basis by Yāmuna Muni or Alavandār in his Āgama Prāmanyam and later by Vēdānta Desika in his Pāncharātra Raksha. A glance at the Vaikhanasa Samhita will show how offensively Vaishnavite was the old type which made Brahma and Siva attendant beings waiting by the side of Vishnu, Siva in particular being placed in the Paisācha Zone. Or worship may have been of the haphazard type the writer described about Ahōbilam. If we compare the description given in the Silappadhihikaram about Srirangam and about Tiruvēṅgaḍam, we have to conclude that there was regular worship in the presence of a congregation of worshippers so far as Srirangam was concerned,
whereas in the case of Tiruvengada it would have been a mere
dressing up of the form of the Deity. The words used in regard
to Srirangam are “Several worshipping with Stotrams.” There
is no mention of a congregation of worshippers or of worship in
regard to Tiruvengadam. The Sun and the Moon could well have
shone on the Deity as he stood, according to the author's de-
scription.

The Siva cult was ruling in Kanchipuram in the fifth, sixth and
seventh centuries A.D. and the competing religions were Jainism
and Buddhism. Mahendravarma (c.600–630 A.D.) was a Jain before
he was converted to Saivism by Appar (Tirunāvukkarasu). During
those days, according to the Chinese traveller Hieun Tsang, there
were about 80 Hindu and Jain temples in and around Kanchi,
and about 100 Sangharamas and 10,000 priests of the Mahayana
sect. Kanchi was the birth place of Dharmapāla, the well known
metaphysician who was the head of the Nalanda University. This was
the state of affairs when Hieun Tsang visited Kānchi in 642 A.D.
In the Pandyan country also there were Buddhists but mostly
given to commercial pursuits. It was also during the period of
Narasimhavarma I, that Mānavarma (of the Mahāvamsa of Ceylon)
was in Kānchi seeking Narasimhavarma’s help to regain the
throne in Ceylon. In the Pandyan country, one Pāṇḍyan king
Nedumāran was converted from Jainism to Saivism by Sāmbandar.
This might have been about 760 A.D.

There was thus very keen rivalry, if not struggle between
the heretical religions, Jainism and Buddhism, on the one side
and the Vedic types, if we may use that term, of Hinduism represen-
ted by the Siva and the Vishnu cults on the other. The Siva cult
seems to have been the stronger in the earlier stages. As regards
Buddhism, Hieun Tsang himself felt despondent about its future
as it was in a decaying state. So was Jainism. Mahendravarma
in his Prahasana (farce) called “Mattavilāsa” (in Sanskrit)
ridiculed the Kāpālikās, Sākhya Bhikshus and Pāsupatās.

1. “त्रिवेणिकेष्ठी त्रिवेणिकेष्ठी”
To comprehend fully the abuses that had crept into Buddhism Jainism and Saivism, we have to go a little more into details without unduly taxing the patience of the reader. The Mahāyana Buddhism not only copied from Hinduism image worship, but had also developed all the Tāntrik forms. Tāra, Vajra Yogini, Kshētrapāla were worshipped with the use of mantras, bijas and japa. The life led by the Sākhya Bikshus did not in any way maintain the good name of Buddhism. The Jains seem to have been held in no better esteem by the public. When Mahēndravarma I (Pallava) and Nedumāran (Pandya) changed their faith from Jainism to Saivism it must have been a sad commentary on that religion. And Mahendra did not stop with that. He wrote the prahasana, severely ridiculing both Jainism and Buddhism. Further, both these religions were exotic in origin and no religious literature worth the name seems to have been produced in the language of the country (Tamii). Sanskrit had become a part of the recognised language and all Vedic literature, the Puranas etc., were also available in Tamil for the benefit of the common man. South India was in those days in close contact with Ceylon. Mānavarma of Ceylon had to flee from Ceylon to seek the help of Narasimha Varma to regain his throne, and was a refugee in Kāndhi. The precepts of Buddhism were not being put into practice; and that was patent to the Hindus here.

The great protagonists of Saivism in this century (seventh) were Appar, Mānikkavāsagar and Sambandar. They did yeoman's service in weeding out the exotic heretic religions. But did their work yield fruitful results? If it had done so, there would have been little chance for Vaishnavism (as we know it now) to gain acceptance.

These two, Saivism and Vaishnavism, are known as Vedic religions, because they start with an implicit faith in and acceptance of the Vedas, Upanishads, Srutis, Smritis, the Agamas, Itihāsas and the main Puranas. At the time we are dealing with, there was not a systematic evolution of the Advaita philosophy and much less of the Visishtadvaita system, nor of the Dvaita school. There were, no doubt, temples dedicated to Siva and Vishnu.
Whether the rituals therein were being performed strictly according to the Saiva and the Vaishnava Āgamas, we cannot definitely say. The Saiva Agamas may have been observed. As regards the Vaishnava Agamas, there were two Schools, the Vaikhānasā and the Pāncharātra. It is likely that the former may have been in vogue before the Pāncharātra became more popular. Historically there is nothing to guide us in the matter. There is however, a tradition among the Vaikhānasā Archakas that all the temples in the Tamil country—and it was the same in the Andhra country also—were originally consecrated according to their own tenets. But in later times, it was Sri Ramanuja who converted one by one all of them to the Pāncharātra system, which he favoured—the only exception being Tirumala. The legend is that a Srirangam Archaka, for performing his father's sraddha, invited Sri Ramanuja as the bhōkta and that at the end he declined to utter "Truptōsmi" ("I am satisfied") unless the key of the temple was handed over to him, which was done. Having got hold of the key, Sri Ramanuja made them accept Pāncharātra to govern the temple worship before handing back the key. Anyhow, there is the grievance of that community in the matter, although the story on the face of it looks improbable.

What was wrong with the state of Saivism that made Vaishnāvism to rear its head? The defect seems to have been in the ugly forms which the Tantrik form of worship assumed. Temple worship which has been enjoined for the Kaliyuga is inextricably mixed up with the Tantrik rituals, whether the temple is of Vishnu or Siva. In the latter, there is Siva worship and Devi or Sakthi worship. They are not in two water-tight compartments. Whichever is the Ishta Dēvata for the specific purpose the appropriate Tantra for propitiation is adopted. The one that came in for the greatest amount of abuse and which wrought havoc on Saivism is what is known as Vamachara or Virachara ritual of Shakti which requires Panchatatva for its due performance. They are vulgarly styled Pancha makāra. It is presumed that the Sādhaka must have been duly initiated before he could be considered fit for the Sādhana (practice). The necessaries that make it up are called Madhya, Māmsa, Matsya, Mudra and Maithuna (Wine, meat, fish, grain
and woman) It is also called Rahasya Puja (Lata Sādhana).
It is best not to say more about this. In support of this, the Tantrik
pandits quote Manu as the authority, and seem to rely also on
the Kalikōpanishad of the Atharva Veda.

"Na Māmsabhakshāna dōsho na madvēe, na cha maithunē
Pravrittiresha bhūtanē nirvṛtīsttu mahāphala"  (Manu)

(There is no wrong in the eating of meat nor in the drinking
of wine, nor in sexual intercourse. for these things are natural
to men. At the same time, abstention therefrom is productive
of great good.)

Further, animal sacrifice was considered unobjectionable, since
in the Asvamēdhā Yajña by Yudhishthira a horse was killed, offered
to the Devas and eaten. In the great Yajña which lasted a hundred
years, Shaunaka and other Rishis used to listen to the Srimad
Bhāgavata from the mouth of Suta and at the same time sacrificed
animals.

There was (it is not known if they still exist) a sect called
Mahavritas who took a rigid vow to eat only from a human skull
as bowl, wear round their neck a garland of human bones and
perform their penance in cremation and burial grounds seated on
human corpses. The Jangams formed another class whose meat-
eating, drinking and other vices were revolting to public morals.
All these formed component parts of Saivism. Black-art and
necromancy form a part of the cult, although they are condemned
as underworld tantras. The presiding devatas are from the Saivite
pantheon. The Agamas relating to these have however been classed
as Asat Agamas.

It is modern Vaishnavism that is considered to have made a
departure by copying the Buddhist principle in prohibiting animal
sacrifice. Even in Yāgas and Yajnas it is only a pasu (cow) made
of rice or other grain flour that is used for sacrifice.

The Ālvārs were not content with these departures. They
preached and practised more revolutionary doctrines taking care
not to shock the ideas of Varnāsrama Dharma prevalent in those
days. So far as spirituality was concerned, there was no distinction
based on caste, non-caste or sex. They copied Buddhism and
made women eligible to become āchāryas. When we look at the
composition of the recognised Āḻvārs, we may classify them as
follows:

The first three Alvars—Poygai Alvar, Bhatattalvār and
Payalvār:— They never let anybody know what caste or parentage
was theirs, nor did any one know. All of them hail from Kanchi
Mandalam — Kanchi, Tirukkaḍalmalai (Mahābalipuram), and
Mailai, (Mylapore). Their birth date is ascribed by Dr. Swamikannu
Pillai to about 719 A.D. But it is immaterial for our present purpose,
to know the exact date.

(4) Tirumalisai Alvar:— He himself said that he was not
born in any of the known castes. He was a fondling brought up
by a Vēdan (huntsman). He became greatly learned in the Sāstrās
and even the Vedas, Jainism, Buddhism and the Saivite Pāsupata
Agamās. He preferred Vaishnavism of his own choice. His birth
date is supposed to be 720 A.D. (Dr. Swamikannu).

The above four represent Kānchi Mandalam, and not one of
them was a caste man, as far as was known.

(5) Nammalvar:—Was the son of a highly cultured Südra
couple, Kāri and Aḍaya Nangai. From the moment of birth,
he was considered a remarkable spiritual being. He was born in
Tirukkurukai (Tirunelveli District) about 798 A.D. He is
acknowledged to be the greatest of the Āḻvārs.

(6) Madhurakavi Alvar:—Of very orthodox Brahmin parentage
of the village of Tirukkōllūr, a Sāma Vēdi, who after sojourn
throughout India found in Nammāḷvār his great Āchārya. It is
to him that Sri Nammāḷvār is said to have vouchsafed Tiruviruttam
(Rigvedasāram), Tiruvāsiriyam (Yajurveda), Periyatiruvandādi
(Atharva Veda) and Tiruvoimōḷi in particular which is the sheet
anchor of the modern Sri Vaishnava Siddhantam and practice.
He is said to have been born in 797 A.D.
MODERN VAISHNAVISM AND THE ALVARS

(7) Periyalvar:—Born in Srīvilliputṭūr of orthodox Vaishnava family. He is also known as Vishnu Chittan, and Paṭṭarpirān and sang the celebrated “Pallāṇḍu Pallāṇḍu”. Born 725 A.D.

(8) Andal:—The foster daughter of Periyāḻvār picked up as a fondling in the flower garden of Periyāḻvār about 776 A.D. in Srīvilliputṭūr. She remained a virgin and is reputed to have become the consort of Sri Ranganatha. A woman Saint.

(9) Kulasekhara Alvar:—Also known as Kollikkāvalan, a Kshatriya, born in Kollinagar (or Tiruvanjikkulam) as the son of Driḍhavritaraja, a great Sanskrit poet and scholar. Became a devout Sri Vaishnava and Saint. 767 A.D. (Kerala). His name is given to the gold-plated door step in the Tirumala Sanctum (Kulasekharappadi).


(11) Tiruppanalvar:—Fondling brought up by Chandala parents of Urayur. Is reported to have been taken into the sanctum of Sri Ranganatha on the shoulders of Lokasāranga Muni. Born 601 A.D.

(12) Tirumangai Alvar:—Born of fourth varna (Sudra) in Tiruvāli Tirunagar, was ruler of that place. Became a great saint after a chequered career of romance and dacoity. A great traveller all over India. 776 A.D.

While Nammāḻvār, Periāḻvār, Āṇḍāḷ, Kulasekharan and Madhurakavi may be said to belong to the extreme South composed of the Pandya and Kerala countries, Tondaraḍippodi, Tiruppānaṉ and Tirumangai Āḻvārs represent the Chola country. We have seen that Poygai, Bhūtan, Periāḻvār and Tirumalaisai represent the Kāṇchi or Tonḍai mandalam. If we bear this distribution in mind, we will see that in the Tonḍai mandalam, the impact with Jainism and Buddhism was a little earlier than in Pāṇḍyanāḷu. On the
whole almost all the Āḻvārs may be said to be contemporaries, the concentration of the largest numbers being in the tracts where the heretic religions had to be contended with. The new faith preached by all these Aivārs was in essence the same, based on Bhakti and Love. The team represents almost all castes of society and both the sexes. The leader of this pantheon has been universally recognised by all Srivaishnavas to be Nammāḻvār, a Sat Śūdra by birth. The most learned of the Brahmins was his devoted Sishya-Madhura Kavi. Madhura Kavi is considered by some to be the same as Māran Kāri, who excavated the cave temple and installed Narasimhaswami in the Anamalai Hills, 770 A.D. during the reign of the Pandya King Varaguna Maharaja. If so there must be some thing wrong with the birth date.

Periya Āḻvār of Pandya Naḍu was also a Brahmin; Kulasekhara, a Kshatriya, who preferred a devotee’s robe to that of a monarch. Anḍāḷ, the foster daughter of a Brahmin, preferred to remain unmarried and became a devotee.

All the four Āḻvārs of Kanchi Maṇḍalam were of unknown parentage. And Tirumalaisai distinctly states that he did not come of any of the four castes.

Tirumangai and Tondaradippodi of the Chola country had not a clean record of life before they became great devotees and Saints.

It will thus be seen that the new faith held out equal opportunities for all to become saintly and that the sins of the past in this life cannot stand in the way of reformation to the extent of a clean wiping out of all past record. It copied the Buddhists in this respect and also in respect of placing women on a footing of equality with men in the spiritual field. It was the acquisition of the power of intense love that made it possible for Tirumangai Āḻvār to switch over in one instant from the material to the spiritual plane.

But was this pantheon of the Āḻvārs recognised in their life time? And how does it in any way affect the practices of the Tiruvēṅgaḍam temple?
ALVAR'S LIFE AND WORK. BHAKTI AND LOVE

The pantheon certainly did not come into existence till after the days of Sriman Nātha Munigal and even long after Sri Ramanuja’s days. The tradition is that the Āḻvārs’ hymns were sung in odd bits in different temples scattered all over the Tamil country and that Nāthamuni during his tours of pilgrimage observed that they contained great spiritual truths in the finest Tamil. He set about compiling them together. Tradition says that he was able to do this successfully on account of his yogic powers. This is a tradition universally accepted by all Sri Vaishnavas. There is in fact no evidence of the Āḻvārs’ spiritual leadership having gained country-wide acceptance during their lifetime. A few of them seem to have attended the assemblies of disputation convened by the Pandyan and the Chola Kings from time to time and proved the superiority of their Vaishnavite tenets. Tradition also says that when Tirumalisai Āḻvār entered an assemblage of Brahmins reciting the Vedas on a great occasion, they stopped the recitation as he was not a Dvijā. When they forgot where they had left off, it was Tirumalisai that pointed out to them by signs as to where to commence, since in his humility he would not utter the words himself.

Nor is there evidence that during Nathamuni’s days, a pantheon of Āḻvārs was created. But his grandson, Sri Āḻavandar showed the way. In commencing his work “Stotraratnam,” he first offers in three stanzas his pranāmams to his grand father and Guru Sriman Nathamuni and then in one stanza to Parāsara, because he gave to the world true knowledge in his Vishnu Purāṇa (Purana-ratnam) and then in another stanza to the feet of Nammāḻvār—whom he calls the progenitor of his Kula (Vaishnavism)—’Naha ādyasya kula-pateh’—and who is the mother, father, wife, sons, wealth and all else to him and his fellow Vaishnavas. We may therefore take it as a settled fact that it was Yamuna Muni (Āḻavandar) that made the Sri Vaishnava faith what it has since become under the spiritual influence of Nammāḻvār. But later on Sri Ramanuja, while commencing the writing of his Sri Bhāshya on the Brahma Sutras, first prays to God Srinivasa (Brahmani Srinivase) for giving him true knowledge and Bhakti. Then his prostrations go to Vyāsa. In this connection, the Achārya-parampara is not
through Ālavandar, Nāthamuni and Nammālvār. Apart from this unique deviation, every Sri Vaishnava knows that, according to established custom, his first business after putting on his Nāmams is to pay obeisance to his immediate Achārya and through him in ascending order right up to Nāthamuni and Nammālvār. After Nammālvār his next saviours are Divine, viz., Vishvakṣena, Sri and Sridhara. So far as human Āchāryas are concerned, Nammālvār is the final one, because he is believed to have received his intuitional knowledge direct from God, through Sri and Vishvakṣena.

Temples which were in existence from or before the days of Nammālvār may not have been modelled on the theological concepts of Nammālvār at the time of their consecration. But all temples consecrated by Sri Vaishnavas after the days of Nammālvār—rather since Ālavandar's days—must be presumed to be in accordance with Nammālvār's conception of Vishnu worship. The consecration of the silver image of Tiruvēngadāmuḍaiyan was during the lifetime of Ālavandar.

We have now to see why this new image was consecrated. There was already the Svayambhu (self-manifest) Murti which needed no consecration by human hands. But whatever kind of Puja was there, before consecration of the silver image, it was not according to Nammālvār's conception. We have noticed that Kanchi was the nerve centre of all the then known religions of the South. The Saivite saint Appar called it "Kalviye karai ilāda Kânchimā nagar" (the great city of Kanchi where culture knew no bounds). There as well as in the Pandyan country, Jainism and Buddhism were active and alive. Saivism was running riot in all directions good and bad. The old Vishnu temples had their own well-worn Āgamic rats in which they were running. The political conditions in the Tamil country during the eighth, ninth and tenth centuries were anything but settled, owing to the incessant wars between the Pallavas, Cholas and Pandyas with the Rāṣhṭra-kūṭas and the Chālukyas interfering in these wars. Kanchi itself was more than once in the hands of Rāṣhṭrakūṭas and therefore under Jain influence. Of the Pallavas, some were Saivites and some Vaishnavites, with no marked theological or philosophical distinctions. As soon as the Cholas conquered Tonḍai Manḍalam
at the beginning of the 10th century. Saivite influence became more prominent.

It was therefore necessary for Sri Vaishnava leaders to seek some place where there was no old sectarian controversy and where old feuds might not breed new causes of disturbance.

Where was the place besides Tirumala with a greater claim to sanctity and where there was no settled form of worship as yet established? Early at the commencement of the ninth century, the Vaishnavas (they were not styled Sri Vaishnavas then but Emperumāṇaḍiyār) consecrated a small temple called Tīruviḷān-kōil of Tīrūvēṅgaḍamūṇḍaiyān in Tiruchukanūr. With the advent of the Cholas as rulers of the land, a Siva temple of Parāśaraśvāra began to find favour there. The consecration of the Maṇavāḷappurumāl (silver image) in Tirumala itself about the year 966 A. D., thus became a necessity. The popularity which the temple gained in later years was entirely due to putting into practice the high ideals of Sri Nammāḷvār.

WHAT WERE THE IDEALS OF NAMMALWAR?

""

We have seen that controversies were going on between the protagonists of the different religions and sects. We also know what Tiruamlisai Āḻvār had to say in the matter:

"' அம்பாம் கூடை நன்றியால் பார்க்கிறேன்
நிலைம் தியான்பால் உறும்பு-உரும்பு
மண்டவைல் மறவைல் மாற்றும் முக்குள்ளார்
தூசுது பாதுகாக விளக்கு.

(ஏன்றும் காதை கதை 62)"

என்றோர் கூடையை செழுத்தித் தருது நாகர்கள் கவிஞர்களும் புத்தகங்களும் பாதுகாக கி சி தூசுது பாதுகாக விளக்கு தோறும் கி சி தூசுது பாதுகாக விளக்கு
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These two stanzas go to show that the Āḻvār after careful study of the Saiva Agamas, of Budhism and Jainism, considered that by good luck, he came to place his faith in Vishnu worship.

There were however the first three Āḻvārs, who, though they were as staunch as Tirumalisai in their faith in Vishnu worship, described the form of Tiruvēnagaduṇḍaiyān as one in whom both Vishnu and Sīva existed in happy combination. They also left no doubt that He was Vishnu Mūrti. Periya Āḻvār gives the description of the Mūrti in the following stanza:

(1) He has in his form the flowing matted locks (jadai), the high peaked crown (திரு முத்துர்), the shining dagger (துடுக்குச்சி) and the chakram, the snake coiling him and the golden sutram round his waist. In Him, my father on Tirumala, the two forms have gracefully blended into one.¹

(2) The golden-hued Holy one (Sīva) and the one who rose to the skies to encompass this earth, Trivikrama (திரு விக்ரம சிவன்) Vishnu, the two may pass as separate ones, but the one is really in the other.²

These two Āḻvārs believed in the identity of the two:—

(A) But Nammāḷvār gives a more lucid exposition:

```
(1) 'தொங்குள் கிளியம்பு மீன்றோம் சூரியன் கொண்டால் கோன் வந்து
தருக்கு சுரசன் ஞாயிறு காற்று கைத்து குருந்து—
சூரி மறை பார்மா செங்கற்ற சுர்யாவக்கொடு
தொங்குள் தொங்கு சிவன் பிறந்து குருந்து.'

(2) 'சுர்யன் கிளியம்பு பார்மா பார்மா பசித்துப்புகிற
சிவன் கிளியம்பு பார்மா பசித்துப்புகிற
சிவன் கிளியம்பு பார்மா பசித்துப்புகிற.'
```
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"He has merged in Himself (in the undifferentiated state) Rudra, Brahma and Lakshmi after losing their separate entity (Išu Bṝha); He pierced by his growth the highest heavens to encompass creation. Is there a Higher Divinity than that Māl (Vishnu)?"

The idea that Rudra, Brahma and Lakshmi are separate Deities having independant status is negativated by Nammāḷvar. Tirumalisai and several of the other Alvarś share this view. In fact the view is that Vishnu created Brahma who in turn created Siva. It is in this sense that Tiruvengadāmuḍaiyān has been presented to us. He is not any of the ten Avatars of Vishnu. He is Nārāyana Himself who for the benefit of mankind in this Kali age has made Himself self-manifest in Vēngādam for reasons known to him only.

This conception cannot possibly be engrafted on the older Āgamic Vishnu temples. This conception accounts for the absence of any shrine even for Lakshmi in Tirumala. The Murti is common to all sects, although the worship is to the Form of Vishnu.

(B) To make this clearer, in another place the same Āḷvār says:—

"Worship and praise each His own Deity (Iṣṭa Devata), they all reach my Tirumāl (Vishnu)."

(C) Men have their own desires in this world and have therefore been propitiating different Deities who are supposed to have the power to bestow different kinds of boons. These were being done according to the Tantras laid down in the Agamas. Some are good and some are bad. We know that non—Vaishnavas have far too many Vritas. There is no need for these tiresome

1. "
2. "

III 9-6.
pujas. The Ālvār says that Tiruvengadāmudaiyān is the giver of all gifts whatever be one's desires.

(D) But he also says that if he is worshipped for the love of it, He bestows on the worshipper the good things of this world; then, as the result of one's good actions, life in the other worlds if so desired; and finally and by degrees or stages Moksham. All the Vritas which require intermediaries in the shape of human help and those of the lesser gods may be dispensed with. Sri Vaishnavas have therefore dispensed with all Kāmya Vrita Karmanas. Only such as are enjoined by the Sastras as obligatory need be and must be performed. Even for these the Sankalpam is that one has no claim to the fruits of the performance of such acts. (Sātvīka tyāgam).

(E) The highest value which the Ālvār attaches to Bhakti and Bhaktas is expressed in the following stanza:

```
 ஆனால் நன்ம நா நாம் கேறும் மூடிய நன்மைக்கும் நாய்களை
 கெட்டு வேளைய காலனை லாகேத் காலை குழாட்டு
 கண்டை நாய்கள் கேறும் நூற்றாண்டுகளில் வந்தே மட்டும் தான் நாய் கேறும்
 கும்பத்தின் அடியில் முட்டிய நிறை என்ன என்னை.
```

இடைத் தலைப்பு III 7-6

He says that he is the devout servant of those who are Vishnu Bhaktas, even if such happens to be born as lower than the lowest of Chandalas. The superiority of Bhakti over the path pursued by the performance of Vedic rituals (including Yāgas, Yajnas etc.,) is being annually proclaimed in the solemn performance of a festival known as the reading of the Kaisika Puranam early in the morning of the Uttāna Dvādasi day before day break. The Puranam inculcates the superiority of Bhakti. A very learned Brahmin pursuing the path to salvation according to Vedic injunctions was, owing to a flaw in the performance of such Karma, destined to become a Brahma Rākshas. It was vouchsafed that a great Bhakta would turn up several years later at whose hands the curse would cease to operate and the Brahmin would achieve salvation. A
Chandala, by name Nampaduvan, was incessant and untiring in his Bhakti and observed Ekādasi Upavāsam for twelve years. In the twelfth year, this Brahmarakhas waylaid the Chandala and wanted to eat his flesh. The Chandala agreed to be the prey, but wanted a short respite so that he might go to the temple and sing the usual praises of God. The Brahmarakhas could not believe that the man would come back; but after many assurances were given, agreed to wait. True to his word and against the advice of a Brahmin, the Chandala kept the engagement. Then it seems to have dawned on the Brahmarakhas that the moment of salvation had come for him. He offered to let go the Chandala if he would only transfer to him the virtue acquired by his devotion. The Chandala said that he had no power to do that. He was performing only Nishkama Karma. He had already passed to God himself the fruits of his action. In a series of cajoling words, the Brahmarakshas asked him to part with the virtue acquired by the last song he sang in the Kaisika rāgā, but in vain. Then he prostrated before the Chandala and requested him to obtain salvation for him. The story of his life was then revealed. The Chandala out of real humility pleaded that he was of the lowest of human beings, but if he could really intercede to help another soul, he would willingly pray to God. The Brahmarakshasa’s curse came to an end and the Brahmin got his salvation. This Puranam is being read year after year by some member or other of family of Sri Ālavandār in all the Vaishnave temples in the Tamil country. The reading of the Puranami is only to remind all Sri Vaishnavas what was Namālīvār’s attitude to Bhaktas wherever they may be born.

(F) Spiritual advancement is equally open to all. The composition of the Pantheon of Āḻvārs bears testimony to this. In the daily routine of a Vaishnave temple, it is to be clearly seen. There are no separate compartments for different castes for worship in the sanctum as is the case in many Saivite temples. All mix freely and even indiscriminately. The Tirtham vessel does not get polluted after a spoonful thereof is given to a Harijan nor is the Sāthārī considered polluted by being placed on the head of a Harijan. There is one more proof in Tirumala. A portion
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of the cooked food, which is the first food offering after Tirumanjanam, and the only one that is allowed inside the Kulasekharapatādi, is kept in the sanctum. A little of it is given to the worshipper after Tirtham and Sathāri. In ordinary Brahmin houses, if a portion of the food is given to a Sudrā, the remaining portion is considered polluted and unfit to be eaten by a Brahmin. In the Tirumala temple, a small lump of prasadam will be accepted with veneration by a Brahmin whose turn comes next to that of a Harijan. There is no touch-pollution inside a temple, or even in God’s procession in the streets. He who entertains the feeling of pollution will be born a dog or an ass. In Srirangam one of the tirtham mirasdars is a Sāttāda Srvaiashnava. In the Tirumala temple, these Sāttāda Srvaishnavas enjoyed the privilege of supplying all the articles required for Tirumanjanam, carried in procession round the temple before being delivered inside. They were receiving honours and emoluments in return. They also enjoyed the privilege of reciting prabandhams in gōshṭī along with the Brahmin Srvaishnavas and were given emoluments. For some reason or other, they ceased to perform the sacred duty. Inscriptions bear testimony to the practice.

This rather long exposition is given to show why and how the temple of Tiruvengadamudaiyān became popular with all the sects of Hindus. We may go to the Telugu and Kanarese countries or Kerala and Maharashtra, the prefix Venkata will be found tacked on to any kind of name. It may be Venkata Raman, Venkata Subrahmanian, Venkata Subban, Venkata Sivadu, Venkata Narasa, Venkata Krishna etc. The reason is that Tiruvengađamađaiyān is considered the family Deity in many families in South India. This acceptance as family Deity is due to the Āḻvārs’ conception of the form of that Deity.

There is one question which any non-Vaishnava acquainted with the routine of daily worship in this temple may raise. How is it that the Sri Vaishnavas have for themselves exclusively one item of worship called the Sattumurai to which the others are not given admission? The answer to this consists of two parts. One is that Sattumurai is not an item of worship in the view of the Vaikhanasa Archaka nor according to Sri Ramanuja’s work
"Nityam": It is a function coming at the tailend after the orthodox ritualistic worship according to the Agama is completed and after the non-Agamic Sahasranamarchana. It is only an innovation made some time after the Muslims or the East India Company assumed management of the temple. Barring the strict rituals of worship in Sanskrit riks several of the other items and festivals are of a compromise character, a compromise between Ramanuja's Pancharatram and Vaikhanasam. The Sattumurai is one of such items. The second part of the reply is that the exclusion of devotees of other persuasion is not an ancient custom. It was introduced when the T.T.D. Committee first came to power. The overcrowding in the temple was so much that bonafide Sri Vaishnavas, who could recite the prabandhas and take active part in the function, could not gain admission due to their chronic poverty and lack of influence. On the other hand, spectators took all letters of recommendation. To make the function successful admission was restricted to those who could recite the prabandham so far as the portions relating to Sattumurai were concerned. The function itself is a latter-day innovation and does not find place in any of the inscriptions as an item of daily worship. It was recited outside the Temple first and then outside the Sannidhi and in front of Sri Ramanuja's shrine, on certain occasions only. The word Sattumurai is only a Tamil word and has no equivalent in Sanskrit.

There is an assurance given by Nammalvär in regard to Tiruvengadamudaiyān which cannot well be left cryptic. He advises men possessing high intellectual gifts (particularly poets) not to prostitute the rare gift they possess for the gratification of unworthy mortals for the sake of a small remuneration. He advises them to earn their bread by doing hard manual work and to make use of their gifts to worship and praise God, each his own Ishta Devata. But if really boons have to be asked, he assures them that this Deity will grant whatever is prayed for. The words used are "Vendirrellam tarum kōdil maṇivāṇṇan" and they are words deliberate in expression. So we see people making pilgrimage to Tirupati to fulfil their vows. The man who was blessed with a son, another who got cured of a serious illness in a miraculous
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manner, the man who escaped a serious accident, the burglar who escaped punishment, the one who wanted that he should have no scorpion sting, nay—even the murderer who went unpunished, all go and fulfil their vows.

The Ālvār would not have overlooked the accepted mythology that Bhasmasura, Hiranya, Maha Bali, Rāvana, Kamsa and several other Rakshasas were given the boons they asked for, all of which were used against society and God. The one who granted those boons could not have been ignorant of the fact that they were going to be used against Himself. Evolution of the soul through the exercise of Free will accounts for this paradox or Theodicy.

In the Ālvār’s conception, the final goal of the individual soul is Moksham (Vidu). There will be ups and downs in the ascent to this goal. Errors are bound to bring about repentance and must lead to success. The Ālvār does not hold out to even the worst sinner the horrors of eternal damnation and hell. So he says that God grants anything one asks for. By sheer experience, he learns to ask for things which are for his eternal good. In the spiritual ascent even failures count. The Ālvār’s advice is that one must learn to love, heart and soul, even if that love is for a material object. The capacity for intense love once acquired can in a moment and at the mere touch of a great master be switched over to the right object. When that is done it becomes Bhakti. So we find in his songs that he represents himself as a woman pining to gain Him who is the object of her love. We have a concrete instance in the person of Tirumangai Ālvār.

In the absence of Love (or Bhakti) as the dominant factor the acquisition of psychic powers, through boons granted or as the result of severe penance, may lead to disastrous consequences. Leaving aside the Rākshasas, the powers acquired by Viswāmitra resulted only in making him land from one morass into another, until he found out that Vasishṭa was the model to follow. There was no soul more perfected than that of Maha Bali in his days. But he knew not how to conquer the self and boasted that he was in the supreme position of the Giver. God had to teach him
that nothing was his, that his self was itself God’s own and had to be surrendered to Him. While commenting upon this phenomenon, Nammāḷvār beseeches God to play the same trick with him. He wonders how he can repay God for this great act which was done to him. He says that he gave away his self, his ego to God’s keeping. As an after-thought he corrects himself and puts the question to himself. What is my soul and who am I to dispose of it? It is all His; He gave and He takes it away at His pleasure.

The history of this temple in its earlier days was shaped by great men who were imbued with the Āḻvārs’ high and practical philosophy. Its fame rose by leaps and bounds. Today, this temple stands pre-eminently the greatest in the land.

“Vēṅkatesa samō Dēvo nabhūtō na bhavishyatū” is repeated day after day during Mantrapushpam. The closing mangalam is:

“Sri nagaryām mahā puryām Tāmpraparnyuttarētē, tīntri nē mula dhāmnē Sri Sathagopāya mangalam”

to remind us of Saint Nammāḷvār.
CHAPTER IV.

History of the Tiruvengadam Temples (in Tirumala, Tirupati etc.)

SYNOPSIS.

Our ancients thought that it was possible to realise the infinite through the finite, to comprehend the power and glory of the formless and all-pervasive Divinity through the worship of an image with form which is usually consecrated and installed in a temple. Just as we today try to concentrate the rays of the sun by scientific processes and to utilize the mighty forces of solar energy for serving our material welfare, the ancient Hindus tried to focus the infinite powers and attributes of the invisible Divinity in a visible image for ministering to our spiritual welfare. The Mahabharata (Mausala Parvam, Chapter V) account of the origin of image worship was already referred to in Chapter II. This is how image worship came into being and the object of this book is to explain how it came in Tirumala and Tirupati, in what manner and with what results. It is really not known when the Birthless One came to have a birth on the Vengadam Hills of His own Choice (Svayam Vyaktam). The large image-form seems to have been there from an unknown date. All that we can say is when the small stone temple was built to enshrine the image. In fact the history of the Tiruvengadam Temple is seen to commence not on the Hills, but in the small village of Tiruchokinur (Tiruchchokunur or Tiruchchukanur) now going by the name of Tiruchanur or Chiratanur about ten miles south of the Hills by road. Changes in the political conditions of the country seem to have largely influenced the building of a temple on the Vengadam Hill itself and in the founding of a new village near the foot of the Hill by Sri Ramanuja known as Tirupati. The Pallava rule during which the temple was built was overthrown by the Cholas and Saivism gained the upper hand for some time. For a correct understanding of the inscriptions which reveal this history, it is necessary that we should understand the religious atmosphere of the corresponding
period and the political conditions favourable or unfavourable at the time.

But before entering into details, it may as well be useful to state in brief the scope of the T. T. inscriptions. A temple in Thiruchchukanūr ten miles away from the main focal point on Vengadam proved unsatisfactory as it may give rise to a conflict with the Siva Temple and dissipate energy. A small silver image, a replica of the main God (Dhruva Mūrti or Periya Perumal), was therefore made, bedecked with a number of jewels and formally consecrated according to prescribed rituals in the year 966 A.D. by a lady devotee, named Sāmavai. This small idol made it possible for the Bhaktas to satisfy their cravings to worship the Deity with all the ecstasy which the Āḻvārs described in the outpourings of their heart. A century later Sri Ramanuja came on the scene and carried out many developments. The Yadavarayas who were the local rulers, were largely responsible for placing the finances of the temple on a satisfactory basis. The form of worship from this period, right down to about 1300 A.D., was in closer accordance with the tenets of Vaikhānasa Āgama which governed the consecration of the temple. In the earliest days the worship does not appear to have been in the strict Vaikhānasa form. The very Āgama warned the Vaikhānasas not to interfere with old usages etc., in Svayamvyakta temples. The images of the Āḻvārs and that of Sri Āṇdāl had no place in the sanctum, nor had they separate shrines inside or outside the Tirumala temple. The image of Sri Ramanuja was the sole exception. Even he had no separate worship for him in the temple. This has been the state of affairs even to this day. Even in Tirupati the shrines for Tirumangai Āḻvār, Nammāḻvār and Āṇdāl seem to have come into existence in the latter half of the 13th century A.D. The quantity of food offerings was limited to the extent of the requirements of the temple servants. There was little left for Desāntīres, or pilgrims. The quantity was ridiculously below the standard fixed in the Āgama for the lowest class of temples (Adhamādhama).

There were no festivals of importance excepting the Brahmostsavams, the two Vishu Sankramanas, the two Ayana Sankramanas, the Mukkōṭi Dvādasi and much later the Utthāna (Kaisika) Dvādasi.
The Musiim invasions of the South India by Malik Kafur in 1310 A.D. and by Mohammed Bin Tughlak brought about some changes. Singayya Dannayaka, the military commander and minister of the Hoysala King Vira Ballala, made some innovations. He was a staunch Sri Vaishnava of the Mysore country, whose ancestors must have been under the religious spell of Sri Ramanuja who spent the period of his exile in that part of South India. Nandavanams (flower gardens) and Mutts were established by him. He came over to Tirupati to guard the political interests of the Yadavaraya ruler as the Pandidyan power had broken down. He made the Yadavaraya in 1328 A.D. assign a village in his favour for rendering certain food services to the God. And the Yadavaraya followed suit in the name of his forebear Yadava Narayana. Just about the same time (1339 A.D.) images of the Utsava Murti along with the two Nachchimars came to view in the inscriptions. Certain new festivals were now instituted where food offerings on a larger scale than before were made and distributed to the congregation. There seems to have been no room for these images in the old Vaikhana form of worship in Tirumala. Even in Tirupati such festivals were unknown before. This Murti is the Malayappan of our day, known at the time as Malai Kuniya Ninra Perumal. This innovation was in keeping with the type of festival celebrations in the Tamil Chola and Pandyan countries.

We are in a position to trace the development of the Sandhi offerings and the Asthanams as the direct or indirect effect of Malik Kafur’s invasion of the South which drove some of the Southern Srivaishnavas to Tirumala and Tirupati. We will find the singing of Tiruppavai first in the later half of the 13th century A.D. in Tirupati and of Tiruvaimoli in the third quarter of the 14th century in Tirumala. The beginnings of the Arisanalayam Nandavanam and Matham which later developed into the Jiyar Matham and also of the Van Sathagopan Nandavanam which gave rise to the Ahobila matham will be noticed. The date of construction of some parts

1. Sandhi offerings are food offerings made at the six periods of each day as mentioned in the Agama. Asthanam is the function when the Utsava Murti holds a durbar on certain occasions in a spacious mantapam when food offerings are made and distributed.
of the temple in 1250 A.D., including the gopurams, the renovation of the sanctum on a grand scale and the construction and hasty closure of the Mukkōṭi Pradakshinam and the first gold gilding of the vimanams will also be discussed.

We will also go into the details of the administrative machinery of the temple from the days of the Srikaryakartas and the Sabhaiyars of Tiruchchekkanur to the Sthanattar (1209) acting under the authority of the early Yādavarāyas, the constitution in 1390 A.D. of an ad-hoc independent body composed of four representatives of the townsmen of Tirupati, three representatives of the Sabhaiyar, one representative of the Archakas, the two Jiyars and two representatives of the newly created temple accountants (Tiru-ninra-ūr-Udaiyar) all subject to the overriding control of the King himself; the gradual deterioration in the morale of this committee, the growth in the volume of food offerings which was exploited to the full by the Sthanattar and the attempts made by Sāluva Nara-simha and the Vijayanagar Kings to curb this evil and make more food available to the pilgrims by the establishment of Rāmānuja Kūtams and Satrams. The evil, however, invaded even these institutions and food could be had for the pilgrims only on payment. The Sthanattar and the Archakas and Jiyars seem to have sold their share to lessees who sold the prasadams. When the endowments for food offerings increased, the Sthanattar seemed to have prevailed upon the donors to endow for Vagaipadi (baked or fried in ghee) in increasing quantities so that their share might be sold at convenience. The result of all this was the establishment of a free feeding house in Tirupati by one Aravidu Kondara in 1547 in the Nammālvār sannidhi which he built and about 2000 Sri Vaishnavas irrespective of caste were fed there daily in a sumptuous manner. This will be dealt with at length in its proper place. The difficulty felt by the Sthanattar in the disposal of large quantities of prasadams by sale was also sought to be overcome by the institution of festivals wherein payment was made in cash for all the servants of the temple from the Sthanattar down to the sweeper. These went under the sub-heads of expenditure called Tirumuna Kanikka (திருமுண்டி கனிக்க) and Tirukkai Valakkam (திருக்கை வாலட்கம்). These payments were, however, justifiable as the servants were asked to work overtime.
Arrangements for the daily recitation of the Vedas in the temple (in addition to the Tiruvoimol) were sought to be made by Sri Dēvarāya Mahārāya II (in 1430 A.D.) and this was long after Tiruvoimol gained ground and Adhyayanōtsavams celebrated. Devarāya had to make solemn promises on the shore of the Swami Pushkarini to the Mahajans that yearly payment would be made for their services. How the Erperumanadiyars or Tiruvidhisanis (dancing girls) came into existence, how their influence grew till one of their number was accorded higher honours than that of any achārya or the king and how they suddenly disappeared from the temple inscriptions will also be explained.

The growth in the type of food offerings from the simple cooked rice, green-gram, ghee and curds, of the early days to the much more glutinous types such as Paruppaviyal Tiruppōnakam, Tirukkanamadai, Dadhyōdanam, the six kinds of Ogarais, the Sarkarai pongal, Atirasams. Appams. Vādais, Iḍdiils, Sukhiyan, Gōdhi, Kāsikkay, Bhētnikai, Pāl Kulambu, and several more, all these recorded in the inscriptions disclose how the authorities catered more to the palate than to the spirit of the pilgrim. The growth in the number of subsidiary temples in Tirupati diverted the emoluments from the Sthanattar to other more needy stomachs. What is of greater interest to the student of the ancient political and economic history of the country is also clearly seen in the inscriptions. The working of the ancient village assemblies, the agency which enquired into their faults of commission and omission and the method adopted for quick redress of grievances are portrayed in the inscriptions. The taxes levied by the king and those which the village assembly levied are given in some detail. We have also an instance of how a number of the Nāṭṭārs of village assemblies met to decide on common action when the suggestion emanated from the king.

The rise in the cost of living from time to time is reflected in the increased amount of money which had to be paid by the donor for the same kind of food offerings. The actual prices of commodities in bulk and in retail are recorded from the middle of the 16th century A.D. These and several connected matters have been faithfully recorded here with the aid of inscriptions.
Although the usual method of making endowments for services to be performed in the temple was either in the shape of money or by the grant of villages, occasions are noticed in the inscriptions when either because money went underground owing to political turmoils, or because the capacity of the Sthanattar for judicious expenditure on the improvement, repairs and creation of fresh irrigation sources was doubted, the donors executed the works themselves by paying labour in cash or in kind. Such changes when read along with the change in chronology for the recording of inscriptions disclose to a certainly unsettled political condition. Where whole villages were granted, it was not usual in the earlier periods to state what the amount of annual income would be. Only the services to be maintained from the income were shown. But in later periods, particularly after Krishnadeva Maharaja's reign, it became the practice to state the normal income either because prices fluctuated too much or because the Sthanattar’s capacity was doubted. After the battle of Talikotta, it is not even the income, but the yield in grain that was being noted. We also find that the prices of commodities were fluctuating in an uncertain manner. The chronology cited in the inscriptions mentioned the year of the reigning monarch till we reach the period when the Pandyan suzerainty broke down and the Vijayanagar reign had not been well established. Even in the earliest period when the Pallava rule came to an end and the Chola rule had not been well established, the chronology adopted in the inscription was the Sali Saka. Again when the Pandyans collapsed and Malik Kafur was rushing down the Saka year is referred to, and no mention made of any ruling king. Although the Vijayanagar sovereignty was established due to the strong backing given by Suluva Narasimha, his policy was to avoid dynastic chronology and stick to the Saka year only. This was systematically adopted since then although the name of the ruler was coupled with the mention of the Saka year from the time of Achyutaraya. When there were succession troubles, the name of the king was not mentioned, or if the donor desired such mention to express his loyalty to one party or the other, the policy of the Sthanattar was simply to record the donor's attitude. These will go to show the status of the Sthanattar vis-a-vis the ruler of the land.
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There is yet another point which will be noticed in detail in due course. The Vijayanagar Kings were less sectarian in their attitude to the temple administration than their predecessors, whatever the personal conviction of the particular emperor might have been. This was more marked in the case of Krishna Deva Maharaya. His gifts were incomparably large and costly, all made in a spirit of personal attachment. He does not seem to have ever enquired what was done with the huge amounts of money paid by him. He did not show any preference for any Sri Vaishnava connected or unconnected with the temple. Achyutadēva Maharaya was more demonstrative and egotistic as a Sri Vaishnava. Even he does not appear to have interfered in the administration of the temple. Sadāśivadeva Maharaya seems to have been all humility. His visits could not have been more than two. He made no large endowments personally; he did however encourage those who gave their all to the service of the temple and set his heart on making arrangements which tended to give greater creature comforts to the ever-increasing number of pilgrims. Benefactions on a large scale were by far greater during his reign, mostly by private agencies.

Speaking of private agencies and endowments, we should do justice to the residents of Tirupati and Chandragiri of those days and describe the part played by them. The Ārcharakas, Tirumala Nambi and Anandāḻvār, laboured on the Hill a thousand years ago. Then came the Jivars and other Achāryapurushas, who served the temple since then. It has to be noted from the inscriptions that they did not lead a parasitic life on the temple. When no crown seemed to sit surely and safely on the head of the wearer, the citizens of Tirupati, the Sabhaiyars of the surrounding villages and the permanent religious office-bearers of the temple shouldered the responsibility for the management of the temple. They were given the highest respect by local rulers and military commanders, made their own contributions as endowments from out of their small savings, influenced their spiritual disciples to do likewise, went about the country doing propaganda in the name of Tiruvengadamudaiyāṇ, made the temple famous and themselves prosperous. The extent of their endowments was not insignificant.
and will be dealt with in detail later. Such names as Kolikkavalidasar Mallanagalar or Madhvadars of Chandragiri, Tirukkalikanridasars Alagappirar, Thoḻappar Ayyangars of the Soṭṭai Tirumala Nambi family, Kumāra Tattayangars, Srinivasa Tattayangar, Kōṭi Kannikadanam Kumāra Tattayangar, Anandalvars, Koyil Kandādaik Anṉan, Kandādaik Ramanuja Ayyangar, Kandādaik Doḍḍayangar of Sholinghur, Prativādhi Bhayankaram Anṉan, Tiruvanakatachari (Chakravarthi family), Alagiya Manavāla Jiyar, Mullai Tiruvenkata Jiyar, Emperumanar Jiyar and his successors, Van Saṭhagopa Jiyar and his successor Nārayana Jiyar of the Ahobila Maṭham, Sri Vyāsa Thirtha Sri Pada Udaiyar, Devaraja Bhattar of the Archaka family, the various members of the mercantile community of Tirupati (very many of whom have made large endowments), the temple accountants going by the name of Tiruninra-ūr-Udaiyar, the dancing girls known as Emperumāṇaṇḍiyars attached to the temple in their numbers, all have made notable endowments at critical periods in the history of the temple.

One great experiment in softening the acerbities of social inequalities was made by them five centuries ago. The recitation of the Tiruvoimoli by the Dwijas and the non-Dwijas alike in Sri Ramanuja’s Shrine in Tirumala and sharing of prasadams on terms of equality was so long ago as 1467 A.D. introduced and practised. The non-Dwijas represented by the Sattāda Sri Vaishnavas were accorded the privilege of making the daily offering with full paraphernalia of ‘Parimalam’ used for the first function of the daily puja called Tirumanjanam (Abhishekam). These articles have been used for the holy bath and the emoluments given in return were received by them daily. Such a function seems to have no parallel in the history of any other temple. This will also be gone into at length later.

The inscriptions of the post-Talikota period show distinctly that royal patronage diminished or even disappeared. The only exceptions to this are the charities of Maṭla Kumāra Anantaraja, who built a number of temples and gopurams in Tirupati, Kalahasti-Nandalur, Kanchi, Tiruvallur etc., and endowed for several free feeding houses. Almost all endowments have been made by private individuals and several of them belonged to the Acharyapurusha
families. During that period, money seems to have become so scarce that donors carried out the repairs to existing irrigation channels and excavation of a few new ones in return for which the Sthanattar undertook to perform certain services for the merit of the donor commensurate with the additional yield of grains secured by the repairs etc. In 1684, we find a donor Dabirshaw—giving away a gold Kanthi at its market value as an endowment in place of cash. Villages were of course endowed.

Speaking of endowment of villages, it may be mentioned that about 200 of them were, or ought to have been, in possession of the Sthanattar scattered over wide tracts of the country. A detailed list of these with particulars will be given later. But from the middle of the 15th Century A.D. it was realised that the Sthanattar could not do justice to the job of supervision and collection of rents, which probably were in kind. A separate department known as the Tiruppani Bhandaram (Public works) was opened. We have not been able to find out who were, or were not eligible to be, members of this committee. But we know that it functioned as a separate body, but in conjunction with the Sri Bhandaram. While the latter may be called the Finance Department, the former corresponds to the Department of Works (Buildings and Irrigation including collection of rents). Yet another had to be created about the end of the 15th century to be in charge of gold, bullion, jewellery, gold vessels, costly silks etc., and to see to their repairs and upkeep. But whatever other departments were created, there is no evidence anywhere in the inscriptions to show that the conduct of rituals and festivals was subject to the supervision and interference of any secular body. We may go further and state that there was perfect amity among the Sri Vaishnavas, whether engaged in the services or otherwise, in all ritualistic matters. It has already been pointed out that this went to the extent of admitting all Sri Vaishnavas, Dwijas, and non-Dwijas, to a due share in the performance of semi-religious service and to sharing of emoluments. But this seems to have been confined to that section known as Sri Vaishnavas. When there appeared the possibility of even Dwijas of other religious persuasion legitimately claiming the right to partake in services,

1. Por-Bhandaram
such a service seems to have been sedulously and silently smothered. That appears to be the reason why Vedapārayanam service failed to take root in Tirumala. By common consent, it would look like the sharing of prasadams having been denied to them, while for the prabhams recital there was liberal remuneration. This has been a dominant feature of this temple.

Before closing these introductory remarks, it is necessary to mention a few prominent points.

**Other Shrines.**

In Tirumala temple, there are separate shrines dedicated to Sri Varadarajaswami, Sri Ranganatha and Sri Narasimhaswami; whereas Sri Rama and Sri Krishna are accommodated inside in the pantheon. In none of the other premier temples (Kāñchipuram or Srirangam) is there a corresponding provision for Tiruvengadamudaiyan. It is easy to explain. The shrines for Sri Varadaraja, Ranganatha and Narasimha came to be built about the second half of the 14th century at a time when the desecration and spoliation of Hindu idols and temples were in swing under Malik Kafur and Muhammad Toghluk. Tradition tells us that Ranganatha was accommodated for three or four decades in Tirumala. Although a shrine for Varadaraja was built some time before 1350 A.D., it does not appear that the Kāñchipuram idol was accommodated in Tirumala. We know that in 1481, the Muslim armies swooped down to the gates of the Kāñchipuram temple, plundered all the jewels and massacred the Sivaishnavas there. There was likewise during all those days the risk of the Ahobilam Narasimhaswami temple being desecrated. Perhaps the God was for some time in Tirumala. We know from tradition that Adivan Sathagopa Swami took charge of the small idol (whom we would call the Mantra Salai Narasimham) and kept Him away from Ahobilam ever since in the Ahobila Mutt without a definite habitation for some centuries.

These are referred to for the purpose of informing readers that Tirumala served as a sort of refugee camp for Vaishnavite idols of antiquity.

The next item relates to Tiruvenkata Mahatmyam or Venkatachala Mahatmyam. It will be discussed at length separately.
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But enough for the present to state that it could claim no more antiquity than 1491 A.D. It was composed, or compiled, by one Pāsindī Venkaṭattūravār and read with Arulappādu (or divine permission) in that year. Therefore all the traditions relating to Alamemangai Thayār of Tiruchanoor must be taken with a pinch of salt. Sri Padmavati Amman (or Alamal Mangai of Tiruchanur) is nowhere referred to in our inscriptions. The presumptions of the T. T. Devasthanam epigraphist and his interpolations in brackets in the course of his translation of the original Tamil text are unwarranted. The Alamal Mangai referred to in the inscriptions distinctly points to Bhudevi on the left bosom or Vakshasthalam of Tīruvengadāmuḍaiyan. The word Alamal Mangai Nachchiar Sannidhi occurs for the first time only in 1477 A.D. and not before, although Pulugu Kāppu Murai for Tīruvengadamudaiyan was in vogue from much earlier times.

So are the terms Kapila Thirtham and Sri Kapilesvara Swami Temple in reference to Āḻvār Tirtam in Tirupati. Nowhere in the text, until we reach the year 1865 A.D., does the term Kapila Tirtham appear and Sri Mahant Dharmadasji introduced that name. It was in the year 1563 A.D. that the God there is referred to as "Kapileswar Nayinar." Before that date, there was no mention of a temple of that name, nor of the waterfall and the pond having been called Kapila Tirtham. In all the inscriptions, the waterfall goes by the name of Alvar Tirtham (the word Āḻvār having reference to Sudarsana Āḻvār or Chakrattāḻvār) since it is stated in one of the inscriptions that according to the rites prescribed by Sri Ramanuja the waters there were sanctified by the advent of Sri Govindarajaswami with Sri Devi, Bhu Devi and Chakrattāḻvār. This matter also will be dealt with separately.

The subject matter of the inscriptions has been indicated in brief in this introduction. The temptation remains to put into a few sentences the important events connected with the history of this temple. A table of chronology will be added later showing in detail the salient events. But a brief account may not be unwelcome to many.

Apparently because Tīruvengadamudaiyan on the Hill was inaccessible to most devotees, and probably at the instance of
some of the Āḻvārs and more probably Tirumangai Āḻvār (when Sriman Nātha Munigal and Uyyakkondār were yet in their teens) a Tiruvilankōyil was reared in Tiruchchokunur about the year which represented the 51st year of the reign of the Pallava King Vijaya Danti Vikrama Varman and a perpetual lamp to represent or symbolise the ever burning light of true knowledge was set up, the corresponding probable year of the christian era being about 826 A.D. With the downfall of the Pallava power in 900 A.D. and the advent of the Chola supremacy, a Siva temple also (Sri Paraar eswarā’s temple) came into existence in the same place, possibly having the royal support. By about the year 960 A. D. when Srimad Yāmuna Muni, the grandson of Sriman Nātha Muni and the great systematiser of Sri Vaishnava theology and Vaishnava Āgamas, was at the height of his influence, it must have been considered an act of wisdom to transfer the worship of the Tiruvengaḍam God to His rightful place on the Hill so that all possible chances of a sectarian friction may be avoided. For, after all, Tiruvilankoyil idol was only a Deputy of the Hill God. A silver image, being the replica of the main idol, was made, the consecration duly performed and arrangements made for the daily conduct of worship, for two Brahmosavams in the year and for the observance of certain calendar days. This may have been in 966 A.D. This was the period when Sri Alavandar and his grandson Tirumala Nambi were the Sri Vaishnava leaders. Sri Ramanuja was, or is said to have been, born only in 1017 A.D. Sri Ramanuja must have clearly seen that a temple and a God on the inaccessible Hill with very limited accommodation could not serve as a rallying place for Sri Vaishnava devotees. He must have had the ambition of a universal conversion to his faith. Just about that time, the Chola King, who was a Saivite, ordered that the image of Sri Govindaraja of Chidambaram should be thrown into the sea as the sea was the legitimate place of repose for Vishnu. This image was taken hold of, removed to Tirupati and the temple of Sri Govindaraja erected just to the right of Sri Parthasarathyswami as we face the shrine. The location of Sri Govindaraja shows clearly that he came in as a refugee. But the temple and Tirupati grew in importance, because the temple was from its inception affiliated to the Tirumala Temple. The place
served as a base for pilgrims to commence their journey up the Hill. Further it was the policy of Sri Ramanuja’s successors to construct a number of subsidiary shrines affiliating them to the Hill temple, although each had its own resources to fall back upon. Also a clever move was set on foot, of sending down from Tirumala certain prasadams, such as Chandanam, Vastram, Appadadi, Tirtam etc., on the Sattumurai day of the respective presiding deity heralded by full temple paraphernalia, honours, Adhyapakam and Vedaparayana Goshthi and conveyed on the back of elephants in procession. It must always have been a grand sight and a gala day for pilgrims and the residents of Tirupati. The whole show contributed to make Tirumala and Tirupati famous. But during the days of Sri Ramanuja, such things had not taken definite shape. They came in at least two centuries after him. In fact there were no Alvar or Acharyas inside the temple nor even in Tirupati during Ramanuja’s days. Even the unfailing performance of routine worship seems to have been a doubtful matter till we reach the year about 1200 A.D.

It must have been about 1160 A.D. or soon after, that the foundations of the Gopurams in Tirumala (and perhaps in Tirupati also) were laid. The earliest inscription we find on the basement of the inner Gopuram may be assigned by inference to about 1180 A.D. The Yadavaraya Kings of Narayanavanam were the early and the great patrons of the temple, the greatest of them being Vira Narasinga Yadavaraya. It was during his days that the renovation of the Garbhagriham in a grand style (कर्णनागितम् कुर्मलद्धिकारिकम्) was made and the gold gilt Vimanam and Kalasam were set up by him thus making the Tirumala temple rival Suragiri (Mount Meru) in brilliance. This was about in 1250 A.D. Under his eyes, the Tirupati temple also grew in importance, a four-faced car was built and a golden Kalasam was placed thereon.

New Festivals.

Then came the onrush of Malik Kafur’s troops destroying and looting Hindu temples and idols. Upto this date Tirupati temples had only Brahmotsavams, seven in number month after month in Tirumala and two in Tirupati. There were some Tingal
NEW FESTIVALS

Divasams (sacred days) also observed. The destruction of temples in the south, and more the fear of such misdeeds, drove thousands of devout Hindus up to Tirumala and Tirupati which somehow (and naturally attributed to the power of Tiruvengadamudaiyan) escaped the iconoclast. This was all after 1300 A.D. and right up to 1360 A.D. These Tamils whose rituals of temple worship commenced long before the birth of Yamuna Muni and Ramanuja were well-versed in the Tiruvoimoli (Aḻwar Sri Suktis) and attached greater importance to their recital than that of Vedaparayanam. While before 1336 no trace of a processional deity and the two Nāchimars can be seen in any of the inscriptions, thereafter they appear unfailingly in all processions. Processions, Āsthānam, and Tiruvōlakkam (food offerings of varieties on a large scale intended for distribution) multiplied in numbers. New kinds of festivals in imitation of the practice in the South Tamil country were instituted—Hunting festival, Yachting or Floating festival, swing or Unjal festival, Pavitrōtsavam (the only sastraic one), Adhyayanōtsavam (recital of the entire Tiruvoimoli in 10 to 20 days), marriage festival for the God, Fruit eating festival (Phalotsavam), Sahasranāmōtsavam, Sahasrakalasabhishhekam, festivals on calendar days such as new moon, full moon, Ekadasi, Dvādasi, Sankramanams etc., multiplied. Ālvars and Ācharyās and even one's own ancestor's were given birth day celebrations and Sāttumurai. So much so at the beginning of the 17th century A.D. there were 429 festivals for 365 days of the year. If ever there was a Vedaparayanam, it ceased to be uttered until Devaraya Maharaya II thought it desirable to make a permanent arrangement for its recital, although according to ancient rule and custom, the Vedas should not be recited for remuneration. This was about 1443 A.D.

In the meantime, the result of the Muslim invasion was that the Yadavarayas and the Pandyas were wiped out and the Vijayanagar Kings stepped on the stage. Bukkaraya sought the blessings of Tiruvengadamudaiyan about 1365 A.D. by offering one Sandhi food and by instituting a Brahmostavam. Sāluva Mangideva, one of his feudatories in Chandragiri, gold-gilt the Vimanam of the Tirumala God for the second time in 1409 A.D. Devaraya made some substantial arrangements for food offerings in 1429 A.D. Sāluva Narasimha, the trusted Minister and Commander-in-Chief
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of the Vijayanagar Kings till 1485, took the greatest interest in these temples. Under the advice of a Brahmin, Kandādai Ramanuja Ayyangar Narasimha converted them into a true copy of any of the South Indian Tamil Srivaishnava Temples, the introduction of the dancing girls not being excepted.

This period between 1450 and 1494 has its own merits and demerits, but the merits predominate. After some not very eventful years, we pass on to the period of Sri Virapratapa, Vira Krishnadēva Maharaya, unequalled for his munificence, grandeur, freedom from sectarianism and the ease with which he kept himself above the influence of self-interested devotees. He showered gold, jewellery, pitambaras, costly vessels, covered the Viman with gold-gilt, never looked to his right or his left as to who took all that wealth or managed it in the name of God. He lost his only son and yet did not lose his faith in his own, his personal God Tiruvêngađamudaiyan. He might have realised by then that washing himself and his blood-stained sword in Rameswaram could not wipe out the consequences of his many sins. Analysing all the emperors of the Vijayanagar Dynasties—others did very little for this temple in comparison—we find none second to his, unless it be the unostentatious Sadasivaraya Maharaya. Āliya Ramaraya, the King-maker, is represented in Telugu Kavyas as a depraved man and tyrant. But from our inscriptions, we must say that he was magnanimous with a sigh for the hard lot of the poor man.

Private endowments were always given in plenty for this temple. It should certainly be an interesting pastime for those responsible for the secular management of these temples to find out in what manner these endowments slipped out to the Devasthanam. They may learn a lesson for the future. That Hindu religious endowments have been a fruitful source for misappropriation and embezzlement, our inscriptions show to be only partially correct. Only in a few cases we find that a donor endows village; everything is intact excepting the name of the village which has been clean chiselled out. This is no plea for Government management which can and did with impunity perpetrate worse deeds.
Endowments were invariably burdened to the full with services to be rendered and food offerings to be made. When in some instances the income fell short of the requirements additional endowments were demanded and furnished.

Worship was free to every pilgrim. No fee was ever demanded. The aim was to provide food and shelter free to all pilgrims. It was only when the Muslim rulers assured ownership of the temples as an estate that the system of farming out the temple to a renter was introduced to provide income to the ruler. This was brought to light when the East India Company came forward to safeguard the income of the temple, which the Nawab of Arcot had mortgaged to the company, against depredations made by the Maharattas, the French and the freebooters. As evils invariably take deeper root even after the causes which bred them originally are removed, the levy of fees for worship still continues in the name of the good administration of religious institutions.

After the fall of the Vijayanagar Empire, private benefactors maintained the greatness of the institution till the Muslims, the Maharattas, and ultimately John Company came in as masters. The history of these periods is wrapped up in obscurity and could be written if the Government of Madras will arrange for the study of records in its possession.
CHAPTER V

Tiruvengadam and Tiruchchokinur (or Tiruchchokanur)

EARLY ACCOUNTS

In this chapter an attempt is made to trace the modus operandi of the early Vaishnavas of the Bhakti school to make the Vēngadam Hill easily accessible to worshippers of Vishnu, and incidentally to gain popularity for the Pancharatra system of idol worship as contrasted with the Vaikhanasa system which was perhaps the more common one. The difference between the two may be compared to the difference between the Anglican and the Reformed Church, or that between the Roman Catholics and the Protestants. The Pancharatra made it possible for any brahmin of education, culture and character to get himself initiated as an archaka whereas the Vaikhanasa tenet reserved the privilege to brahmans born in the old Vaikhanasa family. The base of operation nearest to Tirumala was Tiruchchokinur as Tirupati had not then come into existence. An auxiliary temple was constructed there and a duplicate Tiruvēṅgadamudaiyan was installed. Conversion of Saivites into Vaishnavism was obviously carried on in a supplementary shrine where another image was set up to preside over the conversion ceremony. By the time attempts were made by the Saivites to stem this tide by the construction of a temple for Siva in the same village (Sri Parisaśesvara or Tippaladisvaramudaiyan) it was considered better to transfer the work to Tirumala itself by entering into some sort of an agreement with the Vaikhanasas there.

Vēngadam (or Tiruvēṅgadam) is the name of the Hill according to the Tamil grammar “Tolkappiyam.” The Sangam poet Māmunalanar gives the same name to the Hill. But the name of the Deity Tiruvēṅgadamudaiyan (or any variant thereof) is not mentioned by either of the above, nor is the existence of any temple for any other Deity mentioned. Māmunalanar seems to refer to festivals.
and fairs thereon as being occasions for drunken bouts and for exchange of certain commodities by barter. The Tamil classical work "Silappadhiharam" gives a description of the Deity on the Vengadam Hill which early shows that the Deity is Vishnu. The Älvärs have, as already pointed out earlier in this book, described the Deity as one having Siva also in Himself. Chronologically these are to be ascribed to the 8th Century A.D. or even earlier.

We have now to examine and find out what the inscriptions in Vengadam and Tiruchchokinur have to tell us on this subject. Tiruchchokinur is now brought in since the earliest inscriptions—that is, all those that are found till we reach the date of the consecration of the Manavalapperumal in the Tiruvengadam Temple—are to be found only in Tiruchchokinur. The only exception to this is the solitary slab which was found as a stray piece in front of the Tiruvengadam temple. This contains an incomplete inscription commemorating the birth of one Vijayaäitya whom we identify with one of the local Bana Rulers. As will be presently shown Vijayaäitya might have been born about the year 790 A.D. The year of the consecration of Manavalapperumal as will be shown later, was much later than this. There is an interval of one and three-quarter centuries between the two during which period there are no inscriptions in Tirumala to tell us anything about the temple on the Hill.

There are however inscriptions which were found in Tiruchchokinur and which give information about a temple there for Tiruvängadattupperumänadigal. There are eight inscriptions in Tiruchchôl inur which relate to this period. These are numbered 1,2,4,5,6,7,12 and 13, in Vol. I. of the T.T. Devasthanam Inscriptions. No. 3 is the one which was found in Tirumala commemorating the birth of Vijayaäitya. If we can find out the probable date of the birth of this Vijayaäitya we will have found the date of this inscription. In the note attached to this chapter this date has been with tolerable accuracy fixed as 790 A.D. This will be about 40 years after the writing of the Tamil classic "Silappadhiharam." From the description given in that work of the Deity in
Tiruvengadam, we have to conclude that there might have existed in 756 A.D. a temple or structure which permitted the Sun and the Moon to shed their light on the figure of the Deity. Nor was it likely that a pukka temple was constructed between the years 756 A.D and 790 A.D. If there existed a structure, Vijayaditya’s birth would have been commemorated on some portion of its walls, since he was the cherished (like the Sārika bird on earth) son of the Bana Ruler, Māvali Bānarāya of the Vaḍugavāli- twelve thousand within which Tiruvengadam was situated.

The earliest inscription found in Tiruchchōkinur was made in the 51st regnal year of Kövijaya Dantivikramar. This we take to be 826 A.D. This inscription tells us in distinct terms that a proxy of Tiruvengadatupperumanadigal existed in the Tiruvilankōyil at Tiruchchōkinur. The construction of the phrase (in Tamil) is that the Tiruchchokinur Tiruvengadathu Perumanadigal was in existence there and that a Tiruvilankoyil-peruman also was set up as a junior Murty (or Utsavār). The T.T.D. Epigraphist introduces the expression (as a representation of). The proper phras: would be to represent. The main point to note in this inscription is that a Tiruvilankoyil (or proxy temple) for the Tiruvengadam Deity was built and that a proxy Deity was set up. The donor knew that it was not an independent temple with a Svayam vyakta Murti in it and that a proxy Deity only was set up for the convenience of people. There seem to be some who take the view that the Deity on the Hill was not known as Tiruvengadatupperuman, but only as Subramanya; and that the Deity in Tiruchchokinur only was Tiruvengadattu Peruman. It is an assumption not warranted by the language used. The term Tiruchchokinur Tiruvengadatupperumanadigal would only go to show that he was not the Original Deity on the Vengadam Hill, but only a copy thereof. There were temples dedicated to Tiruvengadatupperuman in other places also. There would have been a Mula Murti set up in Tiruchchokinur and a processional Deity would also have been set up some time later as is stated in the inscription. Sōjanāṭtu Ulagap-
perumānar made a cash endowment in gold for setting up a perpetual lamp before the Tiruvilankoil Perumanadigal (or the Utsava Murti).

In addition to these two Murtis, there is a third one also mentioned in the endowment made by Vijayaraditya, the Tirumantrasalai Perumanadigal. The last named may have been set up later than 826 A.D. and before the date of Vijayaraditya's endowment whose date is missing owing to the first part of the inscription being not on the stone. But it may be safely assumed to be about 870 A.D. Vijayaraditya was the ruler and therefore had the power to set apart the income realised through the Bayyan Kö.l, whatever that term may connote. From this inscription we learn that there was a Ur-niyogam or village council, that the temple was managed by a Köyirkön and that the head of the servants in the temple was called Valluvakkön. Three distinct murtis are mentioned, the Tiruvālankoil Perumānadigal, the Tirumantra Sālai Perumānadigal and the Tiruvanakattupperumanadigal. From the fact that the Mula Murti is mentioned last, there is room for the assumption that the first two referred to the local Deities and the last to the God on the Tiruvengadam Hill. If the last one really referred to the Tiruchchokinur Mula Murti, mention should have been made of that Deity first, the other two coming next.

Regarding the Tirumanthira Sālai Perumānadigal, an endowment by one Gunavān Aparājitan, head of the Irungolās or Irungōlakkön, gives some information. We gather that Brahmins were being fed in that temple. Tirumantra Sālai is, as the name indicates, the temple or shrine where the new convert to the Vaishnava faith was initiated into the Ashtākshara or Tirumantram. It therefore happened to be the place where the convert was also provided with food for the day. The endowment made by Gunavān Aparājitan was for feeding two Brahmins daily, not necessarily Vaishnavas. Since the Pallava sovereignty came to an end with Aparajitan, we may take it that his vassal Gunavān made the endowment some time before 900 A.D., may be about 880 A.D. How the Tiruvālankōyil was kept going immediately after the downfall of the Pallava Dynasty and before the Chola
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rule asserted itself, can be seen from an inscription dated Saka 824, (422 A.D. or 902 A.D.). The Ayirakkadi and the Uratchi
who were the administrative officers of Tiruchchokinar decided that
the net income received from the administration of the village
after defraying the expenses for the customary and obligatory
services, should be utilised for the Tiruvilankoyil. This is obviously
an extraordinary step which they had to take as the normal admin-
istration had broken down. This shows that the village council
or assembly shouldered the responsibility of administration in a
case of emergency.

The necessity for and the function of a Tirumantra salai
may well be more fully explained. In our days we are accustomed
to have what are known as the Pancha Beram in a temple. There
is the Mula Murti who is the immovable idol. There is also
the portable Utsavamurti along with the two consorts (Nachchimars)
for festival purpose. There are three others also, Kautuka, Snapana
and Bal Berams, for certain specific functions. The early centuries
of our inscriptions concern a period of Vishnu temple worship
antecedent to the days of Sri Alavandar, and more so of Sri Ram-
nuja. The present Agama form of worship was codified by Sri
Alavandar, as far as we can understand.

Tiruvilankoyil.

The Tiruvilankoyil and the Tirumantra salai are mentioned
only during that early period and not later. We have already
explained the term Tiruvilankoyil as a proxy temple representing
and next in importance to the original temple. An analogous
term is llavarasu or llayaraja. Tiruvilankoyil should not be con-
founded with the term Balalayam. Balalayam denotes a temporary
structure created for transferring thereto the Divinity enshrined
in the main Deity and his Koyil-alvar (Garbha Griham) during
the period that any repairs may have to be carried. As soon as
the repairs are finished there is a retransference to the Divinity
to the original Murti. When a new Murti is to be set up there
will be no room for a Balalaya Murti. The new Murti will however
be enshrined in a Koyil or Koyilalvar which along with the Murti
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will be duly consecrated. If it is only a proxy or junior Murti who will be added, a Tiruvilankoil will be built and consecrated along with that Murti, if the intention of the donor is to maintain that Murti separately. Bālālayam and Tiruvilankoyil should not therefore be equated. A Tiruvilankoyil need not necessarily be a building with walls all round and with doorways. It may as well be a mantapam, with in some cases walls on either side, the front and rear being left open. If one would look at the plan of the Garbhagriham, the Pradakshinam around it and the front mantapam flanked by the Pradakshinam walls, in the Tirupati Govinda-rajaswami temple the idea of a Tiruvilankoyil will be clear. For purposes of certain festivals including Snapana Tirumanjanām, the Utsava Murti with Nachchimar will be accommodated in that mantapam. It will be a Tiruvilankoyil during the function. In the case of Tirumala temple, the Sthapana mantapam, the proper name being Snapana mantapam, functioned as the Tiruvilankoyil till the commencement of the 15th century A.D. when the Tirumāmani Mantapam was constructed. Throughout the Brahmotsavam period the Utsava Murti would have been there alone, that is to say for months till the Deepavali Asthanam. In more recent times the Kalyana Mantapam came into use as the Tiruvilankoyil. Tiruvilankoyil does not carry with it the same sense of sanctity as Koyil alvar, or Garbhagriham. Any mantapam can be made a Tiruvilankoyil by a simple Samprokshana.

Tirumantirasalaipperuman.

In the early days one of the main functions of the leaders of Vaishnavism was to convert the Saivites to Vaishnavism. It is a well known fact that branding on the forepart of the shoulders with the Chakram and Sankham marks was a necessary function before being initiated into the Tirumantram or Ashjaksharam. He must be an acknowledged and accredited Acharya who can do this. Tradition tells us that Tirumala nambi gave his two sisters in marriage only after the intended bridegroom embraced Vaishnavism and went through the ceremony of branding and initiation into Ashatakshara. Sri Ramanuja’s father is one of the two. We know that Sri Ramanuja created a band of 72 persons,
known as Simhāsanādhipatis who were given the authority and the power to carry on this proselytising work. But our inscriptions relate to a period which may be at least two centuries anterior to Sri Ramanuja. The procedure adopted at that time seems to be that the function took place in the presence of the Deity in the Tirumantrasālai. The Sudarsana and the Panchajanya blocks used for the branding would have been duly consecrated and in enjoyment of the daily puja to the Deity. It is only such a consecrated instrument that would have been permitted to be used for the ceremony. After the daily Tiruvārādhanam was over the branding would take place. In all the Sri Vaishnava Maṭhams there is a presiding Deity and the Sudarsana and Pānchajanya also share the daily puja. The Ācharya-purushas who have been doing this work have likewise been doing puja to some Murti or other and the Sudarsanam and Panchajanyam would find a place in the pantheon. After Sri Ramanuja organised his School of Ācharyas, there was no need for a Tirumantrasalai in temples. But before his days there were only a few recognised Ācharyas; the temple was therefore the most accredited place. Even to this day this kind of branding takes place in Tirumala by the seven recognised Ācharya Purushas of the Temple during the Brahmoṣtavam.

We can now have a clear picture of the three Murtis (with perhaps a separate temple for each) existing in Tiruchchokinur at the time of the downfall of the Pallava supremacy and the establishment of that of the Cholas.

There are two more of the Tiruchchokinur inscriptions which give room for doubtful interpretation. These are in the early period of the Chola rule and probably of the years 935 and 927 A.D. Inscription No. 12 was made in the 29th regnal year of Köparakēsari Panmar (Parantaka I).

It reads "‘என்று ஒருவன் என்று முரும் கொள்ளும் படித்து துவப்பு போல காதலுக்கு வேறான தெய்வநிலை’"

(2)…………தேவதேந்திர் கைவைத்து சைவர்கு கொள்ளிட்டு புரப்பு கோலை வேலினாது தும்பும்………..

It ends with “……என்னைத் தும்பும் தும்புத்திருக்கும் தும்பு’".
The 29th regnal year is 935 A.D. One Koṇungōlūṟān (Kaṇṭūr Gām) of Malainādu made an endowment of 40 kaḷanju of gold for burning a perpetual lamp in front of Tiruvenkata, and the amount was received by the Sabhaiyar of Tiruchchok'inar for due performance of the trust. The inscription breaks off at Tiruvenkata and leaves us in doubt whether it was for Tiruchchokinur Tiruvenkata or the Tiruvenkata on the Hill that the trust was meant. The doubt arises for the reason that all the inscriptions previous to this date (i.e., 935 A.D.) show that the managers of the temple (Sri Karyam) were taking charge of such endowments, and the endowments were for the Tiruchchokinur Temple. The powers of the manager of the temple would be limited to the affairs of that temple. When, as in this case, the Sabhaiyars step in as trustees the presumption would be that the trust was meant for a temple outside the jurisdiction of the managers of the Tiruchchokinur Temple. The only other Tiruvenkata was on the Vengadam Hill. This theory is based on the assumption that the Sabhaiyar co-existed with the managers of a temple, and appears to be correct from a reading of inscriptions Nos. 8 and 9 (Vol. I) of the same Chola period, where the Sabhaiyar and the managers of the temple of Vengadam are mentioned side by side. If our surmise is correct, then we glean for the first time that there was a temple on the Vengadam Hill in 935 A.D., where a perpetual lamp could have safely burnt. Also that the Sabhaiyar of Tiruchchokinur had the responsibility to look after its affairs.

There is also another piece of information which appears in clearer terms than in a previous inscription. In the latter which deals with an endowment for burning perpetual lights, the word Emperuman adiyō appears in a broken form (et u ṇo Glı@uώu r u Glı u). It is not clear whether Emperumanaditiyars refers to some agency which looked after the due performance of the charity. In the inscription we are now considering (I, 12 of 935 A.D.) the inscription closes with the expression et u ṇo Glı@uώu r u Glı u “Emperumanadiyar Rakshai” who are therefore expected to protect the trust. This term obviously is intended to denote those who were devotees of Emperuman
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whether Vishnu in general, or the particular Deity Tiruvenkatattu-
pperuman. This term marks one phase in the history of Vaishna-
vism. We will see that a quarter of a century later, this phrase
yields place to "Sri Vaishnava Rakshai" when Samavai consce-
crated the Silver Idol of Manavālapperumal in the Vengadam
Temple in 966 A.D. Inscription No. 13 is probably of the date
927 and might refer to the Hill Temple.

As we are now studying the Tiruchchokinur inscriptions we
will take up all the incomplete ones available. Inscriptions No. 15
and 17 refer to some endowments made by one Aruḷakki, alias
Raja Raja Mūvēnda Vēlan. Being incomplete slabs we are not
in a position to learn what the endowments were. But they were
made when Raja Raja I was the Chola Emperor and therefore
must have been between 985 and 1013 A.D. and the endowments
may have been for the Deity in Tiruchchokinur either in the Vishnu
or the Siva temple. The next one of which we can make some
sense is of the 4th regnal year of Raja Raja III (1220 A.D.).¹
According to that inscription (incomplete one) Pokkāran Pāṇḍya
daraiyan made an endowment for the Vaikāśi festival of Alagiya
perumāḷ (in Tiruchchukanur obviously). There is thus a gap of
over 200 years between the last one and this. Another inscription²
of about the same time (may be 1225 A.D.), although an incomplete
one has enough words to show that Anḍar's son made a gift of land
somewhere in Perumbanappadi to the Tiruvilānko—for the spiritual
benefit of Narayana who died some time ago while fighting for
Yadava Rayar. The battle of Uratti is obviously referred to, which
took place in 1223 A.D.

There are three more incomplete inscriptions which may be
referred to the same period when Pandiyadaraiyar was the Pokkaran
and the manager of the Siva Temple in Tiruchchokinur. These are
I. 95, 96 and 97. The first and the third are on the west and the
east wall of the Vāhana Mantapam and the second on the east
Prākaram wall adjoining the Gopuram of Sri Padmāvati Amman's
temple. They will be between 1230–1240 A.D. The first one

¹. I. 34
². I. 41
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mentions an endowment of some land, whose location is clearly described, for the Nitya Utsavam of Emperuman. The second one is not intelligible. The third one seems to be an endowment by Pandiyadaraiyar perhaps for Tiruvilankoil in the shape of grain and cash to be enjoyed by the Emperumanadiyar and the four gotras (people) during Panguni Festival. There is next an inscription which refers to a Ubbaiyam (I. 108) which a number of persons, viz. (Pallava) rayan Yadavaraya Vilupparaiyan, Sōla Vilupparaiyan, Trikartařyāyan and also the Kaikkōlar and Emperumānadiyar¹, had undertaken to perform. The temple treasury is referred to as Sri Bhandāram. It ends with Sri Vaishnava Raksha. We cannot possibly fix the year, although from the language and contents, the year must be later than 1240 A.D.

Lastly, there are eight more fragmentary inscriptions all found in Tiruchchukanur. Of these No. 129 is probably the earlier and is on the east wall north of the Padikavali Gopuram. It mentions 40 Kaḷanju of gold. The word “Dēverku”  DeVĕrhk recurs and may refer to Tiruvengada Dēvar. It ends with Emperumanadiyar Raksha. We know that this subscription was in use about 935 A.D. We also know that the term Tiruvēnkatā Dēvar was being used by the early Cholas (as in I. 19). The date of this inscription would therefore be before 966 A.D. when the phrase Sri Vaishnava Raksha came first into use. Inscriptions Nos. 127 and 128 are of interest in that they mention Sri Vaishnavas of eighteen Nāṭus-“ජිබබුලිපුර පශ්‍රසංගරිය හෝ පශ්‍රසංගරිය”. No. 128 ends with ḍapāṭa. The date must therefore be after 966 A.D. Inscriptions Nos. 118 to 122 all seem to refer to a period anterior to 1000 A.D. No. 118 mentions of the Srikāryam people and the Tiruvilankoyil and would therefore refer to a date before 900 A.D.

We have thus every reason to suspect that the Tiruvilankoyil in Tiruchchukanur began to decline after 1000 A.D. although as a building the Tiruvilankoyil continued to exist. We also notice that a new Alagiya Perumal came into existence. Later still we come to notice the existence of a Varadarajappurumal-

¹. By the time this endowment was made in the time of Raju Raya III the term Emperumanadiyar had come to signify dancing girls attached to Vishnu temples
CHAPTER VI.

The Temple of Sri Parasareswara in Tiruchchukunur.

In the introductory chapter or synopsis it was stated that the silver replica of Tiruvengadamudaiyan was consecrated in Tirumala with a view to avoiding any possible source of friction between the Saivites and the Vaishnavites, since a temple for Siva, known as Sri Parasaresvaraswami, was constructed sometime after the Tiruvilankoyil in Tiruchchukunur. There is no mention anywhere that tension existed between the two sects at that period in Tiruchchukunur. It was also pointed out as the result of a close study of the wording of some inscriptions, that the Vaishnavite temple was doing proselytising work and therefore open to all and that feeding also was open to members of both sects on equal terms. There was therefore the possibility of friction and the astute Vaishnavas of the day wanted to eliminate all chances of such friction arising at a future date. Right up to the days of Sri Ramanuja, however, there was no sign of such friction. There is a well known story that one day when Sri Ramanuja, as one of the students of the Advaitin Sri Yadavaprapaka, was anointing the head of his guru with oil for a bath, Yadavaprapaka gave what was, on the face of it, a blasphemous interpretation of a portion of the Chandogya Upanishad, “Tasyayathā kapyāsam pundarikam evam akshini”\(^1\) in reference to the Purusha who is

\(^1\) It was Sankara’s interpretation of the words in verse 7 of Chandogya Upanishad section 1 that brought tears from the eyes of Ramanuja when he was studying under Yadavaprapaka. Sankara attached to the word “kapya” the meaning, the parts around the postial calosities of the monkey. (Kapya: from Kapi-monkey and Asi-to sit). Translated into English Sankara’s interpretation of verses 6 and 7 conveys the meaning (in speaking of the Purusha seated inside the Sun), “Of this Male, whose whole body is golden there is some distinction in the eyes. They are red like unto lotuses which are bright, as the parts around the postial calosities of the monkey”. It is quite out of accord with the highly metaphysical plane of the disquisition and, to say the least, indecent. Ramanuja would have considered it blasphemous to compare the colour of the eyes of the Purusha who is presumed to reside in the Sun to the colour of a monkey’s postial calosities.
in the Sun, which brought tears from the eyes of the disciple and which fell on the thigh of the guru. The latter looked up and quickly understood the cause. This must have been when Sri Ramanuja was about 18 years of age (in 1035 A.D.). There were a few more similar instances which brought about estrangement between the student and his guru but there never was however any unpleasant act done on either side. As a tit for tat there is the story that Sri Ramanuja’s disciple Kūrattālvan appeared under orders before the Chola King Kulottunga I, for affixing his signature to the statement “Sivāt paratarm nāsti.” The silly meaning which Kūrattālvan gave to the word ‘Siva’ saying that there was a Drontam (measure) bigger than that, enraged the King who had his eyes put out. Sri Ramanuja and his disciples left Choladesa thereafter and resided in the Hoysala country (Mysore) until the death of

The accepted interpretation of the same by the Vaishnavas and by Ramanuja is, “His eyes are like the lotus flower newly opened to the sun’s rays”. The two verses 6 and 7 would read in English “Now that golden Puruṣa, who is seen within the sun with golden beard, with golden hair and golden in every part of the body up to the tip of His nails (verse 6). His eyes are like the lotus flower newly opened to the sun’s rays...”

The term ‘Kapyāsa’ of which the last sentence above is the translation is explained in three ways.

(i) Kapi is the sun who drinks water i.e. evaporates it; Kapyasa is what is opened by him;

(ii) Kapi is the stalk for the same reason and the flower stands thereon.

(iii) The whole word means standing in water. All these derivations are accepted ones and the resulting meaning is, ‘as the lotus flower standing in deep water on its stalk and newly opened to the sun’s rays is very pretty’

The world ‘pundarika’ according to ‘Amarakosā’ is white lotus. But Sabara the commentator of Jaimini’s sutras, applies it to the red lotus. In substance the idea seems to be ‘that His eyes were like unto the lotus flower just blossoming (on its stalk rising from deep water) to the red rays of the rising sun and displaying a blend of the red colour around the edges of the petals shading into white in the middle.

Rajaram Tukaram Tatyas in his English translation of the twelve principal Upanishads renders it thus ‘whose eyes are like unto lotuses red as the orb of the rising God of day.’ This is much the same as the Vaishnavaite rendering.
Kulöttunga I. But for these two equally impudent wordy insults, there does not appear to have been any serious conflict such as we read in history of the rivalry between the Roman Catholic Church and the Protestant Church, nor anything like the mortal fear of the Church which made Copernicus delay publication of his book till he was actually on his death bed, nor the Inquisition which Galileo had to face for refusing to disclaim faith in his astronomical theories. The assemblies of our pundits at all times reverberated with high sounding words and phrases in earnest disputation, called Vākyārtham, about the interpretation of a particular “Sūtram” in the Brahma Sūtras. But this did not weaken mutual respect. Sayanacharya, the great commentator of the Vedas, was a contemporary of Vēdanta Dēsika, the effective expounder of Ramanuja’s Sri Bhashya. He was invited by Sayana to the court of the Vijayanagar King (Bukka) so that Desika may shed his poverty. The latter declined the offer in his famous five verses “Vairagya Panchakam” and preferred independence and “uncha vritti” (begging in the manner laid down in the sastras). Appayya Dikshitar, a great expounder of Advaita Philosophy, is said to have written a beautiful commentary on one of Desika’s works. Mutual admiration never ceased; but rivalry to establish one’s own point of view there was, and accompanied by indignation also. This anecdote carries us to about 1367 A.D. when Vēdanta Desika seems to have died. But so far as the Saiva and Vaishnava temples in Tiruchchukanūr were concerned we notice one instance of discord in each case. An endowment for lighting 24 lamps daily in Tiruvengadam Temple (incised on stone) for which the Sabhaiyar of Tirumunḍiyam (near Tiruchchanur) were trustees was not performed and the matter had to be enquired into by the Chōla Rāja’s (Rajendra Sōja) Adhikāri and the defaulters were properly dealt with. This action was about the year 1013 A.D.¹ The Tirumunḍiyam Sabhaiyar were probably the Saivite counter-part of the Vaishnavite Tiruchchukanur Sabhaiyars.

In 1225 A.D. (I. 36) the Sthānattar of Sri Parasarēswara’s temple alleged that the Sabhaiyar of Tiruchchukanur with whom 26 Kaḷanju of gold was deposited in 1008 A.D. as an endowment

---

¹ I. 19.
for certain services in that temple failed to carry out the trust. They were made to shell out the money and the Sthanattar of the Siva Temple were made the trustees. In both instances the original inscriptions appear to have been willfully destroyed.

We do not find any other instance of friction. That about, or some time before, the year 1000 A.D. there was some friction is evidenced by the two incidents mentioned in our inscriptions. The reader will now see the wisdom of the Vaishnava leaders of the time in transferring their activities to Tiruvengaadam Hill, practically abandoning the Tiruchchukanur Tiruvilankoyil. In a small village the two temples of rival sects could not have worked in healthy co-operation. It is very necessary to go into the history of the temple of Sri Parasareswara to feel convinced of their wisdom.

It has been already pointed out that the Tiruvilankoyil Vishnu Temple should have been constructed some time before 826 A. D.¹ in Tiruchchukanur. The earliest inscription which has reference to the Siva temple is on the walls of that temple itself, in the 23rd year of Sri Rājakēsari Rāja Rāja Dēva (1008 A.D.).² There is thus a gulf of nearly 182 years between the two. The natural inference would be that the Siva temple should have been constructed not long before 1008 A.D. The inscription is incomplete here. But there is the other inscription (l. 36.) made in the ninth year of the reign of Rāja Rāja Dēva III (1225 A.D.) wherein the inscription of 1008 A.D. is reproduced in full. The latter is a complaint made before Vīra Narasinga Yādavarāyar against the Sabhaiyar of Tiruchchukanur (already referred to) for failure to carry out the provisions of the endowment, viz., the supply of the necessary articles for Tirumanjanam (Abhishekam) on the Uttarayana Sankramanam day and rice, tamarind, curds, honey, sesamam, pepper, turmeric sidari, chandanam, tender coconuts, sugar, green-gram and betel nuts and leaves. Also 108 earthen pots and kalasams. If in 1008 A.D. this temple had been of any importance the endowment would have been not only for the Uttarayana Sankramanam, but also for the Dakshinayana and the two Vishus as well, similar to Samavai's endowment of 966A.D. while installing the Manavalapperumal in Tiruvengadam.

¹ l. 1.
² 2 l. 18
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The history of South India indicates that the Chola Aditya I. conquered the Pallavas about 900 A.D. The latter while not making any direct endowment for the Vishnu or Siva temple in Tiruchchukanur, appear to have encouraged their feudatories and others to help to establish the Vishnu temple. With reference to the Siva Temple of Sri Parasaresvara (Tippaladisvaramudaiyan) there does not appear to have been any such encouragement even between 1008 and 1073 A.D., i.e., after the Cholas came to power. Although there is no reference in our inscriptions to Sri Kālahastisvara, it is fair to presume that it is an ancient one and was in a flourishing condition, at least in the first quarter of the 11th century. For, from Vaishnava tradition itself it is known that Sri Ramanuja's cousin, Govinda Bhattar, became a convert to Saivism and lived in Kālahasti for several years before he was re-converted to Vaishnavism by his maternal uncle Tirumala Nambi. But, that the temple of Tippalādisvaramudaiyan received no endowment for nearly seventy years after 1008 A.D. when the Saivite Chola Kings were ruling, goes to show that it was not considered at the time a temple of importance. In the inscription of 1073,¹ Sri Virarājendra Sōla Dēva (Kulottunga I) among his other birudus adds "Vēṅkatanātha purandara" showing that he was equally a devotee of Tiruvēṅkatanātha as of Siva. From this inscription it is seen that Munjaippundi (modern Mullapudi) was already a devānām village of Tippaladisvaramudaiyan and that one Nārana Deva waived collection of taxes, such as Vaṭṭakkāsū,² Tirugukkāsū etc., in favour of the temple. Next in 1094 A.D. (24th year of the reign of Kulottunga I) one Tiruchchirambalai nambi presented to the care of certain Saivite Brahmins, who were hereditary archakas or Gurukkals of Tippaladisvaramudaiyan temple, 128 cows to supply ghee for 4 nandāvilakku (at the rate of 32 cows for one lamp). The next one³ is more interesting because it brings to light the procedure for converting a land paying taxes to the state into a dēvānām one. Five mādai representing arrears due (or fee perhaps) had first to be paid before the Maganikkangātti (ตอบมันส่งจ่ายซื้อ) would give effect to the King's oral orders to convert Munjaippundi (re-named as Sivapadakesarinallūr in honour of the king) into a devadanam village free of all taxes. The inscription
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also brings to light that in addition to the Sabhaiyar there was also a Ganattar (or assembly) of Siva Brahmins in Tiruchchukananur. In 1134 A.D. (16th year of the reign of Vikrama Sola)\(^1\) we notice for the first time that there was a Vaikasi festival instituted and that an arrangement was made for the supply of oil for lights during processions in Vaikasi Tirunal. Thus a Vaikasi festival had come into existence between 1105 and 1134. But it was not until 1223 A.D.\(^2\) (7th year of the reign of Raja Raja III) that permanent arrangements were made for the Tiruvardhajāmampaḍi and Tiruveḷuchhippaḍi (food offerings in the night and in the early morning daily). Some lands under cultivation were purchased and handed over to the members of three families who were doing puja in the temple by one Pāṇḍiyadaraiyar for the spiritual benefit of his son who lost his life in the Uratti battle. Details of daily rations to be supplied by the Bhattars are also given. By this time we find hereditary temple accountants also appointed. The trustees for this endowment are not the Sabhaiyar of Tiruchchukananur, but the Siva Brahmins (Bhattars) above referred to. There is thus a stage of clear cleavage between the Vaishnavite Sabhaiyars and the managers of the Siva Temple. Before we reach the year 1225 A.D. this temple had its own Sthanattar and an assembly called Sri Mahēśwaras. The gist of the inscription (I. 36) is a complaint before Vira Narasinga Yadavaraya against the Sabhaiyar of Tiruchchukananur by the Saivites above mentioned that in 1008 A.D. an endowment was made (in an inscription) for the performance of certain services. The Sabhaiyars contended that they were not aware of any such inscription. After due enquiry the King ordered that the Sabhaiyars should place into the hands of the Sthanattars of the Siva Temple, 26 kaṅanju of gold and that the Sthanattars should thenceforth become the trustees of the endowment.

From the above account it will be seen that the Vaishnavites from the date of founding of a Saivite temple apprehended the possibility of friction and therefore removed the centre of their religious activities to Triuvengadam Hill.

One more endowment was made by Pāṇḍiyadaraiyar who was managing the Siva Temple, for the celebration yearly

\(^1\) I. 33. 1134 A.D. \(^2\) I. 35
of a Masi festival, by assignment of land therefor. (I. 38, 1240 A.D.).

After 1240 A.D. there is no inscription relating to this temple obviously because the Chola power in this part of the country came to an end before 1248 A.D. and there was a showdown. In 1547 A.D. the Tirumala Temple was paying 3 panams per month as wages for a man to supply flowers daily.

There is, and there naturally can be, no inscription which would state why the Tiruvilankoyil had for all practical purposes to be abandoned and the Vaishnava activities centred in Tirumala itself. The Chola rule was in full swing and all the Chola Kings were staunch Saivites. There was therefore no wisdom in sticking to Tiruchchukuranur. We have only to read between the lines to explain the most important step which the Vaishnavites of the day took. At that time Sri Alavandar was steering the ship in the Tamil country for the spread of Vaishnavism and he must have advised the Sri Vaishnavas to transfer their activities to Tirumala.

But before taking leave of the temple of Tiruppaladisvaramudaiyan, there are a few interesting things to learn about the system of administration adopted by the Chola Kings. There was an Adhikari in charge of each division who carried with him a sort of circuit court; all disputes referred to him seem to have been enquired into on the spot, after summoning and hearing the parties as well as the witnesses. Judgment seems to have been delivered on the spot. Even if the king issued an order to convert a tax paying land into a "devadâna sarvamânya," the officer in charge took care to realise all arrears of tax before giving effect to the King's order.

The Siva temple had a manager to do the mādapatyam. There were also the Sthanattar, the Ganattar and the Tiru-ulânjikai Bhattar, who actually did the service. The charges for endowment for burning one lamp was a cash payment of twenty four kañjanju of gold or the award of 32 cows.

During the Chola period, and in the Siva Temple in particular, rice was measured with what was known as Arumolidēvan measure
in kalam, tūni, kuruni (ஹோவநி), nāḷi and padakku. Weight was in palams; betel leaves were in bundles and betel nuts were counted. The gold coins were the kalanjju and manjaji and mādai. Gold was weighed in two styles, one known as Kuṇinaikkal and the other Dharmakkaṭṭalai.

The Arumolijēvan measure takes after the surname of Raja Raja I, which describes him as one who never swerved from what he once uttered. Alongside of the newly introduced standards of weights and measures, there were the old ones of the owners of the soil; tūmbu, vaṭṭi, soligai etc. These will be dealt with in a separate chapter on weights, measures for grains, measurement of land etc.

There are taxes mentioned—Kaḍamaiyāyam, Porkaḍamai-Paḍiκāval, Veṭṭisarikai, Koḷvari and Silvari.

It is also worth pointing out how the inscriptions relating to the Siva temple ended. In 1073 A.D. we find the subscription “Sri Mahēsvara Rakshai.” In cases where the pujaris of the temple were the trustees of the endowment, the ending is “Kōl Tiruvunṇālīgai Siva brāhmanaōrm.”

But from 1134 A.D.onwards it is “Sri Mahēsvara Rakshai” (Panmahēsvara Rakshai), which is the counter part of “Sri Vaishnava Rakshai.” The abandonment of “Sri Mahesvara” and the adoption of “Pan Mahesvara” (all mahesvaras) suggests that there were different sub-sects even in Saivism at that time.
CHAPTER VII.

Tiruvengadamudaiyan and the Tiruvengadam Temple.

When we read or hear that a temple was built, the idea conveyed to us is that a building of cut-stone was constructed, that an idol of stone was made and that it was duly installed and consecrated in that building. But when we speak of the Tiruvengadam Temple we believe that the Temple only was built by some one, that the Idol was already there and that it was neither made by man nor consecrated by him. The tradition about this is that at the time when Dvāparayuga ended and Kaliyuga set in Sriman Narayana in Vaikuntam of His own will deemed it desirable to manifest Himself as an Idol standing near the shore of a pond (since known as Svamipushkarini) on the Tiruvengadam Hill. The reason for this as vouchsafed by our ancients is that during the preceding yugas men were endowed with great powers of physical endurance for performing yoga and tapas as means to spiritual ends. These ends were Atmāvalōkanam or self-realisation and Brahmāvalōkanam or God-realisation. Atmāvalōkanam is beset with the danger of the aspirant acquiring such great powers of control over nature as may be considered an end itself and the existence of a higher power may be ignored or disregarded. Hiranya and Mahābali are examples of those who erred in this manner. Brahmāvalōkanam alone reveals that the source of all power is God. To enable men in the Kali age to achieve God realisation a less tedious process, that is by intense love and devotion or Bhakti, has been recommended by God Himself who revealed Himself as an Idol. This is known as His Archāvatāra. All the faculties of man and his sense organs are directed to worshipping the Idol with intense love and devotion. Sri Anđal is held up by Srivaishnavas as one who by such means attained God-realisation and absorption into the Godhead. It is purely a matter of faith that the Idol on the Tiruvengadam Hill is regarded as manifestation of Sriman Narayana and the Hill is considered as Kaliyuga Vaikuntam.
TIRUVENGADAM TEMPLE

THE FIRST DISCOVERY.

But when the Idol was first discovered the scene was not the same that we witness now. The Idol is stated to have lain buried inside an ant hill, or mound of earth. The story goes that in that age there lived on the Hill a small colony of cowherds, that they noticed that their milch cows were returning home every day with empty udders, that when they followed the cows they found them going up to a mound and emptying their udders of milk at a particular spot and that when the phenomenon was reported to the king whose name was Tondaiman he had the mound removed and, finding to his amazement an Idol under it, built a temple to house the Idol. Some historians are of the opinion that this Tondaiman Chakravarti lived in the first century B.C. or A.D. If their opinion is correct a temple would have been built at that period. Whether that temple was of cut-stone, brick-in-mortar, brick-in-mud or of wood we are not told.

Such a story is not wholly unbelievable. There is for instance a universal belief among Jews and Christians that God appeared to Moses on Mount Sinai and revealed to him the Ten Commandments that these were transcribed on the spot on two tablets of stone and deposited in a wooden box 4 feet × 2½ feet plated with gold. This box is known as the Ark which became the object of worship of the Jews. And it is stated that under the command of God king Solomon built about the year 1000 B.C. a grand temple to serve as a permanent place of rest for it. Hindus unquestioningly believe that in Tiruvengadam a similar miracle took place and that Tondaiman built a temple. But the temple we see today is not the one built by Tondaiman. The present temple is built of cut-stone with carvings in what is believed to be the Pallava style of architecture. The doors alone are of wood. Epigraphists assert that cut-stone architecture in South India developed only after the sixth century A.D. and that rock-cut cave temples found here and there were their precursors. There are numerous inscriptions which support this theory. Tondaiman's temple could therefore not have been of a durable type.
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Account of the Temple found in Silappadhikaram.

There is a description of the Vengadam Deity in the ancient Tamil classical work Silappadhikāram. The author of this work was not a worshipper of Vishnu. He is supposed to have been a Jain. He puts into the mouth of a Vaishnavite pilgrim from a village named Māṅgādu on the western ghat Hills a description of Tīruvengadamudaiyan and also another description of Sri Ranganatha of Sri Rangam. The description shows that the idol on the Hill represented Vishnu (called by him Sengāṇ Neṭiyon (சேங்கன் நெதியோன்)). The extract is given in full at the end of this chapter with a commentary in English on the import of the description. It shows that the sun and the moon shone on the Idol. If, as is evident from the description that the sun and the moon illumined the Deity it must be either that there was no covering over the Idol or that the covering was of a pavilion type. The pavilion or mantapam would have been of stone or wood. There is nothing improbable in this assumption; for we find in the T.T.D.Inscriptions that idols were installed and consecrated in similar mantapams in Tirupati during the 16th century. We also come across such temples of Anjaneya and Ganesa in out of the way places. People go there to fulfil their vows in the full faith that the Murties are varaprasādis (granters of all boons). There is also the consideration that the Āḻvārs who flourished in the eighth and the ninth centuries A.D. and who sang the glories of Tīruvengadam referred only to the sanctity of the Hill. There is no mention in any of their songs of a temple on it. If there was a temple the author of the Silappadhikaram at any rate would have mentioned it. We find that in his description of Sriranganatha of Srirangam he mentions that He lay recumbent on His Bed in His chamber. The author of the Silappadhikaram and the Āḻvārs may be said to be contemporaries more or less. It may therefore be reasonably assumed that Tondaiman’s temple would have gone into disrepair long before 750 A.D. and that the present building was raised much later, that is at a date when the Pallava style of architecture was well established in the plains. Nor was the temple as it now stands constructed at one and the same time. The sanctum called the garbhagriham along with the ante-chamber called Mukhamantapam
or Sayanamantapam seems to have been built as one block about the end of the 9th century or early in the 10th century. This was soon followed by the covered pathway for circumambulation and its enclosing walls called the Prathamāvaranam or the Mukkoti pradakshinam. Then came in 966 A.D. the structure known as the Tiruvilānkōyil. The probable dates for these will be discussed in this chapter on due and full consideration of the available inscriptions.

Then there is a long pause covered by the periods of the reign of the Chola kings, from Rajendra Chola I to Raja Raja II. It was when the weakness of the Chola power gave room for the Yadava-rayas and other feudatories to assert a kind of semi-independence that the next stage in the development of the temple commenced. This may be taken to be sometime between 1160 A.D. and 1190 A.D., that is after the life time of Sri Ramanuja. Sri Ramanuja is said to have built the temple of Sri Govindaraja in Tirupati and to have reconsecrated the Idol in 1130 A.D. But it is not the same thing as saying that he built the gopuram and prakara walls in Tirupati. Nor was the gopuram in Tirumala constructed during his life time. The evolution of the temple structures in Tirumala extends even to the 15th and 16th centuries. We find that Sāluva Narasimha rayar endowed the village of Durgasamudram in 1482 A.D. for the express purpose of constructing gopurams in Tirumala and Tirupati and for constructing the Narasimharayamantapam. Tallapakkam Tirumala Ayyangar added to the gopuram and constructed the pushkari steps etc., in the 16th century. There is also the Tirumalaraya Mantapam constructed in the latter part of that century. These are mentioned here to show that there was no blue-print on hand and that the additions were the choice of the donors and were even made without sufficient foresight.

Garbhagriham and Sayanamantapam.

These two form a monolithic structure and were constructed at the same time. There is however no inscription in Tirumala or in Tirupati giving the year of construction. But there are inscriptions, all in the Tamil language and Tamil script-some of which
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are incomplete and some fragmentary, which enable us to fix an approximate date for this structure. One of these inscriptions mentions that a local Bāna ruler Vijayāditya made an endowment for three different services, one of these being the burning of one perpetual light or Nandāvilakku daily for Tiruvengadathupperu-mānadigal (the God on the Tiruvengadam Hill). This endowment could be ascribed to 830-850 A.D. and the inscription is on a separate slab now preserved on a platform in the Sri Padmavati Ammavaru Temple in Tiruchchukuranur. For only one perpetual light to burn day and night sheltered from the winds on the Hill, Temple in Tirumala would have been a small one. The Garbagriham and the Sayanamantapam would answer to this description, the Sayanamantapam being the place for the worshipper to stand. The Bānarāya referred to above is the person whose birth was commemorated on a slab found in Tirumala in front of the temple. His birth date would have been about the end of the eighth century A.D. After the conquest of the country by the Cholas there are two inscriptions probably of the years 927 and 936 A.D., during the reign of Parantaka I, or Ko-parakesarivarman. One of these tells us that a native of Oranganore in Malainadu-(Kođungölürăn)-made an endowment of 40 kālanju of gold with the Sabhaiyar of Tiruchchukuranur in the 29th year of Ko-parakesari (935-936). The other was probably in the 20th year of his reign and for a like purpose. The inscription is fragmentary. Both the inscriptions are on the west base of the present vāhana mantapam in Tiruchchukuranur, although the service was to be performed in Tirumala, and the Sabhaiyars of Tiruchchukuranur were the trustees for the endowments. The reasonable inference is that although there was a temple in Tirumala the inscription was made in the place where the Sabhaiyars were residing. It might also be that there was difficulty in taking a skilled workman to the Hill. Or it might be due to the fact that the walls of the Tirumala Temple were not such that an inscription could be cut thereon.

There is also another inscription which was made on the north wall of the mukkoti pradakšinam of the temple in Tirumalai on the 7th day of the reign of Rajendra Chola I i.e.

1. 1. 3.
TIRUVENGADAM TEMPLE

1013 A.D. From this inscription we learn that the Sabhajyars of Tirumundiyanam were the trustees of some endowments, which were for the service of lighting daily 24 oil lamps and one camphor light for Tiruvengada Devar in Tirumala. They failed to perform the service in full. The king's Adhikari during his audit of the accounts detected this and made due enquiries of the Devakarmis (religious service men) of the Tirumala Temple, recovered from the Subhajyar 23 pon which was all that could be recovered. The amount was credited to the Treasury, or Sri Bhandaram, of the Temple and the secular managers and the religious officers were ordered to look to the proper performance of the lighting. The lighting of twenty-four oil lamps could only mean that these were located outside the garbhagriham and would naturally have been arranged in the corridor of the pradakshinam. In the garbhagriham the akhandam would have been fed with ghee and not oil. The order of the Adhikari was to the effect that oil should be transported daily to Tirumala along with the other provisions for the Temple. An endowment trust would run into non-performance only after a fairly long period when in all probability the donors or their relations were no more. We may therefore reasonably assume that these endowments would have been made 50 or 60 years before 1013 A.D. The date of those endowments might have been of 950 A.D. And on that date the Temple consisted of the Garbhagriham and Sayanamantapam and also the Mukkoti-pradakshinam as a covered and enclosed space.

The Tiruvilankoyil and the consecration of the silver Idol called by the donor Manavalapperumal (Bhoga Srinivasa).

The Tiruvilankoyil is the structure now known as Stapanamantapam which is a corruption for Snapana mantapam. It was in this mantapam that the donor Sāmavai got consecrated the silver replica of the MulaBeram whom she presented and for

1. The inscription was already referred to.
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whom she made endowments. The inscriptions relating to this endowment are marked numbers 8 and 9 in Volume-I of the T.T.D. Inscriptions. These two inscriptions are of the highest value to us, for they mark the commencement of the popularity of the Tirumala Temple. They are both on the North wall of the first prākāram and are dated the 14th year of Koppātramahēndrapanmar. ¹ This Koppātramahēndrapanmar is identified as Ko-Parthivendra varman who was the son of the Emperor Sundara Chola or Parantaka II. The son is said to have been made the Viceroy of this part of the country, known as Tondaimandalam, Sundara Chola’s reign covered the period of 953-970 A.D. Ko-Parthivendra on the death of his father became the Emperor in 970 A.D. under the surname Āditya II, Karikāla. These details enable us to fix the year of the inscriptions.

The year of the inscriptions Nos. 8 and 9 Volume-I, the date of the First Purattasi Tirumal and the date of consecration of Manavalapperumal.

The earliest year for the appointment of Ko-Parthivendra as Viceroy of Tondaimandalam would have been 953 A.D. soon after Sundara Chōla became the Emperor. The fourteenth year therefrom which is the date of the inscriptions will therefore be 966 A.D. Some may argue that the fourteenth year should count from the date of Ko-Parthivendra’s accession to the throne as Emperor. But as the period of his reign did not extend to 14 years after his accession this view would be unacceptable. Further if the 14th year referred to the year after he became Emperor, the name used should have been Aditya Karikala with all the prāsasti which is usual to employ while referring to the Emperor. The year 966 A.D. is therefore the date of our inscriptions. This is borne out by the internal evidence contained in inscription No. 8. It is given therein that for commencing the Brahmotsavam

¹ The Tamil expression used does not indicate the idea “in the reign of”
the Tirumulaiatthal (or seed sowing-usually referred to as Ankurpanam) should take place in Chitra (chitta nakshatram) and that there should be possessions and festivals on the succeeding nine days ending with the Tirthavari festival. The tenth day from Chitra would not always be Tiruvonam (Sravanam) on which day the Tirthavari should take place since Sravanam is the ninth nakshatram from chitta. It has been an unalterable custom that the Tirthavari, which is always on the tenth day, counted from Ankurarpanam, should be when Sravana nakshatram is current. So in very many years the Ankurarpanam would be in Hastha-
nakshatra to make sure that the Tirthavari is in Sravana. It happens that in 966 A.D. Chitta nakshatram was current for Ankurarpanam. In 967 and in 968 it was not so. In fact the only nearest year after 966 to satisfy the conditions was 983 A.D. in which year Ko-Parthivendra was not alive even in his capacity as Emperor. In 966 A.D. on Tuesday 27th of the Tamil month Avani (August, 21) Chitta nakshatram commenced at 6 ghatikas after sunrise, so that it was current during the night when Ankurarpanam would have taken place. On Thursday the 5th of Purattasi, which is ten days counted from Tuesday 27th August, Sravana Nakshatra was current till 8 ghatikas 24 vighatikas after sunrise, within which time Tirthavari would have taken place. This period from Tuesday of one week to Thursday of the succeeding week gives ten days. After the Ankurarpan day there would therefore have been festivals for nine days. The year 966 A.D. was Akshaya according to the southern cycle. The Tirthavari of the first Purattasi Tirumal instituted by Samavai was thus in Akshaya year (966 A.D.) Thursday the 5th of Purattasi (30th August).

The date of consecration of Manavalaapperumal will next be fixed. There is nothing in either of the inscriptions to help us in this. But there are other considerations which do definitely help us. The installation and consecration of the Idol and the Purattasi festival for it are mentioned in the same inscription. The reasonable inference is that the festival would have taken place in the same year as the consecration of the Idol; also that the consecration would have been on the earliest possible day preceding the festival consistent with the astrological dictums
guiding the selection of an auspicious day. It should be during a uttarāyanam month, i.e., one of the Tamil months covered by the northerly course of the sun. This would point to the month Ani as the suitable one. Without going into the details of astrological considerations it may be stated that Friday, Bahula Tretiya, the 16th of Ani of Akshaya year, Sravana nakshatram, was the day of consecration of Manavalapperumal (or Bhoga Srinivasa.) The nakshatram Sravanam is known as the Avatāra nakshatra of Sri Venkatesa as also of Sri Varahaswami. The inscription tells us that Karmārchanā was performed for Tiruvengadattu perumanadigal first and Abhishekam was performed next for the Manavalapperumal (who was adorned with all the jewellery (or Tiruvādhbaranam) mentioned therein, before the ceremony of consecration took place. On that Friday Sravana nakshatram commenced at 8 ghatikas after sunrise. The first 10 ghatikas of Sravanam being inauspicious the consecration would have taken place after 18 ghatikas from sunrise had expired. The Karmarchan of the Dhrusa Beram or Periya Perumal would have taken that much time since an ordinary Abhishekam would have been performed for the Dhrusa Murti also. On the previous night (Thursday night) there would have been flower decoration, now known as Poolangi seva. Friday June 8, 966 A.D. would have been the day of consecration of Manavalapperumal. This day in the month of Ani was considered the most auspicious and the Nayanomilanam (opening the eyes of the new silver idol) would have been done on the previous day which was also an auspicious day.

The Place of Consecration, The Tiruvilankoyil.

The Abhishekam and consecration of Manavalapperumal took place in a mantapam which was called "Tiruvilankoyil" which term means Junior temple. A separate place for the Abhishekam is a necessity as an Idol which had not been duly consecrated could not find a place in the Garbhagriham. A mantapam was perhaps newly constructed, even if it was not already there, as near to the Garbhagriham as possible so that at the moment of consecration the new Idol may without loss of time be placed in front of the Dhrusa Beram and the connecting link for the flow
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of the Divine Power be established. We must remember, that there was no invoking of Divine Power treating Manavalapperumal as an independent Murti. This mantapam or Tiruvilankoyil was constructed so as to be in front of the then existing temple which consisted of the Garbhagriham and Sayanamantapam and the Pradakshinam. The silver Idol (Manavalapperumal) was spiritually united with the Dhruva Beram by a connecting gold link and silk cord which were introduced at the proper moment. This gold link and cord continue to exist and are long enough to allow the silver Beram being shifted from near the Dhruva Beram to the outer most eastern edge of the Tiruvilankoyil, where now is situated the Bangaruvakili which is the first and imposing entrance into the sanctum. How and when the Bangaru vakili and the wall containing it were constructed will be discussed later. After the consecration ritual was completed the silver Murti would have found His place in the Garbhagriham just in front of Tiruvengadamudaiyan at the spot where we find Him now. He is the Kauthuka Beram for the Dhruva Murti and therefore made to be an exact representation of the original.

It is worth restating that the Dhruva Murti played no part in the consecration ritual except when the linking took place. The usual daily puja, called Karmachana in the inscription, was performed to Him. It was after completing this Karmachana, that the installation of the silver Image in the mantapam, the Abhishekam and consecration in the mantapam, took place. It may be mentioned here that the Marichi Samhita calls the daily puja as Karmachana (worship as prescribed).

The necessity for the Installation of Manavalapperumal.

The necessity for an Idol of a smaller size than the Dhruva Beram would be apparent to all those who have faith in the Archa form of worship as ordained in the Agamas. Six āsanas are prescribed therein and the worshipper performs the worship pertaining to each of these. In the case of the Dhruva Murti paryanka

1. Āsanas are the postures in which the murti is supposed to be for facilitating worship such as bathing, dressing, eating and sleeping
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āsana (putting into bed) is an impossibility. Abhishekaṁ (bathing) is inpracticable every day owing to the difficulty of getting a large quantity of water and the greater difficulty of removing the water from the floor of the Garbhagriham. In regard to food offering also there is a difficulty. It is to obviate these difficulties that a smaller Idol was found necessary. All the upacharams, or services rendered to this Idol are in effect rendered to the Dhruva Murti. When large quantities of food (called Tiruppāvaḍai) are deposited in the front mantapam the silver Beram is brought near to the Bangaru Vakili so as to remain within the consecrated limits and the archaka offers the food to this Deity. All the doors being kept open the food will be in the view of the Main Deity as well.

Ornaments or Tiruvabharanam of Manavalapperumal.

At the time of consecration the Silver Murti was decorated with certain ornaments known collectively as Tiruvabharanam. In Idol worship the idea of associating with the Murti certain weapons and ornaments is an ancient one and the jewellery mentioned in the inscription is according to those ideas. These ornaments are here mentioned in extenso to give an idea of the culture and civilisation of those days. These are:—

(1) Tirumuḍi (crown or Kireetam) which is set with 23 diamonds, 16 big pearls, two large centre rubies or (Taḍavikkaṭṭina māṇikkam). (ಶ್ರೀಮಂಜಿಸು).  
(2) Ear ornaments consisting of gold makaram and coral koppu for each ear. (ಆದಾಯದ ಮಕರ ಕೊಟ್ಟಿ, ಪ್ರಯಾಣದ ಗಳಿ ಗಿಡ್ದಿಗಳು)  
(3) Necklace or garland of four strands of gold set with 14 diamonds, 3 rubies: 11 large pearls and several small red pearls.  
(4) One gold body belt or Udara Bandhanam.  
(5) One gold waist girdle (Tiruvarampāṭṭigai) set with four rubies.  
(6) Gold bracelet round each of the upper arms set with two cut rubies (called Bāhu Valayam).
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(7) Gold bracelets four, each set with two rubies.

(8) Necklets or valaiyal of gold, four.

(9) Anklets or Kārai of gold, two.

(10) Silver Prabha set with one big ruby (Nāyaka mānakkam)

The total weight of gold in all the ornaments was 47 kaḷanju. These ornaments are only copies of those sculptured on the body of the Dhruva Murti.

Whether Manavālapperumal has now all these ornaments on His Divine Person or Tirumēni is a mootpoint. Having been consecrated along with the Murti it is presumed that He has not been divested of them.

Endowments Corpus and the Services.

The services for which the endowments shown in the two inscriptions were made, have already been mentioned. What the endowments were will now be described in some detail. These two being the first endowments that we know of deserve special mention. They are in the shape of lands purchased from a number of parties aggregating to 7176-3/4 kuḷiśis. Inscription No. 8 Vol. I accounts for 3000 kuḷiśis and No. 9 for 4176-3/4 kuḷiśis. A kuḷi is one square rod, the rod being a pole measuring 16 spans length. If we assume that a span is equivalent to 9 inches, the endowments would be about 24 acres in extent.

From the details given of the lands we learn that there was a highway going northward and passing through Tiruchchukanur; that lands belonging to the Tiruchchukanur Tiruvilankoyil temple were purchased indicating thereby that that temple had begun to be liquidated; that there was a tank called Perumbāna tank leading to the inference that the country was under the Bāna rule and that there was also a tank called Panchavan Mādevi ēri in the name of one of the Chola queens leading to the inference that when the inscriptions were made the Chola rule had become effective.

The Pallavas and the Cholas seem to have paid great attention to the improvement of irrigation sources in the country. The
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name Sālaiperumāl-Tirumala shows that the Tirumana Salai in Tiruchchukranur was becoming a popular proselytising institution.

We also learn from a comparison of the closing words in inscriptions Nos. 4, 12 and 8 (Volume I) that the worshippers of Vishnu down to the year 936 A.D. styled themselves as Emperumānamādiyar. Thereafter they came to be called Sri Vaishnavas. Sri Vaishnava Raksha became the subscription in all later inscriptions. The significance and implications of this change would be apparent to all.¹

DETAILS OF THE ENDOWMENT PROPERTY

(a) Land purchased from the Sabhāiyar of Tiruchchukranur

(b) Land situated in Tirukkadavūr nādu of Tiruvengadakkoṭṭam purchased from the Sabhāiyar of Tiruchchukranur and from Lakshmana Nambi by payment in gold and also made tax free of compensation to the Tiruvilankoyil Peruman

(c) Nandiyeriṇṭṭi and Māḻuppaṭṭi lands

(d) Land held in lease by Lakshmana Nambi

(e) Madhusūdanam-aiiyarai

(f) Purushottamanpaṭṭi

No. (9)

(g) 267 kulī in Āyappatti land lying to the west of the high road running to the north

(h) 367 kulī called kulippaṭṭi

(i) 340 kulī opposite to the Perumbanatank

(j) 1221 kulī called Navisappaṭṭi

(k) 144 kulī called kusappaṭṭi

(l) 121 kulī called purushottamanpaṭṭi

(m) 1000 kulī in panchavan madēvi ēri

(n) 250 kulī purchased from Kālipperuman and Tambi Bhattan known as Nadarēru

(o) 600 kulī purchased from Salaiperumal-Tirumala, known as kilpaṭṭu in Kettur village

1. Before the days of Sri Alavandar Vaishnavas did not form an organised community but only individuals who had faith in Emperuman (Vishnu) as the Supreme Deity. Sri Devi was not considered as being co-equal to Vishnu. It was Sri Alavandar who first made it an essential article of faith that Sri and Vishnu should be worshipped together and as forming one entity. Vishnu worshippers who did not subscribe to this doctrine such as Dvaitins are only Vaishnavas and not Sri Vaishnavas.
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There is however a secret which is known only to a very few worshippers but not mentioned in the inscription. There is a Yantram on the Pitham of Bhoga Srinivasa and a corresponding one under the Bēram. It has a definite significance according to the Vaikhanasa as well as the Pancharatras agama more so in the latter. This will be considered in another Chapter.

Tirukkodi Tirunal (festival)

We also learn from these two inscriptions that a Tirukkōdi-tirunāl need not necessarily be a ten days’ festival. The festival ending with the Tiruvādasī day was only a seven days’ festival. There were processions by day as well as by night during these days. The Vaikhanasa agama provides for festivals of five, seven and nine days. It is very unlikely that the Silver Idol inseparably connected with the Dhruva Beram would have been the processional Deity. We find a processional Beram in the Garbhagriham known as Venkaṭatturaivar or Ugra Srinivasa which is reported to be an ancient Idol. This Idol would have been the processional Murti in those days. This will be considered at length in the next chapter.

Alterations and additions made to the temple structure, the installation of a few more shrines, the other Murtis installed in the ‘garbhagriham’ and the Varahaswami Temple in Tirumala as an independent temple will be mentioned in the next chapter. Mantapams and Nandavanams which multiplied themselves in large numbers will be dealt with as an Appendix. The real history of the Tiruvengadam Temple commences with the installation of Manavalapperumal in 966 A.D. Every inscription on the walls of the ‘mukkoti pradakshinam’ is of a later date. Soon after the consecration of the Silver Idol, gifts and endowments were made and inscribed on the temple walls. Although the Chōla kings made no gifts or endowments their queens seem to have made some, as is observed from some of the fragmentary and incomplete inscriptions. In the sixteenth year of the reign of Vira Rajendra Panmar (Raja Raja-I) or in 1000 A.D., Parāntaka Devi amman, the widowed queen of Sundara Chola was the first to present a gold paṭṭam weighing 52 kaḷanju and set with six rubies,
4 diamonds and 28 pearls.\(^1\) About the same time Ulagamadevi, the queen of Raja Raja-I, appears to have made an endowment of 29 kaḷanju of gold for burning one perpetual light or Nanda Vilakku.\(^2\) As the inscription is fragmentary the exact date cannot be fixed, but must be between the years 985 and 1013 A.D. It was already noticed that it was on the seventh day of the reign of Rajendra Chola-I (son of Raja Raja-I) i.e., 1013 A.D. that the king's Adhikari enquired into the non-performance of lamp lighting by the Sabhaiyar of Tirumudiyan and arranged for the future observance of the trust. This inscription\(^3\) is of special interest as it disproves the futile contention of some people who argue that Tiruvengaḍa muḍaiyan was the name of the deity in Tiruchchukur, which place they presume was called Tiruvēngadam and that there was no such deity in Tirumala till about 1245 A.D. This inscription is clear on the point that Tiruvēngada Devar was on the Tirumala Hill, that endowments for lamp lighting in that temple were made long anterior to 1013 A.D. and that oil for the purpose was ordered to be transported daily to Tirumala. One Arujakki alias Raja Raja Muvēndavelan, probably a Chola officer, made two endowments in the reign of Raja Raja-I, one of 40 kaḷanju of gold for lighting one perpetual lamp and the other a grant of some land or village in Āvūrkkurram on the south bank of (possibly the Kaveri) in Sōlanāḍu. These are inscribed on separate slabs in Tiruchchukuran and may have been intended for the Deity in that place. But the endowments are here mentioned to show that even during the Chola period their officers made endowments for Vishnu Temples. Apart from the one inscription of 1013 A.D. which shows the method adopted by the Cholas for dispensing justice there is no inscription to show that either Rajendra or any of his men made endowments to this temple. Nor do we find any endowments during the reign of any of his successors till we reach the reign of Vira Rajendra Chola-II or Kulothunga-I. Kulothunga made no endowment. But his queen (Avanimuludaiyal) made some arrangement for the supply of milk and curds. The inscription is fragmentary and was found on a slab paved into the floor of the west side of the first prakara. It must have found its way there.

\(^1\) Vol. I. 14
\(^2\) Vol I. 16
\(^3\) Vol I. 19
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when the flooring was laid after the renovation of the garbhagriham and vimanam in 1250 A.D. The reference to Tiruvengadammudaiyan is in endearing terms "our Tiruvayppadi Tirumala Alvar" (நம்பந்தல் திருவைமால புனித பத்தரே இத்தமஸ்வை விரும்பேத் பார்வை சயம்பை கோவிலம்). These words are very suggestive of the tradition which states that cows emptied their udders into the mound wherein the Deity was first discovered. There are four more fragmentary inscriptions of this period. Two are on the Mukkotipradakshinam walls; the one on the south wall seems to indicate that a devadānam village Tirukko—was granted to the Sri Bhandaram; the other on the north wall of the third prakaram refers to an endowment for food offering on some days by one Kāsyapan in the middle of the festival days. How this fragment went into the third prakaram we cannot now explain. The other two are separate slabs, one being some உரைக்கீட்டு by a Tirunakalai and the other probably an endowment of land in Solavala Nadu. These fragmentary inscriptions are being dealt with in detail to show that the temple was becoming popular after the installation of Manavālappurumal and that the Chola kings resorted to no persecution against Vaishnavism. Some may be under the erroneous impression that because Sri Ramanuja feared persecution at the hands of Kulottunga-I and therefore took refuge in the Hoysala country till the death of Kulottunga, there may have been a general persecution of Sri Vaishnavas. Some of these inscriptions of the Chola period give the full 'prasasti of the kings which will be shown separately.
CHAPTER VIII.

PART (1)

THE TIRUMALA TEMPLE AND ITS ENVIRONS.

In the previous chapter the installation and consecration of the silver Mūrti "Maṇavāḷapperumāl," now known as Bhōga Srinivāsa, was described. It was presumed that at that time the temple consisted of the Sanctum Sanctorum (Garbha-griham) and an ante-room (Mukha mantapam) together with an Antar-mandalam or Pradakshinam or circumambulating corridor surrounding the former. There was also a mantapam (Ardha mantapam) in front of the Pradakshinam called Tiruvilam Koyil (now called Sthapana-mantapam). The present temple, however, is very much larger and is composed of a number of structures, gōpurams (towers) and prākārams (compound walls) which will be described in this chapter. Before doing so a topographical description of the temple and its environs will be given.

Topography:—Whether the pilgrim ascends on foot by the old pathway or travels by the new motor road he will arrive at the top of the hill at about the same spot near to the temple. He will there find the Enquiry office of the Devasthanam and the Devasthanam Dispensary facing him. There is also the old unfinished or mondi gopuram which was recently renovated and furnished with a roof and a kind of turret much unlike the others of the old style. This gopuram faces the south. A short paved roadway towards the north leads to another small gopuram and portal of older construction. It is after crossing this gateway that the street known as the Sannidhi street runs east to west straight to the main gateway and gopuram of the temple known as Mukhadvāram or the 'Periya Tiruvāsal, and now called 'Padikāvali Gopuram.' At the eastern end of this street stands the shrine of Anjaneya or Hanumān, facing the temple. To the left is the old thousand pillared mantapam. That part of it which abuts
the street has in recent times been converted into living tenements and a portion for the police station. To the north of the road lies the Periya Jiyar matham, a market stall and a few shops. At the western end and right in front of the gopuram is a small but tall four pillared mantapam which was much used during festivals in olden times. From this manapam there is a flight of steps to the full width of the street, descending to meet the East Mada Street running north to south in front of the main gateway of the temple.

Pilgrims usually secure lodgings in one or the other of the pilgrims’ quarters belonging to the Devasthanam or may have to be under obligation to Pandas who not only provide lodgings but act as guides and cater to all the requirements and conveniences of their wards.

As the main object of the pilgrim is to worship in the temple the usual formalities observed before entering the temple will now be described.¹ He goes or is taken to the small pond which is provided with cut-stone steps and has a mantapam at its centre called Neerāḷi mantapam. This pond is situated to his right as he faces the temple and close to the north prakāram wall of the temple. A number of shops on its banks however hide its view. This pond is called the “Swami Pushkarini” or Tirukōnēri and is considered so holy that all the thirty-three crores of sacred waters in creation are said somehow to find their way into it on the sacred day known as ‘Mukkōṭi Dvādasi.’ Here a purohit who claims hereditary privilege, helps the pilgrim to a purificatory bath in the traditionally accepted manner after reciting the Sankalpa mantrams. The pilgrim is then made to circumambulate the four main streets surrounding the temple and the Pushkarini which form the ‘Mahapradakshinam.’ On the north-western shore of the Pushkarini and almost near the middle of the north mada street stands the temple of Sri Varaha swamy, also known as Varaha Nalimar and Guanappiravan,(the boar avatar of Sri Vishnu). The pilgrim is expected to worship this God first so that spiritual knowledge or

¹ Tradition considers it sacrilegious for any pilgrim to ascend the Tirumala Hill with shoes on and without bathing (particularly) in the Alwar Tiratham in Tirupati.
Gñānam may dawn on him and make him fit to worship Sri Venka-
tēswara. The north and south māḍa streets of the Mahāpradakshina-
measure about 800 feet each in length and the west māḍa street is
about 900 feet. But the east māḍa street running in front of the main
temple and alongside the east bank of the Pushkarini measures about
750 feet. The ground slopes from west to east. The entire area boun-
ded by these streets is very much lower in level than the outlying
country. It may roughly be taken that the māḍa streets are about 15
feet lower in level than the outlying ground wherein houses have
sprung up. The ground beyond this rises rapidly on all sides. The
space enclosed by the māḍa streets would originally have been
uneven ground and considerable amount of excavation and levelling
should have been done to bring it to its present shape. The area
of this plot is roughly 16 acres and comprises the Temple proper,
the Swami Pushkarani, the Varahaswamy temple and a site called
the Pāta Pushkarini where a tank was constructed by Achyutarāya
Mahāraya in the 16th century and subsequently filled up by the
Mahants in the 19th century. There are also behind the Temple
and the Swami Pushkarini a number of lanes and houses which
at one time were cultivated gardens (Nandavanams) maintained
to supply daily fruits and flowers for the use of the Deity. The
vast amount of excavation and levelling done should naturally
have made the temple authorities realise that the Deity stood
on very low ground. So they seem to have changed His name
from ‘Uchchiyilnnirān’ (he who stood on the summit) to ‘Malai
kuniya ninrān’ (he who stood where the hill bowed). Out of the
total area of 16 acres the present temple covers 2.20 acres, the
Swami Pushkarini 1.50 acres and the Pāta Pushkarini 2.50 acres
(the Pāta Pushkarini is now a flower garden with some houses).
The remaining 10 acres are covered by a number of lanes, houses
and some maṭams, although originally they were all flourishing
Nandavanams supplying flowers and fruits to the temple. The
present Ahobila maṭam in the south māḍa street (facing south)
was one such flower garden or Nandavanam in the early years
of the 14th century A.D. with a maṭam located in the garden.
The maṭam then bore the name “Vaṇ Saṭhakopan Tirunandava-
nam.” There was also the Sitakaraganāūm Maṭam. Some
fragmentary and incomplete inscriptions of the pre-Yadavaraya
period mention some maṭams whose names are however lost.
The old landmarks on the boundary of this area are (1) The Tirumala Nambi Tirumālgai (the house in which Tirumala Nambi lived in the last quarter of the 10th century A.D.) It was the first building, (a stone mantapam with mud walls all round) in the south māḍa street facing the north. It is near this place that the processional deity makes the first halt during festival processions and the recital of Vēdas and the Tamil Prabhāndam commence formally with the blessings of the deity. The Ahobila maṭam (or Van Saṭṭhakāpan maṭam) is also in this street some distance further west facing the south. There are also the old residences of some of the other Āchāryapurushas (2) At the end of the south māḍa street and nearly where it meets the west māḍa street stood the garden ‘Tirumalikai’ (or garden house) where Sri Ananthaṉvār, the famous disciple of Sri Ramanuja, lived in the last quarter of the 11th century A.D. The garden and the tank stand outside the temple area. At the south west corner the path way from Chandragiri joins this māḍa street. There is a mantapam at the junction. (3) In the west māḍa street are a number of choultries facing the east, the well-known ones being those which belong to the Maharaja of Mysore and the Raja of Pithāpuram (the latter is now owned by the Devasthanam). There are also other maṭams of recent origin. Some of the Āchāryapurushas and the Sabhaiyar of Tiruchchukanur owned houses in this street. After 1843 A.D. the Mahants of the Hattirāmji Mutt who were also the Vichārānkaras of the temple extended their possessions. It is worth remembering that as in the south māḍa street so also in all the other streets the houses were originally stone mantapams which were subsequently converted into houses by raising mud walls between the pillars. They might have been built by the temple authorities and given as free quarters. (4) The Pāta Pushkarini and the Swāmī Pushkarini together abut a large part of the north māḍa street. The archakas (nambimars) have their houses on either side of this street. Sri Varahaswami temple is on the shore of the Swami Pushkarini and at its north-west corner adjacent to the archakahouses, a house site (facing south) which was confiscated from an erring archaka was gifted away by Sri Krishnadēvarāya Maharaya to Sriman Vyāsa Tirtha Srīpāda Udāiyār for constructing a Madhwa Maṭam in 1524 A.D. The forebears of our Ex-Governor
General, Sri C. Rajagopalachari had their home in this street next east to this maṭam. This street has a steep gradient from west to east and the dragging of the big four faced wooden car during the Brahmotsavam has to be managed by dexterous application of breaks and steering. At the north east corner is the Kalthēr mantapam (கால்தெர் மாந்தாபம்) where during the Vijayanagar days swing festivals used to be celebrated. At the north west corner the hill-path from Bhakarapet to the temple joins this street, and at the north east corner the one from Mamandur and Piliutla joins. The pathway to the Ākasa Ganga and the Papavinasam waterfalls also take off at the latter corner. (5) The east māda street has the Swāmi Pushkarini and the temple to its west, while there are some houses of acharyapurushas, and others and also the Brahmatantra-swami matam (Parakalaswami mutt) on the east side. The large four faced wooden car and the car-stand mantapam, the Divanam building of the Devasthanams and the Vahana mantapam are also on this side. At the southern end can be seen the west face of the thousand pillared mantapam. The most disquieting and disfiguring feature of the east māda street is the existence of a large number of coffee hotels and shops along the shores of the Pushkarini which pollute the tank. There are also numerous shops in temporary sheds of inflammable material abutting the temple wall and the base of the thousand pillared mantapam. These have considerably narrowed the already narrow width of this street. In case of a fire accident all the inscriptions on the temple wall will be lost. The starting of the car procession in this narrow space is a difficult affair. Even the mantapams which were constructed by Saluva Narasimha and other great devotees on the shores of the Pushkarini for use during the floating festival have become shops and coffee hotels.

The Thousand Pillared mantapam.

The thousand pillared mantapam is rectangular in shape and is bounded on the west by the east māda street, on the north by the sannidhi street, on the east by the street or pathway from the newly renovated gopuram to the small gopuram at the eastern end of the sannidhi street and on the south by the street in front.
of the Sri Hattiramji maṭām. The Hathiramji maṭām stands on high ground and is on a level with the top of the terrace of the thousand pillared mantapam. There is a row of corrugated iron sheds for housing pilgrims constructed on this terrace and facing the Hattiramji mutt. The ground floor of the mantapam stands half submerged by the street on its east side. This mantapam was constructed from out of the annual income of the village of Durgasamudram which Sāluva Narasimha endowed in 1472 A. D. for the specific purpose of building gopurams, mantapams and prākāram walls of the temple. It does not now serve the purposes for which it was originally constructed. Its renovation and use for festivals would commemorate the name of that great benefactor.

Sri Hattiramji Mutt:—This is still an important maṭām in Tirumala although its secular connection with the temple, and therefore its influence, nominally came to an end from 1933 when the Committee system of management replaced the Vichāranakarta Mahant. The Mahant however continued to be a hereditary member of the Committee and wielded much power. The administration of the temple by the Mahant Vichāranakartas from 1843 A.D. onwards was marked by a series of litigation which characterised it as one of embezzlement, misappropriation and diversion of temple funds.

The Committee which replaced the Mahant in 1933 had not the legal powers to prevent the diversion of temple income. 'Dalalies' still ply their old trade with impunity and even openly. The rival temple within the maṭām still continues to receive votaries. It is believed that the unwary and simple-minded pilgrim is seduced by the Dalali into the Maṭām and is made to feel convinced that it would be more pleasing to Sri Venkateswara if the intended votive offerings are given away in part or in full to the Maṭām. There seems to be no provision in the new H. R. E. Act of 1951 to effectively check diversion of temple income.

In the old days a pilgrimage to Tirumala was not without its risks and discomforts. Rulers and men having wealth and influence would bring with them a retinue of followers for purposes
of safety. During the years when the Muslim Emperor of Delhi and the Nabob subordinate to him, the French and the English were fighting for political supremacy conditions seem to have been far worse than during the Vijayanagar rule. Reference was already made in Chapter I as to how the British were employing the caste Hindu sepoys to safeguard the routes during the Brahmótsavam period. But neither the British nor the Muslims ever set foot on the Hill out of respect to the sentiments of the caste Hindus. After the management of the temple passed into the hands of the Mahants in 1843 A.D. circumstances made it necessary to violate the old traditions. Increase in the commission of grave crimes even within the Mahant's Maṭam on the hill and the non-co-operative attitude of the Mahants to facilitate detection compelled the Government to establish in 1872 a police station on the hill and a police force to maintain law and order. European district officers of the magistracy, the police and the excise departments were permitted to ascend the hill, for exercising supervision and control; but not other officers. The exemption was, however, extended to others also at the discretion of the Mahant.

A very commodious and well-furnished Travellers' Bungalow was constructed in recent times for the halt of a European Governor of the Province. This bungalow has since been improved by the Devasthanam Committee. A hill which according to tradition burns away all sins, became a rendezvous for criminals committing grave crimes and European officer had to be welcomed on the Hill. The Travellers' Bungalow is in a lovely spot overlooking the pathway to Chandragiri and on the shores of the Ananthāḻvār tank which supplies drinking water to the pilgrims.
CHAPTER VIII.

PART (2)

THE TIRUMALA TEMPLE:—Gopurams, Prakarams,
Pradakshinams and the Structures thereon.

The Sanctum is surrounded on all sides by three compound walls known as Prākārams or Āvaranams. The space enclosed between these walls increases in width, the narrowest being between the Garbhagriham wall and the first prakaram and the widest being that between the outer and the middle prākārams. As is usual there is only one entrance for each prākāram which is on the east side and gopurams have been constructed over the two outer entrances. The space enclosed between each set of prākāram is called a pradakshinam or antarmanḍalam or circumambulating space. The pradakshinam surrounding the Garbhagriham has, however, remained closed for the public, except for one day in the year, for about seven centuries past.

After circumambulating the mahā-pradakshinam, the pilgrim arrives at the main gateway of the temple or Periya Gopura Vāsal or Padikavali. At a distance of about 120 feet from this gateway is the inner Gopuram with its gateway. From these gopurams take off on either side high compound walls about 4 feet in thickness which completely enclose the ground covered by the temple.

The outer Gopuram.

The outer Gopuram stands on a quadrangular base, 38 feet south to north, and 32 feet east to west. The gateway or opening called Mukha Dvāram or Tiruvāsal is in the middle and about 11 feet wide. There are two cutstone door frames symmetrically placed from either end. The door jambs, the sills and soffits of these are of wide and thick cut stone and carved in the traditional
style. The front doorway alone has folding doors hung on pivots and made of stout lattice wood work, backed with thick battens fastened together by stout iron nails having artistic heads. The doors are closed during nights after temple service, bolted and locked from inside. There is also a trap door on the left side door which is kept open on occasions when the main doors have to be kept closed. Only the privileged few are allowed to get into the temple by this trap door. The compound walls emanating from the outer gopuram measure 414 feet east to west and 263 feet south to north.

No inscription records the date of construction of this Gopuram and the prakāram attached to it. An approximation could however be made. There is an inscription on the right side front face of the door-jamb wall of the Gopuram dated the twelfth regnal year of Tribhuvana Chakravartigal Sri Yādavarāya Viranarasiga Dēvar which records the gift of 62 cows and two breeding bulls for the daily supply of ghee for lighting two Nandāvilakku. The year would correspond to 1217 A.D. The place where the inscription is found leads us to believe that the outer Gopuram had come into existence before that date. Chronologically the next inscription is on the door-jamb wall (front) in Sanskrit language and Grantha script. That states that Sriman Viranarasimha Deva Nripati having conquered his enemies and having become famous, assumed all the emblems of royalty—such as elephants, garland, svēta chachatram—also that he had himself weighed against gold and that with that gold he made Vēnkatagiri rival Suragiri (or Mount Meru) in brilliance. This event would have taken place late during his reign and perhaps some time about 1260 A.D.

There are many other inscriptions of still later dates on this Gopuram. But the one which deserves notice is fragmentary and is in a niche above the first tier of the Gopuram to the south of the passage. Translated into English it reads, "Kshēmāsura who is Ganapati for him who forcibly expelled from the town." These words appear to refer to the exploits of the Emperor Sundara Pandya who reigned from 1251—1275 A.D. The fragment may be assigned to about the year 1260 A.D. It might be surmised from this that the outer Gopuram, although constructed before 1217
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A.D. had only a bald terrace until about 1260 A.D. when the first tier of the gopuram appears to have been raised. The construction of a bald Gopuram (without the tiers) might have been the work of one of the earlier Yādavarāyas, perhaps Ghaṭṭī Dēva or Rājamalla or even Sri Virnarasinga. It may be stated here that all the inscriptions relating to Jaṭāvarman Sundara Pandya (the overlord of the country from 1251 A.D.) are on the right and left base of the inner Gopuram, including No. I-45 of the year 1264 A.D. and No. I-51 which refers to his crowning himself in Kānchi. The presence of a fragment in a niche in the first tier of the outer gopuram leads to the inference that the tiers of the outer Gopuram were constructed at a very late period when some of the Pandyan inscriptions had even gone to pieces. We know that Sāluva Narasinga Dēva endowed the village of Durgasamudram for the purpose of constructing and repairing gopurams etc., about the year 1472-1482 A.D.¹ The tiers might have been constructed during that period. The construction of the prākāram walls might have commenced soon after the completion of the Gopuram (without the tiers). At any rate, at the time when Sri Ranga- nathaswamy of Srirangam was brought to Tirumala about 1320 or 1330 A.D. the outer prākāram walls were in existence, since the shrine for Sri Ranganatha abuts the south prākāram wall. Inscriptions however were not made on these walls until the end of the 15th century or the beginning of the 16th century. The most conspicuous is the one on the east wall, outer side, south of the Gopuram inscribed by the personal engraver of Sri Krishna Deva Maharaya. It is in Sanskrit poetry and prose and Telugu script. In it the geneology of the Emperor is traced from the Moon. The geneology is only a preamble to an endowment made by him in the year 1513 A.D.¹ of three villages from the income of which a Brahmotsavam was to be celebrated annually for Tiruvengalanātha Dēva for the merit of his father Narasa-nāyaka Udayāru and his mother Nāgarājam mangāru. A Kanarese version of the same in Nandinagari script is on the south wall of the second prākāram. It is thus seen that the third or outer prākāram wall came into use for inscriptions long after the second one had been largely used.

¹, II. 79; 1482 A.D.  
², III. 65, 1513 A.D.
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THE SAMPANGI PRADAKSHINAM.
(Or the third Avaranam.)

Leaving the outer Gopuram passage behind, the pilgrim enters a mantapam 36 ft. × 36 feet standing on sixteen pillars and adjoining the Gopuram. In front of this and at a distance of about 50 feet therefrom is a similar mantapam situated in front of the inner Gopuram. This will be described later. These two mantapams, with the open space in between practically cover the width of the front or eastern portion of the Sampangi Pradakshinam, which is the name given to the quadrangular space between the outer prākāram and the next inner one. Although the frontage or open space here is about 120 feet in width, on the other three sides it is hardly 50 feet. The structures and objects found in this portion will now be mentioned.

Krishnarayar Mantapam:—This one adjoins the outer Gopuram above mentioned. This name is given to it for want of a better one. The objects which come to view therein are a number of statues, placed on either side of the passage with their back to the west wall of the gopuram. It is worth noting that all the statues of the emperors are bare-bodied except for the under-wear or loin cloth. This is in conformity with the rules enjoined by the Āgamas and the Purānas when going to worship the Deity in a temple. There are thirty two rules for observance and these will be given later. On the north side are three statues in bronze which represent Sri Vira Krishnadeva Maharaya with two of his queens, Tirumala Devi on the left and Chinna Devi on the right. The emperor wears the crown which is said to be of his own design. On the south side are three more, the first one being the copper statue of King Venkatapatiiraya. The next two are of stone representing an Emperor and his queen. The Devasthanam epigraphist has stated that they represent probably Tirumalaraya and his queen Vengalāmba. This, however, does not appear to be a correct surmise as none of our inscriptions couples with his name the Emperor’s titles. They are more likely to represent Achyutaraya Maharaya and his queen Varadajiamma. There is a clear cut Vaḍagalai caste mark on the fore-head of the Emperor, just below
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the crown. It is an undisputed fact that Achyuta Raya was a staunch sectarian Sri Vaishnava. Soon after his liberation from the Chandragiri fortress, he was given a sacred bath in the Tirumala Temple with the consecrated water poured from the conch used for the daily Tirumanjanam of Bhûga Srinivasa. The coronation then took place in the temple itself for the first time. This conch (Sankham) would have been handled for this purpose only by an Acharyapurusha since an archaka would not have been accepted by that emperor as a religious preceptor. Kumâratatayyaunagar, son of Ettûr Soṭṭai Tirumalanambi Tholappar Iyengar, who was a prominent Vaḍagalai Achâryapurusha would naturally have done the abhisheka and crowning ceremony. It has to be borne in mind here that Achyutaraya personally performed the Srinivasa Sahasranâmârîchana while the archaka had to content himself with reciting the 1,008 names. This shows how conceived he was as a Sri Vaishnava devotee. The statue shows that he was a Vaḍagalai. It is also seen from an inscription of his endowment for the celebration of a Lakshmidevi festival in Tirumala that he preferred to be styled therein as Swami Achyutaraya Maharaya (not Sri Vira Achyutaraya Maharaya) and his wife as Swami Varadarâji Amman. Swami is generally the eponym prefixed to the name of a Srivaishnava held in veneration. For the above reasons, we may state confidently that these two statues represent Achyutaraya and his queen Varadajiamman. By way of contrast, it may be noted that there is no caste mark on the forehead of Krishnadâvâraya and Venkaṭapatirâraya. Venkatapatiraya has a long garland of beads (lotus or tulasi) round his neck; so also Achyutaraya. Although Achyuta and Krishna wear the kanthi (neck ornament) the kanthi of the latter has something like a rudrâksham in the middle. There are three other statues stationed near the Dhvajastambha mantapam and facing north. They are those of Khemaran (Todara Mall) and his family Mata Mohanade and P.t.a B.b'.

Ranga Mantapam.

Abutting the east and south walls of the outer prâkâram and to the south of the Krishnarâya mantapam is the Ranga Mantapam standing on high basement and measuring about sixty feet
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east to west and 108 feet north to south. At nearly its southern end is a small shrine about 12 feet square which has long been kept closed. The shrine appears to have been the abode of Sri Ranganatha of Srirangam during His stay in Tirumala in the years 1320–1360 A.D. After the idol was conveyed back to Srirangam the shrine seems to have been closed. In front of it is the big Sêshavâhanam screening the above shrine. A portion of the mantapam on the eastern side as well as the western side has been converted into store rooms. This Ranga Mantapam might have been constructed by Sriranganatha Yadavaraya, the local ruler, to accommodate Sri Ranganatha of Srirangam when the idol was removed from Srirangam owing to the fear of molestation by the Muslim hordes of Malik Kafur about the year 1310–1320 A.D. The shrine is a small one owing to the fact that only the Utsava Vigraham was brought over. Consequently a small Mûla Vigraham would have been manufactured locally to serve as Mûlaberam, and installed within the shrine. The mantapam is spacious enough to accommodate the fairly large number of refugee Pancharatra worshippers who would have gone over from Srirangam to Tirumala for carrying on the worship according to the Pancharatra Agama, which is different from the Vaikhânasas Agama of the Tirumala temple. The spaciousness of the mantapam suggests that when Sri Ranganatha was here His daily services according to the Pancharatra âgama were performed with great eclat by the large band of Sri Vaishnavas who accompanied that Deity. This left its mark on the present composite form of daily worship since developed in Tirumala and in the many festivals introduced which were before foreign to the Vaikhanasas. It is worth reminding that congregational worship in Srirangam was current even at the time the Silappadhikaram was composed (111 to 158) in 756 A.D.

The Tirumalarayan and Anna Unjal Mantapam.

Next to the Ranga Mantapam and extending to within 12 feet of the east prâkâram wall of the inner Gopuram is another spacious mantapam measuring 40 feet east to west and about 80 feet north to south. This mantapam consists of two parts constructed at different periods. The southern or inner portion (10 ft. × 45 ft.)
has a more elevated basement than the front one and might have been constructed by Sāluva Narasimha in the middle of the 15th century for celebrating the Anna Unjal Tirunal instituted by him in the year 1473 A.D. This structure was renovated and extended to its present size and shape by Araviti Bukkarāja Ramaraja Sriranga-raja Tirumalaraja in the last quarter of the 16th century. In this mantapam other festivals like the Vasantōtsavam, were also celebrated during Tirumalaraja’s time. This Mantapam has finely carved high pillars depicting a warrior riding a horse standing erect on its hind legs over an elephant, etc. It is in this Mantapam that the Processional Deity, Malayappan has been annually holding His Asthanam or Durbar on the evening of the hoisting of the Garuḍa Dhvajam on top of the Dhvajastambham to mark the commencement of the Brahmōtsavam. The prasadam distribution on this occasion called Tirumalarayan pongal is a delicacy greatly appreciated by pilgrims. Although the endowment made by him for that has disappeared, the pongal continues to be offered regularly. In the middle of the older structure stands the cut-stone carved pavilion where the Deity is seated for the occasion. This Mantapam practically touches a portion of the Dhvajastambham Mantapam. At its north-east corner is a small raised pail where the elephant (on whose back during the Brahmotsavam days a pot of the water from the Akasa-ganga falls is brought in street procession) bends down for the person bringing the water to alight. The above structures are all on the southern side of the open space. On the northern side there is another Mantapam about 42 feet square with an enclosed room of about the same size in continuation. This room is called the Aina mahal, and is of late origin. Its front mantapam is now used for vending prasadams. In an article contributed to the Asiatic journal of the Year 1831 by the highest Revenue Officer of the district it is stated that Addāla (अगो) festival was being celebrated most likely in the room in this mantapam the walls being lined with huge mirrors.

Poola Bavi:—To the north of the Aina Mahal is a step well called the Poola Bavi into which all the flowers used for the deco-

1. This probably is the mantapam mentioned in II. 79 as the Narasimha-raya mantapam
RATION OF THE DEITY ARE THROWN AFTER REMOVAL. THE TRADITION IS THAT FLOWERS ON THE HILL SHOULD BE USED ONLY FOR GOD AND NOT FOR MAN. IT IS ALSO THE RULE ACCORDING ALL AGAMAS THAT FLOWERS REMOVED AFTER USE BY THE DEITY SHOULD BE DEPOSITED IN A WELL.

Dhvajastambha Mantapam:—This mantapam appears to have been built for the purpose of affording shelter on the occasion of the Dvajârôhanam ceremony of the Brahmôtsavam. As the festival occurs about the month of September when there are rains, a mantapam has always been a necessity. The Bali-pîtham and Dhvajastambham which measure together about 15 ft. east to west stand practically in the centre of this mantapam in front of the inner gopuram. The Bali-pítam which stands in front of the Dhvajastambham is square in shape and made of cut-stone, broader at the base and decreasing by steps to a smaller size at a height of about 5½ ft. The Bali-stone on top is about a foot in diameter. The structure was in recent years covered with gold gilt copper plates. The Dhvajastambham or flag-staff is a long piece of timber circular in section and encased in gold gilt copper sheeting. It stands on a cubical cut-stone structure also covered over with gold gilt copper sheets.

It is an uncommon thing that these two structures should be found outside the inner gopuram and in the space known as the third Āvaranam (between the second and the third prâkâram). In its earliest days this temple would have had only one Āvaranam surrounding the Garbhagriham. The Āgama rule, rather practice, in such a case is to locate Garuda, the Dhvajasthambham and the Bali-pîtam in the first āvaranam itself in the following order. Divide the frontage of the first āvaranam into four equal parts. Garuda and Dhvaja would be in the second quarter, Garuda being nearest to the Vimānam. The Bali-pîtam would be in the third quarter. Where there is a second āvaranam also (the space between the inner gopuram and the first prâkâram wall) Garuda would be placed in the second quarter of this āvaranam and Dhvaja and Bali-pîtam would come in the third quarter of the āvaranam. This second āvaranam was built about 1190 A.D. Garuda, the Dhvajastambham and Bali-pîtam would therefore have been
within the second āvaranam until the date of construction of the Tirumāmani Mantapam about 1417 A.D. As that construction left little space for the Dhvajastambham and Balipitam, they were shifted to the third avaranam. The Vaikhanasa āgama however recognises this arrangement also as a last resort; but they should be in the third quarter and not in the first where we find them now.

The other three sides, viz., south, west and north sides of the Sampangi Pradakshinam were, while constructing the prākāram walls, left as mere open space. But in due course, corridors of the mantapam type were constructed abutting the walls on one side and carried on pillars at the other end. These have high basement. On the south side this corridor is about 17 to 18 ft. in width, leaving an open space of 30 ft. width for the pradakshinam. But in recent times the corridor has been converted into a number of rooms for storing the samans of the floats for the floating festival and also for storing the wooden dolls used for decorating the car for the car festival. On the west side the corridor is 26 ft. in width, with three rows of pillars. A large part of this space has been converted into rooms called Ugranam (store room) for storing the provisions required for preparing food offerings such as rice, pulses, ghee, jaggery, sugar, oil etc. These are usually purchased in bulk and stored. The pounding and cleaning of rice, pulses and other articles are carried out here under the supervision of an officer called Ugranam Parpatyadar till recently. This duty was originally performed by the Jiyangar who about the year 1390 A.D. was entrusted with the task under the designation “Koil Kelvi” Jiyar. It was his job to examine and approve the quality of the articles and to issue the daily requirements. Without his permission no article would have been received or issued. It is stated in the Asiatic journal (already referred to) that in 1831 A.D. the Jiyangar assisted by his Ekāngis was the Store keeper acting under the orders of the Parapatyadar (the chief officer). The north side corridor is similar to that on the west and has been converted into a number of rooms. The open space or the Pradakshinam on the west side is 22 ft. 6 in., wide while that on the eastern end is 25 ft. There is a long room known as Ramanuja Kutam where the portion of the food intended for pilgrims is freely distributed.
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The next room is known as Padi Potu where panyarams or (fried and baked preparations and sweets) are made for being offered to the Deity. As in these preparations portions of ghee and some other articles once used are kept over for future use, the place of preparation is removed from the kitchen where cooked food is prepared. Next to this room is the Yamunatturai where flower garlands are daily made to exact sizes required for decorating the Dhruva Beram and other deities. It owes its name to Yamuna-charya or Sri Álavandár who is said to have given a start to this kind of work in his days. The next room is filled with articles of the float. The original purpose for which these corridors were constructed might have been for the procession of the Utsavar Beram around the Pradakshinam on rainy days when street procession was impracticable and also to afford shelter to pilgrims in inclement weather. That purpose, however, is not being served now.

Saluva Narasimha's four Mantapams in the Sampangi Pradakshinam.

At each of the four corners of the open space there is a small mantapam on four pillars measuring about 10 ft. square. These were constructed by Sāluva Narasimha about 1470 A.D. in the name of himself, his wife, and his two sons. It was arranged that on almost all festival occasions the processional Deity should be seated at each of these and that food offerings should be made there and distributed to the pilgrims. Even now they serve the purpose during the forty days of Vasantotsavam soon after the Yugādi day. This pradakshinam is called in the inscriptions Sambaga chchurū (শ্বাম্বরু) the word Sambagam being the Tamil equivalent of Sampangi or Champaka. There might have been several Champaka trees therein, whose sweet smelling flowers were daily offered to the Deity.

The Inner Gopuram.

After circumambulating the Sampangi pradakshinam we arrive at the inner gopuram. The inner gopuram measures at its base
24 feet east to west and 36 ft. south to north, the width of the gate-way or entrance being 9 feet. It is similar to the outer gopuram in design. The compound or prākāram walls emanating from this gopuram measure on the outside 235 ft. east to west and 160 ft. north to south. These walls as in the case of the outer prākāram, are faced on both sides with well dressed cut-stone, the thickness of the walls being about 3 feet. There are numerous inscriptions on the outer as well as the inner face of these walls and also on the base and the walls of the gopuram. The general feature of these is that the older inscriptions are on the basement and walls of the gopuram, the next in point of time being those on the inner face of the prākāram walls. The outer faces of these walls contain inscriptions of the 15th and 16th centuries.

The date of construction of the gopuram is not given in any inscription. There are however a number of these some incomplete, some incomplete and others fragmentary-on the base and the walls of the gopuram itself which enable us to fix the date of construction with some degree of probability, if not of accuracy. The earliest of the complete inscriptions is on the south base (left inner side) dated the 19th regnal year of Tirukkalattī Devan. It records an endowment made by him of all the lands of Kudavur village to Tiruvengadamuḍaiyān for His daily Nimandam or daily worship and food offerings. There are two other inscriptions, one dated the 34th regnal year of Sri Viranarasīnga Yadavaraya on the south base (right inner side) The other is an incomplete inscription of the Saka year Vikrama on the north base (left outer side) and it records the grant of some village (name missing) by Nayanar Pillai-Viranarasīnga. The year Vikrama corresponds to 1220-21 A.D.¹ The earliest inscription being of the year 1209 A.D. we can safely assume that the inner gopuram was then in existence. There are, however several other inscriptions which though fragmentary still enable us to state that the gopuram would have been constructed,

¹. As the word Nāyana is prefixed to the name we presume that the inscription belongs to the later Chola period when either Viranarasīnga or his son Pilla viranarasīnga made the grant. The later Vikrama year 1280 A.D is not the likely one as the Cholas were not then in power and the prefix Nayanar would not have been used.
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at least the base portion of it, some time in 1160-1170 A.D. These inscriptions are on the north base of the gopuram and are partially hidden by the thickness of the prakāram wall which obviously was constructed a fairly long time after the gopuram itself. If at the time the inscriptions were made the construction of the prakāram was at least in immediate sight sufficient space would have been left for the thickness of the wall while inscribing. Or it may be that this portion of the prakāram wall was cut open and reconstructed in 1244-50 A.D. when the temple was renovated which will be discussed later. These inscriptions are largely the work of Sri Anandālvān’s grandson Venkaṭatturaivar. Anandālvān is presumed to have been born in 1048 A.D. and would have been 90 years old when Sri Ramanuja died in 1137 A.D. Assuming that Anandalvan’s son and grandson were born at intervals of 40 years, the grandson Venkatatturaivar would have been 10 years old when Sri Ramanuja died. The inscriptions made by him convey his pledge (probably to his father) to carry on the Nandavanam work and also the amudu padi and sattuppadi (either for Tiruvengadamudaiyan or for Sri Ramanuja’s temple in Tirumala). The temple or shrine of Sri Ramanuja might have come into existence about 40 years after his death. Seeing that a similar temple was in affluent state in Tirupati in 1220 A.D. the assumption of an earlier origin for the one in Tirumala is justifiable. Tradition ascribes the consecration of this shrine to Pillai Tirumalananambis. More details about this fragmentary inscription are given in the chapter on the temple of Govindarajaswami.

THE VIMANA PRADAKSHINAM.

After crossing the inner gopuram we enter the open space which is now called the Vimāna Pradakshinam. This is a quadrangular space enclosed between the walls of the second prakāram

1. This is a fragmentary inscription I.79 D on the East wall inner side south of the inner Gopuram which indicates something about Ramanuja Emperumanar on a day in Saumya year. This year can be no other than 1129-30 A.D. If the base of the inner gopuram was then in existence Anandalwar’s son would have got it inscribed on the base like so many others. The inference therefore is that the inner gopuram was commenced after 1130 A.D.
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of the inner gopuram and the walls of the first prakaram which
surround the Sanctum. The open space of this Pradakshinam
between the gateway of the inner gopuram and the large mantapam
to the west of it, the Tirumamani or Mukha mantapam, is hardly
18 ft. Consideration of the Sanctum will be taken up later. In
addition to the structures composing the Sanctum, there are a
large number of other cut stone-structures, shrines and mantapams
within this Vimâna Pradakshinam. These leave a comparatively
narrow width of open space surrounding the Sanctum. It is this
open space which is called the Vimâna Pradakshinam.

Anga Pradakshinam.

It is in this space that pilgrims circumambulate the Sanctum.
Women and men while in great distress of body and mind some
times take a special vow (or prârthana) that when freed from
distress by the Divine Grace they would take a cold plunge bath
in the sacred waters of the Swâmi Pushkarini and with the wet
clothes on circumambulate the Sanctum in a prostrate condition.
This circumambulation is called Anga Pradakshinam. The person
rolls round the Sanctum on the stone pavement of the Vimana
pradakshinam in a prostrate condition so that every part of the
body touches the floor. Some attendant (a relation usually)
would help him or her in keeping to the correct position and in
changing at corners. The structures abutting the second prâkâram
wall will now be stated.

Sri Varadarajaswami shrine.

This shrine is about 7 feet to the south from the inner gopuram
and 2 feet from the East prâkâram wall. It is a small one about
20 feet in length and 15 feet in width and is dedicated to Sri Varada-
rajaswami. The history of this shrine will be given later. The
pilgrim circumambulates this shrine also except during Anga
pradakshinam.

An inscription on its north wall dated sixteenth regnal year of
Sriranganâtha Yâdavarâya (1354-55 A.D.) shows that the Temple
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was built before that date. It was probably built during the Malik Kafur's invasion of the South and was meant for Sri Varadaraja-swami of Kānchi. To the south of this shrine is the main kitchen known as Poṭu and is about 61 ft. × 30 ft. standing on a basement 2½ ft. high. The cooking of all articles for the day's food offering to the Deity is done here. New earthen pots only are used every day. Once used they are broken and never used again. The supply of these is a Mirāsi right called Kumara Svarūpam. The supply of fire wood from the temple forests was also a Mirāsi right. The present supply is however from Government forests taken on contract by the Devasthanam, the coupes being worked under the supervision of the Government Forest department. There is a small shrine inside and close to the door-way of the kitchen and the presiding Goddess therein is known as Madapuli Nāchchiār, who keeps watch over the doings of the cooks. In front of this kitchen and adjoining the corridor which runs to the west is the well known Bangaru Bavi from which all the water required for the temple and the kitchen in particular is drawn. This well is considered to be a holy one. The site of it is as directed in the āgama

Corridor:—The height of basement of the Corridor which starting from the kitchen runs west is the same as that of the kitchen. Its roof adjoins at one end the second prākāram wall while the other end is carried on cut-stone pillars. There is also an intermediate row of pillars 7 ft. distant from the end row. The total width is 19 ft.

Kalyana Mantapam.

The western end of the corridor has been converted into a large mantapam 80 ft. × 36 ft. called the Kalyāna mantapam. The date of its construction is not known but it may be assigned to the end of the 16th century. Architecturally it is similar to the Tirumalarāya Mantapam. The pillars are exquisitely well carved and the ceiling of the roof of the central portion possesses beauty. At its western end is situated a small shrine with a small but beautiful mantapam carried on slender cut stone pillars well
sculptured and surmounted by a Vimānam. Behind the shrine is a raised portion called the Yagasala where Homams are performed in connection with Brahmotsavam and other festivals. This mantapam is called the Kalyana Mantapam because Kalyanotsavam (or marriage festival) is celebrated here. Whenever a pilgrim pays the prescribed fee and requires it to be done, Malayappan and His Consorts are brought here to take part in this festival. The mantapam and the festival are both of late origin. The festival is described in a separate chapter along with other festivals. This mantapam is also used by the processional Deity Malayappan and His consorts in connection with the Brahmotsavam and the Adhyayanotsavam for long periods. The idols are then housed in the small shrine above referred to and the decoration etc., take place in the small mantapam in front of it. From the day of Dvajārōhanam of the Brahmotsavam to the day of the Dipāvali Āsthānam (in the Purattasi and Arppasi months) Malayappan resides here and not in the Sanctum Sanctorum. So also for a period of twenty-three days in the month of December in connection with the Adhyayanotsavam. The Āsthānam take place during those days in this mantapam only.

The width of this mantapam necessarily contracts the open space of the Pradakshinam to about 11 feet width and even the processions of the Deity have to pass through this narrow space with difficulty.

The west corridor:—This corridor is similar to the one on the south side, but a little wider. It is also divided into a number of rooms for storing Vāhanams. In a small room the Devasthanam publications are now being kept for sale. In this part of the Pradakshinam some Ājitam Festivals are sometimes celebrated in haste. A devotee might have taken a vow to perform a Garudōtsavam. But on that particular day it might not be possible to spare the time to take Deity in street procession on the Vāhanam. In a case like that the Vāhanam would be placed in the pradakshinam with the Deity seated thereon; the music played with tom tom and the hārathi performed. A silver wand would during this short time be placed in the hands of the devotee who will go an even number of times round the Vāhanam in
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pradakshinam and the festival would be considered to have been fully performed. We next pass on to the Northern corridor. This one has acquired a little more importance than the others. At nearly the western end of this corridor which is an open verandah those who are religiously minded would sit down and read portions of religious books. The Madhwas will particularly be seen doing this. Standing at the edge of the corridor opposite to the north face of the Vimanam the pilgrim’s attention would be drawn to the bas-relief representation of the gold gilt copper plate repoussé of Sri Venkateswara the Dhruva Mūrti, on the top portion of the Vimānam. On this side of the prākāram wall also are to be seen the most ancient inscriptions of the Chola period in full and also Sri Vira Krishna Devara Maharaya’s endowments. There are a few rooms in the corridor which are occupied by the Mirāsī servants, such as the Gammikars (cooks), the Kaikālas or lighting servants and the Vagapadi (the place where panyrams are stored for purposes of issue or sale to pilgrims) people. There is also a room for keeping the pallaki (Palanquin) of the Deity. In another small room partitioned out of the verandah are preserved the copper plate engravings of songs in praise of Sri Venkateswara by Tāllapākkam Annamācharya and his descendants. Next to this is the Sabha Arai which is the wardrobe of the used-up clothing of the Dhruva Mūrti. Pilgrims are permitted to press this cloth to their forehead in veneration.

Sri Ramanuja Shrine.

The next one is the shrine of Sri Ramanuja, the great Sri Vaishnava Acharya. The history of this shrine will be given separately in this chapter. In front of the shrine and on a level with it is its Mukha mantapam. All Sri Vaishnavas worship here and receive tirtham and Saṭhāri. There is however no independent puja for the Acharya. A portion of all prasadams offered to Sri Venkateswara is first transmitted to this shrine to be offered to Sri Ramanuja. Also, on several occasions the distribution of food offerings in goshti (i.e., according to the order of precedence) is made in this Mukha mantapam. Special honours are shown to this Acharya on certain festival occasions as he was responsible
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for placing the worship and other affairs of this temple on a sound working basis. No other Acharya and none of the Alwārs find a place in this temple although they have been admitted into the pantheon in other temples. Ramanuja's adherence to the Panchaatra form of worship did not stand in the way of the recognition of his shrine by the Vaikhanasa archakas, who serve him every day with tirtham and prasadam.

Sri Narasimhaswami Temple.

This shrine is much later in origin than that of Sri Ramanuja or of Sri Varadarajaswami. As will be seen from its position and its environs, it is a make-shift arrangement made in haste. The history of this will be given separately.

There were other rooms such as the Chandanam room and the Parimalam room which have since been removed. In the former the grinding of the sandal paste on the sandal stone was carried on daily by manual labour for making up the required quantity of chandanam. In the Parimalam room the articles of perfumery required for the daily abhishekam of Bhoga Srinivasa Mūrti and for the Friday abhishekam of the Dhruva Mūrti as well as punugu tailam, turmeric paste, saffron paste are prepared and kept here by the Periya Jiyaar who supplies the same when required. Devotees who pay for the performance of Friday abhishekam are given these articles in separate silver cups to carry round the Vimāna Pradakshinam and then to deliver them in the Garbha-grham before the abhishekam commences. Of the articles of sacred Panyarams the one which is known as Manoharam Undal (or ball) kept in Vagapadi room has acquired a special fame. On occasions when high dignitaries of State, Maharajas or great men of religious fame are received by the temple authorities in Tirumala, according to custom, Manōharam, Chandanam and Sripādarenu are taken on a silver plate and given as a mark of distinction at a spot prescribed in the rules and regulations of the temple. This Manōharam is made of cleaned black gram and rice fried in ghee pounded, mixed with jaggery treacle and made into balls. Although other sweets of greater delicacy have come into vogue, Manōharam claims antiquity, priority and distinction.
CHAPTER VIII

PART (3)

THE TIRUMALA TEMPLE—THE SANCTUM.

In this part of the chapter the following subjects will be dealt with.

The construction of the architecturally designed walls encompassing the old walls of the Garbha Griham and the construction and gold gilding of the Vimanam.

The demolition of the walls of the original first prākāram, the consequent mutilation of the stones bearing inscriptions, the construction of the walls of the present first prākāram and the use of the old stones bearing the mutilated inscriptions for lining the inner face of these walls.

The conversion of the front portion of the pradakshīnam formed by the above walls into a room called Rāmar Mēḍa.

The closure of the other three wings of the Pradakshīnam also, from daily use. The conversion of the Snapana mantapam into a safe room and the construction of a new mantapam in front of it called Tirumāmāni manṭapam.

The removal of the Garuḍāḻvār shrine, the Dhvajastambham and Balipiṭam from their old places to the present ones. The shrines of Śri Ranganātha, Śri Varadarāja and Śri Narasimha Swami. The shrine of Śri Ramanuja.

Facts which at one time would have been common knowledge have long since been forgotten. So also circumstances which gave rise to certain practices have been forgotten, but the practices have grown into usages which are now considered inviolable. Even silly ones which violate the dignity of man became sacerdotal.
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As an example of the latter the difficulty which the poor pilgrim always had to face for worshipping Sri Venkatēswara in His temple may be cited. Even the Finance Minister of the Nizam of Hyderabad, Rajah Raghottama Rao had to seek the help of Lord Clive to obtain the privileges of darshan due to his rank. He left a message to Lord Clive suggesting ways in which the hard lot of the poor worshipper could be bettered. In those days and even till 1933 A.D. the crowd was so unmanageable and the difficulties were so many that the servants in the temple, whose duty it was to maintain order within the Sanctum, got into the habit of using freely a deer skin thong on the back and even the head of the worshipper. The scene became so common that the worshipper soon attached to that blow a certain sanctity. He who did not receive that blow was considered to have been left unnoticed by Sri Venkateswara. People courted the blow. Next came on the scene the policeman and the boy scouts. Till 1876 A.D., the policeman was an unwelcome figure on the Hill. He now dominates the innermost precincts of the temple with his uniform and head dress. The āgamas proclaim curses on the man who goes into the Temple with the upper part of his body covered with clothing. These are days when we seek the policeman and not our acharyas to help us in our devotional visits. Who enters the Sanctum now without a shirt on? In Tirupati itself there is a Gangamma temple—a sacredotal importance attached to the pujari of the Kshudra Devata—who during the days of the annual jatra goes through the streets with a broomstick and a dust pan (దుప్పా, పాండ్లు). Morning and evening women can be seen waiting with their young children for this priest to pass by and to hit the head of the children with his dust pan and the broomstick. This act is supposed to bestow on the recipient immunity from visitation by evil spirits and illnesses. So much importance is not attached even to the Sri Sathāri of Sri Venkateswara.

The real shape and size of the temple in Tirumala have remained a secret or a riddle. There are practices, rather usages in relation to the structures which no one can question and not even enquire into. Some of these will be described in this chapter for the first time. Even persons who are intimately and hereditarily connected with the working of the temple are not aware of these. A description
of these practices has now been made possible by a study of the relevant inscriptions found on the walls of the temple and in the light of careful measurements of the Sanctum structures. Mathematical accuracy is not claimed for these measurements; but they are accurate enough for all practical purposes. There is really no such interval as 'off time' in the daily routine work of the temple to afford facilities for taking measurements. There are again structures which are treated as sacred and which should not be subjected to measurement. Who could stretch a tape or a piece of string to measure the height or the width and girth of the Dhruva Bēram (Mūla Mūrti) and the other Bērams and appurtenances in the Sanctum? The entire structure including the Vimanam is proportioned to the size of the Dhruva Bēram. The measurements taken subject to these limitations claim sufficient accuracy.

The Garbhagriham and Mukhamantapam a double structure.

For the first time we learn that the Sanctum Sanctorum, consisting of the Garbhagriham and the Mukhamantapam attached thereto, is a double structure. Two distinct and separate sets of walls do exist one set enclosing or gripping the other with perhaps an airspace (or antarmandalam) in between. The Vimanam was built along and in connection with the new (or outer) walls of the Garbhagriham between the years 1244 and 1250 A.D. The outer faces of the walls of the old temple bore at least four ancient inscriptions in Tamil referable to years 966 A.D., to 1013 A.D. True copies of these were taken before the new walls were built to enclose the old ones. By inference we learn that the old temple had a pradakshinam and prākāram walls surrounding it, wherein twenty oil lamps were daily burning and also that those prākāram walls were, and should necessarily have been, demolished to make room for the width of space required for the construction of the new walls of the Garbhagriham. In the process of demolition of the prākāram walls all old inscriptions relating to gifts and endowments made by members of the royal families of the Cholas and their feudatories and dependants got mutilated due to careless dismantling
work. A new set of prākāram walls was constructed for the new temple and such of the inscribed stones as were salvaged were lined on the inner faces of these walls. The outer faces of the new walls were kept perfectly clean and clear of inscriptions except for the ancient ones which were copied out from the walls of the old temple. We also learn that the local ruler Vira Narasinga Yādavarāya who probably financed the reconstruction work and who was a feudatory chief under the Pandya King Sundara Pandya and who raised himself soon to the status of a king, had himself weighed against gold and made use of that gold to make Tirumala rival in brilliance the Suragiri of the Dēvas. This should be taken to mean that after building the Vimānam he covered it with gold girt copper plates. His overlord Sundara Pandya placed a gold girt Kalasam on top of the Vimānam (about 1262 A.D.). The new first pradakshinam which was in use for some years after its construction was soon closed to the public and the front or eastern wing of it was walled up on the north and south sides converting the enclosed space into an apartment which is now called Rāmar Meda (रामर मेड़ा) in front of the Mukhamantapam. Two inscriptions found on the south wall go to show that this closure might have taken place sometime between 1265 and 1285 A.D. The other three sides of the pradakshinam, now known as the Mukkoti pradakshinam were also closed to the public by doors placed at the two ends which are kept locked, except for two days in the year (i.e., on the Mukkoti Ekādasi and Dvādasi days). It is also noticed that the width of this pradakshinam is not the same on all the sides. The north wing is more than double the width on the other two sides. The pillars in the middle row of the north wing indicate that the change of width was a eleventh hour idea. A Gomukham (a narrow passage in the wall to drain off water from the Garbhagriham) about nine feet in length running through the wall was built and subsequently closed, as it would have been found impossible to keep it functioning.

The outer face of the south and west prākāram walls was left untouched by the engraver’s chisel for nearly 130 years between 1250 and 1380 A.D. and of the northern wall till 1446 A.D. In
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this interval several endowments made by the Vijayanagar king and his feudatories and generals were inscribed in nooks and corners of the two gopuram structures and on the walls of minor temples. We have to, and shall speculate for a proper explanation of this phenomenon. There were additions made to the temple structures by converting the old snapana mantapam into a safe room and by the construction of a new asthana mantapam which went by the name of Tirumamani mantapam (which by the way is the name of the mythological āsthāna maṇṭapam in Vaikunṭam or the Sri Vaishnava Heavens). These were done early in the fifteenth century. Consequently, the shrine of Garuḍa āḻvār, the Dhvajastambham and the Balipīṭam appear to have been shifted from their original position to their present place. The āgama rules support this inference.

The above are the subjects which will receive attention in this part of the chapter.

The Sanctum Sanctorum—A Double Structure.

Reference is invited to the ground plan, drawn to scale, of the buildings composing the sanctum (attached hereto). The ground plan of the old temple is also marked thereon. The two are shown in different colours. Parts of the old temple which remain intact are shown in red colour. Portions which were demolished to make room for the new structures are shown hatched in red. The old prākāram walls and the pillars which supported the terrace of that pradakshinam, the old shrine of Garuḍa and the original site of the Dhvajastambham and Balipīṭam are the portions shown hatched.

The effective thickness of the walls of the Garbhagriham is found to be about seven feet two inches.\(^1\) In the language of the

---

\(^1\) The old 'nilpis' did not use the foot and the inch for setting out their buildings. Their measures were thedanṭam, the hasṭham and the maṇṭangalam. The thickness of walls would usually be in haṭham and fractions thereof, such as quarter half and three quarters. Where extreme minuteness was called for, they might have used an eighth also. Twenty-four maṇṭangalam made one haṭham. The Sanctum Sanctorum had its size deter-
silpi this overall thickness is about five hasthams. The inner measurement of the Garbhagriham is about 12 feet 9 inches square; or nine hasthams (chaturasram sama vrittam) square. This is the largest size mentioned in the āgamas, and is adopted for this temple as the Dhruva Bēram is very tall. The thickness of the walls invariably depends on the proportion which the area of the inside floor space of the Garbha griham bears to the area of the base of the proposed Vīmānam which the walls have to carry. This proportion would vary on the quality of the stone available, the excellence of workmanship and the personal equation of the silpi. Ordinarily it would be \( \frac{1}{3} \). The other proportions are between \( \frac{1}{3} \) and \( \frac{1}{4} \) and also \( \frac{3}{5}, \frac{4}{7}, \frac{5}{9}, \frac{6}{11} \) etc. The proportion \( \frac{1}{3} \) would be for poor material and workmanship. The average would be \( \frac{1}{3} \). For our temple the area of the base of the Vīmānam (if the old temple had a Vīmānam) would have been \((2 \times 12'9" \times 12'9")\) 324 Sq. feet. Each side of the Vīmānam would therefore have been 18 feet. This would give a wall thickness of 2 5/8 feet or 31\( \frac{1}{2} \) inches. The necessary thickness would thus be less than two hasthams. The silpi might have adopted two hasthams. As the overall effective thickness of the existing wall is 7 feet 2 inches or a little over five hasthams, it is clear that there are two walls enclosing the Garbha griham, the inner one being a little less than two hasthams and the outer a little more than three hasthams in thickness. Calculation shows that a thickness of four-feet, or two and three quarter hasthams, would meet the requirements of safety. The overall thickness of five hasthams might have been

mined so as to be proportionate to the size and the posture of the Dhruva Bēram (Mūla Mūrti). For a Mūrti of the standing posture with no other mūrti by the side, the room will be square in size, called Ekatalam or single plot. The dimensions of the sides would depend on the height of the Dhruva Bēram. As the hastham refers to the human hand it would vary in length. It was therefore the habit of the silpis to leave engraved on a stone slab in a safe part of the building the exact measure of the hastham adopted. Such a stone does not appear to have been yet spotted in the Tirumala Temple. But from the dimensions of the Garbhagriham it is clear that the hastham adopted would measure about 17 inches in length.

1. “Vīmānavistāram trī chatush pancha sapta navaikadasa bhāgam kritvā yathakramena ēka dvi trī chatush pancha shaḍ amsam garbha griha vistāram”
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made up of outer walls of three hasthams closely gripping the inner walls of two hasthams thickness. Or it might be that the calculated thickness was employed in both cases and an air space of about 6 inches left between the two sets of walls. This space would be called an ‘Antarmandalam’ or antarâlam or void left between the two structures. The latter supposition might be the correct one judged by the language used for describing the two structures in inscription I. 88. The Tamil expression used for the old temple is Koyil Âḻvâr (the saintly abode). The second structure is called Koyilāḻvârku koyil (கையிலற்று கோயில்) or the temple for the Koívelaḻvâr. The latter is a well understood term among Sri Vaishnavas. In fact every house where puja is offered to God in some form or other would possess a wooden structure of the usual type having one room and a small mantapam in front of the same height as the room. It usually has only a flat roof. It is not improbable that the original temple in Tirumala was of this pattern, but of a large size and in cutstone. If this assumption is correct, that temple might not have had a Vimānām until the construction of the new temple took place sometime between 1244 and 1250 to 1262 A.D. The method employed for constructing a new temple did in no way adversely affect the old structure, which would have been considered very sacred because it was presumed to have been built by the Devas themselves.

The Motive for Renovation.

There were beautiful temples built for images made and consecrated by man (Mānusha pratishtā), in other places. Here was a poor temple on the most sacred Hill for a Svayam-vyakta Mūrti. The temple was attracting streams of enlightened men. Judged by the fact that the walls of the old temple had on its three faces four long ancient inscriptions, the surface of these walls would have been plain and devoid of any architectural features and sculptures worth mentioning. It probably had no Vimanam to boast of. The word Vimanam does not occur in our inscriptions till about 1262 A.D. in which year Sundara Pandya is said to have placed a gold gilt sikharam on top of it. Every other temple of fame conducting puja according to the Vaikhānasa or the
Pāncharātra āgama had a Garbhagriham whose architecture answered to the āgamic stipulations. The Yādavarāyās were the patrons of this temple and Sri Vira Narasinga was the most famous of these, having risen from the rank of a chieftain to that of a king. He set his heart on building a temple worthy of his Patron Deity and of his own importance. He and his queen were of a devout disposition and had already given away Paiyindipali village for several services in the Tirupati temple, including the construction of the big four faced car, its gold gilt kalasam etc. To the Vaikhānasa archakas also it meant a higher status since the new temple would make adequate provision for the installation of all or most of the Deities which according to their āgama should find representation even during the daily puja.¹

It has to be pointed out in this connection that in those days the daily puja was a function in which none but the Vaikhānasa archaka had a share. The Jeeyars came into the temple a century and half later. There was no recitation of the Tamil Prabandham at any stage of the puja, nor for that matter anywhere in Tirumala. The First Āḻvār for whom a shrine was erected was Tirumangai Āḻvār. It was erected in Tirupati in 1234 A.D. It was an independent temple for which the Tirumala Sthānattars agreed to be trustees. Fifty years later (about 1287 A.D.) a shrine for Nammāḻvār was also built at Tirupati (near Āḻvār Tirtham). Tirumōḻi was sung in Tamil during the Brahmotsavam in Tirupati only from the year 1259 A.D. But no such Tamil song was sung in Tirumala. The only person who played a part in the daily puja was some member of the family of Tirumala Nambi who recited mantrapushpam slokas during the puja and that was in Sanskrit. Neither the Vaikhānasa nor the Pāncharātra āgama of those days countenanced the recital of the Tamil prabandham in congregational worship of the kind mentioned in Silappadhikaram as having been in vogue in Srirangam as early as 756 A.D. (ḻvār Āḻvār Āḻvār Āḻvār Āḻvār). The recitation of the Vedas in congregation daily or during the festivals is not mentioned in any of the early inscriptions. It was only in the first quarter of the fifteenth century

¹ What the idol and the minimum features of a Vaikhānasa Temple should be are given in a separate chapter.
that Sri Virapratāpa Dēvarāya Mahārāya made arrangements for employing twenty-four mahājans for this service, two persons serving by turns every month. The descendants of Tirumala Nambi and Anandālāvar who were the Āchāryapurushas of the Temple appear to have been the only Sri Vaishnavas who were associated with the Archakas in daily worship. The renovation work of the temple would therefore have been influenced more by the notions of the Vaikhānasa āgama (marīchi samhita).

The Renovation work of the Garbhagriham.

In the inscription I. 88 the old temple is called the Kōyil ālvar and the renovation work is called Kōyil or Temple. The latter was meant to serve as a temple to house the former, which even now is called Kōyilālvārs. The idea is a novel one, because there is no space left between the walls of the two, as far as we can see. Even if there be a space it is not visible. There is nothing said about the Vimanam, whether it is a new one constructed by Vira Narasinga on the walls of the new Kōyil or whether there was an old one which was improved by him.¹

The old temple also had a covered corridor surrounding it on all sides, with an open or covered antarālam to permit rain water from the vimanam or roof to flow into the drain below surrounding the walls. These had to be demolished to make room for the foundations and walls of the new structure. A reference to the ground plan, which shows the old as well as the new structures, will make this clear to the reader. The old prakaram walls should have been demolished before the foundations for the new temple were laid. The inscription does not speak of the old prakaram walls nor does it state in clear terms that new prakaram

¹ If measurements are taken of the base and the height of the present Vimanam it would be easy to form a correct notion. Sentiment however makes it an act of pollution to tread upon the terrace of the pradakshinam for taking measurements. This pradakshinam is now known as the Mukkāṭi Pradakshinam and has been a closed enclosure open to the worshippers only on two days in the year as already stated. People go round and scribble on the walls of the Garbhagriham also on those two days. But treading on its terrace is an act of sacrilege.
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walls were built. It says that certain old inscriptions which were on the walls of the old temple and true copies of which were already taken (before building the new temple walls) should be reengraved on the outer face of the north wall of the first prakaram. That there were the old prakaram walls together with pradakshinam could easily be understood from the very large number of stones showing fragmentary and incomplete inscriptions which have been built into the inner face of the walls of the new pradakshinam and also the roughly dressed bald round stone columns used in the new pradakshinam. These columns do not go well with architectural beauty and finish of the new temple walls. The inner faces of the new prakaram walls containing fragmentary inscriptions on the roughly dressed faces of the old stones present a sorry contrast to the walls of the new temple. The portion of the old temple from which these stones could have come should be the old prakaram. The new pradakshinam along with its prakaram walls is also called a temple in the inscription. "Ghamskhiyam ghrumit it sah Ghamshukham Ghamskhiyam" (a temple for the temple of the Koyilalvar). It is unusual to call the first pradakshinam a temple. A temple usually contains an image for worship. So we must presume that this new pradakshinam was designed to hold within it one or more images for worship. The design of the outer face of the new Garbhagriham walls and the closure of the antaralam space in the roof of the pradakshinam support this view. A look at the plan and elevation of the south wall will show that a niche is sculptured centrally in the body of the wall. There are similar niches on the western and northern walls also. There was (and probably still is) one on the east wall also, a little to the south of the doorway. This has been covered up by one of the thick walls subsequently formed which enclose the Rāmar Mēdai. The space enclosed by these two bits of walls on the south and north sides formed the eastern wing of the new pradakshinam. This was however subsequently walled up. These niches form an essential feature of the design of garbhagrihams according to the Vaikhanaas as well as the Pancharatra agamas. The Vaikhanaas attach greater
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importance to them. In fact they would have had three more niches at corners on the south, west and north faces to instal deities in all these. It is with a view to preventing rain water from dripping upon and beating against the images that the antaralamm or open space in the terrace was closed, leaving only small openings to admit a little light.¹

North side of the Pradakshinam.

For some reason which cannot be ascertained the north wing of the new pradakshinam was made very much wider than the wings of the other sides. On all the sides one end of the roof rests on the prakaram walls. The other end is carried on stone beams resting on stone columns of circular section. As was already stated these columns and the beams have no claim to beauty and stand unfavourably by the side of the fine walls of the Sanctum. On the north side the greater width was negotiated by an intermediate row of columns. But these columns (seven in number) being shorter than those in the other row are supplemented by short lengths of cutstone base similarly shaped. This leads to the suspicion that the idea of making this wing wider was an after thought and that such stones as were readily available were used.

It was also pointed out already that the construction of a Gomukham through a wall about nine feet thick was the result of hasty execution. A Gomukham which connects the interior of the Garbhagriham with the pradakshinam to serve as a drain should necessarily be of small calibre but capable of being kept clean and clear of all obstruction. Probing with a piece of stick a hole nine feet in length could not be managed from the inside of a shrine which is 12' square and having little free space. Probing from the outside could be managed only if the pradakshinam is more than about 10 feet width. Even so clogging matter would not be permitted to be driven back into the Garbhagriham. So the Gomukham seems to have been closed ultimately. The wider space on the

¹ A sketch showing the ideal 'Vaikhanasa temple is given and will be explained at length in a separate chapter on Temple worship and the Agamas.
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	north side would have been used for holding Āsthānams which were increasing in number. There was really no other mantapam in the temple during those days. The śnapana mantapam had its specific purposes to serve.

First Pradakshinam soon closed.

We however find that this first avaranam or pradakshinam deliberately built was soon closed. Two inscriptions on the south face of the south wall of the Rāmār Medai go to show that this closure would have taken place sometime after 1262 A.D. when sundara Pandya placed a gold gilt kalasam on top of the Vimānām and when in all likelihood Vira Narasinga Yadavaraya made a gold gilt copper sheet covering to the vimānām. The two inscriptions above referred to relate to one Vijayaganda Gopala, a Telugu Pallava chieftain who was one of Sundara Pandya’s adherents just like Vira Narasinga. The date usually assigned to him as a ruler is 1250-1285 A.D. But his political life should have commenced much earlier. There are fragmentary inscriptions on the inner face of the Mukkoti pradakshinam walls which go to show that some of his gifts were made before the construction of the new temple and of the new prakaram walls. Of the two inscriptions which are on the south wall of the Rāmār Meda one is a complete inscription and was presumably inscribed after that wall (of the Rāmār Meda) was constructed. It extols Vijayaganda Gopala for his charitable disposition and states that every living being was benefited by him and that every one was grateful to him. The other inscription is an incomplete one and even fragmentary. The queen of Vijayaganda by name Devarasiyar presented cows for the perpetual lighting of three lamps in Sri Venkateswara’s temple. When an incomplete inscription of this type is seen on a new wall of a later date the inference would be that the stone was originally in some other place and was subsequently taken out and set in its present place. It would originally have been on the South wall of the new prakaram at its junction with the east wall. To form the Rāmār Meda that end would have been cut open and the stones removed in the process used for the Rāmār Meda wall. The inscribed stone might have got mutated in the process of
removal and resetting. The surmise therefore is that the Rāmar Mēda was formed sometime between 1262 and 1285 A.D. The eastern end of the south and the north prakaram walls would thus have been opened out while walling up the Rāmar Mēda. Although the formation of the Rāmar Mēda blocked up the eastern wing, the other three sides of the pradakshinam were perhaps open to the public for some years. The doors and the walls which now completely seal the pradakshinam are of later date and are not in keeping with the other parts of the structure.

The intention of the builders to treat this first pradakshinam as a Kōyil for four additional Murtis was frustrated by the formation of the Rāmar Mēda although the other three sides since remain open to the public. It could not be classed as a pradakshinam as it is incomplete having lost the eastern wing. The locking up of the passages has also a purpose and significance. It prevented the Pancharatras from making an attempt to form a Chatur murti ālayam by putting up Pancharatra images on the south, west and north walls of the Garbhagriham.

The Closure of the Mukkoti Pradakshinam and the formation of the Room, Rāmar Mēda—Reasons.

The architectural features of the new temple presented scope and facilities for extending the Vaikhanasa form of worship to the maximum limit. The images on the Vimanam are all of the Vaikhanasa pantheon—Purusha, Satya, Achyuta, and Aniruddha on the first tier and those above likewise. We need not here go into it at length. Lower down on the walls of the Sanctum are provided niches wherein Satya, Achyuta, Aniruddha and Purusha might be installed and consecrated. The pradakshinam was constructed in a manner to serve this end. The ideal Vaikhanasa temple should have nine Murtis. If Nara Narayana, Vārāham and Nārasimha were also installed in addition to Purusha Satya, Achyuta and Aniruddha a completely equipped Vaikhanasa temple would have been the result. The Pancharatras also favour a Pancha (five) Murti temple. Instead of Satya etc., they would prefer to instal the Vyūha avatars Sankarshana, Pradhyumna and Aniruddha and
Vyuha Vasudeva. It would not stop there. Within the Garbha griham itself Brahma, Siva, Markhandeya and Bhrigu have a right to be installed according to the Vaikhanasas and Pancharatras. Vikhanasa Rishi himself would be placed at the second doorway. They have been and, I believe, are still having their share in the daily puja mentally. Once the installation of new deities was permitted all these would have been installed. Ganesa and Durga, would also come in. Would the followers of Sri Ramanuja and others of the Alvar school of Bhakti have looked on these possibilities with complacency?

In this context we have to review the changes through which temple worship has been passing. The Murtis installed and the form of the worship are only concrete presentations of certain metaphysical ideas of the later Pancharatras. The primeval Being or Paran is conceived of as going through some evolutions for purposes of destruction, creation and sustenance. These are called Vyēha avatārs. He is credited with six gunas or characteristic divine powers for these purposes. They are the pairs Gīnam, Balam; Aśvaryam, Tejas; and Sakti, Viryam which are the essential powers required for destruction, creation and sustenance. All the six gunas are however present in each. In the conception and modes of evolution the Vaikhanasa differs from the Pancharatrin and Sri Ramanuja’s Visishtadvaitam differs from both the above. It is the representation of the above mentioned Vyuha forms that creates differences between the Vaikhanasa and the Pancharatra. According to Sri Ramanuja and his commentator Sri Vedanta Desika these Vyuha froms are not avatars in prakrita sarira like the Vibhava avatars. They are only aprakrita forms having specific powers of the Supreme Being to be meditated upon by Yogis for the attainment of special spiritual faculties. Then again in the actual work of creation, Brahma is said to have sprung from the navel of Vishnu and Siva or Sankara sprang from the irate forehead of Brahma. Brahma was commissioned to create this world and its living beings. His first attempt ended in a failure as the first ones he created, Sanaka etc, were pure Sātvic beings who had no desire to procreate and who straight away merged into the Supreme Being. Brahma in his mood of frustration created from his irate
forehead Siva or Sankara who was full of Tamōguna. That also having failed to fulfil his purpose he created the Svayambhu Manu who peopled this world and so on. This story is briefly told here because they were being represented in a concrete form in temples, and images installed and consecrated according to the Vaikhānasa and the Pāncharātra āgamas. We know that Poygai Muni and Pey Āḷvār took delight in worshipping Sri Venkateswara when dressed to look partly like Vishnu and partly like Siva. That happened before the Image of Sri Vēṅkaṭēswara came to be worshipped according to the Vaikhānasa āgama. In the normal Vaikhānasa temple the Garbhagriham area would be cordoned into four zones. The central one is known as Brāhmaṇa where the flowers etc., of worship are deposited. The standing Dhruva Murti would be installed in the next zone called Daivika. In other cases a portion of the next zone called Mānusham would also be taken up. The outermost zone is called Paisācham. While the Dhruva Murti is in the Daivikam, Brahma would be in the Mānusham close to the wall on the right and Siva would be in the Paisācham zone close to the wall on the left. Markhandeya and Bhrughu would be in a bending and kneeling posture close to the Dhruva Murti. The Vaikhānasas who pride in calling themselves Ādi Vaishnavas conceived of this arrangement in their zeal. Siva in particular is made to wait on Vishnu and is represented as a being born from Brahma and full of Tamōgunam. He would receive a Nyasa flower only after all the Vyūha Murtis and Devatas have been propitiated. Havis or food offering made to Siva in this manner is considered fit to be partaken of only by menial servants. To those who can follow the details of the form of worship and who happen to be non-Vaishnavites the procedure would be provocative. But to the common run of temple goers it would mean that Brahma, Vishnu and Siva form Trīmurtis of equal status. In fact, the Vaikhānasa procedure defeats its purpose. The only benefit was to the Archaka who would receive more food offering in the name of each of these images. The Visishtādvaithins of the Ramanuja School would have considered this form of worship as pantheistic. They are monotheists owing allegiance to Vishnu alone. There is another objection to the introduction of the Vaikhānasa images in the temple. The ancient tradition about Tirumala is that Brahma is every night doing.
puja to Sri Venkateswara in this temple. The absurdity of setting up images of Brahma, Siva etc., and of the Vyuhas should therefore be apparent. Brahma would worship only his creator Para Vāsudēva. Sri Ramanuja is said to have converted all the ancient temples in Southern India to the Pāncharātra form of worship, because the latter quickly adapted themselves to forms suited to Sri Ramanuja’s metaphysical ideas. They abandoned the setting up of those images which irritated both friends and foes. The Vaikhānasa archakas also took to the Pancharatra form as modified by Sri Ramanuja. In Tirumala there was no necessity for him to interfere, because right from the commencement the worship was for one Murti only (Eka Murti), although the orthodox Vaikhānasa considered it the Adhama form of worship. The Kautuka Beram (or Bhoga Srinivasa) was made and consecrated during the days of Sri Ālavandār and bears the impress of the Shādguṇya yantram of Sri Venkateswara, or Para Vasudeva manifesting Himself on earth. There has been no other Dhruva Murti in that temple. The old temple did not display on its outer or inner face any feature which would lend itself to the installation of any other Deity. Sri Ramanuja did not therefore find any necessity to change the Vai-khanasas over to Pancharatra. They carried on worship agreeably to his metaphysical ideas. All the flowers during ‘nyāsam’ are deposited between the feet of the Dhruva Murti. Even the Bali offering is not made in detail, but all are deposited en masse, as it it were, on the five Bali stones which stand between the Dhvajastambham and the Bali ṽitam. The possibility of Purusha, Satya etc., being installed in the renovated temple and of other images, in consequence thereof, in the Garbhagriham or elsewhere in the temple was shut out by closing up the front portion of the first avaranam (pradakshinam) and therefore the place of ‘Purusha’ in particular.

Whether this closure took place during the life time of Vira Narasimha Yādavarāya or later it is not possible to say. The complete closure of the pradakshinam might have been done with a view to screening from public view all vestiges suggestive of the attempt to make vital innovations in the form of worship. Vijayaganda Gopāla (Telugu Pallava) became a frequent visitor to Tirumala;
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he arranged for the feeding of pilgrims during the festivals in Tirupati and Tirumala and so endeared himself to the Sri Vaishnavas of those days that an inscription on the south wall of the Ramar Meda (one of the two walls which effectually prevented innovation being made in the temple worship) extols him as one at whose hands every one was benefited and to whom every one felt grateful. The great protagonists of the Visishtādvaita Siddhāntam in those days were Nadādur Ammāl and Kīḻambi Appulḷār of Kānchi who would undoubtedly have shaped the religious faith of Viḷḷiyanḍa Gopala. His attachment to the temple in Tirumala at this juncture (more so after the death of Viḷḷa Narasinga) has therefore a special significance.

The non-recognition of other Murtis is the basic principle of the Tirumala temple. There are shrines for Varadarajaswami and Narasimhaswami; but separate puja is not offered to these. There are the images of Sri Rāma and Sri Krishna. They share the worship offered to Sri Venkateswara. It has been the custom from the earliest times that even on the days of Sri Rāma Navami, Sri Jayanti and Nrisimhajayanti the special food offering is made to Sri Venkateswara and not to the concerned deity. This is the main reason for prohibiting the erection of any other temple in Tirumala. Processions connected with festivals for alien deities or even acharyas were not allowed. Even the Sri Vaishnava Āḻvārs were not given recognition in their individual capacity. But in recent years, these ancient usages and customs have been lost sight of.

The Outer Faces of the Walls of the First Prakaram.

(Vimana Pradakshinam.)

It was stated in the earlier portion of this chapter that except for the four ancient inscriptions which were re-engraved on the outer face of the north wall of the first prākāram in the year 1250 A.D. there were no new ones made for about 130 years thereafter on the south and west walls. On the north wall however it was only in 1446 A.D. (two centuries after the re-engraving of the ancient ones) that the next inscription was made. This requires some comment.
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Inscriptions of endowments made by very great men between the years 1250 and 1380 A.D. are found in other places in the temple and not on the walls of this prakāram. There must be some reason for avoiding the clean walls of this Vimāna Pradakshinam.¹

During all this period of about 120 years the walls of the first prakāram were left without a scratch of the engraver’s chisel. Inscriptions were made in odd corners. Endowments mentioned

1. Of those made during the reign of Jayavarman Sundara Pandya I, one is by Vira Narasinga himself in 1262 A.D. of the grant of the village of Padirivēdu which is inscribed on the north base of the inner gopuram. Sundara Pandyar’s ratification of an old Chola grant of two villages situated on the banks of the Kaveri is inscribed on the west base. The inscription which records the Tularohanam of Vira Narasinga and the use of that gold for gilding the Vimanam is on the south base. There are again a large number of inscriptions in Sanskrit Grantha characters which sing the glory and fame of Sundara Pandya. All these are recorded in some part or other of the base of the inner gopuram. Inscriptions of grant made to Mahapradhan Singhayya Damnayaka of the village of Pongalūr and of his endowment of the same for specific services (including a daily sandhi food offering); of another endowment by Tirunvenkatanatha Yadavuraya himself of the years 1328, 1332 A.D. are on the outer face of the second prakāram wall to the south of the inner gopuram and two in Sri Govindarajaswamy Temple, Tirupati. Inscriptions of endowments made during the reign of Sriranganatha Yadavuraya between the years 1339 and 1360 A.D. are also in other parts of the temple. (I-104. 1339 A.D. is on the outer side of the east wall of the inner gopuram; another I-106, 1357 A.D. on the north wall of Sri Varadarajaswami Temple; I-109, 1358 A.D. which states that he built a palace for himself on the Tirumala hill is on the door jamb wall of the Padikavili or outer gopuram). Inscriptions of endowments made by the Vijayanagar Mahanayakkar brothers, Yerramanchi Pappunayakkar and Periya Pemmu Nayakkar are also on the door jamb wall of the outer gopuram.

1 41-1262 A.D. 1 45 1264 A.D.

An inscription which records the gold gilding of the Vimanam by Mahanandaleswara Mangal Deva Maharaja (in grantha and in Kannada Script) are on the north base of the inner gopuram. The grant of a village by the Vijayanagar Emperor Bukkaraya (about 1365 A.D.) for daily sandhi offering and Brahmostavam and gift of cows by the Vijayanagar Prince Vira Kumara Kempanna are recorded on the outer gopuram door jamb wall.

1. 179; 180; 1357 A.D. I. 178 I 181; 1368 A.D.
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in the footnote were made by great warriors who saved Hinduism and its temples from Muslim spoliation and vandalism. Emperors —Bukkaraya and Sundara Pandya; the Yadavaraya rulers, Mangideva Mahārājah, Vira Kumāra Kempampa and the Mahānāyakkar brothers visited Tirumala, worshipped Sri Venkateswara and made their endowments as thanksgiving offerings for the success they achieved against the Muslims. What made them refrain from having their endowments inscribed in the most conspicuous place which should have been staring before them as blank surface? We are left to speculate on this.

Why were the walls of the Vimana Pradakshinam left bare for more than a century?

We may take it for certain that Vira Narasinga Yādavaraya would not have felt proud of the temple he built in spite of the fact that he had the Vimānam covered with gold gilt plates and that Sundara Pandya placed a gold gilt kālasam on top. The use of the old rough-chiselled stone columns in the new pradakshinam bears testimony to this view. He would have been smitten with remorse at the sight of the mutilated stones bearing fragmentary inscriptions lining every side of the inner prākāram. He would also have been told, though at a very late hour, that the smothering of the old temple was uncalled for and that the architectural features of the new temple were not in keeping with the Eka Murti tradition of the place. He might himself have had the pradakshinam closed and Ramar Meda built in his life time itself.

But what followed after his death would have weighed considerably with those who visited the temple and made endowments in later years. It is not known who succeeded him as king, for he assumed the emblems of royalty and had his Tularōhanam. The use of that gold to gild the Vimānam of Sri Venkateswara would not have been considered by the wise men of those days as an appropriate use. Service to God should be in a spirit of true humility. Tularōhanam in connection with his assuming the emblems of royalty was quite the opposite in spirit. The fact that no one worthy of the name succeeded him and that between 1264 and
about 1320 A.D. there was a sort of interregnum in his domain, would have been pointed to as a sign of divine displeasure. It was only about the year 1320 A.D. that we hear of Tiruvenkatanatha Yadavaraya as ruler of the country. He perhaps assumed that name in the spirit that he governed in the name of that God.

South India itself was in a perilous state. Sundara Pandya's conquests up to the river Krishna and the gold gilt Kalasam which he placed over the Vimānams in the temples in Tirumala, Kanchi, Chidambaram and Srirangam did not secure peace to the country. He seems to have had troubles nearer home. Historians tell us that sub-kings had to be appointed to appease his kith and kin. Jāṭāvarman Vira Pandya became sub-king in 1253 A.D. In 1268 A.D. Māravarman Kulasēkhara succeeded as Emperor. Jāṭāvarma Sundara Pandya II was made sub-king in 1276 A.D. Māravarman Vikrama Pandya II in 1283; Jāṭāvarman Sri Vallabha in 1291 A.D.; Vira Pandya II in 1296 A.D. and Jatavarman Sundara Pandya III in 1303 A.D. Māravarman Kulasekhara the Emperor, was murdered in 1310–11 A.D. That was the signal for a civil war between Sundara Pandya III and Vira Pandya II. Muslim help was sought by one of these and the invasion of the south by Malik Kafur was the result. These events would have had their repercussions in Tonḍaimanḍalam also. Tirumala at any rate seems to have been a no-man's land at the end of the thirteenth century. In between 1264 and 1328 A.D. there is a solitary Inscription dated cyclic year Kilaka and Saka 1230 (1308 A.D.) I. 98 which is recorded on the north wall of Sri Andal's shrine in Tirupati. This endowment makes provision for the feeding of devotees resorting to the temple on certain special festival occasions. Inscriptions were being invariably dated citing the regnal year of the local ruler or his overlord. In this instance there is no reference to the name of the ruler and the regnal year. For a similar situation we have to go back to the Saka year 824 (902 A.D.). That was a period when the Pallava rule had broken down and the Chola rule had not effectively taken its place. The Sabhainyar of Tiruchchukanoor acted on their own responsibility in expending the nett proceeds of taxes for the upkeep of the temple and the Saka year is cited. After a lapse of nearly 400 years there is now a
similar situation. The Pandyan rule had broken down although it was least felt in Tirumala. There was no local ruler whose name and regnal year the donors of the endowment could cite. The cyclic cum Saka year was therefore cited. The citation of the regnal year is again reverted to from 1328 A.D. to the closing days of Sriranganatha Yadavaraya in 1360 A.D. All the misfortunes to the country would naturally have been attributed to Vira Narasinga’s impropriety in closing up the old temple and in erecting a new one which pointed to innovations in temple worship. Even in our days we find ignorant people attributing the failure of rains and consequent famine to the so called sins of the Governments.

The Muslim invasions would have been considered a sign of divine wrath. If Malik Kafur had marched down by the Dāmalcheruvu or the Kālahasti route, Tirumala with its new gold gilt Vimanam and Sīkharām would have afforded him the first good booty. But he selected the western route. That choice would have been attributed to the Will or the Sankalpam of Sri Venkateswara. The Hoysāl king Vira Ballāla was one of the first sufferers as his capital was ransacked. But he soon made peace in 1313 A.D. with the Delhi Emperor Allāūdīn Khilji by becoming his vassal. Malik Kafur plundered other temples in the South and had to return to Delhi. Mubarak who became Emperor in Delhi sent in 1316 A.D. another invasion and Devagiri was annexed to his empire. Vira Ballala therefore took the necessary precautions to meet a further attack on him.

The mountain passes in the Tirupati hills had to be protected. He did this by sending his Minister and Commander Mahapradhani Singayya Dānayaka to Tirupati to be an ally and military protector to the local ruler. (I. 102, 99). From the language used in the inscription of his endowments we find that he was a highly cultured Sri Vaishnava. He therefore sought Divine help by inducing Tiruvenkatanatha Yadavaraya, the local ruler, to grant a village from the income of which a daily food offering called Sitakara ganga Sandhi was instituted for the first time. (I. 99. 1328). The Yadavaraya himself made another endowment for a similar Sandhi offering for the merit of his forebear Yadava Narayana. (I. 100.
1332 A.D.) But both were careful to avoid making the inscription on the walls of the first Prakaram whose faulty construction wrought havoc. The inscriptions were therefore made on the second prakaram wall and in Tirupati.

As a result of the Muslim invasion the Utsava Beram of Sri Ranganatha Swami of Srirangam was carried by a circuitous route to Tirumala for safety. Here the idol was receiving separate worship till about 1360 A.D. when it was reconveyed to Srirangam on the annihilation of the Muslim Sultānate of Madura. Sri Vedanta Desika (one of our great āchāryas of those days) composed his Dayāsatakam in praise of Sri Venkateswara during the period of invasion and his Abhitithavam before Sri Ranganatha in Srirangam after the downfall of the Sultanate. A confederation of the Hindu rulers under the leadership of Vira Kumara Kempanna the Vijayanagar prince, brought success to the Hindus. The names of all the great men connected with the struggle and the endowments made by them as thanks-giving were mentioned above. The still blank walls of the first prakaram could have been pointed to as the mysterious cause of all troubles or as one too sacred to be touched by the engraver's chisel. It is also possible that none of these entered the first pradakshinam as it would have been kept closed.

The Spell Broken after 1360 A.D.

The spell was however broken after 1360 A.D. Sri Ranganatha the last of the Yadavarayas left no successor. As a result of the political changes in the country the Vijayanagar king became the overlord of South India. Mangideva Mahārāya seems to have been appointed Viceroy of Tonḍaimandalam. A new set of Sthanattar or trustees came into existence for the management of the Temple. They were natives of Tirupati and knew that there could be nothing wrong with the walls at any rate.

Alagappiranar Tirukkalikanri dasar who was the leader (or Mudaliar) among the Sri Vaishnavas of Tirupati was the first to have his endowment inscribed on the south wall of the prakaram
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in 1380 A.D. (I. 184, 1380 A.D.) This was followed by Mullai Tiruvennakata Jiyan in 1390 A.D. since he then rose into importance having become the ‘kartar’ or manager of the Arisanâlayam Nandavanam and maṭam and also one of the Sthanattar of the temple. Then followed other inscriptions. But the north wall was still left untouched till 1446 A.D. in which year Periya Mallâyâdeva Mahârâja had his endowments inscribed by the side of the ancient inscriptions of the Chola period. The famous Sâluva Narasimharaya also left some of his inscriptions on the north wall. But Sri Virapratapa Vira Krishna deva Maharaya made the greatest use of the north wall even by extending its length (and encroaching into the width of the Vimanapradakshinam). The great gifts made by him and his two queens are inscribed on the north wall and some are also on the south wall. The outer and the inner faces of these walls contain valuable information commencing from about 900 A.D. to the end of the 16th century and some are of even later date. The careful protection of these from the destructive effects of sun and rain is a matter worthy of attention.

The Snapana Mantapam.

This is now a dark room which we enter after crossing the Bangâru Vâkili or the golden door way of the temple. It is being used more as a safe room and not as Snapana Mantapam for performing special Abhishekam on certain calendar days. It is no longer a mantapam. The four cut–stone pillars standing in the centre of the room are the only vestiges of the mantapam. Even these pillars do not appear to be the original ones. The old pillars set up about 960 A.D. would have been of circular section. What we now see are square in section, a pattern common during the Hoysala and Vijayanagar periods.

It was in this place, then known as Tiruviḻankōyil, that the silver Mûrti (Bhôga Srinivasa) received His Abhishekam and consecration in 966 A.D. The western wall and the doorway into the Râmar Mêda would have been constructed (or reconstructed in its present shape) alongwith the new temple and prakaram walls. The other three sides would have been kept open as that
was the only mantapam available for commencing celebration of festivals and the abhishekam known as Snapana Tirumanjanam. It was however soon realised that this mantapam should be converted into a strong room for keeping the costly articles and jewels of the temple in safety. From a study of the dates of inscriptions now found on its walls (south, east and north walls) it is inferred that when, or just before, the construction of the present Mukha mantapam (or Āsthāna mantapam or Tirumamāni Āmantapam as it was then called) this Snapana Mantapam was converted into a strong room in the early years of the fifteenth century A.D.1

The doorway in the east wall is now known as Bangāru Vākili (Golden gate). The old circular section pillars in the centre were replaced by those of the square section. The alterations made are shown on the plan which exhibits the original as well as the remodelled condition of the building.

This room would have certainly served as a safe room ever since a new department under the name Por-Bhanḍāram was

1. This inference is drawn on a reading of the following inscriptions. On the east wall in which is the Bangaru Vākili and to the south of that door way and behind the twin bells, there is an inscription in Tamil dated Wednesday Bahula 12. Mina Month Aviṭṭam nak of Sarvadhāri year (along with a short statement in Grantha Sanskrit) that one Madhava Dasā renewed an old river channel and that from the increased yield thus obtained a daily food offering of one Tiruppōṇaka should be made. On the door jamb wall of the Bangaru Vākili itself is an inscription in Kanarese script dated Monday sukla dasami, Māgasira month of Saumya year, saka 1351 which records a magnificent endowment made by Sri Maharajadhārāraja Raja Paranēśwara Śrī Viṣṇupratapa Dēvaraya Maharaya, the Vijayanugar Emperor. Another inscription in Sanskrit (Grantha) on the north wall records the gift of a gold paṭṭam (Kireṭṭam) to Sri Venkateswara by Sirigirēśwara, the son of Vissanna Dēvaraya on Saturday, Sukla Dasami of Ashadh month in the year Sadharana, saka 1352. As against the above there is an inscription on the wall of the record room near the Yagāsala which states that the Tirumanapi mantapam was completed by Mallanna (Madhva Dasā), in the year 1417. The inference therefore is that the walls around the Snapana Mantapam are of dates later than 1430.

Saka 1330 I. 194; 195 13-3-149 A.D
I. 192, 5-12-1429 A.D.
I. 193, 1-7-1430
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created about the end of the fifteenth century. From an article appearing in the Asiatic Journal for 1831 A.D. it appears as if the ‘gangalam’ and ‘koppara’ into which votive offerings are deposited by the pilgrims were kept in this room in direct view of Sri Venkateswara.

The Tirumamani Mantapam.

This is the open mantapam or pavilion standing on 16 stone pillars. It is now called Mukha Mantapam and serves the purpose of an Āsthāna Mantapam also. It measures about 43 feet by 40 feet and is divided by the pillars into three aisles. At the eastern end of the central aisle is the shrine of Garuda. The Dvārapālas (or Divine gate keepers) are on either side of the Bangāru Vākili at the western end of this aisle. While the side aisles are being used for other purposes the central one is left unoccupied and is used for certain daily and other functions and for distinguished pilgrims to stand or rest for a while. It is in this portion and in front of the door way that early in the morning every day Bhaktas recite and sing songs called Suprabhatam in praise of the Lord as if to wake Him up from sleep. This is done during the interval taken by the archakas etc., to transfer Bhoga Srinivasa from the swing cot on which He was reposing to His place in the Garbhagriham, to trim the lights, etc. It is in the central quadrangle of this mantapam that the idol known as Koluvu Srinivasa (the Bali Beram) holds His durbar after the morning puja known as Tomala seva of Sri Venkateswara is finished; the day’s panchangam or calendrical details are read, the daily rice ration called Matradanam is given over to the archaka and a preparation of fried gingelly seeds, powdered dry ginger and country sugar is offered to the Deity and distributed to those assembled. On the afternoon of the commencement of the annual Brahmotsavam, the ‘utsava murti’ Sri Malayappan with the two Nāchchimars are decorated and seated here in a Tiruchchi. Those who have made the prescribed payment for the celebration of the Brahmotsavam are invested on the wrist of the right hand with the Kankanam (the saffron coloured string) in the usual ritualistic manner and receive the silver wand which they later carry in procession with the Deity.
In the old days when there was no Kalyana Mantapam, the Utsava Murti was accommodated here night and day for a long period, from the day of commencement of the festival to the day of celebration of the Dipavali festival. The same was done for about 22 or 23 days during the Adhyayanotsavam in the month of Margali.

On the night of Sri Jayanti, the Abhisheka for Sri Krishna takes place in the central quadrangle and simultaneously an abhisheka and twelve aradhanams (Dvadasa aradhanam) are done for Ugra Srinivasa (or Venkatatthuraivar) at the eastern end near Gurudalvar's shrine. The latter is an anomalous apology for the Dvadasa aradhanam (12 aradhanams) which He should have received on the tenth day of the annual festival. This mantapam (its central aisle) is also used for heaping on the floor an enormous quantity of cooked rice and condiments so that Bhoga Srinivasa Murti might be brought over to the Bangaru Vakili for accepting the food offering called Tiruppavada. The poor from the adjoining villages gather by previous intimation and take away all that food. God does the poor feeding off and on in Tirumala. It is a very costly festival. A special abhishekam festival known as Sahasra Kalasa-bhishhekam (1008 vessels of water are consecrated with appropriate rituals) is held in this central aisle. Sri Malayappan with Nachchimarr, Bhoga Srinivasa and Vishvaksena are brought over here for receiving the abhisheka. Devotees pay heavy sums for this.

On the night of the Sattumurai of Sri Ramanuja's twelve days, festival he is given here a grand reception by the Utsava Murti. The reading of the Kausika Puranam and other Puranams take place here in the aasthamam. The four principal aasthānam or durbars on the occasion of the Yugadi, Anivara (Dakshinayana Punyakalam), the Dipavali and the Makara sankramanam or Sankranti also take place here. The Anivara aasthamam is a particularly impressive function when the drama of observing an old tradition is annually enacted. All the principal officers of the temple (hereditary and otherwise) deposit there the ensignia of office at the feet or Sri Malayappan and are reinvested because they have been found fit to continue in office. It is again in this mantapam that the marriage festival of Sri Venkateswara known as Kalyanamotsavam used to be celebrated before the kalyanamantapam was constructed.
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It is in the northern aisle of the mantapam that the daily financial transactions of the temple take place. In its west quadrangle is placed a long gangālam (large brass vessel) covered with a long canvas spout and guarded by peons. All votive offerings are deposited in this vessel called koppara. They range from hairs removed from the head of men and women to diamond necklaces, earrings, kammals, gold bangles set with precious stones, bundles of currency notes, gold, silver and copper coins of all denominations, current and uncurren. It is sometimes a moving sight to see ladies removing all the valuable ornaments they wear so dearly and wrap them in a yellow cloth and drop the bundle into this koppara, then worship the koppara, circumambulate it and go away contentedly. Even those who have not taken a vow deposit at least a rupee or some coin into this koppara.

In the next compartment the chief officer of the temple called Parapatyadar is seated in direct view of the koppara. The contents are emptied every afternoon soon after the second bell or naivedyam and the sorting and counting take place openly in the presence of all assembled. This is called parakamani. Some of the respectable visitors are invited to witness the scene and to attest after the counting and sorting is completed and entered in the books by the parapatyadar. Tickets are issued by accountants and shroffs sitting in the next compartment for moneys received for admission to the various ārjitham darsans.

At the western end of the southern aisle hang the twin bells which keep ringing with their deafening noise for well nigh an hour when Sri Venkatesa is presumed to be going through the naivedyam or the Divine Dinner of all the food offerings prepared. All the doors of the sanctum remain closed during this interval, the archakas alone having the privilege to remain inside. In other temples a pair of hand bells serve the purpose as perhaps the quantity of food offered is small.

Lastly it is through this mantapam that the poor pilgrim approaches the sanctum in a queue during the short period set apart for Dharma darsanam. The soul of the donor of this mantapam, Mallanna is surely dancing round the mantapam every day.
in ecstasy while the soul of Samavai has become one with Bhoga Srinivasa in the Garbhagriham itself, another Andal of this yuga.

Sri Narasimha Swami Shrine.

This Deity is known by two other names in our inscriptions, viz., Aḷagiyingar (the beautiful lion) and Venkaṭattari (lion of Venkaṭa). The Shrine was constructed in haste perhaps during the years 1330 to 1360 owing to the fear of desecration of Hindu Idols by the Muslim iconoclasts, and meant either for the Deity in Shōḷangipuram or the one in Ahōbilam. But it does not appear to have served that purpose. The archakas have a special attachment to Narasimha and Varahaswami as they go to make up the Nava Murtis of their āgama. Narasimhaswami is also the patron Deity of the Ahōbila maṭam, also called the Van Saṭha-gopan Maṭam. In 1469 A. D.¹ Kandadai Rāmānuja Iyyangar made the first endowment for a food offering of one Tiruvōlakkam to this Deity on the Panguni Amavasya and Vasanta Pournami days. This might have been to appease the archakas and bring them round to accept his next move to celebrate Adhyayanotsavam in Sri Ramanuja's temple in 1476 A.D. In 1493 A.D. one Dattirāja Timmayya of Konakonṭa who was a disciple of Sri Van Saṭha-gopā Ji, yar made an endowment for food offerings during the 30 days of Tiruppaḷḷi eluchchi and for offering atirasappadi on each of the days of Sri Jayanti, Vasanta Paurnami, Sri Rama Navami and the seventh festival day of each Brahmōtsavam of Sri Venkateswara. The food offerings would be made to Sri Venkateswara only in honour of Narasimhaswami. He made over to his ācharya the donor's share of the prasādams. Again two of the accountants of the Tirumala Temple made an endowment for food offerings in connection with the reading of the Kaisika Puranam on the Utthāna Dvādasi day. There is separate provision in this endowment for food offerings in the name of Sri Narasimhaswami, Ponmeynda perumal (or Varadaraja) and Varāhapperumal.

II. 88. 39 28-2-1469
II. 101. 15-6-1463
II. 115. 9-3-1494
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The Shrine of Sri Ramanuja in Tirumala.

This Shrine abuts on the north wall of the second prakaram; and the vimana pradakshinam separates it from the Tirumāmani mantapam. In size it is about $15' \times 12'$ with a Mukhamantapam 20 ft. long. The Shrine is in fact a portion of the north corridor abutting on the prakaram wall. It could not therefore be assigned a date prior to the construction of the prakaram wall, which, as was already discussed, could be assigned to the second quarter of the fifteenth century. Sri Vaishnavas would not however subscribe to the belief that the Shrine was constructed about that time. Certain inscriptions, traditions and considerations arising therefrom will be placed before the readers. They may draw their own conclusions.

There are three shrines of Sri Ramanuja; one in Tirupati, one on the way to Tirumala at a place called Mulangal murrippan (or mokalla metlu at the summit of that hill) and the third in the Tirumala temple. Although we are for the moment concerned with the one in the Tirumala temple it is necessary to refer to the shrine in Tirupati also because a near enough date can be assigned for it.

Sri Ramanuja’s Shrine in Tirupati.

An inscription (I-89) on the west and the south bases of Sri Ramanuja’s Temple in Tirupati states that in the month of Āvani of the Vikrama (cyclic) year (679) is wrongly put for A.D. in the inscription) the fifteenth regnal year of Vira Narasinga Yādavaraya, certain Sri Vaishnavas made an endowment (dharman) for the lighting and the supply of flowers for the Emperumānār Shrine. This year corresponds to 1220 A.D. A later inscription in the third regnal year of Sri Ranganatha Yādavaraya shows that the shrine owned some lands which were overgrown with shrubs and that water supply was made available for its cultivation (and reclamation) from the Periya-ēri (big tank) in Tirupati. This inscription is a niche on the right side below the inner gopuram in Tirupati. A third inscription in the left wall in the front mantapam of Sri Ramanuja’s

---

1. I. 103; 1339 A.D. 2. II. 57; 9-7-1475 A.D.
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Shrine in Tirupati shows that it had its own corpus for which one Yatiraja Jiyyar was the ‘kartar’ (or manager) and that Udayavalar Emperorumana's annual festival was being celebrated in the month of Chitra. The endowment was made in connection with that festival by one Annan Tirupenkatayyan. There is a fourth endowment3 dated 20th October 1475 (inscribed on the east wall of the front mantapam of that shrine by Mudaliyar Saṭhagopadasar Narāsimharāya Mudaliyar (one of the chief Sri Vaishnavas or Mudaliyars of Tirupati) in connection with Sri Ramanuja's Sattumurai during the Chitra festival. On the 9th of May, 1476 another endowment4 was made by the same donor in the name of Kandādai Rāmanuja Ayyangar for offering a daily Tiruppōnakam etc., in the Tirupati Shrine.

Sri Ramanuja’s Shrine in Tirumala.

Saṭhagopadasar Narasimharayar also made an endowment for food offerings to be made on various other occasions and for different purposes in Tirumala. The inscription relating to this is one of the key inscriptions in the Tirumala Temple. It is placed on the south wall of the second prakaram. It makes provision for offering daily one Tiruppōnakam to Sri Raghunatha (Sri Rama) in the Tirumala Temple. It is the first time that the existence of this Deity in Tirumala Temple is mentioned. It is also the first time that the shrine of Sri Ramanuja and the celebration of an Adhyayana utsavam in front of his shrine for 12 days in the month of Chittra are mentioned. There is a further provision therein of 11 tiruvelakkam for the celebration of his monthly birth star in the other months of the year. There is also provision for the celebration of the annual birth star (āṭṭai tirunakshatram) of all the 12 Āḷvārs by having their respective works recited in front of Ramanuja’s Shrine. The inscription shows that the Non-brahmin Sāttāda Sri Vaishnavas also recited the prabhāndhas along with the Sāttina or Brahmin Sri Vaishnavas in front of the Udayavalar shrine during the 12 day festival for Udayavalar in the Chittirai month. Kandādai Ramanuja Ayyangar

3. II. 63; 4. II. 67
was responsible for this innovation. We have shown that there are references to Sri Ramanuja’s shrine in Tirupati from 1220 A.D. onwards; but for the shrine in Tirumala the earliest one is of the 1476 A.D. The shrine abuts on the prakaram wall which obviously came into existence in the second quarter of the fifteenth century A.D. The inscription does not say that Sāthagōpadasār constructed the Tirumala Ramanuja’s shrine (as he did Raghunatha’s temple in Tirupati in 1481).

There is a tradition that the shrines of Sri Ramanuja in Tirumala and Tirupati were constructed more or less simultaneously soon after the death of Sri Ramanuja. The Guruparampara account says that a shrine was constructed in Srirangam (Koil) by Thirukkurukaiippiran pillān, the gānanaputra of Sri Ramanuja; that Mudaliyāndan (another disciple) constructed the shrine in Sripurumbūdūr, the birth place of Sri Ramanuja; that Kidāmbi Āchārān, Nallān and some others constructed a shrine in Tirunarāyanapuram and installed Āḻvar also there; that Naṭādūr Āḻvar installed Sri Ramanuja’s idol in Kānchipuram and that Pillai-Tirumala Nambi installed one in Keelai Tirupati, a second at the spot now called Dōvabhashyakar Sannidhi, where Tirumala prasādasam of Tiruvēṅgaṇḍamudaiyān were presented to him on the occasion of his glorious visit and the third in the Sannidhi of Tiruvēṅgaṇḍamudaiyān. Apart from this tradition and account we know that Anandāḻvar and his son were devoted disciples of Sri Ramanuja. The grand-son viz., Ānandāḻvān Venaṭṭatturaivan has left an inscription (which stands as an incomplete one) on the north base of the first gopuram in the Tirumala temple. It reads translated into English. (I. 172.)

—in the Margaḷī month of—year (--- தூர் நாள் உலகம் இலங்கை பத்தை வூத்த என்பே)  
—taḻvan’s grand son (--- பரவள் அண்மை ஏனே)  
—offered for kind acceptance (--- ஆண்டைக்கும் ஹைரமைக்கு---)  
—for amudupadi, sattupadi (--- அமுதுப்பாதி, சட்டுப்பாதி).³

1. The Dēvasthanam epigraphist translates ஆண்டைக்கும் ஹைரமைக்கு as "having installed." The word ஆண்டைக்கு does not mean ‘installed.’ It means only making one to be pleased or be agreeable to do something.
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There are two other inscriptions in a similar incomplete condition which only go to show that Anandālvār Venkatathuraivar took a pledge to carry on the Tirunandavanam (or flower garden) and some other dharmam of Sri Ramanuja. This pledge might have been given to his father when he was in his old age or about to die.

There is nothing in these inscriptions which could be construed as stating that there was a shrine for Sri Ramanuja in Tirumala on that date which may be about 1170 or 1180 A.D.\(^1\) Inscription 1-172 only shows that ‘amudupadi’ and ‘sattupadi’ were meant for some (Deity) in the month of Margali when the inscription was made. It might well have been for Sri Venkateswara’s Temple for Dhanurmāsa food offering.

The Tirumala Temple in those days had not sufficient resources to carry on the daily Nimandam (puja including food offering) and the Sthānattār represented the matter to Tirukkālattidēva Yādavarāya when he was camping in Avilāli near Tirupati in his 19th regnal year (1209 A.D.). He then granted with libations of water all the nanjai and punjai lands situated within the four boundaries of Kudavūr together with all taxes, etc., for the nimandam. So at the time Venkatathuraivar made his inscriptions the temple stood in need of ‘amudupadi’ and ‘sattupadi.’ It is therefore reasonable to assume that Sri Ramanuja himself would have asked that ‘amudupadi’ and ‘sattupadi’ should be supplied by his disciples.

2. I. 171—成员国 தன் கையேற்றி (to the end of my life) as my Udaiyavar

— நுடவு ஆச பழைந்தங்கள் (as Emperor

Dharmam I shall carry on)

— அந்தாள்வர் நூல் போட்டி (Anandālvār Venkatattu)

அதிலும் மய் டார் கையேற்றியும் (for கையேற்றினை ஆச கையேற்றியும்)

I. 173.—நாயகர் பிப்பிள் ஆசரில் கூடம் — Acharyapurusha in Tirupati

—மதுராவின் உரையும் சக்தவர் — ayyan pillai Venkatattu

—மதுராவின் உரையும் சக்தவர் — on hill thiru nandavanatti
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regularly to the Temple of Sri Venkateswara. There was no likelihood of a shrine having been erected for Sri Ramanuja at that time. The tradition however is that his images were installed simultaneously in Tirupati and in Tirumala. In Tirupati there was one in 1220 A.D. (which was after 1209 A.D.). It is therefore not unlikely that a small shrine was built in Tirumala also or at any rate that an idol was installed in the temple. The idol might have been subsequently shifted to the present shrine after it was built some time before 1476 A.D. Since then attention was paid to the maintenance of the shrine. In fact it needs no maintenance. We find that food offerings even when intended for Sri Ramanuja were by stipulation of the donor first offered to Tiruvengadamudaiyan and then brought to the shrine for being offered to Sri Ramanuja. This has always been the procedure in Tirumala. It is inconceivable that a shrine would have been built in Tirupati when there was none in Tirumala.

Other Relevant Considerations.

Sri Ramanuja’s association with Tirumala was intimate in many ways. His mother (Bhuppiratti) was married to Kesava Somayaji of Sriperumbudur in Tirumala after the latter’s conversion to Sri Vaishnavism by Tirumala Nambi. When Yadavaprapaka from whom Ramanuja was receiving his general education in Sanskrit in Kanchipuram declined to give him any further instruction owing to acute differences between the pupil and the teacher in the interpretation of certain debatable texts and when Sri Ramanuja sought his mother’s advice as to what he should do next she unhesitatingly advised him to follow the footsteps of his great uncle Tirumala Nambi and carry water from the Salla well in Kanchi for the daily Abhisheka of Sri Varadarajaswami (SaSaRamaSwa tyH yOmeSyam 17a11). It was in Tirumala that Sri Ramanuja learnt from his uncle the several esoteric meanings of Srimad Ramayanam. When in later years he visited Tirupati and Tirumala as the acknowledged leader of all Sri Vaishnavas, his uncle received him with unprecedented temple honours at the spot where stands the Dova Bhashyakar Sannidhi on the Mokalla parvatam or the knee breaker hill. Sri Tirumala Nambi’s second son Tiruk-
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Kurukkarurippa Pillai was adopted by Sri Ramanuja as his gnanaputra. We are also aware of the tradition that when Saivites laid claim to the Tirumala temple as being a Saivite one it was Sri Ramanuja who came to Tirumala to establish it as a Vishnu Shrine. In his great work Sri Bhashya, the opening verse is a devout prayer to the Supreme Brahman. He equates therein Brahman with Srinivasa. His prayer in short is that Srinivasa may endow him with knowledge founded on Bhakti and not mere intellectual learning. He emphasises therein the universal tradition that Para Brahman has manifested Himself on the Tirumala Hill as Srinivasa.1 His association with Tirupati has been equally intimate. He installed and consecrated the idol of Sri Govinda-rajaswami after the same was cast away from Chidambaram by Kallotunga Chola I. He formed the little village surrounding that temple which was known for a long time as Ramanujapuram. He converted Tirupati into a flourishing little town by making it incumbent on those who wished to serve in Tirumala to become permanent residents of Tirupati.2

Knowing so much about all that was done by him for enhancing the fame of Tirumala and Tirupati it would be a surprise to be told that no shrine was dedicated to him in Tirumala when there was one in Tirupati about 1200 A.D. Inscriptions are not the only evidence for this. There are inscriptions in Tirupati because every temple and shrine there was and had necessarily to be provided with an independent corpus for its maintenance. The Temple of Sri Govinda-raja, the shrines of Sri Ramanuja and Tirumangai Alvar had each its own funds. Not so in Tirumala. Sri Ramanuja’s shrine would have been from the commencement a part and parcel of Sri Venkateswara’s pantheon. There could not exist, according to ancient usage and tradition, any other independent shrine, except of course the Shrine of Sri Varahaswami. There could not therefore have been independent puja for any other Deity there. The Alvars have not been installed there, because they do not dovetail into the Vaikhanaasa Agama according

---

1. That slokam has since been incorporated as part of the mantra-pushpam during the daily pujas.
2. I. 124 fragmentary inscription but intelligible
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to which the daily worship of Sri Venkateswara was fashioned from the days of the installation of Bhoga Srinivasa when we hear of a karmarchana for the first time Sri Ramanuja did not consider it desirable, nor would it have been possible for him, to disturb old arrangements to which his own uncle Tirumala Nambi was a party.

There however still remains the question how is it that none of the great bhaktas and the other great men who made endowments ever thought of associating Sri Ramanuja’s name with some endowment or other and how was it that the year 1476 A.D. was singled out for the celebration of a twelve day festival in Chitra month, for his monthly birth star days and for the recitation of the prabandham of the Alvārs in his presence during their birth star (or Sattumurai) in Tirumala? The chequered history of prabandham recital during Adhyayanotsavam in Sri Vaishnava temples, working even on the Pāncharātra system, gives the reply. Serious objections were raised by worshippers of Vishnu in general who did not subscribe to the Sri Vaishnava doctrines as promulgated by Ālavanādār and Ramanuja to the recital of Tamil songs in a temple where worship was being carried on according to rituals prescribed in the Āgama based on Vedic texts in Sanskrit. The use of Tamil verses at any stage within the holy precincts of the temple was considered an act of pollution. Sri Vedanta Desika is said to have exposed the hollowness of the objections in his Satadūshani No. (65) which is said to have been composed before the invasion of the south by Malik Kafur. There was subsequently confusion caused by the Muslim invasion and Sri Ranganatha was removed from Srirangam to Tirumala. Until all the confusion came to an end and Sri Ranganatha was taken back to Srirangam, (after a brief stay in Senji) by the Vijayanagar commander Gopanna all festivals were suspended. When shortly after 1348 A.D. the Adhyayanotsavam was resumed, the same objections were again raised and Sri Vedanta Desika had again to meet these objections in an assembly specially convened by Gopanna. These difficulties arose in the biggest Pāncharātra temple at Srirangam where the recital of the Ālvārs’ Prabandhams was in vogue before. In Tirumala the objections to the recital of these songs would have been
all the stronger as the Vaikhanaṣa Āgama does not recognise any other mantras or slokams than those contained in the Sanskrit Āgama. Nor do they recognise the Ālvar as saints with the spark of divinity in them. Even Sri Ramanuja did not unsettle the Vaikhanaṣa form of worship in vogue. His uncle Tirumala Nambi contented himself with bringing water from Akasaganga for the abhisheka and puja and with performing the mantra-pushpam by reciting the riks, etc., and offering Tulasi. According to the Vaikhanaṣa agama even this is the prescriptive right of the archaka. It is seen from our inscriptions that until the year 1360 A.D. the prabandham was not recited in any part of Tirumala. In that year the first attempt was made in front of the main Gōpuram (Periya Tiruvadal or outside the temple) by reciting the Tiruvoimol of Nammāḻvar during the Brahmotsavam before the Deity was taken back into the temple. The recital was not within the temple. Sri Vaishnavas who had witnessed the grandeur of the recital of the prabandhams in the Pancharatra temples of the south set their heart on initiating it in the Tirumala Temple. The first attempt was therefore made in the Udayavar Emperumanar shrine in Tirupati in the year 1475 A.D. or a short time before that. In that year two endowments were made, one by Āṇnār Tiruvēṅkaṭayyaṉ on 9-7-1475 and the other by Saṭṭhaṇgōppa dāsār Narasimharāya Mudaliār on 20-10-1475 for food offerings in connection with a twelve day festival for Udayavar Emperumanar in Tirupati ending with Sāttumurai on the day of his birth star Arudra in the Chitra month. The inscriptions do not state in clear terms that the prabandhams of the Alvar were sung at the time. This attempt was extended to Tirumala in 1476 A.D. The non-brahmins were associated with the brahmins in the recital of the prabandhams in front of the shrine of Sri Ramanuja. The dissenters if any would have been the Vaikhanaṣa archakas and other Vaishnavas who did not profess the Sri Vaishnava cult. As there were other items in the endowment such as a daily food offering for Sri Raghunatha etc., and as the recital did not take place in the presence of Sri Venkatesa, the attempt proved successful. Further, just about that time, the Vaikhanaṣa archakas were under a cloud as one of their folk was guilty of embezzlement of temple jewels, etc. Sri Ramanuja's shrine and festival offered the most
convenient venue for the attempt to introduce the Tamil prabandham into the temple. In this all Sri Vaishnavas joined. Sri Vedanta Desika had established beyond a shadow of doubt that the Prabandhams were as sacred as the Sanskrit Upanishads and he had published his tract called "Dramido-panishad-saram". But for this earnest desire of the Sri Vaishnavas for prabandham recital Sri Ramanuja's shrine might have continued its quiescent existence in Tirumala. After 1500 A.D. we notice a greater recognition of Sri Ramanuja and also the Deity known as Sri Raghunatha in Tirumala.

It may incidentally be stated that there is a general impression that Ramanujakutam (a place where the offered prasadam is freely distributed to pilgrims) is an institution, or practice which owes its origin to Sri Ramanuja. There is no authority for this. The first time we hear of a Ramanujakutam is in the year 1450 A.D. in an inscription recording an endowment made by one Chennakesadhasar for making daily one food offering to Vira Narasingapparumal in Tirupati. The donor's share was given away to those residing in the Ramanujakutam which was his creation (சூமானம் சிற்றில்லை நாய்கள் செய்கிறர் ராமணுசர் செய்து நாய்கள் தொடர்ந்து யோகரிக்கும் முடித்து குரல் எழுதியுள்ளார்).
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SRI VARAHASWAMI TEMPLE, TIRUMALA.

The Temple of Sri Varāhaswami is on the west bank and at the northwest corner of the Swami Pushkarini in Tirumala. There is a tradition that Sri Varāhaswāmi, also known as Gñānappirān, was the oldest Deity in Tirumala. Although there are no inscriptions to confirm the existence of this temple before the year 1380 A.D. it is generally believed that Sri Varahaswami was the original Deity presiding over the Tirumala Hill. According to Hindu mythology we are now (of time), in the eighth sub-division of what is called Vaivasvatamanvantaram of Svēta Varāha Kalpam and in Kaliyuga. Mythology also tells us that all the Vedas and Vedangas revealed by God Himself go into hiding or oblivion on the occurrence of a Mahāpralaya, when all manifested creation is dissolved and absorbed into Him. There is then nothing but an ocean of tamas or darkness. It is in this ocean that the Vedas lie hidden. After another creation takes place God in His avatar as Sri Varaha rescues and restores to us the eternal but hidden Vedas. This is probably the reason why Sri Varāhaswami is regarded as the oldest God on the Tirumala Hill. Mythologically Tiruvengaduṭaiyan’s manifestation on the Hill was only at the beginning of the Kali Yuga of Vaivasvatamanvantara of the Svēta Varāhakalpa. His Archavatara then usurped the seat which Adi-Varaha was occupying.

There is also another aspsect to be considered. According to the Bhriguvali of the Tatātirīya Upanishad the Embodied Soul passes through five stages in its spiritual evolution—Annamaya, Pranamaya, Manomaya, Vīgñanamaya and the Anandamaya kōsams. The pilgrim to Tirumala approaches the Hill with his Annamaya kosa. After a bath in the waters of the Āḷvār Tirtham which is presumed to issue from the right toe of Tiruvengadamuṭaiyan and with faith in the teachings of Sri Nammāḷvār whose shrine is near that Tirtham he enters upon the Prānamaya stage in his ascent of the Hill. When he reaches the knee-breaking ascent he changes into the Manōmaya kosa, a period of serious searchings of the heart and the mind. Sri Ramanuja (whose shrine is there)
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is supposed to help him with his metaphysics of the real relationship between Prakrith, Jivatma and Paramatma. After reaching the Hill top and bathing in the Swami Pushkarini, which is supposed to possess the virtues of all sacred waters, he gets inspiration from Gnanappiran (Sri Varaha) and true knowledge or the Vigyanamaya kosa. The final stage is reached when he worships Tiruvengaḍamudaiyan in His Ananda Nilaya Vimanam. So worship of Sri Varahaswami (Vignanamaya stage) should precede worship of Tiruvengaḍamudaiyan with the Anandamayakosam. This perhaps is also what is meant when it is stated that Tiruvengaḍamudaiyan usurped Varahaswami residence. When Anandam takes possession of the soul there is no further need for Vigyanam as such. This is perhaps the reason for the injunction that one must first worship Sri Varahaswami or Gnanappiran before attempting to worship Sri Venkatesa. None of the Ālvārs however has composed verses in praise of that shrine in Tirumala.

Tirumala is called Varaha Kshetram. Those living around Tirupati while doing Sankalpam for all ceremonialcs recite “Varaha Kshetre, Ananda Vimana chchayāyam “ to define the position of the place in space. But the place is not called Varaha Kshetram in any of the inscriptions nor by any of the Ālvārs.

The metaphysical relationship between Gnanappiran (Varahaswami) and Sri Venkateswara is demonstrated every day in the procedure adopted for offering Naivedyam. A quantity of the food prepared in the kitchen of Sri Venkateswara is sent to Sri Varahaswami Temple. It is only when the bell in the latter temple strikes to signify that the prasadam has reached that temple and is ready for offering, that the bells in Sri Venkatesa's temple begin to ring and the Naivedyam takes place simultaneously in the two temples. The Avatāra Nakshatram of both the Deities is Sravanam (Onam) sacred to Vishnu.

The existence of a temple for Sri Varahaswami comes to notice only in 1380 A.D. In that year one Alagappiranar Tirukkalikanri dasar, the foremost Sri Vaishnava resident of Tirupati, made an endowment (I. 184. 31-1-1380) of 400 panams and from the interest thereon a tiruvōlakkam food offering was made every year
for Malaikuniyaninraperumal on the second day of each of the
Brahmostavams and also one kurini of cooked rice for each of the
Deities, Periya Perumal and Sri Varaha Nayanar. The next reference
is 96 years later, i.e., in 1476 A.D. in an endowment (II. 68
2-3-1476) made by Sri Sathakopa dasar Narasimharaya Mudaliar,
of 5200 panams making provision for a series of food offerings to
Malaikuniyaninraperumal on festival occasions. One of these
items is the offering of one Sukhiyan padi, while Malaikuniya ninra
Permumal is seated in a flower mantapam (Tiruppumantapam) in
the temple of Gnanappiran, (Sri Varahaswami) on the bank of the
Swamipushkarini on the sixth festival day of each of the Brahmo-
savams. This is not an offering intended for Sri Varahaswami.
It is worth noting that in 1380 A.D. the Deity was called
Varaha Nayinar whereas in 1476 He is named Gnanappiran which
became the more popular name.

Although the temple came to notice only in 1380 and the next
mention thereof was made in 1476, it will be seen from the account
of endowments made since then that this temple maintained its
hold on the devotees since then till now. There are however a
few persons who seem to think that a temple was constructed
for the Boar God with a view to making the Muslims detest the
Hill as the God there was represented to them as Suvar Allah.

The next reference is to an endowment (II. 76. 7-7-1481)
for offering daily 2 tirupponakam to Adi Varahapperumal and
4 tirupponakam to Tiruvengađamudaiyan. This was made by
Saluva Timmaraya, son of Saluva Mallayadeva Maharaya. Another
reference is to an endowment (III. 132, 133) made by Sri Kandadai
Vedantacharya Doḍḍappayyangar on 13-4-1519 for offering 40
atirasappadi during the 8 Brahmostavams, when the Utsava Murti
(Malaikuniyaninra perumal) hears Tirumoği in the shrine of
Gnanappiran.¹

¹. The other endowments made for this Deity are:

One Venkattattraiiver, son of Malaininrar Bhattar Appayyan made
(IV.138. 9-11-1539) an endowment of 195 panams for making certain food
offerings on festival occasions. Among those offerings was one of 30 tirup-
ponakam to Gnanappiran during the 30 days of Tiruppalli Eluchchi and one
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In the Tadik prepared by the East India Company about 1819 A.D. Sri Varahaswami Temple was classed as a minor temple. It received no contribution from the circar, but depended entirely on Kānukas paid by pilgrims, on ubhayams and on contribution made by the dharmakartas of the temple. Its average income and expenditure was about Rs. 250/- a year (79 puli varāhas 12 maili and 65 kāsus).

padi on the day of his father’s annual birth star. The donor was an archaka and as such the dharmakarta of Sri Varahaswami temple. We have elsewhere noticed that a large part of the funds which constituted this endowment represented the payment made to him by Achyutaraya Maharaya on the occasion when he himself performed the archana to Sri Venkateswara and the archaka received only the 1008 names.

Tallapakkam Tirumalayyanar constructed, (IV 40 1535) among other things, the mantapams surrounding the prakāram walls and the east gopuram of (‘‘இயற்றகட்டளை வள்ளூடு வே வேறுப்புரை தேசா காலியின்’’) Sri Varaha’s temple, on the full-moon day of Vaikasi of Saka 1457.

One of the items of an endowment (IV-157. 13-2-1541 of 2770 panam) by Settalur Srinivassyyan was the offering of one dosapadi to Sri Varahaswami on the day of his annual birth star (Arpisi Sravanam) ஆற்றககட்டளை வள்ளூடு வே வேறுப்புரை தேசா காலியின் அகத்யம் முவாய் இது ஆண்ட முதல் அந்தர் Again one Ellappa Pillai made an endowment (IV-163, 3-8-1541) for conducting Mukkoti Dvadasa festival for 3 days commencing from Dasami. On the Tiriravari day (or dvadasa) he provided for offering 9 Tirupponakam when Malaikuniya nina Perumal was seated in the shrine of Sri Varahaswami in the early morning of that day.

Kuppa Venkatakrasu (one of the accountants) made an endowment (V-5-2-1543) of 1282 panam for the merit of his mother. The amount was to be utilised for offering 4 tirupponakam on each Mukkoti Dvadasa day to Gnanappiran when Tiruvoṭṭalavan (Sri Sudarsana) was bathing in the sacred waters of Swamipushkarni. For the same occasion but after Tiruvoṭṭalavan’s bath in the tank and when Malaikuniya ninran, Nachimirand and Tiruvadai Alvan are seated in the front mantapam of Gnanappiran’s temple, Ellappa Pillai made an endowment for offering one nayaka talajai. For the same Tirudvadasa day Kuppa Venkatakrasu made an endowment (V. 8.5-10-1543) for offering 6 tirupponakam to Sri Varahaswami.

Attai Tirunakaratram of Sri Varahaswami was arranged to be celebrated with Tirumanjanam by Tallapakkam Tiruvankathanan (V. 71, 17-7-1546)
SRI VARAHASWAMI TEMPLE TIRUMALA

There need be no doubt about Varahaswami Temple being an ancient one in Tirumala. Its late recognition in inscription may be explained in a manner. The temple has always been the sole concern of the archakas, who were archakas for both the temples. It might have continued to be a temple unnoticed in inscriptions made by the Sthanattar of Sri Venkatesvara's Temple but for two innovations which the Sri Vaishnavas and the Sthanattar were anxious to effect, and in which the Vaikhanasa had to be made to acquiesce. These were the admission of Malaiukuniya ninra Perumal and Nachchimar into the sanctum and the recital of the Prabandhams of the Aḻvārs without a protest from the archakas. It was already pointed out that Malaiukuniya ninra perumal got admission about 1339 A.D. and the recital of Tiruvaimoli in front of the (Gopura vasal) main gate of the temple took place in 1360 A.D. We consequently find that Alagappiranar Tirukkalikanri dasar (one of the Sthanattar) included Sri Varaha Nayanar in his endowment for food offering in 1380 A.D.

Sottai Tirumala Nambi Srivarayayenar provided for offerings one apppadi to Sri Varahaswami on the second day of the Adhyayanotsavam in Tirumala in Margali month.

Rajasri Sivavaraya Ramachandra Yadavatesa Dahita in an endowment (VI. 24, 19-3-1634) for daily food offerings to Sri Venkatesa made provision for offering daily to Sri Varahaswami one taliṣai prasadam and one pot (ṉūn) of payasam.
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CHAPTER VIII.

PART (4)

MURTI SWARUPAM OF SRI VENKATESWARA

The Murti Swarupam of Sri Venkateswara, and the complementary metallic idols (or Berams); and the Utsava or processional idols of Sri Rama and Sri Krishna which make up the Pantheon of Tirumala.

Around the Murti of Sri Venkateswara have gathered all the other idols mentioned above. The main Murti is apparently a stone image; but we cannot be too sure about it. The tradition is that it is not an image wrought by the hand of man and that God manifested Himself in a form which man could comprehend, being similar to his own. The material from which this form is shaped is seemingly lifeless matter. But we Hindus fully believe that It is full of divine life. We worship not only this idol but similar or nearly similar ones installed in other temples. Not being content with this we get small metallic idols manufactured in gold, silver or copper, worship them at home and leave them as precious legacy to our legal heirs. It is not stone or tree worship, nor even nature worship. It is said to have Divine sanction. Divine sanction for the Archa Avatar (or Idol) worship has a mythological backing. The erection of temples and the installation of ancillary and complementary images are also copies of a mythological pattern held out to us in the traditional account of creation and dissolution of all mundane (präkrit) matter and its innumerable forms, shapes and activities.

In this chapter some idea will be conveyed of such matters and more particularly about identifying Sri Venkateswara’s Image with the Supreme Being and the rationale of idol worship in general. In all matters which we could not verify by direct observation or by reasoning with the aid of our limited senses, we place implicit
faith in what the Sastras and Puranas say and in the observations and sayings of great seers and Āchāryas.

Divine origin of Sri Venkateswara Murti and divine sanction for the archa form of worship.

In the Yugas preceding the advent of our Kaliyuga the method adopted for God realisation was the practice of penance, mental concentration and meditation, known as Yōga Mārga. This has its own intermediate pitfalls brought about by the acquisition of undreamt of psychic powers and the consequent temptation to imagine oneself as being co-equal with God¹. Our Mythology, Itihāsas and Puranas abound with stories to illustrate these pitfalls. The yearning to achieve God realisation by easier means has always been there in the human breast. The Divine Will gave a response to this desire at the end of the Dvāpara Yuga which just preceded our Yuga.

As Adharma or evil was stalking the earth in the later period of that Yuga, the Supreme Being of His own free will appeared on earth as a Man (Sri Krishna) and in a human manner brought about a colossal war which wiped out the evil elements which then threatened to destroy the human soul. Having done this Sri Krishna designed the manner of his terminating that Avatar of His in an equally natural manner. In the Treta Yuga (preceding the Dvāpara Yuga) the Supreme Being had come on earth as Sri Rama to destroy evil. One of the incidents of that Avatar was his shooting with a deadly arrow Vāli, the great king of the monkey race. He committed this act by hiding himself behind seven Sal trees because

1. Nammāḻvār Tiruvoimōḻi (3-5-9).

The import of the Stanza is that “with the exception of those Yogis who while realising the Brahman within the self dare to come to the exclusion that they are one with or co-equal to Him, all others consider it the right thing to do when they deeply meditate, sing praises and and dance in ecstasy”.
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Vālĩ's psychic powers were such that he drew into himself all the powers of an enemy who faced him. Before his death he accused Sri Rama of having acted in a cowardly fashion and of being an unworthy son of the great Dasaratha. Vālĩ was in the eye of God entitled to a *quid pro quo*. So Vālĩ was given another birth as a hunter by name Jara. Sri Krishna having accomplished His self-imposed task on earth and desiring to cast off the material body went into a Yoga trance resting His body on the ground in a thick forest, with the right foot placed on the left knee. Jara came that way in search of game and mistook Sri Krishna for a beast of prey. Instantly he shot a deadly arrow shod with a piece of steel which was the remanent left after fulfilling a curse made by the Rishi Dhurvasa for the destruction of the Yādava race. Sri Krishna was the last great figure of that race left and so offered himself for that piece of steel. Jara found that he committed a huge blunder and incurred a great sin in having killed a man. That man appeared to him as being unique with four hands. He fell prostrate and caught hold of the feet of Sri Krishna begging pardon. He was not only pardoned but freed from any future birth. The above portion of the story is only a prelude to the setting in which divine sanction was given to Idol worship.

**Divine Sanction for Idol worship**

Rishis, Munis, Devas and others headed by Brahma (the creator) gathered on that spot and praised Sri Krishna for having rid the earth of all evil elements. But they regretted very much that by the termination of that Avatar they were losing touch with Divinity and they being only mortals could not hope to see Him in His abode the Divyalōkam or Sri Vaikunṭam. The Divine Spirit on whose breast Sri Devi was seen seated was worshipped by all with flowers. The Devas addressed Him as one who wielded the Divine bow Sāṅgam; perhaps because they saw in Him Sri Rāma as well. The Spirit ascended the Heavens illuminating the earth and the Heavens. As it entered the Sūryamandalam (the Sun's disc), it took a shape and form with four hands but made of lifeless stable matter. Simultaneously a voice from the Heavens (asarthi vākku) exhorted the Devas and the others to behold that
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form which was to descend, or had already descended, on earth where He would dwell for ever and which form they should worship. This incident is taken to be the divine sanction for the worship of Idols. Srimad Vēdanta Dēsika in his Tamil tract known as “Srimad Tatva Mātrukai” quotes Sri Bhagavan’s own words then uttered as given in Sri Mahā Bhāratam (Chapter V. Mausala Parvam). “Bhūmāu gatam pūjāyatām pramēyam.” It was a direction given to Brahma, the Devās, Munis and others in response to their request, so that by doing puja and other acts of service for that form they might obtain Salvation. This sanction has been extended by our ācharyas to images manufactured and consecrated by mortals, namely the Devas, Risis and great men. Sages subsequently framed rules for standardising the size and proportion of idols, the material of which they should be made, the erection of temple structures and the procedure for consecration of these idols. This was done because indiscriminate and chaotic form of worship will not eventually prove beneficial. The form of the temple, the deities to be installed, their appropriate places and the manner and time of worship are the subjects dealt with in the Āgama Samhitās. There are two Āgamas which deal with worship of Vishnu, the Vaikhānasara and the Pāncharātra. Each claims greater antiquity and higher sanction for itself. But so far as Tirumala is concerned, neither of these Āgamas could lay claim to have manufactured or installed the Murti as the belief is that It is Self-manifest Brahman. As some form of ritualistic worship had to be adopted the Vaikhānasara form was adopted in course of time. For a long time however, there appears to have been no regular or standard form of worship.

Sri Venkateswara’s Image is self-manifest Brahman or Svayam Vyakta Murti.

We have Sri Bhagavan’s own statement in Sri Maha Bhāratam that He has manifested Himself on earth to make it easy for men to do puja and render such other services as would satisfy their desire to keep close touch with the Divine form. Those who have faith in the Itihasam would have faith in this episode mentioned therein, unless it is argued that the narrative or portions of it are
later interpolations by interested persons. Such an objection has not yet been raised.

We next have Sri Nammāḷvār's assurance that "Paran" has come down to Tirumala from His Divyālōkam for our spiritual benefit, not at the request or in answer to the prayers of any one, but of His own choice. He illustrates God's solicitude for our spiritual salvation by giving two instances, viz., the manner in which He held up a hill to protect dumb cattle left to His care from the threat of danger to life caused by heavy pelting rains and biting cold, and the odd and unsolicited manner in which He saved the soul of Maha Balī. He tells us that the devas headed by Brahma himself daily worship Sri Venkateswara on this hill just as we do.¹ Again Sri Ramanuja in the Mangāḷa Slōkam of his great work "Sri Bhashya" while enunciating concisely and yet comprehensively the nature and functions of the Supreme Being, lays stress on His great solicitude for the salvation of mankind (Rakshaika diksha). He equates that Brahman with Srinivasa (Sri Venkateswara). So we believe that Sri Venkateswara is self-manifest Brahman come to Tirumala for our salvation.

It will now be shown that the Mūrti was not wrought by human hands.

The Murti (Sri Venkateswara) not a man-made one.

Images manufactured by men for purposes of worship are usually made of stone, clay, wood or some metal. A temple (or mantapam) is built and the Murti consecrated therein according to rituals prescribed in one or the other of the Āgamas. The Āgamas have prescribed in detail rules for the relative proportions of the idol, the posture of the body, the hands etc., and the weapons borne by it as also the jewellery carved on its body. If there be any defect in the execution, or any variation from the prescribed rules that image would be considered unsuitable for consecration and therefore rejected and even destroyed. We will examine the Image of Sri Venkateswara in the light of the rules given in the Āgamas for the manufacture of an idol of that type.

¹. All the earlier Ālvāras have stated likewise.
MURTI SWARUPAM OF SRI VENKATESHWARA

Types of Dhruva Murtis prescribed in the Agamas.

The broad classification is into three main types. The standing, the sitting and the reposing or lying posture. Each of these is again divided into four classes depending on the physical and menial attitude of the Idol. They are Yögäm, Bhögäm, Viram and Ābhichārikam. The environments and the purpose for which a Mūrti is installed decide the kind of Idol. A Yoga Mūrti would be selected if the worshippers prefer to follow Yōga Mārga. Such a Murti should be installed outside a village. in the midst of forests, on mountain and hill tops, at the confluence of rivers and on river banks. It should not be in the heart of a town or village as the Mūrti would bring about destruction of the place. A Bhōga Mūrti should invariably be installed in the heart of a town or village. A Vīra Mūrti should be on the outskirts of a village. An Ābhichārika Mūrti would be installed in forests, mountains, fortresses, at the outer limits of a Rāṣṭra and facing the enemy country. The Tirumalai temple is on a hill and in the midst of forests. It does not appear that at any time there was a fortress, or a village there. It might perhaps have been politically the boundary line between one country and another. The kind of image chosen would therefore be either Yoga or Ābhichārika, not even Vīra. Bhōga would be out of consideration.

The features of the Mūrti for each situation and type are also prescribed in the Āgamas. There are three grades of temples depending on the complementary deities. These are called Utthama, Madhyama and Adhama (Best, middling and low or mean type). In the Utthama temple the Mūrti would be associated with the complementary deities. Brahma, Sankara, Markāndeya, Bhṛigu, Sanaka, Sanandana, Sanatkumara, etc. In the Madhyama type Markandeya etc., would be omitted but Brahma and Siva retained. In the lowest type Brahma and Siva also would be omitted, leaving the Murti to stand alone. The above rule governs the installation of Yōga, Bhogā and Vīra Murtis alike. In the case of an Ābhichārika Murti, however, there is only one type, the Adhama type and therefore, the principal Murti alone would be installed. Further, in the former types the temple would have Vimanams and the consecration would be on an auspicious day in
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Sthira Lagna (at any rate not in a chara lagna). For the Ābhichārika Mūrti the installation should be at an inauspicious moment and in Chara Lagna. The temple should not have a Vimanam.

The features of the Murtis are also prescribed in the Āgamas. Before considering the features we might as well see under which type the image of Sri Venkateswara should be classed presuming that it was the handiwork of man. Being on a hill and in a forest where there was no village or fortress in the earliest days, it should be a standing Yoga Adhama, a Standing Abhicharika or perhaps Standing Vira Adhama Murti. It is not likely to have been a Bhōga Murti in those days. Since Sri Venkateswara has always been the only Murti in the temple, the temple is an Adhama one. A standing Yoga murti of the Adhama type should have four hands, the two upper hands should be invested with Chakram and Sankham; the right lower hand should be in Abhaya posture while the left lower hand should assume the Katyavalambita posture or holding on to the loin. The presence of Sri Devi on the chest is not mentioned in the specification. But Sri Devi is on the right breast as an integral part of the image of Sri Venkateswara and not one subsequently invested or detachable. The lower right hand is (giving boons) Varada hastam and not Abhaya. The Sankham and Chakram on the two upper arms are detachable and not integral with the Image. The image could therefore not be taken for a Yoga Murti.

A standing Ābhichārika Mūrti might have two or four hands, but without any of the divine weapons. The posture of the hands is not mentioned in the specification. So we might place Sri Venkateswara's image under this type but for other disabilities. The Abhichārika Murti should have a shrunken chin, lean 'angas' (hands, legs, body should be lean). It should have upturned eyes exhibiting Tāmogunam (evil intentions). The Image of Sri Venkateswara is however a lovely figure having well formed and plumpy 'angas' and decorated with all the divine ornaments associated with the description of Para Vāsudeva. Sri Devi is an integral part of the image. The Image could not therefore be classed as Standing Abhicharika.
Nor does it answer to the Vira type, because the Vira type should have Sankha and Chakra permanently. Sri Devi is not mentioned as part of the image. The posture for the lower arms is not given in the specification.

If we wish to examine for the Bhoga type also as a last attempt, the Sankham and Chakram should be permanent fixtures, Sri Devi and Bhu Devi should both be permanently on the breast. The posture of the right lower arm in the Varada Hasta position is the only satisfactory element. The lower left hand should be in the Katyavalambita Simba Karna posture which is not seen in the Image of Sri Venkateswara. The result of the examination is that the Image of Sri Venkateswara does not fall under any one of the types which the Agamas prescribe for installing a Dhruva Murti. If the Image had been one wrought by man, it should therefore have been done in an age when the Āgamas had not been compiled.

The only description which we have not considered is that usually given of Para Brahma or Para Vasudeva in the Heavens. Different Samhitas describe Him differently in His Divyalokam. A short one given in Bhrigu Samhita (33rd Adhyaya) shows that He has four hands, is invested with the five weapons or āyudhas; the two halves of His body are symmetrical and beautifully shaped, that he wears all the divya āhāranās (jewellery), that Sri Devi ever abides in His Form and that He is full of all the Kalyāna guṇas and wanting in none and that He shines with His six guṇas (Svādguṇa). This description is not a detailed one. The weapons (divya āyudhas) are not in Sri Venkateswara’s hands. The mention of the Shadgunas is worth noting. We will refer to it later. The Pāncharatra Āgamas describe Para Vasudeva in different terms, mostly as being seated on Ananta, the Divine Serpent. They are all out of place for our purpose.

In the seventh chapter, sixth amsa of Vishnupuranam there is a description given of the Mūrta Rupam of Vishnu for purposes of meditation. Four stages of meditation are mentioned. In the lowest the Mūrta is meditated upon as having all the weapons, all the bhūshanāms (ornaments) and with eight or four hands. In the next higher stage the meditation is upon the Mūrta, dropping
out the divine weapons; in the next higher even the bhūshanams or ornaments are also left out. In the next higher only the principal ‘angas’ such as body, two hands etc., are presumed to be seen. This description states that the Mūrti has a ‘Prasanna’ (spotless and brilliant) face, beautiful eyes shaped like the petal of the lotus flower, beautiful temples, broad fore-head, Kundalams (ear ornaments) hanging down the even earlobes, the kanṭham (or neck) shaped like the right-handed Sankham (Chank), broad chest with Sri Devi seated on the Srivatsa marks, Udara (or belly) in three folds as it were and a deep seated navel, long hands eight or four in number, well knit and symmetrically shaped thighs, spotless pitambara clothing, with ornaments such as Kireeṭam (crown), Hāram (necklace) Kēyūram (shoulder ornaments), Kaṭakam etc., rings on the fingers and toes. The āyudhams (weapons in his hands) are Sarṇgam (bow), Sankham (conch), Gadā (mace), Khagḍam (sword), Chakram (disc). Akshamālā (garland of beads) is in the sixth hand; of the remaining two hands one is in the Abhaya posture and the other in Varada posture. When only four hands are meditated upon Sankham, Chakram, Gada and the lotus flower adorn them. The above description in full is of the form for the lowest stage of meditation. This description does not apply to the form of Sri Venkateswara. In the next higher stage all the weapons are left out and the four hands would therefore be free. All the bhūshanams or ornaments however remain on the Mūrti. This description would apply to the Mūrti form of Sri Venkateswara in a general way. The lower hands have however a definite posture, the right Varada and the left Katyavalamba and corresponds to a Mūrti for meditation in the second stage.

As the Murti form of Sri Venkateswara does not answer to the specifications given in the Agamas, the Image should be taken to belong to an earlier age than that of the Agamas. Besides the description given in the Vishnupuranam, what are given in other places also have to be taken into account. Soon after His birth Sri Krishna appeared before his father Vasudēva in His real form. This form is described in Vyasa’s Sri Bhagavatham in the Slokam
commencing with "Tam adbbutam balakam ambujekshanam." Therein He had four hands holding Sankha and the other Ayudhams there were the Srivatsam marks and Kaustubham; He wore pitāmbaram, He wore a brilliant kireetam set with diamonds, kundalam etc., he wore gold waist band and other ornaments. It is the same Sri Krishna whose Divine spirit appeared in Suryamandalam and he was then addressed by the Devas as the one who bore the bow Sarngam. If the same apparition did descend on earth on the Tirumala hill as Sri Venkatesa, we would expect to find on the form of the Murti some traces to connect the one with the other. The Devas saw the figure in the Sun’s disc from a long distance and it would not have been possible to notice any ornaments on the figure, even if they existed. But the absence of weapons was noticed, although before the spirit entered the Sun’s disc the bow was distinctly seen by them. We learn from the description given in Silappadikaram that the bow was on the Murti along with Sankham and Chakram and all the three would have been detachable ones put on the figure.\textsuperscript{1} There are, however on the form of Sri Venkateswara marks on both shoulders running down from the ends of the collar bones in the direction of the arm-pit resembling scars made by the constant wearing of the bow and the pack of arrows. This scar may be taken to connect the Murti with the avatar of Sri Rama. The connection with Krishna avatar is told in the story itself. That this connection was implicitly believed in ancient days is indicated by the presence of the Utsava images of Sri Rama and Sri Krishna in the Sanctum Sanctorum itself. It is worth stating that during the Margasira month the Utsava image of Sri Krishna acts as the Sayana Beram instead of Bhoga Srinivasa who does so during the other eleven months of the year. The preference given to Sri Krishna during that sacred month might be to connote the connection between the Avatars of Sri Krishna and Sri Venkateswara. The arrange-
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ment of the Riks and Slokas of the Mantrapushpam recited during the daily puja helps to remind us that this Archavatar has a direct connection with those of Sri Rama and Sri Krishna. The order of recitation is (1) the opening 'rik' of each of the four Vedas (2) the Ashțakharam from the Narayanapanshah (3) reference to the avatar of Sri Rama (4) reference to Sri Krishna avatar and the Mahabharata war (5) Sri Krishna revealing his true form to his father (6) Narayana in His Vaikunța loka (7) all creation is the form and abode of Vishnu (8) Vishnu's advent from Vaikuntam to Tiruvengadaṇḍam, (9) one of the Nammalvar's songs because he has assured us that Nārāyana has come over here (10) a sloka each from Sri Alavandar and Sri Ramanuja who have likewise assured us that Srinivasa and Narayana are identically one. This form of Mantrapushpam is peculiar to the daily worship in Tirumala and was obviously composed by Sri Tirumala Nambi. It is very different from what the Vaikhanasa and the Pancharathra āgamas give. It is also different from what Sri Ramanuja has prescribed as a pattern in his "Nityam." The only two avatars of Vishnu included in our Mantrapushpam are those of Rama and Krishna. Processional idols representing these two avatars only are included in the Garbha griham. From the earliest times the belief seems to have been that Sri Venkateswara's image is Self-manifest (Svyaam Vyaktam) and has a direct link with the avatars of Sri Krishna and Sri Rama, perhaps as disclosed in the account given in Mausalaparva of Sri Maha Bharata. The tradition that Brahma worships Sri Venkateswara every day is kept

(6-10-6)

(6-10-8)
up by keeping overnight in the Garbha griham five large gold cups filled with the Akasaganga water and all the other ingredients required for a regular worship. It is this water consecrated by Brahma’s worship that is distributed to the worshippers during the Visvarupaseva early in the morning.

We have necessarily given already some of the main and characteristic features of the Dhruva Bēram of Sri Venkateswara, viz., Sri Devi on the right breast seated on Sri Vatsam, the scars on the shoulders, the free and easy posture of the two upper hands into which Chakram and Sankham have subsequently been placed, the Varada posture (freely giving away boons) of the lower right hand and the Katyavalambita posture (holding near to the left hip) of the lower left hand. These might require a word of explanation as we have seen that the Varada posture is not associated with any of the Āgama forms of the standing Murti. The palm and the fingers are quite open and point downwards to the right foot. What that signifies is the unrestrained grant of all boons the worshipper seeks. It seems to have a bearing on the boon granted unasked to Maha Bali. Nammalvar in his ten songs about Tiruvengadam¹ makes reference to this the Thrivikrama Avatār as the one in which He measured the Earth and saved the soul of Maha Bali. Sri Alavandar also in his Stotra Ratnam makes a prayer for those feet being placed on his head. After the entire universe was measured with the right and the left foot, Thrivikrama seems to point to His right foot and to ask with a smile what Bali has

(6-10-10)

1. Commencing with தேவ மனிதன் சிவ வர வகைசெய்து மகி (3-3-8)
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to offer for the remaining portion of the gift promised to Vāmana. Mahā Bali offered his head which was all he had to give. His promise was fulfilled; and Trivikrama gave in return, unmasked by Bali, the highest gift which the Human Soul should ask for, viz., absorption into His feet. The position of the fingers and particularly of the thumb of the left hand in juxtaposition with the hip and the thigh suggests that the bow itself or the string of the bow which He bore as Sri Rama (and which was placed on the Murti as-stated in Silappadhikāram and in Tiruvoimōḷi) passed inside of the thumb to maintain a steady position. The next important features are the Pralamba sutram and the Kati sutram. The former is the sacred thread (Yagnopavitam) and the latter the loin string*. These distinctly show that the figure does not represent a female Deity nor a Kshudra Devata. They characterise Sri Vishnu. The Kaustubham hanging centrally on the chest is also characteristic of Sri Vishnu and is also described in Silappadhikaram.

The other ābharanams or ornaments are those mentioned in Vol. 1. 8 as being worn by the silver Kautuka Bēram. These ornaments are exactly similar to those on the body of the Dhruva Bēram. The Āgama rule is that the Kautuka Bēram should be an exact representation of the Dhruva Bēram. These have been already described in Chapter VII. We have only to emphasise here that there is nothing like a Nagabharanam on the form of the Dhruva Murti. The gold ornament or plating worn on the arm is a subsequent present made by some votary. Nāga or Ādisēṣha is presumed to be inseparably associated with Vishnu and a Tamil song of Sri Poigai āḻvār is daily recited during Mantrapushṇam¹ to remind us of this connection. But the form of the serpent is not represented anywhere in the Garbhagriham, not to speak of its absence on the body of the Deity. There is no Yantram on the Kireetam or crown. Incorrect notions are, however, being repeated through ignorance by bigots of alien creed. These mis-

¹. சுருக்குத் தமிழக பொருள் விழா குறிப்பிட்டு காரணமே ৎ இருந்து மூன்று தமிழ் - முறை ஞானச் சேறு பிரிவில் முடிவுகள் காளா புள்ளி இல்லிய ராமா போன்ற கட்டு.

* இங்கு (ஏனிய சூடு சோ).
representations will, however, be referred to at length at the end of this chapter.

The Idols which form a necessary complement to the Dhruva Beram, viz., the Kautuka, the Snapanam, the Utsava and the Bali Beram, will now be mentioned.

BHOGA SRINIVASA, THE KAUTAKA BERAM.

This Idol is made of silver and was consecrated by the donor Samavai in 966 A.D. This was discussed at length in Chapter VII. The idol is a true copy of the Dhruva Bēram. The Chakram and Sankham are, however, permanent fixtures in the case of Bhōga Srinivasa. For a small idol made of silver such a fixture was a necessity. Further we have to bear in mind that when the Kautuka Bēram was made in 966 A.D. the Dhruva Beram had the Chakram and Sankham on the hands. There is another feature on the Bhōga Murti which we presume is in the Dhruva Bēram also. It is impossible to verify it now. On the pedestal (Pitham) and below the feet of the Kautuka Bēram are counterparts of a Yantram (a six pointed figure) as if two equal equilateral triangles are symmetrically interlaced, one being an invert of the other. It is possible that a similar Yantram is on the form of the Dhruva Beram. But none can assert this positively. Sri Nammalvar gives in (3-4-4) a cryptic description of the feet of the Dhruva Beram which when compared with a similar description of the feet of the Tirumāl in Tīrumāl-irum-solai (3-1-1) discloses that under the feet of Tiruvengadamaṇḍayan there was a figure representing radiating arms, whereas in the case of the other Deity the feet rested on a Padmam. The radiating arms would represent the six-pointed ends or vertices of the Shādgunya Yantram, the feet resting on the centrally situated hexagonal portion. The wording of the two descriptions is given below:—

About Tiruvengadamaṇḍayan—
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The word "Kadir" காடீ has the meaning, radiating arms. About Tirumal-irum-solai—

அறி காடீ மற்றும் அய்யழ் (அறி வர்த்தம் யானை குழாய் அய்யழ்?
அறி காடீ குழாய் வர்த்தம் யானை அய்யழ்?

Nammalvar’s description was given about two centuries before the date of installation of Manavalapperumal. There was then obviously no pedestal of the Agamic pattern surrounding the Dhruva Bēram. This figure would be on top of the Pitham or pedestal which as usual is represented as if made up of four planks one above the other. All the four are shown as bound together by three girdles known as "Trimēkhala". This is a mythological pedestal which will be explained in the Chapter on the Agamas. In short the four planks represent Dharmam, Gnānam, Aisvaryam and Vairāgyam. They appear in a slightly different order in the Vaikhanasa and the Pancarathra āgamas. But they are essential as pedestals in both. On top of this pedestal would be a Padmam with eight or sixteen petals. In the centre of this, or in place of this, should be the six pointed Yantram referred to above. In the case of the Dhruva Bēram, the Padmam itself is covered over and could not now be seen even by the archakas unless the structure of the pedestal is broken up.

But the pedestal itself would have been constructed when the temple was constructed and possibly not before. This statement is based on the practice that the pedestal, the Vedi and the walls of the temple are all proportioned to the height of the standing Murti. There is no evidence that the present temple was built before about 900 A.D. This was discussed in the chapter on Early Accounts (Chapter V). It would have been a known fact about 966 A.D. if there was a Yantram under the feet of Sri Venkateswara. This Yantram would have been copied in the case of the Kautuka Beram.

We could, however, state that a Yantram of this type would represent the six gunas of Para and Vyuha Vasudevas. These gunas are recognised by the Vaikhanasa Agama also:—
MURTI SWARUPAM OF SRI VENKATESWARA

"Nitya muktaika sambhāvyā sa caturbhujā dhārō Hariḥ
Anyūnānatīrktās svairgunaish shadbir alankritah"11

It is by the predominance of two of these six gunas at a time that the three Vyuhā avatars take place. These six gunas are "Gnānam, Aisvaryam, Saktī; Balam, Tejas and Vīryam." We could explain the pairing off on the analogy of the proton and the electron. More will be stated about this Yantram in the chapter on "Temples and Agamas."

The Kautuka, Snapana, Utsava and Bali Berams.

Kautuka Beram.

Kautaka Beram:—This Mūrti was installed to make it possible to render daily abhishekam and all the other forms of puja for which a portable Murthi is essential. He was intimately connected with the Dhruva Murti by means of a silk cord at the time of installation. A gold link and silk cord are used to maintain the connection even on occasions when He is brought outside the Sanctum Sanctorum for deputising the Dhruva Murti on special festive occasions. He possesses all the powers of the Dhruva Murti. The functions over which He presides are given in the Chapter on Festivals and need not therefore be mentioned here.

Ugra Srinivasa:—He was originally called Venkatatattvaivaṛ (వెన్నకతత్త్వాਆవ). The Tamil word shows that He was the resident Deity in the temple, perhaps even before Bhōga Srinivasa was consecrated. He seems to have been the old processional Murti before Malayappan and the Nachchimar came on the scene. But there are even now three occasions on which He alone figures—Uttāna Ekādasi, Mukkōti Dwādasi and Dwādasārādhanaṃ.

Koluvu Srinivasa:—Also called Bali Bēram. Every day after the morning Tōmāla Ṣēva (which will be described in the chapter

1. नित्यमुक्तिक्ष मधायस्तीतुशुष्क्षरो ह्रिः
वायुस्वामितिरविदेश्वरोणैश्वर्यमिरस्तृतः ।

Bhrigu Samhita, Chapter 33, (page 387).
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on daily worship) is over a function known as Koluvu is held in the Tirumāṇaṁ Manṭapam when the Deity is brought out and seated on a silver chair with gold umbrella held over Him. The Panchangam or Calendar for the day is read out and then follows the reading of the collections from the Hundi (Koppāra) made during the previous day. The number and value of all varieties of coins, precious stones, jewels, etc., are given in detail. This is read in public. It is also here in His presence that what is known as Mātrādānam (rice etc.), which by custom the archakas are entitled to receive is made. It is not possible to state when this custom had its beginning, nor could we say at what time and how this Murti was introduced into the Sanctum Sanctorum. Although He is also known as Bali Beram, He has never been taken out to offer Bali after the daily puja is over.

Malayappan (the Utsava Murti) and his consorts
(Sri Devi and Bhu Devi).

The first mention of this Deity is under the name Malai Kuniy Ninra Perumal (உண்மை குனியை பெருமாள்) about the year 133 A.D. This has been discussed in detail already. Immediately before that date Ugra Srinivasa was in all probability the Processional Deity. He has no consorts with Him. He is like the Dhruva Murti a single Murti wearing the Chakram in a peculiar posture (called the Prayoga Sthitī) as if about to use it. It is possible that before the Pāncharatra exerted its influence on the old Vai-khanasa system this Murti was considered good enough for a procession. A tradition is current among the archakas about how Malai Kuniy Ninra Perumal superceded Ugra Srinivasa, who was known as Venkataṭṭuraivar. On one occasion during the Brahmotsavam when the procession was going round the streets in Tirumala, a terrific fire broke out in the small village which destroyed the houses. The archakas and the devotees did not know why and how this happened. When they prayed to God to forgive any short-coming on their part, an Āvēsam came to a man which stated that times have changed and that He should no longer be used as the Processional Deity on pain of recurrence of such calamities. They were also told that in
one of the glades of the mountain there was another Murti whom they should search for and use. So the irate Murti came to be known as Ugra Srinivasa and the new Murti with His consorts who was found after a search was called Malai Kuniya Ninra Perumal (because He was found where the hill bowed very low). In later years the name was shortened into Malayappan. The glade where He was found is now known as Malayappan Kônai. But for this divine sanction in the form of an Āvēsam there would have been serious objection from the archakas to the introduction of a Utsava Murti with the Nachchimars when the Dhruva Murti was a self-manifest single Murti. This would have happened some little time before 1339 A.D. when Sri Ranganatha of Srirangam was also on the Tirumala hill owing to the terror caused by the Muslim invasion of the South. There is no harm in making the guess that this Malayappan would have been the Pancharatra Tiruvilakkoiyil Peruman of Tiruchchukanoor and that Koluvu Srinivasa (above mentioned) was the Tirumantra Salaipperumal in the same place. During the troubled days these two Murti would have been brought for safety to the glade in the hill. A processional Murti with Nachchimars would otherwise have been considered an innovation.

The portable images or Bērams who are by convention taken to represent the Dhruva Murti in their order of precedence are Bhoga Srinivasa, Malayappan with his two consorts, Ugra Srinivasa and Koluvu Srinivasa. In the language of the Āgamaram they stand for the Kautuka, the Utsava, the Snapanama and the Bali berams (or Bimbams). If the Āgama rules of installation had been observed the above would be the order of precedence. The Kautuka-beram would have received consecration direct from the Dhruva Murti and from the Kautuka the Utsava beram gets its consecration and in like manner the Snapanama and the Bali berams. But in Tirumala the Dhruva Murti is self-manifest Brahmam and therefore not consecrated by man. The first consecration of a portable image was that of Bhoga Srinivasa (called at that time Manavalapperumal) in 966 A.D. There was however another portable image even before 966 A.D. called Venkatatturaivar. But He would not have been consecrated according to the Āgamaram, since the Āgama
form of worship was introduced only in 966 A.D. at the time of consecration of Bhoga Srinivasa. Nor is He a correct replica of the Dhruva Beram. That was why Manavalappurumal had to be made in silver and consecrated. So, in the language of the Āgama, Manavalappurumal became the Kautuka Bēram. Venkatatturaivar was made to rank next in importance and served as processional Murti (Utsava Murti) till about 1330 A.D. when as already described He was superceded by Malai kuniya. ninra perumal with the two consorts (now known as Malayappan).

This manner of introducing new idols is not in the true Āgama style. So the inscriptions do not call Malai kuniya ninra perumal as the Utsava Beram, nor is Bhoga Srinivasa called Kautuka Beram. Nor are Venkataṭṭuraivar and Koluvu Srinivasa described in the inscriptions as Snapana Beram and Bali Beram respectively.

We thus find that in Tirumalā, these portable idols are not known by the Āgama names but only by their popular nomenclature because the Āgama rules of consecration were not observed.

Sudarsana: (or Chakrattāḷvār) is another Deity in the Sanctum. He figures in separate procession on the Ankurarpanam and on the Tirthahāri day of the Brahmotsavam on the Pushkarani bund in front of Sri Varāhaswami temple.

The Murtis who deputise for the Dhruva Murti have been described above. We next have to consider the presence of the Processional Murtis of the Sri Rama (Raghunatha) pantheon and those of Sri Krishna.

Sri Raghunatha and Sri Krishna.

The pantheon of these two processional Murtis will be considered together. Logically neither would be expected to be within the Garbhagriham of Tiruvengadāmudaiyan. Their presence has therefore to be accounted for. There is no inscriptive evidence in the matter. In the case of Sri Krishna there is, however, a fragmentary inscription which states that Avani Muḷududaiyāl, the queen of Kulōttunga Chola I made an endowment for milk
and curds for "our Tiruväyppādi Āḻvān." The words Tirumala Āḻvān also occurs in it. Although the fragment does not make a coherent statement we may assume that the supply of curds and milk was for the Tiruvāyppādi Āḻvān (or Sri Krishna), who is in the temple of Tiruvengaḍamudaiyan. The year might be about 1100 A.D. There is also an ancient usage of the Tirumala temple that during the Dhanur māsam it is the idol of Sri Krishna that daily adorns the bed at night during the Ekānta sēva; but during the remaining eleven months Bhōga Srinivasa is the Murti for that function. Sri Raghunatha (Sri Rama) however, is not referred to in any inscription before the year 1476 A.D. This will be adverted to presently. That portion of the Sannidhi pradakshinam of the temple which was converted into a room about 1245-1250 A.D. known as Ramar Meda might not have been occupied by the Idols of Sri Raghunatha’s pantheon, in 1250 A.D. The probability is otherwise even if Sri Rama and Sri Krishna were in the temple in those days. For neither Malayappan and His consorts nor Koluva Srinivasa were then in the temple. They appear to have come in after 1330 A.D. There was no shrine or temple of Sri Raghunatha even in Tirupati till 1481 A.D. when one was built and the idol of Sri Raghunatha installed by a staunch Sri Vaishnava, Saṭṭhakopadasar Narasimharaya Mudaliyar (II. 73, and 74, 29-10-1481) on Monday, Saptami and Sravana Nakshatra in Tula month Plava year. The same donor made a large endowment (II. 68, 23-11-1476) in 1476 A.D. in connection with the celebration of an annual twelve days’ festival for Sri Ramanuja in Tirumala. One item of that endowment is for a daily food offering for Sri Raghunatha who is stated to be in the Tirumala shrine. The inscription does not state that he installed Sri Raghunatha. The inscription in Tamil reads ‘‘இந்த இலைகள் வெள்ளை பூர்வமாக நூறு பால் விளைந்த இன்னுற ராமருக்கு இலக்கியம்’’.

Inscriptions of endowments made for newly installed idols clearly state that they were newly installed. The installation of Sri Raghunatha in Sri Ramanuja’s temple in Tirupati (II. 88,
12-8-1488) is one such. So also is the installation of Sri Ramanuja in Sri Raghunatha’s temple in Tirupati (II. 137, 3-6-1497). Wherever there is a shrine for Ramanuja there would be a Raghunatha installed there by His side. Food offerings to Sri Ramanuja could not be made independently. There must be a Divine Murti alongside so that food offered to that Murti could be made over to Sri Ramanuja. The appropriate Murti for Ramanuja’s shrine is Raghunatha since Ramanuja is considered to be the incarnation of Lakshmana. Therefore when the food offering was made in 1476 to Sri Raghunatha of Tirumala by name as an adjunct to an endowment for Sri Ramanuja the only inference to be drawn is that at the time of installation of Sri Ramanuja in Tirumala there would have been a Raghunatha also there. Although the inscription dated 1476 A.D. does not state that Sri Raghunatha was in Tiruvengaḍamudaiyān’s Sannidhi, another inscription of the year 1504 A.D. of an endowment for a Nandavilakku (III. 1. 4-9-1504) distinctly states that it was for Raghunatha existing in Tiruvengaḍamudaiyān’s sannidhi ‘‘...’’.

We could not however dogmatise that a Raghunatha did exist on the date that a shrine was constructed for Ramanuja. In Tirupati for instance there was a shrine for Ramanuja from about 1200 A.D. but a Raghunatha was installed by his side only in 1488 (II. 88-12.8.1488) by one Vignēsvara Srīmān. Even the independent temple for Raghunatha and the installation of His Image were made only in 1481.

There would have been no objection from any sect of Hindus for installing Sri Raghunatha and Sri Krishna as adjuncts to Tiruvengaḍamudaiyān because He is Narayana come here from Vaikunțam and the two deities are only His Avatars. We have already shown that the Archāvatār of Sri Venkateswara has a logical connection with Sri Rama and Sri Krishna. We have also shown that slokas of the Mantrapushpam referring to these Murtis are based on that conception. There are two stories connected with the life of Sriman Nāṭhamuni and Yāmunācharya, which
suggest that Sri Tirumala Nambi might have installed the idols of Krishna and Rama as he would have had strong sentimental reasons for doing it. The tradition about Nathamuni is that after a long life of 340 years he had an unexpected call from Sri Rama. On a morning when he had gone out for the morning bath two Villis (huntsmen) and a woman with a monkey called at his lodgings. His daughter who was at home informed them that he had gone for his bath. They went away leaving a message that he was wanted by them. This message was delivered to him and straight away he went in search of them. And after a long search got darshan of them in a forest and obtained release from this life. Relating to Sri Yāmunacharya (Ālavandar) the story is that impelled by a sincere desire to be initiated into Yoga marga he went to meet the great guru Tirukkurukaippirān at a moment when he was in deep meditation with an image in front of him. For fear of disturbing him Yāmunacharya hid himself behind a wall in rear. The Yogi suddenly asked whether there was on the spot any scion of the Soṭṭai family (QRSTQRGQR). Yāmunacharya came forward, submitted with prostration that his humble self was a scion of that family and enquired how the Yogi came to suspect his presence. The reply was that the idol of Sri Krishna turned his face to the wall which could have occurred only if there was one of the Soṭṭai family there; for he is so partial to them. Yāmunacharya was Tirumala Nambi’s grand-father at whose feet the latter learnt his spiritual lessons. It was after hearing his exposition of a portion of Nammāḻvār’s Prabandham in praise of Sri Venkatesvara he came away to Tirumala and dedicated himself solely and unreservedly to the service of Tiruvengadamudaiyan. Sriman Nātha Munigal was Yāmunācharya’s grand father and was the founder of that system of faith or Bhakti which culminated in Sri Ramanuja Siddhantam dealt with in his Sri Bhashya. There is another point also. Tirumala Nambi himself was in his life time the best exponent of the esoteric meanings of Vālmiki’s Ramayana and Sri Ramanuja sat at his feet for one year to imbibe the interpretations. His intense devotion to Sri Raghunatha and Sri Krishna could therefore be well appreciated by us.
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Therefore, the probability amounting to a certainty is that Tirumala Nambi installed in the Garbha Griham the images of Sri Rama and Sri Krishna during his life time even if they were not installeed before.

It may be mentioned here that neither Sri Raghunatha nor Sri Krishna enjoys separate daily puja. They share in the Nityar chana for Sri Venkatesa. All food offerings made in the Garbha Griham are first offered to Sri Venkateswara even when intended for Sri Rama or Sri Krishna. But in asthanams and processions outside the Garbhagriham the particular idol gets the offerings direct. This procedure is distinctly mentioned in the inscriptions, such as (II. 88. 12-8-1486) for offerings made outside the temple direct to Sri Krishna.

THE TEMPLE, ITS PECULIARITIES.

It has already been shown that the temple with its one Murti (Eka Murti) and devoid of ancillary deities which the Samhita prescribes shows distinctly that from the earliest days it stood out as something different from the Agama types. It was also shown how the idea of setting up more Murtis in the niches of the first pradakshinam did not succeed. There are some other features also which will be referred to now.

We do not find the undermentioned Agama bimbams figured in their respective place:

1. "அகமன்திகை முங்கண்டு விளக்குமானம் போன்ற கைதலும் விளக்குமானம் முன்கண்டு விளக்குமானம் தேவ கோயில் விளக்குமானம் நூற்றாண் (II.68; 12-8-1486).

‘‘இருந்து முதல் இருந்து முதல் இருந்து ஆண்டு அல்லது அல்லது அல்லாஹ் போப் போப் கோயில்’. (III. 165; 8-11-1524).

2. "இருந்து அமல் விளக்குமானம் விளக்குமானம் முன்கண்டு விளக்குமானம் முன்கண்டு விளக்குமானம் தேவ கோயில் விளக்குமானம் நூற்றாண் போப் போப் கோயில் III. 173; 19-7-1527."
Dhatri and Vidhatri guarding the door-way, the former on the south side and facing North, the latter on the North side facing South. Bhuvanga lying on the sill of the door frame with his head on the south and facing up. Patanga would be pictured on the soffit stone with his head on the North and facing down. The Dvarapalas on (the first door-way) either side of this door would be Manikam and Sandhya. The Dvarapalas at the Mukha mantapam door-way would be Vikhanas and Tapasa. The Dvarapalas at Prathamavarana doorway would be Kishkindam and Tirtha. The Dvarapalas at the second avarana doorway would be Vakratunda (Ganesa) and Nagaraja (Serpent). Not one of these is depicted in this temple. Other essential elements (in addition to the above) to make up an Adhamadhama temple (lowest) are Vishvaksena, Garuda, Sribhutam, Nyaksha and Bhutapitham. We have only Vishvaksena and Garuda in their proper place in the temple. Sri Bhūtam who should be in the Sopianam in the first āvaranam finds his place among the five stones placed between the Dhvajastambham and Bālipīṭham which are outside the inner gopuram. Nyaksha is not figured. The next higher type of temple, the Adhama Madhyama, should have in addition to the above, Indra and the other digdevatas (8), Bhaskara, Chakram, Sankham. The digdevatas are only to be imagined in this temple while Bhaskara, Sankam and Chakram are grouped into the five stones referred to above.

Vishvaksena, and Garuda as also Dhvajastambham and Bālipīṭham are common to all classes of temples, Vaikhanasa and Pāncharatra, even of the commonest type. The devatas and the dikpālas etc., are essential deities in a Vaikhanasa temple. Every day the Bali Beram of Sri Venkateswara should be taken out for offering 'havis' to these. The procession should be in a palanquin accompanied by music, dancers, songsters, etc. There are nrittam, ragam and music to be done before each devata, in the appropriate manner prescribed for each. This is called Nityotsavam and is common to Vaikhanasa and Pāncharatra temples. Such a festival does not appear to have been in vogue during any period of the history of this temple. It was already stated that the Mantrapushpam ritual is something specially coined.
for this temple. It is not of the pattern given in any Āgama. The Brahmrādhānanam by night seems to have cut out the necessity for strict observance of the Āgama procedure. The Vaikhanasas have however been doing the puja from time immemorial. The abbreviated form of worship which was current seems to have in the course of ages affected their competency and to have made it necessary for them to import one family from some other part of the country for celebrating the rituals of the annual festival in the proper manner. This family consequently enjoys a greater share in the emoluments than the others. If the daily pujas were performed scrupulously and in strict accordance with the Āgamas there would be little time left to the pilgrims for Darshan.

The Other Berams.

In this connection a few words have to be said about the other Berams, that is other than the Kautuka Beram, in the matter of food offering. Each Beram should get its own share of food in relation to the quantity offered to the Dhruva Beram. The usual share would be something like the following. Dhruva Beram one dronam or mārakkal or tūmbu. For Devi half a tūmbu, Kautukam half dronam; Utsava Beram, half dronam; Snapana, half dronam and Bali Beram half dronam. Jaggery in addition by day and payasam by night. When a temple is consecrated for the first time all these Murtis and Berams would be installed and due provision made for the ration to each (at least for the day time). We know that Samavai while consecrating the Kautuka Beram made a provision of four nāli of rice per day (four nāli may be equal to a dronam). There was not a Utsava Murti then. Malayappan comes to light only about 1339 A.D. Nobody made an endowment for the supply of food ration for this Murti. Nor do we hear of any endowment for the other Berams. If Bhoga Srinivasa was offered 4 nāli of rice per day, the Dhruva Beram and Sri Devi should have been receiving (12 nālis) one dronam and a half per day. Inscriptional evidence for the quantity offered to the Dhruva Beram is wanting. But from a certain inscription of the thirteenth century\(^1\) we learn that one half of the village of

\(^1\) L. 86, 1234 A.D.
Paiyidipalle was the property of Sri Venkateswara from ancient times. One family of the Archakas is known as Paidipalle dikshitulu. It is likely that this family was from very early days in enjoyment of the income from one half of the village of Paiindipalle. This Archaka would have been offering to the Deity a certain quantity of cooked rice and, as has been the ancient usage, himself enjoying that food. The Agamas make it incumbent on the donor who consecrates a temple to make an adequate endowment of land to enable the archaka to lead a happy and contented life. All the other idols which came in later do not appear to have been provided for separately. From the Vaikhanasa point of view these were intruders, not having been consecrated properly. This affords us indirect evidence that the temple was not consecrated strictly in accordance with the Vaikhanasa or Pancharathra Agama.

Some Crude and Incorrect Notions.

The description and the explanation given above show that the Dhruva Murti in Tirumala represents some form of Vishnu. There are, however, some persons, they might be few in number, who consider the Murti to represent Subramaniaswami, Durga or some form of Sakti. They point to this or that emblem or symbol which is common to several Deities, to sayings or statements alleged to have been made by Sri Sankaracharya and to incorrect information given by men. Some of these are given collectively in a book recently published by one Sri V. N. Srinivasa Rao, a Retired Tahsildar.

(1) Because North Indians call Srinivasa by the name Bālāji and because Durga seems to be known by the name Bālā when she was nine years of age, Sri Venkatesa is Durga. Is this not fine logic? He forgets that North Indians commenced going to Tirupati only from the days of Sivaji in the middle of the seventeenth century A.D. The Bhagavata slokam—“Tamadbhutam Balakamambjekshanam etc.” in describing the Darsan which Sri Krishna gave to His father soon after His birth may be referred to in this connection. We have already shown how closely this avatar has been recognised to be associated with Sri Venkateswara. A standing Murti with a lovely countenance and plump body
fully decorated with ornaments would appropriately be called
"Bālaka."

(2) People considered the Tirumala Hill a form of Mēru-
chakram which is a form of Devi. No one could take objection to
that conception if one stretches his imagination to that extent. But
the range of hills has always been called Vengadam. Even
the name Sēshachālam is of recent origin. Because the hill is so
sacred as to burn away all sins and because people wish to worship
the God thereon it is considered good manners to ascend the
hills after bathing and wearing fresh or wet clothes. We are
only surprised that the author did not add another argument
that those who have a prārthana to fulfil wear cloth dyed in turmeric
water to please Durga thereby.

(3) He adds that the real name of Gāiligōpuram is Kālī Gōpu-
ram. The gōpuram itself was constructed in 1628 A.D. a fact
perhaps not known to the author. The gōpuram was built by a
rank Sri Vaishnava (Matla Anantaraja) who would not have
left an inch of space for Kālī there.

(4) "At the corners of the top of the central Vimanam are
placed forms of couchant lions, the vehicle and emblem of Sakti.",
We do not dispute it. But the Vaikhanasa and the Pancharatra
Āgamas require that either the lion or the eagle (Garuda) should
be placed at the corners.

"Sukhāsanasamāyuktam Sarvālankarasanyutam
Vyālordhvakoṇakamchaiva Visam vā'tha mrigesvaram.
also
"Vakratundam cha Durgāmchāpyagramandapabhittishu
Sthitāmēvam susamstkhāpya yadhālābham samarchayēt."\(^1\)

Bhrigu Samhita (Vimona devata)
Not only on top of Vimanam but also at corners on top of mantapams either of these should be placed. The lion is selected to ward off enemies of the King if the temple is situated in a locality where that consideration is necessary. If for spiritual and cultural ends only Garuda. We know that Vira Narasinga Yādavarāya built the Vimānām. The couchant lion would naturally have been preferred. It is unfortunate that the images of Ganesa and of Durga who should also find a place in the temple as per Āgamas have not been placed in this temple. If that had been done Mr. Srinivasa Rao could have pointed to them to strengthen his arguments.

(5) Simha lalatams, Jata and Srichakram on the crown. There is no jata on the head of the Murti, a fact already mentioned. Nor is there a Sri Chakram on the Kireetam. Mr. Rao could have had no occasion, to go near the Dhruva Bēram to observe the features of the Crown (or Kireetam). Even the Acharya-purushas do not enjoy that privilege. Unless the officiating Archaka is a very tall man even he could not satisfy the desire to observe at close quarters.

The so-called Simha lalātam is a common engraving on certain ornaments, including those covering the marmasthānam of male as well as female figures. It is a very rough delineation which by a stretch of imagination we associate with the face of a lion. It could be seen on many images of both sexes.

(6) The Ritual aspect-Sakti. Here again Mr. Rao is ill-informed. Referring to the “Drapery” which is usually called “Ulchāttu,” he points to its long length as a definite proof of the Deity being Durga or Sakti. This Ulchāttu is of recent origin and has been necessitated by the large number of heavy ornaments and āyudhams with which the Deity is decorated. Commonsense would tell us that a thick padding should be provided if these ornaments, many of which have sharp edges, are not to injure the fine markings etc., on the form of the Murti. How much care is bestowed in the arrangement of the folds of the cloth, it is only those who have the privilege to witness that could realise.
The **Nagabharana** is not an ornament integral with the body of the Murti. There is nothing corresponding to it on the image. The Naga is one of the Nityas ever present with Vishnu Murti. Its absence, even as the Seat or Sandals of Srinivasa is a unique feature. The Nagabharana connotes nothing in particular.

The **sandal paste** was introduced only in the fifteenth century A.D. Inscriptions are our authority. Balls of perfumed sandal paste not only adorn Sri Devi on the chest by night but two balls (billas) are placed over the feet of the Dhruva Beram. Gandham is sacred to Vishnu.

The **abhishekam** and its origin have been explained in connection with the installation of Bhoga Srinivasa. Turmeric bath is not given to Srinivasa on Fridays. Saffron paste is added to the water. For Snapanam Tirumanjanam of all Vishnu Murtis, turmeric is however one of the ingredients. Neither Vada nor pāyasam is offered to the Deity after the bath. Pōli is offered during the second bell. Even that is of recent origin. It has no antiquity behind it.

**Abhishekam for the gold emblem of the Goddess**

**Alarmel Mangai.**

This image is not an integral part of the Dhruva Beram. It is really an ornament presented by some Bhakta (they say it is one of the Maharajahs of Mysore) for permanent wear; and endowment also was made for its abhishekam. This Goddess is removed and abhishekam done separately for the simple reason that it should not receive the same along with the Murti and Sri Devi. It is not open to every worshipper to see how it is hung and how it is removed and refitted. Hence the screen and the secrecy.

(7) There is neither a **meru chakra** under the pedestal of Bhoga Srinivasa nor any puja therefor. All puja is only for the Dhruva Murti, the Bhoga Beram and the other idols. If the screen is put on it is for replacing the Bhōga Murti from the Snapanam pitham to its Archā pitham.
MURTI SWARUPAM OF SRI VENKATESWARA

These operations could not be carried out in the presence of all. The Āgamas enjoin screening on such occasions. The Yantram which is on the pedestal and also under the feet of Bhōga Srinivasa has already been referred to. The idol itself was installed in Sri Alavandar’s life time in 966 A.D.

(8) Bilva Patram:—This is one of the eight punya pushpams acceptable to Vishnu in the daily puja:

Pādmasamhitā. 12 Adhyaye (Charyāpade):—

"Thulasīchathushtavamādurvā hilvapathram cha Pūjārāhāni. 
Thulasaya sīthakṛṣṇecha kevalakshapakāsthathā 
Chathvarasthilasībhedā dūrvābilyadalāniča 
Sarvadārāchānārāhāni"

From Brigu Samhita Page 185:—

"Nandīvarthaṁcha padmaṁcha thulasivishnu Parmā: 
Bilvaṁcha karaveerāṁcha padmām kumulamāvacho 
Ashta vai punapushpāṁi grāhyāṁi thu yathākramamam"

Both the Āgamas recommend its use. The question should be put the other way. Why is it not used every day along with tulasi? Its exclusion was meant probably to keep off ignorant fanatics laying claim to the Deity as something other than Vishnu.

(9) Brahmotsavam:—Mr. Rao does not probably know that it has always been called Puratṭūsi Brahmotsavam and that the period is regulated by the criterion that the Tīrthavāri should be

"तूनसोचुट्तवं दूरवं बिल्वपत्र च पुजार्हिणि, 
तूनस्यो सितकृष्णोन्मुक्तिवलाख्यकामं 
चत्वारस्तुलसीसेदा दूरविल्ववदलानि च 
सवंदराधनार्हिणि"

"नवग्रामं च पथं च तुलसी विष्णुपपणिका 
बिल्वांकर्तवीरं च पथं कुमुदभेवं च 
अर्ध व पुष्पपपणि प्राप्तायानि तु यथार्थमम्"
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on the morning of the day when Sravana Nakshatram is current. The additional or second one which coincides with the Dasara occurs once in four years when there is an adhika māsām. The latter practice commenced with the advent of Sāluva Narasimha and the Vijayanagar kings to give satisfaction to those who observe the Saura Chāndramāna Panchangam.

(10) Sri Venkateswara's image is in the centre of the Garbha Griham and is therefore a Saivite Murti:

Here again Mr. Rao wrote out of sheer ignorance. If he had made a cursory acquaintances with the Āgama rules for the installation of standing, sitting and reposing Murtis of Vishnu he would have realised his mistake. The location of the Mūrti in the Garbha Griham has already been explained in the chapter dealing with temple structures. The place for Siva in a Vishnu Garbha Griham is the Paisacha zone just abutting the walls. The Dhruva Beram should occupy the Daivika zone. Sri Venkateswara's image is precisely in this zone.

(11) There is an outlet (Gomukham) from the Garbha Griham. Why it is not working has already been explained. Regarding the height of the Garbha Griham, it has already been explained that it bears a definite relation to the height of the Murti. The builders have observed the rule.

(12) The floor has at no time been raised. The height of the Dhruva Bēra Pīthham makes this obvious and is proportionate to the Bhuvanga or height of door-step.

(13) Srivatsam.—Mr. Rao writes that the markings of the Srivatsam on the right chest, near the shoulder (instead of on the middle of the left chest as is usual with the Vishnu images) betray hasty and imperfect execution by later artists. He displays here not only his ignorance but the audacity in stating that some later artist interfered with the Murti and executed the work. The place of Yoga Lakshmi and that of Srivatsam may be gathered from the quotation given below from the Bhrigu Samhita, Lakshmi kalpam (in the case of new temples and the installation of idols therein).
MURTI SWARUPAM OF SRI VENKATESWARA

"Atha vakshyē visēśēna lakshmīsthāpanamuttamam
Ashtadhā prōchyatē lakshmī Prathamā thvanapāyini
Vishnōvakshasthalē kāryā sarvālāṅkārasmyutē
Dakshasthaṅasyordhvaṅghē Vahnyasṛē divyamandalē
Padmamadhyē samāsinēm padmadvayakaraḥānchitēm
Varadābhayahasthaṅcha mandasmitumukhāṃbujēm
Evamrūpām Prakurvītā yogalakshmīsthū sāmathē
Yogalakshmīm prathishtāpya Srikāmassamyagarachayēt
Vṛhū Śrīvaṭsarūpām thu dhārāyedvishnumayaṭam
Thathadbimbānuṛūpaṇēa kuryāṭ srīvaṭsalakshanam."

Lakshmi is on the upper portion of the right breast (Daksha Stana—urdhva bhāgam) Vahnyasra mandalam and her place is over the Srivatsam as is well known to every Sri Vaishnavā. The last line of the quotation deserves attention. The markings of Srivatsam depend on the rūpam or form of the particular Murti and is not identical for all. Srivatsam represents the Mula Prakriti and Sri Devi is its Adhishṭhāna Devata.

(14) Crystal Lingam:—There is no Crystal Lingam anywhere in the Tirumala temple. Mr. Rao imagines that Sri Vidyāranya has stated so. Sri Vidyāranya was the contemporary of Sri Vēdānta Desika in the latter part of the 13th and early part of the 14th century. As for the connection which Kapila and Bhrigu are said to have had it may be stated that Kapila, Bhrigu, Ganesa,
Durga, Siva, and Brahma are all Upadevatas in a temple consecrated to Vishnu according to both the Vaishnavite Āgamas. But they never had a place in Tirmal for the simple reason that Sri Venkateswara is svayamvyakta murti and not consecrated according to Āgamas. There is also no antiquity about the temple of Sri Kapileswara Swami.

1 Ancient authority from Sri Nammalvar’s Tiruvomoli for the existence of Srivasatam and Lakshmi on the breast of the Dhruva Murti has already been referred to. The relevant portions of the stanzas are given below and also Sri Andal’s statement in Nachchiar Tirumoļi with the same effect is quoted. %

..
CHAPTER IX.

NITYARACHANA (OR DAILY WORSHIP) IN THE TIRUMALA TEMPLE.

From what has been stated in the previous chapters it would be clear that as the Dhrūva Mūrti was neither made nor consecrated by man, the temple could not have had a definite form of ritualistic worship in its early days. It was also pointed out that for the worship of the dual form (a combination of Vishnu and Siva in one Mūrti) which one of the Mūrti appear to have seen in Tirumala there is no ritual prescribed in any of the Āgamas.1 The description given in the Silappadhikāram does not also speak of any ritualistic worship. The proportioning of the size of the Garbha Griham which bears a relationship to the height of the Dhrūva Mūrti shows that the temple was built to accord with the Vaikhānasa Āgama (and Āgamas in general). It was stated that the probable date of the construction of the original temple of cut-stone might be about 900 A.D. It was also inferred from the wording of inscription No. I. 8 that ritualistic worship (or Karmārchara) commenced in 966 A.D. when the silver Kautuka Bēram called Manavalapperumal (or Bhōga Srinivasa) was installed and consecrated for that special purpose. The sanctity of Tiruvengadam however did not depend on the temple structure or on the Karmārchara which man introduced, because divinity was not invoked by a consecration ritual. God manifested Himself there and Brahma along with the Dēvas has been doing the pūja by night for their own spiritual benefit just as we are doing for our benefit, spiritual and temporal. This tradition that Brahma

1. TiruppūṆa Āḻvar says in verse 3 of his Amalanādāpirāṇ that on the Vengadam Hills the worship is being carried on by the Heavenly beings which refer to Brahma, Indra, Rudra, and the others.
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cconducts a worship by night has always been kept up in Tirumala. Every night before the doors of the Garbha Griham are closed five large gold cups (vattils) are filled with clean water and all the spices required are put therein. All the other puja articles are also left on a plate. It is this consecrated water that is distributed to the devotees during the morning Darsan known as Visvarūpasēva. Devotees who are not Sri Vaishnavas have thus the satisfaction that the tirtham offered to them is water consecrated by Brahma himself. The worship which the Vaikhānasa Archakas carry on is therefore secondary in character. Imperfections in that form of worship and differences from other forms are therefore ignored in practice. When the Supreme Being (Para Vāsudēva) manifested Himself in Tirumala, He did not bring with him a Vaikhānasa Archaka or the Marichi Samhita. This is where Tirumala differs from other places of worship.

Although the Vaikhānasa form of worship has been in vogue from ancient times there has not been in practice strict observance of the procedure laid down therefor. For instance in 966 A.D., only 4 nālis of rice per day were endowed by Sāmavai for the daily nimandam of Bhōga Srinivasa. The probability therefore is that there would have been only one pūja performed during the day time when cooked food or Havis was offered. We do not bear of a night puja for a long time. A puja along with Havis at dawn (Arunodaya kālam) was instituted by Tirukkalikanridāsara Aḷagappirānār in 1434 A.D.; and that was only for six months covered by the Dakshinayanam.

Before giving an account of the daily puja which is now in vogue it is desirable to state the recommendations made in the Vaikhānasa Āgama. The Pāncharātra Āgama has its own classifications and recommendations which will also be referred to wherever necessary.

The Vaikhānasa Āgama recommends puja six times a day, viz., Pratyūsham (Arunodayam or Ushashkālam); (2) Prabhātam (Prātahkālam); (3) Madhyāḥnam (noon); (4) Aparāḥnam (after noon); (5) Sāyankālam (evening); and (6) Nisi (midnight or Ardhaśa-
mam). This order is not being observed in Tirumala. Except during the month of Mārgasira there is no puja performed before day break. Nor is there puja done early in the morning soon after sunrise. The Visvarūpaseva which takes place early in the morning affords only an occasion for devotees to worship the Deity. Milk, butter and sugar are offered on this occasion. The third item viz., Madhyāhna puja corresponds to the Tōmālasēva and archana. The food offering which accompanies it is called the first bell. This is the only occasion during the daytime when Abhisēkam is done. The fourth item is the Aparāhna puja which corresponds to the second archana and second bell with food offering. This function is an abbreviated one. The fifth is the Sayankālapuja which takes place as a strictly private function. There is food offering in connection with this also. The sixth or Nisi puja corresponds to the Ekāntaseva which is really no puja. Bhūga Srinivasa adorns the bed prepared for the night. Milk, pāyasam, fruits, nuts etc., are offered and sweet music played. This function should logically have no place in this temple where during the night puja is done by Brahma himself and therefore the Deity would not be sleeping in bed.

Benefits Conferred by the Shatkala Pujas.

The Āgama says that the pujas performed six times a day are really for our own material welfare. Puja in Ushahkālam promotes

1. Kulaśekhara Ājwar in his Tirumoli 1-7 states that worship 6 time a day was carried on in Sri Rangam and that would have been early in the 8th century A. D. But there is no such worship in Tirumala.
the vṛiddhi (or increase) of praja and pasu. Prātahkāla puja promotes japa and homa. Madhyahna pūja is for the abhivṛiddhi of the Rajarashtram. Aparahna pūja brings about the destruction of dāityās (evil doers). The Sāyankāla puja is for increased production of grains and pulses (sasya). The midnight (Nisi) puja is for increase of cattle wealth. But as it is not always possible to do puja six times a day in every temple, the same agama recommends a minimum of one puja a day.¹

"Shatkālam vā thrīkālam vā dvikālam ēkakālam vā Pūjanam dēvadēvasya."

We know that in Tirumala it is impossible to have six pujas performed every day in a leisurely manner. The Pāncharatra Āgama goes a step further than the Vaikhanasa and speaks of one, two, three, four, five, six, or even twelve pujas a day if that could be managed.

In Tirumala there are really only two pujas performed in extenso. The one in the morning is associated with the name Tōmāla Sēva which is open to the public on payment of a fee. The second one in the evening (night) is, as already stated, strictly private in which the Archakas, the Paricharakas and the Acharya-purushas only take part. There is also an abridged puja in the afternoon. Among the lakhs of pilgrims who go there, there would only be an infinitesimally small number who have even an elementary knowledge of the form of puja. It is perhaps for this reason that the component parts of the puja are not mentioned by their ritualistic names. They are called Sēvas; such as Visvarupa seva, Tōmāla Sēva, First Archana, Koluvu seva, Naivēdyam, Sattumurai, second archana, second Naivēdyam, Dharma seva and Ekāntasēva. Dharma seva, Koluvu and Visvarupa sevas are open to all freely. For Naivedyam only the Archakas are allowed inside the sanctum. For Sattumurai (reciting portions of the Tamil prabhandam and praise of some Vaishnavite Acharyas) Srivaishnavas only are allowed since they alone take an active part in it.

1. "षटकालं वा त्रिकालं वा द्विकालं
एककालं वा पृथ्वी देवदेवसं
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Darsan in connection with the Tömäla Seva and Ėkânta Seva could be had only on payment of the prescribed fee. The pilgrim would only be witnessing the functions. In the case of archana however the name of the ticket holder with his götram would be mentioned at the end of the archana and the Lord invoked to give His blessings. Usually there is hardly standing space available for all the ticket holders to witness the functions with a feeling of physical comfort.

As there would be at least a few who would like to know what the course of the daily puja is like, a short description will be attempted. The routine of the puja is mainly of the Vaikhanasa type, but not in strict accordance thereto. There are intrusions, deviations and abridgements. In the orthodox Vaikhanasa form of worship there is no room for one who is not a born Vaikhanasa to participate. If for any unavoidable reason an alien takes part in the puja, that other is known by the name Dëvalaka, and he is looked down upon. In the Tirumala and the Tirupati Temples the Parichâraka is a Sanyasi who does not go through the formality of receiving diksha or initiation at the hands of a Vaikhanasa dikshita. Yet another person who performs the Mantraghrupam is an Āchâryapurusha whom the Vaikhanasa would look upon as Dëvalaka. It does not however appear from the inscriptions that a sanyasi was doing the Parichâraka service before Srimad Mullai Tiruvenkata Jiyar became the Kartar of the Arisinâlayam matham about 1380 A.D. and one of the Sthânattars about 1390 A.D. He was probably the first sanyâsi who took up the Parichâraka service in addition to his other duties as one of the Sthânattars. The claim of the Vaikhanasas to have their own men in the religious services does not appear to have been ever recognised in this temple. As the Dhruva Murti was not consecrated by the Vaikhanasa, any Srivaishnava is eligible to render religious service of one kind or another.

The routine of Nityarchana.

Early in the morning the Archaka after finishing his bath and his nitya karmânushikanam should do his prapañcama to the key
of the sanctum and proceed to the temple holding it on his head and accompanied by the Parichāraka and the temple paraphernalia and music. After duly perambulating the pradakshinam and prostrating before the dvāra devas, he should open the door uttering the mantram appropriate for the occasion and enter the sanctum. Facing the Deity he does his pranāmam reciting the mantram "Atō Dēva........." The Paricharaka should attend to the lighting of the lamps. A mirror should be presented to the Deity while still in bed. Songsters, maidens, horses, cows etc., should be made to stand before the Deity. Brahmins should recite the Vedas (Brāhmaṇān Veda vidushah), dancers should dance and songsters sing praises. They should all remain in the Mukhamantapam. Then Hārati (Nīrājanam) should be done. At this stage fresh drawn cow’s milk, navanitham and sugar should be offered to the Deity.¹

The Deity who was in the bed is now removed to the jivasthānam. The practice in Tirumala however is for the donors to be closed soon after the archaka, paricharaka and the golla (lamp lighter and sweeper) enter the Sanctum. In front of the closed doors the songsters sing and certain Sanskrit verses in praise of Srinivasa are recited till the doors are reopened after Bhoga Srinivasa is shifted to His jivasthānam from the bed. Cows, horses, elephants etc., are not present for the function, neither do Brahmins recite the Vedas. The camphor, hārati, cow’s milk and navanitham are offered only after the Idol is removed to the jivasthānam and not while yet in bed. No mirror is presented to the Deity’s face.

The Visvarupa Seva.

Devotees are then allowed to have darsan of the Dhruva Beram and Bhōga Sṛṇivāsa. This darsan is known as “Visvarūpa Sēva.” It got mixed up with the function of waking up the Kautuka Beram called Bhōga Sṛṇivāsa. This Visvarūpa Sēva is the darsan

¹. Dharosham thvam gokshtram navanitam sasarkaram
Devēṣaya nivēdyathu kuryati yavanikam punaha
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which is associated with the pûja performed by Brahma overnight. Worshippers get the Tirtham of that pûja as part of the darsan. Pilgrims get this darsan free, except on Friday mornings.

There are a few adjuncts to this seva which grew up gradually. A pinch of sandal paste from out of a big ball might be given to some. A small piece of perfumed silk cloth would also be presented. The small paste is called Sripada chandanaam and the cloth Sri pada vastram. The former is applied to the forehead by the devotee and the cloth pressed to one’s forehead in reverence and returned. These are articles which were in contact with the Holy feet of the Dhruva Murti overnight. When Bhoga Srinivasa was put to bed overnight, a half billa (cupful) of perfumed sandal paste was placed over His Chest; a quarter billa was placed over “Alamēlu Mangai Nachehiyar” adorning the chest of the Dhruva Murti. Another quarter billa was left along with articles for the Brahma puja during the night. In addition to the above, two full billas (two balls) were placed over the Holy feet of the Dhruva Murti after removing the gold kavacham covering the feet and after wiping off the civet oil with the piece of silk cloth referred to. It is from these two balls of perfumed chandanam that the devotee is given a pinch during the Visvarupa seva. The billas would also be placed in one’s hands so that he might press them both to his eyes. The practice is not however an ancient one. It seems to have had its origin in the middle of the fifteenth century A.D. (Vol. II No. 40. 1469 A.D.). The use of civet oil was the work of Tirukkalikandridasar Alagappirān. Subsequently Saluva Narasimha and Kandadai Ramanuja Ayyangar introduced the others. The term Visvarupa seva does not however occur in the inscriptions. There would in any case have been a morning darsan of the God arranged for the benefit of the pilgrims. The fine songs of the Tallapakkam Annamachar would have been sung for the first time in Tirumala only during the reign of Sri Krishna Deva Mahārāya in the first quarter of the sixteenth century A.D. The heartening Sanskrit slokas of the Suprabhatam would have been recited at the beginning of the fifteenth century or in the closing years of the fourteenth century since Prativādibhayankaram Annan, reputed to be the composer, flourished in the closing years.
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of Sri Vedanta Desika. Sri Tallapakkam Tirumalai Ayyan seems to be the first among the members of the Tallapakkam family who made Tirumala his abode and he flourished in the sixteenth century. How the morning was welcomed in the temple in the centuries before the fifteenth it is not possible to conjecture. We are certain that the Vedas were not recited in congregation before 1430 A.D. in which year Sri Virapratapä Dévaráya Maharaya made the first arrangement for recitation of the Vedas. We are also sure that the Tamil Prabhandam were not recited inside the temple before the year 1476 A.D. In fact the Tamil Prabhanda songs known as Tirupalliuchchi (waking the Deity while in bed) are not sung along with the Suprabhatam and the Tallapakkam songs for waking up the deity. The Tamil songs are recited later at the commencement of the Tömála seva, as if the morning sun was just then peeping over the horizon. These songs are also not in praise of Srinivasa but of Sri Ranganatha. We must assume that the morning function was in the early centuries a silent one. In fact 1434 A.D. seems to have been the first year when a ushahkalam (arunodaya) sandhi offering was made.

It is likely that the singing of the Tirupalliuchchi in the morning in front of Sri Ranganatha when he was sojourning in Tirumala between the years 1330 and 1360 A.D. gave the impetus for composing the Suprabhatam slokas in Sanskrit in praise of Sri Venkateswara. The Tallapakkam songs in Telugu would have come in a century later.

THE TOMALA SEVA OR THE MAIN PUJA FOR THE DAY.

The Tamil expression Tömálaí (Tömálaí) is probably a contraction of Tömálaí (Tömálaí) (made up flower garlands). The decoration of the Dhrı́va Bēram with flower garlands has been the characteristic feature of the Tirumala Temple. The expression is intended to call the pilgrim's special attention to the flower decoration which takes place at the fag end of the puja. The flower garlands are made in several pieces, each piece being of a
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particular size so that the decoration could be done in a spectacular manner and without waste of time.

After the dharma darsan of the early morning called Visvarūpa Seva is finished the sanctum is cleared of the pilgrims and the big screen is put on at the Bangāru Vākili. The Sanctum Sanctorum is cleaned, which process is known as Saddhi (सद्धि). In this process are included such things as the removal of all the previous night’s flower decoration of the Dhruva Murti, etc., and the cleaning of all the vessels required for the puja. Such of the garlands as adorned the Dhruva Murti are presumed to be used to adorn Vishvaksēna.

“Dévanirmālya sēshēṇa Vishvaksenam Vibhūshyā cha
Anyanirmālyamādāya suchisthanē’psu vā kshipet.”

The other flowers are bundled up and thrown into a well. No part of it could be used by any human being, nor could it be used for any other deity. But in practice even Vishvaksena is ignored as there is no direct approach to Him from within the Sanctum. His shrine unfortunately came to be segregated in the first āvaranam of the temple about 1250 A.D. and He therefore stands neglected. The removal of old flowers is known as “Nirmalaya Sodhana.”

In the meantime the water required for the puja would have arrived from the Akasaganga water falls. The bringing of three potfuls of this water is the inalienable right and bounden duty of the family of Tirumala Nambi who form the Prathama Ācharya Purushas of the temples in Tirumala and Tirupati. One pot of water is used for the forenoon puja, one pot for the evening puja while the third is kept in reserve for the Brahma ārādhana after the temple doors are closed for the night. This Akasaganga water is used for filling up the five vattils, or large silver cups used for the puja. The Vaikhanasa Samhita says that every day the water for the puja should be brought in procession on the back of an elephant. But it is so done only during the days of the Brahmotsavam. Even then the water which is so brought is not
used for the puja but only what is brought on the head by brahmins.¹

Marichi Samhita (Vimanarchana kalpam) does not however say that the water should be conveyed in procession on an elephant.

A detailed account of the Nityarchana might not interest the average reader or worshipper. It is enough to state that the water brought for use should be consecrated ritually and that some herbs and articles of perfume are recommended to be put into the five vattils or large cups which are filled with the water. As this is not being observed in Tirumala, what these articles are and their medicinal properties will be given in a separate note. The puja or archana is divided into the following parts. These are (1) Mantrasanam when the Deity is presumed to be cleaning the teeth and washing the face, (2) Snānāsanam, when the Deity is given a bath, (3) Alankārāsanam, when fresh clothes are put on, ārdhva pūndram painted, etc. It is as it were, the dūrbar, (4) Bhōjyasanam, when Neivēdyam or cooked food is offered (5) Yātrasanam when Bali Homam is done and the Bali Idol is taken out in procession to see that food is given to all the parivāra dēvatās, (6) Sayanam takes place only by night after the ardhaśayamapūja or Ėkāntasēvā.

Mantrasanam:—This does not require any comment.. The Deity is represented as if cleaning the teeth, washing the mouth etc. Spoonful of water is offered for arghyam, pādyam and āchamanam

¹ "Alankṛitya ghaṭaṁ samyak kṣaumēnāchchadhaṁ tannukhaṁ
Gājē sirasi vā kahiṁtvā sarvavādyā samayutam
Punarāyam avāya kritvachāya pradakshinam
"Sūnam rajanam," uchchharya garbhagābhē tu dakṣinē"
Vinyasaṃcēha tātah kumbham tripadō pari sōbhītē
Ekō stradiḥcharitaṁ gandhadrayām yathāvidhi
Dadyadārchakahaste tu grihitva tattupujahkaha
Pūrnakumbhē tu nikhispya tōyam tadadhivasayēt
Alabhē kusadhurvaṁ va tulasīdalamisritaṁ

(Bhrigu Samhita 18th chap)
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(for cleaning the hands, washing the feet and for sipping or washing the mouth).

Snanasanam:—As it is not feasible to do abhishekam to the Dhruva Beram every day, the Agama practice is to do the abhishekam to the Kautuka Beram. In this temple the gold (covering or) kavachams of the Holy Feet of the Dhruva Beram are also removed to a separate seat and given abhishekam. A large number of Saligramams also receive the abhishēkam.

The Kautuka Beram, i.e., Bhoga Srinivasa, is shifted from His permanent seat or jivasthanam and placed on a bathing seat (snapanapitham). Before this is done the gold wire connecting it with the Dhruva Murti is detached. A light clothing is provided. The abhishekam is a ritualistic function which takes place to the accompaniment of the recitation of Vedic hymns such as Purushasūktam, etc. The idol is first anointed with perfumed oil and the oily matter removed by use of tamarind (or such like) paste and water. Then follow a series of baths with cow’s milk, sandal paste, honey (madhu) and turmeric water (haridrodakam). Every time clean water bath is given before the abhishekam is done. Again gandhodakam (sandal paste water) bath is given. Finally a clean water bath. A sahasradhāra plate is invariably used so as to give a shower bath. Then the idol is wiped dry with cloth, pushpānjali done before being restored to the jivasthanam. After doing prōkshana to the Dhruva Bēram the sambhandam or connecting link between the two is restored and pushpanyāsam done to the feet of the Dhruva Bēram. At every stage the appropriate mantras are pronounced.

The next step is the performance of Pushpanyasam for the Devas in the first, second and third avaranas in the pradakshina order commencing from Purusha in the east. Similar pushpanyasa is done for the three avarana devas of the Kautuka Beram then for Markandeya, Bhrigu, Brahma and Sankara. Then come the pushpanyasams for the Dvāradēvas, dvārapālas, the Vimānapālas, etc. Lastly, the door-step of the garbhagriha would be cleaned with water at either end and in the centre and archana done likewise for Dharmam, Gñānam, and Aisvaryam. This does not
appear to be done in Tirumala. Marichi Samhita is cryptic in
its account as the detailed procedure would be given to the archaka
during his diksha only. The Ágama rule is that the nyāsa for an
absent (unrepresented) deva should be deposited between the
feet of the Dhruva Beram. We know that in the Tirumala Temple
not one of these devatas is represented by an image or even by a
painting on the wall. So all the nyāsa flowers are deposited in
between the feet of the Dhruva Beram. This fact is of interest
to us as it is possibly for this reason that tulasi is not given to the
worshippers as one of the prasādams of Sri Venkateswara. If
these dēvas had separate representation in the temple the puja
flower for each would have been laid at its feet and the tulasi at
the feet of Sri Venkateswara would represent His prasādam only.
The mass of flowers and tulasi now being laid at His feet however
represent the prasādams of other dēvas also. The prasādams of
other dēvas would be acceptable only to those who do upāsana
or worship to them individually for the attainment of material
benefits which they could bestow. But to the worshipper of the
Adi Murti, viz., Sri Venkateswara they are taboo. It is probably
for this reason that all flowers, etc., at the feet of the Dhruva Beram
are dumped into a well. The flowers worn by the Adi Murti are the
exclusive property of Vishvaksēna and should be used to adorn
him. We will point out presently how the absence of the images
of the devas and the mutilated condition of the first āvaramanam
(Mukkoṭi pradakshinanam) account for the perfunctory manner
in which Bali (food offerings to Devatas) is done without celebrating
the Nityōtsavam ordained by the Ágamas.

Alankarasamās:-In this āsanam, vastram, bhūshanam and
utteriyam (clothes, ornaments and flower decorations) are put on.
Urdhva-punḍram mark is invested to the accompaniment of the
ashtakshara mantram and yagnopavītam (sacred thread) also.
In Tirumala refined camphor and musk are used for putting on
the tīrthva punḍram mark. This practice seems to have commenced
from about 1465 A.D. The next item is the performance of the
“Mantrapushpam” ritual. The rikas, slokas and mantras recited
in this connection are quite different from what is given in the
Bhrigu or the Marichi Samhita and different also from what the
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Pancharatra Pādma Samhita gives or what Sri Ramanuja gives in his work "Nityam." It is one which obviously was composed exclusively for Sri Venkateswara as His Murti Mantram. Bhrigu Samhita says,

"Taḍvishnoriti mantrēṇa pushpādyaih pujayēt tatah
Mūrtimantram samuchcharya kēsavadibhirē vavā
Ashṭottara sataistadvadashṭottarasahsrakaih
Anantairnāmabhīh pūjyo' nantanāmā bhavan hariḥ."

It was already stated that this unique composition was made so as to trace this archāvatar here direct from the Transcendental Being connoted by the Ashtakshara mantra and by the avatars of Sri Rama and Sri Krishna. Quotations from the works of Sri Nammāḻvār, Sri Āḻavandar and Sri Ramanuja are also made. The text of this mamtrapushpam is not given here as it might not be of interest to the reader.

A function known by the name "Matrādānam" is included in the Bhrigu Samhita as the closing part of the Alankārāsanam. Although it is not mentioned in the Marichi samhita, which is presumed to regulate the details of worship in this temple, Matrādānam is in vogue here. This takes place as part of the function known as koluvu.

Koluvu or Durbar.

The Alankārāsanam itself is a durbar held in the Sanctum Sanctorum. According to the description given in the Bhrigu Samhita the Matrādānam should take place there. It is however done outside the Sanctum Sanctorum in the Mukhamantapam (or Tirumānani manṭapam). This deviation may be taken to indicate that matrādānam did not form a part of the ritual of worship in ancient days and that it is an innovation. "Matrādānam" is the function in which a certain quantity of rice, gingelly seeds, betel leaves and nuts with some cash are given daily as a ration gift to the archakas. The Samhita says.
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“Tandulardhatilair yuktam mukhvasaphalavnitam
Grihitva kamsyapatre tu devasyagre nidhaya cha”
Darsayet devadavesya “Soomam rajanam” uchcharan
“Grihitat parite” mantrena sparsayitvah karam harah
Archakaya pradeyam syan matrdnaminismrutam”
Bahusoh dakshinam dadyad nasadgunya siddhayeh.”

For this function “koluuv Srinivasa” (or the Bali Beram) is brought to the Tirumamanji mantapam on a silver chair with silver umbrella and other paraphernalia. A laghu archana is conducted offering arghyam, padyam and achamaniyam. A mixture of powdered gingelly seeds, dried ginger powder and jaggery is offered to the deity and distributed to the congregation. The day’s calendrical details are read out from the panchangam (almanac) and also an abstract account of the previous day’s collection in the hundi, in the shape of coins, gold, jewellery etc. There is no reference to this function (nor to koluuv Srinivasa) in any of the inscriptions. When the British took over the administration of the Temple about 1800 A.D. and resumed all the temple lands it would have been considered fair to give an extra daily ration to the archakas for the loss of income sustained by them on account of the reduced tasdik which the Government allotted to the temple. The daily income was asked to be read out in public during koluuv and the extra ration to the archakas would also have been arranged to be given openly on the occasion.

SRINIVASA SAHASRANAMARCHANA.

This archana is a part of the routine puja, but one conducted for the material and spiritual welfare of individual devotees who pay special fees for the performance. This is performed only once after the Koluvu function is over. All those who have obtained tickets on payment of the prescribed fee are admitted into the Sanctum Sanctorum. The recital of the 1008 names of Sri Venkateswara is done. After the recital, general blessings are pronounced and the names and gotram of the ticket holders read out. Some people make a lumpsum endowment, the annual income there from being credited as the annual fee. There are
others who pay an annual compounded fee. But the majority pay for the individual archana. In other temples separate archana done for each worshipper mentioning his or her name, gotram, etc., and the whole fee, or the major portion of it, is appropriated by the archaka. In Tirumala the archaka is paid by the Devasthanam a few annas for the extra service rendered. We are not certain if this archana was being performed in ancient days. The names recited in this archana are appropriate only to Sri Venkateswara whereas the usual Vishnu Sahasranāmam is common to all Vishnu temples and is recited by almost all Hindus. The first mention of Sahasranāma archana is in an inscription of the year 1518 A.D. (Jan.)\(^1\). The Emperor Sri Virapratapa Vira Achyuta Rāya performed this archana personally, asking the archaka to stand aside and recite the names. More details are given in the chapter on Festivals. This function earns a lot of money for the Temple.

**BHOJYASANAM OR NAIVEDYAM.**

The Sudhī, or cleaning of the floor of the Garbhagriham would be done and all the cooked food would be transported to the Mukhamantapam (just in front of the Garbhagriham) in large vessels called gangālams. These vessels are made to exact sizes called Solai, Half solai, etc., measures. The Bangāru Vākili doors (the outer doors of the Sanctum) are closed and the large twin bells in the Tirumāṇi Mantapam would set ringing with deafening noise. The archakas alone are allowed to remain within. All the others should walk out before the doors close. Bhrigu Samhita says that before the cooked food or Havis is offered, "Madhuparkam"\(^2\) should be presented to the Murti. But Marichi

---

1. II 123, Dark fortnight of the Dhanur masam of Isvara, Saka 1439.

2. वृत्त मधु गूढः चैव पयोद्भवितस्मिन्तम्।
   प्रस्थायां तु सङ्क्राश्यं मधुपर्कममिहत्यते॥

Ghee, honey, jaggery, milk and curds.
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Samhita is silent on the point. An attempt was made in recent times to introduce "Madhuparkam" but was soon given up after a short life. The temple has its own traditions which could not be easily broken.

"Havirarpanakālé tu na sēvyō hariruchyatē.
Tasmād vaikhānasān hitvā brahmanā anyasūtrīnāḥ.
Na visēyu stathā anyē cha tat kālē vishnu mandiram.
Kavāṭam bandhayēt paschāt. ghanṭā nādam cha kārayēt."

HOMAM.

After the Neivedyam there is a Homam which is recommended to be performed three times a day, or at least once in connection with the morning puja. It does not appear to be performed in Tirumala.

"Nityāgnikundē chullyām vā parishichya cha pāvakam
Charunājyēna juhuyānmūrtimantaraiḥ kramāt budhaḥ."

YATRASANAM OR BALI OFFERING.

For offering Bali or food to all the dēvatas garrisoning the prākāras etc., in the temple the Bali Beram (Koluva Srinivasa) should be taken out in a palanquin with full temple paraphernalia including music, dancers and songsters. Singing and dancing should be in the rāgam, tālam and abhinayam presumed to be the beloved ones of each devata, and food, water and flowers offered. To some only water and flowers would be offered. The perambulation should be at least round the three prakarams or āvaranams surrounding the Sanctum. In Tirumala however such a function does not appear to have ever been conducted. The reason would be obvious to readers who have gone through the earlier portions of this chapter. For one thing the temple is consecrated for a single Murti. The first āvaranam stands mutilated. The archaka could not therefore locate or reach the spot where each devata would be presumed to be located. The procession therefore
does not take place. The archaka and the paricharaka go round the Vimāna pradakshinam, offer Bali to Vishvaksena and Garuda in their respective shrines, then to the Dhvaja and Yūdadhīpa and deposit the balance en masse on the five Bali stones placed between the Balipiṭam and the Dhvajam. Some seem to think that the archakas shirk the work. But what is being done is the only practicable and rational course to adopt.

According to the Pancharatra practice and the practice of Sri Vaishnavas in their houses, one fourth quantity of the cooked food should be set apart for Vishvaksena whose shrine is presumed to be in close proximity to the Dhruva Murti. But in Tirumala Vishvaksena gets no preference and has to wait till the archaka reaches his shrine during his pradakshinam. Sri Bhūtam who is presumed to have his seat on the sopianam of the Mukhamantapam inside the Sanctum gets his share deposited on the five stones near the Dhvajasthambham. Even the names of the dēvatas who are eligible to get food do not appear to be mentioned.

SATTUMURAI.

The word Sāttumurai is used to designate the recitation of portions of the Tamil Prabandhams of the Ālvars in the manner which custom and usage have stamped as inviolable. There is a prologue and an epilogue. These do not form an essential part of the Prabandham, but were coined several centuries after the days of Sri Ramanuja and at a time when the Sri Vaishnava community lost its homogeneity and got divided into two warring sections, even if at the commencement they did not mean to carry on an internecine war. The two sects are known as the Tengalais and Vadagalais. No further explanation is required to describe the two communities as the unceasing criminal and civil litigation carried on during the last century and half would have made these names very familiar to every one in South India. What Sri Ramanuja built with great care has been destroyed by his followers.

The prologue is known as the 'Pātram' and is the real red rag. In simple terms the followers of a particular Acharya who flourished
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some centuries after Ramanuja recite a sloka paying obeisance to that acharya. The epilogue is known as "Vāli Tirunāmam" (విలి తిరునామం) which phrase means "long may his name live." (Some thing like "long live the King."). Communities other than Sri Vaishnavas have no place in the Sanctum during this function as they do not and could not take part in the recitation of any portion of the three component parts. Women and children have by custom been wisely excluded so that they may not witness any possible unseemly squabbles.

Sri Vaishnavas headed by the Jiyangar stream into the Sanctum soon after the Archaka returns thereto after offering Bali. Portions of the Prabandham commencing with the Pātram and ending with the Vāli Tirunāmām are recited. The congregation is then served with Tirtham, Saṭhāri, Chandanam and Prasādam, paying due heed to the order of precedence of the temple hierarchy. This function is not mentioned in any of the inscriptions and that means that to the end of the eighteenth century there was no such function. It therefore does not seem to have any antiquity behind it. The first mention of the Sāttumurai of the Āḻvārs is in an inscription of the year 1476 A.D. and the recital of the Prabandham in that year took place in front of Sri Ramanuja’s shrine and not inside the Sanctum Sanctorum. The subsequent adhyayanotsavam were celebrated in the Tirumāmani Manṭapam originally and in the Kalyana mantapam later. The Sāttumurai function wherever performed is the exclusive right of the Sri Vaishnavas. The Madhyahna Pūja (Tōmāla Śēva) ends with the Sattumurai.

DHARMA DARSANAM.

A period of about an hour or more is then set apart for Dharma Darsanam (except perhaps on Fridays) which is for the benefit of pilgrims and worshippers who could not have had Darsan of the Deity during the previous functions for which payment has to be made. The conveniences and inconveniences experienced during the Dharma Darsanam have already been commented on. Then Sudhdi takes place.
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APARAHNA PUJA.

This is usually called the Second Bell. A shortened form of puja is conducted, the principal item being the second archana in an abbreviated form, although the fee to be paid is the same as for the first archana. A second Nivedyam then takes place heralded by the long continued ringing of the twin bells.

After the second bell the day's work is presumed to have ended and the box containing payments made by pilgrims within the Sanctum is brought over to the Parapatyadar and the doors closed.

NIGHT PUJA

The night Pūja is similar to the morning Tōmāla sēva. But it is strictly private and none but those who have a religious duty to perform are allowed to be present. The food offerings for the night are fewer and lighter in variety.

NIGHT DHARMA DARSANAM.

There is Dharma Darsanam during the night also except on Thursdays.

ARDHAJAMA PUJA.

The last function for the night is known as the Ardhajāma or Nisi Puja. This is a laghu or abbreviated one and is meant more for offering sweets, pāyasam etc.,

PARYANKASANAM.

The Deity is put to bed. Bhoga Srinivasa is the Idol which plays the part except during the Mrigasira month. A velvet bed is laid out on a swing cot suspended by silver chains hanging from
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a beam in the Mukhamantapam which is therefore called Sayana mantapam. The fee for admission to this Seva is heavier than for the others. The Seva is known as the Ekāṇthaseva. Boiled and sweetened milk, fruits, almond nuts etc., are offered to the Deity and a portion distributed among those present.

As was already mentioned two billas of perfumed chandanam are placed over the feet of the Dhrвуva Murti after removing the kavacham covering the feet. Perfumed chandanam (half a billa) is also placed on the chest of the Bhōga Srinivasa, a quarter billa for Alarmēḻmangai on the chest of the Dhrṿuva Murti. A quarter billa is left for the night puja by Brahma. These details are not to be found in any inscription. The practice however seems to be a long established one.

The two queens of Sri Krishna Deva Maharaya (Chinnāji Devi and Tirumala Devi) presented each a gold cup weighing 374 thūkams for offering milk during this seva (1513 A.D.). Obala Nayakkar Rama Nayakkar, one of the generals of Krishna Devaraya presented two hundred cows (1514 A.D.) for offering one nāji or measure of well boiled or pāledu Kulambu for Ardhajāma Seva. This is a thick preparation of sweetened and spiced milk.

THURSDAY PULANGI SEVA.

On every Thursday after the midday puja is over the Dhruvo Murti is divested of all ornaments, flowers etc., and is given a light dressing of dhoti and uttarīyam. The Tirumankāppu and the Kasturi mark are scraped down leaving only a slight trace. The second bell naivedyam then takes place and the doors close. In the evening after the opening of the doors sudderī is performed and from the Yamunatturai are brought with temple music ali the flower garlands specially prepared for decorating the Murti. This decoration exclusively with flowers is called Pulangi Seva. When and why this arrangement was made we do not know. But in the description of the Murti given in the Silappadhikaram this seva is described in the following words.
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The Tamil expression ""துவுகாள்"" 'Pūvāḍai' is the literal equivalent of the Telugu "Pūlangi." We are therefore certain that about the year 756 A.D. this seva exclusively with flowers was current. But whether it was a daily feature or one on Thursdays only we do not know. It may however be stated that it is a preliminary operation for preparing the Mūrti for the abhishekam on Friday, the next day. It would be a tedious task to remove all tiruvābharanams, clothing etc., on Friday itself before performing the abhishekam. The Murti is therefore divested of all these on Thursday.

FRIDAY TIRUMANJANAM
(Abhishekam)
AND PULUGUKKAPPU.

The Friday Abhishekam is for the Dhruva Murti since he does not get a bath every day. Pūlugukkāppu simply means the application of or anointing with prepared civet oil which is called Meditta pūlugu (Gurūḍ ṇaḷḷiyaḷ). The application of this scented oil over the entire body of the Murti is of recent origin. The Friday Abhishekam however appears to be more ancient. It was already suggested in Chapter VII that in connection with the abhishekam and consecration of Bhoga Srinivasa (or Manavālapparumal) an abhishekam would have been done for the Dhruva Murti also since the occasion was a unique incident in the history of the temple. That day happened to be a Friday and on subsequent Fridays or other Fridays coinciding with a festival day the Dhruva Murti would have received an abhishekam. The applition of civet oil or Meditta Pūlugkkāppu seems to have had its origin in an endowment1 made by Mudaliyar Thirukkalikanri Dāsar Alagappirānār one item of which was the supply of this scented oil (Gurūḍ ṇaḷḷiyaḷ) to be applied every day to the face.

1. 1. 207, 16-7-1434 A.D.
of the Dhruva Murti during the six months of the Dakshināyanam commencing from the first day of the month of Adi (Katakam) to the end of the month of Mārgaḷi (Dhanus). It may be pointed out here that the whole body was not anointed nor was the application made all round the year. The current practice is to apply the civet oil daily to the feet and not to the face. The use of civet or Punugu (by which was meant the exudation from the pouch of the live civet cat) for perfuming the articles of worship was introduced by Devaraya Maharaya in 1429 A.D. (I. 192.). It is not the same substance as civet oil.

Why the application of civet oil was thought of it is difficult to find out. We know however that in certain temples oil extracted from sandal wood (Chandanādi tailam) is applied to the Mūla Murti perhaps as a preservative and also to keep off coccioaches and other insect pests. This is however done only once a year. Civet oil is extracted by killing a large number of civet cats. The process is not the same as for the collection of civet as perfume. From an endowment made in 1496 A.D. (II. 136) by Kandādai Appāchi Annā Ayyangar, we learn that on every alternate Friday Pulugukkāppu was applied. This endowment was for food offering in connection with the function. When the application of civet oil for the whole body commenced we cannot say. Since Alagappirānanar made his endowment in 1434 A.D. and Appāchi Annā Ayyangar made his in 1496 A.D. the practice should have commenced sometime during the intervening period. From an inscription of the year 1506¹ we learn that the application of Pulugukkappu after the abhishekam was for the Dhruva Murti only and that Alarmel Mangai Nāchchiyar was having only the abhishekam. This is also the current practice.

The Pulugukkappu mural and the Friday abhishekam however became a weekly function during the days of Sri Krishna Dēvaraya

¹ III. 4 (1-3-1506) by Dharmapuram Sittamu Setti. "... "

The Epigrapher has made an incorrect translation of this as if the Nachchiyar also was having Pulugukkappu
Mahārāya (III 80; 1517 A.D.). He set apart the sunkam (⌀॰) of one thousand varāhams from Gudagur Nadu for pulugukkappu on every eighth day (�件 ąc 253). We might therefore state that the weekly Friday Tirumanjanam commenced only in January 1517 A.D. The inscription does not give details of the articles used for the function. A detailed enumeration of these is given in an inscription of the year 1583 A.D. (VI. 5) which records an endowment made by Eṭṭur Tirumalai Kumāratātächariar. The details are:—

- Gambura 4 kudiram
- (1 kudiram = 210 varāham weight)
- Civet Bags 200
- Rose water vessels 12
- Saffron 30 pana weight.
- White cloth for face 1 (selai).

Note:—Kasturi and turmeric paste which are included in the current practice do not find place in the above list.

The weekly Friday abhishekam is now an ārjītām function for the performance of which pilgrims make payment, carry in procession round the sanctum as a mark of honour the perfumed articles for which they paid and deliver the same inside the sanctum sanctorum. The abhishekam is done not only for the Dhruva Murti but also for the Goddess Alarmēl Mangai Nachchiyar who stands on the bosom of the Dhruva Murti. It is therefore necessary to dilate a little on its details. The articles now being used in this connection are:—

- Gambura or Pachchāi Karpūram—3½ Kuchcha seers (84 tola weight).
- Civet bags (ylabel=F Q) 7½ K. seers (=1½ viss).
- Saffron (Kunkumappu)—1½ K. seers (36 tola weight).
- Kasturi (musk)—3 varāhan weight.
- Turmeric paste—½ K. seer.

**TURMERIC PASTE.**

It does not appear that in the early days turmeric paste was used in connection with the Friday function although it was used
daily for the abhishekam of the Kautuka Bēram (Bhōga Srinivasa). The latter was first introduced by Kandādai Ramanuja Iyengar in 1465 A.D.\textsuperscript{1} On that date there was not an Alarmēl Mangai Nachchiyar on the bosom of the Dhruva Murti. She first comes to notice in an inscription dated 22—5—1477 A.D. (Vol. II. 69) when a Sandhi food offering was instituted for her. Her name occurs again in II. 134 dated 31—8—1495 A.D. It is however from an inscription dated 21—12—1496 (Vol. II 136) that we learn that she shared the food offering after the Pulugukkappu on every alternative Friday. From an inscription III. 4 dated 1—3—1506 we learn that she receives Her abhishekam after the Dhruva Murti has had his abhishekam and pulugukkappu. This is also the current practice. The Turmeric Paste (\textfrac{1}{4} kuchcha seer) is intended for Her abhishekam only. In 1583 Sri Kumara Tatachariar did not however provide turmeric paste. The larger quantity of saffron in his endowment probably includes what was required for the Nachchiyar's abhishekam also. All these details are gone into with a view to remove the misapprehension of some people that turmeric paste is used for the Dhruva Murti and that therefore the Murti is really a female deity.

GAMBURA OR PACHCHAI KARPURAM.

Gambura or Pachchai karpuram and Kasturi are both used for the toilet after the abhishekam and the Pulugukkappu. This toilet is called Tirumankappu or putting on the Ērdhva punḍram for the Dhruva Murti. This as we have seen is not an ancient practice, but commenced from about the middle of the 15th century. It was first used for the Utsava Murti. For we find in an inscription of the year 1380 A.D. that for the Tirumanjanam of the year 1380 A.D. that for the Tirumanjanam of Malaiyappan and the Nachchiyars gingly oil 1 ollock, chandanakkappu 1\textfrac{1}{2} palams, kasturikkappu, karpurakkappu and kumkumakkappu were supplied. The use of Pachchakarpuram and kasturi might have commenced then. A few words might be said about pachchhai karpuram and kasturi. While chūdan karpuram or crude camphor used for hāratti is mentioned from about 1000 A.D. the use of refined camphor is mentioned only in 1380 A.D. The presumption is

\textsuperscript{1} IV. 22 (18-1-1465 A.D.).
that its use as an article of toilet and in the water used for the Puja is of much later date. There are said to be three varieties of camphor, viz. (1) Formosa Camphor; (2) Borneo Camphor known as Bhimsenikarpur (3) Blumea camphor. The second variety is Pachchaikarpuram so highly priced. It is said to be formed in the stems of the Camphora plant grown in Dutch Sumatra. As this substance is largely used in the Sanctum Sanctorum and as camphor is a very inflammable substance, the practice in Tirumala is to offer the camphor haratti and straight away put it into water so that there may be no room given for anything to catch fire.

KASTURI.

Kasturi:—The Kasturi in use is also known as Mriganābhi in Sanskrit (English Musk). It is an "inspissated and dried secretion from the preputial follicles of the musk animal found generally in China, Russia, Assam, Central Asia and in the inaccessible cliffs of the Himalayas." There are said to be three varieties of musk: (1) Kāmrūpa of black colour and superior quality coming probably from China and Tibet. (2) Nepal musk of bluish colour and intermediate quality; (3) Kashmir musk of inferior quality. Musk (or Kasturi) is therefore an animal substance. There is however another Kasturi plant which grows erect in the Punjab, Himalayas and western Tibet. The leaves of this have a strong scent of musk and are offered to idols. This leaf might therefore be the one which according to the sāstras should be offered to Vishnu to be placed on the forehead as Urḍhva pundra or Tilaka. This statement is only a presumption of the writer, since it would be highly improper to place an animal secretion on the forehead of a Deity who is being universally worshipped. It is a puzzle how religiously minded people tolerate the use of this on the forehead of the Deity.

CIVET OIL (Pulugukkappu) AND ROSE WATER.

It is likewise a matter for wonder as to how rose water and civet oil were allowed to be used on the Deity. For abhishekam
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water has to be supplied only by Sri Vaishnava Brahmins. But rose water is prepared generally by Non-Hindus such as Persians and Muslims. And civet oil is prepared by soaking civet bags (said to be the pouch of the civet cat, situated between the anus and the genital organs, usually taken after killing the cat) in gingly oil and allowing the secretion contained in the pouch to exude into the oil by pressing while hot. The term pulğugu itself explains the process as one of making the civet pouch to sweat out the unctuous secretion. In any case it is an animal secretion obtained after dealing with the animal in a violent manner. We and our forbears of the 15th century have reconciled ourselves to the propriety of its use as a toilet for the Dhruva Murti. This civet oil is smeared all over the body of the Murti after abhishekams with saffron water (Kumkumappukkappu) and then again with clean water. The Murti is wiped dry with cloth before the smearing is done with the oil.

As already mentioned the tirumankkappu is put on soon after the abhishekan of Alarmelmangai Nachchiyar is conducted with turmeric water. These are strictly private functions. The above is the procedure for the Friday abhishekan and Pulugukkappu murai which is really composed of four different functions: namely the abhishekan of the Dhruva Murti; the application of Pulugukkappu; the abhishekan of the Nachchiar and the toilet called Tirumankappu. After these are done the decoration of the Dhruva Murti takes place with clothing, all abharanams, etc.

FOOD OFFERINGS.

In connection with the Friday abhishekan there have been endowments made for food offerings during the second bell. Appächchi Ayyangar in 1496 A.D. made provision for two athirasappadi. One Sittamu Setty endowed in 1506 A.D. for one Nāyaga taligai and one appappadi. One Bandaram Siruthimmaiya endowed in 1534 A.D. for one vadaippadi. Rayasam Konappaiyer endowed in 1558 A.D. for two atirasappadi and Kumara Tatchariar provided in his endowment of 1583 A.D. for offering one appappadi, one
vadaippadi one godippadi and one idčilippadi. It will thus be seen that different kinds of food offerings were made and there will be no justification for drawing an inference from these, as some people do, that the deity is female because vadaippadi was offered at one time.

THE FRIDAY ABHISHEKAM WATER
(Tirumanjana Tirtham)

The kneaded paste of saffron is applied to the face etc., of the Dhruva Murti and when the abhishekanam is done with water the first take-off is a more concentrated solution of the saffron, traces of gambura and civet oil. This water is usually appropriated by the archakas who may be sharing it with the Jiyangar and the Pārapatyadar of the Devasthanam. The others only get the water from the subsequent take-off. This tirumanjana tirtham is a highly prized prasādam. Along with this a quantity of the sweet cake offering called Poli, is sent down the hill to Tirupati distributed to the principal officers of the Devasthanam and to some local Government officials. Pilgrims and residents of Tirupati also try to get a few spoonfuls of this water from the Brahmin who makes the distribution. As the water will keep for some days it is sent to other places also. This practice has since been stopped.

(Sripadarenu.)

The Gambura or Pachchai Karpuram and Kasturi removed from the face of the Dhruvai Murti are mixed with the civet oil which is collected from near the feet of the Murti and well kneaded by hand by the Jiyangar. The resulting stuff is weighed and distribution made among those of the religious hierarchy of the Temple who might be present, after setting apart the Devasthanam's share. A small quantity is intended for distribution to the pilgrims (or desantaries) present. What remains which invariably is the biggest ball is appropriated by the Jiyangar according to usage. This is called "Kaimidi" (what is left on the hand). This Srīpāda renu is a greatly valued prasādam and is a lucrative article of trade.
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Spurious mixtures are therefore made in Tirumala and sold as Srivari prasadam.

OBSERVATION.

Saffron (Agnisikha, Kamkuma).

It is worth pointing out that kneaded saffron paste as an article for abhishekas is not contemplated in any of the Agamas. The herb is a native of Levant in Asia -Minor (now cultivated on a small scale in Kashmir). As an article of commerce it would have come into use after the Portugese commenced their trading with the East in the 16th century. All the inscriptions up to the beginning of the sixteenth century A.D. mention only chandana kappu for abhishekam. Medicinally saffron is said to be used in small doses in fevers, melancholia, enlargement of the liver and in spasmodic cough and asthma and also for flatulant colic.¹

Refined camphor (Pachchaikarpur) which is also an imported article mostly from Borneo would have come freely into the market late in the fifteenth or early in the 16th century A.D. Ordinary camphor was more common. The use of refined camphor for the Ùrdhva pundram would therefore have had a very late origin. It is not mentioned in the early inscriptions nor in the agamas.

¹. See Indian Materia Medica by K. M. Nadkarni.
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NOTE ON THE SPICES AND OTHER ARTICLES USED IN THE PUJA-PATRAMS OR VESSELS.

Although the current practice in Tirumala does not appear to be in consonance with the instructions given in the Vaikhanasa and the Pancharatra agamas, and in “The Nityam” of Sri Ramanuja, the instructions given in the Āgamās will be mentioned for the information of the readers. This will furnish one more instance to show that in this temple even the Vaikhanasa ācharam is not necessarily followed and that the temple developed its own usage and custom.

Five large cups or vattils are invariably in use for a regular puja. These vessels are given distinctive names, viz., arghya, pādya, āchamaniya, and snāniya pātrams which are placed in the south-east, south-west, north-east and north-west corners on a large circular gold, silver or copper plate standing on a tripod. The fifth cup, or vattil in the centre is for sarvārthatōyam (general purposes water). In the other four vattils certain herbs and spices are put in along with the water so as to produce a cold infusion. What these ingredients are will now be given.

PUJA DRAVVYAM OR MATERIALS USED FOR PUJA

The vessels used as also the other metallic articles such as the bell, plates for offering haratti, the perforated plate for giving shower bath (Sahasradhāra) etc., are included in the term pūjā dravyyam. In this note however it is proposed to confine our attention to the herbs, spices and other articles which are put into the waters used for the purja.

In the conduct of the puja certain upachāras or respectful observances are ordained. According to Hindu customs, the proper manner of receiving even an ordinary visitor is to offer water for washing the hand (Arghaym), then for washing the feet (Pādyam), then for washing the mouth and drinking (āchamanlyam); and fourthly water for taking a bath (snāniyam). It is only after having
the bath and after having the toilet done (alankāram) that the guest is invited to have his meal (Bhojanam) This procedure is observed in doing puja to the deity also. For this purpose four suitable cups, called in Tamil vattils, are used for holding water and are named according to the purposes above mentioned and the fifth one in the centre. Besides these five there will be a larger one of a special shape called Pratigraha pātram. Its purpose will be presently seen.

Drugs and spices which should be put into the respective cups.

Before commencing the actual puja, the vesels, water and all the other materials go through a purificatory tantric process. The five cups are filled with the sanctified water and the spices etc., are put into the vessels as will be detailed presently. The Vaikhānasa and the Pancharatra Agamas give the details which are intended to be adopted in Temple Worship. Sri Ramanuja in his work on the subject of puja known as “Nityam” also makes his recommendations which are mainly intended for adoption by Grihastas in their home puja. It needs no saying that in every Hindu houses a daily puja used to be performed in a suitable manner although modern conditions of life have largely liquidated this. Some rich people employ a purohit who does it for remuneration. Ramanuja’s recommendations embody in substance what is contained in the Agama Samhitas. The Samhitas are numerous; for our purposes however, the Bhrigu Samhita representing the usual Vaikhanasa practice, the Pādma Samhita representing the pāncharatra practice and the Marichi Samhita presumed to represent the Tirumala Temple practice will be tabulated and examined in addition to the Ramanuja practice. This examination will be instructive in view of the fact that the current practice in the Tirumala Temple is divergent from all the above. This divergence could not have been an ancient practice since the tradition is that Sri Ramanuja played a great part in framing correct rules for worship in all the temples. Even the Marichi Samhita recommends the soaking of certain herbs, grasses and grains in the waters c of the puja pātram, although it mentions their names in a compact and compendious manner. But as the spoonful of water offered whether as Arghya,
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Pādyā, or Achamanīya is at once put into the same Pratigraha patram and as the Snāniya water also gets into the same pātram it does not matter to the worshipper how the herbs, etc., are distributed in the four cups. Before mentioning the names of these article and their specific medicinal values, it may be stated that Hindus who have strong faith in temple worship as well as in the individual idol worship at home implicitly believe that all oiments of the flesh due to the disturbance in the tridosha (Pittā, Vāyu and Sleshma) are effectually cured by the continued taking in of consecrated puja water. It is not only the psychological effect due to this belief, but also the medicinal values of the herbs soaked into the water that give relief to the sufferer. How these herbs are distributed in the different vessels according to recommendations of the two systems of Āgamas is shown in the subjoined table. In some cases the same article finds place in more than one vessel which only means that a stronger infusion of the water is made with that herb.

Compendiously the articles so used for making a cold infusion are the following:—

Vrihi (Rice), Yava (Wheat), Tila, (gingily), Māsha (blackgram), Priyangu (Valmilagu or tailpepper), Siddrārtha (Whitemustard or Nāyi Kadugu), Kusagram (tips of kus grass), Akshata1, Gandha, (Sandal wood pieces) Pushpa (Flowers); Vishnu parni or Vishnu krāntham: Padma Dalam; Dūrvam (Grass), Syāmākam (Thenai or korra), Usiram (Khus-Khus), Thakkolam, Elam., Lavangam Karpūram, Jāti (Jasmin), Pushpam, Lāmajjaka, the two turmerics, Mūra (Maruth kīlāngu), Saileya (Lavangapattai), Champaka, Koshtāmansi (Kuriviver or Musk root).

Each of the above has its own properties and medicainil value. It is however needless to enter into their virtues in detail here. Those who have a desire to have detailed information would do well to refer to “Indian Materia Medica” by K.M. Nadkarni1.

1. Both akshata and vrihi are mentioned in the same breath in the Bhrigu samhita. Akshata is probably the same as Aksrāta or Akrāt.

1. Short notes are given at the end.
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The diseases which the collective infusion might be meant to cure are epilepsy, hysteria, flatulence, dysentery, menorrhagia, bleeding of piles, vomiting, bowel complaints, fevers attended with diarrhoea or indigestion, pain of parturition, giddiness caused by biliousness, gastric and intestinal pains, gout, rheumatism, cholera, intermittent fevers attended with inflammation and irritability of the stomach, dyspepsia, fevers accompanied by bilious symptoms, enlargement of spleen and liver, gonorrhoea, heart disease, itch, leprosy, glandular enlargements, typhoid fever, bad teeth and foul breath, palpitation of the heart, nervous headache, chorea, menstrual disturbances, hysterio epilepsy and similar convulsive ailments and generally for the promotion of appetite and maintaining proper functioning of the various organs.

Unfortunately in Tirumala, these herbs are not used. The Marichi Samhita which is presumed to have been specially composed for this Temple gives compendious list of the articles to be used for infusion:—“Tandula, Vrihi, (Yava), Masha, Sarshapa, Misramakshatam” i.e., a mixture of rice, wheat, blackgram and mustard, also Siddharta, Tilam, Kusagram (Dadhi, Ksheeram, Gritham). It is probable that owing to the temple being on an inaccessible hill the daily puja could not have been carried on in the early days in the elaborate manner given in the Bhrigu and the Padma Samhitas. But when Sri Ramanuja about 1100 A.D. reorganised the system of worship on a satisfactory basis, he would not have failed to introduce the use of the herbs recommended by the Agamas and by himself in his Nityam. In the course of centuries strict observance does not appear to have been insisted on. The result has been that the current practice is something entirely different from all the previous ones. Refined camphor and saffron are the articles in current use for the puja pâtrams as well as for the Friday Abhishakam. These two could have come into general use only after they became articles of commerce and trade between Asia Minor, Malaya, Borneo, China and South India. Such trade would have flourished only after the advent of Vasco-de-Gama to the East.

It is a subject deserving consideration whether the herbs which have been in use in the past as the result of experience to safeguard the health and the lives of the worshippers should not be reintroduced.
ARTICLES USED IN THE PUJA PATRAMS

Dravyam or Oshadhi used in the Waters of the Puja patrams.

N.B: (The Pātram or vessels are called Arghya, Pādyā, Āchamanīya and Snānīya and Sarvārtha Tōya. The dravyams are shown hereunder as prescribed in the Samhitas.)

AGNEYA or S. E. for KEEPING THE ARGHYA PATRAM.

Oshadis according to the different Samhitas are:—

Bhrigu Samhita:—Kusa, Akshata, Tila, Vrihi, Yava, Māsha, Priyangu and Siddhārtha.

Padma Samhita:—Kusāgram, Akshata, Tila, Yava, Siddhārtha, Pushpam, Phalam, Malayajam.

Ramanuja’s Nityam:—Kusāgram, Akshata, Siddhārtha, Gandham, Pushpam.

NAIRUTAM or S.W. for PADYA PATRAM.

Bhrigu Samhita:—Vishnuparnam, Padma dalam, Dūrvam.

Padma Samhita:—Vishnuparni, Padmakam, Dūrvam, Syāmākam, Tilam, Akshata.

Ramanuja’s Nityam:—Vishnuparni, Padmakam, Dūrvam, Syāmākam.

VAYAVYAM or N.W. for ACHAMANIYAM.

Bhrigu Samhita:—Elam, Lavangam, Usiram, Takkōlam.

Padma samhita:—Elam, Lavangam, Takkōlam, Karpūram, Pushpam Jāti, Chandanam.

Ramanuja’s nityam:—Elam, Lavangam, Takkōlam, Lāmajakam, Jāti pushpam.
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ISANYAM or N.E. for SNANIYAM.

_Bhrigu Samhita:_—Karpuram, Usiram, Elam, Lavangam, Gandham.

_Padma Samhita:_—Kusam, Ratna phala bijam, Gandham, Tilam, Akshata, Dadhi, Kshreeram, Ghritam, Sarvaushadhi.

_Ramanuja's Nityam:_—The two Haridra, Mūra, Sailéyam, Takkōlam Jatāmansí, Chandanam and Champaka moggú.

Sarvaushadhi is composed of Kōśṭam, Māmsi, Heridradvayi, Mūra, Saileya and Champaka moggú.

CENTRE SARVARTA TOYAM.

_Bhrigu Samhita:_—Pushpam, Gandham.

_Padma Samhita:_—Tulasi, Tilam.

_Ramanuja's Nityam:_—Nil.

SHORT NOTES ON THE PROPERTIES AND MEDICINAL VALUES OF SOME OF THE DRAVYAM OR OSHADHI, USED IN THE PUJA-PATRAM WATERS FOR A COLD INFUSION.

Vṛihī is rice:_—Water in which unboiled rice is soaked is known as Tandulambu. This water is used as a vehicle for some powders and also for washing ulcers and wounds.

_Yava_ is Wheat.—It has three outer skins besides the three inner portions. The outermost skin is fibrous and excites mechanical action in the stomach resulting in digestion of food. The next two skins contain acids and salts which produce bone, hair and teeth. Yava is the name used for barley also, but less frequently.

_Tīlla_ is gingelly seeds or Sesamenum:_—There are three varieties black, white and red. The black one is the best for medicinal purposes. The seeds are specially useful in piles and constipation.
Masha is ulundu (Tamil); minimu (Telugu) black-gram:—It is the most demulcent, cooling as well as nutritious of all pulses; also aphrodisiac and nerve tonic. Medicinally it is used internally in gastric catararrh dysentery, diarrhoea, cystitis, paralysis, piles' rheumatism, and affections of the liver and the nervous system.

Priynagu:—a Sanskrit dictionary for Vaidika terms gives this as representing Manjal (turmeric) Kunkumum, Valmilagu (tail pepper) or Tiphill(long pepper). As turmeric and Kumkumum are referred to separately, tail pepper or vāmlilaku is meant here. It is used as a carminative spice in diseases of the genito urinary organs. It produces tension of the vocal cords and clears the throat of the tenacious mucus.

Siddhartha:—white mustard, Ṣrī Ṭō Ṣrī. In small doses it promotes digestion and removes flatus.

Kusa grass:—Dūrva; an infusion of its herb is used as diuretic and astringent.

Durvam:—Arugampul (Tamil) garike (Telugu) cold infusion stops bleeding of piles.

Akshata:—This could not mean the akshata which is rice mixed with a little turmeric powder, since both rice and turmeric are separately mentioned as puja dravyam. It is probably an incorrect rendering of the word Akshōta which is the Sanskrit name for Akrot which grows wild in the Himalayas, and cultivated in Kashmir, Tibet and Afghanistan. The husks of the fruit, or pericarp possess vermifuge and antisyphilitic properties. The ripe fruit possesses aphrodisiac properties.

Gandham:—This is the same as Srigandham.

The term Gandham in Sanskrit is used for Sitaphal and sandal wood or Srigandham or Chandanam. The astringent bark of Sitaphal is said to be used as a tonic. We have to assume that by Gandham Srigandham is meant. The wood is cooling, sedative and astringent. Medicinally sandalwood is useful in bilious fevers. The powder of the wood taken in cocoanut water checks thirst. It is also a specific for gonorrhoea.
Vishnumparai or Vishnukranta:—The herb is used medicinally in the form of an Infusion. It is a sovereign remedy in bowel complaints and in fevers attended with diarrhoea or indigestion.

Padminalam:—Tamarai. The filaments and flowers are cooling, sedative, astringent, bitter, refrigerant and expectorant. Medically the entire plant, the root, flower, stalks and leaves are all useful. The flowers, filaments and juice of the flower stalks are useful in diarrhoea, cholera, in liver complaints and also in fevers. It is a cardiac tonic.

Syamakam:—Tenai (Tamil); Korra (Telugu).

Italian millet (English). It is diuretic and astringent. A popular domestic remedy for alleviating pains of porturation. It has heating properties and if taken solely as food is likely to produce diarrhoea.

Usiram:—(cuscus grass) Vettiver (Tamil) Kurver (Telugu). Tonic, stimulant, antispasmodic, diaphoretic, diuretic and emmenagogue. Being a cooling medicine, it is in the form of infusion a grateful drink in fevers, inflammations and irritability of stomach.

Takkolam:—It is not known if it is the same as Takoli (Dalbergia Lanceslaria, or D. Froudosa). The bark, the leaves and the roots are employed medicinally.

Elam:—Truti (Sanskrit), cardamum. Powerful aromatic, stimulant, carminative, and diuretic. Valuable in many stomach complaints, used for relieving giddiness caused by biliousness.

Lavangam:—Cloves. It is a stomachic, carminative, aromatic and antispasmodic. Internally increases circulation, raises blood heat, promotes digestion of fatty and crude food, promotes nutrition and relieves gastric and intestinal pains and spasm. Stimulates the skin, salivary glands, kidneys, liver and bronchial mucus membrane. Relieves flatulence.

Lamaljakam (Sansk.):—Lamjak (Hind and Punj) grows in Lower Himalayan tracts and plains of U.P. and Sind. Fibrous
roots and flowers used as a stimulant, diaphoretic in gout, rheumatism and intermittent fevers; also in coughs and cholera. Purifies the blood. The flowers are used as haemostatic.

**Mura** (Sans.)—Marut Kilangu (Tamil), purgative, heavy, sweet, pungent tonic and cardiacal, a remedy for heat of blood, gonorrhoea, tridosha, thirst, heart disease, itch, leprosy, fever, rheumatism, and glandular enlargements.

**Saileyam** (cinnamon):—probably the same as Saila Myah (Persia).

**Gudetvak** (Sans.):—Lavangappattai (Tamil). The bark is carminative, antispasmodic, aromatic, haemostatic, astringent, antiseptic and germicide. Infusion useful for dyspepsia, flatulence, diarrhoea and vomiting. As a powerful stimulant cinnamon is given in cramps of the stomach, enteralgia, tooth ache and paralysis of the tongue. As germicide it is used internally in typhoid fever. It strengthens the gums and perfumes the breath.

**Jatamansi** (Sans. Tamil, Telugu):—Musk root.

Aromatic tonic, nerve stimulant, antispasmodic, deoles truent, diuretic, emmanagogue, sedative to the spinal cord. Promotes appetite and digestion. Employed in the treatment of hysterical affections, especially palpitation of the heart; nervous headache, chorea, flatulence, etc. Useful also in menopause disturbance, hysteroepilpsy, and similar and convulsive ailments.

**Karpuram:**—(Camphor) Diaphoretic, stimulant, antiseptic, antispasmodic, expectorant, sedative, temporary aphrodisiac and narcotic. It exhilarates in moderate doses and raises the pulse without producing febrile symptoms; promotes perspiration and sometimes induces sleep.

**Koshtam** (costus English) Gostam (Tamil):—The powdered root is used. It is a tonic, alterative, anti spasmodic, and aphrodisiac; as aromatic stimulant in the form of infusion with a little cardamom is used in coughs, asthma, chronic rheumatism and skin diseases, fever and dyspepsia.
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Champaka:—(Kusuma, Suvarna) Sampangi, or Sampagam (the golden yellow champa).

The flowers are used as stimulant, tonic and carminative, also as demulcent and diuretic. Infusion of the flowers recommended in cases of dyspepsia, nausea, and fevers in doses of half to two ounces. Also useful in preventing scalding in gonorrhoea and renal diseases.

Kumkuma (Skt.):—Kunkumappu (Tamil) saffron.

Its action is stimulant and stomachic. Slightly anodyne and antispasmodic, also emmenagogue. Used in small doses $\frac{1}{4}$ to $\frac{1}{2}$ grain in fevers, melancholia, enlargement of the liver and in spasmodic cough and asthma. It is given in anaemia, chlorosis and seminal debility; also in rheumatism and neuralgia; also to relieve flatulent colic and in amenorrhoea, dysmenorrhoea leucorrhoea etc.

Haridra:—Turmeric, Manjal, Pasupu.

Aromatic, stimulant, tonic and carminative. Internally it acts as anthelmintic. Useful in cases of flatulence, dyspepsia and weak state of the stomach.

Daru haridra:—Mara manjal. Kasturi manjal. Kasturi pasupu. Barberry. It is a tonic, stomachic, astringent, antiperiodic, diaphoretic, anti pyretic and alternative. Its medicinal uses are many including tinctures. Used as infusion also. The tincture is much recommended in fevers accompanied by bilious symptoms and diarrhoea, enlargement of spleen and liver.
CHAPTER X.

TIRUPATI AND SRI GOVINDARAJA’S TEMPLE.

AFTER the downfall of the Pallavas and with the advent of the Chola power Saivism grew in importance and the Vaishnavites to whom the worship of Tiruvengadamudaiyan was all important thought it prudent to abandon gradually the substitute Tiruvilankoil at Tiruchchukanur and transfer their activities to Tirumala itself in spite of the difficulties which the pilgrims might have had to undergo. Their object was to avoid all possibilities of a conflict with the growing influential Saivite community in the temple of Parasarvvara in Tiruchchukanur. That was possibly one of the reasons for Samaavai’s consecrating the silver image of Manavala-perumal (Bhoga Srinivasa) in the Tiruvengadam temple in 966 A.D. There might have been another reason also. The Tiruvilankoyilperumal, the Tirumantrasalai Perumal and even the Tiruvengaattupperumanaagigal in Tiruchchukanur were all proxies of the God in Tirumala and were all probably consecrated not according to the Vaikhanasa but according to the sister constitution of the Pancharatra to which Sri Alavandar and his ancestors adhered. Therefore it must have been feared that even the temples at Tirumala and Tiruchchukanur must some day or other come into conflict with each other. It seems therefore to have been decided that the activities of the Sri Vaishnavas should be transferred to Tirumala itself. There was however the practical difficulty to overcome in the matter of offering daily abhishekam to the Dhruva Murti whose size was too large. The installation of a silver Replica of Tiruvengadamudaiyan (Bhoga Srinivasa) in Tirumala obviated such difficulties. To provide for the daily puja including Nivedanam of this Murti Samaavai purchased outright some of the lands belonging to the Tiruchchukanur Tiruvilankoil and also some lands from the Sabhaiyar of Tiruchchukanur. The management of the property and the performance of the Kainkaryams were left to the managers of the Tirumala temple. Thus no
room was left for any possible future conflict between the Vaikhanasa temple at Tirumala and the Pancharatra one at Tiruchchukuranur. We however find that even as late as 1234 A.D. (No. 40 Vol. I) the hall of the latter continued to be the meeting place for the Sabhaiyar and the Nāṭṭārs on important occasions. But the Tiruchchukuranur Tiruvilankoyil of Tiruvengadamudaiyan ceased to exist or sank into insignificance. And this may be inferred from the fact that the last endowment therefore was somewhere about 1000 A.D. during the reign of Raja Raja I. (Vol. I. 17) by one Raja Rajamūvendavelan. The next endowment for a Vishnu Temple in Tiruchchukuranur was about the year 1220 A.D. in the 4th year of the reign of Raja Raja.III; but it was for an Alagiya-perumal temple by one Pōkkaran Pāndyadarāyān.

To the pilgrim however, the difficulties of pilgrimage must have become greater. Before 966 A.D. such of the pilgrims as could not afford to ascend the hill after a ten mile walk from Tiruchchukuranur were content with worshipping the proxy Gods in the latter place, and also offering worship at the foot of the hill without ascending it. After the installation of the silver Murti in Tirumala they necessarily had to ascend the hill. The founding of a new village nearer to the foot of the hill having a claim to sanctity was therefore necessary if pilgrimage to Tirumala was to be encouraged. The only such village with a name to boast of was Koṭṭur. In the southern part of this village there seems to have existed a temple dedicated to Sri Pārthasārathy Swami near which would have resided the family or families of the Archakas who were doing worship in the Tirumala Temple.

THE FOUNDING OF TIRUPATI.

When about 1130 A.D. Sri Ramanuja (the disciple of Sri Alavandar and the nephew of Tirumala Nambi) was hard put to finding a place for installing the image of Sri Govindaraja which was externed by the Chola king from the Chidambaram Temple, he must have thought of the site of this Parthasarathy Shrine as the most appropriate one. This Sri Govindaraja’s idol was an
ancient one of Chidambaram whose installation at the foot of the Tirumalai Hill would appeal to the spiritual instincts of the Sri Vaishnava pilgrims. They could make a day or a night halt, partake with propriety such food as the temple could offer, have a bath in the Ālvār Tirtham at the foot of the Hill and ascend the seven hills of Tirumala. Thus after an interval of about a century and three quarters from the date of installation in Tirumala of Manavalapperumal Tirupati was ushered in by Sri Ramanuja (so the tradition says). It was planned by him with the four Rājavīdhis, a north Māḍa Street (known at the time as time as Ayyengar Tiruvithi) and a Sannidhi Street. It was named Ramanujāpuram. There is no inscription to tell us what the plan and elevation of the temple in Tirupati looked like at the time. Nor have we any inscription to show the exact year of its construction. From the fact that the shrine of Sri Ramanuja in Tirupati bears an inscription on its west and south base referring to the year 1224 A. D. and that the shrine stands outside the inner gopuram of Sri Govindaraja’s temple—next to the Shrine of his uncle Sri Tirumala Nambi—we have to infer that the inner gopuram and prakaram of the Tirupati Temple were built along with the main shrine during Sri Ramanuja’s life time. This inscription in Ramanuja’s shrine also tells us, that the daily lighting and flowers for the shrine were the charity of his disciples, showing thereby that it might not have been an integral part of Sri Govindaraja’s temple. It always had a separate Kartar or manager as in the case of Tirumala Nambi’s temple. As Sri Parthasarathy Shrine had been consecrated according to the Vaikhanasa āgama, the consecration of Sri Govindaraja at a later date followed the same āgama. This temple and the small settlement around it however compare unfavourably with Tiruchchukanur village and its temples. There in Tiruchchukanur we have the Svarnamukhi river and spring channels; and the village was reputed to have as residents a Sabhaiyar of over 108 learned Sri Vaishnava families. Making Tirupati a flourishing village was therefore not an easy matter. It consequently seems to have been made obligatory on every Srivaishnava who was in anyway connected with the Tirumala temple to own property and to reside in Tirupati. The families of the Vaikhanasa Archakas, the Acharyapurusha, the temple servants and the merchants who supplied provisions to the
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temple were thus obliged to reside in the new settlement. An inscription bears evidence to this.

The popularity of this new temple would naturally have been in proportion to its financial resources, about which we have no definite information. In 1219 A.D. the queen of Vira Narasingayadavaraya presented 32 cows and one bull to provide ghee for one Tirunandavilakku (perpetual light) daily before Sri Govindaraja. From I. 40 (1234 A.D.) we also gather that the management of this temple was in the hands of the managers of the Tirumala temple, but that it had a separate account of income and expenditure. From I. 86 (1234 A.D.) we further learn that the Yadava Nachchiyar (or queen) of Vira Narasinga made over the second half of Payindi-palli village as sarvamanya for Sri Govindaraja (the first half having already become the property of Tiruvengadamudaiyan). The income from this village was to be used for the new Ani Brahmostsavam instituted by her, for the preparation of a golden Sikharam for the four faced car newly constructed by her for the God and for its repairs. Any balance that might be left over was to be utilised for improvements of the temple of Sri Govindaraja. We conclude from this that the temple from the commencement had separate assets to meet the cost of its amudupadi and sattupadi. The temple tastik should have been very limited; and when pilgrimage became heavy as during festivils, private charity had to come in to augment the normal tastik prasādams. Thus (I. 61. 1254 A.D.) we are told that some devotees made permanent arrangement in 1254 A.D. for the daily supply of eleven tūmbu of rice per day from the second day to the end of the Vaikasi festival. This would have sufficed for about 80 to 100 pilgrims per day. Some residents of Nerkul village made permanent arrangements in 1308 A.D. for the feeding of a limited number of Srivaishnava pilgrims resorting to the place on certain special days, such as Kaisika dvādasi, Mukkoṭi-dvādasi, Makara Sankramanam etc. Such small endowments go to show that enough prasadam was not available in the temple to feed pilgrims. There were no Ramanujakūtams, choultries or matams in those days. It took at least one more century for such institutions to rise along with the growth in pilgrim traffic. The growth of Tirupati in size and importance was in proportion to the volume of this pilgrim traffic.
TIRUPATI AND, SRI GOVINDARAJA’S TEMPLE

THE BUILDING OF SRI GOVINDARAJA’S SHRINE.

It is designedly called here Govindarajā’s shrine and not His Temple. There was already a temple of Sri Parthasarathy on the spot and it is not improbable that the gopuram was the one attached to it. This Gopuram is what we now call the inner gopuram. The town of Tirupati had to be formed anew. The word Tirupati, to denote the name of the place, came into use only after Sri Ramanuja planned and gave that name. It might have been a part of the village of Kōṭṭūr originally as already surmised. Sri Ramanuja took it on himself to see that a regular town came into existence and so named it Tirupati—a Tamil name. The portion of the town surrounding the temple came to be known as Ramanujapuram. Somewhere about the same time the Chola King ordered that Sri Govindaraja’s Utsava Murti in Chidambaram should be thrown into the sea, as Vishnu’s place of Sayanam (resting) was the ocean. This order is believed to be that of Kulothunga I, since we know from traditions that one of Sri Ramanuja’s disciples Kūratālvān behaved impudently before the King by giving a reply to the statement “Sivāt parataram nāsti ”saying that the measure ‘Dronam’ was bigger than ‘Sivam.’ The King’s Order to expel the image of Govindaraja from Chidambaram would have been an act of reprisal. We also know that Sri Ramanuja and his disciples forsook the Chola country and found asylum in the Hoysala country for nearly a quarter of a century till the death of Kulothunga I took place in 1120 A.D. So the building of a shrine for Sri Govindaraja should have taken place after 1120 A.D. The idol seems to have been kept in safety in Tirupati during the interval. That the temple was not built exclusively for Sri Govindaraja but only formed an adjunct to the shrine of Sri Parthasarathy, is obvious from a look of the site of the temple as it now stands. There is no main gateway or gopuram in front of the doorway of Sri Govindaraja’s shrine.

About the year of construction, Dr. S. Krishnaswami Iyengar in his history of Tirupati (Vol. I. Chap. XI) has gone into much speculation based on vague statements contained in the Guru-parampara and the Itihāsamāla accounts. He had even to assume
that Sri Ramanuja's life period was from 1050 to 1150 A.D. instead of what is usually stated to be from 1017 to 1137—38. Even if the date and year of his birth could not have been stated with certainty, there could be no doubt that the year of his death would have been noted by the Sri Vaishnavas of those days correctly. The date so recorded seems to be given by a chronogram recording and Dr. Swami Kannu Pillai has it as the year 1137—38. Sri Ramanuja was not born in obscurity. He was the son of a well-known person Kesava Somayaji, and the nephew and great grandson of the then leaders of the Vaishnavite community. Even if the exact year of birth was not well remembered, it is inevitable that the month and the nakshathra (Chittirai Ārudra) would have been remembered. These are invariably required in connection with the Aksharābhyasam, Upanayanam and other rituals a brahmin youth has to go through. There is no valid authority for the year of Sri Ramanuja's death being shifted by about 13 years. Dr. Iyengar missed noting a fragmentary inscription on the east wall inner side, south of the first (inner) gopuram in the Tirumala Temple. This reads in Tamil.

1. āna saumiya 2. torunal 3. Ramanuja 4. en emperuma

Translated into English:

1. In Saumya. 2. On a certain day.
3. Ramanuja. 4. Emperumanar.

It makes clear reference to Ramanuja at a period of his life when he bore the honorific surname 'Emperumanār' (or our great mahān). He had under that honorific name become the supreme leader of all Sri Vaishnavas. There are only two Soumya years in his life time between 1617 and 1137 A.D. These are 1069 and 1129 A.D. By 1069 his age would have been only 52 and he would not have attained that eminence which got him to be recognised as Emperumanar. So the only appropriate year is 1129—30 A.D. The inscription is in the Tirumala Temple and has found its place in a fragmentary state on the east prakaram
wall (south side of the inner gopuram). How it happens to be there as a fragment requires some explanation. It was already shown in Chapter VIII (part 2) that the inner gopuram in Tirumala was constructed after the life time of Sri Ramanuja and about the year 1180 A.D. This inscription made in 1129–30 A.D. could not be therefore expected to be anywhere in the gopuram. The prakaram walls of that gopuram were constructed at a later date and are known as the second prakaram walls. There were however the first prakāram walls of the original temple which temple was called Kōyilalvār’ (Vol. I, 88, 1244 A.D.). There were four long inscriptions in the walls of the Kōyilalvār. There were also a large number of inscriptions on the first prakaram walls of that temple. When the reorientation of that temple was executed the walls of the prakaram were demolished to make room for the new walls which encases the Koyilalvār. The demolition was done recklessly and the stones bearing ancient inscriptions got mutilated. These mutilated stones were used while building anew the first prakaram walls and now line the inner face of the walls, now known as the Mukkoti pradakshinam. This has been fully dealt with in Chapter VIII, part 3. There were however several stones which were left loose. Some were used for paving the flooring, some in building the second and third prakaram walls and one is found even in the first tier of the main or outer gopuram. The fragment under reference is one such.

The inference therefore is correct that Sri Ramanuja visited Tirupati and Tirumala in 1129–30 (Saumya year). He was then 102 years old. Tradition also asserts that he visited Tirupati at that age.

We may therefore well assume that the shrine of Sri Govindaraja was built some time before 1129–30 and that the Idol was installed in the year 1129–30 A.D. There is no need to shift Sri Ramanuja’s birth and death dates. The Tirumala inscription referred to gives a clear indication. That the consecration (rather reconsecration) of Sri Govindarajaswami took place in 1130 is confirmed by a verse in the mantrapushpam portion of the daily puja which reads “Phālgunē māsi pūrṇāyām uttararkshēndu
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Vāsare Gōvindarājo bhagavan prādūrāṣṭhā mahāmune.” Govindaraja Bhagavan is said to have manifested himself on a day when Phalguna Paurnami, Uttaranakshatram and Monday were current. Knowing as we do that it was Sri Ramanuja who consecrated the Idol in Tirupati, it must have taken place in some Saumya year (as stated above) during his life time. The only Saumya year in which Phalguna month, Paurnami thithi and Uttara nakshatram coincided with a Monday is the 24th February 1130 A.D. In Saumya 1070 A.D. the day Phalguna Paurnima Uttara was a Saturday and not Monday. There are in all 10 days between the years 1052 and 1147 in which the month, thithi and nakshatra and the week and day are the same as above. But only one of these is in Saumya year.

We may therefore with confidence state that Sri Govindaraja-swami was installed in the Tirupati temple on the 24th February 1130 A.D., if the tradition that Sri Ramanuja was responsible for the installation is accepted. Phalguna Pournimi has since then been observed as a day of Pūlangi festival (flower decoration) for Sri Govindaraja.

We have to remember that the Temple with its inner gopuram and prakaram walls appears to have been built for Sri Parthasarathyswami only. The dimensions of the prakaram walls are length 263 feet east to west and width, 186 feet north to south; and the main gateway (gopuram) is more or less in the centre of the latter and right opposite to the doorway of Sri Parthasarathy-swami temple. Whether these were built after the installation of Sri Govindaraja along side of Sri Parthasarathy, or before that event, is a question which we have no means of deciding. An inscription (I. 85) on the door jambwall, rightside front face of the inner gopuram shows clearly that the gopuram was in existence before 1219A.D. At the time of the installation of Sri Govinda rajaswami in 1130 A.D. the temple of Sri Parthasarathy being the older one would have been the more important one. And it would have continued to be so for some time longer until, for some reason or other, its doors were closed for worship. Its dhvajastambham and balipitham were removed. Now the...
no worship in that shrine as the Murti there is said to have suffered some sort of mutilation or defect. It is perhaps the Garudalvar of that shrine who is now found accommodated separately adjoining the prakaram. In this connection it is worth remembering that the inner and the outer gopurams of the Tirumala temple were built between the years 1180 and 1217 A.D. That seems to have been a period when the Yadavaraya rulers did this kind of service to the temple. It is not unlikely that the gopuram in Tirupati is of the same period.

Then there is the problem of finding out the probable date of construction of the outer gopuram and the extensions of the prakaram walls to the limits of the outer gopuram. We know from an inscription (I. 89) on Sri Ramanuja's shrine that the shrine was in existence outside the limits of the inner gopuram in 1220 A.D. But as the inscription is only on the south and west base of the shrine, it would not go to prove the date of construction of the prakaram wall. In 1220 A.D. Sri Ramanuja's shrine had a private endowment, and did not form a part of the Govindaraja temple.

The earliest inscription (I. 223) we have outside the inner gopuram which can in some manner be taken to give a clue to the probable date of construction of the outer gopuram and its prakaram walls is the one on the north wall (outer side) of the verandah in front of Sālai Nāchchiyar temple which is dated as 21–2–1457. This shrine has the south prakaram wall (connecting the inner and the outer gopuram) as its back wall and therefore shows that the outer gopuram was in existence long before 1457 A.D. The other inscription on the walls of the adjacent shrines are of later date. An inscription on the west, north and south walls of the second storey of the outer gopuram (Padikavali gopuram) is dated 8—1—1496. There are a few others of much later date.

We thus see that the construction of the temple structures was a matter of slow and continued progress... Between 1130 A.D. (Govindarajaswami's installation) and 1219 A.D. (construction of the inner gopuram) there is a period of about 89 years. Between 1220 A.D. (Ramanuja's temple inscription) and 1457 A.D., there
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is an interval of 23 years. There were of course some endowments during the latter interval for daily food offerings, festival celebrations etc. We are also aware that from about 1330 onwards till the Vijayanagar empire stood on a firm basis and Sâluva Narasimha took an abiding interest in these temples, the best that could be expected was adequate provision for the daily pujas to be performed. Besides the gopuram and prakaram walls, we have a few more structures intimately connected with and which are essential components of Sri Govindaraja Temple. These are the Dvarapalas on either side of the entrance into the shrine in the Chitra-kūta Manṭapam, the shrine of Garudālvār, the Dhvajastambham and Balipitham, the shrine of Hanuman and one or two mantapams specially constructed for the use of Sri Govindaraja. These do not appear to have existed in their present form from the beginning.

DVARAPALAS, 1549 A.D.

We may be under the impression that these two divine gate-keepers were installed simultaneously with the installation of Sri Govindaraja. But it is not so. They were installed on 18th March 1549 A.D. (Kīlaka year. Saka 1470, Mīna month, Bahula Panchami, Monday) by one Nandyala Nārapparāya who endowed the two villages of Pallipaṭṭu in Nagari Simai and Gundipūndi in Anjūr division for offering daily 4 Vellai Tiruppōnakam food to the installed deities.

Dhvajastambham (Old).

This was constructed by one Raja Sri Ramaji Madarsu Pantulu of Siddaluru. The year is not given. Anyhow we have now quite a new gold gilt one.

The Big Gopuram about, 1628 A.D.

This gopuram in the Sannidhi Street was constructed by Matla Kumara Anantaraya of the Deva Chola family and is one of his numerous and costly acts of charity.
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Hanuman Shrine, 1509 A.D.

This was constructed by one Karavattippuli Alvār Appa Pillai in 1509 (Saka 1431). He arranged for daily food offerings also. This temple is at the end of the Sri Govindarajaswami Sannidhi Street and in the Car Street, facing the temple.

Vasanta Mantapam, 1494 A.D.

This mantapam which is in front of the outer gopuram was commenced by Van Saṭṭagōpa Jiyar of the Ahōbila Mutt, some time before 1494. One Nallār Angāndai took the unfinished mantapam by paying 2000 panam to the Devasthanam as compensation and completed it at his own cost. He made an endowment for the celebration of a Vasanta festival therein.

Mantapam in front of Sri Govindaraja’s Temple, 1494 A.D.

This is perhaps the four-pillar mantapam near Sri Vedanta Desika’s temple. It was constructed by Sriṇā Mahamandalaleswara etc. Narasaraja Uḍaiyar, son of Kommaraja Siru Timmaraja Uḍaiyar who endowed for food offerings therein on several occasions noted in the inscription.

Nirāli Mantapam, 1506 A.D.

One Appa Pillai, son of Karavaṭṭippuliyālwar one of Krishna-deva Raya’s generals, constructed a mantapam within the first prakaram and near the kitchen. Water used to be poured round it so as to make it look like a mantapam situated in the midst of a tank. He called it the Nirāḷi Mantapam, and made endowments for accommodating the Utsavar therein during the 12 days of the Vaikasi festival and likewise during the Ani festival and for food offerings on such occasions. This arrangement was made as, at that period, there was no pushkarini or tank for the temple and therefore no Nirāḷi Mantapam. This mantapam is still there, but not used for the purpose intended. As a Nirāḷi
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Mantapam it was being used till 1512 and perhaps also till 1522 A.D.

Govinda Pushkarini (Krishnarayan Koneri) 1522 A.D.

This pushkarini came into notice for the first time in an inscription 1522 A.D. One Govindaraja, son of Rāchiraja (one of Krishnadevaraya’s officers and brother of the famous Sāluva Timmarasu) built a small shrine for Sri Gopala Krishnaswami on the bank of Govinda Pushkarini and endowed for daily food offerings. The pushkarini is again mentioned in 1530 A.D. and on its banks a mantapam was constructed by one of the temple accountants, Villiyār, for the special use of Sri Andal during her Nīrāṭṭa Utsavam in Margali month. It fell into disrepair and was renovated in recent times when the Devasthanam was under the management of the last Mahant. Both the names, Govinda Pushkarini and Krishnarayan Koneri refer to this tank.

Chitarkuta Mantapam, 1493.

This is the mantapam in front of the shrine wherein we find the Dvarapalas, and it extends up to where Garudālvār’s shrine is located. It is in two parts, the one near the main shrine having the floor higher in level than the eastern half near the Garudalvar shrine. It may be that the two were constructed at different times, although now they form one structure. Whether the two together were called Chitra Kuta Mantapam in 1493 or whether the one near the main shrine had that name we cannot be sure of

Lakshmidevi Mantapam, 1542 A.D.

A Lakshmidevi Mantapam is distinctly mentioned in 1542 in an endowment by one Gangu Reddi in connection with food offerings to Sri Govindarāja and the Nachchimar after Tirumanjanam on the Kartikai festival day. There was a Lakshmidevi festival for Sri Govindaraja instituted by one Nāmi Setti in 1537. The festival contemplated food offerings etc., in the temple and
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in a mantapam outside the gopuram. We have therefore to conclude that this mantapam was constructed later than 1537. It perhaps is an extension of the old Vasantamantapam already referred to.

The above are the principal structures which may be considered as integral part of the temple of Sri Govindarajaswami.

Financial Status of Sri Govindaraja’s Temple,
(1130 A.D.—1467 A.D.)

What the financial position of Sri Govindaraja’s temple was after the installation of the Deity in 1130 and right up to the year 1234 A.D. we are not in a position to state. In the year 1219, the Queen of Vira Narasinga Yadavaraya presented 32 cows and one bull for maintaining one Nandavilakku daily. From inscription No. I. 40, which mainly refers to the endowment of land in Kottakālvan of Tirukkuḍavurnādu for the amudupaḍi and sattupaḍi of Tirumangai Alvar, we incidentally gather that Sri Govindarājaswami’s temple had its own resources in the shape of land probably in the same Kuḍavurmṇādu, that the produce from Kottakālvan was amalgamated with the income of Sri Govindaraja and that the two were managed by the Sthanattar of Tiruvengadamudaiyan temple. There was therefore income for the daily puja of the temple. In the same year 1234, Sri Vira Narasinga Yadavaraya endowed in favour of Govindarāja’s temple half the village of Payindapalle in Kuḍavur nādu, the other half being already the property of Tiruvengadam Temple. We thus see that the corpus of Govindaraja’s temple was a separate item. The Payindapalle village was earmarked for the expenses of the Āni Festival for Govindaraja, first started by Vira Narasinga; also for making a Kūṭam for the four-faced car; and what was left was for improvements to the temple itself. Unless there was ample provision for the daily puja, this arrangement would not have been made for a festival. We also learn from I. No. 90 dated 1255 A.D., that Periyamāmbaṭṭu was a Tiruvidaiyāṭṭam village of Sri Govindaraja. But who endowed this property we are not told. We further learn from I. No. 98 dated 1308 A.D., that certain brahmins of Nerka village
made arrangements for giving rice and other provisions for feeding pilgrims on Kaisika and Margali Dvadasis, on Makara Sankramanam and Chittirai Vishu. The next endowment that we meet with is in 1390 wherein Mullai Tiruvenkata Jiyar couples food offering for Govindapperumal during 10 days of his Adhyayanotsavam, with the singing of Tiruppāvai in Tirumala during Margali month (There was yet no Adhyayanotsavam in Tirumala). In 1387 Kollikkāvalidāsar made an endowment for a daily offering of one Tirupponakam. Fifty years later in 1442 one Karuṇākaradāsar made an endowment for offering one Tirupponakam (food offering) daily to Sri Govindaraja. This is the second private endowment for the Deity since the installation in 1130 A.D.

We will therefore be justified in stating that the temple of Sri Govindaraja was an unimportant one till the middle of the fifteenth century A.D. Neither the Chola nor the Pandyan Kings considered it as of any importance. Vira Narasinga Yadavaraya was the only ruler who paid some attention to it. We know that the Yādavarāyas disappeared after 1360 A.D., with the death of Sri Ranganatha Yadavaraya. None of the Vijayanagar Kings nor any of their generals seems to have paid even a visit to this temple. It was only after Sāluva Narasimha the Viceroy established himself firmly in Chandragiri with a dominating voice in the affairs of the kingdom that the Tirupati temple received any attention. Karunakara Dasar's endowment for one Tirupponakam daily made in 1442 was thus the second recognition. There were endowments for festival offerings made in 1445 and 1446 by the Sabhaiyar of Tiruchchukanur who had become one of the Stanattars of Tirumala Temple. Emperumanar Jiyar's endowment for one Tirupponakam daily was made on 21—2—1457. Likewise Chenna Kesava Dasar made an endowment for one Tirupponakam in 1450—51. Kollikkavalidasar’s endowment for one Tirupponakam was on 24—2—1387 long before even Karunakara dasar’s. On 25—8—1454 one Rigvedi Hariappar of Chandragiri endowed for one Tirupponakam and also for feeding 12 brahmans daily. On 7—3—1464 Sottai Tirumala Nambi Tolappar Ayyangar made an endowment of 7000 panams (the largest one up to that
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date) for offering every night one appapaḍi. There was no provision for night offering till then (rāppadi). Saluva Narasinga Deva Maharaya endowed the villages of Muppaduvēṭa, Mangoḍuvelada and Manavuru for offering daily 26 harivāna, one appa harivana and one Tirukkanāmadai. He also issued an edict permitting the Sthanattar of the temple to distribute amongst themselves the prasadams offered, following the practice in Tirumala.

We thus see that Saluva Narasinga Deva put the coping stone over the structure which was being slowly built by the efforts of private individuals from 1387 to 1467 A.D. We will see later how one Kandāḍai Ramanuja Ayyangar who came in as a desantari or stranger became his chief lieutenant in all temple affairs. We have already gone a little too far ahead of the history of the Tirumala temple itself. But it is necessary as Tirupati was intended to be the subsidiary temple to afford convenience to pilgrims before they commenced the ascent of the Hill.

The Govindaraja temple received considerable impetus from Saluva Narasimha till his death in about 1494 A.D. During the reign of the Vijayanagar Kings, particularly Krishnadevaraya Maharaya and Achyutaraya Maharaya, there was no royal patronage. But some of the officers under them did much. During Sadasiva-deva Maharaya’s reign there were unprecedented endowments for Sri Govindaraja from private individuals of all classes and grades. As almost all these endowments are mixed up with the endowments for Tiruvengaḍamudaiyan also, they will be considered together later. The period after 1467 A.D. was a prosperous one for Sri Govindarāja and continued to be so even after the downfall of the Vijayanagar Empire.

Note: The absence of Dhvajastambham till about the 16th century was due to the temple being an Adhama Madhyama one which according to the Agamas could get on with temporary bamboo pole flag staff installed for each festive occasion. Hanuman Shrine is foreign to the Vaikhanasa Agama. The Dvarapalas are a misfit, the proper ones should be Ganesa and Nagaraja.
CHAPTER XI.

SHRINES ATTACHED TO SRI GOVINDARAJA’S TEMPLE AND OTHER TEMPLES.

There are some shrines inside the enclosure formed by the Inner Gopuram and its prākāra walls. From an inscription which is on the door-jamb wall of the inner Gopuram and which relates to the 15th year of the reign of Vira Narasingadevar Yadava- rayar, we infer that this Gopuram was in existence before 1219 A.D. This Vira Narasingadeva probably constructed the Padikāvali or outer Gopuram in Tirumala also about the same year (1217 A.D.). The unconfirmed tradition, however, is that the Govindaraja Temple and the Gopuram were constructed during the life time of Sri Ramanuja (i.e., about 1130 A.D.).

Within the enclosure formed by this Gopuram and the prakaram walls there were originally only two shrines, one dedicated to Sri Parthasarathy and the other to Sri Govindaraja. The shrines to saints which are now there seem to have sprung up much later. For we learn that an image of Tirumangai Alvar was an addition to the pantheon made in 1234 A.D. and special provision was made for the daily offerings on account of that āḻvār. The inscription does not however state that a shrine was built inside the temple. It may be that an idol alone was installed.

Andal Shrine:—Very near to the shrine of the principal Deity is the shrine dedicated to Sri Anđal. The shrine is only a part of the front mantapam screened off by walls. An inscription referable to 1308 A.D., which is on the north wall inner side of the shrine makes it certain that Her shrine was constructed before 1308 A.D. From I. 61; (1254 A.D.) we learn that Tirumoḻi was recited regularly on all the days of the Vaikasi Brahmotsavam for Sri Govindaraja and food offerings were made and distributed to the public in that connection. This word Tirumoḻi may be
taken to refer to Nāchiyār (Anṭāḷ) Tirumōḷi, or the periya Tirumōḷi of Tirumangai Āḻvār or to Nammāḷvār Tirumōḷi, or to all the three. But it is only in or about the year 1495 A.D. (because the donor Kandadai Ramanuja Ayyen is described as Manager of Por-Bhandaram which he became only on 1—1—1495) that we find that Friday Tirumanjanam was provided for her throughout the year and also special food offerings after procession with Sri Govindaraja and Nāchchimār on the Tiruvāḍipūram day. Anṭāḷ was also taken to the foot of the hills to receive the appappadi sent from Tirumala in connection with the birth day celebrations of Kandaḍai Ramānuja Ayyengar. Thus it is only from 1495 A.D., that Anṭāḷ emerges into full notice.

Nammalvar Shrine 1287 A.D.

We thus see that Sri Anṭāḷ and Tirumangai Āḻvār have both been installed within the Temple, whereas, Nammalvār’s shrine was placed on the bank of the Āḻvār Tirtham waterfall. This might have been because in those days there was no Pushkarini (or sacred tank) attached to the temple and the Āḻvār Tirtham was selected for the purpose of bringing water for the daily Tirumanjanam of Sri Govindarajaswami. The waterfall which is now known as the Alvar Tirtham was probably first sanctified by the location of Nammalvar’s shrine on its bank. Since then the water from that place might have been brought everyday for the daily puja of Sri Govindaraja, in the same way that water from the Ākāsa Ganga waterfall in Tirumala is brought for the daily puja of Tiruvēṅgaḍamudaiyān. Although the Gōpuram, Vimānam, Prakaram walls etc., of the Āḻvār Tirtham Nammāḷvār Temple were constructed by one Pallavarāyar or Vāṇeṭuttakai Alagar, of Tunjalur about 1287 A.D. (the date is inferred from an other inscription in Nandalur, Cuddapah Dt.) the shrine itself should have been older than that of Sri Govindaraja since it is probable that the shrine gave sanctity to the waters of the waterfall. It is also likely that this Nammāḷvār shrine acted as a landmark for the pilgrims’ route from Tiruchchukuranur before Tirupati was founded.

1. I 98 Saka 1280
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Kulasekhara Alvar's Shrine—1469 A.D.

We learn that in 1469 A.D. Kandadai Ramanuja Ayyengar, the-disciple of Alagiya Manaválá Jiyyar erected a shrine and consecrated therein the image of Kulasékhara Āḻvār right in the open ground to the north of Tirupati and within Koṭṭūr village limits in 1469 A.D.¹

(There is a Mūla Bēram as well as Utsava Bēram). The preference shown by Ramanuja Iyengar for a Kshatriya Āḻvār was probably meant to please his patron Sāluva Narasimha who was treated as a Kshatriya. There is reference to a Kulasékhara Āḻvār street in an inscription dated 1512 A.D. There was a mantapam in this temple called Kumāra Ramanujaiyyan mantapam.

Periya Alvar Shrine (before 1300 A.D.)

There is an inscription in Tamil Venba metre I. 177.² on the west wall of the Periya Āḻvār's shrine at the foot of the Tirumala Hills (Alipiri or அறிபிரி) from which we may assume that the temple was built during the Chola or Pāṇḍya rule and that its date may be fixed before 1300 A.D., the same as for the Nammāḻvār shrine near Āḻvār tīrtham. The ancient practice was for the pilgrim to take his bath in the Āḻvār Tīrtham as a purificatory measure and then take the blessings of Periyāḻvār at the foot of the Hill beforecommencing the holy ascent. We could affirm that Periya Āḻvār's shrine was in existence at the foot of the hill at any rate before 1485 A.D. as an inscription on the wall of the Shrine ascribes

1. சுமைப்பிள்ளை மன்னர் வேண்டும் செய்ய வடிவே குதிரை நோய்க் கேட்டது... செய்ய வடிவே குதிரை நோய்க் கேட்டது... செய்ய வடிவே குதிரை நோய்க் கேட்டது... செய்ய வடிவே குதிரை நோய்க் கேட்டது...

(Saka 1391 or 1469 A.D.)

2. இன்னொருந்துள்ள கொட்டுரைச்செய்து குதிரை நோய்க் கேட்டது... செய்ய வடிவே குதிரை நோய்க் கேட்டது... செய்ய வடிவே குதிரை நோய்க் கேட்டது...
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that date for the construction of the Lakshmi Narasimha's Temple at Alipiri by Sāluva Narasimha Dēva. Periya Āḻvār's shrine served as the point where Sri Venkateswara's prasādams in the shape of appapadi, parivattam, sāṭtupadi, etc., were and are received with temple honours at Tirupati on the occasion of the Sāttumurai festivals of the Āḻvārs.

There is another Periya Āḻvār's shrine built by Pedda Mangamma, mother of Tāḷāppakkan Tiruvengalappan on Pedda Chimugu Hill (near Āḻvār Tirtham). There is a third Periya Āḻvār Temple located in Sri Lakshminarayanapparumal temple (supposed to refer to the one in the present Govindaraja South Mada Street for which Prativadi Bhayankara Family are the Kartas). These two temples of Sri Lakshminarayana and Periya Alūr would have come into existence early in the 17th Century.

Thirumangai Alvar shrine in Tirupati (1234 A.D.)

Although an inscription of 1234 A.D. (I. 40) mentions arrangements made by the Periya Nāṭṭar, in Kottakālvaṅ village for the puja of Tīrūmangai Āḻvār, it is not clear from the inscription whether on that date there was a separate shrine for Tīrūmangai Alūr and whether it was within Govindaraja's temple itself. We come across other inscriptions to show that a separate shrine existed. An inscription in Tīrūmala Temple dated 1328 A.D. (I. 99) (east wall outside, south of the inner Gopuram) shows that Mahapradhani Singayya Dannayaka made provision from out of the income of Singanallur (Pongalur) for one Tirupponakam (4 marakals of rice) daily for Tīrūmangai Āḻvār along with a similar provision for Vira Narasingappurumal in Tirupati. The inference is that there was a separate shrine for the Āḻvār in Tirupati, before 1328 A.D. An inscription dated 1472 A.D., however, makes it clear that the village of Venṇaiyāsal (on the banks of the Kaveri river) was granted by one Mūvarayar of Viramañjakkiappattī for the daily offering of two tirupponakam to Sri Venkatesa and for constructing a Pallikonḍan Tirumantapam and other buildings for Tīrūmangai Alūr temple in Tirupati and that Emperumanar Jiyar was made the manager (Kartar) thereof. Another inscription
which is on the north wall of the second prakāra of Tirumangai Ālvār's shrine on the Ālvār Tirtham road, distinctly shows where the temple stood perhaps from its earliest days of 1234 A.D. The shrine was there on the Ālvār Tirtham road and was obviously enlarged by stages. It is now in ruins and blocked up. We find that even in 1547 (8th January) that out of 10,000/- kulis of land granted by the Mahapradhani of Sadasivadeva Maharaja a large part was for the temples, Tirumangai Ālvār and Kulasekhara Ālvār temples. There were quite a number of endowments for this Ālvār as he was one of the most popular of the Ālvārs.

Madhura Kavi Alvar Shrine (some time a little before 1543 A.D.)

There is a shrine dedicated to Madhurakavi Ālvār opposite the Kūrathālvār shrine in the outer precincts of Sri Govindaraja’s Temple. We are not in a position to state when it came into existence. The sāttumurai festivals of Sri Nammalvar, Periya Ālvār, Tirumangai Ālvār, Kulasekhara Ālvār, and Uḍaiyavar are referred to again and again in our inscriptions. In Nammālvār's shrine in Ālvār Tirtham on the 11th day of the Adhyayanōtsavam, the verses called Kanninun-Siruttambu of Madhurakavi were being recited. It was done in Nammālvār's shrine only (1514). In another inscription of 1537 A.D. (on 3 base of first gopuram of Sri Govindaraja’s temple) there is distinct reference to the five sāttumurai days of the five Ālvārs, viz., Nammālvār, Periya Ālvār, Kulasekhara Ālvār, Thirumangai Ālvār and Uḍaiyavar for each of whom there is a distinct shrine. But Madhurakavi Ālvār is not mentioned.

In an inscription of 1543 (on East wall of entrance gopuram of Sri Ramanuja shrine) there is, however, an implied reference to Madhurakavi’s shrine.1
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Here ‘the Āḷvār Sannidhi’ could refer to that of Mad hurakavi only. The site of the shrine confirms its late origin. In 1553 A.D., Kondaraja’s endowment of Nagari village provides 15 Rēkai Pon for 3 days celebration of Mad hurakavi Āḷvār’s Adhyaya- nōtsavam.

Shrines for Ālvārs not the work of Sri Ramanuja.

From the details given above it would be clear that not one of the shrines built for the Āḷvārs, including the one for Sūdik- koḍutta Nāchchiyār (Sri Anḍāl) was built during the life time of Sri Ramanuja who is reported to have got the temple of Sri Govindaraja built by a Yādavārāya (Ghattideva of Yādava Naraya na). During Sri Ramanuja’s life time neither in Tirumala nor in Tirupati was any Āḷvār deified inside or outside the temple. The statement that we find on page 80, of the Epigraphical report of T. T. Devasthanam, that “He (Sri Ramanuja) is said to have installed the idol of Sri Govindaraj as well as the images of certain Āḷvārs in Tirupati,” is incorrect. The installation of the images of the Āḷvārs in Tirupati was the pious act of his followers. It is likely that the deification commenced with the setting up of Sri Ramanuja’s image in Tirumala. Even there, there is no separate wor- hip for him. Next, or perhaps simultaneously, was his deification in Tirupati outside the inner gopuram limits.

Tirumala Nambi Shrine.

From the topography we have to surmise that a portion of the raised mantapam adjacent to and east of the inner gopuram was partitioned off as the shrine of Sri Ramanuja’s uncle Sri Tirumala Nambi. To Sri Ramanuja his uncle’s life-long act of self-surrender to carry unfailingly from day to day a pot of water for the Tirumanjanam of Manavāḷapperumāl and for the puja of Tiruvengaṇḍamudaiyan must have appealed strongly; and who knows that he did not set up an image of his uncle in that mantapam where we find it today.
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Shrine of Ramanuja.

We find just by the side of the above and as part of it, the Shrine of Sri Ramanuja, a little more pretentious than that of Tirumala Nambi with an antechamber. The gopuram must obviously have been of a later date, as it jets out of the mantapam line. It must have been built after 1220 A.D., since an inscription of that year is on the west and south base of Sri Ramanuja's shrine. When may be inferred from the inscription the shrine itself was in need of lamp lighting and flowers before 1220 A.D. a gopuram would not have come into existence. It is also likely that the devoted disciples of Sri Ramanuja held in great esteem his trusted Chela Sri Kūrattālvār and a shrine for him, simple as in the case of Tirumala Nambi, was erected by screening off a portion of the pillared mantapam.

The Kurattalvar's shrine—some time before 1433 A.D.

There is no means of knowing even approximately the date of construction of Kūrattālvār's shrine. An inscription found on one of its walls (north wall of front verandah) does not give the year. But from the word Āvanikkalari or office of registration ( அவணிக்காலரியம் அவணிக்காலரியம் ) occurring therein and also on referring to Inscriptions I. 203-D and I. 204-B which relate to the year Saka 1355 (or 1433 A.D.) wherein the same word occurs to connote the registration office, we may safely conclude that the shrine was in existence at least in 1433 A.D., and that it was constructed probably about the beginning of the 15th century A.D.

The shrines of all the Ālavārs are, it must be noted, outside the inner gopuram of Sri Govindaraja's temple. Sri Tirumala Nambi and Sri Rāmānuja take their place just outside the inner (or first) gopuram. The installation of the Ālavārs was a slow and gradual process. The first temple for Pēriya Ālvār is at the foot of the hill guarding the ascent. The other temples to him in other places were built later, the latest being in Sri Lakshmi Narayana's temple in south Mada Street Tirupati. Kulasēkhara had his temple in the street which bore his name. None of these
temples depended on the temple of Tiruvengaḍamudaiyān or Govindaraja for its maintenance. Each had its own Dharmakarta and each had endowments for its subsistence. But all were affiliated to the main temple of Tiruvengaḍam. In fact, the practice grew up of having this affiliation sanctified by a procedure adopted for celebrating the Adhyayanōtsavam Sattumurai of each of these Āḻvārs. It has been well described in an inscription on the south base inner side of the first gopuram of Sri Govindaraja, in an endowment by one Paradēsi Tiruvenkaṭayyan.¹

The practice, now a long established one is for the morning Tiruvrāđhanam of Tiruvengaḍamudaiyān, in Tirumala to be finished early in the morning on the Āḻvār’s Sattumurai day and then the offered appapaṇi, parivattam, chandanam, betel leaves and nuts transmitted down to the foot of the hill to near Periyāḻvār’s shrine where the concerned Āḻvār will arrive in procession to receive the prasadams with due honours. They will be conveyed in procession on elephant back through the main streets of Tirupati and then to the Āḻvār’s shrine. The Āḻvār has his Tirumanjanam and Sree Govindaraja graces the occasion with his Nāchchimars. In the evening there will be a grand procession, the Āḻvār facing Govindaraja, and being carried backwards as Sri Govindaraja advances forward majestically in great pomp with all paraphernalia, torch light mattāppu, burusu, adirvedi and other fire works. There will then be distribution of prasadams in Asthānam. All this pomp was a growth of the 15th century only. It may also be stated here that after the Tirumala, Tirupati temples passed into the hands of the East India Company all the shrines for Āḻvārs were made dependant on the Govindaraja temple. Each Āḻvār

¹ குருமன் முடியும், சற்றுயடன் முடியும், மதுரையோப்பும், ஆத்மான் முடியும், தெய்வங்கள் முடியும், சிறுவர்கள் முடியும் ஆத்மான் முடியும், சிறுவர்கள் முடியும். வியாபாரம் முடியும், குருமன் முடியும். சற்றுயடன் முடியும். மதுரையோப்பும், ஆத்மான் முடியும், தெய்வங்கள் முடியும், சிறுவர்கள் முடியும். வியாபாரம் முடியும், குருமன் முடியும். சற்றுயடன் முடியும். மதுரையோப்பும், ஆத்மான் முடியும், தெய்வங்கள் முடியும், சிறுவர்கள் முடியும். வியாபாரம் முடியும், குருமன் முடியும். சற்றுயடன் முடியும். மதுரையோப்பும், ஆத்மான் முடியும், தெய்வங்கள் முடியும், சிறுவர்கள் முடியும். வியாபாரம் முடியும், குருமன் முடியும். சற்றுயடன் முடியும். மதுரையோப்பும், ஆத்மான் முடியும், தெய்வங்கள் முடியும், சிறுவர்கள் முடியும். வியாபாரம் முடியும், குருமன் முடியும். சற்றுயடன் முடியும். மதுரையோப்பும், ஆத்மான் முடியும், தெய்வங்கள் முடியும், சிறுவர்கள் முடியும். வியாபாரம் முடியும், குருமன் முடியும். சற்றுயடன் முடியும். மதுரையோப்பும், ஆத்மான் முடியும், தெய்வங்கள் முடியும், சிறுவர்கள் முடியும். வியாபாரம் முடியும், குருமன் முடியும். சற்றுயடன் முடியும். மதுரையோப்பும், ஆத்மான் முடியும், தெய்வங்கள் முடியும், சிறுவர்கள் முடியும். வியாபாரம் முடியும், குரு முடியும், சற்றுயடன் முடியும், மதுரையோப்பும், ஆத்மான் முடியும், தெய்வங்கள் முடியும், சிறுவர்கள் முடியும். வியாபாரம் முடியும், குருமன் முடியும், சற்றுயடன் முடியும், மதுரையோ
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receives a bricket or billa of prasadam from out of the morning food offering made to Sri Govindaraja.

Vira Narasinga Perumal Temple—1328 A.D..

Besides the shrines for Āḻvārs there were other shrines or temples constructed from time to time in Tirupati. There was one for Vira Narasingapperumal which came to notice in 1328 A.D. In that year one Mahapradhani Singaiya Dannayaka made provision in an endowment for daily offering. This temple might have been built by Vira Narasinga Yadava Raya himself or by Tiruvenkaṭanātha Yadavaraya who made over Pongalur (Singanallur) village to the Dannayāka for instituting certain charities. Prasadams used to be transferred from Sri Govindaraja’s temple and distributed here for pilgrims (just as in a Ramanujakutam) in the 15th and 16th centuries. The temple became defunct long time ago. The Narasimha Tirtham in Tirupati marks the spot. This Deity is also referred to in an inscription showing Chennakēsa Dasar’s food offering of one Tirupponakam each night (I. 224; 1450 A.D.). It was also known as Mēlai Singar Koyil, because it is in the western part of Tirupati (III. 118, 1517 A.D.).

Salai Nachchiyar Temple—1457 A.D.

The word Sālai (Saḻai) denotes the temple stores. This Goddess’s temple is just opposite to the stores. The real name of the Goddess is Pundarikavallittāyār. The date of construction has to be guessed from the fact that on the north wall of the verandah of the temple (outer side) is an inscription dated 2—2—1457, which is the earliest one on its walls. It must have been therefore constructed sometime before 1457. The Vaikhanasa Ārchakas are its dharma kartas. It is now a part and parcel of Sri Govindaraja’s temple. The next inscription which is on the east wall (outside) in the front verandah is nineteen years later in date. The third was on 9—5—1476.
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Sri Narasimhaswami Temple at Alipiri, 1485 A.D.

The consecration of this temple is inscribed on the east wall of Periya Āḻvār’s Temple at Alipiri and dated 20–4–1485. It was constructed by Sriman Sārvabhauma Narasimha (the famous Sāluva Narasimha) the son of Sri Vira Gundākshitiyati at the foot of the pathway over the Seshādri Hill. It is presumed that it was built to commemorate Sāluva Narasimha’s becoming the de facto emperor of Vijayanagar. It is now one of the languishing temples in Tirupati. In an inscription of 1544 A.D. it is described as பெரீயா அழ்வார் நல்லூர் விஜயாநார் விகாரை தலையாட்டு கோயில். There is another Narasinga Perumal installed in Kathāri Hanuman temple by Tallapakkam Tirumalai iyengar.

PERIYA RAGHUNATHA’S (SRI RAMA’S) TEMPLE IN TIRUPATI—1480—81.

The inscriptions II. 73 and 74 which record the building of this temple and the consecration of Sri Raghunatha are found on the north wall of the front mantapam of Kūrattāḻvar’s temple. The deity came to be known as Periya Raghunatha owing to another Raghunatha having been subsequently installed in 1488 in Sri Ramanuja’s temple (inside Sri Govindaraja’s temple) by one Tiruninra-ūr-Udaiyar Vignesvara Sriman (No. 88 Vol. II. 1488). The name of the donor of the former is Narasimharaya Mudaliar and it was built for the spiritual benefit of Sāluva Narasimharaya Udaiyar.

Some lands were endowed by Narasimharaya Mudaliar of Tirupati which accounted for a daily ration of 6 marakkals of rice, ghee 3 ulakkus, green gram 3 ulakkus, pepper 2½ Soliga, உலக்கு

1. உலக்கு வரையில் எல்லை ஒளிக்கும் உலக்கு

The year of construction is probably 1481 (9th Oct) which was monday Saravana nakshatra seventh lunar day, Alava Tula
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2 marakkals, Ghee 1 ulakku, 1 nali of salt pepper, vegetables, curds, 10 palam jaggery, 10 arecanuts, 20 betel leaves etc.; also provision for celebration of Tirukārtikai festival 6 marakkal rice etc. Thus it started as an entirely private temple quite independent of Sri Govindaraja’s temple. Inscription No. 74 of 1481 A.D. mentions that one Narasimharaya Mudaliar, living in Kumāra Ramanujapuram, Tirupati, was alone entitled to receive the prasādams. It was therefore independent of the control of the Sthanattar of Sri Govindaraja Temple. It is however, seen that in 1497 the Sthanattar accepted an endowment of 12000 panām made by one EkākiPerumāladasar (who installed an image of Sri Ramanuja in Periya Raghunatha’s temple on that date) for certain offerings to Periya Raghunatha first and then to Sri Ramanuja, II. 137 dated 3-6-1497. Thus the temple within 17 years of its consecration came under the management of the Sthanattars of the Tirumala temple. Even prior to this a connection was forged between Sri Govindaraja’s temple and this one by a new festival instituted by one Aniaranga-dāsar Anḍapperumal Sokkannan,1 when Sri Govindaraja during the Vidayatri ( נכתב ) day of his Ani and Vaikasi festival proceeded to Periya Raghunatha’s temple and had his Tirumanjanam or bath there along with His Nachchimir ( מכתב ). This Mangalāsānam ( מכתב ) in Sri Vaishnava parlance, elevated the status of the Raghunatha temple where the Tirumanjanam took place. The festival was duly recognised by the Sthanattar as shown by the inscription.

In an endowment III. 118, 27-11-1517 A.D. by Dharmapuram Sittamu Seṭṭi (merchant of Narasingapuram, Tirupati) we find that food offerings were arranged for Periya Raghunatha along with those for Sri Venkatesa and Sri Govindaraja and others. There is also an endowment by Koyilkēvi Vaḍa Tiruvenkaḍa Jiyer for Sri Venkatesa, Venkatatturaivar and Periya Raghunathan for food offerings, another by Manḍalam Ayyangar of Prāntur. A wooden car for the car festival of Periya Raghunatha was constructed by Kumara Ramanuja Ayyangar (IV. 1,1530 A.D.) for the spiritual benefit of Sri Vira Achyutharaya

I. מכתב מכתב תקנת הנקרא
Maharaja. Thus within 50 years of its existence this temple became famous; had its own festivals and got attached to the main temple of Tiruvengaḍamūḍaiyan. There was Adhyayanotsavam for Sri Raghunatha instituted by one Uddanḍarayar Ulagappan with food offerings on the tuvakkam (commencement), 6th day and Sattumurai day. Pachchhai Lingusetti endowed for one tiruvolakkam food offering on 7th festival day. There was tirupalli-Oḍa-tirunal for one day mentioned in Rama Bhattar’s endowment of 1532 A.D. An endowment by Tallapakkam Siru Tirumala Ayyangar was made in 1547. There was also a hunting festival for one day instituted in 1547. Kodai festival was started by Yatiraja Jiyar in 1540. The Brahmoṣavam of Sri Periya Raghunatha and the car festival are referred to in an endowment by Venkaṭatturaivar son of Malaininra Bhattar dated 26—11—1545.

Another Sri Raghunatha.

There is another Sri Raghunatha said to have been installed by Ramabhattanrayan in 1535 in Tiruvenkaṭapuram in western part of Tirupati.

It will be seen that the endowments for the temple were after all neither numerous nor plentiful. There were no benefactions by the king or by his ministers, generals and other dependents.

Yet another Sri Raghunatha is said to have been installed by Narayana Dasari Nayakkar on the banks of the Govinda pushkarini in 1606 A.D.

The one temple of Sri Raghunatha (Periya Raghunatha) which is in a flourishing condition to this day is the one now known as Sri Rama’s temple with its gopuram, large prakaram, a wooden car, car mantapam etc., and which was built in 1480—81 by Naraśimharaya Mudaliar. At the commencement it was purely a private benefaction having no claim on the Tirumala Devasthanam. Within 17 years of its existence it came under the purview and protection of that Devasthanam. But it continued to retain its independent status in that although it has been working according to the Vaikhanasa Agama, its archakas are different and therefore
also its Sthanikas. It is only on a few occasions that the Acharya Purushas and the Jiyyangars receive honours there. The temple during the management by the East India Company became a component part of the main Devasthanam.

Hanuman Shrine, Tirupati—1491?

The shrine to the east of the big gopuram of Sri Govindaraja situated in the car street may not be as old as the temple of Govindaraja. The Agamas do not mention that a shrine for Hanuman is a necessary adjunct to a Vishnu temple. The first mention of the shrine is found only in an inscription of the year 1491 when one Appaiyan (one of the Sabhaiyar of Tiruchchukarnur) made provision for offering one atirasappadi to Sri Govindaraja when he was taken to the Hanuman shrine on Thai Amavasya day (II. 96). For the Saturday Tirumanjanam of Anjaneya, provision was made in the inscription along with endowments for Āḷvars, etc. Ramanujayyan, son of Narasimharayar Saṭhagopadasar made provision for food offerings on Saturdays about the year 1500 A.D. (II. 146). In what year a temple was constructed, on the scale we have it now, may be surmised from an inscription III. 17, dated (Saka 1431–1509 A.D.) (on the verandah of the P.W.D. store, G.T.) wherein it is stated that one Kara-Vaṭṭippuliyāḻvār constructed the temple and consecrated the image of Hanuman (presumably the one attached to Govindaraja’s temple). This Hanuman is probably not the one given some offerings shown in No. 179 Vol. III 6—11—1528. The latter might refer to the Hanuman temple on the way to Āḻvār Tīrtham. Saturday Tirumanjanam and food offerings were provided for by Kuppaiyan (temple accountant), about 1540 A.D. Sri Govindaraja was offered a paruppaviyal prasadam when he visited Hanuman’s shrine in Chittirai month.

There is also reference to the installation of Sri Vittalesvara swami in the temple of Hanuman (V. 66, 1546 A.D.) (opposite to Govindaraja’s temple).1 This installation and all the benefac-

---
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tions for the worship of Viṣṇuśvara were made by Udayagiri Devaraja Bhatṭar (private secretary of Poṭlapāṭi ChinnaTimmaraja, Maharaja of the Aravidu family). Govindaraja sannidhi Hanuman is also referred to No. 128—Vol. V. no date. One Noytamma Narasaiyan is stated to have consecrated a Hanuman in the temple built by him on the banks of Govinda pushkarini. We have no trace of this. There are some more Hanumans mentioned incidentally in some of the inscriptions whose identity cannot be traced. But almost all of these have disappeared except the ones attached to Sri Govindaraja’s and Sri Periya Raghunath’s temple and the Kaṭṭari Hanuman on the way to the Āḻvār Tirtham.

Govinda Krishnan Shrine—1543 A.D.

We learn that in 1543 one of the temple accountants by name Tiruvanantāḻvār Kuppaian purchased a piece of land in the Bhāṣyakar Agraharam (Ayyangar Tiruvithi), Tirupati from a Tiruppanipillai, constructed a temple thereon, installed Govinda Krishnan and by an endowment of 1500 panam to Sri Govinda-raja, made provision for food offerings being sent from that temple daily to this Govinda Krishnan (V. 6). A second endowment of 2210 panam was also made by the donor in 1545 (V. 58). The temple is not in existence now.

Tiruvencata Gopala Krishnan Temple—1546 A.D.

A few years later, V. 82 25—10—1546, we find that another accountant Peria Solaiyya constructed a temple for Tiruvencata-Gopalakrishnan in a mantapam at the eastern end of the same Bhāṣyakar Tiruvithi and made an endowment of 2575 panams for daily food offerings to be sent every night from Sri Govinda-raja’s temple. Provision for lighting and for Tirumanjanam on all the 13 Rohini Nakshatras of the year and Visesha divasams were made, jointly by all the fourteen temple accountants.
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Gopala Krishna's Temples 1522 and 1537.

There was a Gopala Krishna installed in 1537 by Bhūtanatha Rama Bhattar in his töppu (grove) in Tirupati Vādirājapuram. The translator of the inscription construes Vādirajapuram to be Tiruchchukanur. But there is no authority for this. Rāchiraja Govindaraja, brother of Saluva Timmarasu constructed a Gopala-krishnan Temple on the bank of Sri Govindaraja's Govinda Puskharini and an offering of four tirupponakam daily was arranged by him for the God (III.154—1522 A.D.). Neither of these exists today. Perhaps the Krishna Vigraham in the temple of Manavālamāmuni is one of these.

Lakshmi Narayana Perumal.

There are two such temples. One was consecrated by Tāllāpākkam Periya Tirumala Ayyangar in the Tirthavari mantapam in Alvar Tirtham in Tirupati, V. 68, 20–6—1546°A.D., after making due provision for lighting and vellai tirupponakam food offering to be made daily and also on all Tirthavari Days of the Brahmostsavams for Sri Govindaraja and also for Achyutanperumal floating festival, sankramanams, etc.

The other temple is the one which is in a dilapidated condition in G. South mada street and mentioned as an endowment by Prativadi Bhayankaram Alagarayyangar Annangaracharya in 1636 A.D. The festivals and endowments connected with this temple are recent ones. There is now a Venugopalaswami in Alvar Tirtham which is nowhere mentioned in the inscriptions.

1. ..... சிலென் (சீலென்)பெடோ பெற்ற உயர்ந்த உத்தம முதல் திருக்காளியம் பாலை சிலென் குருகுரு கருதும் (குருகுரு) வேதம் லையந்த பிரரேஜந்தர் குறு குறுப்பனைக்கும் கறு குறு தங்கள் பாலை குருகுரு குருகுரு குருகுரு குருகுரு

2. VI 22.
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SHRINES ATTACHED TO SRI GOVINDARAJA’S TEMPLE

Achyuta Perumal Temple.

The precise date of construction of the temple and the consecration of Achyutaperumal are not mentioned anywhere. One Nāmi Settiyar of Krishnarayappatātanam (near Chandragiri) made an endowment of 1230 panams, IV. 92, 1537, saka 1458, for hunting festivals for Govindaraja and Achyutaperumal. There is an endowment for offering Tirupponakam etc., for Achyuta perumal in Tirupati (IV. 108, Vilambi 1538 A.D.). Achyutaraya’s inscription on the gopuram of that temple tells us that he paid 400 panam to Sri Venkatesa’s Temple to purchase the land for building Achyutaperumal temple and for construction of the agraharam of 100 Brahmin houses round it in Koṭṭur village, etc. We find also that provision for food offerings to this God were made in a number of inscriptions. Achyuta pettai in Tirupati is also mentioned. But it did not flourish for any length of time after the death of Achyutaraya Maharaya. The ruins of the temple and gopuram stand as ancient monuments and the temple is known as Pettai Guṇḍi (a contraction of Achyutapettai Guṇḍi).

Nathamuni Temple—late in 16th Century.

The first mention of Nāthamunigal is in No. 241 Vol. IV (neither date nor name of donor available) mentioning (along with the offerings to Sri Venkatesa) one atirasappadi to Nāthamunigal of Tirupati in Tirupati. Vol. VI. 12 (18—4—1596) mentions a Nathamunipuram where in front of the house of one Nayanārayangar Sri Govindaraja was offered a vadaipadi. The next mention is in 1636 in an endowment by Prativadi Bhayankaram Annangara-chāri; which provides that on every Sri Rama Navami day two dosai padi prepared in Govindaraja temple had to be taken to Sri Nathamuni Temple and offered to Chakravarti Tirumaganar (Sri Ṛṣa) in Nathamuni street. The temple must have come into existence late in the 16th century A.D. and the street also.

Tirukkachchinambi Shrine, 1596 A.D. (VI. 12.)

In a stone mantapam in the Vyāpāri Street, (now known as Beri Street), Tirupati one Silambidayar Seṭṭi of Ramapuram
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village installed on 19-4-1596 the idol of Sri Varadaraja Perumal, Nachchimar and of Tirukkachchinambi. The shrine is known as Tirukkachchinambi Sannidhi. He made endowments of land for the puja etc., of the deity and the Nambi. Along with Sri Ramanuja, Tirukkachchinambi was one of Alavandar’s desciples. The temple is being well maintained.

Varadaraja Perumal.

There is an older Varadaraja Perumal in Tiruchchukanur and the village of Tiruchchukanur itself was known as Varadaraja-puram at one time.¹ No. 157 Vol. IV-13-2-1541 refers to food offerings to Varadaraja on the occasion of car festival, tirthavari tiruppali oḍam and Uriadi; all in front of the donor’s house (Chettalur Srinivasayyan). The same inscription makes endowments for Sri Venkatesa, Sri Govindaraja and Alagia Perumal. Whether the Varadaraja and Alagia Perumal refer to the Deities in Tiruchchukanur is not specifically stated. Some of the food offerings to Varadarajaswami mentioned in No. 99 Vol. V 17-8-1547 may be taken to refer to this God although the word Tiruchchukanur is not mentioned explicitly.

Varadaraja Perumal is not mentioned in any of the previous inscription whether in Tirupati or in Tiruchchukanur. There are two other Varadarajas (one in Sri Vedanta Desika’s shrine and the other in Sri Manavala Mahamuni’s). But both those shrines do not belong to the inscriptiveal period; they belong to a much later period. There is a Mainji Varadarajaswami in the Govindaraja temple now, but whence He came we do not know. The Varadarajaswami in Tirumala has never had a separate festival.

Nammalvar Temples. (Two in number)
Alvar Tirtham Nammalvar.

It was already stated that one Pallavarayar of Tunjalur (Vānedutta Kaialagar) constructed the Temple, vimanam and prakaram

¹. வங்காலை முன்னாள் வஞ்சரசு வானாலை முன்னாள் சுமார் முடி முடி புண்டு முடி முடி (V. 66, para 13, 1546 A. D.)
walls of the Nammālvār shrine on the bank of the Āḻvār Tirtham. This donor lived some time about 1287 A.D., as is inferred from the date of other inscriptions to his credit in Nandalur (pages 69, 79 of Vol. I of T.T.D. inscriptions).¹

Another inscription I. 58 in Sanskrit Grantha characters also in the same shrine tells us that a certain Muni lives there on the bank of the lake (நாடும் நான்) and that realising that the present age is ruffled by Kali he, who has attained Divyagānam initiates us with compassion into Brahma vidya. The Muni’s name is not mentioned nor is the name of the lake (தாவரை). But from No. 57 referred to above we infer that the muni referred to is the Āḻvār (Nammālvār). From the language of Para 9 of No. 83 Vol. II. 6–6–1485 (Govindaraja temple inscription) which enumerates the endowments made by one Nallār Angāndai it appears that Periyālvār, Nammālvār, Tirumangai Āḻvār, Kula-sekharā Āḻvār and Udayavar on the occasion of their Sāttumurai day, during their respective Adhyayanotsavam in Tirupati, received from Tirumala one Appapaḍi prasadam in the Vasanta mantapam of Sri Govindaraja. The presumption, therefore, would be that on the Sāttumurai Day of his Adhyayanotsavam Nammālvār was taken to this Vasanta mantapam in Sri Govindaraja’s temple

1. This inscription I. 57, about 1287 A.D., on the inner west wall (outer side, proper right) of the shrine reads நாடும் நான் நீர்க்கத்து நீர்க்கத்து
நீர்க்கத்து நீர்க்கத்து நீர்க்கத்து, நீர்க்கத்து, நீர்க்கத்து, நீர்க்கத்து, நீர்க்கத்து, நீர்க்கத்து

2. நாடும் நம்பிச்சயம் நம்பிச்சயம்
நாடும் நம்பிச்சயம் நாடும் நம்பிச்சயம்
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along with Sri Govindaraja for the Sattumurai function where the appapaṭi was offered. This was in 1485 A.D., when Āḻvār Tīrtham Nammāḻvār temples was in a flourishing condition.

It is natural to presume that the idol of Sri Nammāḻvār was brought in procession to Sri Govindaraja temple. The details of the etiquette of these Sattumurais will be described presently. Again a Tirumala Temple inscription dated 4—12—1494, states (among the endowments relating to temples in Tirupati) that Nammāḻvār, Kulasekhara Āḻvār and Tirumangai Āḻvār were offered one appapadi each on the day of Sattumurai while seated in the mantapam in Narasimharayapuram built by one Saranu Setti, one of the nagarattār residing there. This offering would have been made in the course of the street procession of Nammalvar along with Sri Govindaraja. There are inscriptions of a like nature on pages 344, 345 of Vol. II whose dates are not given as the inscriptions are incomplete ones. Again one Pappusetti ayyan of Narasingarayapuram made provision, among other items in Tirupati, for three atrasappadi on three days of the Sattumurai of Nammāḻvār’s Adhyayanotsavam. This must also refer to Āḻvār Tīrtham Nammāḻvār as the function was held in a mantapam constructed on land near Tirumangai Āḻvār temple and belonging to it. One Yatiraja Jiya come forward in 1514 A.D., as the Kartar (manager) of Nammāḻvār shrine (the inscription is on west wall of Nammāḻvār shrine near Āḻvār Tīrtham and accepted an endowment of 150 paṇams by one Pattarpirān Ayyan one of the Sāttada Ekaki Sri Vaishnavas for one tiruvolakkam food offering on the 11th day of Nammāḻvār’s Adhyayanotsavam in the month of Masi. It is clear from the inscription that this temple had its own treasury account. In 1517 we find that one Dharmapurum Sittamu Setti provided one appapadi to be presented in the mantapam in Kulasekhara Āḻvār temple, Tirupati on the 6th day of Nammāḻvār’s Adhyayanotsavam. There was food offering provided by Srīman Narayana Jiya of the Van Sathagopan Matham on the 9th day festival. Pattarpirān Ayyan provided in 1523 food offering on 7th and 8th day festivals every year. This Nammāḻvār was given landed property in Elamandiyam village, known as Nammāḻvār Paṭṭaḍai. The same Paṭṭarpiran Ayyan made another
endowment in 1535, of 150 panam for Tirupalli-eluchchi offerings during Margali month. Paradesi Tiruvnenkatayyan endowed in 1537, 460 panams for bringing from Tirumala to Tirupati appapaḍi, parivattam etc., for the Tiruvadhyayanatuvakkam function, of the five Āḷvārs including Udayavar and Nammālvār. These endowments clearly indicate that this Nammālvār temple did not depend on the Govindaraja temple for its existence. Provision for food offerings on the 2nd and 6th days of Nammālvār’s Adhyayanotsavam in Tirupati was made by one Pēraruḷaḷaḷaḷiyān, in 1541. One of the items of expenditure shown in Vengapuraṉa Setti’s endowment of 48,900 panams made in 1544 was for cleaning the mantapam in Nammāḷvār’s temple. This leads us to suspect that the temple was not in daily use to any large extent in the 16th century. There was however a car festival also for this Nammālvār during the Sāttumurai day of his adhyayanotsavam, when the car circumambulated his shrine.

Ramanuja Kutam Nammalvar.—the rival temple.

About this time i.e., 1544 A.D., a rival temple of Nammālvār was built in Bhashyakar Agraharam (now G. North Mada Street) Tirupati by one Araṭti Kōndāraja (son of Mahamandalesvāra Araṭti Rāmaraja Kōṇēṭṭāraja). This Kōndāraja made a grant of ten villages yielding an annual income of 5713 rekai-pon for feeding Sri Vaishnava pilgrims in the Ramanujakutam attached to this Nammāḷvār shrine. The inscription (V. 125,) dated 2—10—1550 gives full details of the nature and kind of food— nearl, 500 marakkals of rice were consumed daily. Again we find that the same donor made in 1552 A.D. (V. 133) grand and elaborate arrangements for the celebration of the Adhyayanotsavam Sāttumurai of Uḍayavar and Nammāḷvār. Over and above this the same donor made another endowment in 1553 (V. 141) for the celebration of a 12 days festival for Nammāḷvār costing 126 rekhai-pon and 6½ panam per annum; also for the car festival of Sri Govindaraja in the month of Ani and for the celebration of the Sāttumurai of all Āḷvārs and Acharyas, in his Ramanujakutam Nammāḷvār shrine. For all these purposes, he gifted away Nagari village and Viṭṭugramam yielding an annual income of 400 rekhaipon.
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Rivalry between the two temples.

Where was the necessity for this rival Nammāḻvār temple we would naturally ask. This Temple eclipsed the older and the better located one. We can only guess the reason. The Kartar of the older temple was the Tengalai Jiyyengar while the manager of the younger one at the time was one Tirumalai Nambi Sriramayyangar, a member of the Vaḍagalai Tirumalai Nambi family. The members of the family of the Aravidu and Matla rajas were the disciples of the Tirumalai Nambi family. The Jiyyangar and the Tirumalai Nambi family were holding high religious status in the temple. If they had been less sectarian all these endowments would have been lavished on the Āḻvār Tirtham Temple only. The result of this rivalry was that in course of time both the temple lost their importance. Nammāḻvār is now in the small room in Govindaraja Temple along with the other three Āḻvārs. But his annual festival continues to be celebrated.

Tirupati and its suburbs.

We have so far noticed almost all the minor temples constructed in the suburbs of Tirupati and in the main temple of Govindaraja also. The suburbs which came to notice are Bhashyakar Agraharam within the four main streets or Raja Vithis of Tirupati; Srinivasapuram containing the temple of Vira Narasingaperumal; Raghunathapuram, containing the temple of Periya Raghunatha; Tiruvenkatapuram which must have been adjacent to Srinivasapuram; there is also one Narasingarayapuram in the west; Achyutarayarapuram containing the temple of Achyutaperumal and Nathamuni Agraharam. There is also a Vadirajapuram mentioned in the 16th century with Narasimhaswami temple. It is not possible to demarcate these suburbs at this distance of time. They only serve to give us an idea of how the small settlement of Bhashyakar Agraharam extended its limits from time to time. The Periya ēri which came to notice in 1260 A.D. was practically the southern limit and the foot of the hills and Āḻvār Tirtham the northern limit. On the west Siddhakkutṭai and Narasingarayapuram may be considered the limits; to the east the village would have
been only what it is now, for there have been spring channels and wet cultivation there.

For a Vishnu temple a pushkarini (or sacred tank) is a necessity. Water for Tirumanjanam (holy bath) and Puja has to be brought daily in procession to the temple. On the 9th or Tirthavari day of the Brahmostavam the function of Chakrattalvar (Sri Sudarsana) sanctifying the water for a bath has to take place in a pushkarini. We have so far seen that there was only one such place from which water (from the water-fall) could be brought. This is now known as Āḻvār Tirtham. There it can from time immemorial, long before the temple of Sri Govindaraja was ever thought of.

**ALVAR TIRTHAM—TIRUPATI.**

The earliest inscription I. 20 found on the bank of this pool of water formed by the water-fall, is on the door jambs of a shrine (now known as Kapilēsvaraswami Temple). The inscription does not give the name of the shrine, nor is there any mention of the water-fall near which the shrine stands. There is no date furnished. It reads in Tamil: "Sasti Sri Koṭṭūr Udaiyān rāyan rajēndra Sōlanāna Pirama mārāyan Munaiyatarayam eṉuppitta tirumaligai." It would be translated as "Hail, prosperity; this blessed abode (இயற்கைய கோயில்) raised (ஏற்றப்பட்ட) by Koṭṭūr Udaiyān (or proprietor of Kottur) Rāyan Rajendra Cholan (ராஜேந்திரர்) also known as Brahmarayan Munaiyatarayan." If it was meant to be the temple of a God some indication would have been given by the use of a word like Koyil and the name of the deity. We give credit to the fact that the inscription relates to the reign of Rajendra Chola—I or Rajendra Chola—II. The former reigned from 1013—1045 A.D. and the latter 1070—1122 A.D. The second Rajendra Chola assumed the name of Kulottunga—I in later years. We can safely put this inscription to 1070—1075 A.D. The Devastha-

1. இயற்கை கோயில் ஏற்றப்பட்ட ராஜேந்திரர் முனையாராயன் பள்ளியாராயன் ஆழ்வார் கோவில் கோயில் கோயில்.
nam epigraphist translates the word ‘‘இந்து வெள்ள கதுஞ்சியம்’’ as “Blessed Tabernacle” which requires explanation. In the Vaishnavite as well as Saivite, paribhāsha or refined language the dwelling house of a great or learned person is invariably called ‘‘இந்து வெள்ள கதுஞ்சியம்’’ whereas that person himself in similar paribhāsha would call it ‘‘இந்து வெள்ள’’ (hut). The word tabernacle seems to have no equivalent in any of the Indian languages. Tabernacle of the Jews was the altar on which burnt offerings were made. The nearest equivalent will be “Koyil” (or Koyil Āḻvār according to Sri Vaishnavas). We can understand this somewhat better when we refer to inscription I. No. 57 and 58 in the Nammāḻvār temple close by. Both are on the bank of this very (water-fall) pond. Inscription No. 57 is on the inner side of the west wall of the Nammāḻvār shrine. This temple or shrine was renovated by one Pallavarayar or Vānēḻuttakaiyālagar, whose date we infer from some Nandalur inscriptions to be about 1287 A.D. and therefore more than two centuries after the former one,1 which translated would read “vimānam mantapam and the mālīgai, the (entire structure inclusive of prakaram walls, gopuram etc.) are the dharma (charity) of Pallavarayar or Vānēḻuttakaiyālagar of Turijalur in middle third Milalaikūṟṟam in the Pāṇḍyanādu.” The Devasthanam epigraphist here translates mālīgai as “sanctuary” (not tabernacle). The word ‘‘இந்து வெள்ள கதுஞ்சியம்’’ would comprise the entire structure as we understand the paribhāsha common to us. Inscription No. I 58 which is also in the Āḻvār shrine is in Sanskrit (granṭha characters) a.d states that on the banks of the tank (இந்து வெள்ள கதுஞ்சியம்) at the foot (of the hill) a Muni lives. The inscription being in Nammāḻvār shrine we take it to refer to that Muni or it may by a stretch of imagination be taken to refer to a muni or some great person who lived in the இந்து வெள்ள கதுஞ்சியம் which Brahmarayan munaiyā Daraiyan raised on the bank of the tank about 1070 A. D. as per inscription I. 20.

What we have to note in both the inscriptions is the use of the word இந்து வெள்ள கதுஞ்சியம் as referring to the abode of a great person

---

1. It reads in Tamil இந்து வெள்ள கதுஞ்சியம், இந்து வெள்ள கதுஞ்சியம் குட்டிகளின் தலை வெள்ள கதுஞ்சியம் குறிப்பிட்டு ஢ாக்கிகள் வெள்ள கதுஞ்சியம் குட்டிகளின் தலை வெள்ள கதுஞ்சியம் குறிப்பிட்டு ஢ாக்கிகள் வெள்ள கதுஞ்சியம் குட்டிகளின் தலை வெள்ள கதுஞ்சியம் குறிப்பிட்டு ஢ாக்கிகள் வெள்ள கதுஞ்சியம் குட்டிகளின் தலை வெள்ள கதுஞ்சியம் குறிப்பிட்டு ஢ாக்கிகள் வெள்ள கதுஞ்சியம் குட்டிகளின் தலை வெள்ள கதுஞ்சியம் குறிப்பிட்டு ஢ாக்கிகள் வெள்ள கதுஞ்சியம் குட்டிகளின் தலை வெள்ள கதுஞ்சியம் குறிப்பிட்டு ஢ாக்கிகள் வெள்ள கதுஞ்சியம் குட்டிகளின் தலை வெள்ள கதுஞ்சியம் குறிப்பிட்டு ஢ாக்கிகள் வெள்ள கதுஞ்சியம் குட்டிகளின் தலை
or a highly venerated man and not to the sanctuary of God. And Munaiyadarayan does not state that he raised the structure for any God. The Tirtham or pond is neither mentioned nor named as Kapila Tirtham; nor is the shrine called Kapileswara’s temple. Nor do inscriptions No. 57 and 58, give the Tirtham a name. But we must inevitably admit that the water source for the daily Tirummanjanam and Puja of Sri Govindaraja from the date Sri Ramanuja installed the Mūrti must have been this Tirtham, by whatever name it might have been called; for there was no tank then near Govindaraja’s temple. In the absence of any name to be found in our inscriptions we will be justified in presuming that it may have been named Ālvar Tirtham, whether the word Ālvar referred to Nammālvār or the Sudarsana or Chakratālvar of Sri Vishnu who sanctified the waters.

In No. 29 Vol. II (May-June 1467) reference is made to a festival (assumed to be Upakarmam day) when Sri Govindaraja with Sri Devi and Bhu Devi had Snapana Tirummanjanam in the waters (of the tank) and thus sanctified the waterfall. The inscription is in Govindaraja temple but the reference is made to Ālvar Tirtham waters as the Upakarmam takes place only on the banks of the Ālvar Tirtham even to this day. But the inscription does not give the name of the tank. The Govinda Pushkarini was not in existence in 1467. The inscriptions which give us a clear understanding are No. 8, 9 and 10 of Vol. IV dated 25—6—1531, during the reign of Sri Vira Achyutaraya Maharaya. No. 8 is in Telugu, No. 9 in Kanarese and No. 10 in Tamil. (language and script). They are identical in substance, viz., that Achyutaraya for his purushārtham renovated the tank (did Punahpratishtha,¹) (in Telugu the words are missing) constructed cut stone steps, Sandhyāvandana Mantapam all round and planted (సంధ్యావాండన మంతాపం) Sudarsana stones at the four corners (సూదర్సాన కనుము). The Telugu inscription describes the tank as పునర్ప్రతిష్ఠ చేశాడు కోసం మంత కింది సూదర్సాన కాలుగల కనుగా సంధ్యావాండ. The Kanarese version is the same. But the Tamil version No. 10 reads

¹punahpratishtha: the act of repairing or reconstructing an existing structure.
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All call it Tiruvengalanatha’s sacred waters, alias Tirupati Chakra Tirtham (in Telugu and Kannarese) and Āḻvār Tirtham in Tamil. As already surmised the word Āḻvār in Tamil in this inscription may refer to Chakrattālvaṟ or Sudarsana and not Nammāḻvār. It is thus clear that according to this inscription it was, in days anterior to the inscription, known as Chakrattālvaṟ Tirtham, Chakra Tirtham or Alvar Tirtham. It seems to have had no other name. These names might have been given to the waters after the construction of the Govindaraja Temple. It was however not known as Kapila Tirtham.

Brief reference will now be made to subsequent inscriptions about this Tirtham. No. 49 Vol. IV. 13–7–1535 states1 (Govinda- raja bestowing the waters in the Āḻvār Tirtham on Tirthavāri day). In No. 169 Vol. IV dated 20–1–1542 (p. 320 para 20) occurs ‘நம்மாழ்வார் திருவந்தையானம்’ In No. 34 Vol. V. 19-3-1544 P. 87 para 88 reads, “On the tenth day or Sattumurai of Nammāḻvār Tiruvadhyanam festival in Visakha Nakshatram when Nammāḻvār ascends the car on the Āḻvār Tirtham and circumambulates the Nammāḻvār Temple.” Again in No. 66 Vol. V. 25-3-1546(para 10,11)6 occurs, “When Tiruvāḷi Āḻvār (Sudarsana) goes to Alvār Tirtham on Tirukkārtigai Day4 also “when going to Tirtham on Sankara- manam day” (all referring to Govindaraja temple). Again in an inscription which deals with the installation of Lakshminarayana Perumal in the Tirthavāri Mandapam of Āḻvār Tirtham occur the words ‘நம்மாழ்வார் திருவந்தையானம் திரு் தீர்வு முறை

1. கோவில்களுக்கு அமைந்த பதிவு கொண்டு பிற்று வருவது.

2. நம்மாழ்வார் திருவந்தையானம் நம்மாழ்வார் திரு் தீர்வு முறை

3. கோவில்களுக்கு அமைந்த பதிவு கொண்டு பிற்று வருவது.

4. கோவில்களுக்கு அமைந்த பதிவு கொண்டு பிற்று வருவது.
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According to the inscription dated June 1547, Soṭṭai Tirumalai Nambi Srinivasa Ayyangar, V. 92, among his endowments mentions a Tiruvengadāmuḍaiyan image in 4th cave above Alvar Tirtham. Among the several acts of charity of Maṭla Anantaraja the establishment of a free feeding house in Ālvar Tirtham Seshachala Kuruvai is mentioned. The first mention of a Kapilesvara shrine (not any tank) is in an inscription dated 30–1–1563, Saka 1485 in Dundubhi year, Kumbha month, Suklasaptami Saturday, Bharani Nakshatra, when a dancing girl Sevvi Sāni donated 200 panams from the interest whereon the daily worship of Sri Vignēsvara (one lamp to be lit in the evening and flowers and food offerings with two marakkals of rice) installed in the Nṛtya mantapa of Nayaniyar Kapileśvara Mudaiyan Nayanar Kovil was to be carried on. The inscription does not state that the tank was called Kapila Tirtham.

Long time thereafter on 10–2–1865 A.D., (after an interval of 302 years from 1563 and 237 years from 1628 A.D.), we come to an inscription which says that Sri Mahant Dharma Dasu, Vichāranakarta did repairs to the Kapila Tirtham.

"Thus it was on 10–2–1865 that we were told by Dharma-dasji that Alvār Tirtham is Kapila Tirtham. But we have seen enough to note that it is a misnomer, and that throughout all the centuries in the past it has been known only as Alvār Tirtham. It is called the Divya Tirtham of Tiruvengadāmuḍaiyan, but flowing to Tirupati. It has always been considered as flowing from the toe of Tiruvengadāmuḍaiyan and therefore holy. There was a Tiruvengadāmuḍaiyan installed in the fourth cave of the waterfall above Ālvar Tirtham where the waters roll down in cascades.

1. "\( \text{statement} \) "

2. VI Part I, 25, "\( \text{statement} \) "

3. "\( \text{statement} \) "
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SRI KAPILESWARASWAMI TEMPLE

AT

ALVAR TIRTHAM, TIRUPATI.

This temple is situated on the high ground on the east bank of the Alvar Tirtham, also now called Kapila Tirtham and faces west.

There are only two inscriptions which relate to this temple. The earlier one, as was already stated, is on the door jambs of the temple. It does not mention the date, but from the contents can be ascribed to the Chola period, either Rajendra I or Rajendra II in the later half of the eleventh century A.D.¹

The inscription translated into English would read “Svasti Sri: This Tirumaligai (was) raised by Rayan Rajendrasolan, alias Brahmanarayan Munaiyadariyam.” The Devasthanam epigraphist translated the word Tirumaligai as “Tabernacle.” The Tamil word Tirumaligai would be used when referring to the residence of a great religious teacher, or saint (நாளுக்கு பெருமாள் அப்போய் பெருமாள்). There is in fact no Tamil equivalent for the Jewish tabernacle which was a movable place of worship having an altar for burnt sacrifice. In a depolarised sense a tabernacle is a place of worship. But the idea of having a concrete image for worship would not be germane to a tabernacle.

If the structure raised by Munaiyadariyam was a temple or sanctum, the proper Tamil word would have been Koyil (கோயில்) whether it be one for Siva or for Vishnu. In I. 23 (1094 A.D.) which gives details of an endowment for Sri Parassarēsvara’s temple in Tiruchchukuranur, the word used is Koyil.² Also in I. 25 (1111

¹

²
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the temple of Sri Kālahastesvara is called koyil. In I. 35 (1223 A.D.) we find the temple referred to as koyil. Also in I. 36, 1225 A.D which refers to an endowment of 1008 A.D. for Sri Parāsaresvara’s temple the word koyil occurs.

It is therefore improbable that the structure raised by Munaiyadaraiyan during the reign of Rajendra Chola was a temple for a God. It might have been raised to serve as residence for a living saint, or to instal the image of any such saint, say Saint Kapila. Further a temple for God would usually be made to face East and not West. The shrine or temple for Saint Nammālvār, which is close by, faces west because the saint must be made to face Sri Venkatesa as the Hill and not show his back to God. It is even probable that the door jamb on which the inscription is found was originally the door jamb of the shrine of Sri Nammālvār before that temple was rebuilt about 1287 A.D. by Pallavarayar and that the rejected door jamb was used at a later date for the Kapilesvara Temple.

There is another consideration also to justify this interpretation. If it was a temple for Siva it would have received encouragement at the hands of the Saivite Cholas in the same way that the Tiruchchukanur Parāsaresvara temple had received during the eleventh, twelfth and thirteenth centuries. This temple of Sri Kapilesvara is not mentioned in any inscription till we reach the year 1563 A.D. In an inscription dated 30—1—1563 during the reign of Sadasivaraya Maharaya (Saturday, Bharani nakshatram Sukla

1. திருத்துறை கைமானி என்போர் இல்லை

2. நூற்றாண்டு முதல் வருடங்கள் 200 க்கு மேல் போன்றது வரும்... அதிசயன் இக்கசோழம் உள்ளது குறுக்கு நாளை செய்ய வரும் ...

3. நூற்றாண்டு முதல் வருடங்கள் சிவன் என்று குறுக்கு

4. திருத்துறை கைமானி (1485) ல் வசு வரையந்திரும் சிவன் என்று குறுக்கு நாளை செய்ய வரும் இக்கசோழம் உள்ளது குறுக்கு.
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Saptami of Kumbha month in the cyclic year Dundubhi, saka 1485), the temple is described as being managed by the Sthānattar of Tirupati Nayanar Kapileswara mudaiya Nayanar temple. We are distinctly told that the ‘Nayanar Kapileswara muḍaiya Nayanar’ is the presiding Deity of the temple. We do not know why the word Nayanar is used as a prefix as well as a suffix to Kapileswaramuḍaiyan. Nayanar is used as referring to Siva as well as a Saivite saint. Could we interpret the phrase to mean the Nayanar who was worshipped by Kapileswara mudaiya Nayanar but having no special name?

An Emperumāṇaṇḍiyar Sevvu Sāni made an endowment of 200 panam. We are also informed that owing to (heavy) rains the compound wall and the kitchen of the temple collapsed and were repaired by Rāchchuvitṭu nayakkar, perhaps taking this 200 panam as a loan. The temple had its own Sthanattar and its own accountant according to this inscription. The endowment was for Sri Vighnesvara and not for Sri Kapileswaraswami.

We hear no more about this temple until we reach the period when the East India Company took over the administration of all the temples in Tirupati and Tirumala at the beginning of the 19th century A.D. There were, according to the Tasdik Book for the period from Fasli 1233 to Fasli 1242, (1824 to 1833 A.D.) under the company's management 19 major temples and 17 minor temples in Tirumala and Tirupati. The temple of Sri Kapileswara Swami was classed as a major temple and was in receipt of an annual contribution of Rs. 175—14—0 in cash from the circar. It had no income of any other kind. Its expenditure is also shown as Rs. 175—14—0. It was not dependant on the Tirumala Devasthanam for this contribution, but on the circar. After the temples in Tirumala and Tirupati were handed over to the Mahant as Vicharanakarta in 1843 A.D., the Mahants failed to darw the circar contribution, but paid the same amount of Rs. 175—14—0 from the Tirumala Devasthanam funds. In fact the Mahants

1. இயற்றி நரம்பன் குட்டாரே இருந்து குருநேர்
   குருங்கு தர்க்கநூல்.
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failed to draw the circar contribution in the case of all the temples handed over to them, including the temple of Sri Venkateswara in Tirumala.

The location of the Balipitam and Dhvajastambham of Sri Kapileswara's temple on the roof of the Sandhyavandana Mantapam of the tank indicates that they must have been raised after the building of the Sandhyavandana Mantapam around the Alvar Tirtham in 1531 A.D., by Achyutharaya Maharaya.

It is now one of the four component major temples of the Tirumala Tirupati Devasthanams and well serves the needs of the Saivite community in Tirupati.
CHAPTER XII.

TEMPLES AND THE AGAMAS.

SECTION I.

Classification of Temples according to their origin.

TEMPLES dedicated to Vishnu in any of His reputed forms or in any form which appealed best to the mind of the donor are consecrated in conformity with the procedure laid down in the Samhita which is proposed to be followed thereafter. The Samhitas are numerous; some expound the tenets of the Vaikhanasa Agama and some the tenets of the Pāncharātra. In most cases the main as well as the subsidiary images (called the Dhruva Mūrti and the Parivāra devas) are made by silpis or sculptors who are well versed in the ancient rules for the manufacture of icons. Such images are consecrated in the newly built temple. There are also a large number of temples wherein are Mūrtis whose origin is not traceable. Some are called Puranik because the place is mentioned in one or other of the Sātvik puranas and the Mūrtī or Bimbam said to have been set up and worshipped by one of the Puranic Heroes. The Main Image, at any rate is not presumed to have been made by any Silpi of this Kaliyuga. There are also temples where the Main Image is presumed to have been installed and worshipped by a Siddha or Rishi in one of the previous Yugas. In this case also the modern Silpi has had no hand in the carving of the Image. The fourth class comprises temples erected and images installed by the Devas themselves. The images therein were worshipped by the Devas. The fifth class of temples is known as Svayam Vyaktam. Sri Vishnu out of His Infinite love manifested Himself in a few places in the form of a Mūrti so that His Bhaktas may worship there daily and obtain Salvation (freedom from birth).
LIMITATIONS TO AGAMA RULES

The rules laid down in the Agama Samhitās for the iconography of the different forms of Murtis and the precise form of daily worship apply in every detail to temples first mentioned above, namely, the Mānusham class wherein the Bimbam and the temple were made and consecrated by man. In the other cases the daily form of worship (the norm of worship) would as far as possible be in accordance with the procedure given in the Agama Samhitā which is adopted for that temple. If any difference is noticed in the features of the Image from what is given in the Silpa Sāstram, the presumption is that the Image was made according to Bhagavat Sāstram. Therefore no attempt should be made to effect any alterations. Also if there had been old usages and practices which were existing when the Vaikhanasa or Pancharatra form of worship was first introduced, those usages and customs should under no circumstances be interfered with. The temple of Jagannāth is often cited as an instance and so also the Tirumala temple.

The spiritual aura or influence of a Svayam Vyaktā sthalam will be felt in all the worlds; that of a Daivika Sthalam will extend all round over one hundred Yojanas; that of an ārsha Sthalam over a five Yojana radius, that of a Pauranikam over a three Yojana radius and that of a mānusha Sthalam over a radius of one Yojana only. (Vide Marichi Samhitā 98th patalam pp. 522, 523 and Bhrigu Samhitā 34th Chapter pp. 390 to 392; both Telugu editions).

THE VAIKHANASA AND PANCHARATRA AGAMAS.

The Agamas are two in number, the Vaikhānasa and the Pancharātra. Each claims for itself greater antiquity, superiority and sanctity. The points of difference are immaterial so far as the average worshipper is concerned. The points of agreement on fundamentals are so many that our Acharyas have accorded equal recognition to both. The main differences will however be given consideration in this Chapter. It will also be shown how by the removal, or omission of the images of the Vyūha forms in the first āvaram of the temple the differences carry no significance.
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The Agama Samhitas deal with a variety of topics. Some devote more attention to the details of the architecture, including iconography. Some deal with the different types of temples and the images appropriate for each. Some devote more attention to installation ceremonies, nityārchna and festivals. Some about expiatory ceremonies for defilement, failure to perform pūjas in time or mutilation of images and damage to consecrated structures. A few give an account of the metaphysical and mythological conceptions on which are based the theories of the efficacy of temple worship as the safest and surest means to end mortality and to attain to immortality and eternal communion with the Para Brahman in Heaven. These conceptions are the postulates of Hindu theology. Temple worship has therefore its roots in them.

FUNDAMENTALS OF TEMPLE WORSHIP.

Postulates accepted in Temple Construction and Worship.

1. The Nishkala Brahman:—The Nishkala Brahman is formless and is indescribable by any attributes. But all attributes which are used to describe Him are in Him in a latent condition as ghee is in milk, as oil in sesamum, scent in flower, juice in fruit and fire in wood.

2. Sakala Brahman:—This is the next stage in which Brahman assumes of His own Sankalpam a form with all attributes. Just as fire comes out of wood when rubbed, so also by constant dhyānam or meditation of the Bhaktas and of His own Choice or Sankalpam He assumes forms. As many sparks of fire shoot out from burning wood, so also do Brahma, Isāna and the other Dēvatas arise.¹

1. Kṣṭhē agnir mathanadujvalanniva nishkalatmakō Viṣṇur dhyana-
mathanēṇa bhaktya Saukalpanat sakalō bhavati. Tasmadagner vishphulinga iva Brahmeśanadi Dēvata rūpair bhinnatvat .. . ” (Marichi. page 488 Telugu edition) This account of the origin of Brahma, Rudra and the other devatas is vague and does not contemplate to fit in with the Puranic account of Brahma emanating from the navel of Narayana. The Vaikhanasas however do subscribe to the Puranic Story.
3. The Saguna Brahman:—The next postulate is that the Sakala Brahman is Saguna Brahman as well. It has not only a body but also innumerable auspicious attributes (Kalyāṇa guṇas) and no inauspicious ones. Matter in its most rarefied, imperceptible and impalpable state, known as Mūla Prakriti is His Body. This Prakriti is inseparable from Him and exists for Him only. It has no independent existence. He pervades it through and through. This Mula Prakriti is said to be of two kinds a lower and a higher one. The lower one known as Prakriti goes through eight stages of transformation or transmutation, viz., Manas, Buddhi, Ahankāram, Ākāsam, Vāyu, Tejas, water (fluid) and earth (Solid) (An elucidation of these states is not given here, being not necessary for our purpose) By a multiplicity of combination of these and by their interaction with the higher Prakriti called Jīvatma which somehow has got enmeshed therein Mula Prakriti becomes this wonderful universe. On the body of the Saguna Brahman this Mula Prakriti assumes the shape of mole marks. (called Sree vatsam). Sīrī Deī is seated on a lotus standing above the Sreevatsam and she is the abhimāni dēvata of Mula Prakriti. The form of Sīrī Deī is also given in the Samhitā and Her relationship to the Saguna Brahman described. She is called the Vibhūti or everything that constitutes prosperity, wealth, happiness, etc., of Vishnu. She is part and parcel of Him; she assumes forms, sizes, etc., to suit His will. She is the Sakti or Power of Mula Prakriti and is Pushti. ¹

4. Srishti Sthiti and Samharam:—Somehow and at some time in the unknown hoary past and aided by the interaction of the three guṇas (Satva, Rajas and Tamas) which are also His creation, the Jīvatma got enmeshed in the lower Prakriti. As a consequence the Jīvatma has to enjoy the fruits of its actions in an endless cycle of birth and death with old age, sickness, pain


Marichi page 488
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and pleasure. Looking at the Jivatma as only a higher form of Prakriti is the one given in the Gita. In this connection the Rigvedic conception of the relationship between Paramātma, Jivatma and Prakriti also deserves consideration, being older than that of the Gita. It is found in the verses of Sukta 164 and gives a higher status to Jiva.

"Two birds of beautiful wings, comrades intimately related to each other, are perching on the same tree; one of the two tastes of the sweet fruit while the other simply looks on without eating anything." 
(Verse 20)

"Where the fair-winged through powers of knowledge have ever and anon infused a spark of immortality, there in myself a simple creature, the most wise Lord that preserves all the world has taken his abode."
(Verse 21)

"The tree whereon the charming bird tasting of its own sweetness takes shelter and whereon all of them deposit their brood, the fruit on the top of that tree is said to be very delicious; none can enjoy it who do not know the Father."
(Verse 22)

By His Sankalpam and as a matter of sport to Him this cycle of births and deaths of all Jivas and Prakriti is punctuated by periods of partial dissolution and creation and also wholesale dissolution and creation, with an interlude when all matter and the jivas are reduced to the primary state of Mula prakriti. The jivas carry with them in this atomic condition the germs or seeds of the fruits of all their actions. This mass of prakriti and jivas lies preserved and protected in the womb or body of Brahman in His form as Narayana. There is really no change but an orderly preservation or Sthitī. They lie in this condition until at His will a next creation takes place. In this creation each jiva makes a fresh start from a place and under conditions which its accumulated past achievements entitle it to. Vishnu's function of giving protection to jivas is thus a continuous one and has no period of rest. Srishti, Sthitī and Samhāram (creation; protection and preservation; and dissolution) take place ever recurringly.
5. While Sthiti is the function which in His form as Vishnu, Sriman Narayana attends to, the work of creation is assigned to Brahma. From out of the navel of Narayana Brahma arises as the first created Jiva endowed with the Divine power to fulfil the task. Sankara or Rudra is created, according to the Vaishnavite or Sātvik puranas, by Brahma for accomplishing dissolution. Besides the wholesale dissolution of the universe, partial dissolution and recreation take place from time to time of the three lokas (Bhur, Bhuvar and Suvarlokas). This is mythology which is unquestioningly believed in. There are also other devas, such as Indra and the other lokapalas, and the Navagrahas, who are Brahma's creation.

6. The ultimate goal of the Jiva is to free itself from association with Prakriti, thus end the cycle of births and deaths and attain to a state of eternal communion with the Paramātman.

7. There are four ways of reaching this goal, viz., Japam, Homam, Dhyanam and Archā.

(a) Japam:—Japam is the recital with a concentrated mind of certain words, phrases or sentences which are called mantras and which, if properly pronounced and be associated with ideas, confer on the aspirant great spiritual power and bring about realisation of the object in view. Ashtāksharam, Saḍāksharam, Dvādasāksharam are the prominent ones. Initiation into the proper method of pronouncing them and choice of proper environments are said to be essential.

(b) Homam:—This is done by installing the five or the three agnis invoking the assistance of Agni deva. The homam is performed for the Deva whose help the aspirant seeks. This is a tedious process and like the japam demands great patience.

(c) Dhyanam:—This requires great concentration of mind on a particular object for a continuously long period. Hunger, thirst and fatigue have to be overcome. It is possible only for those who have attained great proficiency in Ashtāṅga Yogam. Yogis are said to visualise the Brahman which is in every man's heart.
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There are, it is said, dangers attendant in every one of the above. Success depends on the effective control of the mind which has so many distractions. Even the devatas are said to be jealous of the man who reaches great heights in the attempts by the above methods. A false step might land the aspirant in mental disorders, etc. It is like travelling by air where not only the engine disorders but also the atmospheric disturbances result in a disastrous crash.

(d) Archa:—The Archa marga is the fourth path. It is said to be the safest and surest way to attain the goal. Faith in God is the essential requisite for taking to this path. In this method the aspirant gets made an image in as precious a metal as his finances will permit, in as lovely a form as his spiritual ideas and aesthetic taste dictate to be likely form of Saguna Brahman, sets it up to be his God and fully and firmly believes it to be God. He should offer puja to that Image daily and regularly concentrating his mind on that Image only during worship and become unconscious of what takes place around him during that period. The material form before him helps to concentrate the mind and steadies his faith. Or the aspirant might regularly attend worship being carried on in a temple by a specially trained priest. The grander the manner in which the priest conducts the worship the greater would be the effect on the aspirant. This method has no pitfalls. Even if there should be any break, the aspirant begins again where he left off. In the Kali age which has placed before man so many handicaps and in the ever growing struggle for existence the Archa marga is considered the most suited for man to achieve salvation.

8. Vyuha Avatars and Vyuha Lokas:—The mythological conception of the region which the jiva has as its goal and the kind of communion with the Paramatma which it offers are also implicitly believed in. The theory is that Paramatma of His Sankalpam brought into existence a huge golden Egg which encloses within it innumerable andams or spheres of which the one in which we live is one. The uppermost andam is known as the Vaishnavandam. It is to this andam that the liberated jivas, who are therefore called Muktas are conducted after they cast off this mortal frame. In that andam Paramatma abides along which certain eternal beings
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known as Nityas, Siddhas and Muktas. This anḍam is called Vaishnavāṇḍam and is subdivided into four grades of anḍams, one being above the other in regular succession. They are called Amoda, Pramoda, Sammoda and Vaikunta lokas. Jivas enter first the lowest one of these, viz., Amoda loka and gradually rise to spiritual perfection. To the jiva Paramatma appears in each of these lokas in graded spiritual forms Vishnu, Mahā Vishnu, Sadā Vishnu, and Sarva Vyāpi Narāyana. The perceptible forms of these called amśas are Purusha, Satya, Achyuta and Aniruddha. They are also collectively called Vyūha forms, because they represent graded spiritual conceptions and powers of Paramatman which the jiva masters in four successive stages. Thus the Vyūha Mūrtis are four in number. Besides these four there are said to be as many as twenty four sub-Vyūhas some of which have their place in temple worship.

9. Vibhava Avatars:—The next mythological belief is that the Paramatma manifested Himself in human and other forms to accomplish some specific task or other which was beyond the capacity of man to achieve. These are called Vibhava Avatars which as all know are ten in number. Images made according to the description of these given in the Puranas are worshipped in temples and in homes.

10. Antaryami:—The other belief is that in every human heart resides Paramatma because he is all pervasive. Yogis are able to visualise Him in their heart.

Thus Paramatma responds to the prayers of man and helps him in his attempts for salvation in one or the other of the Vyūha, Vibhava: Antaryāmi and archa mārgas.

Temple worship is based on these beliefs and temple structures are modelled on the story of Cosmogony as given in the Puranas. The Vyūha Murtis and Brahm, Sankara, Indra and other devatas play a great part in the rituals of temple worship; and the architectural design of temples provides accommodation for them. The Vyūha theory will be dealt with first and then the cosmogony or story of creation. It will then be clear to the readers how the
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obsolete and the extant forms of temples are both modelled on these ideas.

The Vyuha Theory according to the Vaikhanasas.

There is a contention raised by some Vaikhanasa pandits that the Vyuha theory has no place in their Agama. Bhrigu Samhita however makes it clear that such a contention is due to the misconception that the word Vyuha is not used in (the Telugu edition of) the Marichi Samhita while giving the division of Adi-murti into four more forms. (Vide. Pages 386 and 387 of Bhrigu Samhita and 507,508 of Marichi Samhita).

"Panchadhå tu punar Vyûhah
prochyate Srutisammatah |
Dêvô Vishnvâdibhêdëna
panchadhå vyavatishṭhate ||

The word Vyuha means division into a number of units. It might be asked why the Adi-murti should divide himself into four more parts. The reason given is in the sruti "Tad Vishnôs sramâ-panudâya chaturguna yeti." To remove or obviate the difficulties which the bhaktas have to face in realising Brahman in full and at one stroke. He divided Himself into four more parts so that the goal might be reached in four stages. The realisation of Brahman in five stages was taught by Varuṇa to his son Bhrigu as told in the Tattariya Upanishad—that He is Anna, Prâna, Manas, Vijñâna and Ananda. The Agama Samhitas likewise recommend five stages of realisation of Vishnu, Mahâ Vishnu, Sadâ Vishnu and Vyâpi Narayana whose amsas are Purusha, Satya, Achyuta and Aniruddha respectively and thereafter the Adi Mûrti. Mastery of the gunas or virtues which characterise these Vyuha forms and which are known as Dharmam, Jñânam, Aisvaryam and Vairagyam brings about God realisation in four successive stages. The final stage is the realisation of Adi Mûrti. The Vaikhânasa theory is that by a continued observance of worship in His Archa form the jiva's attachment to samsâra is removed and the Jivâtma sees Paramatma in the form of Narayana.
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“Tad ārādhanaṃ samsāra-rnava ānimagnō
Jivātmā Paramātmānam Nārāyaṇam pasyati.”

Ultimately the Jivātmā reaches the Divya lokam. There it has the good fortune to serve the Paramatma in four successive ways, viz., Śālōkyam, Śāmīpyam, Śārūpyam and Śāyujujyam. Śālōkyam is obtained while in Āmōḍa lokam. Śāmīpyam in Pramōḍa lokam; Śārūpyam in Sammōḍa lokam and Śāyujujyam in Vaikuṇṭham. Āmōḍam, Pramōḍam, Sammōḍam and Vaikuṇṭham are the four lokas in the Vaishnavaṇḍam, in successively higher stages (upary upari).1

So Even after reaching the Vaishnavaṇḍam after divesting oneself of the material body the jivatma has to go through four stages of evolution before it has full realisation of the Paramātman.

(a) Thus in the amodalokam the liberated jivatma gets into the Śālōkya condition, serves the lowest manifestation of the Adimūrti in the form of Purusha which is the amsa of Vishnu. The Brahma guṇam or Virtues of Purusha is Dharmam which therefore becomes the Vishaya guṇa of the jivatma.

(b) In the next higher lōka of the Vaishnavaṇḍam the Pramoda loka the jivātmā gets to a nearer approach called Śāmīpyam and serves the next higher form Satya which is the ama of Maha Vishnu, whose characteristic Brahma guṇa is Jñānam (knowledge of the Divine). This jñānam is therefore imbibed in full by the jivatma, or is its Vishaya guṇa.

1. Nitya Mukta Sudha svaḥ-hava purushair anubhūvmanam Vaishnavaṇḍam. Tatra Vishnu lōkas chatvarah—Amōḍah, Pramōḍah, Sammōḍah, Vaikuṇṭhah ityēkaikasyāpari yaḥa krimenti bhavanti”
   Marichi. page 490

   “Tadapi samāvadhana viśeṣat chaturvidha pada avaptih salokyam, samīpyam, sarupyas, sayujyam iti

   Amōḍa praptih salōkyam pramoda praptih samīpyam: sammoda praptih sarupyas, Vaikuṭha praptih sayujyam iti.

   Tad Vishnōh paramam padam sada pasyanti sūrayah.”
   Marichi. page 506
(c) In the still higher loka—Sammoda loka—The jivatma is enabled to discern and serve the form of God in Sarupya stage. This form is that of Sadā Vishnu whose amsa is Achyuta having the Brahma guna Aisvaryam. In this loka the jivatma acquires mastery over all things (Isvaratvam). Aisvaryam is the Brahma guna of Achyuta and the jivatma shares that as its own Vishaya guna.

(d) In the fourth loka—Vaikuntam—the jivatma attains the Sāyuuya state, or it becomes, absorbed into Sarva vyāpi Nārāyana. It then realises that He is in him and he is a part of Him. Aniruddha is the amsa of Vyāpi Nārāyana and His Brahma guna is Vairagyam which therefore becomes the Vishaya guna of the jivatma complete detachment from everything other than Narayana. Thus Dharmam, Jñanam, Aisvaryam and Vairagyam are the four principal Brahma gunas of Paramatma and therefore also the Vishaya gunas of the jivatma.¹

Dharmam, Jñanam Aisvaryam and Vairagyam represent one fourth, one half, three quarters and Brahmam in full respectively. These are the four legs of the platform or the four planks on which the Dhruva Mūrti stands or is seated in a temple. The Pancha murtis should be contemplated on after receiving initiation by a guru and by ashtanga yoga marga.

We pass on to the Pancharatra theory of the Vyuhas.

¹ “Tasmat Brahma Chatushpadyuyuchyatē vēdavēdibhīh, Paḍadardhat tripadacchā kēvalachchakt bhēdatāh, Kramēṇa Dharmaṇṇana Aisvarya Vairagyā khyair gunair yutah, Bhavani Murtayastastasmāt chatasrō vishayair nījāh, Vishnuschaiva Mahavishnus Sadavishnur iti kramat, Vyāpi Narayana iti tannamani tatah kramat, Vishnīrāmsastu Purusho Mahavishnoustu Satyakah, Sadavishnor acnyutās syad vyapino ‘msu’ niiruddhakah, Dharmadibhīr Brahma gunais chathudha bhēda intah”

(Bhrigu Samhita p 387)

“Purushaḥ Purushatmakah Paramapurusho Dharmamaya iti Satyav satyatmakō jñanās sarvatejōmaya iti Achyuto paramita aisvaryas Sripatī iti Aniruddhō mahanvairagyas Samharīka iti”

(Maichi Samhita p 508)
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The Pancharatra Theory of the Vyuhas.

While the Vaikhanasas lay stress on the four Brahma gunas discussed above, the Pancharatras derive the Vyuha forms from another set of six gunas which are inherent in the Paramatma and in every image which represents Him. The two sets of gunas are accepted by the two Āgamas. The difference is in giving priority. The Pancharatras represent the four gunas as the four corner-posts of the platform for the Dhruta Murti. These posts are connected together by adharma, ajñāna, anaisvarya and avairagya which necessarily exist in this world. Preference is however given by them to the six gunas (shad gunas) viz., Jnanam, Balam, Aisvaryam, Vīryam, Sakti and Tejas. These six gunas are inherent in Paravasudeva and Vyuha Vasudeva. The Vaikhanasas also accept these as inherent gunas of the Adi Mūrti.

“Nitya Muktaika sambavyya-s
chaturbhuya dharo Harih
Anyūnā natirikta-s-svair
gunai shadbhir alankritah”

(Bhrigu Samhita p. 387)

The Pancharatra theory starts with postulating that there is a Sakala Nirguna Brahman who is called Adi Vasudeva. He has only two hands and one face and is Suddha Sphatika in colour. From Him arises a second Vasudeva (Para Vasudeva) whose abode is in Vaikuntam. He has four hands, one wielding Chakram for Sthiti (protection), one having Padmam for Srishti (creation); one having Sankham or Pāncha-janyam for Mukti (moksham); and one having gada for Samhāram (dissolution). Srivatsam and Kaustubham are His lāncharanas (distinguishing marks). The former represents Prakriti and the latter is the abhimāni devata of the jīvātmās. He is seated on the Divine Serpent Sesha having a thousand hoods in a magnificent mantapam in Vaikuntam with Sri Devi on his right side and Bhū Devi on his left. His ashta Saktis (viz., Kānti, Trupti, Sraddhā, Vidya, Jaya, Kshama, Sānti and Sakti), keep guard at the eight cardinal points. Garuda, Vivasvān, Nityas, and the other Pārisadās and Muktas, surround
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Him and enjoy the sight. The description of Vaikuntam and the scenery as given in the two Agamas is substantially identical. The six divine gunas (Jnanam, Balam, Aisvaryam, Viryam, Sakti and Tejas) radiate from Him.

From Para Vasudeva two new Murtis arise—Vyuha Vasudeva and Narayana.

Vyuha Vasudeva has inherent in him all the six gunas (jñanam, balm etc.) which characterise Para Vasiṣṭha. In the Vyuha lokaḥ He represents Para Vasiṣṭha, whereas Nārāyaṇa (the other form emanating from Para Vasudeva) has full responsibility for the Brahmāṇḍa Srishti. The Brahmāṇḍam is mundane and the Vyuha lokaḥ are super mundane. Vyuha Vasudeva is of Saddha Sphatika (crystal) colour whereas Nārāyaṇa is of Neela megha colour. Both have four hands, wielding Sankham, Chakram Gada, etc. From Vyuha Vasudeva emanates Sankarshana; from Sankarshana Pradyumna, from Pradyumna arises Aniruddha. These four (Vyuha Vasudeva, Sankarshana, Pradyumna and Aniruddha) Murtis arise in succession from Para Vasiṣṭha and are solely for the enjoyment and benefit of jīvatmas who attain moksha and are on the march to Vaikuntam. (There are other emanations called Vyuhāntarās or Sub-Vyuhas which we need not consider now). The mukta first comes under the influence of Aniruddha; then of Pradyumna, then of Sankarshana and then to Vyuha Vasiṣṭha acquiring in full at each stage the Divine Guṇas which characterise each of these Murtis.

There is some difference of opinion between Padmasamhita and the later āchāryas about the set of guṇas which characterise

---

1 Padma Samhita describes the Vyuha lokas and the Vyuha forms in the following words:

"Mahatās tamaśō bahye lokaḥ subahāuyojanah
Chatvarah kramasas santi chaturbhir samadhiṣṭhitah
Vyuḥaḥ kramēṇa vaksyaḥ tan aniruddhah parah smaratah
Pradyumṇāḥ, nantarām teṣah sanātana samavayah
Vasudēvastaṭaḥ paschad vyūhakhyah kamalasana
Vibhavakhyo Vasudēvastadānāntaram ītih
Anadir Vasudēvascha tayör loka vanaukramat."
these Vyuhas. All are agreed that Vyuha Vasueva possesses all the six gunās in full measure, the same as Para Vāsudeva. Sankarshana’s outstanding gunās are Jñānam and Balam according to the achāryas. The Samhita ascribes Jñānam only. Pradyumna is credited with Aisvaryam and Viryam. The Samhita ascribes Balam. Aniruddha’s gunās are Sakti and Tejas. The Samhita allot to Aniruddha Aisvaryam. The Samhita allocates only three gunās-Jñānam, Balam and Aisvaryam, leaving alone the other three. But the āchāryas distribute the six gunās into three pairs as shown above. The āchārya’s views only are the accepted ones now.

Shādgunyāt Vasudevah para iti sa bhavān muktabhōgyo,
Balādhyāt

Jñānat Sankarshanaastvam harasi vitanushē Sāstram Aisvārya-
—Viryāt

Pradyumnas sargadhārmōnayasi cha bhagavan Sakti tējō
niruddhō

Bibhrānah pāsi tatvam gamayasi cha Tathā Vuhya
Rangādhirājn.

(Sriranga Rājastavam 2-37.)

The Special gunās of Aniruddha (viz., Sakti and Tejas) help the spiritual aspirant in the lowest stage. Aniruddha is Rakshaka and He teaches the Tatvas or spiritual principles. Sakti is passive and Tejas is active. In a sense Aniruddha is equated with Ahan-karam, and His function is Sthiti. Pradyumna is the next higher Vyuha Murti. His gunās are Aisvaryam and Viryam (one passive and the other active form). He bestows on the aspirant the powers of control over all creative forces and their application. He represents Manas (mind) and does Srishṭi (creation). Sankarshana has the gunas Jñānam and Balam which are essential for dispelling ignorance and giving mental and moral strength. He represents Samhāram, and the jiva. Jñānam is a passive element and Balam is its active form. These Vyuha forms and what they connote form part of speculative metaphysics. These Vyuha rūpas are
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meant only for the Upāsaka to meditate upon for acquiring the guṇas or qualities attributed to the forms. They mean no more.¹


The injunction given is that for archa purposes these six guṇas are always present not only in mantrams but in bimbams (or images) also and that it should be so considered in fact and not as fiction. Those who do Sandhya and Japa know that as a necessary preliminary to the mental recitation of the mantra anganyāsām is done by associating syllables of the mantram with these six guṇas and by locating them in certain parts of the body.

"Sarvātisāyi Shadgunyam
Samsthitam mantrabimbayōh
Tēnārchyō Bhagavān Sākshāt
nōpachāradhiyā kvachīt."

As a matter of fact these guṇas should invariably be represented on every murti representing the Vyuha Vasudeva or Para Vasudeva form. It is so in Tirumala where the Kautuka Murti (Bhoga Srinivasa) has under His feet and on the pīṭham a yantram. This yantram takes the form of two interlaced equal equilateral triangles one being the invert of the other. The angular points may be taken to represent a guṇa and the pair of opposite ones representing the dynamic and the kinetic guṇas.
Jñanam, Aisvaryam, and Sakti are in one triangle. Balam, Viryam and Tejas in the invert.

These pairs might be construed to function in the same manner as protons and electrons. Similar yantras have been adopted by the Greeks and other nations and by free Masons also.

Just as the Vaikhanaśa theory postulates the existence of four Vyuhā lokaś in the Vaishnavaṇḍa presided over by Purusha, Satya, Achyuta and Aniruddha; the Pancharatra theory has set up four Vyuhā lokaś presided over by Aniruddha, Pradyumna, Sankarshana and Vyuhā Vāṣudeva. Both speculate on what awaits the aspirant for moksham after death. Neither is connected with this material universe or Brahmaṇḍam.

Even as part of speculative philosophy or metaphysics the ideas are given a concrete shape in temples and the mental conception has been represented as Murtis therein. Such temples will be described at some length presently.

In the method of representation the rationale of the two agamas seem to differ. The Vaikhānasas place Purusha (the lowest of the Vyuhās) in the first enclosure surrounding the Mula Murti, on the south side of the east face facing the east. The next higher
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form Satya will be abutting the south wall of the Garbha griham facing south; Achyuta on the west facing west and Aniruddha on the north facing north. Aniruddha is the biggest form (in the Vaikhanasas System) and is the amsa of Vyāpi Nārāyana. The Pancharatras place Vyūha Vāsudeva, (the highest of the Vyuha forms) in the east just where the Vaikhanasas place Purusha the lowest form. On the south will be Sankarshana (next lower than Vyuha Vasudeva) in the place where Satya (the second from the lowest) is placed by the Vaikhanasa. Thus the reverse order is observed by the Pancharatras. Commencing from the east the Vaikhanasas place the Vyuhas in ascending order and clockwise. The Pancharatras place their Vyuhas in descending order. Worshippers going to the temple would first make a pradakshinam or perambulation of the āvaranam clockwise. They would worship the Vyuhas in the ascending order if the images are of the Vaikhanasa theory. If of the Panchastra theory they will go to the lowest murti just before going into the Sanctum Sanctorum to worship the Mula Būram. While making archana and food offering the archaka will have to go the other way. These incongruities lead to the suspicion that in practice these difficulties would have been felt. The representation of the Vyuhas as images does not appear to have been in practice during the days of the Ālvārs. No Ālvār refers to them in his songs. There seems to exist no temple in Southern India where the Vyuha images are exhibited in the first āvaranam. Their names alone are recited in the course of the rituals. Therefore so far as the lay worshipper is concerned there is no difference between the two Agamas.

There were however temples of different types dedicated to the Vyuha Murtis more or less exclusively. They were designed to present to our view what awaits us when we cross this ocean of Samsāram and reach the Transcendental Sphere called Vaishnavandam.

Cosmogony according to Vishnu Puranam.

We now pass on to the story of creation of our universe bristling with life in its numerous forms. We find ourselves floundering
and swirling in the ocean of Samsāram. The Puranas and the Agamas tell us why we happen to be here and what we should do to cross this ocean. The Puranas tell us that we are not alone in this ocean. There are countless jivatmas in various stages of spiritual development endowed with different types of bodies suited to their advancement and in the lōkas which they inhabit. The original cause of our being mixed up in this conglomerate is not any original sin, since the jiva in its pristine condition and when reaching its goal is sinless. It is however the Divine will or Sankalpam that we should play our part in creation and find the way out also. Why there should be a creation and a dissolution of the universe it is not for us to divine. The story as is told in our Puranas we fully believe in. The Agamas tell us that by the worship of God with sincere Bhakti and by securing the help and co-operation of all other forms of life in this universe,—the co-operation of the spiritually more advanced beings and the non-interference of the spiritually less advanced so that no obstacles are placed in our path—we could cross this ocean and enjoy the bliss in Heaven as all muktas do. This is why the Puranic story of creation and dissolution has been embodied in our temple structures and several images installed therein. The Agamas tell us how Buddhas could raise themselves to the stature of Muktas.

The theory is that after the last complete dissolution called Pānchabhatti Pralayam all the Jivatmas and Prakriti lay preserved and protected by Sriman Narayana in and as part of His own Body as He lay on His serpent bed (Sesha).¹

The four-faced Brahma endowed with the amsa (or powers) of Narayana came out of the Nabhipadmam of Bhagavan for the purpose of creating all this universe (jagat sarvam srijatīti.). This universe is therefore called Brahmaṇdā or Brahma Srishti.

¹ "Ekadā pralayakāle Bhujanaḥ pati bhūga paryanka sayitaḥya Narayanaṁ nābhikṣamalē Brahmaṁdhuvah. Bhajavatam sa-saharmanukhē jagat sarvam srijat ātīti viṁśasayitē". Marichi pages 490–91
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Brahma Srsti.

Although during the Panchabhattika Pralayam, Prakriti and all Jivas got reduced to an impalpable and indistinguishable state, each jiva carried with it the seeds of its past karma (actions). It was in this condition that the jivas lay in the womb or body of Narayana duly protected. When He willed to recreate the universe, Mula Prakriti or Primeval Matter appeared transformed as Mahat. The next evolutes in succession are Buddhi, Ahankaram, the Indriyas, the Tanmataras and the Pancha Bhutas (Aksa, Vayu, Tejas, Ap and Prithivi). These terms are so well known that no explanation is necessary. Ahankaram takes three forms owing to the interaction of the three gunsas Satva, Rajas and Tamas. The Indriyas are said to arise from Satvik Ahankaram. All the evolutes combine and intermingle in myriads of ways, which is called Panchi karanam. The Jivatma is enmeshed therein as the consequence of its past Karma. It is this heterogeneous mass or conglomerate that comes out of the navel of Narayana at the time of every creation as a huge golden egg having seven sheaths inside which the fourfaced Brahma is seated on the Padmam flower. Brahma is the foremost (spiritually the most advanced) of all jivas and therefore is their representative (jivasaamasti). Since every jiva has to its credit the result of all previous karma, its place in the new creation is predetermined and Brahma only calls the jiva to its appointed place. Thus Rudra, Indra, Varuna etc., Sanaka Sanatkumara and all the others practically jump each into his place. By devolution of powers from Narayana Brahma is Divine. So also are Rudra, Indra and the other Devas. But technically all of them have been created by Brahma.

The order of Brahma Srsti.

Brahma first created plant life (or Sthavara Srsti) whose predominant characteristic is Tamogunam. The next higher form of life which was created is animal life (Tiryak Srsti) which is also of Tamogunam. As he cogitated on creating a better type of life there came out of the upper portion of his body beings endowed with Satva guna and therefore full of atma jnanam.
They lived in the air and did not like this earth. Although Brahma was quite pleased with this creation (called ārdhva surūtas or Devas) it did not serve the purpose of peopling this world. Therefore from out of the mid portion of his body he created men who preferred to be in this world. This creation was subject to the influence of Satva, Rajas and Tamō gunas and therefore some times feeling happy and some times feeling unhappy. This creation is known as Arvāksurūtas. All the above said beings possess the qualities or gunas known as Avidya, Asakti, Santushṭi and Siddhi and therefore are known collectively as Anugraha srishti.

Then he created Sanaka, Sanandana, Sanatkumara and the Rudras. They were of superior type and did not serve the purpose of propogating this world. This Srishti is called Kaumara Srishti.

The superior type of life is divided into four classes: Dēva, Asura, Pitri and Manushya. Jivas were created in one of these classes as befitting their past Karma. Asuras predominated by Tamōguna were born from below the waist of Brahma; Devas predominated by Satva guna were born from his mukham or forehead. The Pitri devatas who are also characterised by Satva guna were born from his sides. The asuras were born by night, the Devas by day and the Pitris in evening twilight. Men endowed with Rajoguna came out of the body of Brahma in morning twilight (dawn). Brahma assumed different bodies for the creation of each of these forms of life. From another body of his and when he was in an angry and hungry mood were born by night beings having ugly and hideous forms. Those who cried for food or Jaksha were called Yakshas and those who cried for protection (Raksha) were called Rakshasas. Then from his tuft which fell down came serpents (Ahris) of lowly origin. As he was in bad temper at that time, there came into existence numerous Bhutas of dark colour subsisting on flesh and blood.

When he regained his temper he created the Gandharvas who sang gaily. Then were created several kinds of birds and beasts and useful drugs. Brahma also brought into existence from his east face the Gāyatri Chandas, Rigveda, Trivrit Stōma, Rathantara Sāman and Agniśṭōma; from His South face came
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Trishtup Chandas, Yajur Veda, Panchadasastoma, Brihat Saman and Ukthyam of yagñas. From His west forehead came Jagati Chandas, Sama Veda, Saptadasa Stoma and Vairupam of Samans. From his north face came Anushthup Chandas, Atharva Veda, Ekavimsa Stoma, Vairajam of Samans and the yagham known as Aptoryamam.

Brahma Srishti has to be related here in great detail because the story has been reproduced in the various prakarams and in the garbhagriham of our temples.

Creation of Rudras.

All the attempts which Brahma made so far did not satisfy his expectations to multiply life fast enough in this world. So he went again into the creative mood and from his mind brought forth nine sons each one of whom excelled Brahma in intelligence, character and ability. They are collectively known as Nava Brahmas; and their names are Bhrigu, Pulastya, Kratu, Angiras, Marichi, Atri, Daksha, Vasishtha and Narada. They were full of vairagyam and took to moksha margam. They had no inclination to multiply human life. Brahma felt chagrined at his failure, and knit his eye-brows in great anger. From his irate fore-head and at noon sprang forth an irate Rudra with the brilliance of a thousand suns. His form was however half male and half female (Ardhanarisvara). Brahma felt unhappy about this hermaphrodite Murti and ordered that he should at once separate the male from the female form. In doing so the male form divided itself into eleven Rudras and the female form assumed numerous shapes some being saumya, some hideous, some santasvarupam, some ugly, some of black and some of fair complexion.

For the protection and governance of this world he converted himself into a king by name Svayambu Mana who married Satarupa which form Brahma’s wife took. The above is a short account of what is given in the Vishnu Puranam. In short Brahma created Indra and all the other Devas and devatas, the Asuras, Pitris, Rishis, Manushyas, Kismaras, Gandharvas, Apearas. Rakshasas,
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Yakshas, Bhūtas, Pisāchas, Beasts and Birds, Serpents and all the Sthavara and Jangama life. He created also Sanaka, Sanandana, Sanat Kumara the Nava Brahmas; Rudra in his eleven forms, and Svayambhu Manu.

The life time of Indra and the Devas, Saptarishis, Vasu Rudra Adityas and the Manus is called a Manvantaram. In manuśa years it is equivalent to thirty crores sixty seven lakhs and twenty thousand years. Fourteen such manvantarams make one day time (half a day) of Brahma. At the commencement of each manvantaram Indra and the other Devatas are created simultaneously and their life also ends simultaneously at the end of the manvantaram. At the close of each day of Brahma an interim dissolution or Naimittika pralayam of the three worlds, Bhur, Bhavar and Suvar, takes place by fire. Unable to bear the heat the inhabitants of Mahar Loka take refuge in the next higher lokam called Janālakam where reside all great Yogis. A fresh Srishti of these three lokas is done by Brahma. All this is one day's work for Brahma. Counted by this unit Brahma's life period is one hundred years at the end of which the Mahapralayam (Pāncha bhautika pralayam) takes place. This difference between the Devatas, Brahma, Rudra and the munis accounts for the different āvaranams in which their images are placed in temples. This will be explained in due course. An inspection of the two charts showing the āvaranams and the devatas therein will also satisfy the curiosity of the reader.
CHAPTER XII.

TEMPLES AND THE AGAMAS.

SECTION II.

Different Types of Agama Temples.

In the design of temples, in the arrangement of the images therein and in the orderly manner of the daily puja and the annual festival, the Agamas follow closely the description given in the Puranas of the mythology and metaphysics of cosmogony. The aim of the Agamas is to indicate clearly the way to attain moksham, or emancipation of the Jivatma from this world. The normal course involves a long journey though the seven lokas in a series of births. In this course by successive stages it could rise from being a man to becoming an Indra or even Brahma. Thereafter the liberated Jivatma enters the Vaishnavāndam in its lowest plane and rises by four stages to that level where it becomes identified with the Adi Murti. The temple structures, particularly the āvaranams of the temples, we now see, represent these stages of this world and of the Vaishnavandam. There were however temples of different types of construction, each type being best suited for a particular form of worship. Excepting the type which is current now the others are obsolete forms. They will all be briefly described as they serve to indicate the lines of development of our spiritual conceptions.

Classification of the types of temples.

(a) The Vertical type. One type which probably was the earliest depicted the Vaishnavāndam wherein the liberated souls going through their spiritual development in that andam worship the Adi murti in his Vyua forms. All the temples of this conception represent the Murtis in shrines which rise one above the other
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vertically. The ideal temple of this type will consist of twelve tiers. The idea of having twelve tiers might have been taken from the tradition that the golden Vimānam in Vaikuntham consists of twelve tiers. A temple of this type would have risen to a height of about one hundred and twenty feet and was called a dvādesa tala ālayam. The more common ones consisted of two or three tiers. The Āgama also contemplates a single floor temple of this type in which nine murtis would be arranged clock-wise. The Murtis for worship will be the Vyuha forms and some of the outstanding Vibhava forms. Brahma and Siva do not appear to have claimed a prominent place in these ālayams, although they received (according to the current form of temple worship) their nyāsa flowers in the worship of every one of the nine murtis.

There is not even a relic of this type in South India. Perhaps some were built in North India or in the Himalayan regions where our Aryan ancestors first lived and where the Rig Veda had its birth. The subsoil for the foundations of the temples should have been hard rock.

Horizontal Types (b and c).

(b) The Trimurti and Dvimurti Temples. One floor type.

On the same floor-level temples were constructed to instal and worship separately Vishnu, Brahma and Rudra; or Vishnu and Rudra only. There are a few such temples in South India.

(c) The Ekamurti temple having one to seven avaranams or enclosures.

This type is the commonest one now and has survived the test of time. In this type the representation of the Vyuha murtis and some of the Vibhava forms was in vogue. Brahma, Rudra, Markanaḍeya and Bhrigu were installed in the garbha griham as parivāra devatas, although they are only spiritually advanced Jivātmās. This type and the single floor Nava murti ālayam already mentioned under the vertical type are substantially the same. In course of time (probably due to altered metaphysical
and philosophic conceptions) the representation of Brahma and Rudra as images was given up, although in the rituals they are mentally served as before.

The description given in the Marichi Samhita of these types will be briefly summed up.

Nava-Shat-Pancha murti alayam.

Temples of this type are recommended for places where more than one thousand learned brahmins live. They may be built in three tiers or two tiers or on the ground floor alone. The overall dimensions of the building would range from nine hastams square to sixty one hastams square in arithmetical progression of two hastams to each side. Thus each side of the square would be 9, 11, 13, 15 to 61 hastams. There could therefore be twenty seven sizes of temples. Temples of a size less than 9 hastams side are also permitted. But they would be so small that kautuka berams for all the nine, six or even five murtis could not conveniently be given accommodation. So they will have to be placed in alcoves in the garbhagriham (abhyantraram) walls.

The lay-out of the temple would be as follows. Divide each side into nine equal parts and stretch lines across in both directions. This will give 81 equal small squares. The nine squares in the centre would be reserved for the garbhagriham. Sixteen small squares surrounding the former symmetrically will be for the construction of the garbhagriham walls. Twenty four squares surrounding the above would be left free. Thirty two squares surrounding this space will be for building the outer walls all round. The walls of the garbhagriham are called abhyantrara bhitti and the outer walls are called ‘Bähya bhitti,’ both being Sanskrit words for the inner and outer walls. There will be a doorway left in the middle of the east inner wall and four doorways in the middle of each of the four outer walls. All this round about description boils down to stating that each side of the garbhagriham will be three hastams; wall thickness one hastam and the width of the corridor round it one hastam. This allocation holds good whether
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the temple has three or two tiers or is only a ground floor structure. The sketch attached hereto will make the description clear. In the sketch there is a compound wall also shown surrounding the temple and mukhamandapam. The compound wall is called Bāhya kuḍyam (again a Sanskrit word). The corridor space left between the abhyantaram and the Bāhya bhitti walls is called ‘Alindram.’

If the temple is built in three tiers it is called a Tritala ālayam; if in two tiers, dvitalam and if only on the ground floor it is called Ėka-talam.

Tritala Nava murti alayam.

In this type the centrally situated twenty five squares, (which is the same thing as saying the space allotted for the garbhagriham and the abhyantaram walls) will be left vacant without any murti being placed therein. On the other hand the ground floor would be built substantially so as to act as a sound foundation and basement for the second and the third tiers. On all the four sides of the Alindram (or corridor) the Vyuha murtis will be installed—Purusha in the east wing, Satya in the south wing, Achyuta in the west wing and Aniruddha in the north wing. There will be a flight of steps leading to the second tier. The Bāhya Bhitti walls will have large openings in each wing and be provided with jālakam (or trellis pattern bay window) so that the murtis installed in the Alindram could be seen from the mukha mantapam in front of each. (The Sketch will be easier to understand then wordy descriptions.) In the second tier would be installed the Dhruva Murti (Adi Murti) in the central garbhagriham space facing the east. In the corridor space surrounding this (called Alindram) would be installed, practically resting against the wall, the images of Naranarayana on the south wing; Nṛsimha on the west and Varāha on the north. There will be parapat walls, mantapam and a flight of steps(Sōpānam) to the third tier. In the central portion of the third tier (which would be of the same dimensions as in the second tier) will be installed the Sayana murti in Bhūga Sayanam on Sesa; All the Murtis will be Bahirmukham or facing outwards.
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If the Tritala alayam is meant to instal only six murtis, then the installation of Nara Narayana, Nṛsimha and Varāha would be omitted. There will be no other change.

Dvitala alayam.

In this type the Adi murti Vishnu would be installed in the ground floor (Atha-s-talam) in the middle space (nine small squares) in Bhoga āsan posture. In the Alindram surrounding the garbha griham the Vyūha murtis would be installed as described already with this difference that Purusha Murti would be to the south of the east door way of the garbha griham abutting the Abhyantaram wall. All will face outwards. In the second tier, in the central space will be installed the yoga sayana murti.

Pancha Murti alayam—dvitalam.

Adi murti Vishnu would be installed in the second tier. On the ground floor Purusha, Satya, Achyuta and Aniruddha as before on the four sides obtained either by blocking up the central nine squares alone or the central twenty five squares. All the murtis would face outwards.

If it is found difficult to have separate Vimanams over each of the Dhruva Murtis, the Eka tala temple might be provided with a single Vimanam so as to cover the entire space occupied by all the Murtis.

Eka tala Eka Vimana Nava-Shat Pancha Murti alayam.

The type is a cheap alternative and could be constructed so as to be less than 9 hastams square, if so desired. The sides would be divided into nine equal parts each way so as to give 81 equal small squares. Or each side might be divided into 11 equal parts, resulting in the formation of 121 equal small squares. In either case the central 25 squares will be allotted for the garbha griham and the abhyantaram walls. According to the second
**Ekatara Ekavimana Nava-Shat-Ranachamurti Alayam**

**Reference:**

**Places of Murthis, Positions.**

1. Dhrupamurti — Centre
2. Purusha — South of Entrance
3. Satta — South Cetre
4. Akyarta — West
5. Aniruddha — North
6. Narasimha — S.W. Corner
7. Narasimha — M. End of W. Wall
8. Vaikhan — W. End on N.
9. Sayana — North Cetre Entrance
10. Kautika Beram — In front of Door

**Notes:**
All Murthis face outwards.

1. Ekavimana is over Bahir Dwitiwall marked A-B-C-D.
2. In Barya Kuday Wall there might be entrances on all the four sides with four doors.
3. The sketch shows only one entrance on the east side.
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method the Alindram would get 56 squares and Bahir bhithi 40 squares. In other words the garbha griham will be three units square, the abhyantaram wall and the Bahir bhithi one unit thick and the alindram would get a little more space. The Adi murti of the Vyuha murtis would be installed as before. Nara Narayana, would be near the south west end of the south face of the alindram; Nrisimha near the North West end of the west face and Varaha near the North West end of the north face. The Sayana murti would be placed against the east wall of the alindram to the north of the main doorway. We have seen that Purusha would be to the south of the same doorway on the east face. This arrangement will make up the Eka tala Eka Vimana Nava murti ālayam. If Nara Narayana, Nrisimha and Vāraha are omitted it becomes the same type Shaṅ murti ālayam. If Sayana murti also is dispensed with it becomes a Pancha murti alayam. These arrangements are shown in the attached sketch (already referred to). There would be a main mukha mantapam on the east side as shown; there might also be smaller ones on the other three sides. There might be four gopurams (one on each side) in the middle of the compound walls, or only one on the east side.

These types are all out of date. There seems to be only one in Uttara Merūr in the Chingleput District which was probably the work of the Pallava King Mahendra Varman also known as Vichitra Chittan, which appellation well describes all his strange ideas. The space available in the Ėka tala Ėka Vimāna Nava Shat Pancha murti alayam is so limited that it was felt difficult to install all the Dhruva Murtis and their respective Kautuka berams. The Āgama therefore permits the placing of the Kautuka berams in alcoves (or recesses) in the abhyantara walls near each Vyuha Murti, or even to omit the Kautuka berams altogether. The installation of the images of Brahma, Rudra and the others would therefore have been out of the question.

All the above types are intended to present to us the conditions subsisting in the Vaishnavāṇḍam only.
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The Dwadasa Tala alayam (Twelve tiers Vertical type.)

This is the most ambitious variety of the vertical type. A comparison of the description of this variety with the seven prakāram temple of the horizontal type which the chart enclosed to this chapter shows will give the impression that the two are not very different from each other. The horizontal type is only a projection of the vertical type on a horizontal plane.

The ground floor of this variety of temple will be massive in construction so that it could carry all the load transmitted by the eleven floors above it. It will have halls (Kūṭams) and verandahs for sheltering worshippers, for storing materials etc. But no Murti will be installed on this floor. The other floors will have in addition to the garbhagriham for the murti, alindrams, antarālams, mukhamantapams, parapet walls, sōparam, kūṭams and sālās. The location of the garbha grihams is compared to the holes in a flute (Vēnu randhravat garbhōpāri garbha griham).

In the second tier will be installed the image of Sarva vyapi Narayana in the Sayana posture.

In the third tier will be installed Sada Vishnu in the asina posture; in the fourth tier Maha Vishnu in the Sthānaka (standing) posture. In the fifth tier the following devatas will be installed in clockwise order commencing from the east, Dik-palas, Adityas, Vasus, Rudras, Maruts, Asvins, Sapta rishis, Sapta rohins, Matru ganas and all Devas. In the sixth tier on the east side facing the east will be Sanakam, Subhadram, Mitram, Sanatanam arranged from south to north; on the south side facing the south will be Sukhavaham Hayatmakam, Atri, and Sarvam arranged from west to east; on the west side facing the west will be Sanandanam, Rāma dēvam, Sivam and Sanat kumāram arranged from south to north; On

1. In the Kamakshiamman temple in Kanchipuram there is a variant of this type. The ground floor is of massive construction. In the first, second and third floor are the Sthānaka, Asina and Sayana Murtis. They are now being treated as three separate temples in counting the 18 Sthālams in Kanchi- puram.
the north side facing north will be Samvaham, Punyam, Visvam and Suvaham arranged from west to east.

In the seventh tier the Deva will be represented in the Vijaya krida rupam in all the eight directions and in the garbha griham.

In the eighth tier the arrangement is as follows—on the east side Pancha Viran in the middle with Raghavam to his right and Krishnan to his left; on the south side Nṛsimham in the middle with Vāmanam to the east and Trivikramam to the west; on the west side Vāraham in the middle with Pararaman to the south and Balabhadrānan to the north; on the north side Kalki in the middle with Kūrma rupam to the west and Matsyaatmakam to the east.

In the ninth tier within the eight sided garbhagriham will be installed in order commencing from the east (and going clockwise) eight of the Vibhava avatars, viz., Nṛsimham, Vamanam, Trivikramam, Pararaman, Sri Rama, Bala Rama, Krishna and Kalki.

In the tenth tier, there will be, commencing from the east, Purusha, Kapila, Satya, Yagna, Achyuta, Narayana, Aniruddha and Punya at the eight corners.

In the eleventh tier Adi murti Vishnu will be in garbha griham; while in the alindram will be Nara Narayana on the south face, Narasimham on the west face and Varāham on the north face.

In the twelfth tier there will be the Sayana Murti in Bhujanga Sayanam.

It will be seen from the above description that the Tritalā nava murti alayam gets gradually higher and higher up as an additional tala is added at the lower end. To decrease the tala by one, the deletion should be at the ground floor end, leaving the ground floor construction undisturbed. This type is only of academic interest to us.

There is yet another variety of temple in which the murtis arranged vertically. The Sayanamurti occupies the lower tier,
the āśina or sitting murti the mid floor and the Sthañaka or standing murti the top tier; or vise versa. (Perhaps the Undavalli cave temple on the banks of the Krishna near Vijayawada is of this type). This is also an obsolete type.

The Dvi and Trimurti Alayams on ground floor.

In the Dvi murti alayam Vishnu and Sankara are installed in separate shrines, each shrine having its own pradakshinam (or antarmanḍalam).

The two murtis would be to the right or left of each other, both facing the east. Or Vishnu alayam might be to the west of that of Sankara. Then Vishnu would face east and Sankara west. They will have a common temple with common prakaram. The temples in Upper Ahobilam, Srimushnam and Chidambaram might be considered as examples of this type. Such temples are however uncommon. The temple in Sri Nammalvar’s birth place, Tirukkurukur, (Alvar Tirunagari), is one such.

There are a number of temples sung by the ālvars where Sankara is stationed in the garbha griham of Vishnu. Although the Sthalapuranas now say that in answer to the prayer of Sankara, Vishnu appeared there, the fact might be that these are Dvimurti alayams.

The Tri Murti Alayam.

The shrines of Vishnu, Sankara and Brahma will be separate, each having its own antarmandalam; but all of them will be in one compound having common set of compound walls. The arrangement of the Murtis is entirely a matter of discretion. Any one might be in the middle and the other two on either side in any order. This kind of temple is of rare occurrence. Sri Nammalvar’s description of the temple in Tiruchchengunrūr chiṭrāṭrāṇkārai (இச்சித்திராட்டிரான்கை) in Malai nādu bordering on Tiruvankur shows that temple as belonging to this type. His songs testify to his high appreciation of the amity that
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prevailed among the three thousand highly learned brahmins in worshipping daily all the three murtis on equal basis. It appears that the temple in Suchindram (Tamil Nadu) is also of this type. The archaeological remains of the cave temple in Manḍagappattu point to that having been a Trimurti temple constructed by Mahendra Varman (Vichitra Chitta) about 650 A.D.

Temples and temple worship have not been a tame and dreary affair. There has been life in it.
CHAPTER XII—(Contd.)

TEMPLES AND THE AGAMAS.

SECTION III.

The Ekatala Ekamurti alayam.

HAVING described all the obsolete types of Āgama temples, the one type which we are and which our ancestors in South India have been accustomed to from at least the Seventh Century A.D., when cut-stone temple structures may be said to have commenced will now be described. It is the view of some Āgama pandits that all the types including ours were in use at all times in the past and that the survival of what is current is a matter of accident. If however we carefully analyse and compare the present design of a temple with the design of an Eka tala Eka vimāna Nava Shat Pancha mūrti ālayam, we have every reason to conclude that the present type is the natural evolution of the Nava Shat Pancha murti ālayam. We shall first describe the design of the current type.

The Eka tala Eka mūrti ālayam is not only confined to a single floor but is also dedicated to the worship of a single Dhruva Murti and its Kautuka Beram. Its Vimanam covers only the garbha griham. A simple design of a skeleton temple (Ekatala Eka Murti) of the current type is shown in the annexed sketch. The garbha griham and the mukha mantapam, which is its ante-chamber, form an integral structure up to the roof. The Vimanam would cover only the garbha griham, its walls and the terrace. Mukha mantapam will have only the terraced roof. The width of the mukha mantapam would be about the same as that of the garbha griham; but its length would be such that the area of its floor space equals the area of the Vimanam at its base. When the mūrti to be installed is in the standing or sitting posture the
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garbhā griham would be square in shape. The floor space (and therefore one side of this square space) is usually calculated after deciding on the area of the base of the vimanam (which determines the height of the vimanam also). The rule of thumb practice is to make the area of the garbhā griham 1/3, 2/4, 3/5, 4/7, 5/9 or 6/11th part of the base area of the Vimanam. In the design of the Nava Shat Pancha murti alayam (Eka tala Eka Vimanam) the rule was much cruder still. For a nine hastam square ālayam the floor space of the garbhā griham would be 1/9th part of the area of the ālayam itself, or, 9/25th part of the base area of the vimanam. There will be an open space left at the terrace level on all the sides of these two structures (excepting on the front side) which space is called Antarālam. This open space separates the two structures from the corridor which surrounds them on all sides. This corridor is called the ‘Antarmandalam.’ The antarmanḍalam corresponds to the alindram of the Nava Shat Pancha murti ālayam. The roof of the antarmanḍalam is carried on walls on the outer side and on a row of stone pillars on the inner side on the three sides excepting the front. The slope of the terrace would be outwards. On the front side the antarmanḍalam widens into an Ardha mantapam or Snapana mantapam and is also called Vesaram. Right below the antarālam opening and at the ground level there will be a fairly wide cutstone drain running round the three sides. The drainage water from the garbhā griham will find its ways into this drain by an outlet in the north wall of the garbhā griham having a carved face, like the face and mouth of a cow and therefore called Gomukham. The rain water flowing down the Vimanam will also fall into this drain. All the drainage water will be led into the Pushkarini or the holy tank which is usually situated on the north side of the temple and near the outer-most Prakaram or compound wall. No part of the roof of the corridor (Antarmandalam) will rest on or have contact with the garbhā griham walls. On the front side the corridor roof would rest on the east wall of the mukha mantapam.

It will be seen that the garbhā griham, the mukha mantapam and the antarmanḍalam have doorways placed centrally on the east side only. Attached to the east face of the antarmanḍalam will be an āsthana mantapam used for festival purposes. This
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mantapam would be an open cutstone structure carried on 16, 32, or 64 pillars.

It is usual to have the shrine of Garuda (the Divine Eagle) in the middle of the eastern fringe of the above mantapam. The Dhvajastambham and Balipitham would be to the east of this Shrine. There are however alternative sites assigned for these which will be explained later.

The walls of the antarmandalam are also known as the first āvaranam or prākaram walls. There will be a fairly wide quadrangular open space running round these walls and the āsthānam mantapam. This space is enclosed by another set of quadrangular walls (massive and high) known as the second prākaram or āvaranam walls. There will be one wide and high opening on the east wall, corresponding to the doorways in the garbha griham, mukha mantapam and the first āvaranam but very much higher and wider giving an imposing appearance. The roof will be surmounted by a gōpuram. The opening is usually called a mukhadvaram. Very many temples are content with having this second āvaranam, its mukhadvāram and gōpuram. A few have another set of quadrangular walls, mukhadvāram and gopuram with the open space between the second wall and this one made much wider than the second āvaranam space.

These three āvaranams play an important part in the daily rituals of worship. Important Devas and Devatas are presumed to occupy their allotted places therein. Although at one time they were represented by images it is not the practice now. A chart showing these three āvaranams and the Devatas at their appropriate places is appended to this chapter.

The quadrangular open space between the āvaranam walls is not left entirely open to the sky. There are a number of built structures required for the daily routine of the temple. The space actually left open to the sky is called Antaralam.

Points of difference between the Eka tala Eka murti alayam (current type) and the Eka tala Eka Vimana Nava shat pancha Alayammurti (the obsolete) type.
CHAPTER XII SECTION 5.

CHART SHOWING THE FIRST THREE AVARAMAS (PRĀARAMS) SURROUNDING THE DHARA DAM PAVILION, THE DEVAS AND DHARA PALAS LOCATED THEREIN.

ARROWS SHOW THE DIRECTION THEY FACE.

Each AVARAMA is divided into an inner & outer portion. The inner is the ANTRALAM.
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(a) In the current type the antarmanḍalam surrounding the garbhagriham is very much wider than the alindram of the obsolete type. The alindram formed an integral part of the ālayam along with the garbhagriham, the terrace being continuous without openings. But the present antarmanḍalam is a separate structure detached from the garbhagriham by an open space (antarālām) at the roof level. The Vimanam of the obsolete type covered the alindram space also. In the current type the Vimanam covers the garbhagriham only.

(b) The mukha mantapam in the obsolete type stood outside the alindram of the ālayam. But in the current type the mukha mantapam is next to the garbha griham and the antarmanḍalam encloses the mukha mantapam also.

(c) In the obsolete temple there were the Vyūha images of Purusha, Satya, Achyuta, Aniruddha; the Vibhava images of Nara Narayana, Nṛṣimha and Varāha and the Bhujanga Sayana murti, all arranged along the four sides of the alindram. In the current type the antarmanḍalam is left empty or unoccupied by any of these images; but Vishvakṣena is assigned a place in the north wing of the antarmanḍalam near to the foot of the Vimanam corner. In the nava-shat-pancha murti ālayam Vishvakṣena was not given a place in the alindram. The Vaikhanasa Āgama recommends painted representation. (Prāśadabhimukham chitra chitrārtham ābhasam) of the ten avatars of Vishnu on the walls of the antarmanḍalam and for purposes of archa, kanuka images also in front of each. This recommendation however did not gain currency (vide 21st patalam, Marichi Samhita; Telugu edition).

(d) The Vyūha murtis were worshipped daily as images in the alindram. In the current temple the worship of these has reduced itself to the offering of a nyāsa flower during Nityarchana of the Dhrūva Murti, while mentioning the name of each Vyūha mūrti and depositing the same between the feet of the Dhrūva Murti.

(e) In the current type Brahma and Śiva were at one time (although not now) represented by separate images in the
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garbha griham one on either side of the Dhruva Murti; and Garuda and Visvaksena in other parts of the ālayam proper. In the obsolete type there was really no room for these, even if we wish to assume that they were represented. The seven āvaranams of a temple are not mentioned in connection with the obsolete type. It is only in the dvadasa tala ālayam of the vertical type some of the parivāra devatas are represented as occupying separate tiers.

In spite of all these differences there is a strong resemblance between the obsolete and the current type. In the obsolete type the worshippers were obliged to stand in the mukha mantapam which was outside the alindram and therefore far away to have a clear view of the Dhruva Murti. But once the alindram was cleared of the Vyūha murtis it was found feasible to shift the mukha mantapam to be very near the Dhruva Murti. The desire would have been felt natural. The present type appears therefore to be the successor to the obsolete type.
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CHAPTER XII—(Contd.)

SECTION IV.

GARBHAGRIHAM, VIMANAM AND PARIVARA DEVATAS.

Garbhagara Pada Vinyasam.

The division of the floor space of the garbha griham into four zones, each outer zone surrounding the next inner one is called in the language of the Āgamas, Garbhāgāra Pada Vinyāsam. This division is made so that the images in the garbha griham may be arranged in the order which the Āgamas prescribe. If the temple is consecrated for installing a Dhruva Murti and a Kautuka Bēram the division will be in one way; if there is no Kautuka Bēram and a Dhruva Murti alone is installed and worshipped the division is effected in a different manner. The four zones are named thus. The central zone is called Brāhmyam: the one which surrounds it is called Daivikam; the third zone which surrounds the Daivikam is called Mānusham; the outermost one is called Paisācham. The import of these terms is so patent that no lengthy explanation is necessary. If the temple has in the garbha griham a Dhruva Murti and its Kautuka Beram, the Kautukam should be installed in the central zone called Brāhmyam. Most part of the daily archana will be to the Kautuka Beram and through it to the Dhruva Murti. If the temple was consecrated without the Kautukam, then the Dhruva Murti would occupy the Brāhmyam space. All archana would be done to the Dhruva Murti directly. Two sketches are drawn marked (a) and (b). Sketch (a) shows the arrangement when there is a kautukam and Sketch (b) shows the arrangement when there is no kautukam.

Sketch (a) Dhruva Murti and Kautukam installed—Each side of the square floor is divided into 16 equal parts 'and lines
drawn across to mark the divisions. There will thus be seen on the floor 256 small squares (16×16). Sixteen small squares which are right in the centre form the *Brahma Sthanam* or *Brahmyam* where the Kautukam will be placed. The next eighty four small squares surrounding the Brāhmyam will form the zone called *Daivikam*, so called because the Dēva (or Dhruva Murti) would be placed within that zone. This zone will be sub-divided into three sub-zones by drawing lines across at equal intervals. The Dhruva Murti if in the standing posture would occupy the rear third part of this zone. If in the sitting posture He would occupy in addition to the above rear third part a portion of the next zone which is called Mānusham. If He is in the Sayana posture much more of the Mānusham would be occupied as well.

Ninety six small squares surrounding the Daivikam will form the Manusham zone. The outer most zone is called Paisacham and is formed by the remaining 60 small squares.

*Sketch (b) no Kautukam installed:*—In this case the Dhruva Murti will be in the Brahma Sthānam. The floor space is divided into 49 equal small squares by dividing each side into 7 equal parts and drawing lines across on the floor. It will be seen that of the 49 small squares there is one small square centrally placed. This is the *Brahmyam* where the Dhruva Murti will be installed and worshipped directly. Eight small squares surrounding the Brahma Sthanam will form the Daivikam zone (3×3=1=8). Sixteen small squares surrounding the Daivikam will make up the Mānusham zone (5×5=25=16). The remaining twenty four squares will form the Paisācha zone. If the Dhruva Murti is in the sitting posture a portion of the Daivikam will also be appropriated. Similarly a portion of the Mānusham if in Sayana posture.

In addition to the Dhruva and the Kautuka Murtis there will be other images to be accommodated. Brahma will be to


Marichi Samhita 15th patalam p. 61, Telugu script edition.
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the right side of the Dhruvam and Rudra on the left side. The former would occupy the Manusham zone and the latter partly Manusham and partly Paisacham zone. The allocation of the zone for the Dhruva Murti (according to Sketch b) is also dependant on the type of Vimanam over the garbha griham. If of the Paushṭika type (श्रवण) the Murti will be placed in the Daivikam zone; if of the Sāntika type He will be in the Brahma Sthanam; and if of the Jayada type partly on the Daivikam and partly on the Mānusham zone. It will be noted that in the arrangement when the Vimanam is Paushṭika or Jayada the Brahma Sthanam would be left vacant. There will be no place for a Kautukam in this class of temple. One important inference we draw is that the installation of a Kautuka Beram is not an essential part of temple worship. The Dhruva Murti could be worshipped directly.¹

The use of the terms Brāhmyam, Daivikam, Mānusham and Paisācham needs some explanation. According to mythology, in the Adi Murti or Brahman the three guṇas Satvam, Rajas and Tamas are equally balanced and the one does not act on the other. When Brahma first commenced his creative activity he produced from the upper portion of his body the Devas who were all of pure Sātvic nature. The Daivika zone denotes this. Next from out of the mid portion of his body he produced human beings whose predominant guṇa is Rajas. So the next zone in the garbha griham is called Mānusham where images of human beings who rose to the rank of immortals would be placed. Brahma the foremost of the jīvātmas occupies the same. Then Brahma from the lower portion of his body created Rākshasas, Pīsāchas, etc., whose predominant guṇa is Tamas. Rudra whose predominant guṇa is Tamas is therefore placed in the Paisācham zone, while Brahma whose main guṇa is Rajas and who is the foremost of the jīvātmas occupies the Mānusha zone. Bhrigu, Mārkandeya, Sanaka, Sanandana, Sanatkumāra and the Nava Brahmas crossed the ocean of birth by their bhakti and penance and are placed

---

¹ The terms Saantikam, Paushṭikam and Jayadam are used to denote Vimanams whose height in proportion to the base increases gradually:— Vimanam vīrulasya saptasaḍōṇśēdham Saantikam, ārdhaadhiśōṇśēdham Paushṭikam, pāadōṇśēdviṣṇum Jayadam.

(Marichi p. 23-7th patalam)
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in the Daivika zone very near to the Dhruba Murti. (The Kautuka, Snapana, Utsava and the Bali berams which are to be seen in the garbha griham will be considered separately).

The Dhruba Murti.

Except that the Dhruba Murti should have the distinctive features of Vishnu there is no restriction placed on the form which the Bimbam should assume, nor the name by which the Murti would be known. In very many of the old temples in the Tamil country which have been sung by the Alvārs the Dhruba Murti is not a representation of any of the well known avatārs of Vishnu. Their names have been associated with or borrowed from the name of the village. But they bear those marks which unmistakably show that the Murti is Vishnu. The injunction given in the Āgama (Marichi Samhita:20th patalam; page 88) is that for archana purposes the Murti should be distinctly described as having the characteristic features. The colour should be Sveta for a murti of the Krita yuga; Rukma (gold colour) for Trtāyuga; for Dvapara yuga, Rakta colour; for Kali yuga Syāma colour. In practice Syāma is considered to be the ruling colour for Murtis of all Yugas. Besides the colour the other characteristic features to be mentioned are Vāhana, Kētu (dhvaja); Nāma nakshatra, Patni, Bijākshara, Ravā (Sadbām or dhvani). These have to be assigned to every deva. Vishnu is therefore described as being of Syāma varṇa, Pitāmbaradhara (Yellow clothes), Kṛīṭa, Kēyura, Hāra, Pralamba Yagnopavīta, and as 'Srivatsānaka, Chaturbhajah, Sankha chakra-dharh, Abhaya Katyavalamīta hastah; Garudadhvajavāhanah, 'A' (ώ) kāra Bija, Pancha Sabda Ravō, Dakshina vāmayōh Śrī Bhūmi Sahito 'Vishnuh.' The other divine weapons and divine ornaments are not mentioned here because they are optional. In some postures and mental conditions even Sankham and Chakram are omitted. The Pralamba Yagnopavitam (the sacred thread), Srivatsam and Katisūtram (waist thread) should invariably be seen. Even Śrī Devi might be absent.

The Murti should be located on the pīthām which as has already been mentioned consists of four planks (Dharmam,
TEMPLES AND THE AGAMAS

Jñānam, Aiswaryam and Vairāgyam) bound together by three glittering bands called Trimekhala running round the four sides and spaced at equal intervals. On the pītham and under the mūrti is the eight or sixteen petal Padmam.

The Āgamas have designed different postures and different conditions in which the Murti could appear. The attendant dēvas for each such state are mentioned in the Āgamas. The postures as already mentioned are standing, sitting, reposing or lying in bed and moving or walking. The mental states in which He might appear in each of the above postures are Yōga, Bhōga, Vira, and Ābhichārika. The type of Murti selected for installation would largely depend on the requirements of the locality and the bent of mind of the peop’e. If spiritual culture is the pressing need a Yoga mūrti would be installed. The superstitious belief is that a Yōga murti in the heart of a town would bring about the extinction of its material prosperity. Therefore the site for such a temple should be on the outskirts of the town. If the desire of the people is to have greater material prosperity in the place and the promotion of fine arts and literature, a Bhōga murti would be installed in the heart of the town. If the promotion of war mentality and military science are the aims, a Vira Murti would be installed in a secluded place just outside the town. But for the effective defence of the country and the safety of the people, dependence is always on Vishnu. Therefore an Ābhichārika murti would be installed in forests and on hills along the boundary line between kingdoms; and overlooking the enemy country to keep off enemies.1

1. “Yōgaadin yōga maargam; Bhōgaadin Bhōgam; Vīryaadin Vīra maargam; Satrujaayadin aabhhichārikam ksaaras te. Graamaat bahu, vīvikte dēśē, nadī trē, tātangamē, paarvatē, vanē parsē vaa Yōga Sthaanakam. Graamaantarē Bhōga sthaanakam; Tasmīns-taadbaahyē vaa Vīra sthaanakam; Vana girē jala durgē raasṭrantē Sattrūdin(k)mukhē cha Ābhichārikam bhavati”.

Marichi Sambha. 19th Patalam (Telugu edition) p 78,
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Distinguishing features of the Yoga, Bhoga, Vira and Abhicharika forms.

(Uttama, Madhyama & Adhama).

(1) Colour of the Murti:—(a) Syama in Yōga sthānakan, Bhōga sthānaka Bhoga āsanam and Bhoga sayanam; Vira sthānakam, Vira sayanam. (b) Pīta Syama (darkish yellow) in Yoga sayanam. (c) Sveta (white) in Yoga āsanam. (d) Pravāla (coral) in Vira āsanam. (e) Dhūma (Smoke) in abhichārika sthānakan, and (f') Neela (blue) in Abhichārika āsanam and sayanam.

(2) Number of Hands:—(a) Four hands in Yōga sthānakan, Yoga āsanam, Bhōga sthānakan, Bhōga āsanam and Bhōga sayanam Vira sthānakam and Vira sayana, Abhichārika sthānakam. (b) Two hands in Yōga sayanam, Abhichārika āsanam and sayanam.

(3) Sri Devi and Bhu Devi:—(a) Without, in Yōga sthānakam Yoga āsanam, Yoga sayanam, Vira sthānakam and in the three states of Abhichārikam. (b) Within Bhōga sthānakam, āsanam and sayanam in Vira āsanam and sayanam.

(4) Posture of lower hands:—(a) In Yoga sthanakam lower right hand in Abhaya and the lower left hand in Katyavalambita (b) in Bhoga sthanaka lower right hand in abhaya or varada posture and the lower left in Katyavalambita Simhakarna posture (c) in Vira asanam lower right hand in abhaya and the left in Simha Karna posture (d) in Bhoga asanam lower right hand in Varada Abhaya posture and the lower left in juxtaposition with the thigh and waist in the Ankakaṭika Vinyasta Simha Karna posture. (e) In Yoge asana lower right hand resting on the seat and the left hand on the thigh. (f) In Yoga sayanam one hand below the head and the other extended to the thigh. So also in the Bhōga sayana and Vira sayana. Nothing stated about the posture of the hands in the case of Vira sthanakam and all Abhicharikam states..

(5) Sankha and Chakra in hand:—(a) With in Yōga sthanakam, Bhōga st'anakan, Bhoga asanam, Vira sthanakam, Vira āsanam
and Vira Sayanam. (b) Included among the Panchayudhas in Yoga āsana and Bhōga sayana. (c) Without in Yōga sayana, and in all the Abhicharika states.

(6) Abharanam:—The divine ornaments are mentioned only in Yōga āsana and Yōga sayana states.

(7) Ananta or Sesha:—Without in all the sthanaka and asana postures. Mentioned only in sayana States. In the Yōga, Bhōga and Vira sayana, Ananta will have five, seven or nine hoods. In the uttama Abhicharika sayana two hoods, in the madhyaama one hood. In the Adhama abhicharika there will be no anata and the Murti will be flat on the bare level floor.

(8) Garuda and Vishvakṣena and Sapta rishis:—Represented in the Yōga sayanam. Garuda and Sapta rishes only in the Bhoga and Vira sayana. None of these will be seen in the sthanaka and āsana states of Yōga, Bhōga and Vira and in all three states of Ābhichārika.

(9) Madhu Kaitabha and Brahma on the navel lotus:—Represented only in the sayana condition of Yōga, Bhōga and Vira, but not in the Ābhichārika.

(10) Brahma and Sankara:—Will be present in all cases, except in the Yōga sthanaka-Madhyama and Adhama conditions.

(11) Bhrigu and Markandeya:—Omitted in the following cases; Yōga sthanaka adhama state; in the adhama state of Bhōga āsana, in the adhama state of all sayana forms and in none of the forms and states of the Ābhicharika.

(12) Surya, Chandra:—Present in the uttama states of Yōga asana, Yōga sayana, Bhōga sthānaka, āsana and sayana; Vira sthānaka, āsana and sayana. In the madhyaama state of Bhōga sthānaka Vira sthanakam, Bhoga āsanam, Vira āsanam. In all the three states Bhoga and Vira sayanam. In other Cases not present.

Bhoga Sthanaka—Special assemblage.
Sanaka, Sanatkumara, Tumburu, Nārada, Māya Samhlādini, Vyājini, Kinnara mithunas, Yaksha Vidyādhāras form the special assemblage along with Śrīya and Chandra in the Uttama state. Tumburu, Nārada, Yaksha Vidyādhāras are omitted in the madhyama and in the adhama state would also be omitted Sanaka, Sanat kumara, Surya Chandra and Bhrigu Markandeya.

Vira Sīhanakam:—Kishkindha, Sundara, Vyājini, Sanaka, Sanatkumara, Surya and Chandra form the special assembly. Omission of Kishkindha, Sundara, Sanaka and Sanat Kumara makes it madhyama. For the Adhama State Surya and Chandra are also omitted.

Yoga asana:—Special assemblage is made by Sanaka, Sanat Kumara, Surya and Chandra (Uttamam). Their omission makes it madhyamam. Omission of Bhrigu and Markandeya makes it adhama.

Bhoga asanam Special assemblage:—

Māya, Yaksha, Vidyadharas, Sanaka, Sanat Kumara, Surya, Chandra, Tumburu, Narada, Kinnara mithunas. Omission of Kinnara mithunas, Tumburu, Narada, Yaksha Vidhyadharas makes it madhyamam. Omission of also Sanaka, Sanat Kumara, Surya, Chandra and Bhrigu and Markandeya makes it adhama.

Virasamam Special assemblage:—Sanaka, Sanat Kumara, Tumburu Narada, Vyajini. If the above omitted, madhyama. If Brahma, Sankara. Surya Chandra etc., omitted, adhama.

Bhoga Sayanam Special assemblage formed by:—

Vākratunda and Vindhyavasini, Madhu Kaitabha, Garuḍa, Apsaras, Surya Chandra, Tumburu Narada, Asvinis, Ashṭa loka-palas (Indra, etc.). If Tumburu Narada, the eight lokapalas and Asvinis are omitted it becomes madhyamam. If Bhrigu, Markandeya and apsaras also omitted, the rest is adhama.

Vira Sayanam Special assemblage:—

Kinnara mithunams, Surya Chandra, Sapta Rishis, Dvādasa adityas, Ekadasa rudras, Jayādīśā Apsaras, Tumburu Narada,
Sanaka Sanat Kumara make it Uttama. Omission of the Rudras, Adityas, Apsaras makes it madhyama. If Kinnara mithunas, Sanaka Sanat Kumara and Bhrigu Markandeya are omitted it will be adhama.

Abhicharika State:—In the ābhicharika condition (standing, sitting and sayana) excepting Sesa in the Uttama and Madhyama States (and not even he in the Adhama State) there will be no deva attendants. The temple will be without a Vimanam and the mūrti installed on an inauspicious day and hour. The mūrti will have lean and lanky limbs, the countenance, and particularly the eyes will be weird looking. The only marks to characterise the murti as Vishnu will be the Yagnopavitam, the Kaṭi sutram and the Srivatsam. In the sayana posture of the Uttama state the Murti will be on the Sesa having two hoods; but one hood only in the madhyama State. The murti’s look will be that of one who is pronouncing incantations against the enemy.

The Dhruvamurti might therefore assume any physical or mental state. It was also stated that He might occupy the Brahma Sthanam and have no Kautuka Beram with him. But it is not usual to install a Dhruvamurti of this kind. We are used to seeing in almost all temples a number of portable images which are intended to represent the Dhruvamurti during the daily puja and on special occasions. We have in fact four such portable images called the Kautuka, the Utsava, the Snapana and the Bali Berams. All the four are considered by us to be essential for temple worship. But at one time it was not so considered. In the Śaṅmurti and the Nava murti alayams the Kautuka Beram only figured along with the Dhrvamurti and the four Vyuha murtis, or in addition to the above Nara Narayana, Nrisimham and Vāraham. There was obviously no provision for a Utsava, Snapana and Bali Berams. We are told that the Vyuha murtis had each its own Shrine and a separate Kautukam. In this connection it is worth stating what the Bhrigu Samhita says in connection with the installation of Murtis in a new temple (Chapter 12, Bhagavat Pratishṭha Vidhih, page 77 and 78). The maximum number of images which could be installed to represent the group—Dhruvamurti and associated Berams—is nine. They are the Dhruvamurti Vishnu, including
Sri Devi and Bhu Devi, Purusha, Satya, Achyuta and Aniruddha. All these are presumably stationary images. In addition to these five, are the four portable Idols of Kautuka, Utsava, Snapana and Bali Berams. (The Utsava Beram will have Sri Devi and Bhu Devi images in company). Thus nine images could be installed. But it is not mandatory. The Ágama says that it is left to the donor to choose those images only whose daily worship could unfailingly be provided for by him.\(^1\)

The karta could, if he is unable to provide for the naivedyam of all the bêrama, install only those for whom he could provide unfailingly. Thus he might instal the four Vyuha murtis and the Kautukam alone. Or he might dispense with the Vyuha murtis and instal the Dhruva Murthi and the four bêrama, viz., Kautukam, Utsavam, Snapanam and Bali, or any one or more of these. That such partial installations were not uncommon could be gathered from what is stated in the Samhitas\(^5\) about finding a portable bêrama for the annual festival celebrations. It says that if an Utsava bêrama with the two Devis is not available, the Snapana beram could be used. If even that is not available the Bali bêrama could be used. In the worst case the Kautuka bêrama could be used even if it has no Devis by the side. Thus a temple having a Dhruva Murthi and a Kautuka Bêram could well celebrate the Brahmostsavam making use of the Kautukam itself. A reading

---

1. Āyaatu Bhagavanan ukṛtaa Dhruva bēraya mūrdhane Vishnu cha Purusham Satyam Achyutam chaaniiruddhakam
2. Achalē Dēva dēvēśō vyaapya tishthatiti Sutrih
   'Sriyē jatēti' mantrēna Srīyam savaahayēt budhah
   'Mēdiniī' cha mantrēpa Hariśūm samyagaahvayēt
   Kautukē chaumavē chaiva Snapanē itali bērakē
   Praṇidhi muddhritya tatkaala dipaata dipamiva kramaat
   Dhruva bēraat samaavaahyā Kūrcheenaavaahyāt kramaat
   Navadhaa maargamālōkya Yadiśūm karturicchhaya
   Avichchinnarchanam nityam viddhinaiva prakalpayēt
   Asaktaschēt tatha kartum pratiṣṭaam naiva kaarayēt"
of the T.T.D. inscriptions I. 8 para 5 and I. 9 para 2. shows that the Kautuka Beram, Bhoga Srinivasa (Maṉavāḷapperumāl) was actually used for the annual festival and was taken out in street processions also on all the nine days morning and night. In those days there was neither a Utsava Beram nor a Snapana nor Bali bēram in Tirumala.

The above account shows the status and relative importance of the Kautuka, the Utsava, the Snapana and the Bali bērams. But the current practice is to install all these four idols to serve as proxies of the Dhruva Murti. The Snapana bēram is used for all Snapana Tirumanjanams (ritualistic abhisheksam). The Utsava bēram serves for all and the Bali bēram should be used for celebrating the nityōtsavam when Bali is distributed to all the parivāra devatas in the temple. The Kautukam alone should be the true and exact copy of the Dhruva Murti. He receives the abhishekam and the various acts of the daily archana. The Kautukam alone occupies the Brahmosthanam. The Utsava Bēram would be placed to the left of the Dhruva Murti; the Snapana and the Bali bēram would be on the right side.¹

But if there be insufficient space in the garbhagriham the Utsava, Snapana and Balībēram could be accommodated in the mukhamantapam or the antarālam as well.²

There is also one other feature in connection with the daily pūja which raises the suspicion that even the Kautuka bēram had some times been occupying a separate shrine within the limits

1. "Dēvasya varmaṁbhagētu sthaapayet bimba maṁtsavam
   Snapana Balībēram cha dakshine sthaapayēt budhah."
   Bhrigu Samhita (Chapter 11 p. 77)

2. "atha vakṣhyē visēṣēṇa pūjanam cha-tsvaṇadiṣu
   Brahmosthanam Kautukasya pūrvamēva samīritam,
   Paravayēḥ kautukasyatathā Sthaapayet snapana-vat-avai
   Uttarē Kautukasyaiva balībērasya samśhtiin
   Garbhaalayasya sankochē tvathvā mukhamantrapē
   Antarāle' thava sthaapya pūjayeś snapanaotsavavu."
   Bhrigu (Telugu ed. p. 146)
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of the third āvaranam of the temple. After the daily abhishekaṃ is finished the Kautuka bēram is shifted back to the Brahma sthanam (from the Snapana pīṭham) and nyāśam is done to the devas who occupy the first three āvaranas. The devas in the first two āvaranas surrounding the Dhruva murti are the murtis who are presumed to be in the actually existing āvaranams in the temple. They are the manifestations of the Adi murtis as Vyūhaḥ and Vyuhāntaras occupying the first avaranam and the Vibhava and Vibha-vāntaras occupying the second āvaranam. The devatas in the third āvaranam are the Dikpalas (Indra, etc.). After nyāśam is done to these, there is again nyāśam done for a duplicate set of āvarana devas surrounding the Kautuka Bēram. Two separate āvaranams are mentally conceived as if in existence. The devas for these two fictitious avaranams are separate from those of the Dhruba Murti’s avaranams. Although this conception of a duplicate set of avaranams is now a mere fiction, there is the suspicion that the Kautuka bēram would have been accommodated separately, if not permanently yet temporarily for some days (as during festivals when the Kautuka acts the part of Utsava bēram). This accommodation would have been inside the third avaranam, but away from the first two avaranams of the Dhruba Murti. A place like this would have been called Tiruvilamkoyil; such as the one in which Bhoga Srinivasa was first consecrated. The two Devis (Sri and Bhu) or Sri Devi only will be with the Dhruba Murti in almost all cases. But in the Yōga and Abhichārika sthitis there will be no Devi with the Dhruba Murti. Even if there should be the Devi, the nyāśam for Her will be done only after the nyāśam for the devas in the first two avaranams and the nyāśam for the Dikdevās are finished. This disregard is understandable to us who regard the Devis as being co-equal with Vishnu and therefore entitled to worship next only to Him. The Devas of the first two āvaranams are manifestations of the Adi murti and they face outwards, Bahir mukham. The devas of the third avaranams are beings created by Brahma and belong to the Brahmandam. They face inwards (antar mukham) and the nyāśam for them would therefore be inwards.
TEMPLES AND THE AGAMAS

Parivara devas within the garbhagriham, the Vimanam and the first avaranam.

Alongside of the Dhruva Murti some other devas should be and were installed according to the Ágama rules. In the more ancient temples these images could be seen even now. But in recent constructions they are omitted. During the daily púja however they have to be thought of and nyāsa flowers in their name deposited between the feet of the Dhruva Murti. These devas are of two classes. Some are presumed to be present at all times and under all conditions. Others are permitted to be present when the Dhruva Murti is in certain Sthitis; such as Yóga, Bhōga and Vīra. This has already been tabulated in this chapter.

Dvāra devas, dvārapalas, Vimanā palas, Vishvakṣena, Sri Bhutam and Garuda will always be in their respective places. They are anapayins. Brahma, Sankara Mārkandeya and Bhrigu will not be present in certain Sthitis. But during the daily pūja they are treated as being present and nyāsam is done for them and the flower placed between the feet of the Dhruva Murti. Their names and the place they occupy will now be given.

DVARA DEVAS—Dhata and Vidhata (brothers) stand on either side of the pradhāna dvāram within the garbha griham in the spot called Gandharva sthānam. They are the sons of Bhrigu by his wife Khyāti. Dhātā is on the south side and Vidhātā on the north side of the entrance facing north and south respectively. The door frame has four devatas in it. On the bottom piece is Bhuvanga lying on his back with his head to the south and facing up. He is of neela colour. On the lower face of the top piece is Patanga lying on his back with his head to the north and facing down. He is of white colour (sukla). The side frames are occupied by Patira and Varuna (south and north side respectively) standing erect facing north and south. They are both of suvarna colour. On the outer side of the dvāram (doorway) are the two dvārapalas Manika and Sandhya. Manika on the south side, of svēta colour; Sandhyā on the north side, of kanaka colour.

"Manikam mahābalam vimalam dvāra pālakam. Sandhyām Prabhāvatim jyōtirūpām drudhavratām."
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The VIMANAM which towers above the Garbhagriham is guarded by four devas (Vimana palas). Nyaksha stands right above the doorway on the east side of the base of the Vimānam facing east. VIVASVAN is on the south side facing south; MITRA on the west facing west and KSHATTA on the north facing north. (When the temple is of the Adhama type there will be only Nyaksha, since there may be no Vimānam to boast of).

MUKHAMANTAPAM DVARAPALAS:— The dvārapalas standing on either side of the entrance into the mukhamantapam are Vikhanas on the south and TAPASA on the north side.

"Vikhanasam tapōyuktam siddhidam sarvadarsinam
Tāpasam siddhirājam sarvādōshavivarjītam."

Vishvakṣena:—He is as it were the commander-in-chief of the divine forces or, Vishnu ganas. His place is at the north-east corner of the north side of the first avaranam close to the foot of the Vimanam facing south.1 He is agni colour, wears yellow (pīta) clothes; has all Vishnu's abharanams excepting Srivatsam and Yagnopavīta. Has two hands; wears flower garlands; holds sakti danḍam; Jayāpati; Srunga kētu.

(Sri Bhuta, Garuda, Chakra, Sankha, Dhvaja, Yudhadhipa and Pavakorjuna are the other indispensable parivara devatās called anapāyins. As their place is outside the Garbhagriham, they will be described later).

BRAHMA, SANKARA, MARKANDEYA AND BHRIGU.

The images of these dēvas will be found very near to the Dhruva Murti in almost all cases. The sthitis in which “Brahma, Sankara and Mārkandaṇḍya, Bhrigu” will be omitted have already been

1. Udakprakāрапर्वेव Vimānaparvēv Kuberpānayörmadhyē dakshin-ābhimukhaḥ simhasanē simhasināḥ.... ..."

(Maranthi Samhita Telugu edition page 100)
mentioned. They are however the most important parivāra devas in the Garbhagriham.

Markandeya is of Suvarna colour, a brahmachari (bachelor), wears rakta colour clothes, rides padma vāhanam. Kurucham is his dhvajam, his sound is that of Sankam, ‘ma’ bijam. “Mārkandēyam Punyam Purāṇam amitam.”

Bhrigu:—agni colour; white (Sukla) clothes; padma vāhanam; Kamandalu dhvajam; Rohinisam; Sankha ravo, ‘Bhri’ bijam, ‘Khyati’ īṣa; ‘Padmā’ pitā.

“Padmāpitaram Dhātrinātham, Khyāṭīṣam”

Brahma—His place in the garbhagriham is close to the south wall facing the north; is of gold colour; has four hands; hamsa vāhanam; holds Kamandalu in hand; born in Abhijit; husband of Sāvitrī; ‘ma’ bija; the sound of the Vēdas. “Brahmānam Prajāpatim, Pitāmaham HīrANYagarbham.”

Sankara—His place is close to to the north wall; white colour (Sveta); wears Vyāghra charma (tiger skin) clothes; has parasu mriga in hand (four hands); Vrishabham (Bull is his vāhanam and dhvajam; his sound is that of ‘ damarukam’; ‘ma’ bijam; born in Ardra; Umapati, bears Ganga on his head.” Vrishabha Vāhanam. Ashta mūrtim, Umapatim.”

The status accorded to Brahma and Sankara in the pantheon calls for some remarks. The Āgamas describe in one place the Trimurti and the Dvimurti temples where each has His own Shrine with separate antarmandalam round the Shrine. The temple and the prākarams are the same for all. Any one might occupy the central place and any one of the other two might be to the right or left side. This is tantamount to treating them as Devas of equal status. That such was the case is borne out by the description given by Sri Nammalvar in his account of the temple in Tiruchchengunrūr (chirāṟṟankarai) in the Malai nadu country bordering on Tiruvānkur. The Ālvār speaks highly of the admirable way in which three thousand Brahmins well versed in the Vēdas and
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Vedangas were worshipping the Trimūrtis. The Āḷvār describes at the same time the subordinate status given to Rudra in the temple in his birth place and in other places. The Mūdali ālvār’s who flourished about two centuries earlier speak of Brahma, Vishnu and Rudra being only different manifestations of the same Nārāyaṇa. Pēyālvar in particular stated that in Tirumala, the Mūrti was decorated to look like Vishnu at one time and like Siva at another. He said that both the forms aptly fit the Mūrti. We however find that ultimately the Āgamas have placed Brahma and Rudra as Devas in attendance on Vishnu in the garbhagriham. In the nyāsam stage of the Nityārchanam, Mārkandēya and Bhrigu are given preference. Then comes the turn of Brahma and Rudra. The nyāsam is offered ‘Abhimukham’ because they face the Dhrūva Murti just like the other mortals ‘Indra, Varuna etc.’ The nyāsam for the Devas who are considered to be the manifestations of the Adi Murti are offered ‘Bahir mukha,’1 as if facing the created universe and its beings.

The lay worshipper could not by any means notice this differential status since the installation of the images of Brahma and Rudra has long been abandoned, evidently owing to the influence of the ācharyas. In temples where these images still stand as relics of the old order, the Sthalapurāṇams ascribe some reason or other for their retention.

The Vimanam and its Images.

The images found on the Vimanam are not objects of daily worship. But they deserve attention because they are connected with the Vimānam which is a sacred structure. The Āgamas specify the kind of image which could find a place therein. The other reason is that there are lay people who, if they only see on the Vimanam of a Vishnu Shrine any image, whether of a Deva or a beast, in any way connected with the Saivite pantheon, at once jump to the conclusion that the temple was at one time a

1 Compare slokas 140 and 149 pp. 133, 134; Chap. 18 Bhrigu Samhita Telugu edition.
Saivite place of worship. We have known this kind of argument in connection with the Tirumala Temple. The Vimanam also bears testimony to the fact that the Vyuha, Vyuhantara, the Vibhava and the Vibhavantara forms were at one time being installed within the first and the second avaranams of the temple. Although this practice was abandoned, their representation on the Vimanam structure continues.

There are several types of Vimanams, three of which the Sāntika, the Paushtika and the Jayada were already mentioned. Enumeration of the several types would interest only those who study the architectural side of the temple, and will therefore be omitted here. The more common type has a square base and is in height about $1\frac{1}{2}$ to 2 times the side of the base. It may consist of two, three or more tiers. Images made in stucco are usually set up on the four faces in each tier and at the angular points. The neck portion between one tier and the next one above are also adorned with images. These will now be mentioned.

On the base, or, first tier (Mulatalam) Vishnu murti (of the type in the garbhagriham) would be placed on the east side. On the roof of the Mukhamantapam and in front of the Mulatalam would be images of Tapasam and Siddhidam; on the south face of the Mulatalam there would be Satya; on the west face Achyuta and on the north Aniruddha. Vinayaka and Vindhya Vasini (Durga) would be on the north and the south side of the roof of the mukhamantapam.

Second Tier. Purusha on the east side to the south of the centre and chakram would be to the north of the centre. On the south side Nrisimha; on the west Achyuta and on the north Varaham.

In the neck or galam between the two tiers there would be Purusha, Dakshinamurti, Pitamaha (or Brahma), Nrisimha, and Varaham, all at the angular points.

At all corners Garuda or Simham should be placed. Plenty of Nrisimhas on the south and the west sides ensure destruction of enemies and success to the King.
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A slightly different arrangement in the galam (neck) is given in Bhariga Samhita. Purusha in the south; Nārasimham in the west; and in the north Hayagrivam.

Images of the Savite pantheon are also used along with those of the Vishnu pantheon—Indra, Kumaraswami, Umapati, Dakshinamurti, Nrisimha, Sridhara, Brahmanam, Dhanadipa, Adi Varaha, Narahari, Hayagriva, Nara Narayana, the four kinds of Krishna, Purusha, Satya, Achyuta, Ananta and Vasudeva might appear on sides, Ananta and Aniruddha might appear more than once on the north sides just as Nrisimha does on the south and west sides. A true representation of the Dhruva Murti might be placed on the top on the north side.

Anapayi Parivara devatas.

It was already mentioned that these are Sri Bhutam, Garuda, Nyaksha, Vishvakṣena, Chakram, Dhvajam, Sankham, Yūdhādhipa, (Akshahanta or) Pāvakārjuna. The place for Nyaksha and Vishvakṣena was already described. It is curious that Ananta or Seshra is not mentioned as one of the Anapayins.

Sri Bhutam—is brahmachāri (bachelor). His weapon is a danḍa (stick); vāhanam and dhvajam Simham; He is of white colour, wears rakta colour clothes; faces outwards (bahirmukha); born in Bharani nakshatra of Phalguna month. His place is in the middle of the Sōpanam (stepping stone) of the mukhamantapam doorway or in the third part of the first avaranam front space.

"Sri Bhutam Svetavarnam Vaishnavam Mukhapālinam"

Garuda—bright in colour; Sukapinchāmbara clothing; wears all ābharanas; wears Kirftam; has serpents of five colours on his body; two hands folded in anjali posture; Vāyu vāhanam; his place is usually in the second avaranam; but in a small temple having only one avaranam his place will be in the third quarter space of that avaranam. In fact Chakram, Dhvajam, Sankham, Mahabhutam and akshahantam would all be placed in this quarter
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in successive order. If there are three avaranams Garuda will be located in the second quarter of the second avaranam.

Chakram, Dhvajam, Sankham, etc.

Chakram will be in the third quarter of the second avaranam.
Sankham will be in the second quarter of the third avaranam;
Dhvajam will be in the third quarter of the third avaranam.
Yudhadhipa will be in the third quarter of the fourth avaranam.

Akshahanta in the third quarter of the fifth avaranam, or outside of the Gopuram and in front of, but just outside, the centre line. If as stated before all are placed in the first avaranam itself, Garuda will be in the second quarter from the foot of the Vimanam; Balipitham will be in the third quarter. If there be only one avaranam, the temple will be classed as adhamadhama (lowest). such a temple would have only Vishvakarna, Garuda, Sri bhutam, Nyaksha and Bhutapitham. There will not be Dhvaja, Chakra, Sankha, and akshahanta in an adhamadhama temple.

Chakra is of angarak colour, rakta colour clothes, analaja, pravritta vahan, ‘A’ bija Sudarsana.

‘Sudarsanam chakram Sahasra vikacham anapayinam.”

Sankham—to the east of Chakram. Panchajanya, Rakta-vastram, Bhutakriti Siras, Sankha’s sound, Hamsa vahan, Karna Sabda rava, Varninpati; ‘Sa’ bija, analaja, “Panchajanyam, Sankham, ambujam Vishnu priyam.”

Dhvajam—to the east of Sankham. Hatakabha Vayu vahanam, Simha rav ‘Ja, bijam; Jayapriyati pati, dvibhujaya, Padmadhara asanam; right foot extended, left foot bent and having serpent with it; hands folded over the heart in anjali.

“Jayam atyuchchritam dhanyam Dhvajam”
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Yudhadhipa—to the east of above. Facing outwards on pitham, white colour, rakta clothes, Bhūta ākaram, two hands having danḍam, ‘Bhu’ bija; mahābhutam.

"Yudhadhipatim Nityamugram Mahābhūtam."

Pavakorjuna—on pitham to the east of above, gold colour, Padmanetram, Krishna Kunchita mūrdhaja, Bhutākāram, Krishna-vastram, Kumbha udaram, two hands with danḍam; asvini born, Simha Dhvaja Vahanam, ‘Bhu’ ‘bija,’ Samukhīpati, Vishnu bhutam.

"Pavakorjunam, akshahanta, Vishnu bhutam."

In practice all the five Chakra, Sankha, Dhvaja, Yūdhadhipa and Pavakorjuna are placed in one line behind the Balipitham. "Balipīṭha pārśvē samyōjya archayet" iti kechit. (Marichi Samhita, Telugu Script, page 102, top two lines).
CHAPTER XII (Contd.)

SECTION V.

THE DEVAS IN THE SEVEN AVARANAS.

Prathamavarana devas.

The devas at the four cardinal points (E. S. W. & N) are the well known Vyuhavatara, Purusha Satya, Achyuta and Aniruddha. Those at the four intermediate angular points commencing with S.E. are Kapila, Yagna, Narayana and Punya. These four seem to be from out of the Vyuhantaras. But as was already pointed out more than once not one of these is represented as an image in that avaranam. Their names are recited mentally and the archaka during the nyasa is presumed to draw a picture with all particulars of each deva at the time. (These particulars will be given separately in a note).

Dvitiya avarana devas (Second enclosure).

As in the case of the first avarana devas, here also two sets of devas both of the Vibhava avatars and the Sub Vibhavas are selected. Those at the cardinal points from E to N. are Varaham, Narasimham, Vamanam and Trivikramam; at the angular points S.E. to N.E. are Subhadram, Isitamman, Sarvadvaham, Sarvavidyesvaram. It will be noted that the four principal Vibhavas selected are those who were supernatural and not having human birth and human characteristics.

Similarly two sets of avarana devas have been coined for the Kautuka murti as already pointed out. They are from east to north-east going clockwise.
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First avaranam.

E.  S.E.  S.  S.W.
Subhadram,  Sarvam,  Hayātmakam,  Sukhāvaham,
W.  N.W.  N.  N.E.
Rāma dēvam,  Samvaham,  Punyam,  Suvaham

Second avaranam.

E.  S.E.  S.  S.W.
Tadvinmitram,  Sanātanam,  Mitram,  Sanandnam,
W.  N.W.  N.  N.E.
Sivam,  Sanat Kumāram,  Visvam,  Sanakam.

All the above devas face outwards or are Bahirmukham. Archana is done on this presumption only.

In the second avaranam apart from the Vibhava devas mentioned above there are also the nine planets or Nava Grahas, which face inwards or the garbhagrihim; therefore antarmukha. The devas who belong to the Vyuha or Vibhava manifestations of the Adimūrti belong to the Vaishnavāndam. But the navagrahas belong to our material universe. Therefore the navagrahas are made to face the Supernatural world. It is therefore in this second avaranam of the Dhruvā murti that the supermundane and the mundane beings meet and face each other.

THE NAVAGRAHAS (Second avaranam).

Aditya (Sun, Ravi)—is placed on the north side of the mukhādvāram of the second āvaranam and Chandra—is placed on the South side of the same. They face the west.

The position of Angāraka, Budha, Brihaspati, Sukra, Sani, Rāhu and Kētu, and the direction which each faces are shown on the enclosed chart. They are all of semidivine origin and perhaps for that reason find a place in the second avaranam in preference to Indra and the other Dik devas who are in the third
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avaranam. Of the ashtamûrti forms of Rudra—Rudra’s place is in Ravi and Ravi’s son is Sani. Another form of Rudra is Bhavam residing in water whose son is Sukra; Angaraka is the son of sarvam who resides in Bhumî. Isana another of the Rudra murti forms resides in Agni; Mahâdèvam resides in Chandra whose son is Budha. They are all closely and directly connected with Brahma the creator.

The Third avarana devas.

They are the Lòkapâlas—Indra, Agni, Yama, Nîrruti, Varuna, Vâyu, Kubèra and Isâna counting from east to north east clockwise. All these devas are antarmukha or facing the sanctum. They represent the first Sâtvic creation which came out of the upper portion of Brahma’s body. They declined to line on earth and are therefore in the airy regions. The third avaranam affords accommodation for some more devatas along side of its outer portion (perhaps close to the walls) and also for some in the antarâlam or open space between the second and the third avaranam walls.

Along side of the walls are—Durga on the north side of the mukhadvâram and Ganga on the south side, both facing west. Sarasvatî is at S.E. and Dhatri (Mahâ Kâli) at N.E. Yamuna, Sindhu, Narmada. Sree, and Jyeshta are the others. The chart showing the first three avaranams gives the particulars about where they are and which direction they face. In the antarâlam are Sura, Sundari, Svaha, Svadha, Samhîldini, Raka and Sinivali. Most of these female deities are the daughters of one or the other of the Nava Brahmâs. The chart gives particulars of place and the direction they face.

The Lòka pâlas, the river devis and the other female deities in the antarâlam of the third avaranam figure frequently in the rituals of the temple as well as in the rituals in our home. They form the connecting link between the Dèvesa and the beings in the Brahmandam. Agni is the medium through whom all fire offerings are made to whichever Devata the offering may be intended. These ritualistic functions are conducted in accordance with the injunctions given in the Rigveda hymns.
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Fourth avaranam.

The fourth āvaranam of the temple conformably represents the four Vedas, their respective Chandas, the kind of homam peculiar to each and so on. The devatas associated therewith are also placed in that āvaranam. As agni and angaraka are at the S. E. corners in the previous āvaranas Rig Vēdam is placed in that corner of the fourth avaranam. Atharva Vēdam is placed in the N.E. corner in which direction will be found all those deities which are connected with Īśāna. Durga and Mahakali are in that corner in the third avaranam. Vishnu on the right and Siva on the left side will be found in the antaralām of this avaranam. The devas are Harini, Agni, Toyam, Vayu, and Gavishtha. In the antaralām are Vishnu, Kasyapa, Guha, Panktīsa, Pavitra, Pavana, Takshaka, and Siva. Rig Vedam, Yajur Vedam, Sama Vedam and Atharva Vedam are at the corners.

Fifth avarana devas.

Along the outer side in the avaranam are Anumati, Vatsara, Saptamataras, Panchapranas, Jayadayas, Maruts, Sapti rohinis, Sata rudras and Kuhu (Anumati and Kuhu are two out of the four daughters of Angiras, the other two being Raka and Sinīvali who are in the north wing of the third avaranam).

Those in the antaralām are Ekadasa rudras, Dvadasa Adityas, Gandharvas, Munis, Apsaras, Asvinis, Vasavas and Vidyadaras.

Some of the collective designations given will be explained in a note.

The sixth avarana Devas.

Narada and Tumburu lead standing on the right and the left side. The others are Hatesa, Ritava, Jambava, Prajapati, Mudgala and Asura. In the antaralām are Prahlada and Kinnara mithunas to the right and the left on the east side. Then Madana, Vipa, Vyajini, Kamini, Chandrabha and Sandara.
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CHART SHOWING THE DEVAS, DEVARAPAS, ETC. IN AVARANAS FOUR TO SEVEN

ARRROW MARK SHOWS THE DIRECTION THE DEVAS FACE.

INNER PORTION OF EACH AVARANAM IS THE ANTARALAM.
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The Seventh Avarana devas.

Aryama and Brahma stand on either side of the east entrance as shown. The others are Savita, Savitra Dandadharā, Indrāja, Pasabhrut, Rudraja, Dhanada and Apa apavatsa. In the antarala are a large number of devas. They are divided into eight groups. Two groups are placed on each side.

East side (South plank)—Ādityā, Satyaka, Bhrisa. Antariksha, Durgā, Ghoṭimukhi, Dhatri and Vapusham. (North plank) Isa Parjanya, Jayanta, Mahendra, Nāga Bhūta, and Yaksha.

South side (East plank)—Agni, Vitata, Grahakshata, Rākshasa, Ushna, Jaya and Krishna. (West plank) Yama, Gandharva, Bhringarāja, Surunḍa, Siva and Prāna.

West side (South plank)—Nirruti, Dauvārika, Pushpadanta, Kavi, Chakra and Purūhuta. (North plank) Saritpati, Asura. Sōshana, Rōga, Vidyā, Yasas, and Bhadra.

North side (West plank)—Javana, Nāga, Mukhya, Bhallāta, Vēdabhrut, Tāṇasa, Sandhushā; (East plank) Śōma, Argaṇa, Aditu, Sūridēva, Vidya, Amita and Pānchabhautika. The second chart shows the arrangement in avaranas IV to VII.

Dvarapalas.

The entrance into every one of the seven āvaranas is guarded by Dvārapālas in the same manner as are the entrances into the garbhagriham and the mukhadvāram. Commencing from the first āvaranam the names of these in pair are—

First avaranam, Kishkindha and Tirtha;
Second do. Vakratunda and Nagaraja;
Third do. Sankhanidhi and Padmanidhi;
Fourth do. Tuhina and Balinda;
Fifth do. Khadga (Nandakam) and Sarangam;
Sixth do. Sankhacauli and Chakraculi;
Seventh do. Chanda and Prachanda.
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Mahat Pitham.

Outside the prakaram walls and in front of the mukhadvāram will be the Mahat Pitham whereon the Bali offerings for all unnamed spirits including those of the under world are offered. "Sarvān devān samarchayet."

Ganas.

The devas who face inwards and who are in āvaranas two, three and four have a definite status. Those who are in the avaranas five to seven are of a mixed composition. They are collectively known as Ganas (parijanam or congregation of Spirits). By temperament and innate nature some are considered good, some middling and some bad. They are therefore divided into three classes—Uttama ganas, Madhyama ganas and Adhama ganas. The division is as follows:


Madhyama ganas:—Siddhas, Rishis, Nāgas, Asuras, Rākshasas, Yakshas, Vidyādharas, Saurabhēyas, Guhyakas, Gandharvas, Apsaras, Prapātis Martyas and Rohinis.

Adhama ganas:—Bhūtas, Prētās, Pisāchas, Kūshmāndas, Pramathas, Skandas, Bālagrahās, Taitalas, Bhairavas, Kinnaras, Vētālas, Apasmāras, Yōginis, Dākinis, Sākinis, Chankas, Mōhinis, Jāghanīs.

Hindus believe that all these spirits play their part in the universe as much as we do and that therefore they should not be ignored.
CHAPTER XII (Contd.)

SECTION VI.

TEMPLES AND THE AGAMAS

Main Purpose of Temple Worship
Universal Co-operation.

The Agama rituals are based on the recognition of the principle that all forms of life should be made to co-operate with each other. Co-operation facilitates not only material advancement but also spiritual evolution. The active co-operation and help of the more advanced beings are sought and ensured and the impediments likely to be placed by the backward and mischievous spirits are removed or weakened by extending goodwill to them as well. It is only by ensuring peace, plenty, happiness and contentment all around us that the environment necessary for the practice of yoga and meditation leading to god-realisation could be created and kept up. Therefore daily puja is performed and bali offered to the various deities so that the general prosperity of the world with a stable and just governance is maintained. The object in performing puja six times a day is explained thus—Prathabhaka puja (early morning) is for ensuring the unsfailing performance of japas and homas by those whose duty lies that way. Madhyana puja is to ensure a flourishing administration or Rajarashtra abhivridddhi. The evening puja is for ensuring abundance of food grains and pulses (Sarva sasya abhivridddhi). The dawn puja (Ushakala puja) is for increase of population and cattle wealth (Prajā pasu abhivridddhi); the aparāhna (afternoon) puja is for the destruction of daityas (the evil doers) and the ardharatra puja is for increase of all quadrupeds. Thus the daily puja is not only a prayer for being given our daily bread but also for all round happiness and contentment. The spirits to whom bali food is offered are not being thereby worshipped and propitiated. The food offering is made because we have to share our prosperity
with all living things. These devatas face the garbha griham in the same manner that we do. The Bali homam is done and the food so consecrated is distributed to all the devatas under the superintendence of the Bali Beram. This is universal charity which must be practiced in self interest at least. We and the spirits are interdependent and co-operative effort is necessary for the fulfilment of the purpose of creation as we understand it.

Annual Festivals or Kalotsavam.

The purposes for which the recurring annual festival is celebrated are for world-wide peace, all round plenty and prosperity, for successful administration of the country, for the destruction of all its enemies and for freedom from fear of famine and pestilence. This kind of festival is considered imperative and should be timed every year in the month in which the first consecration took place so that the 9th day day (forenoon) is concurrent with the installation nakshatram. Flag hoisting should invariably be done. The period might be 21 days, 14 days, or 9 days. Such long period festivals might also be celebrated when foreign invasion, pestilence or the appearance of comets forebode evil to the country. Private individuals might also celebrate in fulfilment of vows taken.

The main point which deserves our attention is the manner of celebration. The festival is for the benefit of all living things in the universe. All beings irrespective of their spiritual attainments and relative importance are invited to attend the grand festival or Yagna for Sri Vishnu. They are invited and installed each

1. ‘Varahadams parabhashya saantidam sarva Pushtidam Rajñaam vijaya-daanaya Satiunna naasa i-ta-vē Vyadhri durbhiksha saantyanghtham ut-avam karayej budhah’. Bhriju Samhita 24th Chapter (p 201)

2. Priyatam Bhagavaan Vishnu sa sarva lokeshvaro Harin
   Brahmēsaabhyaam cha sahitachootsavē nah prasadatu
   Dēvasscha rishayassarvē Pitarsha grahaadayah
   Vishnu lōka gataas sarvē naamaa lōka nivasinah
   Sarvēnē devatamaaravah parivara gamas saba
   Visvē te Vishnu Yugēmin sang.heckhantu saadaraah
   Havam Balim samuadasaya bhavantu subhadaayinah
   Ityuktvaa ghōshayet Sandhau chaktaayaabhimukkah punah.

Bhriju Samhita Chapter 24, p. 211 (Slokas 117–120)
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in its appropriated place. Food, water and flowers are provided for all. This function of extending universal invitation is a grand idea and bears testimony to the spirit in which the Āgamas work temple worship. The grand procession at its commencement with full temple paraphernalia and the representative murti in Tiruchchi vehicle starts from the garbha griham, goes round the temple prākāram, then through the streets surrounding the prākārams and thence to all streets, lanes, nooks and corners. All the devas are named and invited; then the collective or group spirits are likewise called to take part in the festival or Yagna and make it a success. They are assured of lodging and food at least twice a day. The proclamation should be made in a stentorian voice at all well recognised points in the village or town. Slokas 153 to 165 of chapter 24 p. 215, 216 (Bhṛigu Samhita) give a clear description of all the devas and ganas who are invited and shown their place in the temple. All the ganas and devas are also shown in the two charts annexed to this chapter showing the seven āvaranams.

Alternative procedure.

All temples are not constructed with seven āvaranams. Most temples have only one to three āvaranams. A few might be having

1 Sarvē đēvaah, Sarva đēvy. h Saive Rishayah, Sarvā Rishipañyah, sarvē pitarah sarvaah pithrī pañyah Siddha Vidyadhara Garuda Gandharva, Yaksha Kinnara, Naaga, Bhūta Astara Rakṣaṣaśaḍaṣaṣṭaṭa ganaas sarvēpyaant vityuṭvaa ghoṣhayet. (Marichi Samhita p 322 Telugu edition)

2. Āhūtasya uṣav arthē đēvaṣaṃyak Prakṛti taah
   Deva-dmaancha sarvēshaṃ teṣhaṃ sthanam pravakhyate
   In raadayē mahaa diksu vidiksu cha sama-asritaah
   Taiva-kadadaa Rudras cha Dwadasaahāskaraa dipr
   Vasvās syurathaas tā u cha oṃkaras cha vashakrutzam
   Ėtē đēvaas trayastrimset kathita brahmana puraā
   Asvinavapi tattṇi kēchidanah marṣhīghaah
   Trayastrimset ṭa đēvataannam sthanam aisaṇaṃmuçhate
   Apare chaapi karta-yaad nadiparvē vēbhatah.
   Ashthaad isagaanaantu Bhūtapithhasa dakshīne
   Dēva cha Rishya ah sarvē pitarō Dāyita Daanavaah
   Asuraas ch iha Gandharvaas tadhīvaaparaasaanganaḥ
   Yakshaas cha Rakṣaṣaas chaiva Naaga Bhūtah pisaachkaah
   Amaavrishtī ganaas chaiva tathā mṛtamuccaman ganaah
   Maataras chaiva Rōhiṇyas Sūryaa ashtaḍaasa smritaah
   Ashtadāsa garaschiti prōkītī vai đēvayañhayah.
   Ahukīn anyadēvaṃscha Īndraparśve samarchayaet
   Đēvaaṇam chaiva patnīṣcha tattāpārśve samarchayaet
   Śkandō Vighnascha Durgaa cha Jyesṭha chaiva Sarasvati
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more. The *Agamas* therefore divide temples into three main divisions and again provide three sub-divisions in each. These divisions are intended to specify less number of parivara devatas and anapayinis and therefore fewer archakas, paricharakas and less provision for food offerings. The main divisions are Adhama, Madhyama and Uttama. Again the sub-divisions are one avaranam Adhamādhamā; two avaranams Adhama madhyama; three avaraṇams Adhamottama and Madhyama adhama; four avaranams Madhyama madhyama; five avaraṇams Madhyamottama and Uttama adhama; six avaranams Uttama madhyama and seven avaranams Uttamottama. The number of parivāra devas, the number of archakas, paricharakas and the quantity for food offering are tabulated hereunder (the parivara devas are in addition to those in the garbhagriham and the anapayins which are essential for all temples).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adhamadhamā</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adhama madhyama</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adhama uttama</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madhyama adhama</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madhyama madhyama</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madhyama uttama</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uttama adhama</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uttama madhyama</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uttama uttama</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note:*—The other provisions besides rice are not given in the table. One bāram of rice may be taken to be thirty Madras measures.

---

Tad alayē balim dayayē praakaarē chottarēpi va
Parivaarōktadēśē tu Rōhīnyē maataras tatha
Rishi-patnīchā tas sapta Rishibhissahā chā-chaḥayē
tiddhaan Vidyadharsaamachaiva Garuda Gandharva Kinnaraan
Kimpuru hamā chaaranaan ēvan mahaadikshhu sama chaḥyet
Bhūtebyaschaathu Yaakshaabbhay Pasaachēbhyaas tathaivacha
Raskhasēbhyaasca Nāgēbhyaas sandhau sandhau balim dadēt
Rajavēsmangaanē madhyē Indram chaiva samarchayēt
Tasya dakshinaparśvē tu Jayasṛkritis samarchayēt”

(Bhrigum Samhita 24th Chapter; slokas 153 to 165)
The essential dēvas common to all temples are:—The Dhruva Murti and the Devi or Devis; Brahmā, Sankara, Mārkandeya, Bhrigu, Dhātā, Vidhatā, Bhuvanga, Patanga; Patera, Varuna, Manikam and Sandhyā, Vikhanas and Tāpasa; Kishkindam and Tirtham).

The names of the additional parivāra devatas shown in column two of the above statement will now be given only up to Madhyama uttama classes and not for the Uttama series.

Adhamādhama temple—Vishvakṣena, Garuda, Sribhūtam, Nyaksha and Bhūta pitham (5).

Adhama madhyama—(eleven more than above) Indra and the other seven lōka pālas, Bhāskara, Sankha and Chakram. (Total 16).

Adhama uttama—(five more) Vivasvan, Mitra, Kshatta, Dhvaja, Yudhahdhipa. (Total 21)

Madhyama adhama—(eleven more) Siddhi, Sree, Havihālaka, Skanda, Vighnēsa, Sapta mātarah, Purusha, Jyēṣṭha, Bhārgava, Brahma, Chandra (Total 32).

Madhyama madhyama—(ten more) Bhāskara, Angāraka, Skanda, Durga, Saptarohinyah, Manda, Saptamātarah, Budha, Brihaspati, Purusha. (Total 42).

Madhyama uttama—Jyēṣṭha, Sukra, Ganga, Saptarishis, Brahma, Chandra, Rudra, Asvini, Kapila, Panchabhūtas, Sarasvati etc. The same name is found repeated. It is therefore not useful to attempt giving a correct list. We may as well as read from the chart what parivāradevas are in successive avaranams.

The Tirumala temple has three avaranams only. The temples in Tirupati have only two avaranams. A permanent Dhvaja is not essential. The Āgama does not consider Śeṣha to be necessary for any class of temple unless the Dhruva Murti is in the Sayana posture. The table given above showing the classification of temples will however show that a very large number of parivāra
devatas are intended to be set up as images and that they play their part in the daily worship of an Uttama temple having five to seven avaranams.

The Āgamas place before us a form of temple worship which postulates that an atmosphere of Godliness and spirituality could best be created and sustained only under conditions of peace, plenty and contentment in the land. It invites the co-operation of all men, even those of differing creed. We could sense this spirit of catholicity in the use of the different kinds of Samit (twigs of certain sacred trees and plants put into the homam fire) used in the daily homam during the festival days. On the first day pālāsam and the second day Bīlvam, third day Sāmilām, fourth day nygrodham, Udumbaram, sixth day asvattam, seventh day Khādiram, eighth day pālāksham, ninth day pālāsam, but pālāsam and asvattham are considered the best and therefore could be substituted for any of the others when unavailable.

But temple worship is however no substitute for personal worship in every home. Temple worship serves to keep our environments in an atmosphere of spirituality most congenial to the practice of personal worship, meditation and dhyānam. This is why our ancients have enjoined us not to live in a place where there is no temple. The form of personal worship is however different from that of temple worship in some particulars. In personal worship the pantheon contains only the Vishnu murti. There is no place for any of the satellite deities excepting Ananta, Garuda and Vishvakṣena. The ganas are all of the Vishnu class. The worship is directly to Śrīman Narayana. This is the form which is given in Śri Ramanuja's Nityam. Temple worship and Personal worship are therefore supplementary to each other. The ācharyas do not at the same time underestimate the part played by the subordinate deities in spiritual evolution. Many do upāsana of one or the other of these for the bestowal of material benefits or such spiritual powers as the particular dēvata has in its power.

The lower deities more readily bestow their gifts. "Kānk-
shantah karmanām ādhi Yojanta iha devatah. Kshipram hi
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mānushe lōkē siddhirbhavati karmajā” (Gita 4—12). Even the bestowal of such transient gifts is due to their devotion to the Supreme Deity.

“Labhatē cha tataḥ kāmān
Mayaiva vihitān hi tān.”

It is also the accepted belief that even such worship or Upāsana gradually leads the upāsaka to climb higher and higher in the ladder of spiritual evolution till the final goal is reached. Thus with uninterrupted and continuous bhakti of Surya during seven consecutive births, a mortal as a reward therefor becomes a Rudra bhakta. This continued during seven consecutive births results in his becoming a Vishnu bhakta. Continuous bhakti of Vāsudeva (Vishnu) during seven more consecutive births brings as reward his becoming one with Vāsudeva (Laya) or Sayujyam.¹

The Āgamas therefore place before the world a form of worship which gives full scope for all human beings struggling for attainment of spiritual development even while fulfilling the duties of a house holder in this material world. The establishment of material prosperity is a prerequisite for all attempts at renunciation which consists in giving up the enjoyment of the fruits of one’s actions. Phalatyāgam, not Karmatyāgam. This concern of the Āgamas is well displayed in the order which they prescribe for the celebration of the annual festival or Kalōtsavam (or Brahmotsavam) of Vishnu. The festival for Mahā Kāli should first be celebrated to grant us immunity from everything which result in sorrows. Next should be celebrated² the festival of Sankara (Rudra) for the appeasement

1. “Sūryasayaiva tu yō bhakta saptajanmaantaram narah
Tasyaiva tu prassadena Rudra bhaktaḥ praajasayate
Sankarsaye Yō bhaktas sapta janmaantaram narah
Tasyaiva tu prassadēna Vishnu bhaktaḥ praajasayate
Vassudēvasya yō bhaktaḥ saptajanmanantaram narah
Tasyaivavu prassadēna Vrasudēve pralīyate’’

2. “Sarvevadukhaar ti saantyartham aadēna Kaśyutsavam cha re:
Anyēsham krūra dhvamanam sishrabhūta paṇyasya cha
Saantyartham kaṣayēt paschant saastrakām Sankarōtsavam
Vissṛṣṭhānā saantyartham saumya maaraṇēṇa vaastushu
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of Kṛūra and Sishta ganas. Then a separate festival in honour
of Sri Durgā Devi for the appeasement of Viṣṭrī ganas and for
proper functioning of everything. In this festival Sri Vishnu's
chakram and Vishvaksēna should escort Sri Durgā Dēvi. As the
last item comes the Brahmotsavam of Vishnu (Dēvēsa) for peace
to all Devas, all munis, all pirtis and their ladies, all Dvijas and
for peace and prosperity to all the lokas. If anything is done
counter to this arrangement great calamity (vinasam) would
certainly take place. Therefore the festival commences first with
the grāmadēvata. The idea is that all obstacles should first be
removed so that the resulting conditions might prove favourable
for spiritual advancement and the practice of personal worship
and Yoga. Thus the co-operation of all created beings good and
evil is sought and obtained. This appears to be the path pursued
by the Āgama form of Temple worship.

Chakra senēsa samyuktam kūryat Durāsavam punah
Saṟvēshamapi dēvaṇam muninaṃapi sarvasah
Pitrūnāche Grahasānam cha tatpatriṇasam cha sarvasah
Dvijanavāmapi Saṃtyartham īkṣeṇamapi sarvasah
Pushṭyartham kaaraṇam cha saḥ Dēvesasyātsavam kramaat
Anyathaa chēi vinasaas'ya sarvēsham cha na samasayah
Tasmāt parihaataet vidvaam āsmanadatu tam viṣeṣhaṭhaṃ"

Bṛhaṇa Samhita Chapter 24 (p. 201, 202)
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CHAPTER XIII.

RETROSPECT.

At this stage it is desirable to review the changes which have been taking place in the character of worship in Tirumala from time to time.

From the chronologist's or the historian's point of view no date can be assigned for the first appearance of the Dhruva Murti of Tiruvengadamuḍaiyān. The image takes its name from the hill Vengadam which by itself was always—i.e., as far back as tradition can take us—considered as sacred as the God thereon and therefore formed an object of worship. Like Badri, Brindavan, Gaya or Ahobilam the place itself was sacred and an object of pilgrimage. So did the Vaishnavite ālvars praise Tiruvengadam in their songs. Many who could not find it possible to ascend the thickly wooded hill worshipped the hill and its God at its foot alone and discharged their vows. Great men were doing it and the fact is recorded in an inscription on the north wall of the Mukkoti Pradakshinam.1 This was presumably the practice till the end of the Pallava rule. Some Brahmins of the mid-country called Tondaimandalam who had seen the Chola and the Pandya Desas entertained new ideas. There was to all purposes a self-incarnate image on the Hill, the very idol for an Archa form of worship but without a temple or perhaps sheltered in a small stone mantapa or pavilion, illuminated by the blazing sun or the moon by night. In imitation of the southern Tamils a small stone temple of the Pallava style of architecture was put up consisting of a chamber for the sanctum sanctorum (or Kōyilālvār) and an antechamber for the worshippers to stand. One or two ghee or oil lights (Nandā Vilakkku) were arranged for

1  கோவிலை வெளியிட்டு வல்லூர் வல்லூர் வல்லூர் வல்லூர் வல்லூர்
எனவும் எனவும் எனவும் எனவும் [நாணாதீன்] 1. 165
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by the devotees. There must have been some sort of food offering which after the pūja went to feed the pūjari and the few other temple servants.

Original Simplicity.

There obviously was not a rigidly ritualistic form of daily worship before we reach the year 966 A.D. The old annual festival in Purattasi month took since then a more rigid shape according to the Vaikhānasa Āgama. Four other rituals connected with the sun's motion in the heavens and the Mukkoti Dvādasi formed the principal, rather, the only festive occasions. If a devotee so desired he could celebrate an additional Brahmotsavam technically called Sraddhotsavam and in Tamil Tirukkoḍittirunāl (திருக்கொட்டிருண்ணல்). The temple structure was designed and constructed to satisfy these elementary needs. The consecration of a small silver image in 966 A.D. brought along with it another hall called Tiruvilankoyil with probably a small pavilion in front to screen it from the north-east monsoon rains.

Neither Sri Alavandar, nor his successors, Tirumala Nambi, Sri Ramanuja or Anantālvār made any attempt to tamper with or alter the Vaikhānasa form of worship. The only addition made seems to have been the building of Gōpurams and compound walls (prākārams). The food that was offered to the God was simple in quality and limited in quantity, so much so that special instructions were issued that those who were connected with the temple services should feel content with partaking of such food as was offered to the Deity.¹ They were also enjoined to lead a celebate life while on Tirumala and to go to Tirupati to have a relaxation in family life I. 124 (fragmentary).

There was nothing grandiose in the daily services and in the festivals. But there has been from ancient times the faith that the

¹ Fragmentary inscription I. 174 — திருக்கொட்டிருண்ணல் வருமாறு, —இந்த செய்து சேற்றியும் புற்றும், —நாகயுடே மூவியில் இருந்தும் ஆன்—
—கேடு திருக்கண்டகாலகதேத்தர்—
God of Vengadam Hill grants all human desires, material and spiritual, leading by stages to the grant of the boon of God-realisation. The Alvars have sung this unequivocally. When a Sāmavai installed a silver image of Him or a Parāntaka Devi-amman (both in widowhood, for aught we know) presented a gold pattam we may be certain that the act was for spiritual welfare. When Ghaṭtideva, one of the Yadavarāyas built the temple under the spiritual inspiration of Sri Ramanuja it must have been likewise. When Ghattideva's descendants, Virarakshasa, Tiruvenkatanātha and Sri ranganatha granted villages for the maintenance of temple worship in due form, it was because there was the family prestige and the innate feeling that their success in life depended on their faith in Tiruvengadamudaiyān. If Sundra Pandya placed a gold gilt Kalasam (in 1260 A.D.) on the Vimānam or when his queen arranged for the perpetual supply of milk and curds to supplement the daily food offerings, it must have been a thanksgiving service to Tiruvengadamudaiyān, as much as when at a later date Mangideva Maharaja gilded the Vimanam and Kalasam in 1359 A.D.¹ Such services and grants were of a simple nature. Besides the Yādava-rāyas including Vira Narasinda, there was also Vijaya Gandagōpala of the Telugu Pallava lineage who looked to Tiruvengadam for material success in life. In pursuit of this several acts of simple charity were done, such as feeding the limited number of pilgrims resorting to the shrine.

Changes after the influx of the southern Tamils.

It was this normal course of temple worship that underwent a change consequent on the influx of the Tamil Sri Vaishnavas of the South well versed in the Bhakti form of worship which the Tamil Prabandhams of the Alvārs brought into existence. All the good things of this world were made to serve the enjoyment of the Deity and the Bhakta in his ecstasy considered himself even as the consort of God.

The presence in the Tirumala temple of a Utsava (or festival) Murti with Bhūdevi and Sri Devi by His side is heard of for the

¹1.1. 179, 180
first time in the third year of the reign of Sriranganatha Yadavaraya, 1339 A.D.\textsuperscript{1} when an endowment was transferred to the jiyar or Siyan among Siyars (men from the extreme South of India) and reference made therein to the Utsava Murti being seated with Nachchimar. It has also been noticed that Tiruvoimozhi was sung in Tirumala in 1360 A.D.\textsuperscript{2} for the first time. The Sri Andal cult enters the Tirupati Govindaraja temple about the same time. The Vaikhanasa form of worship has been always free from this form of deification. At any rate Utsavar with Bhūdevi and Sridevi has not been referred to in any of the inscriptions till 1339 A.D. But thereafter they are invariably mentioned in inscriptions of every festival procession etc. The only inference one can draw is that Bhūdevi and Sridevi did not form a part of the Vaikhanasa form of festival celebrations in Tirumala at any rate. In fact the silver Murti alone was the Utsava murti.

As for Andal and the Alvars, even to this day they are not to be found in the Tirumala pantheon, although their Prabandhams were invariably recited from after 1360 A.D. Adhyayanotsavam was celebrated for the first time in 1467 A.D. with Sattumurai (birthday day celebrations) performed in Sri Ramanuja’s shrine to the memory of the Alvars. To this extent there has been a change after 1360 A.D. The numerous festivals which have been a characteristic feature of the South have been slowly introduced in Tirumala and Tirupati. But these will be dealt with in detail when we go to the Saluva and Vijayanagar period of the history of our temple.

What has to be noted prominently is that, after the invasion of the South by the Muslims in 1310 and 1328 A.D. and the sojourn of Sriranganatha of Srirangam for a fairly long period in Tirumala, the unadulterated form of the Vaikhanasa System underwent a change incorporating some of the features of the Pancharatra system introduced by the southern acharyas in the temple. Even nautch girls or Tiruvidhi Sānis, who somehow were designated as Emperumanādiyārs,\textsuperscript{1} became a permanent feature on the Vaikhanasa temples

\begin{enumerate}
\item \textsuperscript{1} 1. 220, 1346 A.D Emperumanadiyaars were in the Pancharatra Tiruvilankoyil in Tiruchchukuranur even during the eleventh and twelfth centuries A.D.
\end{enumerate}
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before the end of the fourteenth century. It was no longer worship of the strictly puritan type, but worship combined with profit and pleasure, and therefore ever more popular.

**Bhakti form of worship.**

It may not be out of place here to dilate a little on how this *Bhakti form of worship* would have exhibited itself in temple worship. The Bhakta clothes himself with the garment which has adorned his favourite Deity, he eats the food which has been offered to Him and he adorns himself with the sandal paste and the flowers which adorned Him. Thus equipped, in ecstasy he sings His praise and dances. So it became desirable, and even necessary, that the best things of this world should first be offered to the Deity and then shared together by His devotees. The sacred texts in Sanskrit and in the vernacular were repeated before Him in devotion. Thus probably came into existence in the early days the gōshtis of brahmins repeating the Vedas and the Tamil *Tiruvaymoḻi* Prabandhams voluntarily and with no expectation of reward or remuneration. So also the Emperumānadiyārs (vestal virgins) danced and sung and offered Kumbhārathis at the close of the street processions. So also Bhajana parties and the Nadasvāra parties.

But in a place like Tirumala or Tirupati where the temple worship was of the Vaikhanasa school the response must have been poor. So from the beginning artificial aid had to be given in the shape of emoluments. Adhyāpakam, Vedārāyanam, Emperumanadiyars or Tiruvidhisani girls had all to be remunerated. In spite of these inducements the festivals and other functions were not considered sufficiently grandiose. So one Kaṇḍādai Ramanuja Ayyangar who had visited all the 108 sacred Temples for Śrī Vaishnavas set about a through overhauling from about the year 1468 A.D. For over half-a-century from then this gentleman’s attempts were to introduce new festivals due attention being paid to every details of every function. He was largely responsible for getting Sāluva Narasimha Deva to help carry out his ideas and recommendations. In spite of over five centuries of this grafting
HISTORY OF TIRUPATI

The Vijayanagar Period.

We must pass on to the period when the Vijayanagar kings played the most prominent part in enhancing the fame of this temple.

How they happen to come into the picture must first be understood. It is known that the Hoysāla-Vira Ballala III marshalled his forces to wipe out the Sultanate of Madura. But he is said to have been captured in an ambush and put to death near Trichinopoly. There was however, Singayya Dānnāyaka, his military commander who left Tirupati about 1336 A.D. handing over his Arisanālayam Nandavanam and the trust properties attached thereto to one of the Jiyars in Tirumala presumably to enable him to be by the side of his master, the Hoysala King. There was also Sri Vira Kumara Kempana Uḍaiyār, the son of Bukkaraya I, conducting the campaign and Saluva Mangi-Deva ably assisting the former as one of the generals. The campaign was successful and the Sultanate of Madura was annihilated.

Looking at these happenings from the point of view of our temple we have to note that upto this date the great patrons and devotees of the temple came exclusively from the Tamil country, with a few exceptions from the extreme south of the west coast. Not a single inscription do we come across to show that people of the Kannada and Telugu country ever came on pilgrimage to Tirumala. The first to do so was Singayya Dānnāyaka who came more or less on a military mission, but took that opportunity to do service to the temple by establishing two mathams and Nandavanams each of which he had to hand over to a Tamilian Sanyasi or Jiyar for due performance of the trust charities. Even the inscription relating to this is in Tamil script.

We also find that Bukka I made an endowment of lands for one Tirupponakam food offering (or two) every day (known ever since as the Bukkarayan Sandhi) and for a Brahmotsavam. This may have been in 1365 A.D. to commemorate the capture of the Mudgal fortress by him. To assign a village he must by then have come in possession of the country... Soon after the conclusion of the campaign Mahāmandalēśvara Misaraganda Mangi-Deva
Maharaja did the great service of gold gilding the Vimanam and the Sikham of Tirumaladeva. The inscription is in Telugu as well as in Tamil (I. 179, 180, 6-7-1359 A.D.) which may be taken to connote the transition period. The citation is not the usual regnal year of the local Yādavarayya or the Pāṇḍyas but the Sāka year and the name Vikāri of the Jupiter Cycle. The last time (I. 7) we noticed mention of the Sāka year was in Sāka 824 (1002 A. D.) when the Pallava rule had broken down and the Chola supremacy was in the course of being established in this part of the country. On the present occasion the Pāṇḍyas and the Yādavarayyas had both broken down, the Vijayanagar rule had not established itself thoroughly and Mangi Deva himself was not a ruling prince. So the citation of the Sāka year seems to have been once more brought into use and was to continue uninterrupted thereafter. There are also other administrative changes in the temple machinery which have to be considered by us. That a distinctive political change had come over the country is evidenced by the citation of Saka year. This is borne out by another inscription where also the name Vikari and the Saka 1281 (1359) are mentioned in Tamil, the donor being Kariyamanikka Pillai of Paramesvaramangalam (I. 110). Next the Perkaṭai (minister) of Sri Vira Kumara Kempana Uḍaiyar offered 32 cows and a breeding bull (probably a thanks-giving offering for his military success) for burning one nandavilaku. These are indicative of the fact that besides the Tamils, the Telngus and the Kannada speaking people also had begun to look to Tirumala Deva for granting boons. In the wake of these endowments, we find Mullai Tirvenkata Jiya appearing on the stage as the agent of Harihararaya for instituting a new festival (tirunāl) called Māsi Tirunāl (in that month) in 1387 and 1390 A.D. The cyclic year alone is mentioned in these inscriptions and not even the Sāka year (I. 185; 196, Prabhava and Pramodūta).

Another feature to be noticed is that although endowments and gifts are made it is not clearly stated who is the trustee to accept these and to hold himself responsible. We have also to note that Harihararaya’s name is given in the singular as Ṣaṅghadityaṇḍu. From all previous inscriptions it is plain that there was a body of
temple managers which looked to the due performance of all functions. But that body does not figure formally in these Silā-Sāsanams (inscriptions on stone) as taking over the trust gifts from the donors and binding itself to discharge the trust according to the wishes of the donor. The Tiruninra-ūr-ūḍaiyar (the accountants) recorded these two gifts, not the Sthanattār. The temple authorities do not seem to have realised in 1390 that Harihararayar had become the ruler of this part of the country. If they had done so Harihararaya’s name should have had some prasasti prefixed to it and the name itself would have been recorded in the respectable plural form.

THE ADMINISTRATIVE MACHINERY.

The first administrative machinery constituted by Sāmavai was called the Managers of Tiruvengadam temple (ḍvam Śuḥ Cūb Yām), "those who do the Māṭhapatyam," something very vague. Sri Ramanuja’s arrangement is said to have been a committee consisting of the Archakar, Tirumalai Nambi and Anandālvān. But that is only a traditional statement. During the period of Chola rule it was the manager of the temple (ḥīt Śuḥ Yām) who held himself responsible for the performance of the trust, but the officers of the King held the whip in their hands. The endowment made by the Periya Nāṭṭar (senior men of the villages) of some of the villages as per the oral orders of the King Raja Raja Dever (1. 40. 1234 A.D.) was issued only as an edict of Bhūpatidēva Chitramēla (for the amudupaḍi and Sāttuppaḍi of Tirumangai Alwar). It might however, be believed that the Sthanattār (Sthanikā) were in existence from very early days. At any rate their existence is clearly recognised by Tirukkalattī Deva Yadavaraya. The Sthanattār approached the ruler (1. 81 1209 A.D.) with a request to make adequate provision for the conduct of daily worship in the Tirumala temple and the King set apart the lands in Kudavūr and got the same demarcated with Vishnu Chakram stones. The lands were not however handed over to the Sthanattār, for all one can read in the inscription. All such gifts became the property of the Sri Bhandāram (temple
properties) which might have formed a separate head of account in the Government Treasury. The Sthanattar would have been receiving only the income from endowments to meet current expenditure. Endowments earmarked for public works (construction and repairs) were credited to a head called “Tiruppani Bhandāram.” The Sthanattar seem to have acted as agents, but not as trustees of the property.

When there was at a later date a complaint that the income of the temple was insufficient to meet satisfactorily all the demands for the due performance of daily worship and the nimbhand of Tiruvengadamudaiyan, Sri Tiruvengaṇanatha Yadavaraya made certain arrangements (Narayanan Sandhi) for the conversion of Tirupati lands as sarvamanya grant and intimated the fact to the Sthanattar for information. (I. 100. 1332 A. D.)

That the Sthanattar were on occasions consulted and their advice even accepted can be seen from the inscription which states that Singayya Dēnnayaka, at whose request Tiruvengakatanatha set apart Pongalur as a Sarvamanya village for the celebration of Adi Tirunal and the Sitakaragandam Sandhi daily, respectfully approached the Sthanattar for acceptance of the arrangement (I. 103, 1328 A.D.). He also agreed to the Sthanattar’s stipulation about the utilisation of any surplus income for certain additional charities such as feeding 32 Brahmins and maintaining a flower garden and water shed. That however, would not show that the Sthanattar had of right any real power.

That the Sthānattars were, at any rate in the view of Singayya Dēnnayaka, a highly respected body in the temple administration may be seen from the wording—ṣṭhānaśaḥ kālaṃ सत्‌भद्धस्तिः भविष्यति—approaching the feet of the Sthanattar, done by so powerful a man as Singayya.

Neither Mangideva nor Sri Vira Kumara Kempanna Uḍaiyar’s Pērkadai nor Bukka mentioned the name of the Sthanattar in

1. “‘तथा हि जीतेन्द्रादिकरणं यथासत्सर्कत्वे ते सुखदेवस्य जीवनम्‌ जीवनं निश्चितं तिमिरयोगायम्‌”
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the inscriptions recording their respective endowments, nor of the regnal year of the Yadavaraya. We therefore infer that till about 1387 A.D. the Sthanattar did not form a regularly constituted body.

In 1379—80 (I. 184), one Alagappiranar Tirukkali Kanridasar paid 450 panams into the Sri Bhandaram for certain food offerings to be made on occasions. Mullai Tiruvenkata Jiyar also paid 100 panams into the Sri Bhandāram in 1387 and 1390, with no mention of the name, Sthanattar (I. 185, 186).

Sthanattar figure as Trustees.

For the first time we find in an inscription of 24—2—1387 A.D. (I. 228) that the Sthanattar figure as Trustees accepting an endowment by Kolikkāvalidāsar and on 8—12—1390 A.D. (I. 187, 189) the Sthanattar figure as trustees executing a Silasanam in favour of Mullai Tiruvenkata Jiyar accepting his endowment of 1200 panams paid into the Sri Bhandāram for making food offerings on the occasion of Tiruppāvai singing during ten days in Margali month. Thereafter the Sthanattar figure invariably as trustees accepting endowments and gifts, the silāsāsanam being drawn up by the temple accounts, Tiruninra-ūr-udaiyar, under the orders of the Sri Vaishnavas, which latter is only a traditional compliment to the Sri Vaishnava community.

The entry of the Tiruninra-ur-udaiyar (Accountant) was itself an innovation which was started ten years earlier, i.e., in January 1380 A.D. (I. 184).

It is worth while making an attempt to find out why and how the Sthanattar gave up their sub-servience to the Yadavarayas and their successors who were the rulers of the land, and also how and when they constituted themselves as Trustees accepting endowments. There is nothing in the published inscriptions to show that they were so authorised by the rulers. Tiruvenkatanātha Yadavaraya's name appears in I. 100 with his regnal year

1. I. 179. 1359 A.D. I. 181, 1368 A.D. I. 178
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12, corresponding to 1332 A.D. Then comes Sriranganatha Yadavaraya’s 3rd year which by a process of working backwards appears to be about 1339 A.D. Inscriptions (I. 113, 114, 110) recording gifts of such distinguished military generals as the Eṭramanchi brothers Periya Pemmu Nayakkar and Pappu Nayakkar Pemmu Nayakkar of the year 1360 mention Sriranganatha Yadavaraya as the ruler.

Sri Ranganatha is said to have built a palace for himself in his 16th regnal year on the Tirumala Hill (I. 109. 1351-52) A.D. to rest his war-weary limbs, after having defeated his foes. After 1360 A.D. his name is not heard of, nor does any successor to his throne and title appear on record. Inscription 1. 110 which obviously speaks of the Yadavaraya as a Rama in battle mentions the year only as Vikari Saka (1281) or 1359-60 A.D. The Yadavaraya’s regnal year is not noted there.

There is another matter also to be noted in connection with this name Sri Ranganatha. From tradition, which, also is perfectly true, it is well known that Sri Ranganatha Swami had to be shifted from His Temple in Sri Rangam and after a long and circuitous journey finally found a safe asylum in Tirumala. Dr. S. Krishna-swami Ayyangar recounts in his History of Tirupati, Vol. I, pages 417—421, the Srirangam temple (Koyil Oluhu) account of this episode. But the portion of the story (p. 419) which says that the priest who carried the image of Sri Ranganatha tied himself to the image and got himself let down the steep scarp of a part of the Tirumala hill is really fantastic and unbelievable. Once the image reached the safe height of the Tirumala temple there was as much safety for Sri Ranganatha as for Tiruvengadamudaiyan. The fact appears to be that Sri Ranganatha was safely housed in a new, though small, structure within the temple at one end of a big mantapam (since called Ranga mantapam) till he was taken back and installed in Srirangam about 1369—70. Sri Ranganatha’s image may have arrived in Tirumala about 1330 or 1332 A.D. No one can however give the exact year. Yadava Sri Ranganatha seems to have commenced his reign about 1336 according to some calculations. Sri Ranganatha of Srirangam may have left Tirumala some time between 1361 and 1367 because
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the idol was in Senji (Gencee) for some years before being taken to Srirangam in 1371; and the Yadavaraya's name is not heard of after 1360. Was the Yadavaraya's real name Sri Ranganatha, or did he take on the Srirangam God's name under the then circumstances? His predecessor had for himself the name of the Tirumala God, Tiruvenkata.

After the disappearance of the above Yadavarayas some other ruler should have taken their place. From the relative magnitude of gifts made to Tiruvengadamudaiyan by Mangideva, the minister of Sri Vira Kempana Udaiyar, and the others, we are led to infer that Mangideva was more devoted to Tiruvengadamudaiyan than the others. He was only a subordinate of the Vijayanagar Kings (Bukka I and Harshara). In inditing his gift of gold-gilding the vimanam and kalasam, he does not, in the preamble, give the Vijayanagar regnal year. The inscription is in Telugu as well as Tamil (a new feature). The omission cannot be construed as accidental. He was in all probability the successor to the Yadavarayas in being the Governor of this part of the Vijayanagar territories. He gives only the Saka year Vikari 1281 (I. 179, 180) and does not quote his own regnal year; nor does he quote the regnal year of Bukka I. Vira Kumara Kempana Udaiyar likewise quotes (I. 181) only the cyclic year Kilaka.

In the wake of these comes another inscription of January 1380 A.D. (I. 184) by one Alagappirānār Tirukkalikanri Dasar, a Srivaishnava of Tirupati, which also quotes only the Saka year 1301, Siddhārti. For the first time it is observed that the inscription is the draft of Tiruninra-ūr-udaiyan, the temple accountant, a new officer of the temple.

Reading between the lines the inference is that after Sri Ranganatha swami was removed from Tirumala and after the demise of the Yadava Sri Ranganatha, there was some confusion in the management of the Tirumala temple and that a full time and qualified accountant was found essential for the proper maintenance of records. So the Sthanattar seem to have imported one of the Tiruninra-ūr-udaiyar a little before January 1380 A.D. In 1387 (I. 229) the Sthanattar set themselves up as the full-fledged trustees of the
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Devasthanam and not merely the executive agency which they were under the Yadavarayas. This is a step they had to take and which they were quite competent to do. The ruler of the country (whoever he may have been) due to the political tumults prevailing could not be expected to bestow any attention worth the name to the temple affairs. The interest of the Yadavarayas is taken to have commenced with Ghatti Deva about 1100 A.D. and lasted till 1360 A.D. for two centuries and a half. Any new ruler was yet to acquire a spiritual or sentimental attachment to the temple. The Sthanattar at the time were men of high character and reputation. We saw that Singayya Dannayaka approached their feet with great respect and even Tiruvengatanatha had to couch his edicts as being made for their hearing (இலையுலக பார்வை). In reference to the Sthanattar setting themselves, up as full-fledged trustees, an incomplete inscription in Sanskrit Grantha Script on the north wall (left inner side) of the base of the Padi Kāvali Gopuram in Tirumala may perhaps be considered relevant. It is to the effect (as translated by the epigraphist I. 161).

..................the best king having deceased................
the proper course being adopted பெருமாள் இலையுலக பார்வை; பழையவரார் பெருமாள் (Note:—Perhaps the portions left dotted above are being hidden by some wall or other and could be read if the obstruction is removed).

If the inscription refers to the death of Sri Ranganatha Yadavaraya and to the subsequent course of independent action taken by the Sthanattar, the relevancy may be admitted.

Although the Sthanattar set themselves to be the effective trustees of the Devasthanams, royal Dharmasasanas were being issued without any specific mention of the Sthanattar. Thus Sri Virapratapa Devaraya Maharaya’s Dharmasasana recorded in Kannada on the Bangaru Vakil (or door jamb covered with gilded copper plate at the entrance to the main shrine in Tirumala) on the occasion of the Emperor’s visit on Monday, the Sukla Dasami of Margasira, Saumya year (Saka 1351) (5th December 1429) (I. 192) makes the statement that two thousand two hundred honnu (gold) were transferred from the Raja Bhandara to the Chandragiri Bhandara and that in addition three villages mentioned therein were also
granted as Sarvamanya for the celebration of a nine days’ festival every year and for certain other daily services. There is no mention of the Sthanattar as trustees taking charge of these properties. So also when Sirigirēsvara, son of Vissanna Devaraya, presented his gold pattam (I.7-1430) I. 193 set with gems to the God of the Sri Venkata Hill, there is no mention of the Sthanattar. The sīla sasānam is in Sanskrit (Grantha characters).

Teppada Nāgayya Nayakkaru (son of Muddaya Nayara) on (I. 209) 12-1-1443 executed his dharmasasana in Kannada denoting 3000 honnu for preparing three gold plates in his name and another 100 pon for a daily offering of two flower garlands, two barivāha and eight upora ......................... The Sthanattars are enjoined to carry out this charity scrupulously (12-1-1443).

Specific mention is not made of the composition of this council or committee of Sthanattar. There need be no doubt that it would have taken about 30 years for this body to take a definite shape after 1360 A.D. After the disappearance of the Yadavaryas from the temple overlordship and after Sri Ranganathaswami was taken back to Srirangam there must have been great need felt for overhauling the accounts and verifying temple properties. A staff of competent accountants was set up in the temple and we found in 1379–80 that the Tiruninra-ur udaiyan made his debut. Ten years later in 1390 the Sthanattar as a self-constituted body came to view. Their composition is revealed in the same inscription No. 187 which has already been noticed. Therein is found a scheme of distribution of the quarter share of the prasadam due to the donor of the gift. Among others the Sthanattar are allotted a share in the following proportion making a total of 12 nirvāhams:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tirupati Srivalshnavas</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tiruchānur Sahbhāiyar</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nāmibīmar</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koil Kelkum Jiyars</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koil-Kānakku Tiruninral-udaiyar</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: 12

---

1. Nirvāham is subsistence allowance, or means of living.
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So we draw the inference that the Sthanattar were twelve in number.

Mullai Tiruvenkata Jiyar.

Inscription 187 Vol. I of 1390 refers to an endowment by one Mullai Tiruvenkata jiyar, manager of the Arisanālayam maṭham and nandavanam. We must know how he came in, for he and his successors were destined to play their part in this temple.

We have seen that Singayya Dannayaka transferred the Arisanalayam Nandavanams and the maṭhams at Tirumala and a Tirupati to a certain Siyan or Jiyar for management and for the enjoyment of emoluments therefrom during his lifetime, after the due performance of certain charities in the temple (I. 104, 1339 A.D.). The stipulation was that, on the demise of that Siyan or Jiyar his successor should be appointed by the Dannayakars alone from among the Desāntaries (or outsiders). We do not know when that Siyan died. But we find in January 1388 and in June 1390 (I. 185, 186) that one Müllai Tiruvenkata Jiyar came forward as the agent of Hariharaya paying 100 panams for the performance of a festival (masì-Tirumal) in the name of Harihararaya. On 8th December 1390 (I. 187), he described himself as the Manager of the Arisanālayam Tirunandavanam at Tirumala and made an endowment of 1200 panams as capital for certain festivals. He was a Sanyasi. But he does not state in the inscriptions relating to his endowments who his guru or acharya was. Sishyas (and more so Sanyasis) consider it a sacred duty and an honour to acknowledge their acharya on all possible occasions. It is evident that he got possession of the Arisanalayam Tirunandavanam between June and December 1390 through the favour of Harihararaya himself. It must be that the Siyar or Jiyer appointed in 1339 by Dannayaka died and that there was no Dannayaka to appoint a successor. The Tamil word Arisanālayam Tirunandavanam indicates that the Arasan or (King) planted a Tirunanda-
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vanam or garden for the use of the ālayam or temple (அலயம்). The words mean the temple garden planted by the King. It was probably a temple property and Mullai Tiruvenkata jiyar was made its Kartar by the Vijayanagar King Harihara.
CHAPTER XIV.

EXPANSION OF SRI VAISHNAVA ACTIVITIES.

Sthanattar and Sthanikas.

From the analysis of the composition of the Sthanattar given in the previous chapter it will be seen that it is not quite similar to the composition of the ‘Sthanikas’ in other important temples. The term ‘Sthanikas’ usually conveys the impression that it is composed of the religious functionaries in a temple, who receive a sort of preferential treatment in the matter of being served with tirtham and prasādam (consecrated water and food) in the gōshti or assembly of worshippers. In the Tirumala and Tirupati temples this class is represented by the Archakas, the Jiyangars and the Āchārya purushas. The Sthanattar form a different class whose function is secular and not religious, although there can be no rigid line of demarcation drawn between the two. In fact some of the Sthanattar particularly the Tiruninra-ūr-uḍaiyars, were the spiritual disciples of the Āchāryapurushas, usually showing a respect to the Āchārya which would prevent their sitting together on a footing of equality.

The political changes in the country have already been reviewed to explain the emergence of the Sthanattar as Independent Trustees. There were also religious and social conditions which contributed to this step.

Srirangam which stood out as the foremost rallying point for Vaishnavas from time immemorial became a vulnerable place. Kanchipuram, which took the next rank ever since Sri Ramanuja promulgated his Visishtādvaīta philosophy, did not also prove to be the safest place. All Sri Vaishnavas had to look to Tiruvēṅgaḍam when the Muslims remorselessly demolished and pillaged the temples, broke the idols and forcibly converted or massacred Hindu men and abducted Hindu women. Tirumala somehow
escaped the danger and all the religious minded Sri Vaishnavar counted on the God of the Venagadham Hills for the safety of their religion. In Venagadham the Tamilian came into contact with the Kannada Hoysalas, the Telugu Chalukyas, the Telugu Pallavas and others attached to the new Vijayanagar Kings of the Sangama line. The past history and affluence of the Tirumala temple was till then bound up with the fortunes of the Tamil-loving Cholas, Pandyas, Yadavarayas and Gandagopalas. The Muslim invasion completely crushed these kings and put an end as well to their rivalries. For the moment the Muslim danger was arrested by their combined action. But who will rise as the next dominant Hindu power was yet an uncertain matter in the period between 1340 and 1390. Yadava Sri Ranganatha died about 1360 A.D. and the religious order of the temple which hitherto looked to him for support had to chalk out its own future and it did so.

Separation of secular administration from the religious propaganda.

The task before them was not merely one of keeping the temple services and festivals going without a break. It was certainly more than that. Sri Vedanta Desika and Pillai Lokacharya represented the cream of the Tamil speaking Sri Vaishnavas and were the real inspirers and guides at the time. There were also the local Acharyapurushas, the numerous Jiyars and their followers in the mathams who came from the extreme south, the Sabhaiyars of Tiruchchukranur and the Archakas, all of whom had an abiding interest in the temple. They seem to have realised that they could not confine their activities to the Tamil country alone if their temples and Sri Ramanuja's Visishthadwaitam were to gain predominance in the land. They could not rely solely on the support of the kings as their position itself was unstable. They had therefore to educate the masses and make them religious-minded. For the achievement of the latter object Sri Vedanta Desika had already produced an unsurpassable volume of literature in Tamil bringing the highest truths within the easy reach and understanding of the common man. Similar work had to be undertaken for the Kannada and the Telugu countries. The Brahmatantra Swami,
an immediate disciple of Sri Vedanta Desika, had taken up his place in the Mysore country for this work. The Telugu country needed attention. The plan therefore seems to have been that the Acharyapurushas—how many families they were at the time we do not know, but they number seven now—should take up propaganda and proselytising work, retaining at the same time their peculiar spiritual position in Tirumala and Tirupati, and leave it to the Sthanattar to manage the secular affairs of the temples. Ādi Vaṃ Saṭhakōpaswami also started his evangelical mission about the middle of the 15th century and his successors of the Aḥobila Mutt carried on the mission in the Telugu country penetrating even into Orissa. The history of the temple from 1390 A.D. onwards, when the new scheme might be considered to have been put into effect, shows how remarkably well this system worked. While time had an adverse effect on the fortunes of other temples, the Tirumala temple went on towering higher and higher.

How the Scheme worked.

A cursory reading of the inscriptions of the 15th and 16th centuries A.D. shows that within a century and a half they were able to make the different branches of the royal family with their ministers and generals the spiritual disciples of a mutt or of one or the other of the Achāryapurusha families. The great agricultural and trading communities had likewise been made Sri Vaishnavas.

The equality of social treatment which all were accorded in the presence of the Deity was a great cementing factor between the Achārya and the disciple. Some of the Āchāryapurushas went even a bit further in bridging social inequalities. Even in so conservative a function as the Sraddha they so arranged the ceremonial functions, that at a certain stage all their disciples could come and worship before the sacrificial fire. The Achāryapurushas were not behind their opulent disciples in making endowments to the temple. In not a few cases the amounts were large. In one notable instance a village Pedda Ekkalur, with an annual net income of 2000 varahas gifted by the Vijayanagar King Sadasivaraya Maharaya to Sottai Tirumalai Nambi Srinivasa Ayyangar,
was soon after transferred to his God Tiruvengađamuḍaiyan as an endowment for the perpetual performance of certain festivals etc. The same person made a subsequent endowment of villages with an annual income of about 1000 varahas. The moral effect of the transactions could not but have had an elevating influence on his disciples. All these charities will be catalogued in due course. Here it has to be remembered that the members of these Āchāryapurushas and other families connected with this temple were not leading a parasitic existence. They worked with a will for the spread of their religion and for maintaining the high traditions of their temple. The prefixing of the word Tirumala to their name was a matter of great pride. It is decidedly so even to this day in the Telugu and Kannada countries from Ganjam downwards. Whatever the family name may be the prefixing of the word Tirumala has always been considered a great honour and privilege. In the Tamil country a Tatachari in whatever part of the country he may be, claims ancestry from Tirumalai Nambi. The disappearance of the Tamil kings and the emergence of the Vijayanagar kings and their dependents brought about this transformation. These Āchāryapurushas and the Mathādhipatis overspread the land for doing evangelical work in the name of Tiruvengađamuḍaiyan. They had temples built in various places. There is a Dwaraka Tirumala in the West Godavary district. There were Venkattesvara temples built in very many villages. So also temples to Narasimhaswami. They did the pratishṭhā and received the Tirtham in these temples. The temples assumed the status of Tirthaparigraham temples for all others. The Antarvēdi Narasimhaswami temple in the East Godavary district owes its origin to the Prativādi Bhayankaram family; the Simhachalam temple to the first Vaṅ Saṭṭhakopa Jiyar and so also the one in Mangalagiri. These Āchāryapurushas and Mathādhipatis did not make religion a close preserve in their own hands. The religious orders known as Sattada Srivaishnavas, the Konda dasaris and the Mala dasaris bear testimony to their efforts to take religious instruction to the very door of even the lowliest and the loneliest of Hindus. The Sattāda Sri Vaishnavas were drawn from all classes of non-brahmin caste-Hindus. *The Konda dasaris' work lay with the hill tribes living in lonely places. The Māla dasaris' work was among the
antyajas. These dasaris were the trusted disciples of the Āchārya-
purushas and continue to be so even to this day. Their civil and
even petty criminal disputes are adjudicated by their Acharya.
They do not go to any other court. The Sāttāda Śri Vaishnava
was as well-versed in the Tiruvoimoli as the Sāttina Śrīvaishnava
and ministered to the religious needs of a section of Hindus. They
performed puja also in certain temples and do so even now.

For the benefit of the dāsaris a religious literature was got
up in the form of songs which they get by heart. These songs
enshrine the highest philosophical doctrines and forms of worship.
When they appear in public with the lamp and the going in hand
they arrest attention. The light symbolises true knowledge and
the gong symbolises the divine call to reform one's life and conduct.

There are in the Telugu country very many Tirumalai Tata-
charis. Pratīvādi Bhayankarams, Nallānchakravartis, Māḍabhuis,
Naḍādurs and other families who do not know the Tamil alphabet
or the language, but yet get by heart the Tiruvoymoli in Telugu
script. They are the descendants of families who infiltrated into
the Telugu country after 1390 A.D. All of them take pride in
calling themselves Tirumalaivāramu.

It was not the Acharyapurushas alone who did this work of
proselytising and of bringing adherents and benefactions to the
Tirumala Temple. There was the Brahma Tantram or Parakala-
swami with his Math in Mysore. The Maharajas of Mysore have
been for very many generations the disciples of the Parakālamantham.
There was the Van Sāthakopan Nandavanam and matham in Tiru-
mala early in the 14th century A.D. which ultimately became
the Ahōbīla mutt. The founder of this mutt was Adi van Satha-
kopaswami who was the spiritual guru of the great Telugu poet
Allasāni Peddana. The mutt's influence was felt all over the
Andhra country right upto Orissa. The Tallapakam poets and
philosophers of the great Nandavarika family who became ardent
Śrī Vaishnavas also contributed to making Śrī Vaishnavism popular
in the Telugu country.

Then came the great Vyasaraya Mutt during the reign of Krishnadevārāya with its unrivalled hold on the Kannada country. All
the Vaishnava mutts considered it a great privilege to have a foothold in Tirumala and to receive honours in the temple. Standing on a Hill where the Tamil, the Telugu and the Kannadigas meet, this Deity of Tiruvengadham continues to draw more and more devotees to His Shrine as the centuries roll on.

Local Support and Royal benefactions.

But it took five or six decades before any tangible results could be detected in the popularity of the shrine in the Telugu country. During this period, the residents of Tirupati and of the villages around it did not fail in their duty. The note a' the end of this chapter shows a list of all their endowments. The endowments by the local people took the form of food offerings. The reason was that in the unsettled condition of the country what the pilgrim wanted was food. If the endowments made by the residents of Tirupati and the surrounding villages have been enumerated, it is not to produce the impression that the Sangama kings and their officers did nothing for this temple. Bukkaraya I endowed for a daily Sandhi offering and for a Brahmośtsavam in the month of Kartigai. This was about 1365 A.D. Harihara II gave in 1387 A.D. probably on the persuasion of Mullai Tiruvengattu Jiyar 100 panams a year for the Māsi Brahmośtsavam, which capitalised at the rate of interest in those days would be about 1000 panams (I. 185). Giridēvappagal, younger brother of Santappa Naggappan, probably an officer under Hari Hara II, endowed 600 panams for the purchase of a flower garden and the Lakshmi Narasimha mantapam and for food offerings on a particular festival day (I. 191; 18-12-1404 A.D.).

Neither Bukka II, nor Devaraya I, nor Vira Vijaya, the successors of Harihara II seem to have made any gifts or endowments during their reign i.e., till we reach 1419 A.D. There is nothing to be wondered at if these Kings were indifferent to the Tirumala Temple. They were in the midst of a life and death struggle with the Muslim Brahmin Kings. They were also all largely under Saivite influence. The only Vaishnava temple within easy reach for them was that of Ahōbila Narasimhaswami.
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Even this may be due to the fact that Sri Sankaracharya has sung
the Lakshmi Narasimhastotram. The Upper Ahobilam temple
(on the Hill) is a compromise temple where Ugra Narasimha
and Siva Lingam stand in amity with only a stone screen cut out
of the hill rock separating the two. It is in fact a Hari Hara
Kshethram. Kings with an ambition to carve out an Empire could
not afford to label themselves as belonging to this or that sect.
Attachment to a particular Deity is however inculcated by the
slow growth of the belief that success is due to the special favour
of a particular Deity enshrined in a particular temple. This faith
in Tiruvēngadumudaiyan had yet to catch the imagination of the
Vijayanagar Kings. The Achāryas played no small part in shaping
this faith. There is the tradition about how the Rayar of Vijaya-
agar became the spiritual disciple of a Venkata Diksitar of
the Tirumalai Nambi family of Tirupati and made a grant of the
village Bodipad (thereafter renamed as the present Rāyadurg) in
addition to Eṭṭūr and Immadi. At the instance of his Acharya,
nine more families of different gōtras were imported to make
it possible for his Acharya to reside in that country and carry on
his havyakavya. It was all the result of a dream which the Āchārya
had while halting one night in a village called Hanumanthagundam
(Kurnool district) on his return journey from Ahobilam after
attending the Brahmotsavam there. His dream of a Bimba of
Nrisimha being buried in a white ant-hill and asking him to get
it exhumed by the king. It proved true and the Rayar became
a disciple of the Acharya who was well known as a great pandit
of saintly character. This is a story which we may believe or
not. But the fact remains that in the life of men certain inexplicable
incidents create deep impression and faith. The descendents
of this Acharya are living in Anagundi and other places in the
Bellary District. Till we go to the year 1429-1430 A.D. we do
not find any strong attachment to the God of Tiruvengadam among
the members of the royal family of Vijayanagar.

In 1430 Srigirisvara the son of Vissanna Devaraya who is
identified as the brother of Devaraya II, presented a gold pattam
set with gems to “Sri Venkatadri Prabhu” (I. 193, 1-7-1430).
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In 1433 Tirukkalikkanri dasar Alagappiranar was able to prevail upon Uḍaiyar Devana Uḍayar (Devaraya II) to help instituting Vedaparayanam recital in Tirumala, which as could be seen from the series of transactions involved, (as shown by the inscription I. 199 to 203) was no easy matter.

In 1443 Teppada Nagaya Nayakkar, son of Muddayya Nayakar (obviously an officer under the King), donated 3000 pon (30000 panams) for three gold plates for presenting food offerings daily to the Deity and also another 100 pon (1000 panams) for the daily food offerings (Kannada Inscription I. 209).

In 1446 Periya Mallaya Deva Maharaja (Mahamandalesvara Mĕdini Misaraganda Kathāri Sāluva) paid 1000 panams for offering 1 Tiruppōnakam daily (I. 210). In 1450 Siru Mallaya Deva Maharaaja, son of Malagangayadeva (of the same family as above) paid 1200 panams for 1 Tiruppōnakam daily (I. 218).

In 1429 Sriman Maharajadhiraja Rajaparamesvara Sri Virapratapa Devaraya Maharaya gave three villages and 2200 ponnu (22000 panams) for a daily offering of 30 platefuls of food etc., and instituted a Brahmotsavam in Tirumala to be celebrated in the month of Asvija (I. 192; 5-12-1429).

It will be noted that Devaraya II and Teppada Nagaya Nayakkar showed by the largeness of their endowments a more than passing faith in Venkatadri Prabhu.

It will thus be seen that by a scheme of devolution of responsibility the Acharyapurushas and the Matadhpathies gave a new drive to make people realise the high ideals for which this temple stood, so that there may be no dependence on kings alone. This was the good that came out of the evil of the Muslim invasion.

Note:—List of endowments made by local people.

Mullai Tiruvenkata Jiyar made two endowments in 1390 and 1393 amounting in all to 1800 panams. Mallanna or Madhava
Dasar of Chandragiri made an endowment for one Tirupponakam offering daily in 1409 and constructed the Tirumamani mantapam in front of the Tirumala shrine in 1417 A.D.

Mallāṇḍayar’s (Chandragiri) endowment dated 2-10-1444 was for two Tirupponakam daily (irrigation channels dug).

Through the efforts of Tirukkalikkanri Dasar Alagappirānar, Udaiyar Ṛēvana Udaiyar made over to the Temple the Raja Bhandaram income from Siddhakkutṭai for instituting Vedaparayanam service in Tirumala (which was not being done till then) from 1433 A.D. Since the amount was found insufficient to maintain 24 Brahmins for the purpose, all the villagers of the sixteen Tiruvaidaiyāttam villages of the Temple undertook to contribute yearly 200 panams (I. 200, 201, 202, 203). The same Alagappiranar instituted the Arunōdayam Sandhi for six months in a year and some other food offerings also (4000 panams) (I. 207, 208).

In 1442 A.D. Karunakaradasar, a Sāttāda Sri Vaishnava of Tirupati made an endowment offering one Tirupponakam daily. Smaller offerings on occasions were instituted by Ālvār Mudaliyar, Ulaguḍaiya Perumal and Govindan Tiruvandālvār accountants from 1445 (450 panams) (I. 212).

The Sabhaiyars of Tiruchchukunur (probably members of the Sthanattar Committee) viz., Anantasayanar and Vadamamalai dasar, Alagar Appillai alias Tiruvanandalvar Periya perumal, also one Alagiya perumal, son of Ramanuja dasar made endowments of 300 panams, 120 panams and 200 panams respectively for food offerings on certain festival days (I. 213, 215, 216; 1445 and 1446 A.D.).

Koyil Kelvi Emperumanar Jiyaar who perhaps was the successor of Mullai Tiruvencata Jiyaar, from about 1445 A.D., made a number of endowments all of which were for food offerings on the various Brahmostsavam festival days at Tirumala and Tirupati. They are of the value of 2000, 1000, 1000, 1000 and 5000 panams respectively (total 10,000). The dates of these endowments extend
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over a period of 12 years from 1445–1457 A.D. (I. 219, 220, 221, 222 and 223). One Channakesava Dasar excavated in 1450 ...D. an irrigation channel for Tirupati lands at a cost of 1000 panams (I. 224) and from the proceeds certain food offerings in ...is name were to be made. One Rama Dasar, a hermit living in Papanasa Waterfalls, endowed 1000 panams for one food offering daily (7–7–1454) (I. 225). One Perumal (Kollikkavalidasar) a Sri Vaishnava of Tirupati paid 1000 panams as fund for one food offering daily (for Govindaraja), (I. 228, 1387 A.D.). There are a few other fragmentary inscriptions whose dates cannot be fixed. A Periya-perumaladasar Devaman made a fair amount of deposit about 13-12-1445.Hariyappa of Chandragiri paid 3000 panams for one food offering and for feeding 12 Brahmins daily. (II. 2, 25-8-1454 A.D.).

Thus the total endowments by the residents of the place amounted to about 24000 panams during the period 1380 to 1450 (or 70 years).

In 1464 A.D. Soṭṭai Tirumalai Nambi Tōḷappar Ayyangar made an endowment of 7000/- panams for offering every night one appapadi to Sri Govindaraja.
APPENDIX I—(TO CHAPTER 1)

Reprint of an article relating to the
Tirumala Temple published in the Asiatic Journal
and Monthly Register for British and Foreign
India, China and Australia, issue of
May—August, 1831 A.D.¹

* * * * * *

This temple is distinguished by oblations which are offered
to its God by Vishnu's Votaries from all parts of the Indian world.
Princes send vakeels or ambassadors to present their offerings
to the shrine; whilst the poorer peasant, who may have little else
to offer, wraps up some petty oblation in a piece of waxcloth, a
handful of rice stained with manjall makes it into a larger packet.
The cause of these offerings is as follows: the idol smitten with
love for the blooming Tudmavutta daughter of Akasarajah of
Narrainennum in the Bomrauze Zemindaree determined to espouse
her. But wanting coin for the matrimonial expenses, he raised
with wind by the aid of Cuvéra the Indian Plutus. This God,
however, directed that the monies thus lent should be repaid annually
to the sovereign of the countries lying between the Palaur and
Soona mookai rivers, and the votaries at the shrine pour in great
numbers during the Brahmotsavam or nine days celebration of
the nuptials; and annually at this period two thirds of the usual
collection are made.

The Brahmins maintain that the Hindu Princes allowed the
revenues from this source to be entirely employed on the spot in

¹. The author is indebted to Sri M. C. Subramania Iyer, Assistant
Curator, Madras Records Office, for bringing this article to notice
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religious ceremonies and that the musaulman first appropriated on the score of the above claim, the produce of these oblations. During the early wars we had with the French, in this part of the world, this source of revenue was one of the first fruits of our conquests; though certainly its legitimacy is much to be doubted. These offerings or caunickee, are made generally from interested motives, and are of every diversity or articles conceivable; gold and silver lumps, coins of all sorts, bags of rupees, copper money, spices, asofotidea, the hair cut off the head, frequently vowed from infancy, and given up by some beautiful virgin in compliance with her parents' oath. A man who is lame presents a silver leg; if blind a silver or gold eye; in fact there would be no end when I enumerate the various ways in which Hindu superstition develops itself on this occasion. The jewels which a woman has worn with pride from infancy are voluntarily left before the idol; she appears with a shabby cloth before the stone God, and presents a splendid one which has never been worn, she tears the bangles from her infant's little legs and fondly hopes that the God whom she "sees in the clouds and hears in the wind" will shower down his blessings on her and hers. She has haply travelled hundreds of miles and accomplished her object: and perhaps before a journey which to her might have been one of terror, never left her village and bosom of her own family. The birth of a son, reconciliation with enemies, success against the foe, safe termination of a journey, the marriage of a son or daughter, prosperity in trade, enjoyment of health, and the reverse of these are among the reasons which lead together in the direction of Tripetty, the wise as well as the ignorant heathens.

The offerings are not always presented by the interested party. They may be sent by relations, friends, vakeels; but they are frequently forwarded by Goosenes. A goseyne is a servant of the temple; there are a considerable number of them. A few months of the Brahmotsavam, they set out in different directions, and reaching the country they intend to commence their operations insin, they unfurl the sa and flag of the God, with which each is entrusted. Round the idolatarous banner the Hindus gather and either entrust their offerings to its bearer, or carry the caunickee
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themselves to the foot of the idol. A sufficient mass being congre-
gated the blind leader of the blind strikes the standard and returns
whither he came in time for a nuptial anniversary. The former
of the customs generally permit all pilgrims to pass free to the
temple. The Goseynes seldom are detected in stealing the caunickee
entrusted to their care, but they no doubt derive some emolument
from the pilgrim as their presence alone secures them from trouble;
taxation and other annoyance. As they journey they chaunt
out, every five or six minutes and attributes of the God—"Gov.
Govinda Al May—Mungoo ....," the whole party men,
women and children successively take up the word as rapidly as
possible, and then simultaneously burst out with it. On my
road to Tripetty we passed several groups of these besotted heathens
and it made the road quite lively whilst, strange anomaly, a slight
reflexion excited mournful feelings.

The offerings are, of course, of various extent; they seldom
exceed 1000 rupees. The God compliments the worshippers at
his alter with presents proportioned to the liberality of their oblation;
if the victim gives 100 rupees, he receives a turband; from 100 to
500, a flowered silk vestment; from this to 1000, a shawl, etc.
A second source of revenue is called Wurtena, presents given to
the idol for its own use; whether jewels or horse's cloths, etc.
The donor is made to pay the estimate value of the offering to
government before he is allowed to make the idol its present;
however the article is then retained for the use of the temple. A
third source of revenue is designated Arjectum, or receipts and is
of three classes, viz., Abhishekam or purifications; Naivaidoom
or offerings; Wahanums or processions.

"1st Abbeesheykoom, every Friday throughout the year
the idol is anointed with civet, musk, camphor etc., and washed
clean again with milk. So important a spectacle cannot be seen
for love, and the devotee, desirous of viewing the operation, pays
what he chooses during the rest of the year, but at Bramhautswum,
pays through the nose, in a sum formerly more, but now reduced
to fifty rupees. This ceremony of rubbing, scrubbling and causing
the God to smell sweet, and vice versa, is styled poolkaub. 2nd
Porlungee Seeva, or enrobing his excellence the God in a flower
garment. This ceremony takes place every Thursday. During the festival sixty rupees are paid for seeing the business. 3rd Suka alankara seva. Twelve rupees are paid under this head by all who delight in seeing the idol decorated with a necklace of flowers, and this pleasure may, for this daily payment, be enjoyment for 365 days of the year. 4th Sahasranamarchana. This term signifies the diurnal worship of the god under his thousand names; five rupees is the price of this piece of devotion. 5th Munsoon Seva is an imposing ceremony, and the spectator yields forth twelve rupees for seeing the mighty object of his worship rocked to sleep;

"Proceed we to naivedoom, or offerings: 1st Annaidioom. Under this head are 1st Purmanum, 2nd Poolecayarrum, 3rd Mudgarrum and 4th Duddudavam.

The first is an offering of milk, sugar, rice; the second tamarinds, sweet oil and rice; the third doll ghee (clarified butter) and rice; 4th buttermilk and rice. These good offerings may be prepared severally by the offerer at option, in which case he pays six rupees only, but if the ciraar prepared he pays sixteen; second Bugchana vaidoom, or offerings of sweetmeats; the devotee has the offering prepared by the ciraar, and twenty to twenty eight rupees are paid for the honour of presenting it. Third, Malamavaaidoom (maha naivedyam) commonly called Teeroopowra (Tiruppaavada) is a large offering are from 1000 to 2000 pucah seers of rice provided by the ciraar but paid for in one hundred or two hundred pagodas. Fourth 'Amunthanaramoocha' (Amantharana utsavam) are united offerings of all daily offers, but of course for a less extent. The price is sixty five rupees. Fifth Ookaipadchadee a presentation of the plant Ookai sitlou peculiar to the Tripety hill. This is four rupees.

There remains now to describe Vahanum or processions of the idol. They are twelve in number and each has a reference to

1. Mahanaivedyam
2. Tiruppavada
3. Amantharana utsavam
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different parts of a Hindu mythology as connected with the adoration of Vishnu. (The idol exhibited on these occasions is a gilded representation made of metal, of the stone fellow in the temple who is too lazy to turn out himself).

Kalpa Varucha Vahanam is a procession of the idol placed under a gilt wooden tree. Andoleeka Vahanam is a procession attending his excellency in a palankeen; Sesha Vahanum is the God carried forth on a gilt serpent sesha. Saroah Bhoopala Vahanam signifies the carrying the idol on a gilt throne; Suria prabha Vahanum is a procession of the idol attended by a gilt sun. Addah arah is a trip of the gentleman to a room surrounded by looking glasses adjusted to reflect him several times; Andola Vahanum is another kind of palankeen procession. For all the above the votary who gives the idol the trouble of coming out is forty rupees less rich than he was before. Gudu Vahanam is a procession in which the idol is mounted on a gilt parrot; Chandra prabah is a procession of the idol accompanied by a gilt moon; Hanumantha Vahanam is a procession of the idol mounted upon a gilt figure like an elephant. Sometime in representation of Hanuman, the Indian pan. Simha Vahanam is a procession in which the idol rides a gilt lion. Bala sesha Vahanam is the last procession of the idol sitting upon a gilt serpent."

The whole of the revenue of the temple, from whatever source derived, are under the management of and appropriated by the circar or government. A regular establishment is entertained paid by salaries; and a horde of bramins are maintained by lands, appropriated for that purpose, over the face of the surrounding country, called manniyums or estates enjoyed on very favourable terms under government, subject only to a slight jody or tax. The temple is kept up in all its dignity; and the average receipts on the account of government, for the last ten years, or fuslies, will show what a good thing we make of it. The head general officer there is called Tahsildar, whose business is the general superintendence over the others; to see the pilgrims are well treated and lodged in proper places; supplies kept fairly in the bazaars, ceremonies duly performed as paid for, and that no bribery, tyranny or oppression of any sort takes place. He reports to the collector or his
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assistants, according to orders, on all cases of doubt or importance. Next is the Sheristadar or head native accountant, who acts under the tahsildar, assists him in all his responsible duties, and superintends the regularly kept accounts of all disbursements and receipts for the use of the temple. Under him are four gumañtas or native writers. The rysagu is a police clerk and is assisted by a ghola and obeys the tahsildar in all magisterial matters. Common servants are allowed for taking care of dusters, or records, lighting, sweeping the cutchery and etc., and twenty peons attend the tahsildar's cutchery and are paid a pagoda (8 shillings) a month; with the duffedars or head peons with larger salary. During the Bramhaut-soeem or nine days festival an additional sibbandi is allowed with twenty five peons, twenty putwars (and that kind of peon in lower salaries) and five hircurraks or scouts to bring intelligence of the arrival of any pilgrim of rank, and to keep the peace among the enormous crowd that annually fills this part of the country. They also assist the tahsildar with forty or fifty peons, a party of whom are constantly on the hills looking out for the thieves who congregate where the prey may be, whilst another party range the country, assisted by the village police, who apprehend suspicious characters. A company also of sepoys under a native officer are stationed as the tahsildar may choose as permanent guards. The temple has attached to it a granary and store house under charge of Jeengar and Ekg.uni or his deputy. These have under them a goomasta är Allowagar or grain measurer, three peons, a sandal-wood carrier, a flower carrier, a musk extractor, a pottu, a wood-man for the cook, a golla, a sweeper, a mossoli or man to light up the place. The tahsildar always sees that the store has a sufficient stock for any sum upon it. He keeps regular accounts of all that enters the granary. The Jeengar keeps account of all that is disbursed upon the orders of the Parapatyadar or manager of the temple. The Parapatyadar or manager supplies daily ration of food to all the numerous servants of the temple; sees that they all do their several duties and is second only to the tahsildar in general superintendence. He takes care that the gifts presented are duly disposed of, searches the guards and others over the place for receiving the offerings and with the result of the day's oblations accompanies them to the tahsildar who with him seals
up in gunny bags whatever is collected in money, jewels and copper plates, etc. Attached to this officer is a goomastah, alowghar and four peons, and he keeps another account of all he receives from the stores. The offerings of foods, sweets, etc., presented by the pilgrims are prepared for them by his orders and his accounts are counter examined by the tahsildar. The parapatyadar previous to drawing in any large quantity on the store sends the estimate to the tahsildar who signs it.

“Passing through the Bangaru Vakili or silver porch the pilgrims are admitted into a rather confined part and are introduced to the God in front of whom are two vessels, one called the gangalam or vase, the other Koppa or large cup and into these things votaries drop their respective offerings and making their obeisance pass out through another door. At the close of the day the guards both of peons and sepoys round these vessels are searched. Without examination of any sort offerings are thrown into bags and are sealed first with the seal of the pagoda, then by the tahsildar and jeengar; after which the bag is sent down to the cutchery below the hill Govindarauz petta. At the end of the month these bags are transmitted to our cutchery here or huzur (meaning the presence); and they are there opened, sorted, valued and finally sold at auction. However during the Brahmostavam either the collector or a subordinate must be on the spot owing to the value of the offerings, there number the crowds of people, and to see that no cheating takes place from the want of power of immediate representation. And on the duty I was bound when I wrote from Chandragiri. I have little more to add except the average revenue of the last ten years. The annual nett proceeds from this source is about eighty seven thousands rupees. In 1822 collections were one lakh fortytwo thousand and odd but this is exclusive of expenses, wherewith twenty thousand may be deducted. In 1820 or fasli 1230 the collections were 1,02,000.

You may perhaps start at such organised system of religious, or rather you will say profane, plunder on the part of the government, but such, strange as it may appear, is far from the case. Those who without just reflection join the spiritless cry against our government are rejoiced in soul to start up such a topic as
this, as an admirable specimen of what, with other things, should draw down vengeance of heaven on us. The fact is this: we find that the resources of the pagoda were legitimately enjoyed by the musalman government, for services earned with blood and presence, and that at the risk of losing our trade on the coramandel coast. One of the first rewards, or rather poor payment, was this revenue; and it has been paid unremittingly ever since. We found the allowing the temple to support itself upon its own funds lead to the grossest imposition upon settlement of Kists; moreover that the only cultivation in that part of the country was in the hands of Bramins who cannot legally touch a plough; and therefore all other castes of riots were virtually their slaves; and it was absurd for them to dream of holding lands when it embraced competition with Vishnu's Bramins under the very nose of the sacred Hill; the consequence was the priests had it all their own way: labour was drawn towards their district to the comparative impoverishment of the surrounding ones; and such was found to be the case all over the presidency. Every village pagoda was the petty oppressor of its range, and the influence only stopped when the effects of a neighbouring one interfered with it. It was a strange but determined piece of policy when throughout the country the pagoda lands were resumed by the company and tustik allowance granted in their place; the lands passed into other hands and the riches solely grasped by the Bramin are diffused amongst the real cultivators of the soil and the coffers of the state replenished by the new stimulus thus afforded to every branch of native manufacture. Our tenure of the country was then very precarious; and while as to the Hindu, he has fought, and will fight again perhaps sooner than we think of; and the experience of ages tells us what religious enthusiasm or fanaticism—or call it what you will—will do when wrought up to despair. What did we? Why, secured them in the exercise of their religion—tolerated it—we never encouraged it. We could not if we would. Now let us contemplate result of this plan. From one end of the country to the other pagodas are ruined, unmaintained. Bramins are in trade, serving in the army and generally learning that even to them begging is no livelihood. The oppressive hand of the bramin was removed from the neck of the people, and the influence they once had will never again be felt
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to a similar extent. The revenues of Tripetty are on a gradual decline and will die in the lapse of years a natural death. Some of the most celebrated temples in the country are worse off. But there are still, alas, many more strong holds of the devil.

For the correctness of all the above details I cannot answer as the temple or Devasthanam is not within the scope of my duties, although I have the revenue administration of the taluk in which Tripetty is. But to the best of my knowledge the information I have given is correct. It is derived from what I can collect in my office; but the natives in general are deplorably ignorant when you push them on such a subject or perhaps pretend to do so.”

“AUTHOR’S OBSERVATIONS.”

(The concluding portions of the above article plainly show that the British policy was to drive the brahmins out of the temple, to deprive temples of their landed property which were endowed by devotees for specific religious services, the ultimate aim being the complete ruination of all temples. This point is plainly told in the above article. It is plain now that the British Government resumed all the landed property of the Tirumalai Temple with a sinister motive. The Brahmin in spite of all the disadvantages created is still a devout servant of Hinduism and the revenues of the Tirumala temple mounted up from one lakh a year to about thirty five lakhs¹ a year every pie of which comes from men of all classes and castes of Hindus).

1. The present revenue of the Temple has gone up to more than 10 crores a year.
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The under mentioned four inscriptions which have been numbered by the T.T.D. Epigraphist as No. 17, 18, 19 and 20 and which in the first Volume of the printed book of inscriptions bear the numbers 88, 8, 9, 19 (appearing on pages 119, 120; 12 to 17 and 28 to 31) were originally on the outer faces of the walls of the Koyil-alvār or garbhagriham before the latter was renovated by adding on another set of walls with covered faces. Copies of these inscriptions were taken under the orders of Vira Narasīnga Yadavaraya before commencing the renovation work. After the completion of the renovation work and after the new first prakaram walls were constructed the inscriptions were re-engraved on the outer face of its north wall. The first inscription which is tacked on to the prasasti of Ko-Vira Raja Rajendra Panmar is the one marked No. 17 T.T. (or No. 88 in Vol. I). The second one is No. 18. T.T. (or No. 8 Vol. I); The third is No. 19 (or No. 9. Vol. I). The fourth is No. 20 T. T. (No. 19 Vol. I).

The inscriptions are represented hereunder in the above order. It is stated in No. 17 T. T. above that the re-engraving was completed on Friday combined with the asterism Uttirādam (or Uttirāshādha) being 22nd day of Chittirai month of the year of engraving. The Tamil word used to denote the year is உற கண்கட் or this year, which is not the same thing as saying the year in which the order was issued for commencing the work (40th regnal year of Vira Narasīnga) which would be 1244 A.D. arpsi month. The Chittirai month thereafter would not be in the same year. There is no year before 1267 in which Friday, Uttirādam, and 22nd Chittirai would be concurrent. In 1250, Friday Uttiram and 22nd Chittirai are concurrent. Uttirādam seems to be incorrectly engraved for Uttiram.
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No. 88.
(No. 17—T. T.)
(On the north wall in the first prakāra of Tirumala Temple)

Text

1. மலிகுரை நகராட்சி விருதுகளின் முசுமன்டவுக்கு பார்த்த பக்தரால் நமஸ்காரம் நடத்திய விருதுகளின் மகாகிரகங்கள் காட்சியாக வெளியீடு செய்யப்பட்ட கோவில் ஓரம் இயற்குடன் கிருஷ்ணமணி கல்வியுடைய காலத்தை முற்பட்ட பொன்று கூர்த்தி கிளைப்பொழிவு பதிவு செய்யப்பட்டது. அவிலியல் மற்றும் விஜித்தியாக பராமரிகள் கொண்ட முன்னோரின் காலத்தை முற்பட்ட கல்விகள் கிளைப்பொழிவு காலம் விளக்கப்பட்டது. மேலும் பார்த்தியல் தொடர்பான விளக்கங்களுக்கு சிக்கல் படுத்தப் போன \\\\\n
2. மதிப்பான மூலம் வாழ்த்துக்களே கையேற்றப்பட்ட குறிப்புகள் மையமே தமிழ்மாந்தரால் குறிப்பிட்டு, பராமரிகள் நாயக்கு ராகவின் நாடகம் காணப்பட்டிருந்தது. காலமுதல் துவாரத்துக்கு அடிக்கும் காலமும் துவாரங்களும் குறிப்பிடுகின்ற ஆராய்ச்சிகள் குழுவும் வைத்து தமிழ் நாடவர் ஆதரால் கையேற்ற

1. Read குருவோர் காணை.
2. Read முடிக்கை.
3. Read கிளைப்பொழிவு
4. Read பார்த்தியல் கிளைப்பொழிவு
5. Read கொலம்.
6. Read பார்த்தியல் கொலம்
7. Read முடிக்கை
8. Read கிளைப்பொழிவு
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Translation.

Hail, Prosperity! on the 20th day in the month of Arpaśi in the 40th year of the reign of Nāyanār Vira-Nārasingadēva Yādaravāyar, on the receipt of the order of Nāyanār by the Sthānattar (to the effect) that at the time of the commencement by Tiruppullāṇidāsār, one of the Desāntaris, of the renovation of the shrine of koyilālvār, the old inscriptions engraved on the central shrine built in the past shall be re-engraved at the north corner on the outer side of the first prakāra, and the Sthānattār having in pursuance of the order, directed their re-engraving, this is the document so re-engraved on Friday combined with Uttirādham, being the 22nd day of the Chittirai month in the same year of reign, to wit.

1. Read அந்தர்
2. Read அதிபதிய
3. This historical introduction relates to Rājarāja I and not to Kō-Vira Rāja-Rājendra
4. This symbol stands for குருகை
5. The translation, using the word ‘renovation’ does not bring out the implication of the Tamil expression “கோயில்பத்தர் என்று அடுத்த அடுத்த கோயில்பாது வாய்ந்து”. The proper translation would be ‘of building a temple for the temple of the Kōyilālvār (or central shrine).’
6. ‘in the same year’ is not the proper translation of the Tamil word இவரசைகள் which means ‘this year’ in the year of re-engraving.
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In the 16th year of the reign of Kō-Vīra-Rājarājēndra-Panmar, “who,—while (his) heart rejoiced, that, like the goddess of fortune, the goddess of the great earth had become his wife,—in his life of growing strength, during which, having been pleased to destroy the ships (at) Kāndalūr-Sālai, he conquered by his army, which was victorious in great battles,” Vēṅgai-nāḍu, Tuḷappāḍi (Nūlambapāḍi), Ganga-pāḍi, Kaḍigai-vili (Taḍigai-valī), Kuḍamalai-nāḍu, Kollāpuram (Kollam) and Kaliṅgam,—“deprived the Sēliyas of their splendour, while (he) was resplendent (to such a degree) that (he) was worthy to be worshipped everywhere,”

the paṭṭam (ornamental plate for the forehead) presented by the chief queen of him (the king) who slept (died) at the Golden Hall and the daughter of the Chērāmānār (Chēra king) is 52 kaḷājū of gold weighed by the kuḍinaikkal and contains 6 rubies, 4 diamonds and 28 pearls. This paṭṭam Parāntakadevi-amman presented to Tiruvēṅkaṭadēvar.

No. 8.

(No. 18—T. T.)¹

(On the north wall in the first Prākāra of Tirumala Temple.)

The two subjoined inscriptions are dated in the 14th year of the reign of Koppātra-Panmar or Koppātra-Mahendra-Panmar.³ He was probably descended from the Pallava kings who were supplaned by the Chōlas. He may be identified with Kō-Pārthivēndravarman, whose inscriptions have been found in the Chittoor, North Arcot and Chingleput districts. He was a vassal of Parāntaka II Sundara-Chōla and ruled over the part of the Tουḍamaṇadalam comprised within the above three districts.

A certain Kāḍava (i.e. Pallava) chief by name Sattivitānkan, i.e., Saktivitānkan, was a subordinate of this Pārthivēndravarman.

¹. Numbers 18, 19, 20 and 17—TT. were re-engraved in the time of Vīra-Narasimha Yādavarāya.
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His wife Sāmavai, the donor in these two epigraphs, was the daughter of a Pallavappergaḍaiyār, i.e., a Pallava chief. The similarity of names of this Kāḍava Saktiviṭaṅkā and Danti-Saktiviṭaṅkī alias Lōkamahādevī, one of the queens of Rājarāja, I, suggests a certain relationship between the two and evidences the existence of Pallava chiefs as Chōla subordinates, long after the extinction of Pallava rule at the end of the 9th century.

Here we come across the earliest instance of the consecration of metallic images, in this case a silver image, in the representation of the original idol of Sri Vēṅkaṭeśa, and the institution of special festivals and processions for these images twice a day for a period of seven days. These festivals were later on prolonged through twelve days and in many cases individual donors provided for the expenses of the processions and offerings on some of these days.

Text

1. Read  வாழ்த்து புனித வாழ்த்து புனித வாழ்த்து.  

2. Read  முகலாய கலந்து படுத்து கலந்து படுத்து.  
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3  முடினம் சென்று கூறும்படி [9] பற்றி விளக்கம் எதையும் கூறும் (அ) யார் என்று குறிப்பிடும் படி தன்னுடைய சமயங்களுக்கு ஏற்றாக முடிவு காட்டும் நேரத்திலிருந்து வழிவடைக்கும் என்று கூறிக்கொண்டு செயலி வரும் பட்டியல் மையக்கு நோக்கி என்று சொல்லப்பட்டது (3) இதன் மூலமாக இவ்வுருக்கு போன்ற வகையில் கூறும் நேரம் காணிக்கப்பட்டு, அனுப்பிக்கப்பட்டு வந்தது. இது இரண்டு வித உருவத்தில் இருக்கின்றது எனக் கூறப்பட்டது (4) முதலன்று முடியும் பட்டியல்கள் வகைக்கொண்டு வரும் பட்டியல் மையக்கு வந்து கூறும் (5) என்று கூறும் படிவைக் கூறிக்கொண்டது (6) முற்பட்டு வரும் படிவைக் கூறிக்கொண்டது (7) என்று கூறிக்கொண்டது.
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Translation.

Hail, Prosperity! In the 14th year of the reign of Koppātra-Mahēndra-Panmar, I, Sāmavai alias Kaḍavan Perundevi, (queen) of Sattiviṭhākan (Saktiviṭhākan) alias Sri Kāḍappattigal and daughter of Pallavappērkadayār, founded this charity so as to last as long as the moon and the sun endure, having arranged for the daily propitiation (nimandām) with 4 nāli of cooked rice (tiruvamudu) and one perpetual lamp (nandavilakku), for the conduct of ablutions (tirumaijanam) on the two Ayana-Saṅkrānti and

1. Read இலையையாறு வாழ்வு.
2. Read பெற்றாலே அல்லது.
3. Read இலையை வாழ்வு மாற்ற.
4. Read பெற்றாலே அல்லது.
the two Vishu-Saṅkrānti (days) and for the celebration of the Puratṭāsi festival wherein to conduct a festival for two days before the commencement of the (main) festival and to conduct the (main) festival for nine days beginning with the seed-sowing (tirumulai-yaṭṭi) on the day of Chittirai (star) for the Maṅavāḷappurumāl (image) made of silver and installed in the Tiruviḷaṅkōyil after performing special worship for the God presiding over the sacred Veṅkaṭa Hill and after presenting for the consecrated silver image.

(1) 1 crown (tirumudi) containing 23 diamonds, 16 big pearls, 2 big central rubies and 3 cut rubies, in all 5 rubies,

(2) 2 ornaments (of the shape of the) makara and 1 pair of coral koppu for the two holy ears,

(3) 4 strings (mālai) for the holy neck into which are set 14 diamonds, 3 rubies, 11 big pearls and many (small) red pearls,

(4) 1 belt (udarabandhanam) of gold,

(5) 1 girdle (tiruvārai paṭṭika) with 4 rubies,

(6) 2 circular ornaments for the arms (bāhuvalayam),

(7) 4 brace ets (tiruchchandam) set with 2 cut rubies,

(8) 4 circular ornaments (valaiyal) for the holy neck,

(9) 2 solid anklets (kārai) for the holy feet, being ornaments made of gold set with precious stones, corals and pearls totalling 52 articles;

(10) 2 anklets with belts (pādaçhāyalam) and 1 luminous disc (prabha) of silver set with 1 big central ruby; the gold used in making these articles being 47 kalāṇju; and the land given to this Maṅavāḷappurumāl, for whom all these (ornaments) were presented and ablutions were also conducted and who was consecrated, comprises the pieces of land purchased from the Sabhāiyar of Tiruchchukanūr situated in the Tirukkuḍavūr-nādu in Sri Veṅkaṭa-kōṭṭam and from Lakshmananambi residing in the Maṭham and for which was also paid money to the God Tiruviḷaṅkōyil-Perumāl and which was made tax-free; the piece of land purchased from the
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Sabhaiyār, the pieces of Land known as Nandi-ērippattī, Maduppūṭṭai Lakshmanaṇānambilaiādaikondan-nilam (land held by Lakshmana-nambi), Madhushudan-āviyarai and Purushottaman-paṭṭi, aggregating to 3 paṭṭi of land; measured with the kadikkai-kōl-(measuring pole) and reckoned to be 3000 kuli as equated with the rod of 16 spans; and this land has been purchased after paying the purchase money to the Sabhaiyār and to the Deity, and made tax-free and presented to serve for the propitiation of Maṇavāḷapperumāḷ.

All these services the managers of the temple (māṇḍapatiyam) on Tiruvēṅkaṭam shall have conducted and the Sabhaiyār shall protect the land from being taxed.

The feet of those that protect this charity shall be borne on my head.

The protection of the Srivaishṇavas (is sought for this).

This is the writing of Sāttandai.

No. 9.

(No. 19—T. T.)

(On the north wall in the first Prākāra of Tirumala Temple.)

Text.

1. Read Gtāt-

2. Read Ṛgveda 2.25.12
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Translation.

Hail, Prosperity! In the 14th year of the reign of Koppātra-Panmar, I, Sā mavai alias Kādavan-Perundēvi (queen) of Satti- viṭṭanakan alias Sri Kādappatṭigal, and daughter of Perkaḍaiyār,
presented towards the expenses of conducting a festival twice a day for seven days prior to Mārgaḷi-tirudvādasi (Mukkōṭṭi-dvādasi), after raising the flag (to the top of the flag-staff) and sowing (the nine kinds of) seeds, for the image of Maṇavāḷappurumāḷ made of silver, after having performed special rites for the presiding deity of the sacred Vēṅkaṭa Hill (Sṛī Vēṅkaṭatthu elantarulī ninṭa Perumāṇadigal), land for which money was paid to the deity and to the Sabhaiyār of Tiruchchukanur situated in the Tirukkuṭavūr-ṇādu in Vēṅkaṭa-kōṭṭam and which was made tax-free; and measured with the kaḍikai-kōḷ and reckoned in kuḷi as equated with the rod of 16 spans:

(1) 267 kuḷi in the Āyappatthi land lying to the west of the high road running northwards,

(2) 367 kuḷi known as the Kupippatthi land,

(3) 340 kuḷi lying opposite to the Perumbāṇa (tank).

(4) 1221 kuḷi known as Nāviśappatthi,

(5) 144 kuḷi known as Kuṇappatthi,

(6) 121 kuḷi known as Purushottamappatthi,

(7) 505 kuḷi in Purushottaman-pañjam,

(8) 1000 kuḷi below the Pañchavanmādēvi-ēri,

(9) 250 kuḷi purchased from Kāliperumāṇ and Tambibhatṭan, and known as Nādarseru, and

(10) 600 kuḷi purchased from Kāliperumāḷ-Tirumalai, known as Kłu-patthi in Kōṭṭur village, aggregating to 4176¼ kuḷi.

I, Sāmavai alias Kāḍavan-Perundēvi, have granted them (with the desire) that these (several) kuḷi of land be taken possession of by the managers of the temple of Sṛī Vēṅkaṭēśa and that the charity may be conducted as long as the moon and the sun (last)
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No. 19.
(No. 20—T.T.)
(On the north wall in the first Prākāra of Tirumala Temple).

RAJENDRA-CHOLA I

No. 20—T.T. is dated on the 7th day, apparently in the first year, of the reign of Rājendra-Chōla I. It embodies an order of the king’s Adhikārī named Kṛṣṇamangalamudaiyān who held an enquiry regarding the conduct of certain charities and services instituted in the temple of Śrī Veṅkaṭēśvara at Tirumala. The enquiry revealed that the charity of putting up lights in the temple, which the assembly of Tirumunḍiyam undertook to execute in pursuance of an earlier document engraved on stone, was being only partially carried out by them. The witnesses summoned to depose the facts were Kaṭappanakudaiyān designated Śīrutanattuppāṇimakān who was the administrative officer of the sub-district of Kuḍavār-nāḍu (Kuḍavār-nāṭtu vagai-śeygira śīrutanattuppāṇimakān) and the priests (pūjāris) or the servants of the temple (dēvarkamigāl). The Adhikārī was impressed with the negligence of the Sabhaiyar of Tirumunḍiyam and ordered that the original capital for this charity be recovered from them and credited to the general funds of the temple and the lamps lighted by the managers of the temple through the supply of the necessary ghee made from its stores.

This epigraph gives us a glimpse of the Chōla administrative system. The Adhikārī was perhaps a governor placed over a province and, in this instance over the Jayaṅkonḍa-Chōla-maṅḍal or Toṇḍa-maṅḍal. During his itineracy through the country under his charge he took cognizance of all matters, both secular and religious, investigated them and decided them. There was an officer of a lower rank known as the Śīrutanattuppāṇimakān, administering the nāḍu and he maintained a record of all transactions pertaining to his charge. An assembly hall existed in the temple at Tiruchchānūr where the Adhikārī held his court to which were
summoned the witnesses who had knowledge of the affairs enquired into.

The administrative divisions of the kingdom were the mandalams or provinces which were divided into kottams or districts; and these kottams were again sub-divided into nadus or sub-districts which comprised several kurrams formed of a number of villages grouped together. In consonance with this division of the kingdom, the hierarchy of officials must have consisted of the Adhikari over the mandalam, next in rank to him the Perutanattuppanimakan, over the kottam on the analogy of the siruttanattuppanimakan of the nadu and below the latter the officer in charge of the kurram and lastly the headman of the single village.

No. 210—G. T., from Sri Kapilēśvara’s temple at the foot of the hill near Tirupati, records that the central shrine of the temple was constructed by Rāyan-Rājendra-Sōjan alias Brahmamārāyan-Munaiyadarayan who was the head of kōṭṭūr at the time. The name indicates that he was an officer of Rājendra-Chōla I and administered the village of Kōṭṭūr. No traces of this village are now possible, though we find it mentioned in three inscriptions of different dates. The first mention occurs in No. 19 T. T. belonging to the third quarter of the 10th century A.D., the second reference in No. 210—G.T. falling into the third quarter of the 11th century and the last in No. 355—G.T. dated in the second quarter of the 16th century during the reign of king Achyutarāya of Vijayanagara. From these references it appears that it must have been situated somewhere to the east of Tirupati and north of Tiruchānūr and its boundaries must have extended towards Tiruchānūr on the one side and the foot of the hill to the north of Tirupati on the other.

Text.

1. Read ๒๗๙-๒๗๘ ๒๗๘-๒๗๗ ๒๗๗-๒๗๖.

2. Read ๒๗๗-๒๗๖ ๒๗๗-๒๗๖.
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1. நேர்வண்டிகள் குறுக்குகளை கட்டி நடுப்பருளியற்று நூற்றண்டுகள் வரை நான் நேர்வண்டிகளை கட்டி நடுப்பருளியற்று கையாமம் காணவே வேண்டும். ஒவ்வொரு நான் கட்டி நடுப்பருளியற்று கையாமம் வரை சில வரை கையாமம் காணவே வேண்டும். நான் நேர்வண்டிகளை கட்டி நடுப்பருளியற்று கையாமம் காண வேண்டும்.

2. என்னுடையது எனவென்று வந்த உள்ள இந்த ஒரு கண் மாதிரியானது தயாரிப்பற்றுள்ள பட்டியலில் காண வேண்டும். என்னுடையது எனவென்று வந்த உள்ள இந்த ஒரு கண் மாதிரியானது தயாரிப்பற்றுள்ள பட்டியலில் காண வேண்டும்.

3. இந்த ஒரு கண் மாதிரியானது தயாரிப்பற்றுள்ள பட்டியலில் காண வேண்டும்.

4. இந்த ஒரு கண் மாதிரியானது தயாரிப்பற்றுள்ள பட்டியலில் காண வேண்டும்.

1. This may be read இது க௃தங்கை.
2. Read கேடு-சேறுறு.
3. This symbol stands throughout the inscription for சுண்ணம்.
4. Read பிணா கோளவலன்.
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Translation.

Hail, Prosperity! On the 7th day in the reign of Sri Koppātrakēsari-panmar alias Śrī Rājēndra - Sōladēva, while Adhikārī (governor) Korramaṁgalamudaiyān enquired into the affairs of the temple from his seat in the assembly-hall built by us in Tiruchchukanur, a dēvadānam of this God, in Kudavūr-nādu, (a subdivision) of Tiruvenkatakōṭṭam, (a district comprised in the division) of Perumbānapāḍi (in the province) of Jayankonda-Sōlamanḍalam having summoned Kadappankudaiyān the Suśtanattuppanmakan (subordinate administrative officer) who administered the Kudavūrnādu, and the servants of Tiruvenkataṭēvar, and called upon them to depose as to the condition of the permanent daily provision (existing) for Tiruvenkatadēvar, they stated that, as per the old document registered on stone, the Sabhāyār of Tirumundiyam, a grant to this God, received money and undertook to light 24 lamps, including one light of camphor, but that the villagers of Tirumundoiyam discontinued to burn all of them excepting two lights which they still burn

2 Thereupon Adhikārī Kor amangalamudaiyān ordered that, with the 20 pon being the sum available at Tiruchchukanur and the 3 pon remaining in deposit in this deity’s treasury (as remuneration) for the parichārakam service rendered by them to this God, aggregating to 23 pon, (the ghee) might be well-packed and transported to Tirumala along with the articles of daily provision and the servants working in this behalf might be enabled to burn (the lights) without any impediment

---

1 Read குற்றாசன் சீன
2 Read புகைசுரியாடகம்
3 Read புத்தாண் பீடம்

24
3. Towards this charity of the nandāvilakku, therefore, to be maintained by the Sabhaiyār of Tirumunḍiyam, the Śrīvaishṇavas ordered that the 23 pon belonging to them shall be credited to the capital fund of this God’s treasury, (the ghee) shall be transported to this God’s treasury (store-house) at Tirumala and the managers of the temple and the servants of Tiruvēṅkaṭa-dēvar alone shall burn the lights, including the nandāvilakku and one karpūravilakku, as long as the moon and the sun last.
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Extract from the Silappadhikaram.

தசை கருணை யார் — க. காவியில் காண்ஞை.

அருங்காளர் வட்டம் சாத்திக்கான பக்தானன் கருணை புகழ்த்துவதற்கு வணங்கியுள்ளார் என்று குறிப்பிட்டு கூறுகிறார். அவ்வுடன் பக்தான் கருணையுடன் புகழ்த்துகிறது. காவியில் கருணையுடன் பக்தான் புகழ்த்துதலுக்கு விளையாடும் பல விளையாடும் - உங்க தீர்வில் வெளிப்படைப்பது பேராவும் வல்லுநரும் குற்றியும் வானும் குற்றியும் நீதியும் தம்பின் சம்பந்தம் விளையாடும். தீர்வான் பராமரிக்கும் விளையாடும். காவியில் புகழ்த்துபவர் வாழ்வூட்டும் விளையாடும் கூறுகிறார். காவியில் கருணையுடன் புகழ்த்துக் கூறுகிறார். காவியில் கருணை ஓர் வாழ்வூட்டும் விளையாடும் கூறுகிறார். காவியில் கருணையுடன் புகழ்த்து வருகிறார். காவியில் கருணையுடன் புகழ்த்து வருகிறார். காவியில் கருணையுடன் புகழ்த்து வருகிறார். காவியில் கருணையுடன் புகழ்த்து வருகிறார். காவியில் கருணையுடன் புகழ்த்து வருகிறார். 

அருங்காளர் கருணை யார் — காவியில் காண்ஞை.

அருங்காளர் கருணை யார் — க. காவியில் காண்ஞை.

வளரும் பல விளையாடும் காவியில் கருணை யார். அப்படி மாற்றும் காவியில் கருணை யார். அப்படி மாற்றும் காவியில் கருணை யார். அப்படி மாற்றும் காவியில் கருணை யார். அப்படி மாற்றும் காவியில் கருணை யார். 
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கூராக்கல் கோட்டை கையாழ்வாரத்தின்
 குண்டாக்கள் தற்கொல்லும் விளையாட்டு வசதியின்
போட்டியை விளக்கும் பல்வேறு வகைகளில்
அந்தக் குண்டாக்குகளை முன்னணி போட்டியின்
போட்டியை விளக்கும் வகைகளில் விளக்கும்
பல்வேறு விளக்கள் இன்று விளக்கும் வகையில்
...
... ... ... ... ... ...

ஜூலைமுதல் பெல்லி முதல் பிரதம வருடம்
ஆண்டும் முன்னேற்றத்தில் தொடரும்
குடியிரண்டு புதுக்காலம் உணர்த்தும் வகையில்
இன்றைய புதுக்காலம் முற்பாற்றும் வகையில்
இணைப்பு நிறைத்த பட்டியல் வாய்ந்தது...
APPENDIX IV—(TO VOL. 1.)

Note on the probable date of birth of Vijayaditya Banaraya (See page 73).

From a connected reading of the following three inscriptions the probable date of birth of Vijayaditya Banaraya could be fixed approximately.


(2) Ep. Coll. 226 of 1903 in Tamil in the Gudimallam Paramesvara Temple (Chittoor District) in the 49th year of Vijaya Danti Vikrama.

(3) Bana inscriptions in Gudimallam, Ep. Coll. 228 of 1907 in the Paramesvara Temple in the 24th year of Nṛpatunga Varman.

The first one may be assigned to the year 772 A.D. Māvali Vānarāya was then ruling the Vaḍuguvali (twelve thousand) just three years before the death of Nandi Vikrama Varman. From the second one we learn that Vijayāditya was ruling in the 49th year of Danti Vikrama. This may be taken to be 823—24 A.D. The third inscription has to be assigned to the year 873 A.D. when Māvali Vanaraya was ruling the (west portion) of the Vaḍuguvali merku in the 24th year of Nṛpatunga. The inference drawn from the above inscriptions is that Māvali Vijayaditya is the son of Māvali Vanaraya; and that Vijayaditya’s son was also known as Māvali Vanarayar, which was his grand-father’s name. The years before us are 772 A.D., 824 A.D. and 873 A.D. If it is assumed that Vijayaditya was born about 800 A.D. and his son about 840 A.D. the latter would have succeeded the former about 870 A.D. This assumption will give Vijayaditya seventy years of life which is not improbable. Vijayaditya’s birth date would therefore have been between 790 and 800 A.D.
APPENDIX V—(TO VOL. I.)

English rendering of the relevant portion of the passage in the fifth adhyaya of Mausala parvam of Sri Mahabharatam.


"...He (Sri Krishna) who knew the Tatvas of all things and although He was the Deva (of all creation) decided on the manner of His departing from this Sarira (body) so as to discharge His function of sustaining all the three worlds and also to fulfil the Sāpam (curse) which Durvāsas had pronounced. So Krishna brought under control His Indriyas, speech and manas and lay down into a state of deep Yoga. It (therefore) happened that at that moment a cruel hearted hunter by name Jara who was desirous of bagging a beast sighted the spot where Krishna lay. Jara in his eagerness to have his prey mistook for a beast the Bhagavan who was lying in deep Yoga, and shot his sharp arrow which stuck into the sole of His foot. But when he approached to pick up his prey he found to his surprise that it was a human being with many hands clad in pitāmbara and concentrated in Yoga. Deeply regretting the huge blunder he had committed, he fell at the feet of Sri Krishna and craved for pardon. He was consoled by Sri Krishna in consideration of his birth and his avocation in this life. As a result of his having the good fortune of worshipping the mightiest dēva Krishna with contrition and bhakti he was freed from any future birth and taken by the devas to Svarga. Sri Vāsudeva was then worshipped by all the gathered Munis and (the Spirit) ascended up the heavens with a glow which overspread the worlds. He was given a great ovation in the heavens by Indra, the Asvini devas, the Rudras, the Adityas, the Vasus, Visvēdevas, Munis, Siddhas, the elite of Gandharvas and Apsaras. O Rajan, then Narayana the Bhagavan of dazzling tejas (splendour), who is the Creator, the Everlasting one, the Yogacharya, and Mahatma
ascended to his place of immeasurable greatness, enveloping the earth and heavens with His brilliance. Then all the devas, rishis, charanas, gandharva sreshtas and great apsaras went near Krishna, worshipped and did puja. The devas welcomed His return with great exuberance. Munisreshtas did puja with (Vedic) Riks and gandharvas stood chanting praises. Indra approached with great love and devotion. Then the devas addressed Him 'O Bhagavan, who wields the bow Sarngam we do namaskaram to You repeatedly. You made Your avatar on earth to re-establish Dharma. All the enemies of the devas, such as Kamsa, have been killed and the earth has been lightened of its load of sin. If it is your pleasure to go back to that place which is Divyam (Divyaloka) where there is no old age, where there is limitless mahima and which is beyond our conception, except through the Vedas, in every Kalpa of time, do save the Jivas who are subject to the great disabilities of birth and death. Crowds of devas praised in this manner and as they retraced their steps showered flowers on His Form on which was Sri Devi also. O Rajan! As he entered the centre of the Sun, thence came forth Asariri vāk (a voice from the heavens) "O ye devas, worship ye this Form (which you behold) which has four hands, which is mighty with life, stiff and unchangeable and (which) is on earth. I will always dwell in this." Then all the devas headed by the Great Brahma unable to accompany Him to Paramapadam returned to their own worlds singing His praises with thoughtful devotion".
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INDEX

A
Abdul Wahab, Navāb, 15, 16
Ābharanam, 331
Abhaya, (posture of hand) 178, 330
Ābhichārika, 329, 330
Ābhichārika āsanam 330, 331, 333
Ābhichārika Mūrti, 177
Ābhichārika Sayanam, 330, 331, 333
Ābhichārika sthānakam, 330, 331, 333
Ābhichārika sthiti, 336
Abhītisthavam, 151
Abhishekan, ê, 200
Abhyantarā bhitti, 312
Abhyantaram walls, 312, 313, 314, 315, 316
Āchamanīya (pātram) 233, 235
Āchamanīyam, 233, 237
Āchāryapurushas, 62, 377, 379, 380, 381, 384
Achyuta (Vyūha mūrti); 295, 296, 298, 303, 313, 314, 317, 334, 341, 345
Achyutapperlumāl temple, 273
Achyanārayapuram, Tirupati, 278
Aḍāya Nangai, 42
Aḍḍakonda hill, 26

Additional Parivāra dēvas of Adhamādhamā, Adhamamadhya, Adhamama, Madhyamādhhamā Madhyama madhyama Madhymama uttama temple 355
Adhamādhamā, Adhamama madhyama & Adhamama-uttama temples, 354
Adhamama gaṇas, 350
Adhamama temple, 177, 354
Adhyayanōtsavam of Periya-Raghunatha, 269
Adhyayanotsavam (of Sri Ramanuja), 159, 164
Adhyayanōtsava Sāttumurai or āḷvars; 265
Adhyāpakam, 363
Adhyayanōtsavam, 60, 127, 155, 157, 164, 362
Ādi Mūrti (Sri Venkateswara) 33, 216
Ādi Mūrti (Vaikhanasa āgama), 296, 299, 310, 313, 314, 315, 327
Ādi Sēsha, 22
Aditi, 349
Āditya, 316, 349, Ādityas 350
Ād.tya Karikāla, 96
Ādivarāha, 167, 169
Ādi Vaṇ Saṭhakōpasvami, 65, 379, 380, 381
Ādi Vāsudēva, 299
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Administrative Machinery, 365, 368
Ādondai (son of Karikāla Chola), 24
Āgamas (Vaikhānasa and Pañ-charātra), 289
Āgama Prāmāṇyam (of Sri Ālavandār), 37
Āgama temples (different types), 310
Agni, 348, 349
Āgni Sikha (saffron), 232, 242
Ahōbilam (Hill), 9, 35, 37, 65, 157
Ahōbilam (upper), 318, 359
Ahōbila maṭhān, 65, 108, 379
Ahōbila Narasimhasvāmi, 65
Aina Mahal, 119
Aisvaryaṃ (Brahma & Vishaya guṇa), 18, 298, 299, 329
Ākāsaganga (waterfall), 7, 8, 18, 110, 119, 213
Ākāsarāja, 23
Akshata, 239
Alagappiranar Tirukkalikanri dāsar, 151, 168, 171, 206, 211, 225, 226, 370, 372, 385
Alagar Appillai, 385
Alagiya Perumāl, 80, 81
Alagiya perumāl temple, 244
Alagiya Singar 157
Alankārāsanam, 214, 216
Alarmēl Mangai, 200, 227, 228, 230
Ālavandār (Sri Yamunamuni) 11, 30, 37, 45, 46, 51, 67, 201, 243, 360
Alcoves in garbhagriham, 312, 315

Alindram, 313, 315, 316
Aliya Rama Raja, 70
Allaudin Khiļi, 150
Ālvārs (Sung the glory of the Hill), 27, 361, 362, 365
Ālvār Mudaliyar, 385
Ālvārs’ shrines, not the work of Sri Rāmānuja 263
Ālvār Tirtham, 9, 18, 27, 245, 259, 275, 276, 279, 281
Ālvār Tirunagari, 318
Ālvārs and Vyuha forms, 304
Āmbur, 14
Amita, 349
Ammaiyr känāru, 3
Āmōda lokam of Vaishnavāndam, 295, 297
Anagundi, 383
Anaimalan’s, 5
Anandālvān Venkaṭatturaivar, 160, 161
Anandālvār (Anantaḻvār), 62, 109, 124, 138, 360, 368
Ānandamayakōsam, 167
Ānanda Nilaya Vimānam, 168
Anantasayanār, 385
Ananta (Divine serpent), 179, 331, 342, 356
Anapāyins, 337, 338 (parivāra devas), 342
Āndāl (Sri) 90, 362, 365
Āndāl shrine, 258
Āndāl, Friday Tirumanjanam 259
Āndār, 80; Anjanachalam, 22
Anga pradakshanam, 125
Angāraka, 346
Angiras 350
Āni Brahmoṭsavam (Tirukkodi tirunal), 246
| Anivarai āsthānam, 155 | Argala, 349 |
| Aniyaranga dāsar, A. Sokkan- nan, 268 | Arghyam, 233, 234, 237 |
| Anjanādevi, 22, Ānjanēya, 92, 106 | Arghya pātram, 237 |
| Anṇan Tiruvenkatayyan, 154, 165 | Ark, 91 |
| Anna-unjal mantapam, 118 | Ārsha Sthalam, 289 |
| Annamaya kōsam, 167, 296 | Aruḷakki, 80, 104 |
| Antarālam, 316, 321, 322, 334, 347, 348 | Arumoḷi devan, 10 |
| Antariksha, 349 | Arunōdayam, 206, 212 |
| Antarmanḍalam, 318, 321, 322, 323 | Aryama, 349 |
| Antaramukha, 346, 347 | Asaf Jah, 18 |
| Antarvēdi Narasimhaswami, 380 | Asat Agamas, 41 |
| Antaryami, 295 | Ashṭaksharam, 77, 216, 217 |
| Anumati, 348 | Ashṭamurti forms of Rudra, 347 |
| Apa apavalsa, 349 | Ashta saktis of Vishnu, 299 |
| Aparāḥnam, 206, 207, 208, 223, (puja) 351 | Āsina murti, 318 |
| Apasmaras, 350 | Āsthāna mantapam, 153, 154, 321, 322 |
| Appar, 38, 39 | Asura, 349 (Asuras 350) |
| Appayya Dikshitar, 84 | Asvattham (Samit), 356 |
| Apsaras, 348, 350 | Asvini devas, 350 |
| Aravidu Kondarāja, 59 | Asvins, 316, 348 |
| Archa 29, 294, (form of worship, 359) | Atharva veda, 41, 348 |
| Archāvatāram 28, 30, 90 | Athastalam, 314 |
| Archāvatāram (Tiruvengaḍa- mudaiyan) 167, 172 | Ātmāvalkaōnam, 90 |
| Ardha mantapam, 321 | Atri, 316 |
| Ardharatra puja, 351 | Aṭṭai Tirunakshatram of ālvars, 159 |
| Aravandhi, 300, 301, 304, 313, 314, 317, 323, 334, 341, 345 | Avācharikōṇa, 3 |
| Ārsha Sthalam, 289 | Avachari vanka, 6, 8 |
| Aruḷakki, 80, 104 | Ayanikkalari 264 (registration office) |
| Arumoḷi devan, 10 | Avani mūļuduḍaiyāl, 104, 190 |
| Arunōdayam, 206, 212 | Āvaranam (First), 289, 322 |
| Aryama, 349 | Āvaranams (of temples), 310 |
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Avilāi, 161
Āvūr Kurṟam, 104
Ayyana Sankramanam, 57
Ayyangār Tiruvidhi Tirupati 245

Bhairavas, 350
Bhajana, 363
Bhākarāpet, 13, 110
Bhakta, 361, 363
Bhakti, form of worship 361, 363, 365
Bhallātha, 349
Bhandāram Siru Timmayya 230
Bhashyakār agraharam, (Tirupati) 278
Bhāshyakār Sannidhi, 3
Bhāskara, 195
Bhāvam, 347
Bhavanāsini, 9
Bhima Tirtham, 9
Bhōga, 329, 330
Bhōga Murti, 177
Bhōgāsanam, 314, 330, 331, 332
Bhōga sayana, 313
Bhōga Srinivasa, (Kautuka Beram) 28, 30, 95, 106, 185, 187, 189, 328, 333, 334, 335, 352
Bali (food) 352
Bali (offerings) 350
Balinda, 349
Bali Pitham, 120, 121, 195, 322
Bali Stones (five), 221
Bāṇa kings, 36 (73)
Bangalore, 13
Bangāru Bhavi, 126
Bangāru Vākili, 152, 154
Bayyan Kōl, 75
Bhādra, 349
Bhagavat Sāstram, 289

Buddhas, 305
Badri, 359
Bahirmukham, 313
Bāhu Valayam, 100
Bāhya Bhitti, 312, 313
Bāhya kuḍyam, 313
Bailie (colonel) 16
Bala bhadran, 317
Bālaghat, 12
Bāla grahas 350
Bālājī, 197
Bālaka, 198
Balavant Rao, 14
Bālālayam, 76
Bālupalli, 5, 8
Bali Bēram, 154, 185, 187, 189, 328, 333, 334, 335, 352
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Bhu devi, 361  
Bhujanga Sayanam, 317, 323, 330, 331, 332  
Bhupati-Deva Chitramela, 368  
Bhuppirāṭṭi, 162  
Bhushanam, 365  
Bhūta pāṭham, 195  
Bhūtā, 349 (Bhūtās 350)  
Bhūtatattālvār, 42, 43  
Bhuvanga, 195, 337, 350  
Big Gopuram, Tirupati, 252  
Bijāksharam, 328  
Bijāpūr, 17  
Bilva patram, 201  
Bimbam of Nṛṣimha in ant hill, 383  
Bōḍipād (Rāyadurgam) 383  
Brahma and Siva (Sankara) 311, 331  
Brahma gunas (four; dharmam, gnanam, Aisvaryam and Vairagyam) 298  
Brahmam, 327  
Brahmam, Saguna, 291  
Brahmam Sakala Nishkala, 290  
Brahmāndaṃ, 305  
Brahmāndapurāṇam, 21, 24  
Brahmārādhanam, 31, 182  
Brahmarayan Munaiya Daraiyan, 284, 285  
Brahmas, Nava (nine) 308, 327  
Brahma Srishṭi, (order of) 305  
Brahma Srishṭi, represented by temple āvaranas, 306  
Brahma Sthānam 326, 327, 333, 335, 336  
Brahma tantrasvāmi maṭham, (alias Parakālasvami mutt) 110, 378, 381  
Brahmāvalokanam, 90  
Brahmotsavam, 4, 127, 201, 334, 357, 358, 366  
Brāhmyam, 326, 327  
Brihaspati, 346  
Brindāvan, 359  
Budha, 346  
Buddhism, 27  
Bukkaraya, 69, 148  
Bukkarayan sandhi, 366  
Bussy, 15

C

Calliand. Major; 15  
Chakra, 338, 341, 342, 343, 349  
Chakra cauli, 349  
Chakram and Sankham, 178, 179, 180, 181, 182, 1 3, 184, 185, 195, 341  
Chakra Tirtham (in Tirupathi); 282  
Chālukya Nārāyanaṇ Kāl, 10  
Champaka, 235, 242  
Chanda (Chanda and Pra-chanḍa), 348  
Chandanādi tailam, 226  
Chandanam Room, 129  
Chandōgya Upanisad, 82  
Chandra, 346  
Chandrabha, 348  
Chandragiri, 1, 2, 3, 4  
Chandragiri Fort, 26  
Chandramāna panchāngam, 365  
Cnankas, 350  
Charts showing āvaranās and devatas, 309
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Chāru Devi, 36
Chaturguṇas (Brahma and Vishaya guṇas viz., dharmaṃ gnānam, Aisvaryaṃ and Vairagyam), 186
Chennakēsavadāsar, 166, 256, 386
Chidambaram temple, 244, 318
Chinna devi, 116, 224
Chitrakūṭa mantapam, 252, 254
Chola desa, 359
Cholas (Tamil loving), 378
Chola Supremacy 367
Civet oil, 229
Classification of temples, 288
Coimbatore, 5
Colour of Murti, 330
Committee, T. T. Devasthanams, 19
Cornwallis (Lord), 16
Corridor, 126
Cosmogony (metaphysics), 309
Cosmogony (Puranic) 295, 304
Court of Directors (East India Co.,) 19
Cos (Mr), 26
Cranganore, 94
Creation, 307
Crystal lingam, 203

Dabirsā (Sivaraja Ramachandra Yadamatara), 17
Dāivikam, 325, 326, 327, 328, 350
Dākinis, 350
Dakshināmūrti, 342
Dakshināyanam (punyakālam), 206, 226
Dālūru, 76
Dāmalcheruvu, Pass, 13, 14
Danda, 349
Danda dharaś, 349
Dāru Haridra, 242
Dasaratha, 174
Dattiraja Timmayya, 157
Daud Khan, 18
Dauvārika, 349
Dayā Satakam, 151
Dēva Karmis, 95
Dēva lōka, 209
Dēvarasīyār, 141
Devaraya Maharaya (I Sri Virapratapa) 60, 69, 138, 212, 226, 373, 384
Devi, 196, 198; Devis, 355
Dēvas, invited for annual festival, 353
Dharmā (Brahma & Vishaya guṇam), 297, 298, 328
Dharmā darsanams, 226, 364, 373
Dharmā Dwajī (Sri Mahant), 283
Dharmapāla, 38
Dharmā sāsanas, 373
Dharmāvaram, 6
Dhātrī, 347, 349
Dhata, 337, 355
Dhōli wālahs, 2
Dhruva Beram, 196, 200, 212
Dhruva Mūrtis (agamic); 177, 197, 209, 213, 224, 226, 288, 314, 315, 320, 323, 324, 325, 326, 327, 328, 333, 334, 335, 337, 355, 359
Dhūrvāsa Rishi, 174
Dhvaja, 221, 338, 342, 343
Dhvajärohanam, 127, 364
Dhvajasthambham, 117, 119, 120, 121, 195
Dhvajastham, 322
Dhvajastham (old of Sri Govindaraja), 11
Dhvajasthambham of Sri Kapileswara Svami, 287
Dhyanam, 293
Dikdevas, 346
Dikpālas, 316, 336
Dīpavali Ṣāthanan, 127, 364
Dīvanam, 110
Divine sanction for Idol worship, 172, 173, 174
Divya Tirtham of Tiruvēnagadamūdayan, 283
Doddappayyango (Kandadai, Vedantacharya), 169
Dost Ali, 14
Dōva Bhashyakar Sannidhi, 160, 162
Darmidōpanishad Sāram, 166
Dūra, 197, 198, 199, 200, 347, 348, 249, (festival 358, 359)
Durgasaundram, 93, 111, 115
Dūrva (aruagampul) 239
Dvādana Ādityas, 348
Dvadasa Ārādhanaam, 364
Dvadasa tala ālayam (Vertical type), 311, 316, 324
Dvāpara yuga, 173, 328
Dvāra dēvas, 337
Dvārakā Tirumala, 380
Dvārapālas, 337
Dvārapalas, Sri Govindaraja temple, 252
Dvīmūrti ālayam, 318
Dvitala ālayam, 314
Dvītya āvarana dēvas, 345

E

Eastern Ghats, 5
East India company, 265
Ekādaśa Rudras, 308, 309, 347
Eakaki Perumaladasar, 268
Eka mūrti temple, 311
Eka ānta sēva, 191, 207, 208, 224
Ekatāla ālayam, 313
Eka tala Eka mūrti ālayam, 320, 322
Ekatāla Eka vimāna Navamūrti ālayam, 315
Ekatāla 'eka vimāna Nava shat Panchamūrti ālayam, 314, 315, 320, 321, 322
Emperumāṇaṇḍiyars, 47, 60, 63, 81, 362, 363
Emperumānār, 3
Equality of social status, 379
Eṟṟamanchi Pappa Nāyakkar, 371
Eṟṟamanchi Periya Pemmu Nāyakkar, 371
Eṭṭūr, 383
Evening puja, 351

F

Fifth āvarana dēvas, 348
Financial status of Govindarajaswami temple, 255
First āvaranaam, 289
First āvaranaam of Kautuka mūrti, 346
Fourth āvaranaam, 348
Four Vedas, 348
Four pillar mantapam in front of Govindaraja's temple, 253
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Food offerings, 230
Friday Tirumanjanam of Sri Andāl, 259
Friday Tirumanjana Tirtham of Sri Venkateswarā, 231

G

Gāli Gōpuram, (on Tirumala ascent) 3, 198
Gaṇās, 349
Gaṇḍa gōpālas, 378
Gandham, 235, 239
Gandharvas, 348, 349, 350
Gandharva sthānām, 337
Gaṇēsa, 92, 199, 203
Ganga, 347
Garbha griham, 77, 132, 138, 145, 202, 205, 206, 312, 313, 314, 315, 318, 320, 323, 327, 338
Garbhāgāra Padavīnāsam, 325
Garuda, 195, 199, 322, 331, 337, 338, 341, 342, 355
Garudāḻvār shrine, 130
Garudāchalam, 10
Gavīṣṭā, 348
Gaya, 359
Gaṇṭāmantapam, 3
Gaṭṭi deva, 115, 361, 373
Ghōṭi mukhi, 349
Giridēvappagal, 382
Gaṇānām(Brahma & Vishaya-guṇa) 186, 296, 297
Gnanappiran, 107, 168, 169
God realisation, 361
Gōgarbham, 8, 19
Golkonda, 13, 17
Gold Kavacham, (for holy feet), 215
Gold gilt Kalasam, 361
Gold Paṭṭam, 361, 365
Gōmuṇkham, 133, 140, 202, 321
Gopalakrishna swami Shrine, built by Tiruvaantuḷḷāḷvār Kuppayyan, 254, 272
Gopala krishna temple in Vadiraḷapuram built by Bhūṭanatha Rama Bhattar, 272
Gopal Rao, 14, 15
Gopanna, 162
Goshti of brahmins, 363
Govinda Bhattar, 86
Govinda Pushkaram, 254, 281
Govindarajasvami Pūlangi-sēva 250
Govindarajasvami shrine building, 247
Govindarajasvami Installation 250
Govindarajasvami temple, Tirupati, 163, 245
(idol): 362
Govindan Tiruvaantuḷḷār, 385
Gopurams, 360
Grāma devata festival, 358
Griha devatas, 360
Grihakshata, 349
Gudiṃallara, 36
Gudetvak (Lavangappaṭṭai), 241
Gudiyattam, 13
Gūḍūr, 2
Guha, 348
Guhyakas, 350
Gaṇavān Aparājītān, 75
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H

Hampi, 22
Hanumān shrine (east of big Gopuram Tirupati) 253, 270
Hanumān on Govinda Pushkarini shore, 271
Hanumān (facing Periya Raghunatha temple) 271
Hanuman (kaṭhāri) Shrine, 271
Hanumanta gundam, 383
Hariappa of Chandragiri, 386
Harīdra, 242
Haridra (Dāru) 242
Harihārakām, 215
Harihara Kṣetram, 383
Hariharārāyā, 367, 368, 372,
Harini, 348 (376, 382
Hastams, 312
Hatesa, 348
Hattiram Bāvāji, 25
Hattiramji Matham, 111
Havis, 206
Hayagrīvam, 342
Hayātmakam, 316, 346
Hieun tsang, 38
Higher Prakriti (Jivatma) 291
Hōmam, 220, 293
Hoysaḷa Country, 242
Hoysala Vīra Ballāla III, 366
Hyder Ali, 16 (Hyder Kalábham)

I

Idol of Sri Venkatesvara, not of the āgama type, 179
Idol, manufacture and consecration, 176
Idol worship, divine sanction for, 174, 175
Images of the Saivite Pantheon, 342
Immaḍi (village), 383
Immaḍī Narasinga, story of building the Chandragiri fort, 26
Immaḍi Narasinga Yadavaryulu, 26
Indian Materia Medica by Nadkarni, 235
Indra, 195, 293, 308, 347.
Indraja, 349
Inner Gopuram (Govindaraja temple), 250
Installation of Murtis, 333
Irungōlakōn, 75
Īsā, 349
Īsāna, 347, 348
Īsitāman, 345
Ītiḥāsamala, 27, 247

J

Jābāli Tirtham, 11
Jagannāth temple, 289
Jāghanis, 350
Jainism, 27
Jālakam, 313
Jāmbava, 348
Janamējaya, 24
Jangams, 41
Japam, 293
Jāra, 30, 174
Jata, 199
Jaṭāmānsi (kurīvēr, musk root) 241
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Jāṭāvarman Sri Vallabha II, 149
Jāṭāvarman Sundara Pandya II, 149
Jāṭāvarman Sundara Pandya III, 149
Jāṭāvarman Vira Pandya, 149
Jāṭi (Jāsmin) 235
Javana, 349
Jaya, 349
Jayādayas, 327, 341, 348
Jayantā, 349
Jivatma (Higher Prakriti) 291, 292, 327
Jivatma’s ultimate goal, 293
Jiyangar, 121, 222, 377
Jiyar, Koyil kelvi, 121, 362
Jiyar, Koyil kelkum, 374
Jiyar matham, 58
Jyeshta, 347
Jwāla Nṛsimham 9

K
Kaḍapanattam, 14
Kaikkol, 81
Kaisika dvādasi, 246, 256
Kaisika purānam 50, 157
Kālahasti Zamindari, 12
Kāligūpuram, 198 (mismomer)
Kalikōpanishad, 41
Kaliyuga, 328
Kalki, 317
Kallupulla ghat, 14
Kallur, 12
Kālōtsavam (order of), 352, Kalpadi, 2 [357
Kal-thēr mantapam, 110
Kalyāna mantapam 77, 126, 127, 155, 364
Kalyāna guṇas, 291
Kalyanōtsavam, 127, 155
Kalyanapuram, 26
Kamāl (Muhammad), 14
Kāmini, 348
Kānchipuram, 38, 39, 377
Kandāḍai Appāchi Aṇṇay yangar, 226, 230
Kandāḍai Ramanuja Ayyan-gar birth day celebration (āṭṭai Tirunakshatram), 259
Kandukūru, 36
Kangundi Zemindari, 12
Kannaḍa, 373
Kannaḍa country, 366, 378, 380, 381
Kannaḍa Hoysālas, 378
Kannaḍa people, 367
Kānukas, 170
Kāpālikas, 38
Kāpila, 317, 345
Kaplesvara swami, 66, 203
Kapilēsvara swami temple, 279, 282, 283, 284 to 286
Kapilēsvara swami temple dhvajastambham, 286
Kapila Theertham, 66, 281, 282, 283 (mismomer)
Karakambadipālayam, 8 K. Pass. 5, 12
Karavaṭṭippuli ālvar Appa Pillai, 253, 270
Kāri, 42
Karikāla, 24
Kariyamanicka Pillai, 367
Karmārchanā, 99, 205
Karmās (past), 306
Karmayāgam, 357
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| Karpūram, 237, 241 |
| Karunākaradāsar, 256, 385 |
| Kastūri (Mrganābhi) 224, 227 |
| Kastūri (plant) 227 |
| Kāsyapa, 348 |
| Kāsyapan, 105 |
| Kaṭi sūtram, 184, 328, 333 |
| Kātpādi, 2 |
| Katyavalambita hastham, 178, 330 |
| Katyavalambita simha karna hastham, 179, 330 |
| Kausthubham, 181 |
| Kautuka Beram, 99 |
| Kautuka Beram (Bhōga Srinivasa) 184, 187, 189, 190, 205, 215, 315, 320, 325, 327, 333 to 336 |
| Kautuka Beram (Bhoga Srinivasa) shadgunya Yantram, 302 |
| Kautuka images, 325 |
| Kavi, 349 |
| Kēsava Sōmayāji, 248 |
| Kētu, 346 |
| Ketu dhvaja, 328 |
| Khadga, 349 |
| Khadiram (samit), 356 |
| Khanti, 14 |
| Khēmaran (Todar Mull), 117 |
| Kiḍāmbi Āchchān, 160 |
| King Solomon, 91 |
| Kinnaras, 350 |
| Kinnara Mithuna, 348 |
| Kishkinda, 349 |
| Kishkindam, 195, 355 |
| Knee-breaker Hill, 3 |
| Koḍungólūran, 79, 94 |
| Kollikkāvalan, 43 |
| Kollikkāvalidasar, 63, 256 |
| Kollinagar, 43 |
| Koluvu Sēva, 208 |
| Koluvu Srinivasa or Bali Beram, 154, 187, 218 |
| Koluvu Srinivasa (durbar), 217, 218 |
| Konḍa dāsaris, 380 |
| Kö-Parakēsari Panmar, 78, 94, 95 |
| Kö-Pārtivendra, 96, 97 |
| Koppara, 156 |
| Koppātri Mahendra Panmar, 96 |
| Köṣṭham, 235, 241 |
| Köṭṭūr, 244 |
| Kö-Vijaya Danti Vikramar, 74 |
| Köyil-ālvār, 76, 138, 359 |
| Koyil kanakku Tiruninra-urudaiyar, 372 |
| Koyirkon, 75 |
| Krishnadeva Rayalu, 26 |
| Krishna (river), 22 |
| Krishna (Sri) 65, 349 |
| Krishna Deva Maharaya (Sri Virapratapa), 61, 70, 109, 115, 116, 117, 152, 224, 365, 381 |
| Krishnam, 317 |
| Krishnarayar kōnēri, 254 |
| Krishnarayar mantapam, 116 |
| Krishnasvami ayyangar, Dr. S. 27, 371 |
| Krita Yuga, 328 |
| Kshatta, 338 |
| Kshētra pāla, 19 |
| Kshudra dēvata, 184 |
| Kubēra 24, 25, 347 |
| Kuḍavūr, 368 |

43
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Kuḍavūr village, 123
Kulasēkhara āḻvār, 43, 44, 260, 264
Kulasēkharrappadī 43
Kulimāḥātarah, 36
Kulottunga I (Chola king), 83, 104, 105, 163, 190, 247, 279
Kumāra Ramanujayyan mantapam, 260
Kumāra Ramanuja ayyangar, 268
Kumārasvāmi, 342
Kumāra Tāttayyangar (Soṭṭai Tirumalai Nambi), 117
Kumbha hāratti, 363, 365
Kuhu, 348
Kūrattāḻvār, 83, 264, 267
Kūrma rūpam, 317
Kūshmanḍas, 350
Kūṭams, 316

Lāmajakam, 240
Lavangam, 240
Legends about the Sanctity of Tiruvelagadam Hill, 21
Lōkapālas, 293, 347
Lōkasāranga Muni, 43
Lōwer Prakriti (Manas, Budhī, etc.), 291

M
Madana, 348
Madappuli Nāchchar, 126
Mādhava, 22, 23
Mādhava dāsar, 63
Madhu Kaitabha and Brahma, 331
Madhu parkam, 220
Madhura kavi āḻvār 43, 44
Madhura kavi āḻvār’s shrine, 262
Madhura kavi āḻvār’s Adhyayanotsavam, 263
Madhyahna puja, 206, 207, 208, 351
Madhva matham, 109
Madhyama adhama temples, 354
Madhyama gaṇas, 350
Madhyama madhyama temples, 354
Madhyama type of temples, 177, 354
Madhyama uttama temples, Madras, 2 (354
Mahā Bali, 29, 33, 54, 183
Mahā Bhāratā, 30,
Mahā dēvam, 347
Mahā kāli, 348
Mahā kāli festival, 357
Mahammad-bin-Tughlak, 26, 58, 65
Muhammad kamǎl, 14
Mahā nāyakkar, 148
Mahant Dharma dāsji, 66
Mahant, 19
Mahant Vichāraṇakartha, 111
Mahā pradakshinam, 107
Mahā pralayam, 309
Mahārājāhs of Mysore, 381
Mahat pitham, 350
Maha Vishnu, 295, 297, 316
Mahā Vītas, 41
Mahāyana, 39
Mahā yuga, 23
Mahendra, 349
Mahendravaḍi, 36
Mahendravarma, 38, 39
Main purpose of temple worship universal co-operation, 351
Makara Sankramanam, 246, 256
Māla dasaris, 380
Malaikuniyaninrān, 10, 11, 58, 108, 1:8, 189
Malaikuniyaninrānkāl, 10
Malaikuniyaninra Perumāl, 364 (alias Malayappan),
Malai nādu, 79, 318, 339
Malayappan 58, 188, 189, 190, 191, 196
Malayappan Kona, 189
Malik kafur, 13, 26, 58, 61, 65, 68, 118, 126, 150, 164
Mallāndayār, 385
...allanna, or Mādhava dāsar, 63
Māmandur Hillroad 5, 12
Māmandur Ry. Station, 7, 8
Māmūlanār, 72
Mānavūr, 257
Mānavāḷapperuma, 47, 73, 80, 96, 97, 98, 99, 103, 105, 205, 245, 335, 364
Mānavarma, 38, 39
Mandagappaṭṭu, 36, 319
Māndalam ayyangar, 268
Mānduḍu, 92
Mangalagiri temple, 380
Mangalāsāsanam, 268
Mangideva Maharaja, 5, 69, 148, 151, 361, 366, 367, 369, 372
Mangoḍu velada, 257
Mānikam, 195, 335, 337
Māṇikkavāsagar, 37, 39
Manoharam, 129
Manomaya kōsam, 167
Mantrams and Bimbams (Shadgnya), 302
Mantra pushpam (according to the agamas), 184
Mantra pushpam (according to Sri Ramanuja’s Nityam)
184
Mantra pushpam (Riks and Slokas in Tirumalai), 165, 182, 183, 192, 195, 216
Mantrasalai Narasimhan, 65
Mantrāsanam, 214
Mānumsham, 325, 326, 327, Mānumsha Sthalam, 289
Manvantara, 309
Maran Kāri, 44
Māravarman Kulaśekhara Pandya, 149
Māravarman Virama Pkandya
II 149
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Mārgasira month, 207
Markandeya, 331, 338, 339, 340, 355
Martyās, 350
Maruts, 316, 348, 350
Māsha (black-gram), 235, 239
Māsi Tirunal, 367, 375
Mātā Mohanade, 117
Maṭhādhipatis, 380, 384
Maṭhapatyam, 368
Matla Kumara Anantarāja, 3, 63, 198, 252
Mātra dānam, 154, 188, 217
Matris, 350
Matru gaṇas, 316
Matsyātmakam, 317
Matta vilāsa, 38
Mausala Parvam of Maha-bharata, 30, 182
Māvali vānaraśya, 36, 74
Medicinal value of puja Oshadis, 238
Meditta Puḷḷugukkappu, 225
Mēlaisingar Koyil, Tirupati 266
Mēru chakram, 198, 200
Metaphysics of cosmogony, 310
Mitram, 316, (Mitra 355), 346
Mogili Pass, 13
Mohins, 350
Mōksham, 310
Mount Senai, 91; Mount Meru, 22, 68
Moyne japta, 17
Mubarak, 150
Mudal ālvār, 205, 340
Mudaliyāndān, 160
Mudgala, 348
Mudgal fortress, 366
Muggu bhāvi, 3
Mukha dvāram, 106, 322
Mukha mantapam, 92, 132, 153, 154, 217, 316, 320
Mukha mantapam dvārapālas, 338
Mukhya, 349
Mukkoṭi Pradakshinam, 59, 93, 95, 103, 105, 133, 216, 217, 359
Mukkoṭi dvādasi, 57, 106, 187, 246, 360
Muktās, 295, 305 transformations 305
Mula talam, 341
Mujangāl murippam hill, 158
Mūla Prakriti, 291, 306
Mullai Tiruvēnkatā jiyar, 152, 209, 256, 367, 370, 375
Munis, 348
Muppāduvēta, 257
Mūra (marut kilangu), 238, 241
Mūrti nayakkar cheruvu, 11
Mūrti rupas of Vishnu (Vishnupuram), 179
Muslim invasion, 377
Mūvarayar of Vira Maṭakkup-paṭṭi, 261
Mysore country, 381
Mythology (Pūrānic), 310

N
Nachchimar, 362
Nadādur ālvār, 160
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| Nādasvaram, 363                                                                 |
| Nāga, 349                                                                        |
| Nāgābharanam, 184, 200                                                          |
| Nāgapatla, 5, 13                                                                 |
| Nāgaraja, 195, 349                                                               |
| Nāgās, 350                                                                       |
| Naimittika pralayam, 309                                                          |
| Naivēdyam, 3, 208, 364                                                           |
| Naivēdyam simultaneously for Sri Venkatesvara and Sri Varahavāmi, 168          |
| Nalanda University, 38                                                            |
| Nallār Angandai, 253                                                             |
| Nāma nakshatra, 328                                                              |
| Nammāḻvār, 28, 29, 30, 37, 42, 43, 44, 46, 47, 53, 59, 137, 182, 183, 185, 217, 258, 274, 275, 280, 318, 339, (at Āḻvār Tirtham, 259) |
| Nammāḻvār Adhyayonotsavam (āḻvār tirtham), 275, 276                            |
| Nammāḻvār (of Ramanujakutam) Adhyayonotsavam, and Sattumurai, 277               |
| Nammāḻvār paṭṭadai (lands) in Elamandyam, 276                                    |
| Nammāḻvār sattumurai day (1485 A.D.) 275, 281                                   |
| Nammāḻvār temple built by Kondarāja and with Ramanujakūtām, 276, 277          |
| Nammāḻvār temple (āḻvār tirtham) Kartar Yatiraya Jiyar, 275                     |
| Nampādvān, 51                                                                    |
| Nandakam, 349                                                                    |
| Nandāvillakku, 255, 367                                                          |
| Nandyāla Narappayya, 252                                                         |
| Nārada, 348                                                                      |
| Nara Nārayana, 313, 315, 323, 333                                                 |
| Narasāraja Udayiyar (Mahāmanḍalesvara), 253                                      |
| Narasimharāya Mudaliyar, 267, 268, 269                                            |
| Narasimharayar mantapam, 93                                                       |
| Narasimhasvāmi temple, 65, 129, 157, 380                                          |
| Narasimhasvāmi temple, Alipiri, 267                                              |
| Narasimha Tirtham, Tirupati, 266                                                 |
| Narasimha Varman, 38, 39                                                         |
| Narasingadeva Uḍaiyar, Saluva, 5, 26                                              |
| Narasingappaperumāl in Kaṭhāri Human temple, 267                                  |
| Narasingarayapuram, Tirupati, 278                                                |
| Narasingarāyanpet, 16                                                             |
| Narayana, 292, 296, 298, 300, 306, 345, 356                                     |
| Narayanādri, 10                                                                  |
| Narāyanagiri, 6, 11                                                               |
| Narayana Jiyan, 276                                                              |
| Narayana Sandhi, 369                                                             |
| Narayana Sastri, Captain, 15                                                     |
| Narmada, 347                                                                      |
| Nāṭhamuni (munigal), 44, 45, 46, 67, 192, 193                                    |
历史 of Tirupati

Nāthamuni agraharam Tirupati, 278
Nāthamuni temple, Tirupati, 273
Nava Brahmas, 308, 327, 347
Nava grahas, 293, 346
Nava Murthi ālayam (Vertical type), 311, 333
Nava-shat-pancha mūrti ālayam, 312, 320, 322
Nayakkaneri ghat, 13, 16
Nazibulla, 15
Nedumaran, 38, 39
Nellore Dt., 12
Nerkku, village, 246, 255
Night dharma darsanam, 223
Nirāli mantapam, 107
Nirāli mantapam (Appa pillai’s) 253
Nirmālya sōdhana, 213
Nirūti, 347, 349
Nishkara Brahnam, 290
Nisi or adhayāma puja, 206, 207, 208, 223
Nityam (Sri Ramanuja’s), 53, 217, 233, 234, 236, 356
Nityārachana, 209, 214, 323, 340
Nityas, 299
Nityōtsavam, 195, 216, 335
Nizam-at-Daulah Asaf Jhah Bahadur, 20
Nṛsimha, 313, 315, 323, 333, 383
Number of hands of Murtis, 330

Nyagrōdhama (samit), 356
Nyaksha, 195, 355
Nyāsa flowers, 216

Obalā nāyakkar Rama Nayakkar, 224
Orissa, 379, 381
Oshadhi used in Puja patrams, 237

Paḍikavili gopuram. 81, 106, 113, 258,
Padi pōṭu, 122
Padma dalam, 235, 237
Padmam, 23, 329
Padma Nidhi, 349
Pāḍma samhita, 234, 236, 237
Padmāvati (marriage with Sri Venkateswara), 23
Pāḍyam, 233, 235
Padipalli (Pavindipalli), 197, 246, 255
Paisācham, 325, 326, 327
Paisāchas, 327
Paisācha zone in garbhagriham, 37
Pākāla, 6
Palamaner, 5, 13
Pālāsam samit, 356
Pallāndu pallāndu, 43
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pallava Kings</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pallavaram</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pallavarāyār or Vāneḍutta kai aḷagar</td>
<td>259, 280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pallava rule</td>
<td>367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pallikondān Tirumantapam</td>
<td>261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pampa saras</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pancha Bēram</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pāncha bhautika</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pāncha bhautika pralayam</td>
<td>305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pāncha mūrti ālayam</td>
<td>314, 315, 320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panchāngam</td>
<td>218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pancha prānas</td>
<td>348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pāncharatra agama</td>
<td>234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pāncha rātras</td>
<td>27, 28, 195, 221, 243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pāncha rātra rakshai</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pāncha rā: a system</td>
<td>362, 364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pāncha viram</td>
<td>317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pāndya desa</td>
<td>359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pandyas</td>
<td>367, 378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panktīsa</td>
<td>348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pāpavināsam Kona</td>
<td>6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 18, 110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pāpavināsam Vanka</td>
<td>6, 110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Para Brahman or Para Vasudeva (Bhrigu Samhita description)</td>
<td>179, 206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paradēsi Tiruvenkatayyan</td>
<td>265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parakālasvāmi matham</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parakāmani</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paramāṭma</td>
<td>292, 293, 294, 295, 296, 297, 298, 299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paran (Sri Venkatesvara)</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parāntaka I</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parāntaka Devi</td>
<td>361, 365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pārapatyadār</td>
<td>156, 223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parūsara</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parāsaresvara</td>
<td>47, 72, 82, 243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parasurāman</td>
<td>317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Para Vāsudeva</td>
<td>179, 145, 206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parikshit Maharaja</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parimalam room</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pārīśnādās (Garuda, Vishvakāsena, etc.)</td>
<td>299, 350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parivāra devatas</td>
<td>288, 337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pārjanya</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parthasarathysvami temple, Tirupati</td>
<td>244, 245, 247, 250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paryankāsanam</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pāsahbrut</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pasindi Venkatatturaivar</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patanga</td>
<td>195, 337, 355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patera</td>
<td>337, 355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pāta pushkarini</td>
<td>108, 109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patri</td>
<td>328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pātram</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paṭṭarpiran</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paushtika</td>
<td>327, 341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pavana</td>
<td>348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pāvakörjuna</td>
<td>338, 342, 444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pavitra</td>
<td>348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pāyan ghat</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peda Ekkalūr village</td>
<td>379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periya āḷvār</td>
<td>42, 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periya āḷvār, shrinc at Pedda Chimugu hill</td>
<td>261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periya ālvār shrine</td>
<td>260, 265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periya ālvār shrine, G. S. Mada street</td>
<td>261, 265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periya Eri (Tirupati)</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periya Jiyar matham</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal worship in every home</td>
<td>356</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Periya Mallayya deva, 152, 384
Periya māmbatṭu village, 255
Periya Nambi, 11
Periya Nāṭṭar, 261, 368
Periya Perumāl dasar, 385
Periya Tiruvandādi, 42
Periya Perumāl (Dhruva Murti), 364, 365
Periya Tiruvāsal (Mukha dvāram), 106
Pērkaḍai, 367, 3:9
Perumāl (Kolikkāvali dāsar), 386
Peyāḷvār, 42, 43, 144, 340
Phalatyagam, 357
Pillai Lōkācharya, 378
Pillai Tirumalai Nambi, 124, 160
Pisāchās, 350
Pitāmaha, 341
Pitāmbaram, 180
Pitrīs, 350
Plākṣhām (samitt), 356
Pokkāran Pandyadaraiyan, 80, 87, 244
Pondicherry, 16
Pongalūr, 266, 369
Poola Gavī, 119
Poḷ Bhandāram, 153
Postulates accepted in temple construction and worship, 290
Postulates of Hindu Mythology, 293
Posture of the lower hands of the Mūrthi, 330
Pōtu, 126
Poygaḷ āḷvār, 42, 43, 144

Prabandham of āḷvars, 221, 222, 362, 363
Prabhāṭam (pratihkālam), 206, 208
Prachanda, 349
Pradyumna 300, 303
Prahładā, 348
Prajāpati, 348
Prajāpatis, 350
Prakāram, 322, 360
Prakriti (Higher or jīvatma), 291, 292
Prakriti (Lower or Manas Buddhī etc.), 291, 292
Pralamba Yagnopavitam, 184, 328, 333 (sūtrām)
Pramathas, 350,
Pramōda lōka, 295, 297
Prāna, 349
Prāna maya kōsam, 167
Pra-annavadanam, 180
Prātahkālā puja, 351
Prathama āvarana devas, 345
Prathamāchārya purushas, 213
Pratigraha pātram, 234, 235
Prativādi Bhayankaram Annan, 211
Prativādi Bhayankaram family 261, 380
Pratyūsham (Arunōdayam; usahkālam) 206, 208, 212
Prētas, 350
Priyangu (tail pepper), 235, 237
Propaganda and proselytising work, 379
Propaganda, religious, 378
Puja dravyam, 233
Puja kramam, 214
Puja patram, 233
Pūlangi sevas, 98, 224, 225
Pulicut, 16
Puḻugukkāppu, 226, 230
Puḻugukkappu (meditta), 225
Pundarikavalli Tāyār, Tirupati, 266
Punya, 317, 345
Punyam, 317, 346
Purāṇa Ratnam, 45
Purandara Somayāji, 22
Puranik sthalam, 288
Puranik story of creation embodied in temple structures 305
Purattāsī Tirunai(annual festival), 360
Purūhuta, 349
Purusha, 295, 296, 297, 303, 317, 323, 334, 341, 345
Purusha Mu·ti. 314, 315
Purusha śūktam, 215
Pushkāśīni, 321
Pushpa danta, 349
Pushpānjali, 215
Pushpanyāsam, 215

R
Rāchivitu Nāyakkar, 256
Rāghavan, 317
Raghoji Bonsle, 14
Raghunatha in Sri Rama-
uja’s shrine, Tirupati, 267
Rāhu, 346
Raghunātha (Periya) temple, 267, 269
Raghunathapuram, Tirupati, 278

Raghunatha shrine on Govinda pushkarini shore, 269
Raghunātha Shrine in Tiru-
venkatapuram, 269
Raja Kesari Raja Raja devan, 85
Raja Raghottama Rao, 20, 131
Raja Raja I, 104, 244
Raja Raja II, 93
Raja Raja III, 80, 244
Raja Raja deva, 368
Raja Raja Muvēnda Vēlan, 80, 104
Raja malla, 115
Rajas, 291, 327
Rājendrā Chōla I, 93, 94, 104, 279
Rāka, 348
Rakshasas, 327, 349, 350
Rakta, 328
Rama (Sri), 30, 65, 217
Ramachandra Yada mātāra Dabirsa, 17
Rama dāsar of Papavinasam waterfall, 386
Ramadevam, 317, 346
Ramanuja (Sri), 27, 28, 30, 76, 77, 78, 82, 109, 244, 245, 247, 258, 360, 365
Ramanujakūṭam, 121, 166
Ramanujapuram, 245, 247
Ramanuja’s Shrine, (Tirupati), 128, 158, 160, 163, 222, 245, 264, 362
Ramar mēḍāi, 130, 133, 139, 141, 142, 146
Ramēśvaram, 13
Ranga mantapam, 117, 371
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Ravō, 328
Rāyadurgam, (Bōdi pad), 383
Rayasam Konappaayyar, 230
Rēṅigunta, 1
Retrospect, 359.
Rig Veda, 311
Rig Vedic Hymns, 347, 348
Rig Vedic conception of the relationship between jīvatma Prakriti and Prapatma, 292
Rishis, 350
Ritva, 348
Rōga, 349
Rōhins, 350
Rose water, 229
Rudra, 293, 300, 311, 327, 340
Rudraja, 348
Rudras (Ekādāsa), 307, 308, 316
Rukman, 328

S
Sabhaiyar, 59, 62
Sabhaiyar (Tiruchchukanur), 59, 385
Sadāśiva devaraya Maharayar 62, 70, 365, 379
Ṣada Vishnu, 295, 296, 316
Sādhyās, 350
Saffron (aganisīkha) 232, 242 (Kunkumappu)
Saguna Brahma, 291
Sahasradhāra, 233
Sahasra kālasābhishēkam, 155
Sahasra nāmārchna, 53
Sailēyam 235, 241
Sākala Brahma, 290
Sakala Nirguna Brahma or Ādi Vasudeva, 299
Saka year, 367
Sākinis, 350
Sākyā Bikshus, 38, 39
Sālās, 316
Sālai Nachchar temple, 251, 266
Salai well in Kanchipuram, 162
Salem, 5
Saligrāmams, 215
Sālōkyam, 297
Saluva Narasimha rāyar, 4, 59, 61, 70, 93, 110, 111, 115, 122, 152, 202, 211, 252, 363
Saluva Narasimharaya, Sārvabhāuma, 267
Saluva period, 362
Sāluva Timmaraja, 169
Sāmvai, 57, 80, 95, 97, 185, 243, 361
Sāma Vēdam, 348
Sambandar, 38
Sambagachhuṟu, 122
Samhitas 334
Samhlādini, 347
Samilam (samit), 356
Sāmipyam, 297
Samit of different kinds, 356
Sammōda loka 295, 297
Sanmangi pradakshinam, 116
121, 122
Samvāhiṇī, 317, 346
Sanaka, 327
Sanakam, 316, 346
Sanandana, 327
Sanatdanam, 346
Sanat kumāra, 327
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Sanat kumāram, 316, 346
Sanctity of the Vengadham Hill and Shrine, 29
Sanctum, 130, 134
Sandal paste, 200
Sandūsha, 349
Sandhya, 337, 355
Sandhyāvandana mantapams (ālvār tirtham) 281, 287
Sangama line of Kings, 378, 35
Sāni, 346
Sankara, 293, 337, 338, 355
Sankarāchārya, 197, 383
Sankara's festival, 357
Sankarshana, 300, 301, 304
Sankha, 338, 339, 342, 343, 344
Sankham and Chakram, 178, 179, 180, 181, 195, 330
Sankha Caudi, 349
Sankha nidhi, 349
Sāntuka, 327, 341
Saptamatāras, 348
Sapta Rishis, 316, 348, 355
Sapta Rohins 316, 348
Sarasvati, 347
Sargam (Divine bow), 174, 349
Sārūpyam, 297
Sarvam, 316, 346
Sarvamānya village, 369
Sarvārtha tōyam, 237
Sarva Vidyēsvara, 345
Sarva vyāpi Nārāyana, 295, 296, 298, 304, 316
Sarvōdvaham, 345
Sastras and Puranas, 173
Saṭhakōpa dasar Narasinga raya Mudaliar, 159, 160, 165
Sata dūshani (Sri Vedanta Desika's), 164
Sata Rudras, 348
Sattina Srivaishnavās, 159, 381
Sattumurai, 53, 208, 221, 222, 362, 364
Satvam, 327
Satva, Rajas, Tamas, 291
Sātvik Creation, 347
Sātvik Puranas, 293
Satyaka, 349
Saumya year, 248, 250
Saunaka, 41
Saurabhēyas, 350
Savitri and Savitri, 349
Saritpati, 349
Sāyānāchārya, 84
Sayana gunta, 13
Sayana mantapam, 93, 94, 95, 99, 224
Sayana (posture of) Murti, 326
Sāyankala puja, 206, 207
Sayujyam, 297, 357
Second āvaranam of Kautuka murti 346
Secular administration of the temple, 378
Self incarnate image, 359
Senji, 164, 372
Seringapatam, 16
Seshachalam, 10, 22, 26, 27, 198
Seshachalam kuruvai (ālvār tirtham) 283

53
Seshadri hill, 267
Sesha saila, 10
Sesha tirtham, 8
Sesha váhanam, 118
Sevadasji, 25
Seventh ávarana devas, 349
Sevvu sáni, 283, 286
Shad guñas (Gnanam, Balam etc.), 29, 300
Shadgúnya yantram, 185, 186
Shah Jehan, 13, 17
Shahji, 13
Shanmurti álâyam, 315, 333
Shatkála puja, 207
Sholangipuram, 157
Sholingur battle, 16
Siddhas, 288, 295, 350
Siddhesvaram temple, 6
Siddharta (white mustard), 235, 237
Siddhitam, 341
Silambidaváir, setti, 273
Silappadhikáram, 27, 28, 31, 37, 73, 92, 118, 181, 184, 205, 224
Siddhas, 350
Silássánam, 368, 370, 374
Silver image (Bhoga Srinivasa) 360
Simháchalam temple, 380
Simha lálatám, 199
Simham, 341
Simha Varman, 36
Sindhu, 347
Singanallur (Pongalur), 261, 266
Singayya Dannayaka, 58, 150, 261, 266, 366, 369, 373,
Siniváli, 347, 348
Sirigirésvara, 383

SIRU MALLAYYA DEVA MAHARAYA, 384
Sitakaráragandham Sandhi, 150, 369, (S. matham, 108)
Sitamma Tirthám, 8
Sítamu setti, 230, 268
Siva, 204, 348, 349
Sivaji, 13
Sivam, 316, 323, 346
Sixth ávarana devas, 348
Siyan, 362, 375
Skanda puránam, 25
Skandas 350
Snánásanam 214
Snániyam, 233, 235
Snapana, 196
Snapana Beram, 185, 187, 189, 190, 328, 333, 334
Snapana mantapam, 77, 95, 106, 152,
Snapana Tirumanjanam, 200, 335
Sola (कृप्श) measure, 219
Sóla nádu, 104
Sólanattu Ulagapperumánar, 74
Sója Vilupparaiyan, 81
Sóma, 349
Sópánam, 313, 316
Sóshana, 349
Sraddhótsavam, 360
Sree, 347
Sri, 46
Sri Bhandaram 64, 81, 95, 105, 368, 370
Sri Bháshyam (of Ramanuja), 46, 163, 176, 193
Sri Bhútam, 195, 221, 338, 342
Srichakram, 199
INDEX

Sri Devi and Bhu Devi, 179, 330, 334, 336, 362
Sri Devi as Sakti, Vibhūti and Pushthi, 291
Sri Devi in Tirumalai, 179
Sridhara, 46, 342
Sri Jayanti, 161
Sri Kapilesvarasvami, 204
Srikārakartha, 59
Sri Krishna (avatar), 65, 173, 174, 191, 217
Sri Krishna (acting as Sayana Beram in mārgali month), 181, 191
Srimat Tatva Matrikai, 175
Srimushnam, 318
Srinivasa Ayyangar, Soṭṭai Tirumalai Nambi, 379
Srinivasachari (Dorai), 15
Srinivasapuram, Tirupati, 278
Srinivasa Rao, V.M. 197, 199
Srinivasa Sahasranāmār chanā, 218, 219
Sripāḍa chandanam, 211
Sripāḍa renu, 231
Sripāḍa vastram, 211
Sri Rangam, 92, 118, 377
Sri Ranganatha in Tirumalai, 118
Sri Ranganatha Yadavarayar, 118, 125, 150, 158, 373, 378
Srishti, Sthithi, Samhāram, 291, 292, 293
Sri Vaishnavas, 377, 375
Srivatsam, 183, 202, 203, 291, 328, 333
Sri Vidyaranya, 203
Srivilliputtur, 43
Sthala puranam, 318, 340
Sthānattār, 14, 18, 59, 61, 64, 368, 369, 370, 372, 373, 374, 377, 379, 385
Sthanaka Murthi, 318
Sthānikas, 368
Stotraratnam (Ālavandar’s), 45
Stree dēvas, 345, 346
Subnadram, 316
Subramanyasvami, 74, 197,
Suchindram, 319
Sudarsanam (Chakrattālvār), 21, 190
Suddhi, 213, 219, 222
Sukra, 347
Sukhāvaham. 316, 346
Sultanate of Madura, 5, 366
Sundara, 348
Sūndari, 347
Supernatural world, 346
Suprabhātam, 211
Sura, 347
Suridēva, 349
Surunda, 349
Sūrya and chandra, 331
Sūrya bhakti, 357
Surya maṇḍalam, 174, 181
Suvaham, 317, 346
Svadhā, 347
Svāha, 347
Svāmi pushkarini, 90
Svayambhu maṇu, 308
Svēta 328
Svēta Varāha Kalpam, 167
Syāma, 328
Syāmākam (Tenai, kōṭṭa), 237, 240
T

Tadvin mitram, 346
Taitalas, 350
Tartriyra Upanishad, 296
Takkölam, 237, 240
Takshaka, 348
Talaköna Shrine, 5, 6
Talaköna water fall, 5, 6, 9
Taliköta battle, 13, 35, 61
Tällapäkkam Annamacharya, 128, 211
Tällapäkkam poets, 381
Tamas, Rajas, Satvam, 291
Tamil country, 366
Tamil prabandhams, 361, 363
Tamil, 367, 378
Tamil Sanyäsi or jiyar, 366
Tamogunam, 178
Tāpasa, 195, 338, 341, 349, 355
Tas dik book, 286
Tātāchārsis, 381
Tatvapatīs, 350
Telugu Chalukyas and Pallavas, 378
Telugu country, 366
Temples-Uttama, Madhyama
and Adhama types, 177
Tengalais, 221
Teppada Nāgayya Nāyakkaru, 374, 384
Third āvarana dēvas, 347
Tīlam (gingelly), 235, 238
Timmanayyangar, 17
Tippalādisvāra muḍaiyan, 72,
86
Tippū, 16
Tirtha, 195, 349, (Tirtham,
355)

Tirthavārī, 364
Tiruchānūr Sabhāiyar, 374
Tirugnāna Sambhandar, 37
Tirukkachchinambī Shrine,
273
Tirukkaivalakkam, 59
Tirukkāllattu deva Yādavarāya,
123, 161
Tirukkoṭītirunāl, 103, 360
Tirukkonēri, 107
Tirukkōilur, 42
Tirukkurukai, 42
Tirukkurukaiṭṭirāṉ Pillān,
160, 162
Tirukkurukur, 318
Tirumalā deva, 116, 367
Tirumalai, 362, 363
Tirumalai ayyangar (Tällapak-
km), 93
Tirumalai Nambi, 3, 8, 30,
67, 77, 109, 138, 162, 193,
194, 244, 245, 263, 264,
360, 365, 368, 383
Tirumalarayar mantapam,
93, 118, 126
Tirumāḻigai, 284
Tirumāḻirum-sōlai, 186
Tirumahāśai āṟvār, 42, 44, 45,
47, 48
Tirumal Rao (of Mysore), 20
Tirumāmāni mantapam, 121,
125, 130, 134, 154, 218,
219, 222, 364, 385
Tirumandarakuḍi, 43
Tirumangaalvar, 35, 43, 44,
54, 67, 137, 163, 255,
258, 259, 261, 262
Tirumanjanam, 8
Tirumanjanam (Snapana for
Govindaraja), 281
INDEX

Tirumanjana Tirtham, Friday, 231
Tirumāṇkāppu, 224, 228
Tirumantram, 77
Tirumatra salaippperumāṇadi- gal, 75
Tirumoḷi, 258
Tirumuḍi, 113
Tirumukkuḍal, 36, 37
Tirumundiyam, 84
Tirumunkāṇikkai, 59
Tiruninra-ūr-udaiyar, 59, 63, 368, 370, 372, 374, 377
Tirupati and Sri Govinda- raja’s temple, 243
Tirupati Sri Vaishnavas, 374
Tiruppalliecluchchi, 212, (269 for Periya Raghunatha)
Tiruppāna āḻvār, 43
Tiruppaṇi Bhandāram, 369
Tiruppōnakam, 159, 256, 366
Tiruppāvaḍai, 155
Tiruppāvai, 56, 256, 370
Tiruvallam, 36
Tiruvāṭi Āḻvān, 282
Tiruvāḷ Tirunagiri, 43
Tiruvāṇkur, 337.
Tiruvāraḏhanam, 364
Tiruvaraippatṭikai, 100
Tiruvāsiriyam, 42
Tiruvaṅgaḍam, 359, 361, 378
Tiruvangaḍamudaiyān, 359, 361, 369, 371, 372, 378, 383, 546, 547
Tiruvengaḍattupperumāṇadi- gal of Tiruchchukanur, 243
Tiruvenkata Gopala Krishnan, Shrine, 271
Tiruvenkatanatha, 361, 369, 373
Tiruvenkatanatha Yadavā- rāya, 266, 369
Tiruvenkatapuram (Tirupati), 269
Tiruvidaiyāṭṭam villages, 255
Tiruvidhi sănis, 362, 363
Tiruviḷankōyil, 35, 67, 101, 106, 243, 360
Tiruviruttam, 42
Tiruvoimōli, 30, 58, 60, 63, 69, 362, 363,
Tiruvoimōli recital before Periya Tiruvāsāl (gopu- ram), 165
Tiruvolakkam, 159, 168
Tōlappar ayyengar, Soṭṭai Tirumalai Nambi, 63, 117, 256, 386
Tolkāpiyam, 72
Tōmalā Sēva, 208, 209, 212
Tonḍaimān chakravarti, 24, 91
Tonḍai mandalam, 4, 23, 46, 359
Tonḍaraṭtippodi āḻvār, 43, 44
Tōyam, 348
Trēṭā Yugam, 173, 328
Trichinopoly, 366
Tridōsha, 235 (Pitta Vāyu, Slēshma)
Trikartaraṇayam, 81
Trimēkhala, 186, 329
Trimūrti ālaimay, 318
Tritaḷa ālaimay, 313, 314
Trītalā Nava Murti ālaimay, 314, 317
Trivikrama, 183, 184, 317, 345
Tuhini, 349
Tulasī prasadam, 216
Tumburu, 348
Tumburu köna canyon, 7
Turmeric paste, 227

U

Uchchiyil ninrân, 108
Uchchiyil-ninrân-kal (measure), 10
Uđaiyavar shrine (Ramanuja)
Tirumalai, 159
Uđaiyavar Emperumânar,
Tirupati shrine, 165
Udara bandham, 100
Udayagiri Devaraja Bhattar,
271
Uddinđarâyâr Ulagappar, 269
Uḍumbaram (Samit), 356
Ugrânam, 121
Ugrânam Pârapatyadâr, 121
Ugra Nṛsimhasvâmi, 35, 65
Ugra Srinivasa or Snapana
Beram (Venkatatturaivar),
103, 187, 188
Ukku Stambham, 9
Ulaga mûdēvi, 104
Ulaguḍâyâya Perumal, 385
Uḻchâttu, 199
Umâpati, 342
Undâvalli cave temple,
Vijayawâda, 318
Universal Co-operation-pur-
pose of temple worship,
351
Universal invitation, 353
Upâsana, 357
Upora, 374
Upper Ahôbilam, 318
Uratt (battle of), 80, 87
Uravapalli grant, 36
Urâyîr, 43
Urâdhva puṇḍram, 232
Ushâhkâla pujâ, 206, 207, 212,
351
Ushna, 349
Usiram (khus-khus), 237, 240
Utsava Bēram (Malayappan),
185, 187, 188, 189, 328,
334, 335, 336
Utsava Murti, 364
Uttama (type of temples), 354
Uttama-adhâma temple, 354
Uttama gaṇas, 350
Uttama-Madhya temple, 354
Uttama-uttama temple, 354
Uttâhana dvâdasi, 50, 57, 157
Uyyakkondâr, 67

V

Vaḍagalais, 221
Vaḍakku vaḷi, 4
Vâdamalai dâsâr, 384
Vâda Tiruvenkata Jiyar
(kōyil-kêlīvi), 268
Vâdirâja puram, Tirupati, 272
Vadugars, 4
Vâhanam, 328
Vâhana mantapam, 110
Vaikasi festival (Tirupati),
246, 258
Vaikhânasa agama, 289, 323,
360
Vaikhânasas, 27, 28, 243, 362,
363, 364
Vaikhânasa Samhitâs, 209,
213, 234
Vaikunṭha hastham, 365
<p>| Vaikunṭha loka, 295, 297, 298 | Vasanta mantapam (Tirupati), 253 |
| Vaikunṭham (Sri), 174 | Vasantōtsavam, 119, 122 |
| Vaikunṭha Tirtham, 8 | Vāsavas, 348 |
| Vairāgyam, 296, 298, 329 | Vasco-de-Gama, 236 |
| Vaishnavāṇḍam, 295, 297, 303, 310, 315, 346 | Vasīṣṭha, 54 |
| Vaishnavite āḷvārs, 7, 356 | Vāstu dēvas, 350 |
| Vaivāsvarā manvantaram, 167 | Vāsudēva (Sri Krishna’s father), 180 |
| Vakra Tunda, 195, 349 | Vasūs, 316 |
| Vākya Panchangam, 365 | Vatsara, 348 |
| Vāḷi, 30, 173, 174 | Vāyu, 348 |
| Vāḷi Tirunamam, 222 | Vēda bhṛt, 349 |
| Vāḷuvakkōn, 75 | Vēdānta Desika (Sri), 37, 84, 151, 164, 166, 203, 212, 363, 378, 379 |
| Vālmiki Ramāyanam, 193 | Vēda Pārāyanam, 363, 384, 385 |
| Vāmāchāram, 40 | Vēdas, 363, |
| Vāmanam, 317, 345 | Vellore, 14 |
| Vāniyambāḍi, 14 | Vēngaḍam Hills, 1, 359, 378 |
| Vān Sathakopa nandavanam, 58, 108, 157, 381 | Vengalāmba, 116 |
| Vapusham, 349 | Venkāji, 13 |
| Varada hastham, 178, 179, 330 | Venkatachalam, 23 |
| Varadāji anumān, 116 | Venkatachala Mahātmyam, 24 |
| Varadarājāsvāṁ (Sri) Varadarajapperumāl, 65, 81, 125 | Venkatādri, 10 |
| Varadarajapperumal (Tiruchchukānur), 274 | Venkatagiri, 9, 114 |
| Varaguna Mahārāja, 44 | Venkata Dikshitar, 383 |
| Varāha, 313, 315 | Venkatapatiraya, 116, 117 |
| Varāhakshetram (Tirumalai), 168 | Venkatattari (Nṛṣimhasvami), 157 |
| Varāham, 317, 341, 345 | Venkatatturaivar, 103, 126 |
| Varaha Nainar, 107, 169 | Venkatatturaivar Pāsind, 24 |
| Varahaswami temple, 107, 109, 157, 163, 167, 168, 169 | Venkatatturaivar (Ugra Srinivas, Snapana Beram), 187, 188 |
| Vatttana, 18 | Venkatatturaivar, son of Malaininra-Bhattar, 269 |
| Varuna, 306, 337, 347, 355 | Venkatesvara temple, 360 |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>261</td>
<td>Veñnalvāsal village</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>321</td>
<td>Vēsaram, 321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>295</td>
<td>Vibhava avatars, 295, 317, 323, 345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>311</td>
<td>Vibhava forms, 311, 336, 341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>336</td>
<td>Vibhavāntaras 336, 341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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